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Definition 

The Carnarvon Basin may be defined as: 
The compound basin of sedimentation containing 

Proterozoic, Palaeozoic, Mesozoic and Tertiary 
sediments on a basement of pre- Cambrian gneiss, 
schist and granite that extends from near Onslow in 
the north to near Geraldton in the south and from 
the coast inland as far as 130 miles (208 km) east 
and seaward for an unknown distance (Condon 1965). 
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ERRATA 
APPENDIX I-Individual station reports: 
Gnaraloo. Land systems on this station include 
approximately 1, I 00 ha of Chargoo I.s. 

NINGALOO-YANREY MAP SHEET-Land 
system on the coast at Pilgramunna Creek is Coast 
I.s. (Cs), not Ca as depicted. 

QUOBBA MAP SHEET-Land system on Babbage 
I. (mouth of Gascoyne R.) is Coast I.s. (Cs), not Br 
as depicted. 
Stippled area shown between no. 7 bore and no. 10 
bore on Boolathana Station is not severely degraded 
and eroded. 
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Abstract and recommendations 

I. The area surveyed covers about 74,500 km' and includes the catchments of the 
Lyndon and Minilya rivers and the lower reaches of the Gascoyne and Wooramel 
Rivers. All of the Minilya, Winning Pool, Quobba, Kennedy Range, Shark Bay, 
Wooramel, Edel and Yaringa I :250,000 scale map sheets and parts of the 
Ningaloo-Yanrey, Edmund, Glenburgh, Byro and Ajana sheets are included. 

2. The area is described in terms of climate, geomorphology, hydrogeology, vegetation, 
soils, pasture types and land systems. Land system maps at I :250,000 scale are 
presented. 

3. Condition statements are presented for the whole survey area and for each land 
system, pasture type and station within the survey area. 

4. Almost 11,000 assessments of pasture condition and soil condition were made while 
traversing throughout the survey area. 

(a) Forty-five per cent of these traverse records indicated good range condition. 
(b) Thirty-two per cent of traverse records indicated fair range condition. 
(c) Twenty-three per cent of traverse records indicated poor range condition. 

Traverse records imply that, as a whole, the proportion of rangeland in poor 
condition is no less on large stations (> 200,000 hal than it is on smaller leases. 
Areas in poor range condition have pastures degraded to poor or very poor 
condition and soil erosion is common, but localized. 
Many of the areas indicated as being in poor or very poor condition are likely 
to have been so since the 1930s or, in some cases, earlier still. A lack of 
objective data to draw on before this survey implies that it is generally 
uncertain whether such areas have further declined, remained more or less 
unchanged, or recovered to any degree in more recent years. 

5. Regeneration programmes are required for areas in poor range condition. These will 
involve reduced stocking, appropriate seasonal usage, deferment of grazing over 
some growing seasons and control of total grazing activity by stock, feral goats and 
kangaroos. Without effective control of kangaroos and goats, it may prove very 
difficult to reverse degenerative trends and restore the productive capacity of some 
areas. 

6. During the course of the survey it was possible to identify areas showing extreme 
landscape deterioration, with degraded pastures and moderate or severe erosion. 
The total area in this category is about 650 km' (0.9% of the survey area). These are 
mainly areas of high grazing potential and are of considerable concern. Special 
rehabilitation programmes, including initial withdrawal from use and cultural 
works, are required to restore soils, vegetation and productive use. 
The extent and geographic location of the areas of extreme degradation are shown 
on the 1:250,000 scale map sheets and in figure 21. 

7. Carrying capacity estimations for the pasture types of the area, at three condition 
levels, are presented. These are guideline figures based on current (1984) knowledge 
of the pastures. They were used for calculating the recommended carrying capacity 
for present condition and the capability carrying capacity for optimal condition of 
each station. 

8. The recommended total livestock capacity for 1981-1982 condition of all stations 
within the survey area is 596,200 sheep units. This assumes that all stations are 
adequately watered which is not the case. Actual numbers present in 1982 in the 
survey area were about 484,000 sheep equivalents. Capability carrying capacity for 
optimal range condition throughout is estimated at 801,000 sheep units. 
At the time of survey only a few stations were clearly overstocked. Any increases in 
stock numbers in the future will generally require additional watering points to 
bring unused or little used country into production to accommodate the additional 
stock. At least 35 of the 54 stations in the survey area have considerable areas that 
are little used because of insufficient stock watering points. 

9. Reports are presented for each station, describing land systems, pasture types, range 
condition, areas with severe degradation problems (if any), rehabilitation 
requirements, recommended carrying capacities for present condition and capability 
carrying capacities for optimal condition. 

10. Soil Conservation Districts have been formed or are proposed for large parts of the 
survey area. The formation of such Districts and their local committees should be 
actively encouraged as they are the means by which appropriate management 
practices and rehabilitation programmes for seriously degraded areas can be developed. 

II. Rehabilitation programmes will need to be co-operative ventures between station 
lessees, local government and the Department of Agriculture under the general 
direction of Soil Conservation District local committees. 
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12. Government assistance in the form of physical and technical resources will be 
required to implement rehabilitation programmes as these will generally require 
inputs beyond the resources of individual lessees. Some such assistance is already 
being supplied by the Western Australian Government through the Department of 
Agriculture and by the Commonwealth Government through the National Soil 
Conservation Programme. 

13. Regular monitoring of the rangelands is required throughout the area. Monitoring 
enables pastoralists to use objective assessments of indicators and trends in pasture 
condition when planning grazing management practices. Monitoring also enables 
Government to be aware of changes in the condition of the land and to be able to 
assess the appropriateness of particular management practices and to advise lessees 
accordingly. 
This survey provides the inventory and mapping of pasture resources required to 
implement and maintain range monitoring systems on individual stations. 

14. Insufficient stock watering points or poor quality (saline) supplies are problems 
common to many stations within the survey area. Additional technological 
development and information on costs and benefits of improved water supplies are 
required to encourage pastoralists to undertake water supply improvement 
programmes. 

15. Many artesian water supplies used by the industry are reaching the end of their 
useful life and will need refurbishing or re-drilling in the near future. This will be 
beyond the means of individual station operators and Government assistance in 
some form (possibly low interest rate loans) will be required. 

16. At least three land systems now alienated could not be economically developed for 
pastoral use as the pastures they support are of extremely low carrying capacity. 
Alternate forms of land use may be more appropriate. The systems are Nanga and 
Zuytdorp in the south-west of the survey area and Inscription on Dirk Hartog Island. 

17. Considerable areas of Cape Range (the Range land system) in the north-west of the 
survey area are currently alienated, but are too rugged and support pastures too 
poor to be developed for pastoral use. Alternative forms of land use are more 
appropriate. 

18. One land system, Coast, is highly susceptible to wind erosion once vegetative cover 
is depleted by any means and almost 8% of the system consists of massive blowouts 
and mobile dunes. Because of its high sensitivity to disturbance and the need to 
maintain dense vegetative cover, most of the system is unsuitable for development 
for pastoral purposes. Other forms of land use, with the option of limited pastoral 
use in some instances, may be more appropriate. 
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The Carnarvon Basin 

Introduction 

The findings presented in this report are those of 
a regional survey of pastoral lands in the Carnarvon 
Basin. Commissioned by the Pastoral Board of 
Western Australia in 1980, the survey was 
undertaken by a joint team from the Department of 
Agriculture and the Department of Lands and 
Surveys during 1980-1982. As part of a continuing 
programme of pastoral land classification, mapping 
and resource evaluation, it is the fifth survey of its 
type, others having been undertaken in the 
Gascoyne River Catchment (Wilcox and McKinnon 
1972), the West Kimberley (Payne et at. 1979), part 
of the Nullarbor Plain (Mitchell et al. 1979) and the 
Ashburton River Catchment (Payne et al. 1982). 

The survey covered about 74,500 km' of pastoral 
land in the Carnarvon Basin and Shark Bay - Byro 
Plains physiographic regions (Gentilli and 
Fairbridge 1951). The area covered by the survey 
extends from Exmouth Gulf in the north to Nerren 
Nerren station south of Shark Bay and inland to 
Carey Downs station in the east (figure 1). The 
survey area includes much of the catchments and 
all of the lower courses of the Lyndon and Minilya 
Rivers, as well as the mature reaches and flood 
plains of the Gascoyne and Wooramel Rivers. In 
the north and east the boundaries of the survey 
were fixed at the limits of coverage achieved by 
surveys of the Ashburton and Gascoyne River 
catchments; in the west coverage extended to the 
legal boundary of coastal leases, which is 40 m 
inland from the mean high water mark. Two major 
islands, Dirk Hartog and Faure, are included in 
accordance with their status as pastoral leases. The 
area dealt with broadly corresponds to the 
Carnarvon Basin as defined by Condon (1965). 

The purpose of this survey is to provide a 
comprehensive description and mapping of the 
pastoral resources of the region, together with an 
evaluation of pastoral potential and the condition 
of the soils and vegetation throughout. This report, 
with its accompanying map series at 1:250,000 
(figure 2) is primarily intended as a reference for 
pastoral managers, rangeland advisers and land 
administrators. the people most involved in 
planning and implementing pastoral management 
practices and land usage consistent with the 
condition, stability and potential of the natural 
resources. 

Accounts of the pastures of the individual 
stations, together with their corresponding maps, 
provide an essential framework of resource 
information required for planning appropriate 
management for each area of a property. 

The impact of grazing and management practices 
(whether traditional or innovative) needs to be 
monitored regularly to ensure the preservation or 
improvement of the productive condition of the 
land. This report provides a descriptive and 
comparative basis from which methods to monitor 
the future trends within each type of rangeland can 
be rationalized and developed. 
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As a result of this survey the special needs of 
severely degraded areas identified within the 
Carnarvon Basin can be considered from a regional 
perspective. 

The complementary land system maps and 
summary accounts of landforms, soils and 
vegetation will also provide researchers and the 
public with a basic reference on the features and 
geography of the Carnarvon Basin. 

Figure 1. Location map, Carnarvon Basin survey area 

o Nerren Nerren 

o 100 , , 



Figure 2. Carnarvon Basin survey area, showing 
relevant 1:250,000 map sheets 
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Brief pastoral history 

Of the few early attempts of settlement in the 
Gascoyne and Murchison areas, none appear 
recorded as being successful until 1872 when Yuin 
station was established by W. Burgess which 
opened up the Lower Murchison area (Battye. 
1915). In 1873, Maitland Brown leased 50,000 
acres* around Boat Haven Loop (now Carrarang 
station), F.L. Von Bibra leased 20,000 acres on 
Dirk Hartog Island and C. Broadhurst was granted 
a lease on Faure Island (Carmody, unpublished). In 
1875, Murgoo station was established in the 
Murchison area with the Gascoyne area being 
opened in 1876 by the Mungarra Squatting 
Company (A. Brown and J.H. Monger), on land 
which is now Brickhouse station, C.Brockman 
established Boolathana station in the same year 
bringing 3,600 sheep overland from the Murchison 
area (Burvill 1979). \Vandagee station was 
established soon after Doorawarrah station in 1879 
and a 110,000 acre lease was granted for A. Von 
Bibra around Useless Loop in October of the same 
year. Boologooro and Mia Mia stations, established 
in 1880, were followed by Minilya station and part 
of Peron Peninsula in 1881, Middalya station in 
1882 and Towera station in 1883. 

By the late 1880s squatting leases were granted 
for a 21 year period in blocks not less than 20,000 
acres, costing 10 shillingst per 1,000 acres for each 
of the first seven years, 12 shillings 6 pencett per 
1,000 acres for the second seven years and 15 
shillings per 1,000 acres for the third seven year 
period, 

The number of pastoral properties and the 
amount of wool exported continued to rise, and by 
the turn of the century the sheep population for 
Western Australia was about 2,434,000 with about 
20% being in the Carnarvon Basin area**. From 
this time sheep numbers in the Carnarvon Basin 
area rose from about 530,000 to reach a peak in 
1923/24 of about 1,065,000. Then followed a 
dramatic fall to an all time low reached after the 
1930s drought and the Great Depression. Because 
of overstocking, lack of vermin control, 
unpredictable seasons and few improvements on 
many of the properties, large tracts of land had 
become degraded and no longer supported the 
pristine pastures present at the time of settlement. 
The very high stock numbers carried in the 1920s 
were never regained (figure 3). 

Recovery from the Depression was slow, It was 
not until the 1950s that a boost came for the 
pastoral industry in the form of higher wool prices. 

During the 1950s, stock numbers in the 
Carnarvon Basin area averaged about 560,000 and 
gradually rose to about 650,000 in the 1960s until 
wool prices fell dramatically in 1970171. This led to 
a slight decrease in sheep numbers in the early to 
mid 1970s. It also forced some pastoralists to 
change their traditional practices and turn away 
from wool towards the production of beef cattle. 
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This change was made mainly to offset poor wool 
prices, while beef cattle were experiencing good 
returns at that time. 

In 1976 came the start of yet another four year 
drought in which the number of sheep in the 
Carnarvon Basin area fell from nearly 730,000 in 
1976 to about 435,000 in 1980. Cattle numbers in 
the area also fell dramatically, from about 11,500 to 
about 3,000. 

By 1984 there were 50 pastoral stations in the 
Exmouth, Carnarvon and Shark Bay Shires 
carrying about 515,600 sheep and 3,800 cattle. 

* One acre = 0.405 of a hectare 
** Statistical boundaries and Districts have changed since 1829 

and refer to a somewhat larger area than that covered by this 
survey. 

t One shilling = 10 cents 
tt Twelve pence = 1 shilling 

Figure 3. Sheep numbers in the Carnarvou Basin survey area, 1896-1982 
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Climate 

Introduction 
Climatic classifications of the drier parts of 

Australia have been based on many criteria and 
tailored to suit different descriptive purposes 
(Gentilli 1971), though most tend to emphasize 
rainfall as the key criterion. We have followed 
Beard's (1975, 1976) climatic subdivisions of the 
area which he classified according to the methods 
of Bagnouls and Gaussen (I957). These define the 
climate as 'desert' in the inland north-east and 
south-east, and 'semi-desert' for all other areas 
excepting the western parts of Shark Bay, which 
receive sufficient rain in winter to be considered as 
being within the 'Mediterranean' zone of the State's 
south-west (figure 4). One common definition of 
arid land or aridity is that insufficient rain falls for 
cropping at any season, mean annual rainfall is 
below 250 mm and that zero rainfall can be 
recorded in any month. Accordingly, the area can 
be described as arid everywhere except in the far 
south-west from Dirk Hartog Island to Tamala 
station. 

Sources of climatic data 
To illustrate the main features of the area's 

climate, we have selected data from the Bureau of 
Meterology for representative stations at coastal 
and inland locations. 

We have analysed the rainfall records from three 
coastal stations (figure 5), Cardabia, Brickhouse and 
Hamelin, and two inland stations, Lyndon and 
Carey Downs (with additions from nearby Towrana 
over 1915-1928 and 1951-1958, when no records 
were kept at Carey Downs). Each of the five 
stations has between 63 and 74 years of records to 
1981. 

Measurements of temperature and relative 
humidity were available from three coastal centres, 
Learmonth, Carnarvon and Hamelin Pool. Also, we 
have had to refer to Bureau of Meteorology records 
from two inland weather stations slightly beyond 
the survey area, Nyang in the north-east and 
Gascoyne Junction in the east. 
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Figure 4. Climatic subdivisions of the survey area 
(after Bagnouls and Gaussen 1957). 
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Figure 5. Mean annual rainfall at stations 
selected for analysis of rainfall records or other 
meteorological data 
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Major climatic patterns 

Summer patteru (November to April) 
In northern parts of the area, summers are 

influenced by tropical air masses to a greater extent 
than the southern and coastal areas, which mainly 
receive anticyclonic circulations. The early summer 
period is nearly always dominated by anticyclones 
and no significant rainfall occurs anywhere. Only in 
midsummer and autumn are the high temperatures 
of northern areas broken by thunderstorms, or the 
south-eastward passage of tropical cyclones (figure 
6). Even so, rains that result are more often local 
than general. Summers in the southern and coastal 
areas are very dry, but less hot under the 
ameliorating influences of diurnal sea-breezes. 
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Figure 6. Surface chart depicting the location and 
direction of passage of a tropical cyclone across 
the north of the survey area, March 6, 1981 

6th March 

Wiuter patteru (May to October) 
Generally, winters consist of periods of calm, 

fine, anticyclonic weather, with mild days and cool 
nights. These are broken only by the eastward 
passage of rain-bearing frontal systems. During 
May, the paths of depressions and their associated 
fronts from the Indian Ocean shift progressively 
northward and rain falls further north and 
penetrates further inland. Useful winter rains most 
often occur between late May and early July (figure 
7), when some of the stronger and more northerly 
fronts interact with middle-level tropical 
disturbances which approach from the north-west. 

In late winter, depressions travel further south 
and rain-bearing fronts are usually weak at their 
northern ends, bringing little rain to this area. In 
spring, stable anticyclonic conditions re-establish 
over the area to produce warm and very dry 
weather during September to early November. 



Figure 7. Surface chart depicting the approach of 
rain-bearing cold front in early winter, May 6, 1984. 

6th May 1984 
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Climatic factors 

Humidity and winds 

H 
x 

As shown in figures 8 and 9, the inland parts of 
the area receive less humid airflows than coastal 
areas. The north is influenced by moist tropical air 
masses in summer, which account for the higher 
humidities observed at Learmonth. The south is 
much more evenly humid under the influence of 
onshore winds throughout the year. 

In summer, the prevailing winds are southerly 
and moderately strong in coastal districts. Inland, 
breezes are lighter and more variable, often easterly 
under the influence of the Pilbara stationary heat 
low (Gentilli 1971). 

During winter, winds are lighter but more humid 
throughout. In July, breezes at Carnarvon are 
mainly from the south-east in the morning and the 
south-western quarter in the afternoon. The 
eastward passage of frontal systems temporarily 
upsets this pattern with periods of moist westerly 
airstreams and rainfall. 

Table I indicates the percentage incidence and 
direction of strong winds in summer and winter at 
Carnarvon. 
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Table 1. Percentage ·incidence of strong winds at Carnarvon 

Season 

Summer (January) 

Winter (July) 

Temperatures 

Time (WST) 

0900 
1500 
0900 
1500 

Wind velocity kmjh 
11-30 >30 

40 
43 
40 
60 

30 (S) 
27 (S.w, S) 
5 (S.E, E) 

10 (S) 

Mean monthly maximum and minimum 
temperatures for five centres are given in figures 10 
and II. Maximum temperatures are highest in 
January and February and the inland stations are 
hotter than those on the coast. There is notable 
variation in summer maxima at the coastal centres. 
For example, the January mean maximum is 30.8°C 
at Carnarvon and 37.2°C at Hamelin Pool. This is 
because the summer southerlies travel over the 
ocean before reaching Carnarvon and over land 
before reaching Hamelin Pool. Extremes of 
temperature experienced exceed SO°C inland and 
4SoC on the coast. Winter maxima are consistent 
throughout, except for the far north, where they are 
from 3° to 7°C higher at Learmonth than elsewhere. 
The lowest mean maxima occur in July at all centres. 

Inland areas have lower winter minima than 
coastal areas. The lowest winter minima occur in 
July, except in the north-east at Nyang (August). 
Summer minima are slightly lower at coastal 
centres than inland. 

The annual range of mean monthly maxima is 
much less along the coast than it is inland. For 
example, at Gascoyne Junction the range is from 
22.4°C (July) to 40.soC (January), compared with 
21. 9°C (July) to 32.0°C (February) at Carnarvon. 
The range of mean minima is again slightly less in 
coastal areas, for example from 9.SoC in July and 
August to 21.8°C in February at Hamelin Pool and 
from ll.SoC in August to 2S.3°C in March at Nyang. 

, 
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Figure 8. Mean monthly relative humidity at 0900 hours, western 
standard time 
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Figure 9. Mean monthly relative humidity at 1500 hours, western 
standard time . 
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Rainfall 
In an arid land, rainfall is the limiting factor in 

the growth of plants and a primary controller of 
biological processes generally. Variations in the 
distribution and timing of rainfall have 'exaggerated 
importance in arid ecosystems however low the 
overall turn-over of biomass' (Graetz 1981). 
Assessed by long-term averages, the mean annual 
rainfall across most of the area appears to be 
remarkably consistent at about 220mm which falls 
predominantly in winter (figure 12). Only in the 
north-east, at Lyndon, is the influence of occasional 
heavy summer rainfall sufficiently great to inflate 
the mean annual figure to 251 mm, about 15% 
above the others (figure 5). At Lyndon, the months 
of January, April and May average the wettest, 
while at the other stations May and June are 
wettest (or June and July at Hamelin Pool) (figure 

13). On the other side of the area, the far western 
part of Shark Bay is significantly wetter in winter 
(over 300 mm mean annual rainfall). 

The variability of monthly rainfall provides an 
insight into the reliability, if not the effectiveness, 
of rainfall at different seasons. Coefficients of 
variation are lowest in early winter (May to July) at 
all five stations (figure 14), which implies that the 
early winter period has both the highest and the 
most reliable rainfall. 

Rainfall in anyone summer month is frequently 
zero, but occasional storms at the coastal stations 
inflate the year to year variation in the early 
summer months to 300-500% of the monthly 
means. Variation in the monthly rainfall inland 
during summer is rather less as a result of more 
frequent falls, even if these are mainly local and light. 

Figure 12. Proportions of average winter (shaded) 
10 average summer rainfall 

CARDABIA LYNDON 

CAREY DOWNS I HAMELIN POOL 
TOWRANA 
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Figure 13. Mean monthly rainfall at five centres; summer months above, winter months below. 
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Figure 14. Annual variation in mean monthly rainfall expressed as 
percentage coefficient of variation (c.v.). ' 
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Rainfall effectiveness and 
estimated periods of plant growth 

M 

Plant growth in the arid zone is limited primarily 
by a lack of soil moisture. Even in the wettest years 
(table 2), actual rainfall never approaches the area's 
evaporation I?otential (2600·3200 mm). Growth is 
confined to lImited pen ods of available soil 
mOlsture that follow rainfall events. Because 
potential evaporation is much higher in summer 
(over 300mm in January) than in winter (65mm in 
the south and 90mm m the n<?rth-east in July), it is 
usually the wmter rams that gIve the longer-lasting 
rech!,rges of soil moisture sufficient to promote 
slgmficant periods of plant growth. Summer falls 
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are mainly too light to result in much growth, 
except locally on sItes recelvmg run-on. Heavier 
summer falls that result from the passage of 
cyclonic depressions occur very infrequently. These 
Irregular rams are non~theless vital because they 
tngger shrub germmatIOn and many other biological 
events that cannot take place in winter. 

Table 2. Wettest and driest years 

Station 
Driest 

Totalmm 
Wettest Total mm year year 

Cardabia 1919 50 1918 611 
Lyndon 1936 26 1909 647 
Brickhouse 1938 47 1923 481 
Carey Downs/Towrana 1919 54 1963 511 
Hamelin 1911 61 1971 409 



Table 3. Frequency and duration of signific~nt periods of . 
available soil moisture from documented rainfall events at five 
stations, as estimated by the ARWATBAL model. 

Station 

Cardabia 
(68 years) 

Lyndon 
(72 years) 

Brickhouse 
(77 years) 

Carey Downs! 
Towrana 
(64 years) 

Hamelin 
(76 years) 

Significant winter growth Significant summer growth 
periods (May-Sept 30 + days) periods (Oct-Apr 20 + days) 
frequency as mean duration frequency as mean duration 

per cent days: S.D. > per cent days: S.D. 
of years of years 

84 78:31 25 26:7 

65 75:27 36 28:10 

94 92,27 17 26:5 

83 67:22 14 27:9 

93 96:31 14 26:7 

We have estimated rainfall effectiveness in terms 
of the duration of sufficient soil moisture to induce 
significant plant growth. The standards adopted are 
a minimum of 30 days of continuously favourable 
soil water potentials in winter and 20 days in 
summer, as defined by Fitzpatrick, Slatyer and 
Krishnan (1967). These seasonal critera tend 
towards being liberal estimates of the frequency of 
summer growth, when higher temperatures prevail 
to speed rates of growth; conversely, they do not 
take into account cold spells, when low 
temperatures can inhibit winter growth. 

The incidence and duration of such growth 
periods has been estimated using the ARWATBAL 
model (Fitzpatrick et al., op.cit.). This programme 
requires inputs of environmental vanables (ramfall 
and potential transpiration) expressed as values for 
each 5-day period during the year. It estimates 
moisture storage in a generalized way for typical 
central Australian conditions and cannot take 
account of local changes in soils or hydrology. 

The results of this growth period analysis are 
summarized in table 3. Significant growth periods 
occurred during the winter months in more than 
80% of recorded years, at all stations except 
Lyndon. Disregarding periods of favourable soil 
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moisture that fell short of the 30 day standard, 
winter growth periods are impressively long and 
mostly between two and three months of 
continuously available moisture (table 3). The 
coastal localities of Brickhouse and Hamelin Pool 
can be seen to have fared best, in the near-annual 
frequency and the long average duration of 
significant winter growth periods. 

In the summer months, evaporation deficits are 
so large that only the heaviest recharges of soil 
moisture persist long enough to register as 
significant growth periods. These are calculated to 
have occurred less often than one year in three 
everywhere other than at Lyndon, where they were 
recorded in 36% of years. The duration of 
significant periods of summer growth averaged 27 
days over the five stations. 

This pattern of predominantly winter pasture 
growth extends north and east of the area as far as 
the northern part of the Ashburton catchment 
(Payne, Mitchell and Holman 1982). In summary, 
significant winter rainfall can be expected in most 
years everywhere in the survey region. If these falls 
have not eventuated by the end of July, no useful 
rains can be expected until the following winter. 
Effective summer rains are an unusual event 
everywhere, rather than something on which to 
rely. This has vital implications in management 
planning. 

Available data do not suggest any particular 
correlation between the incidence of effective 
summer rainfall and the winter rainfall that 
precedes or follows it. Actual winter rainfall cannot 
be used to predict rains in the following summer 
and vice-versa. 

The lack of success which meteorologists have 
had in long-term weather forecasting for this area 
and elsewhere was emphasized by Nicholls (1983), 
to quote ' ... no method for accurate long-range 
prediction of rainfall in the west of the continent, ... 
is presently available' (our italics). 

, 
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Geology and geomorphic 
districts 

The survey area (figure I) extends over about 
74,500 km' and falls almost entirely within the 
North-west (Artesian) Basin as described by 
Maitland (J 919). The area is bounded by the 
geographicals 22°01'S to 27°!7'S and 112°55'E to 
115°48'E extending in a north-south direction for 
some 600 km, and in an east-west direction for 300 
km. The western boundary is the coastline and 
included the islands of Dirk Hartog and Faure. The 
eastern boundary is coincident with the catchment 
boundary of the Ashburton and Gascoyne Survey 
areas to the north, and the proposed Murchison 
Survey area to the south. 

The geology of the area is well-documented and 
has been mapped at a scale of 1 :250,000. 
Numerous works have been published on the 
Phanerozoic deposits of the Carnarvon Basin 
(Maitland's N.W. Basin) among which that of 
Condon (J 965-1968) is outstanding. While most of 
the survey area fits within the tectonic province of 
the Carnarvon Basin, the older crystalline rocks in 
the north-east fall within the tectonic boundary of 
the Gascoyne Province. 

Basin development and regional 
geology 

The geological history of the basin has been 
dominated by intermittent regression and 
transgression of the sea (Condon 1965) and a rather 
complex tectonic setting from the Silurian to the 
Tertiary (Thomas and Smith 1976). Sedimentation 
was initiated during the Silurian with activity along 
the Darling Fault. The relative uplifting of the 
Pre-Cambrian hinterland provided a huge source of 
fluviatile sediments which covered the basin. 
Fluvial sedimentation slowed during the Devonian 
with marine conditions becoming established over 
most of the basin (Thomas and Smith 1974). 

The eastern margin was uplifted during the 
Permian; again providing a source of sediment. At 
this time, the southern part of the basin was 
characterized by a long period of non-deposition. 
Marine conditions steadily diminished in the 
northern part of the basin with the regression 
continuing into the Jurassic, allowing widespread 
fluvial sedimentation. Jurassic down-warping and 
rapid sedimentation was initiated in the north 
while the southern Carnarvon Basin was uplifted, 
block faulted and eroded (Thomas and Smith 
1974). 

In the early Cretaceous the basin was again 
flooded by transgressmg seas. A wedge of marine 
sedIments was deposited, thinning east and south to 
httle more than a veneer (Johnstone et aI., 1976). 

The Cape Range, Giralia Range and Rough 
Range anticlines resulted after a period of Tertiary 
tectonism which uplifted old Jurassic troughs. In 
the Hamelin Pool area, numerous small anticlines 
have been produced by minor reverse movements 
along older normal faults, causing arching of the 
Cretaceous and Tertiary veneer (Thomas and Smith 
1974). 
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Except for the outcropping anticlinal coastal 
structures and the Permian and Cretaceous surface 
sediments at the eastern margin, Quaternary 
non-marine superficial deposits now cover most of 
the Carnarvon Basin. The Pre-Cambrian crystalline 
schists and granites of the Gascoyne Province not 
only provide an eastern delineation but also form 
the floor for the Carnarvon Basin (Condon 1965). 

Geomorphology 
The surface of the Carnarvon Basin slopes very 

gently towards the coast and is characterized by low 
relief, open drainage, and large, gently undulating 
sand plains. This contrasts strongly with the small 
area of Pre-Cambrian rocks in the north-east of the 
survey area which falls within the Gascoyne 
Province and has moderately high relief, a close 
dendritic drainage pattern and mature valley 
topography. 

Exposed surface rocks in the basin range in age 
from the Permian to the Quaternary. The Permian 
beds appear in the eastern part of the basin and 
consist of sandstone, greywacke and siltstone. They 
have been peneplained and uplifted some hundreds 
of metres and then dissected to form long ridge 
lines and isolated mesas. The most prominent of 
these structures is the Kennedy Range. It exposes a 
Tertiary horizontal capping, but is mostly covered 
by longitudinal dunes trending N.W.-S.E. 

Other 'structures of note are the low anticlinal 
range of hills which expose Cretaceous and Tertiary 
sediments. They extend from Lake McLeod to 
North-West Cape. The largest of them, the Cape 
Range, rises to 300 m above sea-level and occupies 
almost the entire Exmouth peninsula. This range 
provides spectacular canyons where erosion has 
penetrated the hard limestone capping and 
dissected the underlying softer sandstone and 
calcarenite. 

Most of the middle basin north of the Wooramel 
River contains longitudinal dunes trending from 
N.W.-S.E. to an E-W direction further inland. 
South of the Wooramel River the basin is mostly a 
gently undulating and featureless sandplain which 
rises from sea level at Hamelin Pool to about 300 
m in the south-east. 

The coastline has several salient features. The 
Zuytdorp Cliffs in the south rise to 300 m above 
the Indian Ocean, but north of Steep Point they 
gIve way to an irregular coastline of islands, inlets 
and narrow tidal mudflats whij;h extend from Shark 
Bay to Lake McLeod. North of Lake McLeod, the 
coastline is once again characterized by limestone 
platforms and, in places, high cliffs. 

The Lyndon and Minilya Rivers, both with their 
headwaters in the Pre-Cambrian rocks to the east 
empty into the large playa of Lake MacLeod. ' 
Further south, past changes in the course of the 
Gascoyne River have formed the Brown, Boodalia 
and present day deltas. The Brown Range and 
Bejaling Beach Ridges are reworked sediments, 
resulting from these old deltas (Johnson 1974). The 
Wooramel River crosses the Carnarvon Basin in the 
south and empties into Shark Bay through a delta 
of Pleistocene to Holocene age. 



Geomorphic districts 
Jutson (1934) defined geomorphology and 

physiography as, the science which treats of the 
origin and history of landforms. Landform IS a 
combination of relief and shape and as such, 
reflects the geomorphic evolution of the landscape. 
He was the first in 1914 to ~ubdivide the State into 
six 'physiographic' divisions. The current survey 
not only fits into his rather expansive North-West 
Division, but also into the later (1934) sub-umt of 
Murchisonia. 

However, the North-West (Artesian) Basin as 
delineated by Maitland (1919) was the first 
State-wide subdivisional unit to bare a resemblance 
to the present day Carnarvon Basin. Clarke's (1926) 
Carnarvon Natural Region (based on climate, 
geology and geography) coincided with Maitland's 
North-West Basin, but it was Gentilli and 
Fairbridge (1951) who first used the term 
Carnarvon (or North-West) Basin for this large 
basin of Phanerozoic sediments. 

Condon (1965) attempted a six unit . 
physiographic subdivision of the Carnarvon Basm 
to which the districts adopted by this report show 
some resemblance. Further work by Loeffler and 
Ruxton (1969) and particularly Mabbutt (1968, 
1973) on a geomorphic classification to. the 
Australian continent have set the cntena for the 
delineation of the geomorphic districts used here 
(table 4). 

These geomorphic districts adopted for this 
report (figure 15) correspond, with some minor 
variations to Mabbutt's regional approach which 
classified ~lliandforms as either erosional or 
depositional. Mabbutt further classified erosional 
surfaces on relief, and depositional surfaces on their 
genesis. 

Table 4. The geomorphic districts of the survey area. 

Surface Landform! 
type genesis 

Erosional Plains 

Plains and hills 

Hills 

Depositional Aeolian 

Fluvial 
Lacustrine 
and marine 

Geomorphic Districts 

Carbla Plateau 
Mardathuna Plains 
Towera Stony Plains 
Wandagee Permian 
Plains 
Winning Plains 
Giralia Range 
Lyndon Proterozoic 
Hills 
Tamala Limestone 
Plains 
Cape Ran~e 
Permian Hills 
Coastal Dunes 
Ridge Dunes 
Victoria Sand Plain 
Alluvial Plains 
Lake Macleod and 
Saline Plains 

Area within 
survey (approx.) 

Km' % 

3.525 4.7 
2,955 4.0 
3.035 4.1 

2,255 3.0 
4,575 6.1 
6.480 8.7 

2,530 3A 

685 0.9 
1.830 2.5 
2,355 3.2 
5,265 7.1 

11,480 15.4 
16,675 22.3 
6.910 9.3 

3.935 5.3 

Erosional surfaces predominating 
Forms of Low Relief: Plains (relative relief 
<30m) 
Carbla Plateau District (3,525 km') 

A partly dissected, calcrete-duricrusted plateau is 
located adjacent to the coast immediately south of 
the Wooramel River. It is bounded to the east by 
the Victoria Plateau where it rises to an elevation 
of about 90 m from the synclinal structure of 
Hamelin Pool. 
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The district is based on Toolonga calcilutite of 
Cretaceous age, which has been duricrusted to form 
calcrete at the surface. Special coastal features 
unique to this area are the growth of stromatolites 
in hypersaline conditions and the formation of 
Hamelin coquina. The latter is a beach ridge 
complex consisting predominantly of small shells 
swept from the sub-littoral platform onto the shore. 

Five land systems, Foscal, Toolonga, Salune, 
Snakewood and Yaringa are exclusive to the 
district. The most elevated of these systems, 
Yaringa and Toolonga, are generally found in the 
central and eastern areas of the district. The 
Yaringa system is characterized by residual areas of 
sand overlying the frequently outcropping calcrete. 
In contrast, the Toolonga system has very little 
sand and consists largely of extensive undulating 
calcrete plains. Closer to the coast, the Toolonga 
calcilutite has been dissected in part to form low 
breakaways and isolated mesas which characterize 
the upper units of the Foscal system. These upper 
units have erosional surfaces, while the lower units 
consist of depositional plains of Quaternary 
colluvium. Low plains with duplex soils 
characterize the Snakewood system which is located 
throughout the southern part of the district. It is 
based on Quaternary alluvium and colluvium, and 
in most instances is found below the calcrete systems. 

Mardathuna Plains District (2,955 km') 
This district lies immediately west of the Kennedy 
Range. It extends in a north-westerly direction as a 
narrow strip, about 25 km wide, from the Gascoyne 
River to the Minilya River. From the foot of the 
Kennedy Range the district slopes away gently 
westward and down by 120 m. 

The district is based on claystones and siltstones 
of the early Cretaceous Winning Group, laid down 
during a period of marine transgression. This 
sequence is composed of, in ascending order: the 
Birdrong Formation, Munderong Shale, Windalia 
Radiolarite, and Gearle Siltstone. Only the latter 
two outcrop. /' 

These marine sediments have been dissected in 
the east to produce plains, which in their upper 
reaches have intense dendritic drainage patterns. 
All the streams drain westward, where they become 
intermittent, endoreic and disappear into the 
adjacent Ridge Dune District. 

The discontinuous Billy system, which lies 
adjacent and parallel to the Kennedy Range, 
provides this area with its highest relief. The 
characteristic low mesas and plateaux are capped 
with duricrusted Tertiary sediments which overlie 
Windalia Radiolarite. Lower in the profile and 
further west is the Windalia system. It is based on 
Windalia Radiolarite, a highly porous siliceous 
siltstone which is composed primarily of the tests 
of radiolaria. Typical of the system is the intense 
dendritic drainage in the higher units above 
extensive lower gravelly plains. The gently sloping 
plains of the O'Brien system are found throughout 
the region below the Windalia system. It is based 
on Quaternary wash - a thin veneer of alluvial 
gravel, sand and clay over bedrock. Confined to 
this district, the Mary system occurs further west. It 
consists of low, stony calcrete plains overlying 
Cretaceous Korojon calcarenite. Minor occurrences 
of the soft-weathering, poorly consolidated Gearle 
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Figure 15. Geomorphic districts of 
the survey area. 
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GEOMORPHIC DISTRICTS 

Carbla Plateau 9. Cape Range 

Mardathuna Plains 10. Permian Hills 

T':)wera Stony Plains 11. Coastal Dunes 

Wc::ndagee Permian Plains 12. Ridge Dunes 

Winning Plains 13. Victoria Sand Plain 

Giralia Range 14. Alluvial Plains 

Lyndon Proterozoic Hills 15. Lake McLeod and 

Tamala Limestone Piili'lS Saline Plains 

• GASCOYNE JUNCTION 



Siltstone on Hill Springs and Mardathuna stations 
provide the only locations for the Gearle system in 
this district. The sandy alluvium of the Cahill 
system covers the narrow flood plains of the 
streams which have their headwaters in the higher 
systems of Billy, Windalia and O'Brien Rivers. The 
Cahill system is exclusive to this district. 

Towera Stony Plains District (3,035 km') 
This district lies below the Proterozoic hills of 

the Gascoyne Province. It consists mainly of broad, 
stony plains which encompass the headwaters of the 
intermittent Yannarie and Lyndon Rivers. 

Four land systems, Durlacher, Yinnietharra, 
Duffy and Wash characterize the district. The first 
three are exclusive to it. They are all based on 
Proterozoic granite, granodiorite and metamorphic 
rocks which outcrop in the upper units and provide 
a stony mantle for the lower units. 

The Durlacher system consists mainly of broad, 
stony plains extending up to 30km. There is 
abundant outcrop of gneiss, quartz and schistose 
rock in the upper units, which are at times marked 
by sharp quartz ridges and strike residuals. The 
Yinnietharra system is similar to Durlacher, but the 
extensive cobble and pebble mantle is lacking and 
drainage zones are wide and sandy. The erosional 
surfaces of the low granite hills provide the upper 
units of the system, while the lower units are 
predominantly depositional plains of Quaternary 
colluvium and alluvium. The Duffy system of 
undulating sandy and stony plains and minor low 
hills is located exclusively on Towera station. The 
upper units of the system are based on outcropping 
muscovite-biotite, granodiorite, and adamellite. The 
lower units consist of sandy wash and alluvium. 
The Wash system is located in the west of the 
district, along the flanks of the Lyndon River and 
consists mainly of broad, sandy plains and sandy 
banks. It is based on Quaternary colluvium and 
alluvium which has originated from the Proterozoic 
uplands to the east. 

Wandagee Permian Plains District (2,255 km') 
This district flanks the Minilya River from the 

old Moogooree station homestead in the east to 
Wandagee station homestead in the west. The 
plains extend up to 25 km in width as they follow 
the course of the Minilya River between the Gooch 
and Kennedy Ranges. A minor non-contiguous part 
of this district occurs further south on Winderie 
station. 

Four endemic land systems, Jimba, Mantle, 
Wandagee, and Yalkalya characterize the district. 
They are all based on outcropping Permian 
sediments in their upper units with Quaternary 
colluvium and alluvium in the lower units. They 
develop soft soils which support pastures highly 
palatable to livestock. 

The J imba system is based on Permian marine 
sediments of the Byro Group which outcrop 
throughout the district. These sediments of 
siltstone, shale and quartz greywacke are essentially 
free of boulders and pebbles and form broad lower 
plains with little surface mantle. The absence of a 
pebble mantle and the soft nature of the soil 
predisposes areas of this system to severe erosion 
where the vegetation has become degraded. 
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The Mantle system is based on Permian glacial 
and continental to marine sediments of the Lyons 
Formation. The outcropping quartz greywacke, 
siltstone, shale and tillites have given rise to soils in 
the wide lower units which, in general, are covered 
with a cobble or pebble mantle. The flat and 
unprotected plains common in the Jimba system 
are lacking and the topography tends to be more 
undulating. The Wandagee system is based on 
Permian marine sediments outcropping 
predominantly on Mia Mia and Wandagee stations. 
On Mia Mia station, the system is characterized by 
minor outcropping of calcareous siltstone of the 
Callytharra Formation above subsequent broad 
plains of Quaternary colluvium and alluvium. On 
Wandagee station, the system is based on the 
earlier sequence of shale, siltstone and quartz 
greywacke of the Byro Group. 

The Yalkalya system consists predominantly of 
broad Quaternary colluvial and alluvial plains with 
calcrete rises and outcropping Permian sediments 
of the Byro Group. The system is limited to 
Wandagee and Minilya stations. The Bidgemia 
system occurs only on Winderie station. It flanks 
Jacobs Gully from its headwaters in the Permian 
hills of the Pells Range to its junction with the 
Gascoyne River. The system is characterized by low 
sand dunes which are arranged longitudinal to 
water flowing towards major drainage. The 
interdunes consist of Quaternary alluvium and 
colluvium derived from the Pells Range. The Wash 
system in this district occurs below the Permian 
hills of the Gooch Range. Based on Quaternary 
colluvium and alluvium, the system is characterized 
by broad sandy plains of low relief. 

Winning Plains District (4,575 km') 
This district extends 100 km eastward from the 

Giralia anticline as a narrowing tongue of land. It 
follows the northern limit of the survey area and 
terminates in the Pleiades Hills area on Lyndon 
station. 

The district is based on the Lower Cretaceous 
sediments of the Winning Group which were 
deposited during the Neocomian to Turonian 
transgression. The Winning Group consists, in 
ascending order, of the Birdrong Sandstone, 
Munderong Shale, Windalia Radiolarite and Gearle 
Siltstone. The Birdrong Sandstone does not outcrop 
in this district. It does, however, form the main 
artesian aquifer of the Carnarvon Basin and is 
known in bores thoughout the western part of the 
basin. Windalia Radiolarite outcrops extensively 
throughout the district and conformably overlies 
the M underong Shale. The Gearle Siltstone 
conformably overlies Windalia Radiolarite and 
outcrops only in the western part of the district. 
Five land systems, Carleeda, Lake, Wapet, Winning 
and Yarcowie are exclusive to the district. Other 
systems ocurring are Billy, Gearle, O'Brien, 
Windalia and Donovan. 

The high mesas and plateaux of the Pleiades Hills 
are capped with Tertiary age Merlinleigh Sandstone 
which has been lateritized at the surface and 
overlies Windalia Radiolarite. to form the Billy land 
system. Lower in the profile is the Windalia system. 
It is based on Windalia Radiolarite, a highly porous 
siliceous siltstone formed under very quiet 
marine-shelf conditions. The system has been 
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dissected in its upper units to produce an intense 
dendritic drainage pattern above broad gently 
sloping gravelly plains. Both the Billy and Windalia 
systems in this district are located adjacent to the 
Pleiades Hills. 

The gently sloping plains of the O'Brien system 
are based on Quaternary wash below outcropping 
rises of Windalia Radiolarite. Adjacent to the 
Pleiades Hills it occurs below the Windalia system 
in a profile characteristic of the Mardathuna Plains 
District. Further west, the O'Brien system occurs 
adjacent to the Wapet and Winning land systems. 
The Winning system occurs on the central and 
eastern parts of the region and consists of low hills, 
mesas, ridges and stony rises above broad lower 
plains. The surface of the upper units is locally 
duricrusted to form a hard capping over the 
Windalia Radiolarite. The lower plains of 
Quaternary wash are often saline. The Carleeda 
system is located along the boundary between 
Cardabia and Winning stations. It consists of 
undulating calcrete plains with a relative relief of 
less than 20 m, but has moderately steep marginal 
slopes. On these margins, Late Cretaceous shallow 
marine sediments of Toolonga Calcilutite and 
Korojon Calcarenite outcrop and unconformably 
overlie the Gearle Siltstone. From the plains of the 
Carleeda system, the calcrete surface dips gently in 
a south-westerly direction to Chinkia Creek. The 
subsequent outwash plains of Quaternary wash and 
the minor stony calcrete plains with alkaline clayey 
soils characterize the Donovan land system. 

Wapet, a minor endemic system, is based on 
north-south outcropping Windalia Radiolarite 
which occurs adjacent and parallel to the Giralia 
Anticline. The system consists of stony plains of 
low to moderate relief below low stony rises which 
have a dense mantle of angular Windalia 
Radiolarite. The Gearle system encompasses the 
headwaters of Cardabia Creek and flanks almost 
the entire length of this intermittent watercourse as 
it drains south to the Lyndon River. Soft bentonitic 
claystones with barite nodules, which were formed 
in a quiet marine-shelf environment, comprise the 
Gearle Siltstone formation. The Yarcowie land 
system, found only in the far north-west, is based 
on the Gearle Siltstone formation and is 
characterized by nearly flat gilgai plains which have 
developed in situ on the weathered siltstone. 

Forms of moderate relief: Plains and hills 
(relative relief 30 m to > 100m) 

Giralia Range District (6,480 km2) 

This district, of dissected limestone hills, 
undulating stony uplands and outwash plains, is 
located in the north-west and includes the 
non-contiguous anticlinal structures of the Giralia 
Range, Gnargoo Range and the numerous small 
folds adjacent to Lake McLeod. 

The district was subjected to a period of major 
block-faulting and deformation in the Jurassic and 
Early Cretaceous, which signalled the onset of 
complete continental breakup (Thomas and Smith 
1974). Following extensive marine sedimentation, 
the district was again subjected to tectonic stress in 
the Late Miocene. This resulted in the formation of 
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a series of huge anticlinal folds on the older normal 
faults, the largest of which is the Giralia Range. It 
extends for 120 km and rises to 170 m above sea 
level, exposing sediments from the Late Cretaceous 
to the Late Tertiary. 

Toolonga Calcilutite and Korojon Calcarenite of 
Late Cretaceous age, unconformably overlie Gearle 
S,ltstone and are both poorly exposed in this 
d,stnct. Where exposed, they occupy the highest 
pOSltlOn 10 the profile. TertIary sedimentation 
occurred in three main cycles: 

(1) Cardabia Group (Palaeocene to Early Eocene) 
(2) Giralia Calcarenite (Middle to Late Eocene) 
(3) Cape Range Group: Trealla Limestone (Late 

Oligocene to Middle Miocene) 

Three land systems, Jubilee, Firecracker and 
Trealla are exclusive to the district. The n:{ost 
elevated of these systems, Jubilee, is based on the 
outcropplOg Late Cretaceous and Early Tertiary 
sed,ments and IS charactenzed by limestone hills 
and cuestas above undulating stony plains. The 
dissected hill tracts rise to 50 m above the lower 
units and extend for several kilometres. 

Lower in the profile, the Firecracker system is 
characterized by undulating stony uplands and 
lower plains. The system is located exclusively in 
the area adjacent to the axial plane of the Giralia 
anticline. The Trealla system IS based on Trealla 
Limestone of the Cape Range Group which 
outcrops extensively in the area adjacent to Lake 
McLeod. The system consists of gently sloping 
plains with limestone at variable depth or 
occasionally outcropping to form a pebbled and 
cobbled mantle. Marginal to these plains the 
limestone surface can dip 30-40 m to produce 
deeply dissected fringing slopes. The Donovan 
system lies below the Jubilee and Firecracker 
systems. It consists of gently dissected limestone 
plains and broad outwash alluvial plains and fans, 
receiving run-off from the higher systems. 

Lyndon Proterozoic Hills District (2,530 km2) 

This district is characterized by Pre-Cambrian 
metamorphic and plutonic crystalline rocks such as 
schists, granites and granodiorites of Lower 
Proterozoic age, and lies within the tectonic unit of 
the Gascoyne Province. Most of the district is in 
the north-west of the survey area, located between 
the Phanerozoic sediments of the Carnarvon Basin 
to the west and the Proterozoic sedimentary rocks 
of the Bangemall Basin to the east. The district also 
occurs further south, on Carey Downs and 
Callytharra Springs stations. 

The headwaters of the intermittent and endoreic 
Yannarie River and the intermittent Lyndon and 
Minilya Rivers encompass the district. These rivers 
are probably not very old, although they rise in an 
area of outcropping Pre-Cambrian rocks (Condon 
1965). 

All the land systems occurring within the district, 
Augustus, Collier, Agamemnon, Glenburgh, 
Thomas, James, Phillips, Capricorn and Kooline, 
occur as discrete areas and extend into the 
Gascoyne Catchment (Wilcox and McKinnon, 
1972), or the Ashburton Catchment (Payne, 
Mitchell and Holman 1982) survey areas. The 
granitic and metamorphic rocks give rise to a . 
number of distinctive land systems which domlOate 
the district. 



In the north-east of the district, a relic of the 
Bangemall Group of Proterozoic sedimentary rocks 
outcrops, and forms the Collier and Augustus hill 
systems. Augustus is based on dolomite, shale, 
siltstone, sandstone and chert and is characterized 
by mountain ranges and hills with steep 
escarpments and upper slopes. Based on the same 
geology as the Augustus system, Collier is located 
lower in the profile and is less rugged in its 
landform. It consists of extensive areas of low rocky 
hills, and undulating stony uplands above stony 
plains and interfluves. 

The Agamemnon, Glenburgh and Thomas 
systems provide the highest relief of the other 
systems based on Proterozoic metamorphic or 
granitic rocks. The Agamemnon system consists of 
low schist hills, strike ridges, and massive gneissic 
outcrops which rise to 90 m above rocky 
undulating plains. Granite outcrops occur 
throughout the district, but it is the Glenburgh 
system which is characterized by extensive 
outcropping of high, granitic hills. Intrusive dykes 
are common on the Glenburgh system and their 
scree often covers the more rapidly eroding granitic 
hills. The Thomas system is located in the south of 
the district, Carey Downs and Callytharra Springs 
stations, where it occurs below the Agamemnon 
system. The characteristic features of the Thomas 
system are the lateritized breakaways and mesas 
above lower plains, and rounded rocky hills rising 
to 30 m. 

The undulating plains of the James and Phillips 
systems slope away below the hills systems. Both 
James (based on granite) and Phillips (based on 
metamorphic rocks), have prominent dykes and 
quartz strike ridges. In the James system, low 
granite hills, rising to 30 m above undulating plains 
with tor fields, are common. High peaks and ridges 
in the Phillips system rise to 80 m above the 
drainage tracts, but it is the rounded, cobble strewn 
summits of the lower hills which form the major 
aspect and characterize the system. 

Tamala Limestone District (685 km') 
The Tamala Limestone district, of undulating 

limestone plains with shallow calcareous sand lies 
in two distinct areas on Peron Peninsula and Edel 
Land. On Peron Peninsula, the district extends 
north from Taillefer Isthmus to the town of 
Denham. On Edel Land, the district extends north, 
as a 10 km coastal strip, from the southern 
extremity of the survey area to Henri Freycinet 
Harbour. 

The district is based on Tamala Limestone 
(consolidated to unconsolidated quartzose 
calcarenite). The origin of the limestone is 
attributed to the erosion and transportation by 
wind of the wide expanses of unconsolidated 
marine carbonate sediments during low sea-levels in 
the Pleistocene. A coastal dune belt was formed and 
constitutes what is now called Tamala Limestone. 
The Zuytdorp Cliffs were subsequently formed by 
an eroding ocean as sea levels rose. Aeolian 
cross-bedding is common and attests to the aeolian 
origin of the unit. 
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Four constituent land systems, Cullawarra, 
Taillefer, Tamala and Zuytdorp are all restricted to 
the district. The systems have similar landforms 
and have been largely differentiated on surface 
characteristics. The most elevated of the systems 
Zuytdorp, is located exclusively in the south of the 
district, where it rises to an elevation of 290 m at 
Womerangee Hill and includes the Zuytdorp Cliffs 
along its western edge. The system consists of 
undulating limestone plains and low hills with areas 
of shallow sand. The limestone slopes of the 
Zuytdorp Cliffs have been deeply dissected and at 
their base m.arine erosion has produced platforms 
and terraces. The Cullawarra system abuts the 
Zuytdorp system to the north and is characterized 
by extensive areas of undulating limestone plains 
Wllh numerous stony outcrops, low hills and minor 
areas of sandplain. The Tamala system is located 
south of Henri Freycinet Harbour on Edel Land 
and is exclusive to Tamala station. It consists of 
low, rounded limestone rises and stony plains 
above extensive sandy plains with very recently 
redeposited soils. The Taillefer system is confined 
to Peron Station. It has been differentiated from 
the other systems within the district on its higher 
proportion of sand plain and different vegetation. 
Also based on Tamala Limestone, the Taillefer 
system is characterized by extensive plains of 
shallow calcareous sand, minor low ridges of 
limestone and low coastal dunes. 

Forms of marked relief: Hills (relative relief 
>100 m) 
Cape Range District (1,830 km') 

The Cape Range district, of deeply dissected 
limestone ranges and outwash plains, makes up the 
extreme north-west of the survey area, and includes 
the Rough and Cape Ranges. The Cape Range is 
the most elevated part of the district, rising to 300 
m above sea level, and trends in a north to 
north-east direction. The intermittent drainage 
emanating from the Cape Range is by a series of 
short parallel flow lines which fan. out near the 
coast and form outwash plains. 

The huge anticlinal structures of the Cape and 
Rough Ranges have resulted from Post-Middle 
Miocene period reverse movements on older 
normal faults. In the Cape Range area the folding 
continued during the Quaternary (van de Graaff, et 
aI., 1980), with the resulting anticlines exposing 
sediments from the Late Tertiary Cape Range 
Group and providing the geological and 
geomorphic basis for the district. The outcropping 
marine depositional sequence of the Cape Range 
Group, unconformably overlies the Giralia 
Calcarerite. Higher in the stratigraphic profile, but 
lower in the cross-section of the district, Exmouth 
Sandstone, of Quaternary marine and eolian 
deposits, unconformably overlies the Cape Range 
Group. Outcropping Bundera Calcarenite 
unconformably overlies the Exmouth Sandstone or 
Cape Range Group. 

Two land systems, Range and Learmonth, are 
confined to the district. Range is based 
predominantly on limestones of the Cape Range 
Group, and the Quaternary sediments of Exmouth 
Sandstone and Bundera Calcarenite. It is 
characterized by deeply dissected plateaux, narrow 
valleys and spectacular gorges. East of the axial 



plane of the Cape Range Anticline, the system dips 
rapidly to the coast and Trealla L,mestone outcrops 
extensively. West of the axial plane, dissection has 
not been as intense due to the gentler dip of the strata. 

Below Range is the Learmonth system of gentle 
stony upper slopes, sandy plains, and outwash 
alluvial plains receiving run-off from the Cape and 
Rough Ranges. Adjacent to Rough Range and east 
of Cape Range, the Learmonth system is based on 
Trealla Limestone in its upper unit, with lower 
plains of Quaternary colluvium and alluvium where 
small alluvial fans of limestone gravel have formed. 
On the western side of Cape Range, the Learmonth 
system extends north from Ningaloo homestead for 
over 80 km, as a 2 km wide tract of land. Here, the 
Learmonth system is based mainly on calcarenite 
and calcirudite of shallow marine and aeolian origin. 

Permian Hills District (2,355 km2) 
The Permian Hills district represents a collection 

of dissected Permian hills, ridge lines and isolated 
mesas with steep stony slopes and restricted plains 
in the east of the survey area. It outcrops as the 
Gooch Range on Winning, Mia Mia and Middalya 
stations, and extends south to include the Kennedy 
Range on Williambury, Mardathuna and Mooka 
stations and the Kennedy Range National Park. 
The district is also evident in minor outcroppings 
on Carey Downs and Callytharra Springs stations. 
Included in the district is a thin wedge of Devonian 
sediments which outcrop in the north-east of the 
area on Williambury and Lyndon stations. 

The Gooch and Kennedy Ranges rise to 300 m 
above sea level, and provide the district with its 
greatest relief. Intermittent and endoreic drainage 
west of the Kennedy Range has deeply dissected the 
Permian beds to produce an intensely dendritic 
pattern. East of the Kennedy Range the district 
forms part of the catchment boundary for the 
Gascoyne River. 

The district is based on Permian sediments 
deposited when the eastern margin of the basin was 
uplifted. At this time, glaciers emptied into the 
Carnarvon Basin, and depositied glacial erratics in 
a marine environment (Thomas and Smith 1974). 
The resulting marine siltstone and lithic sandstone 
containing numerous boulder beds formed the basal 
unit and is known as the Lyons Group. By the 
Artinskian, tectonic stability had returned and 
resulted in a widespread sequence of shelf 
sediments, mainly black shales and fine-grained 
sandstones, being deposited. 

The Callytharra Formation was the first of these 
and disconformably overlies the Lyons Group. The 
Wooramel Group of arenaceous sediments 
disconformably overlies the Callytharra Formation, 
the Byro Group of siltstones, shales and fine 
sandstones and the Kennedy Group of fossiliferous 
sandstone. Tectonic stability was interrupted in the 
Jurassic by block faulting around the margins of the 
Pre-Cambrian Shield, related to the break-up of 
Gondwanaland, the former super-continent of the 
southern hemisphere (Thomas and Smith 1974, 
1976). 

Six land systems, Fossil, Moogooloo, Pells, 
Sandi man, Two Hills and Gneudna characterize the 
district. The discontinuous Fossil system outcrops 
in the north of the district as the Gooch Range. It 
is also located to the south as minor outcroppings 
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on Winderie station. The Gooch Range rises to 
330 m above sea level, capped locally with 
ferrugmlzed calcaremte to give a mesa-like 
appearance. 

The Moogooloo system, of long low ridges and 
hills above stony slopes with rocky outcrops, is 
located extensively on the western margin of the 
Kennedy Range, but also outcrops as a 2 km wide 
tract of land on the eastern margin of the Kennedy 
Range. The Moogooloo system is based on westerly 
dipping Permian sediments of the Kennedy Group. 
The soft Permian sediments have been deeply 
dissected. 

The Pells system occurs predominantly on 
Williambury station, but also as minor 
outcroppings further south on Carey Downs and 
Callytharra Springs stations. It is based primarily 
on the Wooramel Group of Permian sediments 
which have been eroded to produce mesas and low 
round-topped hills and ridges above dissected stony 
slopes with rocky outcrops. The landform is similar 
to the Moogooloo system, differing mainly in its 
lack of long ridges. 

Fragmented areas of the Sandi man system occur 
on Winderie, Towrana and Carey Downs stations. 
Based predominantly on the Lyons Group, the 
system is characterized by low breakaways and low 
rounded hills above heavily cobble-strewn slopes. 
These slopes are frequently tillitic, covered with an 
extensive mantle of glacial erratics, granitic and 
glacial boulders. 

The Two Hills and Gneudna systems are located 
exclusively on Williambury and Lyndon stations. 
Derived from Devonian age deposits which 
separate the Permian sediments from the 
Pre-Cambrian hinterland, the systems extend as a 
3-4 km wide tract of land for some 80 km in a 
north to north-westerly direction. The Two Hills 
system, which is based primarily on the Willaraddie 
Formation of quartz greywacke and siltstone, is 
characterized by very low hills which slope to the 
west towards the expansive Permian plains and to 
the east to the Gneudna system. The Gneudna 
system is based on an earlier sequence of Devonian 
sediments. The almost flat plans of the Gneudna 
system result from parallel bedding of the soft 
sediments which outcrop. 

Depositional surfaces predominating 
Aeolian forms 
Coastal Dunes District (5,265 km2) 

This district of coastal dunes and undulating 
plains of shallow calcareous sand over limestone or 
calcrete is located in two distinct areas. 

The first encompasses the Edel Peninsula and 
Dirk Hartog Island which were formed by a 
Holocence marine transgression over a terrain of 
Pleistocene dunes. The first dunal landscape was 
formed in the Middle Pleistocene with the localized 
formation of the aeolian-originated Peron 
Sandstone on Tertiary anticlines. The calcreted 
surface of the Peron Sandstone preserved the shape 
of the dunes at a time when strong onshore winds 
built up new calcareous dunes from material 
generated on the sea floor. The formation of these 
dunes was most active during the last glacial 
periods when extensive areas of the shelf were 
exposed. This formation of indurated calcarenite, 
known as Tamala Limestone, is exposed extensively 
on Dirk Hartog Island and Edel Peninsula, and in 
this area provides the basis for the district. 



The second part of the district is located west of 
Lake MacLeod and extends north to Exmouth Gulf. 
Early to Middle PhanerozoIc sedImentatIOn wIthm 
this area was mtermlltent and occurred 
predominantly in a marine-shelf environment. 
However, during the Pleistocene, calcareous 
aeolianite accumulated and this formation can be 
equated to the Tamala Limestone found further south. 

Five land systems Cardabia, Mallee, Coast, 
Inscription and Edel are exclusive to the district. 
All the systems have similar landform and in most 
instances are differentiated on relief and vegetation 
type. 

In the north of the district the Cardabia system 
features elevated undulating sandplain with 
longitudinal and occasionally reticulate dunes over 
limestone or calcrete at shallow depth. The Mallee 
system is located to the west of Lake McLeod. It is 
similar to the Cardabia system, having the same 
geology and similar landform, but different 
vegetation. Large arcuate, longitudinal and 
reticulate coastal dunes with narrow interdunal 
calcareous swales characterize the Coast system. It 
is based on the Tamala Limestone sequence in the 
Shark Bay area and Holocene age unconsolidated 
coastal quartz sand deposits north of Carnarvon. 
Cliffs, wave-cut platforms, narrow beaches and 
mobile unvegetated sand drifts also feature in the 
dunal landform of the Coast system. The 
Inscription system is located exclusively on Dirk 
Hartog Island. Based on unconsolidated calcarenite 
of Tamala Limestone, the system is characterized 
by gently undulating sand plain over limestone. The 
Edel system, on Dirk Hartog Island and Edel 
Peninsula, is similarly based and consists of 
extensive undulating sandy plains, minor saline 
flats and occasional longitudinal dunes and 
limestone rises. 

Ridge Dunes District (11,480 km2) 

, 

This large district occupies almost the entire 
central portion of the survey area, extending from 
Winning station in the north, to the Wooramel 
River in the south. 

As the name suggests, the district features 
longitudinal and convergent, or occasionally 
reticulate sand ridges and flat to undulating 
interdunal plains of aeolian sand. The 
medium-grained, red quartz sand which 
characterizes the district was derived directly from 
the upper part of a lateritic profile and 
subsequently moved only a short distance into 
dunes during arid stages of the Pleistocene 
glaciation. The ice advances of the northern 
hemisphere were accompanied by dry conditions 
elsewhere and this peak dune-building period has 
been dated in Australia at about 18,000 - 16,000 
years before present. The sand ridges and plains are 
now fixed by spinifex in the north and acacia 
shrublands in the south. 

Eight land systems, U aroo, Giralia, Spot, 
Kennedy, Yalbalgo, Yagina, Ella and Divide 
comprise the district. In the north, large dunes up 
to 20 m high with broad swales 500 m to 2 km 
wide characterize the Giralia system. The U aroo 
system and parts of the Giralia system are often 
clayey and at times have only a thin veneer of sand 
over calcrete. To the west lies the Spot system, 
where the sand dunes are replaced by low, narrow 
banks and sandy rises encompassing restricted 
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plains with heavier soils. The Spot system over-laps 
the Cretaceous sediments found still further west 
and as a tract of land 2-10 km wide for some 90 
km separates the Cretaceous Winning Plains 
District from the Ridge Dunes District. The 
Kennedy land system is similar in most respects to 
the Giralia system, but is distinctive being located 
exclusively on top of the Kennedy Range, where the 
soil has been derived from Permian sediments 
rearranged into a dunal landscape during the 
Quaternary. South of the Minilya River are sand 
plains and swales with longitudinal and some 
reticulate dunes, comprising the Yalbalgo system. 
The Yalbalgo system is 50 km across in places, 
extending 250 km south to the Wooramel River. 
Swales and sand plain cover over duricrusted 
(ferruginized) Trealla Limestone to form the Yagina 
system. The resulting lateritic soil (above the 
ferruginous zone) developed after deep weathering 
in a humid climate during the upper Tertiary. Rock 
outcrop is common on the restricted loamy plains 
between the small linear dunes and diffuse sandy 
banks. The Ella land system occurs only to the 
south of the Gascoyne River. Positioned west of the 
Yalbalgo system it acts as a buffer zone separating 
the Alluvial Plains District from the Sand Dunes 
District and displays features of both districts. Ella 
is characterized by low sand dunes, sand banks, 
swales and duplex plains with discrete foci. 

Victoria Sand Plain District (16,675 km2) 

This large district occupies the southern part of 
the survey area, stretching from the Wooramel 
River to the southern extremity of the survey area 
and includes most of Peron Peninsula. The district 
is characterized by extensive flat to gently 
undulating sandplain with minor dune fields. 
East of Hamelin Pool, thick, Permian glacial 
marine sediments in the east, and Cretaceous 
marine sediments in the western half of the district 
were subjected to lateritic weathering in the Late 
Tertiary. The trend towards a drier climate in the 
Pleistocene resulted in the development of calcrete 
and widespread aeolian reworkirig of the lateritic 
soils. On Peron Peninsula, the sands originate from 
the aeolian reworking of Peron Sandstone. 

Ten land systems, Sandplain, Nerren, Garry, 
Wooramel, York, Tarcumba, Cooloomia, Nanga, 
Peron and Birrida occur within the district. The 
Sand plain system, the largest, extends south from 
the Wooramel River to the survey boundary and 
east from the Carbla Plateau to the survey 
extremity. It is characterized by vast plains of deep, 
slightly coherent sand and occasional sandy banks 
and broad low dunes. 

Further to the west, similar sandplains support 
scattered clumps of eucalypts to form the Nerren 
land system. On Talisker station, small outcrops of 
silcrete (intensely silicified sandstone) provide the 
basis for the minor land system of Garry. The 
Wooramel land system lies to the west of and below 
the Permian and Proterozoic hills on Carey Downs 
and Callytharra Springs stations. Run-off from the 
uplands drains through the system and either enters 
the Wooramel River or is absorbed by the Ridge 
Dunes systems further west. The joint action of this 
surface and ground water has resulted in the 
formation of a hard-pan (duricrust) at shallow 
depth and produced characteristic plains of shallow 
soil and weakly groved vegetation. 
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To the south of the district, the York system 

follows the tenuous fingers of palaeodrainage lines. 
Flat plains with gradational calcareous soils 
characterize the system. Further north, the 
Tarcumba system also follows, in part, 
palaeodrainage lines. The Tarcumba system features 
colluvial plains with deep gradational soils and 
sand with calcrete at shallow depth. 

The characteristic undulating sand plain of the 
western part of the district is interrupted on 
Coburn and Nerren Nerren stations by small areas 
of calcrete outcrop of the Cooloomia system. 
Immediately west and north lies the extensive 
Nanga system of undulating sandplain with areas of 
irregular sand ridges. On Peron Peninsula, 
unconsolidated calcareous sand has been reworked 
to form an extensive undulating sandplain, the 
Peron land system. 

Birridas (gypsiferous pans) occur commonly on 
Peron Peninsula. Their peripheral moats were 
formed from seepage of fresh groundwater from the 
surrounding sand plain systems which dissolved the 
gypsum. 

Fluvial forms 
Alluvial Plains District (6,910 km') 

This district of predominantly alluvial deposits 
with areas of red, aeolian sand banks and dunes 
and occasional claypans, extends as two contiguous 
areas from north of Lake MacLeod to Hamelin 
Pool. It is based on the main channels, flood plains 
and deltas of the Lyndon, Minilya, Gascoyne and 
Wooramel Rivers. Sandplain and sand dune 
deposits, particularly in the area adjacent to the 
Gascoyne River, have been extensively 
redistributed or modified by floods of the Gascoyne 
River. The Boodalia and Brown River deltas and 
older palaeodrainage lines to the south, are all 
ancestral Gascoyne River courses which have 
deposited extensive areas of alluvium and predate 
the Ridge Dune District to the east. 

Twelve land systems River, Barrabiddy, Marloo, 
Delta, Sable, Sandal, Target, Brown, Lyall, Lyons, 
Salune, and Littoral occur. The River system is 
common to all the main water courses except the 
Wooramel River and is characterized by narrow 
active flood plains flanking the middle course of 
these major rivers and creeks. Barrabiddy land 
system is restricted to the flanks of the Barrabiddy 
Creek which has its headwaters in the Permian 
plains on Wandagee station. The soft sediments 
from these plains have been eroded and then 
transported to produce the fragile loamy clay flood 
plains with intense shallow parallel channels which 
characterize the system. At the confluence of 
Cardabia Creek and the Minilya River, sediments 
have been deposited to form the extensive flat 
alluvial plains of the Marloo system. The broad 
active flood plains of the Delta system flank the 
lower reaches of the major rivers. The Delta system 
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grades laterally north and south into the Sable land 
system. While not exhibiting the features of an 
acti ve flood plain, the Sable system is still 
characterized by extensive alluvial plains. Further 
east, Sable and Delta systems are replaced by the 
sandy alluvial plains systems of Sandal and Target 
which display greater areas of sand across their 
surfaces. The Sandal system is very extensive, 
occurring from the Lyndon River, south to the 
Wooramel River and is characterized by low sandy 
banks and interbanks with duplex soils. The Target 
system is less extensive, with internally drained 
interbanks and drainage foci. Pleistocene alluvial 
deposits from the reworking of sediments by the 
Brown River delta (old Gascoyne River delta), are 
now evident as deep red sand dunes arranged 
transverse to the Gascoyne River and comprise the 
Brown land system. Adjacent to the Brown system 
on Boolathana station is the Lyall system of aeolian 
longitudinal and reticulate sand dunes with narrow, 
saline, interdunal alluvial plains. The Lyons land 
system is characterized by linear and reticulate 
dunes with numerous claypans. It is located, in 
areas adjacent to the Gascoyne River, where the 
Alluvial Plains District abuts the Ridge Dunes 
District, and further south where it flanks the 
middle course of the Wooramel River. The Salune 
system, of dunes and saline alluvial swales, extends 
for a short distance south of the Wooramel River in 
a narrow discontinuous strip east of the Carbla 
Plateau. 

Supratidal flats and tidal mangrove swamps of 
the Littoral system fringe the coastal areas of the 
district. 

Lacustrine and marine forms 
Lake McLeod and Saline Plains District(3,935 km') 

A district of flat saline plains is located on the 
periphery of Lake McLeod, and is subject to regular 
inundation. The shape of Lake McLeod was largely 
determined by the gently dipping Tertiary anticlines 
which flank it to the east and west. Subsequent 
marine deposition, erosion and lake and aeolian 
deposition have formed the basis for three land 
systems, McLeod, Chargoo and Warroora. 

The McLeod system of highly saline plains, tidal 
mudflats with low sandy banks is based 
predominantly on lake bed deposits of gypsiferous 
sand with areas of shallow marine deposits 
(calcarenite) and aeolian calcareous sand. Broad 
alluvial plains and lacustrine deposits of bedded 
gypsum with clay, silt and sand characterize the 
Chargoo system, located predominantly north of 
Lake McLeod. Slightly higher in the profile, the 
Warroora system of flat saline plains with sluggish 
drainage tracts is located throughout the district. It 
is based on marine deposition with small areas of 
sand displaying an aeolian origin. 
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I. Slopes and Oat-topped hills of the Fossil land system rise above sandy plains, on Mia 
Mia station. Rugged hills and low ranges mostly occur in the north and east of the survey area and may 
be partly or largely ill accessible to g)aLing stock. Rocky uplands invariably have very shallow soils and low 
pastoral productivity. 

2. Saltbush plain with low, linear dunes, Lyell land system on Boolathana station. Man y parts of the 
extensive alluvial plains surrounding Ca rnarvon feature sandy banks or relic dun es of aeolian origin. 
These sandy units support tall shrublands with fewer drought-resistant browse shrubs but produce much 
annual herbage in good seasons. 
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3. Mallee and other South-West Botanical Province sh rubland regrowth after fire, on a plain of deep 
sa nd, anga land system (Victoria Sandplain geomorphic district). uch commu nities have low or very 
low pastoral potential and are not improved by burning. 

4. Flat-topped residuals (buttes and mesas) above intern uvial plains characteristi c of the Windal ia land 
sy tem. in th e Ma rdathuna Plains geomorphic district. Thi s system supports sca ttered acacia shrublands 
and pastures of the cacia Short Grass Forb (ASG F) type. 
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5. Shrub associati ons on the broad alluvia l plains are freque ntl y subject to increases o r invasions by 
undesi rable species. when desirable plants arc lost. Here, a degraded shrubl and consists mostl y of needle 
bush lIakea preissii, a thicket-forming species which presents a serious problem for pastoral management. 
Note the sca lded a nd hummocked so il su rfaces. 

, 
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Hydrogeology 
The Carnarvon Basin is generally lacking in 

permanent surface water, but the presence of 
groundwater (underground water) has allowed the 
successful development of a pastoral industry. In 
the IS60s when the pastoral industry commenced, 
water for stock was mainly obtained from shallow 
wells and later (from about the turn of the century) 
from artesian bores. Since commencement of the 
pastoral industry about 1,000 shallow bores and 
wells and about 100 artesian bores have been 
constructed for pastoral use. Early reports on the 
artesian water resources of the area include anon 
(1915, 1921, 1925), MacKay (1963) and Maitland 
(1913). 

Occurrence of groundwater 
Groundwater in the area originates from rainfall. 

The quantity obtainable and salinity are controlled 
by the geology, climate, topography and vegetation. 
Groundwater occurs either: as unconfined 
groundwater, which forms the regional water table 
and is at atmospheric pressure; or as artesian 
groundwater, which is under pressure and rises 
when encountered in a bore and may flow at the 
surface. 

Geologically the area lies within the Carnarvon 
Basin, except for a small proportion which lies 
within the adjoining Gascoyne Province (figure 16). 
The Carnarvon Basin comprises mainly 
sedimentary rocks whereas the Gascoyne Province 
consists of crystalline rocks. Both areas are overlain 
by alluvium of variable thickness and extent. 

Sources of groundwater (aquifers) such as sand, 
gravel, sandstone and limestone form only a small 
proportion of the rocks, thus limiting the 
availability of groundwater. Further limitations on 
groundwater availability are the restrictiori of 
recharge to local areas and the low rainfall and high 
evaporation rates. These factors combine to make 
direct recharge or recharge from river flows only 
local or occasional events. ' 

Groundwater stored in shallow, unconfined 
aquifers is subject to the concentrating effect of 
water use by trees and other deep rooted 
vegetation. This, combined with the small 
proportion of rainfall available to recharge the 
aqUifers, results m most groundwaters being 
brackIsh to saline. An exception to this is in 
localized high intake areas where rapid movement 
of water to the aquifer results in relatively fresher 
supplies. 

The water table, or the top of the unconfined 
groundwater, in general follows the ground surface 
contours, but with a flatter slope. The slope and 
level.of the potentiometric (pressure) surface of the 
artesian groundwater supplies however, is 
controlled by the structure and make-up of the rock 
layers in which they occur. 

Both the unconfined and artesian groundwaters 
flow toward the sea where they are eventually 
d~scharged. The unconfined groundwater discharges 
dIrectly mto the sea, whereas the artesian waters 
are thought to discharge through faults or via 
overlying aquifers. 

Water quality categories referred to in this account are as 
follows: 
Fresh: 
Marginal: 
Brackish: 
Saline: 
Very saline: 
Mineralized: 

below 500 mg/L total dissolved salts 
500 - 1,500 
1.500 - 3,000 
3,000 - 7,000 
7,000 - 35,000 
over 35,000 

Availability of groundwater 
A large number of geological formations are 

recognized in the area. These formations are listed 
and their groundwater potential is summarized in 
table4. Their general relationships are shown in a 
diagrammatic section (figure 17). 

Locating groundwater in some areas depends on 
precise bore location. (Advice on this matter can be 
obtained from the Hydrogeology Section of the 
Geological Surveyor can be obtained by reference 
to the relevent geological maps.) 

For convenience in describing availability of 
groundwater, the region can be subdivided into 
broad geological areas, namely the western and 
eastern Carnarvon Basin, and the Gascoyne 
Province. These are described below. 

Western Carnarvon Basin 
The western Carnarvon Basin is a coastal lowland 

rising to about 100 m above sea level, with some 
local areas of higher relief. It is formed by 
Quaternary alluvium and Tertiary Limestone, sand 
and clay, overlying and concealing Cretaceous 
sediments (figure 17). Unconfined groundwater 
occurs in the surficial sediments throughout the 
western Carnarvon Basin and artesian groundwater 
in the underlying Cretaceous sediments. 
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Unconfined gronndwater 
Supplies of unconfined groundwater are generally 

available at varying depths down to about 30 m. 
The most readily obtainable supplies are from: river 
bed sand (especially in the Gascoyne River); minor 
beds of sand and gravel within the alluvium of the 
river flood-plains; weathered (lateritized) outcrops 
of the Cretaceous sediment and from the Tertiary 
limestone and sand. 

Bore yields of 5-100 m3/day are generally 
obtainable and larger supplies of 1,000-5,000 
m3/day are locally obtainable from river bed sand, 
alluvial sand and gravel and from Tertiary 
limestone. 
Fresh groundwater is restricted to the vicinity of 
the major rivers (figure IS) where it is recharged by 
river flows, or in elevated areas such as the Cape 
Range. However, in the latter case fresh or brackish 
grol.mdwater usually overlies very saline 
groundwater and care has to be exercised not to 
draw in saline groundwater while pumping. 
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Artesian groundwater 
Artesian groundwater occurs throughout most of 

the western Carnarvon Basin, principally in the 
Birdrong Sandstone (table 4). It is mainly used in 
the Hamelin Pool, Wooramel and Carnarvon 
coastal areas where the aquifer is not too deep and 
alternative sources of groundwater are not generally 
available. 

The Birdrong Sandstone averages about 30 m in 
thickness. It locally outcrops or occurs at shallow 
depth along the eastern margin of the western 
Carnarvon Basin. The aquifer is overlain mainly by 
shale and gets progressively deeper toward the west 
(figure 19), where it is about 400 m below sea level. 

Natural flows and pumped yields from artesian 
bores range between 500-4,500m'/day. Most of the 
artesian bores have been allowed to flow 
continuously. Consequently there has been a 
decline in pressure and flow rates from most bores. 

Apart from small areas of fresh groundwater near 
intake areas on the Gascoyne and Wooramel 
Rivers, all groundwater in the Birdrong Sandstone 
is brackish to very saline (figure 17). The 
groundwater in the aquifer varies in temperature 
from 35' to 60'C and is corrosive. 

Eastern Carnarvon Basin 
The eastern Carnarvon Basin is a dissected 

upland rising to 300 m above sea level. It is 
characterized by undulating terrain interspersed 
with ridges of sandstone and flat plains underlain 
by shale. It is composed of folded and faulted 
Devonian to Permian sedimentary rock (figures 16 
and 17). Pastoral development is mainly 
concentrated on the plains which are the least 
prospective areas for groundwater resources. 
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Unconfined groundwater, ranging from near 
surface along some rivers to depths exceeding 100 
m in elevated areas, occurs throughout the eastern 
Carnarvon Basin. Artesian groundwater occurs in 
some sandstones which are confined by beds of 
shale. Springs located on faults and in other 
geological situations are a feature of the area. 

The principle aquifers are the Moogooloo, 
Mallens and Cundlego sandstones. However, 
groundwater is obtainable locally from many other 
formations (table 4). Supplies of 5-100 m'/day can 
generally be obtained and larger supplies of up to 
2000 m'/day are occasionally obtained. 
Fresh groundwater is usually restricted to areas of 
outcrop or along the major rivers. Elsewhere, the 
groundwater is generally brackish to saline (figures 
17 and 18). 

Gascoyne Province 
The Gascoyne Province has an irregular relief 

about 300 m above sea level. It is underlain by 
Pre-Cambrian granitic and metamorphic rocks. The 
province is situated in the eastern part of the area 
and includes some small inliers in the eastern 
Carnarvon Basin (figure 16). 

Unconfined groundwater at depths down to 20 m 
occurs throughout the province. Groundwater 
occurs in fractures within the rocks and 
consequently sup~lies are small, generally in the 
range of 5-100 m /day. Larger supplies of 
groundwater may be obtained in local areas of 
alluvium. Groundwater salinity ranges from 
marginal to brackish. 

Groundwaters of individual stations 
A summary of the groundwater resources known 

from each station in the area is given in table 5. 
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Table 4. Abbreviated stratigraphic table with notes on groundwater potential 

Age 

Quaternary: 
Holocene 

Quaternary: 
Pleistocene 

Tertiary 

Group/formation 

Coastal dunes 
Hamlin Coquina 

River bed sands 

Alluvium 

Bundera Calcarenite 

Tamala Limestone 
Exmouth Sandstone 

Cape Range Group 
(limestones) 

Korojon Calcarenite 

Toolonga Calcilutite 
Gearle Siltstone 

Windalia Radiolarite 

Maximum 
thickness 

m 

10 
10 

10 

45 

25 

300+ 
100+ 

720 

45 

275 
345 

125 

Comments 

Minor aquifer, small supplies 
of fresh to brackish water 
overlying saline water. 

Major aquifer in Gascoyne 
River, generally fresh, but temporary aquifers 
dependent on river flow. 

Important aquifer, small to large supplies of 
generally brackish water except near rivers. 

Minor aquifer, large supplies of fresh to 
brackish water. 

Small supplies of fresh to 
brackish water. 

Small to large supplies, 
generally brackish to saline. 

Unknown 

Aquiclude, possibly small 
supplies in weathered part 

Small supplies in weathered 
Cretaceous' ____________________________________________________ ~p~a~rt~,_o_cc_a_s_io_n_a_lI~y_a_rt_e~s_ia~n~b~rn~c_k~is~h_t~o~b~r~in~e~, ___ 

Permian 

Permian
Carboniferous 

Carboniferous 
Devonian 

Silurian 

Pre-Cambrian 

Muderong Shale 
Birdrong Sandstone 

Kennedy Group 

Byro Group 

Cundlego Sandstone 
Mallens Sandstone 

Wooramel Group 
Moogooloo Sandstone 

Callytharra Formation 

Lyons Group 

Sandstone, shale, 
limestone 

Tumblagooda Sandstone 

Igneous, metamorphic 
and sedimentary rocks 
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75 
35 

910 

1400 

410 
+80 

225 
130 

265 

1735 

2500 

3000 

Aquiclude. 
Major aquifer, moderate to large supplies, small 
areas of fresh water, mostly brackish to saline, 
artesian in low lying areas. 

Forms Kennedy Range, water table very deep, 
discharge via springs along the western margin. 

Small supplies from sandstones, very poor 
prospects in shales; brackish to saline. 
Major aquifers large supplies 
(up to 2000 maid); fresh to saline, 

Small to moderate supplies; fresh to brackish. 
Major aquifer, large supplies; fresh to brackish. 

Small supplies; fresh to saline. 

Variable, small to moderate 
supplies in sandstones, poor prospects in 
shales; fresh to ~aline. 

Local aquifers in sandstone 
units, small supplies; fresh to saline. 

Artesian aquifer where it underlies Birdrong 
Sandstone; saline. 

local fractured rock aquifers, 
small supplies depending on site specific 
conditions; fresh to brackish. 



Table 5. Summary of groundwater conditions on pastoral stations in the Carnarvon Basin (this is intended only as a guide; 
detailed information is available from the Geological Survey). 

Station Aquifer Depth range Salinity range Comments 
of bores 

m mg/L 

Boolathana Alluvium <10 3,000-8,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 400-500 5,000 

Boologooro Alluvium <30 7,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 400-500 7,000 

Brickhouse River bed sand <5 <1,000 
Alluvium -10 3,000-10,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 300-500 3,000-4,000 

Bullara Tertiary limestone 10-100 500-10,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 600-1,200 6,000-20,000 

Carey Downs Alluvium/Lyons 
Formation 5-20 500-3,000 
Pre-Cambrian 5-10 200-9,000 

Callagiddy Alluvium 20-40 3,000-10,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 300-500 3,000 

Carbla Birdrong Sandstone 100-150 4,000-6,000 Water table in Cretaceous 
sediments of low permeability. 

Cardabia Coastal sands and limestone 5-50 1,000-15,000 Saline at depth. 
Birdrong Sandstone 100-1,200 1,000-8,000 

Carra rang Tamala Limestone 1-10 1,000-3,000 Water table at 
Birdrong Sandstone 400-500 5,000-9,000 sealevel. 

Callytharra Springs Moogooloo Sandstone 30-100 1,000-6,000 Lowest salinity close to 
Wooramel river. 

Pre-Cambrian 5-10 200-9,000 In drainage lines. 

Coburn Birdrong Sandstone 100-200 8,000-13,000 Water table in sediments of low 
permeability. 

Cooralya Alluvium 10-30 5,000-12,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-400 3,000-5,000 

Dirk Hartog Tamala Limestone No bore data available. 
Birdrong Sandstone 500-700 7,000 One bore known. 

Doorawarrah River bed sand <500-1,000 
Alluvium 15-30 2,000-4,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-300 1,000-3,000 

Edaggee Alluvium 30-50 6,000-14,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-400 2;000-4,000 

Ella Valla Alluvium 30-50 3,000-14,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-400 2,000-8,000 

Exmouth Tertiary limestone 5-100 1,000-4,000 Saline at depth. 

Faure Coastal sands Saline? Water table 
Birdrong Sandstone 300 4,000 close to sea level. 

Gilroyd Moogooloo Sandstone 50-100 1,000-6,000 Lowest salinity close to 
Wooramel River. 

Gnaraloo Coastal sand and limestone 5-10 3,000-8,000 Saline at depth. 
Birdrong Sandstone 500-600 3,000-7,000 

Hamelin Coastal sands Shallow Variable Water table in impermeable 
Cretaceous sediments inland. 

Birdrong Sandstone 50-200 7,000-13,000 

Hill Springs Alluvium/Windalia Radiolarite 10-30 500-8,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-300 2,000-4,000 

Lyndon Pre-Cambrian 5-15 1,000-3,000 
Devonian Sandstone 10-30 1,000-6,000 

Manberry Alluvium 10-20 1,000-10,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-350 4,000-7,000 

Mardathuna Alluvium/Windalia Radiolarite 10-30 1,000-8,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 50-200 1,000-3,000 
Kennedy Group ? 1,090-8,000 Discharge from springs 

Marron Alluvium 30-40 8,000-14,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 130-400 2,000-7,000 
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Station Aquifer Depth range 
of bores 

Salinity range Comments 

m mg/L 

Meadow Birdrong Sandstone -100 8,000-13,000 Water table in sediments and low 
permeability. 

Meedo Alluvium/Windalia Radiolarite 5-20 500-4,000 Lowest salinity 
Birdrong Sandstone 50-200 1,000-5,000 close to river. 

Meeragoolia Alluvium 15-30 2,000-6,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 200 2,000-3,000 

Mia Mia Birdrong Sandstone 200-400 6,000-9,000 
Permian (various) 10-40 1,000-12,000 Best prospects in sandstones. 

Middalya Alluvium 5-10 500-1,500 
Permian (various) 10-50 1,000-10,000 

Minilya Alluvium 5-20 1,000-6,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 400-500 6,000-10,000 

Mooka Alluvium/Windalia Radiolarite 20-40 1,000-7,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 50-100 1,000-3,000 
Kennedy Group ? ? In eastern part. 

Nanga Tamala Limestone Variable Water table near sea level saline 
at depth. 

Birdrong Sandstone/ 150-400 4,000-7,000 
Windalia Radiolarite 

Nerren Nerren Birdrong Sandstone 100-150 8,000-13,000 Water table in sediments of low 
low permeability. 
Sub artesian. 

Ningaloo Tertiary limestone 5-30 1,000-10,000 Saline at depth. 

Peron Tamala Limestone Variable Water table near sea level. 
Birdrong Sandstone 300-500 4,000-5,000 
Windalia Radiolarite 

Pimbee Alluvium/Windalia Radiolarite 
Birdrong Sandstone ? 2,000-8,000 Depth data unavailable. 

Quobba Coastal sands and limestone 5-10 3,000-8,000 Saline water at depth. 
Birdrong Sandstone 400-500 4,000-8,000 

Talisker Moogooloo Sandstone 50-100 2,500-10,000 

Tamala Tamala Limestone 500-800 Water table close to sea level. 
Birdrong Sandstone 300-400 8,000 

Towera Pre-Cambrian 5-20 1,000-4,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 10-100 1,500-4,000 

Towrana Moogooloo Sandstone 30-50 1,000-3,000 
(only near Wooramel River) ~ 

Lyons Formation 5-80 500-9,000 

Wahroonga Alluvium/ Data unavailable. 
Windalia Radiolarite 
Birdrong Sandstone 100-400 5,000-7,000 

Wandagee Permian Sandstone 10-20 3,000-10,000 Large areas underlain by shale. 
Birdrong Sandstone 300-400 5,000-10,000 Western part only. 

Warroora Coastal sand and limestone 5-20 3,000-1,000 Saline at depth. 
Birdrong Sandstone 500-800 4,000-7,000 

Williambury Permian Sandstone 10-30 2,000-4,000 
Granite 5-15 

Winderie Permian (various) Bore data 
Windalia Radiolarite unavailable. 
Birdrong Sandstone Extreme west only. 

Winning Alluvium/Windalia Radiolarite 5-20 2,000-8,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 50-500 2,000-6,000 

Woodleigh 
Permian Sandstone 5-20 2,000-12,000 
Birdrong Sandstone 100-150 10,000-16,000 Water table in sediments and low 

Wooramel 
permeability. 

Alluvium 5-20 > 1,000 Lowest salinity close to river. 
Birdrong Sandstone 200-400 1,500-6,000 

Yalardy Moogooloo Sandstone 50-80 2,000-8,000 

Yalbalgo Windalia Radiolarite Incomplete data. 
Birdrong Sandstone 150-400 4,000-5,000 

Yaringa Birdrong Sandstone 150-200 2,000-8,000 Water table in sediments of low 
permeability. 
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Vegetation 

Main features of the contemporary 
flora 

The present-day vegetation of the Carnarvon 
Basin area is mainly dommated by and (Eremaean) 
perennial shrub associations. Such plants exhibit a 
wide range of growth forms and features, but are 
similar in that all are capable of survIval (both as 
adult plants and as seeds) through a~,:,erse seasonal 
conditions. Whenever seasonal condItIOns are 
favourable a complementary flora of 
drought-av'oiding, short-lived herbs and grasses 
develops. These annual or ephemeral floral 
associations form the occasIOnal dIsplays of ground 
vegetation beneath and between the perennials. 
Dominating the ephemerals are genera such as 
Ptilotus, Sclerolaena, Helichrysum, Helipterum, 
Angianthus, Calandrinia, Atriplex and Aristida. 

A small number of botanical families contain a 
large proportion of the dominant perennials in the 
area. These are indicated in table 6. Of these, 
Acacia Eremophila and Cassia are pre-eminent in 
the talier shrub communities, Atriplex and 
Maireana in the low chenopod shrublands, 
Eucalyptus in the low woodlands and Triodia and 
Plectrachne in the hummock grasslands. 

Table 6. Major families and dominant perennial genera in the 
Carnarvon Basin area 

Family 

Poaceae 

Proteaceae 

Chenopodiacea 

Amaranthaceae 

Mimosaceae 

Caesalpiniaceae 

Malvaceae 

Myrtaceae 

Solanaceae 

Myoporaceae 

Genera 

Astrebla, Cenchrus, Eragrostis, Monachather, 
PleClrachne, Triodia 

Banksia, Grevillea, Hakea 

Atrip/ex, Ha/osarcia, Maireana, Rhagodia 

Plilatus 

Acacia 

Cassia 

Abutilon, Alyogyne, Hibiscus, Sida 

Calothamnus, Calytrix, Eucalyptus, Mefaleuca, 
Thryptomene 

Solanum 

Eremophila 

Major structural formation types have been 
described and mapped at I: I ,000,000 by Beard 
(1975, 1976). Beard's mapping of the dominant 
perennial vegetation led him to put forward a map 
of natural regions for the Pilbara/Murchison. All or 
part of 17 of these regions fall within the present 
survey boundaries; see Beard's accounts of each of 
these regions. On a broad scale, a number of trends 
are apparent across the survey area. 

Hummock grasslands with sparse overstoreys of 
trees or shrubs predominate on dunefields, sandy 
plains and limestones in the north, but these 
decline southwards and are virtually absent south 
of the Gascoyne River. Acacia shrublands, 
dominated by mulga A. aneura and snakewood A. 
xiphophylla, are very widespread on the hills and 
stony plains in the east of the area. Shrublands and 
low woodlands dominated by Acacia species 
gradually replace the hummock grasses on the sand 
sheets and dunefields through the centre and 
south-east of the area. Plains developed on Permian 
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sediments in the north and south-central parts are 
characterized by halophytic communities of 
chenopod shrubs and Acacia species, but are 
frequently degraded. 

The flood plains and alluvial delta areas of the 
lower Gascoyne and Wooramel rivers are 
characterized by extensive plains of Gascoyne 
bluebush, M aireana polypterygia, and other low 
halophytic shrublands. In most places, such plains 
feature low banks, dunes or small sheets of red 
sand on which the chenopods are largely replaced 
by acacia shrublands, with variable understoreys of 
low shrubs and grasses, including the introduced 
buffel grass Cenchrus ciliaris. 

The extensive sandy sheets and dunefields of the 
far south are subject to a westerly rainfall gradient. 
Along this gradient, Acacia· ramulosa dominated 
communities of mainly Eremaean shrubs found in 
the east are infiltrated by more mesic species from 
the South-Western Botanical Province. In some 
areas south of Shark Bay, an abrupt change to 
South-Western Botanical Province vegetation with 
Banksia, Grevillea, Calothamnus and Eucalyptus 
spp. occurs on fronts which are less than I km 
wide. The replacement of Eremaean Province 
species is virtually complete over the areas of 'tree 
heath' found to the south of Hamelin Pool, while a 
variety of unusually mixed or gradational 
assemblages occur throughout the peninsulas and 
islands of Shark Bay (Burbidge and George 1978). 

Evolutionary and pre-historic 
aspects 

The vegetation of the area has not always been as 
it is now. As with other parts of central and 
southern Australia which currently experience 
similar climatic conditions, aridity is thought to 
have first developed some 5-6 million years ago 
(during the Late Tertiary period) as summer 
precipitation declined and dry winters developed. 
The result was a contraction of the previously 
widespread Tertiary rainforest and expansion of the 
Myrtaceae, Chenopodiaceae, the~genus Acacia and 
various grasses. Winter-dominated patterns of 
precipitation appear to have dominated for the past 
2.5 million years, that is, since the Pliocene. More 
severe oscillations in the winter rainfall pattern 
during the last 400,000 years resulted in recurrent 
arid periods that constrained the botanical 
zonations towards the scenery that must have met 
man's arrival, which seems certain to have been 
more than 40,000 years before present (B.P.) 
(Hallam 1985). At this time, the southern arid zone 
(now dominated by mulga shrublands) is inferred to 
have experienced a climate more like that of the 
present mallee and wheatbelt areas (Bowler and 
Jones 1979). Since then, 'man's agency may have 
produced changes on a scale that complicates or 
obscures those biogeographical distributions that 
can be attributed to the forces of nature acting 
alone' (Bowler 1982). 

A period of roughly 5000 years of severe aridity 
occurred during the late Quaternary after the 
recession of the last glaciation, some 18,000 years 
B.P. It was during this period that vegetation 
evidently declined and stronger winds were able to 
shape many of the red dunefields and sand sheets 
as we see them today (Beard 1982). This very arid 
period was evidently followed by a phase of 
considerably warmer and wetter climate, which 



lasted until roughly 5,000 years B.P. After this, 
temperatures and rainfall both declined to about 
present levels, around which they have evidently 
stayed ever since (Rognon and Williams 1977). 

post-settlement changes 
Settlement and pastoral development within the 

last 100 years has introduced two major forces of 
change upon the vegetation. The first constraint is 
associated wIth the depastunng of sheep, goats and 
cattle and the establishment of stock watering 
point; over areas previously grazed only by n~tive 
invertebrates and low-densIty, patchy populatIOns 
of marsupials. The second constraint is less obvious 
and is best defined simply as the loss of Aboriginal 
land use practices. That these would have involved 
the selective and opportunistic burning of various 
communities seems beyond doubt (Hallam 1985). 
However, the strategies they used and the effects of 
fire upon many types of arid and semi-arid 
vegetation in the Carnarvon Basin (and elsewhere 
in central Western Australia) are little-researched 
and remain largely obscure. 

Detailed accounts of vegetation 
types 

Details of the structure and composition of 
particular formations and community types are 
given in the sections on pasture types and land 
systems. 
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6. Dune-fields of red sand , arrangcd in lincar or re ti culate pallerns, occur ovcr large areas in the east 
and north of th e survey arca. North of the Gascoync Rivcr thcy support hummock grasslands of Triadia 
spp wi th sparse shrubs; furt her south thcy are dominatcd by tal1 shrublands and low woodlands. Ca rdabia 
land system, Exmouth Gulf station. 

7. Vegetation typical of the Eremaean Botanica l Provincc: low shrubs of Cassia he/Illsii (foregrou nd) and 
£relllaphiia pp. (thicket undcrstorey). tal1 shrubs/low trees Acacia al/ew'a (mu lga) and hummock grass 
Triadia plll/gel/s. Durlacher land system. Towera Station. 
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8. Tree-heaths and other heath-like communi ti es of the outh-West Botanical Province are dominated 
by the families Myrtaceae and Proteaceae. Such shrub associati ons arc characteristica ll y dense and diverse 
in composi tion. They consist of mainl y unpalatable species. have been littl e used for pastoral purposes and 
are highly susceptible to wildfires. Nanga land system, Coburn Station. 

9. Introduced burrel grass Cellchl'tls cilia/'is has become widely estab lished on a variety of landforms and 
soil types in coastal and sub-coasta l areas. Exotic plant species found in the area are otherwise mainly 
various annuals and ephcmerals which are mostly encountered on disturbed or degraded country. 
Donovan land system. Cardabia Station. 
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Vertebrate Pests 
The following summaries relate to certain native 

and introduced animals in the survey area which 
are liable to cause adverse effects upon the 
condition of rangelands, upon livestock 
management, or which may have other adverse 
effects on the environment. 

Native species 
Kangaroos 
Distributiou 

Red kangaroos Macropus rufos and euros, M. 
robustus are found across the survey area, but red 
kangarobs are more widely distributed and occur in 
greater numbers. Red kangaroos are most plentiful 
in areas with a good grass and herb cover and 
where some trees or shrubs are available for shade. 

Impact 
It is widely believed that kangaroos compete with 

sheep for forage, particularly during adverse 
seasonal conditions, but such competition has not 
been studied. Kangaroos can adversely affect the 
regeneration of degraded shrub country (Gardmer 
1986), a fact that must be recognized when pasture 
regeneration is planned. It is also important to 
recognize that in many arid areas, kangaroo 
numbers increased after European settlement as 
new watering points were created and habitats 
became altered (Ealey 1967, Oliver 1986). 

Status and management 
Kangaroos are protected animals in Western 

Australia and their management IS regulated under 
the Kangaroo Management Programme . 
administered by the Department of ConservatIOn 
and Land Management (McNamara and Prince, 
1986). Kangaroos are harvested for pet meat by 
shooters and harvesting levels are revised m the 
light of current population trends. The aim is to 
manage the population so that the species IS not 
endangered while at the same time preventmg 
unacceptable damage to rangelands. 

Dingoes 
Distribution 

The greatest numbers of dingoes, Canis !amiliarJs 
dingo, occur in the north-east of the surve~ area, m 
the location of the Lyndon and upper Mmilya . 
Rivers. Some dingoes also occur to the south of thiS 
area along the Kennedy Range. Dingoes are 
occasionally found in other areas such as the upper 
Wooramel River. 

Impact 
Dingoes have a major impact on the sheep . 

industry. Research has shown that most dmgoes m 
contact with sheep cause losses (Thomson 1984). 
Sheep are often maimed or, if killed, left u1)-eaten. 
Sometimes dingoes chase sheep without biting 
them, leading to adverse consequences such as 
increased mis-mothering of lambs. Even when not 
actively harassing sheep, the presence of a dingo in 
the area can have an adverse influence on sheep 
distribution and behaviour. 
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Statns and management 
Dingoes are declared animals and the aim of 

control work is to remove dingoes on and near 
station country in order to prevent harassment and 
killing of stock. 

Emus 

Distribution 
Emus Dromaius novaehollandiae are widely 

distributed through the survey area. Surveys have 
shown that emus occur in higher densities in 
sheep-raising pastoral areas than in either 
grain-growing or non-pastoral areas (Gnce et at. 
1985). Concentrations of e,!J.Us occasionally Occur 
in the south, when emus mlgratmg dunng dry 
periods strike the State barrier fence north of the 
Murchison River. 

Impact 
Emus are not considered to be a major forage 

competitor with livestock (Davies 1978). They are 
considered more of a nUisance, damagmg fences 
and sometimes interfering with sheep mustering 
and trapping operations. 

Status and management 
Emus are protected native animals. Their 

populations are controlled primarily by seasonal 
conditions and to some extent by predators, 
including dingoes. Locally, they can be controlled 
by shooting or poisoning when they cause 
economically unacceptable damage. 

There is at least limited commercial potential for 
emu products, provided that they originate from 
strictly controlled and licensed facilities. Emu 
husbandry in the arid zone has proved to be 
feasible but relies on fairly intensive farming, with 
tame birds being fed on fodder produced by 
irrigation or artificial diets. Emu farming, as such, 
is likely to remain a special form of animal 
production and is incompatible with conventional 
pastoral facilities and managem~nt practices. 

Wedge-tailed Eagles 

Distribution 
Wedge-tailed eagles Aquila audax are found 

throughout the survey area. 

Impact 
Wedge-tailed eagles are capable of catching a . 

large number of different species of animal. Studies, 
near Carnarvon, of the prey taken by eagles to nests 
showed that young kangaroos made up the largest 
single component of the diet, with birds, lambs, 
rabbits foxes and goats also featunng prommently 
(Brook~r and Ridpath 1980). Eagles do kill some 
lambs which are potentially viable as well as 
mismothered offspring. However, it is generally 
considered that the number of lambs consumed by 
eagles as live prey represents a small proportion of 
total lamb losses. 
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f=. .. ,P, ........... , 
, Wedge-tailed eagles are currently declared birds 

throughout the survey area, with the exception of 
the Shark Bay Shire, This declaration allows for 
numbers to be reduced and kept restricted, though 
the Agriculture Protection Board makes no 
recommendations for, nor does it enforce, the 
control of wedge-tailed eagles. In practice, 
pastoralists are able to carry out control work on an 
ad hoc basis if they think it is necessary and some 
eagles are killed, especially at lambing time. 

Introduced species 
Goats 
Distribution 

In the survey area, the main concentrations of 
goats Capra hircus occur along the Gascoyne and 
Wooramel Rivers and in the country between the 
two rivers. Goats are otherwise widely distributed 
in the survey area, usually with higher numbers 
occurring within about 50 km of the coast. 
Impact 

Overgrazing by feral goats can seriously alter the 
balance of species in a plant community as well as 
drastically reduce the total amount of vegetation 
present (Hamann 1979). Movements of goats are 
unchecked by standard sheep fencing, exacerbating 
the problems of pasture conservation and erosion 
control. Feral goats are also seen as a problem 
species because of their potential to act as a 
reservoir of infection in the event of an exotic 
disease outbreak. 

Status and management 
Feral goats are declared animals and the 

Agriculture Protection Board administers a 
commercialization policy towards complete 
eradication. 

Goats survive well in many pastoral areas and 
this highlights their potential for meat and fibre 
production in these areas. The ability of goats to 
use coarse, low quality forage efficiently (Coblentz 
1977) is seen as one of the reasons why goat 
husbandry may be a useful adjunct or alternative to 
present sheep grazing practices in certain rangeland 
areas. Research may lead to a review of the status 
of feral goats. 

Rabbits 
Distribution 

Rabbits Oryctolagus cuniculus are found along the 
whole of the coastal strip, generally within 10 km of 
the coast, although they can extend considerably 
further inland during good seasons. Pockets of 
rabbits also occur along the major river systems 
and the margins of Lake Macleod. 

Impact 

Rabbits undoubtedly have a significant impact on 
the native nora. Studies have shown that they can 
have a major effect on inhibiting regeneration of 
tree and shrub species. They can alter the 
vegetatIOn composition by eating all or most of the 
higher quality forage plants (Lange and Graham 
1983). Because of their effects on the vegetation, 
they can lllduce or exacerbate soil erosion. 
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Status and management 
Rabbits are declared animals, although 

eradication is not economically attainable in 
Western Australia. Effective control can be 
maintained in some parts of the State. However, in 
areas such as the present survey area, rabbits are 
widespread in a range of habitats and persist in the 
least favourable terrain even after several dry years. 
As such it is not possible to focus control efforts on 
restricted areas. The cost of controlling rabbits by 
any current method is likely to exceed the benefit 
gained. Rabbits will remain a continuing problem 
when their numbers build up following good 
seasons (King 1984). 

Foxes 
Distribution 

Foxes Vulpes vulpes are widely distributed over 
the survey area, possibly in greater numbers closer 
to the coast. 

Impact 
Foxes are not considered to be a major threat to 

the pastoral industry. Studies have shown that, 
although foxes do kill some lambs, the majority of 
lambs eaten are either already dead or moribund 
(Hubach 1981). Foxes pose a threat to native fauna 
and may have caused the local extinction of some 
species (Christensen 1980). Foxes would become an 
important carrier of rabies if the disease ever 
reached Australia. 

Status and management 
Foxes are declared animals, although no major 

co-ordinated control work is carried out. Numbers 
are reduced by fur hunters, who shoot foxes for 
commercial gain. Some spot poisoning is carried 
out and, in dingo areas, foxes are often trapped or 
poisoned in the course of dingo control operations. 
An apparently effective baiting campaign to reduce 
predation by foxes on turtle eggs is carried out in 
the Cape Range National Park. 

Donkeys 
Distribution 

Donkeys Equus asinus are found in several 
sections of the survey area. Small numbers exist on 
the lower Wooramel River area, but the main 
concentrations are found to the north-east of the 
survey area, from Lyndon station east and south to 
the Kennedy Range. 

Impact 
Donkeys can cause considerable damage to 

perennial grasses, shrubs and herbage, through 
trampling and heavy grazing. They can reduce the 
grazing capacity of country and cause erosion. 
Donkeys also behave aggressively towards domestic 
stock, sometimes denying them access to water. 

Status and management 
Feral donkeys are declared animals and the aim 

of control work is their eradication. No 
co-ordinated control campaign is carried out in the 
survey area, although donkeys are often shot in the 
course of station activities and pet meat shooters 
occasionally hunt them. Shooting from a helicopter 
has proved a successful control measure in other 
areas, and may soon be introduced to eliminate 
donkeys from the Carnarvon Basin and other areas. 



Camels 
Distribution 

One isolated mob of camels Came/us 
dromedarius exists at the southern end of the Shark 
Bay Shire. The camels tend to live in the sandhills 
and mallee shrub areas, avoiding the open plains. 

Impact 
There is no information available on the effect of 

camels in this area. Their economic significance is 
probably restricted to the occasional damage caused 
to fences and watering points. 

Status and management 
Feral camels are declared animals, although 

control work aimed at eradicating them would 
probably be economically unjustified. No 
co-ordinated control campaigns exist. 
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Cats 
Distribution 

Feral cats Felis calUs are widely distributed and 
common throughout the survey area. 

Impact 
Feral cats pose no economic threat. They may 

have an adverse effect, however, on population~ of 
native animals (Fitzgerald and Veitch 1985, 
Wood-Jones 1925). 

Status and management 
No management policies exist for feral cal', 

which are established throughout pastoral aL:i 
unoccupied parts of the arid zone. It seem3 that 
they are destined to remain an unfor1 un ate 
component of the Australian fauna. 
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l The Survey 
Methods 

This survey adopted the land system approach to 
resource description and evaluation, as has been 
used for land surveys by the CSIRO and for 
previous regional surveys commissioned by the 
Pastoral Board of Western Australia (Wilcox and 
McKinnon, 1972; Payne et aI., 1979, 1982; Mitchell 
et ai. 1979). 

Christian and Stewart (1953, 1968) define a land 
system as 'an area or group of areas throughout 
which there IS a recurnng pattern of topography, 
soils and vegetation'. Each land system has a 
characteristic pattern able to be seen on aerial 
photographs, generally occurs over an area greater 
than 5 km' and is therefore of a scale suitable for 
mapping at I :250,000. Land systems consist of 
smaller land units or elements, each of which has a 
distinctive photographic pattern. The relative 
proportion of the component units and their 
arrangement one to another gives the broader 
photographic pattern that characterizes the 
particular land system. 

As a preliminary to field-work, tentative land 
systems and their likely boundaries were identified 
and marked onto the most recently available 
1:50,000 or 1:40,000 black and white aerial 
photographs. Published background information on 
geology, landforms, soils, vegetation and land 
system classifications used to assist in this was 
available from several sources. These included the 
Geological Survey of Western Australia (I :250,000 
and 1:50,000 map sheet series), Bettenay et al. 
(1967), Beard (1975,1976), Payne et ai. (1982), 
Wilcox et al. (1972). False colour images generated 
from Landsat satellite data were also used to 
provide broad overviews of the area. 

Reconnaissance field-work. 
Preliminary land system classification was 

followed by two reconnaissance ground surveys of 
the area, the objective of which was to familiarize 
members of the survey team with the major land 
systems, soil types and vegetation communities 
throughout. During these reconnaissance exercises 
(in late 1980 and early 1981) field methods to be 
used on the main survey were tested and finalized. 
Substantial progress was also made towards 
defining land system boundaries along the routes 
taken and identifying key soil profiles and plant 
specimens taken at sites selected according to 
photopattern and their position in the landscape. 
Broad pasture types were also characterized at this 
stage and a variety of vegetation states and soil 
degradation classes were identified and described 
for future reference. 

Main field-work 
Between June 1981 and November 1982, the 

main survey was carried out and completed by 32 
weeks of field-work. Field-work periods were each 
of roughly four weeks duration. The survey 
proceeded from north to south, normally by 
travelling each day from one of 15 
strategically-positioned base camps established 
during the programme. On a few occasions, 
dIstances or difficult terrain necessitated overnight 
stops during coverage of a particular area. 
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The staff complement for the survey normally 
consIsted of two advIsers and a technician from the 
Department of Agriculture and a surveyor, a 
draftsman-navIgator and a senior survey hand from 
the Department of Lands and Surveys (now 
Department of Land Administration). 

On a day-to-day basis, field-work was carried out 
during a series of 250 overland traverses. Each 
traverse consisted of up to 130 km of continuous 
travel, planned to provide a progressive coverage of 
the various landforms and management areas of 
every station. From these fundamental lines of 
coverage, visits to each of the 669 inventory sites 
and numerous other field checks were made as 
small diversions, usually of less than 2 km from the 
traverse route. In addition assessments of erosion 
status and pasture condition were made every 
kilometre along the traverse routes. 
The traverses satisfied survey requirements by: 
• Providing sufficient ground control to map each 

area into land systems marked up on aerial 
photographs. 
Visiting pre-selected inventory sites (query 
pomts), chosen accordmg to their photo-pattern, 
and describing the landform, soils and vegetation 
of the land unit concerned. 

• Characterizing the land systems encountered. 
• Attempting to identify grazing-related changes in 

vegetation or soils and characterizing range 
condition states within particular land units. 

• Assessing the condition of perennial vegetation 
and soil stability or erosion status at I km 
intervals throughout the traverse, according to 
criteria applicable to each land unit and 
vegetation type encountered. 

• Identifying and delineating the extent of severely 
degraded areas. 

• Estimating stock carrying capacities appropriate 
for the conservation of reSOurces within each 
pasture type and land system. 

• Informing pastoralists of the scope and purpose of 
the survey. 

Site inventory techniques 
Site selection 
Sites were selected for inventory purposes according 
to: 
• Aerial photo-pattern and land unit identification. 
• The cumulative coverage of such sites achieved at 

that time. 
• The relative abundance of the type of 

photo-pattern or land unit within the broader 
land system. 

• The degree to which the site was likely to have 
been subjected to grazing pressures, so that any 
range of grazing-related changes such sites might 
reflect would be identified. 

Site identification, marking and 
photographic record 

On arriving at the pre-selected point, the site was 
marked with a numbered aluminium tag attached 
to a steel picket driven into the ground. This exact 
point was located on the aerial photograph, marked 
up and pin-pricked on the emulsion. The location 



was transferred to the appropriate I: I 00,000 
topographical sheet and the Australian Map Grid 
(AMG) co-ordinates of the site were then recorded 
to the nearest 100 m. Oblique photographs, in 
monochrome and colour transparency, were taken 
from the top of the vehicle (a viewpoint about 3.5 
m above ground) with a conspicuous identification 
plate suspended on the picket 13.5 m into the 
foreground. 

Site data recording 
At each site, information was collected on basic 

attributes of surface geology, landform, ground 
surface, drainage features, any evidence of soil 
erosion, soil profile and vegetation. The data were 
recorded on thematic coding sheets modified from 
those used by Payne et al. (1982). 

Landscape features 
General information on each site's position and 

pattern in the landscape was recorded on an ad hoc 
basis as notes and sketches entered directly on the 
data sheets. 

Specific data on the following site attributes were 
routinely recorded: 
Date 
Aerial photograph: year, run and number 
I :250,000 map sheet name 
AMG reference 
Land tenure status 
Landform type 
Land system 
Land unit 
Wind erosion evidence 
Water erosion evidence 
Slope 
Visible relief in metres 
Microrelief type 
Gilgai type (if present) 
Surface geology 
Susceptibility to erosion 
Susceptibility to flooding 
Susceptibility to shrub invasion 
Vegetation dominants 
Vegetation structure 
Estimated stock carrying capacity 

Soil 
Soil profiles were described from holes drilled 

with a 50 mm diameter auger to a maximum depth 
of I m. Profile characteristics and horizon textures 
were used to classify each soil according to 
Northcote (1979). Data collected at each site 
included: 
Stony mantle cover class 
Size of mantle pieces 
Mantle lithology 
Total depth of soil (solum depth) if <1 m 
Soil horizon details for each horizon: 
Depth 
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Colour: hue/chroma value 
Texture 
pH 
Inclusions 
Principal profile form 
Parent material (if struck) 

Vegetation 
Some attempt was made to identify every plant 

found on the site. Specimen material was collected 
from unfamiliar or doubtfully identified perennials 
and referred to the Western Australian Herbarium 
for identification. Determinations were made to 
species level in the majority of cases. Where this 
was not possible genera are stated without specific 
epithets. 

Annuals were identified and listed wherever 
possible. However the poor winter rainfall which 
prevailed, particularly in 1982, precluded any 
meaningful cataloguing of these short-lived plants 
over the region. While the importance of annual 
herbs, forbs and grasses in the diets selected by 
pastoral stock is well known (Wilson and 
Harrington 1984), they contribute little to the dry 
season diet or towards preventing accelerated soil 
loss in times of drought (Wilcox, 1979; Anon, 1978) 
and are accordingly considered to be of a lesser 
order of importance than perennials in the context 
of the present type of resource survey. 

At each site the structure of the association was 
noted and an estimate of the projected foliar cover 
of woody elements was made compared with 
reference photographs depicting calibrated sites of 
various association types (low shrublands, mixed 
shrublands, tall shrublands). The basal cover of 
perennial grasses, where they occurred, was 
estimated using wheel point apparatus (Tidmarsh 
and Havenga 1955). 

Species composition and density within each 
major stratum was estimated from belt transect 
counts confined to the particular land unit being 
sampled. The area sampled was g,nerally 400 m' 
unless the vegetation was fairly dense, when smaller 
sampling transects were used. Any evidence of 
grazing effects was used towards an assessment of 
indicator value for each species at the particular 
site. A broad pasture type, for example Saltbush 
(SALT) or Hard Spinifex (HASP) was assigned to the 
site. Range condition, in terms of disparity from 
the optimal soil surface and perennial 
cover-composition for the site, was assessed in the 
field on a nominal scale from excellent to very 
poor, as defined under condition assessment by 
traverse. Pastoral value, or the inherent productive 
capability of the land unit and its vegetation, was 
estimated on a regional scale. Broad summations of 
these values, obtained from many sites within each 
major pasture type, are indicated at the end of 
those summary statements at the head of the key 
shown on each map sheet. 

Condition assessment by traverse 
With the aim of assessing soil and pasture 

condition objectively over as wide an area as 
possible, time constraints upon the survey 
precluded the application of quantified, plot-based 
techniques such as those proposed by Lendon and 
Lamacraft (1976). A traverse method very similar 
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to that described by Payne et al. (1982) was used to 
achieve comprehenslve coverage and a large 
number of assessments on each statlOn by a 
distance-sampling procedure. 

The method involved continuous accurate 
positioning of the traverse vehicle while travelling 
along a mapped course, usually a station track or 
minor road, but occaslOnally across country. At 
intervals of I km from the starting point, the 
particular land unit and land system being crossed 
at the time was ldenllfied and noted. The soll 
erosion status and pasture condition was then 
assessed over an area up to 100 m either side of the 
kilometre point. Traverse speed was about 40 
km/hour or less. At this speed erosion assessments 
and species identification could usually be made 
with an acceptable degree of confidence, but it was 
sometimes necessary to stop the vehicle and inspect 
the site on foot. 

Where traverses ran along fencelines, assessments 
were made for the paddock adjacent to the track 
rather than across the fence. Two assessors were 
present to resolve difficulties in assigning ratings to 
difficult or unusual sites. 

During the survey, assessments were made at a 
total of 10,952 traverse points on 86 land systems. 

The definitions and numerical ratings for soil 
erosion and pasture condition are shown in table 7 
and table 8 respectively. 
Table 7. Criteria for erosion ratings. 

Wind erosion 

Severity 

Nil 

Minor 

Moderate 

Severe 

Rating Comment 

a No erosion 

2 

3 

Litter redistribution and small scalds. Small 
isolated scalds on which the surface 
shows some degree of polishing. 
Redistribution of soil to the margins of the 
scald, or minor build up of soil material 
around obstacles. 
Large isolated scalds and hummocks. 
Stripping of the soil surface and build up 
against obstacles associated with large but 
generally discontinuous scalds; or, 
numerous small scalds scattered 
throughout the site. 
Major deflation of soil surface. Active 
stripping resulting in large continuous 
scalds with polished and sealed surfaces. 
Frequent large hummocks against 
obstacles. In sandy systems major dune 
drift. Plant cover very sparse to absent. 

Water erosion 

Severity 

Nil 0 
Minor 

Moderate 2 

Severe 3 

Rating Comment 

No erosion 
Rilling or thin sheeting. Patchy rilling and 
small gullies affecting small areas or thin 
sheeting (1 to 2 cm) and breaking of the 
surface seal on parts of the site. Some 
redistribution of soil and litter downslope. 
Much undisturbed ground between affected 
areas. 
Gullies and/or sheeting. Gullies on the lower 
slopes or more susceptible parts of the site, 
these being capable of extension to less 
susceptible areas. The gullies may be 
associated with extensive but discontinuous 
disturbance of the soil surface by sheet 
erosion and redistribution of soil material. 
Terracing or extensive gullies. Severe 
sheeting or terracing affecting nearly all of 
the site. Redistribution of soil and exposure 
of subsoil or rock material. The sheeting may 
be associated with or replaced by very 
extensive gullying over most of the site. 
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Table 8. Criteria for pasture condition ratings 
Pasture condition 

Rating Condition indicators 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Exce!le~t or very good. For t.h.e land unit-vegetation type, 
the site s cov.er and c0":lposltlon of shrubs, perennial herbs 
and grasses IS near optimal, free of obvious reductions in 
palatable species or increases in unpalatable species liable 
to reduce production potential. 
Good. Perennials present include all or most of the 
palatable species expected; some less palatable or 
unpalatable species may have increased, but total perennial 
cover is not very different from the optimal. 
Fair. Moderate losses of palatable perennials and/or 
increases in unpalatable shrubs or grasses, but most 
palatable species and stability desirables still present· foliar 
cover is less than on comparable sites rated 1 or 2 u~less 
unpalatable species have increased. 
Poor. Conspicuous losses of palatable perennials' fOliar 
cover is either decreased through a general loss of 
perennials or is increased by invasion of unpalatable species. 
Very poor. Few pa!atable perennials remain; cover is either 
grea.tl'y redu~ed, with much bare ground arising from loss of 
stability deSirables, or has become dominated by a 
proliferation of unpalatable species. 

Analysis of the field data 
The inventory site data were collated and 

summarized on a land unit, land system vegetation 
and soil basis using a modified INFO p~ckage on 
the Prime computer at the Department of 
Agriculture. This information was used to draw up 
detailed land unit, land system, soil type and 
pasture type descriptions which are presented later 
in this report. 

The condition assessment data obtained whilst 
traversing were also sorted on the Prime computer. 
The printout sheets (for an example see table II) 
showed the number of recordings and percentages 
in each category of wind erosion (four levels), water 
erOSlOn (four levels) and pasture condition (five 
levels) for each land system and its component land 
units. In addition, expressions for total erosion and 
range condition were derived from the basic data. 
Print out sheets were produced showing condition 
statements for: 
• Each land system and its component land units 

on each station. ~ 

• Each station as a whole. 
• Each land system and its component land units 

within the whole survey area. 
• The whole survey area. 

Total erosion 
Total erosion was derived by combining the wind 

and water erosion traverse recordings into rational 
groupings as shown in table 9. 
Table 9. Derivation of total erosion 

Wind erosion + water erosion - lOtal erosion 

Nil 
Nil 
Minor 
Minor 

Nil 
Minor 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Nil 
Minor 
Moderate 
Severe 
Severe 
Severe 
Severe 

+ Nil 
+ Minor 
+ Nil 
+ Minor 
+ Moderate 
+ Moderate 
+ Nil 
+ Minor 
+ Moderate 
+ Severe 
+ Severe 
+ Severe 
+ Nil 
+ Minor 
+ Moderate 
+ Severe 

- Nil 

~ Minor 

= Moderate 

- Severe 



Range condition 
Assessments of overall range condition were 

made by taking into account the condition of the 
two basic range resources - soil and pasture. Three 
levels of range condition were selected. These levels 
were termed good, fair and poor and were derived 
by combining total erosIOn and pasture COndItIOn 
data obtained on traverse mto ratIonal groupmgs as 
shown in table 10. 

Table 10. Derivation of range condition 

Good range condition 

Total erosion + pasture condition = range condition 

Nil 
Nil 
Minor 
Minor 

+ Excellent 
+ Good 
+ Excellent 
+ Good 

Fair range condition 

= Good 

Total erosion + pasture condition = range condition 

Nil 
Minor 
*Modcrate 
*Moderate 

+ Fair 
+ Fair 
+ Excellent 
+ Good 

= Fair 

* Combinations not encountered in the field. Although 
theoretically possible they are unlikely to be encountered. 

Poor range condition 

Total erosion + pasture condition = range condition 

Nil 
Nil 
Minor 
Minor 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Severe 
Severe 
Severe 
tScvere 
tSevere 

+ Very poor 
+ Poor 
+ Very poor 
+ Poor 
+ Very poor 
+ Poor 
+ Fair 
+ Very poor 
+ Poor 
+ Fair 
+ Good 
+ Very good 

= Poor 

t Combinations not encountered in the field. 

An example of a full print out sheet showing 
wind erosion, water erosion, total erosion, pasture 
condition and range condition for all land units of 
a particular land system on one station is shown in 
table II. 

Table 11. Example print-out sheet 

No. of Wind erosion (%) Water erosion (%) 
records Nil Min Mod Scv Nil Min Mod Sev 

Station-Doorawarrah 
Land system-Sandal 
Unit-Interbank 25 84 8 8 0 88 12 0 0 
Unit-Sandy bank 18 94 6 0 0 94 6 0 0 
Unit-Alluvial plain I 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 
Unit-Sand sheet 5 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 

System Summary 49 90 6 4 0 92 8 0 0 
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The traverse data print out sheets were used for 
preparing condition statements for the individual 
station reports which are presented in appendix I. 
They were also used for preparing general condition 
statements for each land system which are 
presented in the section on range condition and 
regeneration requirements of the survey area. 

Map preparation 
Monochrome aerial photographs at I :40,000 and 

I :50,000 scale were used during the survey to 
delineate land system boundaries, locate pastoral 
improvements, delineate areas of degradation and 
erosion and to record the position of range 
evaluation sites. These data were then transferred 
to 1:50,000 scale Australian Map Grid (AMG) 
topographical transparent line compilations. 
Traverse point positions and assessment scores 
were then plotted on the compilations. Map 
production proceeded using computer-aided 
mapping technology, selected primarily because of 
its relatively low cost for full colour production 
compared with conventional masking techniques. It 
also facilitated a requirement for area statements of 
each land system within each pastoral lease, the 
projected use of the digital data in a resource 
management data base, and the ability to plot 
digital data at any nominal scale, for example the 
requirement of station plan mapping at a scale of 
I: 100,000. 

The 158 line compilations were captured digitally 
on an Intergraph work-station with separate design 
files created for each map sheet (1:250,000 scale), 
and each major theme placed on a separate level. 
Linear cadastral boundaries were available in a 
digital format and thus required no extra treatment. 
However, non-linear boundaries such as coastlines 
and lakes were only available in a graphical form 
on I :250,000 scale public plans and thus had to be 
captured digitally. Using a Xynetics flat-bed plotter 
all digital data for each map-sheef were then 
precision-plotted at a scale of 1:250,000. 

Updated I :250,000 scale topographical plans of 
the survey area were biangled to 60% and registered 
to the Xynetic plots to provide a topographical base 
on which to overlay the resource information. 
Using normal cartographic techniques a descriptive 
key for the land systems and pasture types was added. 

Problems with pantone cutting and scanning of 
the pasture types necessitated the use of a Scitex 
scanner for colour filling. Plates for each of the 
process colours (yellow, magenta, cyan and black) 
were produced and printing initiated for the 
I :250,000 scale map-sheets. 

Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) V,,,, Range condition (%) 
Nil Min Mod Scv Ex Good Fair Poor Poor Good Fair Poor 

84 8 8 0 0 24 60 16 0 24 60 16 
94 6 0 0 6 61 22 II 0 67 22 II 

100 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 0 
100 0 0 0 0 40 40 20 0 40 40 20 

90 6 4 0 2 39 45 14 0 41 45 14 

, 
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10. Collecting information on landform , soi ls and vegetation at inventory sites ('query points'). 

I I. Each si te was photographed as a part of the permanent record. 
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12. Each site was marked with an a lum inium plaque which identifies the agencies, site number and 
survey code. 

, 
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Land systems of the survey area 

The 89 land systems which were mapped during 
the course of the survey are des~ribed, in 
alphabetical order, m the followmg sectIOn. 
Twenty-one of the systems (those indicated by (G) 
following the name m the mam headmg) were 
originally described further east in the Gascoyne 
catchment (Wilcox and McKinnon. 19.72) and 
another nine (as mdlcated by (A) similarly) were 
first described in the Ashburton River catchment 
area (Payne et al. 1982). In most insta,?-ces, there 
are minor differences between the ongmal 
descriptions and those presented here, du~ mainly 
to regional differences and natural gradatIOns m 
landforms or vegetatIOn. 

In each instance, the land system is described by 
a format which includes the following key features:-
I. A statement of total area and its proportion of 

the survey area. 
2. A location map, depicting the extent of the 

system and the map sheets on which it occurs. 
3. A summary of the key features of the system and 

its pastoral use. 
4. A block diagram or plan view of a representative 

or stylised portion of the system, depicting 
component land units. 

5. Tabulated summary descriptions of each land 
unit. Unit descriptions are headed by a title line, 
which includes the name of the unit, its average 
proportion of the system and the intensity of 
coverage achieved during the survey. 
The text is presented under the following 

headings. 

Landform and soils 
Indication of the type of unit (hill, dune, plain), 

its relief relative to other units and slopes as 
measured at sites; soil details; colour, texture 
classes, total depth of profile, particulate inclusions, 
pH at surface and trend through profile, principal 
profile form(s) (Northcote 1979). 

Vegetation: formations and major 
species 

First sentence describes (a) the usual degree of 
perenmal cover (figure 20), (b) the predominating 
stratum type (low woodland, low shrubland) and (c) 
the most abundant and widespread species. . 

In cases where two or more very different types 
of formatIOns are commonly encountered, each is 
descnbed separately under (i), (ii) .etc. 

Projected foliage cover (P.F.C.): range in per cent 
cover (given where data are sufficient); composition 
data by stratum, e.g. 'Tall shrubs (560 ± 300/ha; 
2-4m)' ~ tall shrubs (> 2 m high) estimated at a 
mean density of 560 (± standard deviation if data 
suffiCient) /ha (see unit title line for number of 
mventory sites sampled); where data less full, figure 
given represents range of estimates of plant density 
on < 10 sites; height range as given refers to modal 
range of shrub heights encountered; species listed 
(usually SIX or eight for a well-developed stratum) 
are those considered the most common and most 
widespread on the unit. 
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Figure 20. Scale of projected fOliar cover classes and 
descriptive terms for arid shrublands (after Curry Payne and 
Wilcox 1983) , 
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Comments and condition indicators 
Pasture type: See section on pasture types for 
further details. 

Desirable perennials: Key species that confer both 
useful browse and soil/community stability for the 
unit; (usually) palatable species which management 
should aim to maintain or increase. 
Undesirable perennials: Any species that tend to 
increase or invade sites on which desirables and/or 
other perennials have been depleted; these species 
reduce the herbage response and are normally of 
little or no value as browse in such situations; 
increases in undesirables indicates a decline in 
pasture condition. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptibility to various 
forms of degradation, problems of low pastoral 
value, access to stock, pasture salinity. 



Agamemnon Land System (G) 929 km' (1.2% of survey area) 

Rocky hills, with peaks and ridges above 
extensive stony slopes, supporting scattered tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 

Geology: Early Proterozoic gneiss, schist and 
quartzite of the Morrissey metamorphic suite. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces, mainly low 
rough hills, with gneissic outcrops, peaks and ridges 
to 60 m relief, with pebble-strewn footslopes 
draining across short flats with duplex soils into 
complex channelled tributaries with sandy 
bedloads. 
Pastoral use: Unproductive hilly pastures with some 
areas poorly accessible to stock; the lower units 3 
and 4 are much more productive and easily reached 
but are susceptible to overgrazing and subsequent 
erosion by wind and water. 

Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 25 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 68%; fair 26%; 
poor 6%. 

Unit 
I. Peaks, outcrops and ridges 
2. Rounded summits and stony slopes 
3. Drainage flats 
4. Narrow drainage floors and channels 
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Agamemnon L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rocky hills with strike ridges of 
schists and quartzite with occasional 
gneissic outcrops; locally heavily 
strewn with boulders. Soils are limited to 
isolated rocky pockets. 

Rounded hilltops and slopes, concave 
or convex, relief up to 40 m, lightly 
to moderately strewn with quartzite 
pebbles. Soils are shallow dark red 
fine sandy loams, pH 6.5 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile 
form: Uc 1.43. 

Very restricted alluvial fans and 
drainage plains, slopes up to 
4%. Soils are dark red duplex 
types, loamy sands over sandy 
loarns grading to sandy clay loams 
and sandy clays, > I m deep, 
pH 6.5-7.5, principal profile 
form: Dr 4.12. 

Drainage zones of moderate intensity, 
radially dendritic around isolated 
ridges, trellised or rectangular. 
Otherwise soils are dark red 
duplex (as unit 3) bordering the 
channels while the bedloads are 
of sands, pebbles and cobbles. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit I Peaks, outcrops and ridges (35%) Traversed 
Mostly unvegetated, isolated low shrubs mainly Eremophila 
exili/olia and E. /reelingii. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: Only partially 
accessible to stock. 

Unit 2 Rounded summits and stony slopes (50%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
or EremophiJa spp. Trees or Tall Shrubs (2-3m): A. aneura; Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
Low shrubs « 1.5 m): Pti/otus obovatus, Cassia desolata, and forbs in favourable seasons. 
C. leurssenii, Eremophila ji-eelingii, E. macmillaniana, Acacia Desirable perennials include: 
tetragonophyl/a, Solanum lasiophyl/um, Rhagodia spp; Perennial Maireana spp., Hybanthus enneaspermus 
grasses: Cymbopogon exaltatus. Pastoral use limitations: Local 

inaccessibility to stock. 

Unit 3 Drainage flats (5%) Traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura or 
A. victoriae and Frankenia spp on saline sites. 

Unit 4 Narrow drainage floors and channels (10%) Traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
aneura, A. tetragonophyl/a and patchy perennial grasses. 
Trees (2-5 m): A. aneura, Hakea lorea; Tall shrubs (2-3 m): 
A. tetragonophyl/a, A. kempeana, A. victoriae, 
Scaevola spinescens; Low shrubs « 2m): Cassia helmsii 
Corchorus walcottii, Abutilon spp, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: Chrysopogon 
/allax, Paraneurachne muelleri, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

, 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Frankenia spp, Maireana spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion by surface 
sheeting, stripping, rilling and 
guttering. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Chrysopogon /al/ax. 
Pastoral use limitations: slight 
susceptibility to erosion when degraded. 

J 



Augustus Land System (G) 130 km' (0.2% of survey area) 

Rugged ranges of hills, ridges and plateaux with 
skeletal soils supporting tall shrublands of mulga 
and other acacias. 
Geology: Middle Proterozoic sandstone, quartzite, 
shale and dolomite of the Bangemall group. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: ranges and hills 
with steep escarpments and upper slopes, restricted 
lower slopes, valley plains and narrow drainage 
floors; angular and rectangular drainage patterns of 
moderate density, relief up to 300 m. 
Pastoral use: The uplands of unit I are largely 
inaccessible to stock and are in any case potentially 
useful only when supporting ephemeral forbs and 
grasses; the lower units are more accessible, but 
have very poor drought resistance due to a scarcity 
of edible shrubs and lack of perennial grasses. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 30 
ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: No data, probably mostly 
good. 

Unit 
I. Summits, ridges, and rocky uplands 
2. Lower footslopes 
3. Stony undulations and interfluves 
4. Drainage floors 
5. Channels and creeks 
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Augustus L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rugged sandstone summits and 
hilltops of up to 300 m relief. 
Soils are confined to isolated 
pockets of skeletal sands. 

Concave slopes up to 5% with boulder 
outcrops and locally dense mantles of 
loose rocks. Soils are bouldery 
and skeletal. 

Undulating rocky surfaces, slopes up 
to 4%. with locally dense mantles 
of cobbles and pebbles; marginal 
dissections are mostly narrow. Soils 
are shallow red loams over parent 
rock or hardpan: principal profile 
form: (probably) Urn 6.24. 

Angular to rectangular drainage 
zones, slopes < 0.5%. 
Soils are alluvial sands or loams, 
locally saline. 

Irregular incised watercourses, 
soils are mainly coarse sands to 
pebbles, more loamy at margins. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Summits, ridges and rocky uplands (65%) 
Very scattered to scattered lowshrublands dominated by Acacia aneura, 
A. grasbyi and Grel'illea nematophylla. Other low shrubs include 
Cassia spp, Ptilotus spp and Eremophila spp locally replaced 
by Triodia wiseana. 

Unit 2 Lower footslopes (20%) 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia anew·a. 
Low shrubs: Eremophila [reelingii, Solanum spp. 

Unit 3 Stony undulations and intertluves (10%) 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp, denser 
in the dissections receiving run~on. 

Unit 4 Drainage floors (2%) 
Tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated by Acacia citrinoviridis, 
A. kempeana and A. aneura. Low shrubs: Eremophila leucophylla, 
Maireana spp. 

Unit 5 Channels and creeks (3%) 
Fringing woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus camaldulensis, 
Acacia coriacea and A. citrinoviridis. Low shrubs: Eremophila 
margarethae, E. /reelingii and Solanum spp. 

" 

[ex Payne et at. 1982J 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Sparse perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Very poor 
accessibility to stock, low productivity 
and lack of drought durability. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Sparse perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Low 
productivity and lack of drought 
durability. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Sparse perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Low 
productivity and lack of drought 
durability. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek~line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Barrabiddy Land System 152 km' (0.2% of survey area) 

Flood plains and broad drainage zones with 
shallow channelling, supporting tall acacia 
shrublands with some saltbush and tussock grasses. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvial deposits: sand, silt, 
gravel and clay. 
Geomorphology: The flood plain of Barrabiddy 
creek: depositional surfaces with very shallow 
gradients, broad alluvial plains and drainage tracts 
carrying incised drainage lines of moderate density; 
relief up to 2 m. 
Pastoral use: A highly productive system which is 
now widely degraded, with the original Saltbush 
(SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures eliminated 
over most parts of the major flood plain unit (3) 
and widespread accelerated water erosion. Increases 
in prickly acacia and wait-a-while have probably 
moderated the rates and extent of topsoil losses, 
but are useless as replacements for palatable shrubs 
and perennial grasses. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 4 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 10%; fair 32%; 
poor 58%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks 
2. Alluvial plains 
3. Flood plains 
4. Low-lying drainage plains 
5. Gilgaied plains 
6. Major channels and banks 
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Barrabidd)' L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Long sandy banks up to 2 m above unit 
6 and rises aligned along the direction 
of flow down unit 3. Soils are 
gradational loams, loamy sand grading 
to sandy clay loams, pH 7.0 with a 
neutral trend. reddish brown to dark 
grey and> I m deep; principal 
profile form: Gn 1.12. 

Plains with flat to mounded surfaces, 
sloping 0.2 - 0.6%. locally with 
channelled drainage lines but mainly 
subject to sheet flooding. Soils are 
either gradational loams (sandy clay 
loam to sandy clay, pH 7.0 with a 
neutral trend) or duplex type (sandy 
loam over light medium clay, pH 7.0 
with an alkaline trend), reddish brown 
and> I m deep, principal profile 
forms: Gn 4.12. Dr 4.13. 

Plains with uneven surfaces and 
channelled drainage lines, parallel 
to braided. of moderate intensity 
and gently sloping (0.5%). Soils are 
red or yellowish-red duplex, sand or 
loamy sand over sandy clay. > I m 
deep; pH 7.0 - 7.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Dr 4.12. 

Seasonally inundated back plains and 
ill-defined drainage foci. Soils 
are probably full depth clays. 

Gently sloping « 0.5%) plains with 
weakly gilgaied surfaces. Soils are 
reddish-brown heavy clay. > 1 m deep, 
with calcrete inclusions. pH 8.0 with 
a neutral trend: principal profile 
form: Uf 6.21. 

Watercourses. frequently incised. 
mostly < 50 m wide with bedloads of 
sand and gravel, flanked by levees. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit I Sandy banks (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated by Acacia spp. 
Trees and tall shrubs: A. sc!erosperma, A. ramulosa, A. subtessarogona, 
A. citrinoviridis; Low shrubs: Cassia spp, Maireana plani/olia, 
Scaevola spinescens; Perennial grasses Cenchrus ciliaris, 
Chysopogon /al/ax. 

Unit 2 Alluvial plains (20%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp and variable 
chenopod understorey. Trees: Eucalyptus coolabah; Tall shrubs 
(300-450/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia tetragonophylla, A. xiphophylla, A. 
sc!erosperma; Low shrubs (I400-2500/ha; 0.5-1.5 m): Atriplex 
bunburyana, Rhagodia eremaea, Maireana pyramidata, Ptilotus polakii, 
Dipteracanthus corynothecus, Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia desolala; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eragrostis xerophila, Chrysopogon 
Jallax. 

Unit 3 Flood plains (50%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp with 
variable understorey shrubs. Trees and tall shrubS (0-150/ha; 2-4 m): 
Acacia cuspidi/olia, A. victoriae, A. xiphophylla; Low shrubs 
(400-600/ha; < 2 m): Solanum lasiophyl/um, Ptilotus po/akii, 
Maireana plani/olia, Lepidium platypetalum, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia 
deso/ala; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eragroslis xel'ophila. 

Unit 4 Low-lying drainage plains (10%) Traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands with scattered trees, 
dominated by Eucalyptus coo/abah and Acacia/arnesiana. Trees (6-10 m): 
E. coolabah; Tall shrubs: A. /arnesiana, A. letragonophylla; 
Low shrubs: Rhagodia eremaea, PtUotus obovatus; Perennial grasses: 
Chysopogon /all,ax, Eragrostis sellfolia, Eulalia /ulva, Cenchrus 
ciliaris. 

Unit 5 Gilgaied plains (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae, Maireana 
aphylla and Eragrostis xerophila. Trees and tall shrubs (2-4 m): 
A. victoriae, A. cuspidi/olia; Low shrubs « 1.5 m): Maireana 
aphylla, Ptilotus obovalus, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia deso/ala; 
Perennial grasses: Eragrostis xerophila, E. seti/olia, Astrebla 
elymoides. 

Unit 6 Major channels and banks (5%) Traversed 
Fringing communities dominated by Eucalyptus sp. and Mela/euca sp. 
over tussock grasses Chrysopogon /al/ax and Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: AMp/ex 
bunburyana, Dipteracanthus corynolhecus, 
Ptilolus polakii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Locally, 
moderately susceptible to water erosion 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Extensively degraded, 
probably formerly Bluebush or Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Ptilotus polakii. 
Undesirable perennials-include: Acacia 
cuspidi/olia, A. victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to erosion, mainly by 
water, when degraded. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Desirable perennials include: Chrysopogon 
Jallax. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptibility 
to seasonal inundation, otherwise none 
under controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Desirable perennials include: Perennial 
grasses, Maireana aphylla. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, A. cuspidi/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptible to 
accelerated water erosion when degraded. 



Bidgemia Land System (G) 136 km' (0.2% of survey area) 

Tributary drainage plains partly overlain by 
broad low dunes and sandy banks supporting 
degraded tall shrublands of various acacias. 
Geology: Pleistocene dune and playa deposits of 
clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional plains of low relief 
situated as tributary drainage areas fringing 
Permian hills and footslopes; aeolian deposits have 
developed as longitudinal dunes and sandy banks 
arranged parallel to the direction of sheet drainage 
along the interdunal corridors; drainage internal. 
Pastoral use: Productive Acacia Sandplain (ACSA), 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) and Saltbush 
(SALT) pastures, the latter two types now widely 
degraded by over-use. Unit 3 is highly susceptible 
to erosion when perennial cover is reduced. 
Inedible shrub species tend to invade scalded sites. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 8 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 0%; fair 27%; poor 
73%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandy banks 
3. Interdunal plains 
4. Claypans 
5. Drainage foci 
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Bidgemia L.S. 

Landform and -soils 

Broad low linear dunes, relief 
< Sm. Soils are red sands, > 1m 
deep. pH 6.5 with a neutral trend, 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Broad banks up to 2 m above unit 3. 
Soils are dark red loamy sands, > I m 
deep. pH 6.5 with an acid trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.21. 

Flat interdunal corridors, slopes 
< 0,5%. subject to broad sheet 
flow. Soils are lightly to densely 
strewn with quartz gravels. red 
duplex types. sands over fine 
clays (unless subsoil clays 
have been exposed after loss of A 
horizon) > I m deep, pH 6.5 with a 
neutral trend and siliceous gravel 
inclusions: principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.12. Uf 6.12 derived from former 
by surface stripping. 

Irregularly shaped flat pans with 
clay soils. 

Flat-surfaced depressions with 
loamy or clayey soils. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (35%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia sclerosperma, A. ramu/osa and Eremophila maitlandii. 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. sc/erosperma, A. ramulosa 
A. lelragonophylla, Eremophila mait/andii; Low shrubs « 2m): 
O/earia axillaris, Mirbelia viminalis, Scaevo/a tomentosa, 
Rhagodia eremaea, So/awn lasiophyllum, Corchorus walcottii; 
Perennial grasses: Triodna spp, Eriachne he/msii. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks (30%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sc/erosperma 
and A. ramulosa. Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. sc/erosperma, 
A. ramulosa, Eremophila maitlandii, A. lelragonophylla, 
A. xiphophylla; Low shrubs « 2m): Rhagodia eremaea, 
Cassia helmsii, Solanum lasiophy/lum, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Acacia \'ictoriae, Eremophila leucophylla; 
Perennial grasses: Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 3 Interdunal plains (30%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia cuspidi/olia. 
Tall shrubs (2-4m): A. cuspidi/olia, A. victoriae, Scaevo/a 
spinescens; Low shrubs « 1m): PlilolUS polakii, Cassia helmsii, 
Hakea preissii, Eremophila pterocarpa; Perennial grasses 
Cenchrus ciliaris. 

" 

Unit 4 CIaypans (3%) Traversed 
No permanent vegetation. 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (2%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands with perennial grasses, particularly 
Eriachne /laccida. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandpiain with 
some hard spinifex Triodia spp N of 
Gascoyne R. Perennials augmented by 
annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea. 
Undesirable perennials include: Olearia 
axil/aris, Eriachne helmsii. 
Pastoral use limitations: none under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, Maireana plani/olia, Scael'o/a 
spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Eremophila maitlandii, 
Cassia helmsii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Ptilotus 
polakii; in the Gascoyne catchment, sites sandy 
in good condition support Maireana 
polypterygia, M. georgei and M. plani/olia 
(Wilcox et al. 1972). 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Eremophila pterocarpa, 
Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Highly 
susceptible to water erosion (gullying, 
stripping and scalding) when degraded, 
no sites remaining in good condition were 
found in the survey area. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 



Billy Land System 328 km' (0.4% of survey area) 

Low plateaux, mesas and buttes with stony 
footslopes and narrow drainage floors, supporting 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acaCias. 
Geology:, Residual Tertiary ferruginous and siliceous 
duricrust over Early Cretaceous Windalia 
Radiolarite, 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: flat-topped 
residual plateaux, mesas and buttes capped with 
Tertiary 'billy', flanked by short, steep upper slopes 
and gentler lower slopes based on Cretaceous 
sediments; radial to dendritic drainage of low to 
moderate density flowing through narrow floors of 
colluvial and alluvial sediments; relief up to 60 m, 
Pastoral use: Stony Short Grass Forb (SSGF) 
pastures, wholly accessible to stock in most 
instances, The footslopes support sparse palatable 
shrubs when in good condition, providing some 
useful dry season browse, but overall pastoral value 
is very low, The system is not susceptible to 
accelerated erosion, 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 23 
ha/s,u, 
Range condition summary: Good 53%; fair 47%; 
poor 0%. 

Unit 
l. Plateaux, mesas and buttes 
2. Upper footslopes 
3, Lower footslopes 
4. Drainage floors 
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Billy L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Flat to undulating residual plateaux, 
mesas and buttes, lightly to heavily 
strewn with conglomerates, and low 
hills with slightly rounded tops; 
relief mainly 3D-50m above lower units. 
Soils are shallow lcams (or skeletal 
lcams), fine sandy loam to light sandy 
clay, < 50 em deep, pH 6.0 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 5.21. 

Steep, rocky upper slopes up to 30 m 
above shallower, convex lower foot
slopes (slopes mainly 10-30%), heavily 
strewn with radiolarite cobbles and 
pebbles, carrying radial drainage lines 
of low intensity. Soils are red sandy 
loam or loamy sand, pH 6.0 with a 
neutral trend, < 50 cm deep, with 
radiolarite inclusions throughout, 
principal profile form: Uc 1.43. 

Flat to gently sloping floors, usually 
strewn with a conglomerate or radiO
larite mantle and carrying incised 
drainage channels and stream beds. 
Soils are dusky red loamy types, 75 cm 
deep, sandy loam grading to light sandy 
clay loam, pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.21. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Plateaux, mesas and buttes (50%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low to tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
aneura or A. tetragonophylla. Trees and shrubs (2-4 m): A. aneura, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. pruinocarpa; Low shrubs « 1m): Eremophila 
/raseri, Solanum /asiophyllum, Cassia helmsii, C. luerssenii, Eremophila 
cunei/olia, E. latrobei, Ptilotus obovatus, Maireana plani/olia. 

Unit 2 Upper footslopes (10%) 
Unit 3 Lower footslopes (30%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered low to tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. Tall 
Shrubs (200-750/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia xiphophylla, A. cuthbertsonii, A. 
aneura, A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs 
(1800-4000/ha; < 1m): Ptilotus polakii, Dipteracanthus corynothecus 
Cassia desolata, Frankenia sp., Rhagodia eremaea, Solanum lasiophyllum. 

Unit 4 Drainage floors (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. Trees and tall 
Shrusb (2 - 6 m): Acacia aneura, Hakea lorea, Greviflea sp., Acacia 
tetragonophylla, A. pruinocarpa; Low shrubs « 2m): Eremophila 
leucophylla, Solanum lasiophyllum, Eremophila fraser!, E. latrobei, 
Cassia helmsii, Ptilotus obovatus. 

" 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: Maireana 
spp, Eremophila latrobel. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Phyllanthus 
'p. nov. (R.C. 1928), Flilolus polakii, 
Dipteracanthus cOlynothecus 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Birrida Land System 135 km' (0.2% of survey area) 

Low-lying evaporite pans of gypsiferous 
sediments, supporting low shrublands of sam ph ire 
and saltbush. 
Geology: Pleistocene deposits of gypsum, clay, silt 
and sand. 
Geomorphology: Discrete areas of nearly flat plains 
with raised centres, often elliptical and occupying 
wide interdunal depressions; some receive influxes 
of seawater along channels connecting with the 
ocean but most show no surface drainage features 
beyond peripheral moat-like seepages. 
Pastoral use: Samphire (SAMP) and Saltbush 
(SALT) pastures of little grazing value unless good 
quality stock water is available nearby. Unit I is 
the most productive. There is no significant erosion 
risk. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 16 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 86%; fair 9%; poor 
5%. 

Unit 
1. Sandy fringing plains 
2. Gypsiferous banks and low dunes 
3. Samphire plains 
4. Inflow channels and depressions 
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Birrida L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Gently sloping marginal zones, usually 
< 200 m wide, with flat to moundy 
surfaces. Soils are juvenile types, 
reddish-brown sands over clays and 
sands, calcareous throughout, mounted 
by calcrete gravels; pH 8.0-8.5 with 
alkaline trend. 

Moundy rises, up to 3 m above major 
unit (3), occurring as banks or 
dune-like accretions. Soils 
are juvenile types, generally thin 
layers of reddish-brown sand over 
gypsiferous deposits; pH 9.0 with an 
alkaline trend. 

Virtually flat plains; soils are 
gypsiferous deposits or juvenile types, 
sandy clays overlying sands, 
mostly red or reddish-yellow, > I m 
deep, calcareous throughout, pH 
8.0 with an alkaline trend. 

Saline channels through gypsiferous 
deposits. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit I Sandy fringing plains (5%) I site inventory and traversed 
Scattered or very scattered low shrublands dominated by halophytes. 
Low shrubs « 0.5 m): Frankenia spp, Atriplex bunburyana, 
Muellerolimon salicorniaceum, Maireana tomentosa, Rhagodia latilolia, 
Threlkeldia spp; Perennial grasses: Aristida browniana, Stipa sp., 
Eragrostis dielsii, Cenchrus ciliaris, Sporobolus mitchellii. 

Unit 2 Gypsiferous banks and low dunes (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Scaevola crassi/olia. Low 
shrubs « 1m): S. crassi/olia, Acacia rostelli/era, Lawrencia sp., 
Halosarcia spp, Carpobrotus sp. 

Unit 3 Samphire plains (85%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered or very scattered low shrublands dominated by very low 
halophytes. Low shrubs « 0.5 m): Halosarcia pruinosa, 
H. pterygosperma, Muellerolimon salicorniaceum, Frankenia spp,Atriplex 
vesicaria, Maireana tomentosa. Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 4 Inflow channels and depressions « 1%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Halosarcia spp, with or without 
mangroves Avicennia marina. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Maireana tomentosa, perennial 
grasses. C. ciliaris occurs mainly on 
Faure I. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture shrubs. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
tomentosa, Atriplex vesicaria. Perennials 
augmented by Cenchrus ciliaris and 
Ptilotus obovatus on Faure I. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture shrubs. 



Brown Land System 429 km' (0.6% of survey area) 

Sandy plains with sparse longitudinal dunes, 
supporting tall shrublands of aCjlcias. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian quartz sand and beach 
ridges, locally calcareous; minor Quaternary 
alluvium. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: flat to gently 
undulating sandplains with longitudinal dunes and 
swales; minor areas of alluvial plains; no drainage 
features. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) pastures 
with a good range of edible browse shrubs (when in 
good condition) plus minor areas of highly 
productive Tussock Grass (TUGR), Saltbush 
(SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures; system not 
normally susceptible to erosion except on unit 4. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 10 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 54%; fair 38%; 
poor 8%. 

Unit 
1. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandy plains 
3. Swales 
4. Alluvial plains 
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Brown L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Linear dunes, mostly single and 
orientated N-S, up to IS m relief. 
Soils are red sands, principal profile 
form: probably Uc 1.23. 

Sandy plains, often with moundy 
surfaces, locally lightly strewn with 
limestone gravel, slopes < 0.5%. 
Soils are yellowish red to dark red 
sands with clay content increasing 
with depth. > 1 m deep, some with 
inclusions of limestone and shells, 
pH 6.0-8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Uc 1.12, 
1.23,5.11, Gn 2,12, 

Sandy swales between linear dune. 

Restricted plains with flat surfaces. 
Soils are reddish-brown duplex, sand 
over sandy clay sometimes overlain by 
recent alluvium, > 1 m deep, 
pH 7.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Dy 1.12. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (5%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 
Tall shrubs (> 2 m): A. ramu%sa, A. sc/erosperma, A. coriacea; Low 
Shrubs « 2 m): Rhagodia spp, Eremophila maitlandii, E. leucophylla; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 2 Sandy plains (90%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands (PFC 15 to 40%) dominated by Acacia 
letragonophylla, A. ramu/osa and A. scierosperma. Tall shrubs (150-
600/ha; 2-3 m): A. lelragonophylla, A. ramu/osa, A. scierosperma, 
Eremophila maitlandii, Stylobasium spathulatum, Heterodendrum 
oleaeJoliwn; Low shrubs (I ,OOO-8,OOO/ha; < 2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, 
Solanum lasiophyllum, Atriplex bunburyana, Eremophila leucophylla, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola spinescens; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis 
lanipes. 

Unit 3 Swales (4%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands similar to those on unit I but frequently with a larger 
component of chenopod shrubs such as Atriplex bunburyana and 
Maireana polypterygia. 

Unit 4 Alluvial plains (2%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
tetragonophylla. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. 
sc/erosperma, EremophUa youngii; Low shrubs « 2 m): PtUotus 
obovatus, Maireana polypterygia, Scaevola spinescens, Acacia victoriae, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia desolata, Atriplex bunbulyana; Perennial 
Grasses: Eragrostis xerophila. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandp/ain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
spp. C. cUm'is cover tends to replace 
low shrub cover on degraded sites. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain (locally 
Saltbush). Perennials augmented by 
annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
tomentosa, Atrip/ex bunburyana, Scael'Ola 
spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia SandplainlSaltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush or Bluebush. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Maireana polyptelygia, 
Scaevo/a spinescens, Eragrostis xcrophila. 
Undesirable perennials include: Eremophila 
youngii, Acacia victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slighlty susceptible to 
water erosion when degraded. 



Cahill Land System 389 km' (0.5% of survey area) 

Sandy alluvial plains and channelled flow zones 
with tall shrublands of various acacias. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvium: clay, silt, sand and 
gravel. 
Geomorphology: Sandy depositional plains of low 
relief with moundy surfaces and minor low-lying 
plains with duplex soils flanking broad, sandy 
channels. 
Pastoral use: Predominantly Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures with moderate densities of edible 
shrubs and some perennial grasses when in good 
condition; units 2 and 4 are susceptible to erosion 
(mainly by water) when degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 
ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: Good 45%; fair 45%; 
poor 10%. 

Unit 
1. Broad sandy plains 
2. Restricted plains 
3. Channelled flow zones 
4. Narrow un channelled drainage zones 
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Cahill L.s. 

Landform and soils 

Plains of low relief« 3m) with 
mounded surfaces, often very lightly 
strewn with radiolarite gravels. Soils 
are red or dark red sand or loamy 
sand, > I m deep, with or without 
gravel inclusions, pH 6.5~7.5; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.11 
5.21, 1.23. 

Narrow, flat plains, surrounded by 
unit I, with red duplex or 
gradational soils. 

Channels and flow lines with sandy 
bed loads and surface gravels. Soils 
are dark red loamy sands> 1 m deep, 
pH 6.0 with an acid trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 5.11. 

Unchannelled zones within unit 1 
carrying sluggish local drainage as 
sheet flow. Soils are shallow red 
sands over Windalia Radiolarite, 
pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; principal 
profile form: UC 5.13. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Broad sandy plains (85%) 7 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia spp, with many understorey shrubs and some perennial grasses. 
Tress (O.25/ha; 4-8 m): Eucalyptus coo/abah, Acacia pruinocarpa; 
Tall shrubs (50-700/ha; 2-4 m): A. scierosperma, A. subtessarogona, 
A. aneura, A. victoriae, Hakea preissii, Stylobasiurn spathulaturn; 
Low shrubs (200-2500/ha; < 2m): Eremophila leucophylla, Solanum 
lasiophyllum, Rhagodia spp, Sida rohlenae, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Ptilotus obovatus; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eriachne 
eriopoda, Eragrostis spp, Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 2 Restricted plains (5%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla, 
A. xiphophylla, A. aneura, or Eremophila pterocarpa. 

Unit 3 Channelled flow zones (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Open woodland fringing communities dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah, 
Acacia aneura and A. citrinoviridis. Trees (4-IOm): E. coolabah, 
A. aneura; Tall shrubs (4-8m): A. citrinoviridis, 
A. sclerosperma, A. ramulosa, Cassia chatelainiana; 
Low shrubs « 2m): Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia helrnsii, 
Rhagodia spp, Enchylaena tomentosa. Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Indigo/era spp. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain or 
Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: Eremophila 
ieucophylla, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
perennial grasses. 
Indicators of porr condition: Hakea 
preissii, Stylobasium spathulatum. 
Pastoral use limitations: none under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
The associations observed on this unit 
have probably replaced degraded Acacia 
xiphophylla - Atripiex bunburyana 
communities in some instances. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Cassia 
chatelainiana, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Unit 4 Narrow unchannelled drainage zones (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona. Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Tall shrubs (2-8 m): A. subtessarogona, A. sclerosperma, Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
A. victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, A. aneura; and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Low shrubs « 1m): Sida spp, Eremophila leucophylla; Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. susceptibility to water erosion. 

J 



Capricorn Land System (A) 366 km2 (0.5% of survey area) 

Rugged sandstone hills, ridges, stony footslopes 
and interfluves supporting predominantly hard 
spinifex hummock grasslands with scattered shrubs. 
Geology: Lower Proterozoic sandstone, greywacke, 
dolomite and shale. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: ranges and hills 
with steep, rocky upper slopes, gently sloping stony 
footslopes, restricted lower plains and valleys, 
angular and rectangular drainage patterns of 
moderate to high density; relief up to 150 m. 
Pastoral use: Unproductive Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
pastures with areas of Stony Short Grass Forb 
(SSGF) pastures of some value for seasonal use but 
little drought durability; higher units are frequently 
inaccessible to stock. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 27 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: No data but probably 
mostly good condition. 

Unit 
I. Ridges and hills 
2. Dolomitic rises 
3. Slopes and interfluves 
4. Alluvial fans 
5. Drainage floors 
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Ridges and hills with rocky summits, 
up to 150 m above unit 5, mostly 
densely mantled with rock fragments. 
There is generally no soil development. 

Rocky rises with benched, convex or 
concave upper slopes (up to 50% slope), 
densely mantled by (or outcropping) 
dolomite, up to 50 m above unit 3. 
Soils are limited to pockets of 
skeletal loams: principal profile form 
(probably) Urn 5.21. 

Lower slopes and stony interfluves, 
most slopes < 3%, locally steeper 
where incised by drainage channels to 
3 rn, densely mantled with rock fragments, 
Soils are shallow red loarns, principal 
profile forms (probably) Urn 5.12, 5.21, 
5.52. 

Small fans up to I km long, slopes 
< 2%. Soils are gravelly to pebbly 
sands and loams, principal profile 
form: Uc 1.23. 

Floors mostly < 200 m wide with 
single or multiple channels incised 
into bedrock. Soils are shallow stony 
to sandy bedloads. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Ridges and hills (35%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia wiseana with very scattered 
low shrubs. 

Unit 2 Dolomitic Rises (35%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia wiseana with very scattered 
low shrubs. 

Unit 3 Slopes and intrfluvesS (25%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp, 
with some low shrubs, mainly Cassia spp. 

Pastoral use limitations: None under 

Unit 4 Alluvial fans (1%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura, with understorey hummock 
grass Triodia pungens and low shrubs. 

Unit 5 Drainage floors (4%) Traversed 
Close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia citrinoviridis and other 
Acacia spp, with understorey low shrubs. 

" 

[ex Payne et al. 1982J 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spinijex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Inaccessibility 
to stock. 

Pasture type: Hard Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Local 
inaccessibility to stock. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourabe seasons. 

controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by numerous annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by numerous annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Cardabia Land System 3095 km' (4.2% of survey area) 

Undulating sandy plains with linear dunes, minor 
limestone plains and low rises, supporting mainly 
soft spinifex hummock grasslands with scattered 
acacias and other shrubs. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand and calcarenite, 
with late Tertiary calcrete duricrusts. 
Geomorphology: Mainly depositional surfaces: 
undulating sandplains with some parabolic to linear 
dunes and irregular calcrete outcrops and rises; no 
drainage features, broad scale relief up to 70 m. 
Pastoral use: Soft Spinifex (SOSP) and Hard 
Spinifex (HASP) pastures augmented by a range of 
useful drought-resistant shrubs, together conferring 
relatively high productivity to this major system. In 
some areas, Soft Spinifex pastures are being 
progressively replaced by Hard Spinifex and/or 
buffel grass. More appropriate management, 
including optimal use of fire, should improve 
degraded sites; unit I is highly susceptible to wind 
erosion when denuded of adequate cover. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 7 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 87%; fair 12%; 
poor 1%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandy plains 
3. Stony rises 
4. Calcrete plains 
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Longitudinal dunes, linear to 
reticulate. mainly lOMJS m above 
Unit 3. Soils are red to dark red 
sands. loamy sand or nonMcoherent sand, 
> I m deep. with or without carbonate 
concentrations. pH 7.0MS.O with a 
neutral trend: principal profile forms: 
Uc 1.13. 2.13. 

Undulating sandy plains with rounded 
surfaces and slopes < 4%. Soils 
are red to brown sands, nonMcoherent 
sands to loamy sand, calcareous 
throughout or nonMcalcareous, with 
paler subsoils, usually> I m deep, 
pH S.OMS.S with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Uc 1.11, l.12, 
5.11. 5.12. 5.21. 5.22, 1.23. 

Irregular limestone ridges and rises 
with surfaces sparsely to densely 
strewn with limestone pebbles and 
cobbles, slopes mostly < 4.5%. Soils 
arc dark reddishMbrown to reddish
yellow sands or sandy loams, calcareous 
throughout. shallow to fulIMdepth, 
pH 8.0MS.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Uc 5.11, S.21, 
1.43. 

Small areas of undulating plains with 
shallow sandy soils over calcrete; 
occasional small stony outcrops. Soils 
are reddishMbrown sands with paler 
subsoils, shallow to > I m deep, pH 
8.5 with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 5.11. 

Vegetation: formations .and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands with scattered shrubs e.g. Peta/ostylis 
labicheoides over Triodia pungens and P/ectrachne schinzii, or 
(ii) moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
ramu/osa with understorey hummock grasses. Trees and tall shrubs 
« 25M900/ha; 2M 3 m): A. ramu/osa, A. coriacea, Gyrostemon ramulosus, 
Eremophila maitland;;, Sty/obasium spathulatum, Acacia sclerosperma; 
Low shrubs: (IOOM900/ha; < 1.5 m): Peta/ostylis labicheoides, Acacia 
spathulijolia, Calytrix spp, Pityrodia spp, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia 
chatelainiana; Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens, P/ectrachne schinzii, 
Triodia basedowii, Cenchrus cWaris. 

Unit 2 Sandy plains (75%) 8 site inventories and traversed 
Very variable; very scattered to scattered shrubMhummock grassland 
associations dominated by Triodia spp. Tall shrubs (OM750/ha; 2-3m): 
Acacia tetragonophylla, A. sc/erosperma, Exocarpos aphyllus; Low 
shrubs (2S00MI2000/ha; < 1.S m): Ptilotus obovatus, Thryptomene 
baekeacea, Acacia spathulifofia, Olearia axil/aris, Me/aleuca aff'. 
cardiophylla, Hakea stenophylla, Acanthocarpus preissii, Calytrix spp; 
Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens, T. basedow;;, T. spp. 

Unit 3 Stony rises (5%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Hummock grasslands with very scattered low trees Ficus 
platypoda over Triodia spp. Trees and tall shrubs « 2S-50/ha; 2M3m): 
Ficus p/atypoda, Heterodendrum oleaefolium, Acacia tetragonophylla; 
Low shrubs (900-4000/ha; < 1m): Thryptomene baeckeace, Ptilotus 
obm'atus, Solanum lasiophyllum, Eremophila glabra, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Acanthocarpus preiss;;; Perennial grasses (up to 30% cover): 
Triodia pungens, T. basedowii, T. spp. 

Unit 4 Calcrete Plains (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Thryptomene baekeacea over 
hummock gras.ses Triodia spp. Low shrubs « 1m): Thryptomene 
baeckeace, Acifnthocarpus preissii, Melaleuca aff'. cardiophylla, 
Acacia spathulifolia, Scaevo/a spp, Indigofera spp; 
Perennial grasses: Triodia spp, Eriachne aff. obtusa. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Triodia 
pungens, Rhagodia eremaea. Degraded areas 
are often invaded by Cenchrus ciliaris. 
Pastoral use limitations: High 
susceptibility to wind erosion when 
degraded. 

Pastufle type: Hard SpinifexlSoft 
Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Triodia 
pungens, Rhagodia preissii, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Atriplex bunburyana, Cassia 
chatelainiana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Olearia 
axillaris, reduced shrub cover. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Triodia 
pungens, Enchylaena tomentosa, Scaevo/a 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Triodia 
pungens. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to wind erosion when 
degraded. 



Carleeda Land System 215 km' (0.3% of survey area) 

Undulating limestone plains and platforms with 
short marginal slopes to lower alluvial plains and 
drainage floors, supporting soft spinifex hummock 
grasslands with scattered acacia shrubs. 
Geology: Late Tertiary calcrete duricrusts. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional 
surfaces: calcrete duricrusted flat platforms and 
plains raised slightly from disorganised flow zones 
and drainage foci, all of which drain internally; also 
minor fringing sandy plains and lower clay plains; 
broad relief up to 20 m. 
Pastoral use: A highly productive land system with 
Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures and some Tussock 
Grass (TUGR) and Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures. 
Requires periodic burning followed by a deferral of 
grazing to rejuvenate the spinifex and other grasses. 
This system is not normally susceptible to 
accelerated erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 93%; fair 0%; poor 
7%. 

Unit 
I. Limestone platforms and plains 
2. Sandy fringing plains 
3. Flow zones 
4. Alluvial plains 
5. Drainage foci 
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Carleeda L.S. 

Landform and soils Vegetation: formations and major species Comments and condition indicators 

Unit 1 Limestone platforms and plains (55%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Flat to gently sloping « 1 %) plains and 
slightly raised platforms with outcropping 
calcrete or gravel-strewn surfaces. Soils 
are dark reddish-brown sand, shallow to 
> I m deep, pH 8.0 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Flat to gently sloping sandy-surfaced 
plains. Soils are probably dark red sands; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.11. 

Narrow to fairly broad unchannelled flow 
zones below unit I, draining internally. 
'Soils are gradational calcareous types, 
dark reddish-brown fine sandy clay loam 
grading to light medium clay, > 1 m 
deep, pH 8.5 with neutral trend; principal 
profile form: Gc 2.22. 

Marginal or inter-platform plains with 
clay soils. 

Discrete drainage depressions with flat to 
gilgaied surfaces. 

Very scattered to scattered low shrubland-hummock grass associ-
ations dominated by Triodia pungens. Acacia spp and Scaevola 
tomentosa. Tall shrubs: Acacia bivenosa; Low shrubs « 1 m): Scaevola 
tomentosa, Cassia oligophylla, Corchorus spp, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Maireana plantjolia; Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens,_ T. wiseana, 
Chrysopogan jallax, Eragrostis eripoda. 

Unit 2 Sandy fringing plains (15%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia pungens. 

Unit 3 Flow zones (15%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Fringing low woodlands or hummock grasslands dominated by Euca
lyptus s .... P and Triodia pungens, often with Chrysopogon jallax and 
Cenchrus ciliaris. Trees: Eucalyptus coolabah; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): 
Acacia tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, A. sc/erosperma, A. bivenosa; Low 
shrubs: Cassia spp, Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotus obovatus, Perennial 
grasses: Triodia pungens, Chrysopogon jallax, Cenchrus ciliaris, Eulalia 
/ulva. 
Unit 4 Alluvial plains (10%) 
Low shrubla~ds dominated by Cassia spp with perennial grasses 
Cenchrus ciliaris, Enneapogon polyphyllus. 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (5%) 
Open woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah with understorey 
perennial grasses Triodia pungens and Chrysopogon jallax, with some 
shrubs. 

" 

Pasture type: Soft Spinijex, some Hard Spinj!ex. 
Perennial augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Desirable perennials 
include: Triodia pungens, Eremophilla latrobei, 
Scaevola tomentosa. Pastoral use limitations: 
None under controlled stocking and appropriate 
fire management. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinijex. Perennials 
augmented by annual grasses and forbs in 
favourable seasons. Pastoral use limitation: 
None under controlled stocking and appropriate 
fire management. 

Pasture type: Soft Spintjex. Desirable perennials 
include: Triodia pungens, Chrysopogon jallax. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. Pastoral use limi
tations: None under controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. Pastoral limi
tations: None under controlled stocking. 



Channel Land System 388 km' (0.5% of survey area) 

Incised rocky streams and creek-lines with 
truncated marginal slopes and stony narrow 
fringing plains supporting scattered to very 
scattered shrublands of very varible composition. 
Geology: Quaternary and Tertiary alluvium, 
colluvium and calcrete, Permian sandstones and, 
locally, Early Proterozoic metamorphic rocks. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces dominated by 
extensively dissected sandstone slopes with rock 
outcrop and hardpan exposure, truncated by 
moderately intensive dendritic drainage incisions 
and major watercourses with sand and gravel 
bedloads; relief usually less than 20 m. 
Pastoral use: Mainly Stony Short Grass Forb 
(SSGF) pastures of low pastoral value but locally 
more valuable Bluebush (BLUE) and Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) pastures. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6-23 
ha/s.u. depending on pasture type. 
Range condition summary: Good 29%; fair 47%; 
poor 24%. 

Unit 
I. Dissected slopes and fringing plains 
2. Stream channels and banks 
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Channel L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Gravelly plains and slopes of 
dissected hardpan with incised 
dendritic drainage channels, 
truncated by major stream incisions 
and low breakaways. Soils are red or 
reddish-brown loams, duplex or clay 
types, very shallow to > I m deep 
with quartzite or calcrete gravelly 
mantles and inclusions, pH 6.5 with 
neutral or alkaline trends; principal 
profile forms: Gc 1.12, Dr 1.13, 
Uf 6.51. 

Deeply incised watercourses up to 
100 m wide, with bedloads of sand, 
gravels and cobbles. 

Vegetation : formations and major species Comments and condition indicators 

Unit 1 Dissected slopes and fringing plains (85%) 7 site inventories· and traversed 
(i) on shallow soils with exposed hardpan: very scattered to 
scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura, Cassia and 
Eremophila spp.; 
(ii) locally on deeper, calcareous soils: very scattered to scattered 
shrublands dominated by Acacia XiPhOPhy. Ila or A. sp..p and Maireana 
polypterygia. Trees (0-1 75/ha; 2-6 m): Acacia cuspidijolia, 
Eucalyptus coolabah; Tall shrubs (75-300/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia 
xiphophylla, A. victoriae, A. sc!erosperma, A. ligulata; Low 
shrubs (350-3200/ha; < 1.5 m): Maireana polypterygia, Cassia 
desolata, Ptilotus polakii, Atriplex bunburyana, Eremophila spp, 
Ptilotus obovatus; Perennial grasses: Triodia sp., Enteropogon 
acicularis. 

Unit 2 Stream channels and banks (15%) Traversed 
Fringing low woodlands or shrublands dominated by Eucalyptus 
coolabah and Acacia spp. 

, 

Pasture type: Mainly Stony Short Grass 
Forb, locally Stony ChenopodlBluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Ptilotus polakii, Tribulus 
platypterus. 
Undesirable perennials include: Eremophila 
youngii, Solanum lasiophyllum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Areas of 
calcareous duplex soils are highly 
susceptible to water erosion where shrubs 
are depleted. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line or 
unvegetated. 



Chargoo Land System 198 km' (0.3% of survey area) 

Flat saline alluvial plains subject to temporary 
inundation, characterized by numerous drainage 
depressions; low shrublands of saltbush and 
bluebush and tussock grasslands. 
Geology: Quaternary clays, alluvium and aeolian 
sands, 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces forming 
low-lying alluvial areas within riverine flood plains, 
featuring gilgai plains, drainage foci and 
disorganised flow zones; relief to 1 m, 
Pastoral use: Highly productive riverine plains 
supporting Saltbush (SALT), Bluebush (BLUE) and 
Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures. Major units 2 and 
4 are susceptible to erosion by water and wind 
wherever perennial cover is lost. The whole system 
is subject to inundation during periodic floods of 
the Gascoyne, Minilya and Lyndon Rivers and 
Cardabia Creek. 

Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 4 
ha/s,u. 
Range condition summary: Good 44%; fair 43%; 
poor 13%. 

Unit 
L Sandy banks 
2. Alluvial plains 
3. Gilgai plains 
4. Flood plains 
5. Drainage depressions 
6. Drainage floors 
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Chargoo L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Occasional low sandy rises. Soils 
are aeolian sands over wash 
deposits. 

Weak£y gilgaied or flat plains, 
slopes < 0.2%. Soils are brown 
to greyish-brown clays, light 
medium or medium over sandy or 
heavy clays, > I m deep. The 
pH 8.0- with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Ug 5.31, 
Uf 6.41. 

Low-lying plains with gilgaied 
surfaces. relief < I m, present 
as tightly anastomosing tracts within 
unit 2. Soils are dark reddish-grey 
or reddish-brown clays, medium 
to heavy, > 1 m deep, pH 7.0 with 
a neutral trend; principal profile 
forms: Ug 5.24. 5.28. 5.34. 

Areas mostly adjacent to the Delta 
land system: flood plains with 
duplex soils; often degraded with 
surface hum mocking and scalding. 
Soils are reddish-brown duplex, 
loamy sand over fine sandy to 
sandy clays, > I m deep, 
pH 7.0 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Dr 4.13. 

Discrete to interconnecting drainage 
foci with clay soils, often 
gilgaied. Soils are brown heavy 
clays, > 1 m deep, pH 7.5; 
principal profile form: Uf 6.33 

Narrow unchannelled drainage 
zones within units 2 and 3. Soils 
are brown clays. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks « 1%) Traversed 
Scattered to close shrublands dominated by Acacia spp with 
understorey chenopod shrubs and perennial grasses. 

Unit 2 Alluvial plains (55%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to close low shrublands dominated by Atripfex spp, 
Chenopodium auricomum and perennial grasses. Low shrubs 
(2600-26000/ha; < 1 m): Atripfex amnico/a, A. bunburyana 
Chenopodium auricomum, Maireana aphylfa, Scaevola spinescens, 
Frankenia spp; Perennial grasses: Sporobolus mitchellii, 
Eragrostis seti/olia, Eriachne benthamii, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 3 Gilgai plains (15%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Very scattered to moderately close tall or low shrublands 
dominated by Acacia !arnesiana or Chenopodium auricomum; 
(ii) tussock grasslands dominated by Sporobolus mitchelli. 
(i) Tall shrubs (2-3 m) Acacia farnesiana, A. tetragonophylfa, 
Scaevofa spinescens; Low shrubs (1-2 m): Chenopodium auricomum, 
Maireana aphylla, Enchylaena tomentosa; Perennial grasses: 
Eragrostis australasica, Sporobolus mitchellii, 
Eriachne benthamii; 
(ii) Perennial grasses (as above) 

Unit 4 Flood plain (15%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low woodlands dominated by Acacia cuspidifolia. Trees 
(2A m): A. cuspidifolia; Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. tetragonophylla, 
A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 1.5 m): Ptilotus obovatus, 
Rhagodia spp, Maireana aphylla, M. polypterygia, 
Scaevola spinescens; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, 
Eragrostis xerophila. 

Unit 5 Drainage depressions (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
(i) Tussock g~sslands dominated by Sporobolus mitchellii. 
Perennial grasses: S. mitchellii; 
(ii) Tussock grassland with an overstorey of Acacia spp. 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. farnesiana; 
Perennial grasses: Sporobolus mitchellii, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 6 Drainage floors (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Tussock grasslands, often dense, dominated by Eriachne benthamii. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
spp, Chenopodium auricomum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Locally 
susceptible to scalding and hummocking 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Sporobolus mitchellii, Eriachne 
benthamii. 
Pastoral use limitations: 
Susceptible to flooding. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Scaevola spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to scalding and 
hummocking when degraded; susceptible 
to flooding. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Sporobo/us 
mitchellii, Scae~·ola spinescens. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptible to 
seasonal flooding. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Desirable perennials include: 
E. benthamii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptible to 
seasonal flooding. 
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Coast Land System 1102 km' (1.5% of survey area) 

Strongly developed coastal dunes with narrow 
swales, limestone plains, wave-cut platforms and 
beaches, supporting diverse tall and low shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary dune and beach deposits of 
unconsolidated or poorly consolidated quartz sand 
to quartzose lime sands over Quaternary aeolianite 
and Tertiary limestones. 
Geomorphology: Coastal dunes, mainly very 
long-walled hairpin parabolics and swales, stable 
when heavily vegetated and undisturbed but highly 
susceptible to wind erosion which results in 
extensive northward developing blow-outs whenever 
foredunes or crests become degraded; no drainage 
features. 
Pastoral use: Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) and 
Saltbush (SALT) pastures supporting a variety of 
palatable shrubs. Use is limited by a lack of stock 
watering points, lack of easy access over most areas 
and a constant risk of initiating major erosioual 
cycles from sites of local degradation. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 8 
hals.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 72%; fair 16%; 
poor 12%. 

Unit 
1. Parabolic dunes 
2. Sandy swales 
3. Beach foredunes 
4. Blow-out dunes 
5. Restricted limestone plains 
6 and 7 Beaches and wave cut platforms 
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Coast L.s. 

Landform and -soils Vegetation: formations and major species Comments and condition indicators 

Unit 1 Parabolic dunes (50%) 3 site inventories and traversed 

Large or very large long-walled Very scattered to close low shrublands dominated by Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 

parabolic dunes, relief mainly 30-60 m (i) Acacia coriacea, or Formations of type (i) occur north of 

above swales. Soils are non-coherent (ii) various heath-like thickets. Gascoyne river, (ii) on Edelland and 

sands, light brown, light reddish-brown (i) Low shrubs « 2 m): A. coriacea, Banksia ashbyi, Exocarpus Dirk Hartog I. On exposed sites in far 

or pink, > I m deep, with or without aphyllus, Heterodendrum oleae/olfum, Rhagodia spp, Ptilotus obovatus, W, shrubs grow in cushion forms, 

a mantle of limestone gravel or pebbles, Acanthocarpus preissii; Perennial grasses: Paspalidium tabulatum, < 0.5 m tall. 

calcareous inclusions throughout, pH Triodia pungens, Cenchrus ciliaris. Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 

8.5-9.0 with an alkaline trend; (ii) Tall shrubs (2-3 m; < 25 /ha): Acacia ligulata, A. xanthina, forbs in favourable seasons. 

principal profile form: Uc 1.11 Pittosporum phylliraeoides; Low shrubs: « 2 m; < 5,000-> 15,000/ha) Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 

Interdunal corridors with undulating 
sandy floors. Soils are brown or 
reddish-brown sands, > I m deep, 
mainly calcareous, pH 8.5-9.0 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: UC l.11. 

Steeply undulating primary dunes up to 
30 m high. Soils are pink or light 
brown loose sands, > 1 m deep, pH 8.5; 
principal profile form: Uc loll. 

Accumulations of loose sand from units 
1 and 2 up to 23 km long and 30 m deep, 
with arcuate crests and steep north
facing slopes, followed by bare 
deflation bases on exposed limestone. 

Narrow plains or gently undulating 
surfaces of duricrusted calcrete, often 
heavily strewn with boulders. Soils 
are shallow alkaline sands; principal 
profile form: Uc 1.13. 

Coastline features under storm 
and tidal influence. 

A. ligulata, Melaleuca huegelii, M. aff. cardiophylla, Scaevola spp, Triodia pungens, Frankenia 

crassi/olia, Angianthus cunninghamii, Frankenia paucijlora, paucijlora. 

Acanthocarpus spp, Ptilotus divaricatus; Perennial Pastoral use limitations: Highly 

Grasses: Triodia plurinervata, Plectrachne danthonioides. susceptible to massive wind erosion. 

Unit 2 Sandy swales (40%) 4 site inventories and traversed 

Very scattered to moderately close low shrublands, usually supporting a 

high proportion of chenopod species. Tall shrubs « 25/ha): 
Heferodendrum oleae/olium; Low shrubs « I m; < 5,000-> 15,000/ha): 

Atriplex bunburyana, Rhagodia preissii, Threlkeldia dlffusa, Acacia 
ligulata, Dipteracanthus corynothecus, Scaevola tomentosa, Acanthocarpus 
preissii, Ptilotus spp; Perennial grasses: Triodia spp, Plectrachne 
danthonioides, Paspalidium tabu/atum, Cenchrus ciliaris, 
Eulalia /ulva. 

Unit 3 Beach fore-dunes (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 

(i) Associations of Acacia coriacea - Spinijex longifolius . 
(ii) Very low heath-like shrublands as unit I with Spimlex /ongllolius 
and Sporobolus mitchellii. 

Unit 4 Blow-out dunes (3%) Traversed 

Mostly unvegetated, but Frankenia spp,Acacia coriacea andA. xanthina 
are pioneer stabilizers of deflated areas. 

Unit 5 Restricted limestone plains (2%) 1 site inventory and traversed 

Scattered shrublands, variable in dominants. Tall shrubs: A. coriacea, 
A. tetragonopbylla, Ficus platypoda, Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Grevillea 
sp.; Low shTUos: Pimelea microcephala, Ptilotus obovatus, Scaevola 
crassifolia, Rhagodia spp, Solanum lasiophyllum; Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ciliaris, Triodia pungens. 

Unit 6 and 7 Beaches and wave-cut platforms « 1%) 

Largely unvegetated. 

Pasture type: Saltbush/Coastal Dune Shrub 
Desirable perennials include: Atnplex 
bunburyana, Rhagodia spp. Dipteracanthus 
corynothecus. 
Pastoral use limitations: Highly 
susceptible to wind erosion when 
degraded. 

(i) N of Ga,coyne R. (ii) on Ede\ 
Land. 

Blow-outs are self-perpetuating and 
progress northwards under the 
influence of prevailing southerly 
winds. 

An uncommon unit south of the Gascoyne R. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses, 
including Cenchrus ciliaris; On 
Edel land the tall shrubs and perennial 
grasses are generally absent. 

J 



Collier Land System (G) 114 km' (0.1% of survey area) 

Low stony hills and ridges a90ve flat to 
undulating stony plains and drainage floors; mulga 
shrublands and some spinifex. 
Geology: Middle Proterozoic dolomite, shale, 
siltstone, sandstone and chert, with Quaternary 
colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: low hills, long 
ridges, stony lower slopes and occasionally saline 
lower plains with colluvial mantles; saline and 
non-saline drainage floors adjacent to drainage 
channels of sparse to moderate density. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) and 
Stony Short Grass Forb (SSGF) pastures with 
minor areas of preferentially grazed Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) 
pastures on the lower units. The higher units are 
unproductive with low drought durability, while the 
more productive unit 4 is susceptible to erosion 
when degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 18 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 60%; fair 33%; 
poor 7%. 

Unit 
I. Low hills and ridges 
2. Stony uplands 
3. Stony plains 
4. Drainage floors and lower plains 
5. Channels and banks 
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Extensive upland areas of low rocky 
hills with short upper slopes (concave 
or convex) up to 45%, lower slopes 
(concave) 2-5%, outcrops and dense 
stony mantles; isolated ridges 
1-6 km long; relief up to SOm. 
Soils are shallow loams on variable 
parent rocks; principal profile forms: 
(probably) Urn 5.11, 5.21. 

Almost flat to gently COnvex stony 
surfaces above Unit 3 (sometimes 
above Unit I), with dense mantles 
of cobbles and pebbles, slopes up 
to 2%. Soils are shallow red to 
reddish-brown loams on hardpan or 
parent rock; principal profile 
forms: (probably) Urn 1.43,5.21, 

5.31. 

Plains and interfluves with dense 
mantles of cobbles and pebbles, 
slopes < I % except at margins of 
drainage dissections. Soils are 
shallow red gradational loams or clays; 
principal profile forms: (probably) 
Uf6.21,Gc 1.21. 

Non-saline and saline plains, 
slopes < 1 %. with variable surface 
mantles. Soils are red loams or 
clays; principal profile forms: 
(probably) Gn 1.13, Ug 5.38, Uf 6.12. 

Incised drainage channels, angular 
to rectangular or dendritic draining 
into major creek-lines. Soils vary 
from bedloads of cobbles, pebbles, 
grit and sand to banks of alluvial 
sandy loam or sandy clay. 

Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia 
aneura and other Acacia spp. Low shrubs « 2m): 
A. aneura, A. tetragonophylla, Cassia sturtii, Eremophila 
!raseri, Perennial grasses: Triodia wiseana. 

Unit 2 Stony uplands (25%) Traversed 
(i) Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura. Low shrubs « 2m): A. aneura, Eremophila jreelingii, 
Cassia slurtii, C. he/msti, So/anum /asiophyl/um; this association 
mainly on siltstone and shale. 
(ii) Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by 
A. victoriae, Cassia oligophylla, C. desolata, 
Erem-ophila /eucophy//a; this association mainly on dolomite. 

Unit 3 Stony plains (25%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall or low shrublands dominated by 
Acacia anew'a and A. subtessarogona; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia spp. 

Unit 4 Drainage floors and lower plains (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura, A. eremaea, A. grasbyi. Low shrubs « 2m): 
Rhagodia spp, Atriplex bunburyana, Maireana pyramidata, Cassia spp; 
Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens. 

Unit 5 Channels and banks (5%) Traversed 
Scattered to close low woodlands or tall shrublands dominated 
by Acacia anew·a and A. kempeana with low shrubs and 
sparse perennial grasses. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb 
Sparse perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Sparse perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Sparse perenials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb or 
Stony Chenopod or Soft Spinijex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 



Cooloomia Land System 462 km' (0.6% of survey area) 

Undulating sandplain and minor stony rises 
presenting a distinctive park-like landscape with 
clumped vegetation (discontinuous mallee 
woodlands and thickets of myrtaceous shrubs) 
mixed with open grassy slopes. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand and minor 
Tertiary calcrete. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: plains, 
rounded rises and deeply concave swales, with 
isolated calcrete outcrops and patches of 
cobble-strewn slopes, no drainage development; 
relief up to about 15 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia and Eucalyptus Short Grass 
Forb (AEGF) pastures with moderate supplies of 
edible perennial shrubs and herbs; perennial grasses 
are very scarce. Use of this system in spring and 
summer should be geared to whatever production 
of annuals occurred in the previous winter to spring 
period. 

Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 12 
ha!s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 56%; fair 37%; 
poor 7%. 

Unit 
I. Undulating sandy plains 
2. Calcrete rises 
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Undulating plains of moderate relief 
« 20 m), slopes up to 10%. Soils 
are dark reddish brown sands, > I m 
deep, pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Low calcrete rises and restricted stony 
plains, relief < 5 m. Soils are dark 
reddish brown sands of very variable 
depth. sparsely strewn with limestone 
cobbles; pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Unit 1 Undulating sandy plains (90%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Mosaic of: 
(i) clumps ofmallee eucalypts and other myrtaceous shrubs with chenopods 
(ii) thickets dominated by tall myrtaceous shrubs 
(iii)open slopes with very scattered low shrubs 
(iv) heath-like patches of close low myrtaceous shrubs. Trees (4-8 m): 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides, Santalum lanceo/atum; Tall shrubs (2-5 m): 
Lamarchea hakeifolia, Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Acacia scierosperma, 
A. tetragonophyfla, A. ligulata,·Hakea stenophylla, Melaleuca 
cardiophylla, Dodonaea pachyneura; Low Shrubs « 2 m): Pileanthus spp, 
Thryptomene spp, Rhagodia lati/olia, Ptilotus obovatus, Solanum 
orbiculatum, S. aff. esuriale, Enchylaena tomentosa, Keraudrenia 
hermannii/olia, Calytrix spp, Acanthocarpus preissii; Perennial grasses: 
Stipa elegantissima, Eragrostis die/sii. 

Unit 2 Calcrete rises (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close shrublands dominated by Acacia 
rostelli/era and Ptilotus obovatus. Tall shrubs: A. rostelli/era, A. 
tetragonophylla, Hakea stenophylla, Lamarchea hakei/olia, Dodonaea spp, 
Melaleuca spp; Low shrubs: Plilotus obovatus, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Rhagodia lali/olia, R. preissii, Solanum orbiculalum, Thryptomene spp, 
Conostylis sp. 

" 

Pasture type: Acacia - Eucalyptus Short 
Grass forb. some Heath. 
Open slopes (ii) support profuse annual 
grasses, native and exotic forbs in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchyfaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia spp, Eragrostis 
dielsii, Plilolus obovatus. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Keraudrenia hermannii/olia, Solanum 
orbicufatum. 
Pastoral use limitations: inadequate 
groundwater availability. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
lomentosa, Rhagodia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Coquina Land System 34 km' (0.04% of survey area) 

Mostly unvegetated ridges of shell grit backed by 
coastal dunes supporting scattered tall acacia 
shrublands. 
Geology: Holocene coquina· supra tidal deposits of 
shells from the bivalve mollusc Fragum erugatum 
and low dunes of calcareous sands and gravels. 
Geomorphology: Storm ridges formed during the 
Bibra Marine phase of the final Pleistocene 
interglacial transgression, with older calcreted 
benches and ridges. In most localities the system is 
less than I km wide with relief less than 8 m; no 
organized drainage features. 
Pastoral use: Unit 2 supports Coastal Dune Shrub 
(COSH) pastures with some useful perennial 
shrubs. 
Estimates carrying capacity, good condition: 15 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 64%; fair 36%; 
poor 0%. 

Unit 
1. Beach shell ridges 
2. Relic ridges and low dunes 
3. Supra·tidal flats 
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Coquina L.S. 

Landform and .soils 

Loose to indurated and calcreted 
supra-tidal ridges of coquina shell 
deposits. up to 8 m above unit 3. 

Undulating ridges and low dunes inland 
of unit I. Soils are shallow greyish
brown sands with a high content of 
shell fragments and carbonate 
concretions. < 1 m deep, pH 8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 1.11. 

Tidal mudflats. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Beach shell ridges (30%) Traversed 
Usually unvegetated. 

Unit 2 Relic ridges and low dunes (55%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sc/erosperma. Trees 
(2-4 m): Santa/urn lanceo/alum, Heterodendrum oleaejolium, Eremophila 
oldfieldii; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): Acacia sc/erosperma, 
A. ·tetragonophylla, Dodonaea pachyneura; Low shrubs « 2 m): 
Scae\'o/a tomentosa, Scholtzia spp, Lycium australe, Diplolaena 
dampieri, Ptilotus obm'Qrus, Alrip/ex bunburyana. 

Unit 3 Supra-tidal flats (15%) Traversed 
Mostly unvegetated; occasional thickets of Aw'cennia marina or samphire 
flats dominated by Halosarcia spp. 

" 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Ptilotus obovatus. 
Pastoral use limitations: Lack of stock 
watering points in most areas. 
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Cullawarra Land System 86 km' (0.1% of survey area) 

Undulating rocky plains above the central sector 
of the Zuytdorp Cliffs supporting sparse low 
shrublands of saltbush with patches of taller Acacia 
and Melaleuca species. 
Geology: Quaternary Tamala limestone. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces with extensively 
rock-strewn plains, rises and low hills to nearly 300 
m above sea level; mainly unchannelled drainage 
into small foci and depressions, or springs on sea 
cliff faces. 
Pastoral use: Rather sparse Saltbush (SALT) 
pastures supplemented by regular winter growth of 
mainly exotic annuals. Soils are mainly skeletal and 
only very locally susceptible to erosion. Stock 
mustering and the control of goats is difficult, 
especially along the cliff tops. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 4 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 56%; fair II %; 
poor 33%. 

Unit 
I. Boulder-strewn slopes and rises 
2. Undulating plains of limestone 
3. Sandy plains 
4. Drainage foci and channels 
5. Sea cliffs and terraces 
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CullaU'arra LoS. 

Landform and soils 

Elevated rocky plains, slopes and low 
hills of Tamala limestone up to 
300 m above sea level. Soils are 
skeletal pockets of sands and Icarns. 

Undulating elevated plains, often 
densely boulder-strewn, up to 200 m 
above sea level. Soils are shallow, 
dark reddish~brown fine sandy loam with 
limestone inclusions and calcareous 
concretions. pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend: principal profile form: Urn 6.21. 

Restricted plains. nearly flat. Soils 
are calcareous sands or sandy loams. 

Small areas receiving run~on. 

Bottlder~strewn steep slopes. terraces 
and cliffs 10 200 m above sea-level. 

Vegetation; formations and major species 

Unit 1 Boulder-strewn slopes and rises (25%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Melaleuca cardiophylla and 
Acacia tetragonophylla with sparse low shrubs, mainly Rhagodia spp 
and Ptilotus obovatus. 

Unit 2 Undulating plains of limestone (70%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered low shrubland dominated by Atrip/ex bunburyana, with 
occasional thickets of taller shrubs. Tall shrubs: Acacia rostelli/era, 
Mela/euca aff. cardiophyl/a, A. tetragonophyl/a; Low shrubs: Atrip/ex 
bunbUlTana, Rhagodia spp, Ptilotus obovatus, Pime/ea sp., Diplo/aena 
dampieri, Acanthocarpus preissii, Capparis sp. 

Unit 3 Sandy plains (4%) Traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia /igu/ata, Exocarpos 
aphy/lus. Rhagodia spp, Atrip/ex bunburyana and Ptilotus obovatus. 

Unit 4 Drainage foci and channels « 1%) Traversed 
Close shrublands and thickets dominated by Acacia rostelli/era. 

Unit 5 Sea cliffs and terraces « 1 %) 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Frankenia paucijlora. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush! Exotic Annuals. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs (Avena spp, Medicago spp, 
Brassica spp) 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stOCking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and forbs. 
Desirable perennials inlcude: Atrip/ex 
bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
orbiculatum. 
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Delta Land System 1660 km' (2.2% of survey area) 

Flood plains of the major rivers, supporting low 
shrublands of bluebush and saltbush, widely 
degraded and eroded. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvial clay, silt, sand and 
gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: flat alluvial 
plains with mounded surfaces, locally accentuated 
by erosional redistribution of soils. Major flood 
plains exhibit irregular channelled drainage and are 
flanked by slightly higher areas of alluvium overlain 
by broad, low sandy banks; up to 7 m relief over 
whole system. 
Pastoral use: A highly productive land system with 
Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures 
and considerable drought durability when in good 
condition. When degraded, units 2, 3, 4 and 7 are 
susceptible to major erosion by the combined 
actions of wind and water to scald, scour and 
hummock the destabilized upper soil horizons. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 24%; fair 21 %; 
poor 55%. 

Unit 
1. Sandy banks 
2. Alluvial plains 
3. Flood plains 
4. Claypans 
5. Hummocky plains with calcareous soils 
6. Ephemeral swamps and drainage 

depressions 
7. Levee backplains 
8. Saline plains 
9. Drainage zones 
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Landform and soils 

Broad sandy-surfaced banks, relief 
< 1 m. Soils are reddish-brown sands 
to fine sandy loam, grading with depth 
to sandy clay loams, > 1 m deep, 
pH 6.5-8.0; principal profile forms: 
Gc 1.22. Gn 2.12. 

Flat plains with slopes to 0.7%. 
Soils are reddish-brown, red or 
yellowish-red duplexes or juvenile 
types: sands, coarse, loamy or fine, 
over sandy clays or sandy loams, 
grading to clays with depth (except 
where profiles are interrupted by 
horizons of coarser alluvial sediments), 
> 1 m deep. pH 6.5-8.5 with neutral 
or alkaline trends; principal profile 
forms: Dr 1.13, Dy 4.13, Dr 1.12 and 
juvenile types. 

Flat plains with slopes to 0.4%. 
Soils are reddish-brown (locally 
yellowish-red or reddish-grey) 
sand or loamy sand over sandy 
clay loams, sandy clays or heavier B 
horizons; pH 6.5-8.5 with neutral or 
alkaline trends; principal profile 
forms: Dr 1.12, 1.13,4.13, Uf6.31, 
6.21, 6.33 and juvenile types. 

Isolated c\aypans with flat, bare 
surfaces. 

Occasional flat plains with hummocky 
surfaces. Soils are yellowish-red 
calcareous duplex types, sandy loams 
over sandy clays, > 1 m deep, pH 8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Dy 3.53. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (15%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to close shrub lands of variable dominance, usually Acacia spp, 
with an understorey of chenopod shrubs and perennial grasses. Trees 
« 25/ha; 2-4 m): Heterodendrum oleaejolium; Tall shrubs « 25-
700/ha; 2A m): Acacia rictoriae, A. scierosperma, A. tetragonophylia, 
Cassia helmsii, Eremophila maitlandii; Low shrubs (25-4,OOO/ha; 
< 1 m): Atriplex bunburyana, Eremophila leucophylfa, Enchylaena 
romentosa, Rhagodia eremaea, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus. 

Unit 2 Alluvial plains (20%) 9 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrub lands (PFC 2 to 20%) dominated by 
Atriplex spp. Trees (O-IOO/ha; 2-5 m): Acacia cuspidijolia; Tall 
Shrubs (0-200/ha; 2-3 m): Hakea preissii, Acacia scierosperma, A. 
tetragonophylla; Low shrubs (150-10,OOO/ha; < 1.5 m): Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus polakii, Atriplex vesicaria, A. bunburyana, 
Maireana aphylia, M. tomenlOsa, jt1. platycarpa, Ptilotus obovatus; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 3 Flood plains (45%) 10 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands (PFC 2 to 20%) dominated by 
Maireana spp, or Atriplex vesicaria. Trees (0-75/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia 
cuspidifolia, Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (0-600/ha; 2-3 m): 
A. viclOriae, A. tetragonophyiIa, Hakea preissii, Eremophi/a maitlandii; 
Low shrubs (700-3,300/ha; < 1 m): Maireana polypterygia, M. aphyiIa, 
Atriplex vesicaria, Halosarcia spp, Solanum lasiophyiIum, Maireana 
tomenlOsa, Atriplex bunburyana, Frankenia spp, Maireana platycarpa; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus. 

Unit 4 CIaypans (3%) Traversed 
Mainly unvegetated, but some support clumps of Eragrostis austra/asica 
and Chenopodium auricomum. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush/Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: AMplex 
bunburyana, Enchylaena tomentosa, Maireana 
tomentosa. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Acacia victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbushl Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: AMplex 
spp, Maireana polypterygia, M. platycarpa. 
Undesirable perennials include: So/anum 
/asiophyflum, Acacia cuspidi/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to erosion by water and wind. 

Pasture type: Bluebush/Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Cenchrus 
spp have become well established on 
Minilya R and progressively less so 
further south. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, 1\4. tomentosa, M. aphyl/a, 
Atriplex vesicaria. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Highly susceptible to 
erosion by water and wind wherever perennial 
cover is significantly reduced; A horizons 
entirely lost from wide areas. 

Unit 5 Hummocky plains with calcareous soils (1%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophyiIa. Tall shrubs Pasture type: Saltbush. 
(2-4 m): A. xiphophyiIa; Low shrubs « 1 m): Atripfex bunburyana, Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
Maireana po!ypterygia, M. lOmentosa, Ptilotus obovatus, P. polaki!, susceptible to erosion by water and wind. 
Scaevola spinescens. 
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Delta L.S.-Continued 

Landform and soils 

Low-lying areas with mounded or gilgaied 
surfaces. Soils are reddish-brown or 
reddish-grey medium clays becoming 
heavier with depth, > I m deep, pH 
7.0-8.5: principal profile forms: Ug 
5.34.5.38. Uf 6.31. 

Plains with mounded surfaces adjacent 
to the major watercourses, sloping 
away to 0.7%. Soils vary in relation 
to scour lines and depositional 
hummocks: red, reddish-brown or 
yellowish-red sands or clays over 
silty or sandy clays or loams, locally 
underlain by layers of fluvial sand, 
pH 6.5-8.5 with neutral or alkaline 
principal profile forms: Uc 5.11, 5.2I; 
Uf 6.12. 6.31 or juvenile types. 

Flat plains with sluggish through 
drainage. Soils are reddish-brown 
silty clay, > 1 m deep, pH 6.5-8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 6.31. 

NalTOW unchannelled disorganised 
drainage zones. Soils are reddish
brown or dusky red sands, sandy clays 
or silty clay, > 1 m deep, pH 6.5-
7.0 with a neutral trend; principal 
profile forms: Uf 6.31. Uc 5.21. 

Vegetation: formations and major species Comments and condition indicators 

Unit 6 Ephemeral swamps and drainage depressions (5%) 
Very scattered to moderately close low shrublands, variable in 
dominants, with or without an understorey of tussock grasses. 

3 site inventories and traversed 

Low shrubs (400-10,000/ha; < 1 m): Chenopodium auricomum, 
Atriplex amnicola, A. vesicaria, Scferostegia disarticulata, 
Cratystylis subspinescens, Ptilotus obovatus; Perennial grasses: 
Sporobolus mitchefli. Paspafidium aff. clementii, Eulalia Julva. 

Unit 7 Levee backplains (5%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands (PFC < 5-20%) dominated by 
Acacia l'ictoriae and A. sc!erosperma with variable understorey shrubs. 
Trees « 25tha): Eucalyptus coolabah; Tall shrubs (50-450tha; 2-4 m): 
A. victoriae, A. scferosperma, A. tetragonophyfla, Hakea preissii; Low 
Shrubs (500-9,000/ha; < 2 m): AMp/ex bunburyana, Maireana 
polypterygia, Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotusobovatus. Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Scae~lola spinescens; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus cWaris (locally 
profuse). 

Unit 8 Saline plains (3%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Halosarcia indica, Maireana 
aphylla, M. platycarpa and M. polypterygia. 

Unit 9 Drainage zones (3%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae and 
A. tetragonophylla, with or without sparse eucalypts. Trees (O-50/ha; 
6-8 m): Eucalyptus coolabah; Tall shrubs (I 00-900tha; 4-6 m): Acacia 
~'ictoriae, A. tetragonophylla, Scaevola spinescens, Hakea preissii; 
Low shrubs (lOO-350/ha; < 1 m): Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
Commicarpus australis, Rhagodia eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Maireana aphylla, Ptilotus obm'atus; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus 
ciliaris, C. setigerus, Enteropogon acicularis. 

" 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Pastoral use limitations: Subject to 
seasonal inundation, otherwise stable 
under controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush/Bluebush. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Maireana spp. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Highly 
susceptible to water erosion during 
river floods; annual herbage liable to 
invasion by unpalatable Asphodelus 
fistulosus. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass/Saltbush. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to water erosion. 

...... 



Divide Land System (G) 148 km' (0.2% of survey area) 

Sandplains with minor dunes, supporting hard 
spinifex hummock grasslands with numerous 
shrubs. 
Geology: Quaternary deposits of uncertain origin: 
clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: flat plains 
with deep, sandy soils receiving run-on where they 
abut hilly systems; otherwise no organised drainage 
and only occasional low longitudinal dunes, linear 
to reticulate; relief up to 5 m. 
Pastoral use: Unproductive Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
and minor Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) pastures, 
generally low drought durability. There is no 
susceptibility to erosion. 

Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 17 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 88%; fair 0%; poor 
12%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandy plains 
3. Tracts receiving run-on 
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Divide L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Occasional low dunes, linear or 
reticulate; relief up to 5 m. Soils 
are red sands; principal profile 
form: probably Uc 1.23. 

Flat plains, slopes < 0.5%. Soils 
are dark red sands or sandy-surfaced 
loams grading to sandy clay loams, 
> 1 m deep, pH 5.5-6.0 with an 
acid trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 5.31. 

Flat plains. slopes 0.5-1%, with mostly 
unchannelled dendritic drainage lines 
of low intensity. Soils are dark red 
sands. sand grading to loamy sand, 
> I m deep, pH 6.5; principal profile 
form: Uc 5.11. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (1%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia ramu/osa, A. sclerosperma 
and Triodia basedowii 

Unit 2 Sandy plains (90%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered dominated by Acacia ramu/osa, 
A. pruinocarpa with a hummock grass-understorey. Trees (4-6 m): 
A. pruinocarpa, A. aneura; Tall shrubs (2-3m): A. ramu/osa, 
A. aff. coolgardiensis, A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs « 2 m): 
Eremophila leucophylla, E. gibsonii, A. sp.nov., Dichrostachys sp., 
Keraudrenia sp., Dampiera incana; Perennial grasses: Triodia 
basedowii, Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 3 Tracts receiving run-on (9%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia linophyllalramulosa, A. pruinocarpa and Triodia spp. 
Trees (6-Sm): A. linophyllalramulosa, A. scferosperma, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. citrinoviridis; Low shrubs « 2 m): 
Eremophila leucophyfla, Maireana plani/olia, Rhagodia eremaea 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus obovatus, Solanum lasiophyl/um; 
Perennial grasses: Triodia spp. 

" 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandp/ain. 

Pasture type: Hard Spinijex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
leucophyfla, Monachather paradoxa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia el"emaea, Maireana 
plani/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 
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Donovan Land System (A) 1041 km' (1.4% of survey area) 

Gently sloping outwash plains and minor stony 
plains with alkaline loamy and clayey soils 
supporting tall shrublands of snakewood and other 
Acacia species and low shrublands of bluebush. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvium and colluvium with 
minor Tertiary limestones (Trealla limestone and 
Giralia calcarenite). 
Geomorphology: Mainly depositional surfaces 
receiving run-on from limestone hills of the 
adjacent Jubilee land system: broad, gently sloping 
outwash plains and alluvial fans with unchannelled 
or channelled drainage tracts receiving more 
concentrated sheet flow; minor stony outcrop plains 
with sparse parallel drainage patterns; relief up to 
10 m. 

Pastoral use: Highly productive Bluebush (BLUE), 
Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS), Tussock Grass 
(TUGR) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures 
conferring considerable drought durability when in 
good condition; some degraded areas have been 
stabilized and invaded by buffel grass, sometimes 
to the exclusion of shrubs and native perennial 
grasses formerly present. Unit 5 is mildly 
susceptible to water erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 66%; fair 27%; 
poor 7%. 

Unit 
l. Stony plains 
2. Calcrete rises 
3. Gently undulating plains 
4. Lower outwash plains and fans 
5. Drainage tracts 
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Donovan L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Limestone plains, gently sloping 
with a light to moderate mantle of 
pebble sized rock fragments and 
occasional areas of dissection. 
Soils arc dark red to red 
gradational loams or clays, very 
shallow full depth, calcareous 
throughout. pH 8.5 with 
an alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: Gc 2.22, Urn 5.12. 

Calcrete rises and platforms with 
undulating surfaces and gravelly 
mantles, relief up to 5 m above 
unit 3. Soils are probably shallow 
red sandy loams to sandy clay loams, 
calcareous throughout. 

Plains and interfluvial areas, slopes 
mainly < I %, relief up to 8 m. 
Soils are reddish brown clay loams to 
clays, usually silty or fine sandy 
clay loam grading to fine sandy clay, 
calcareous throughout> I m deep, 
pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Oc 2.22, 
Urn 5.12. 

Alluvial plains, slopes < 1%, 
with flat, lightly gravel-strewn 
or slightly mounded surfaces receiving 
sheet flow. Soils are reddish-brown 
alkaline loams or clays, fine sandy 
loams to medium clays with or without 
calcareous inclusions, > I m deep, 
pH 8.5; principal profile forms: 
Gc 2.22, Uf6.21, Uf6.33. 

Unchannelled drainage tracts, 
slopes 0.4-0.6%, with 
little or no surface mantling. 
Soils are reddish~brown duplex 
or clay types, 80 cm to > I m deep, 
Sandy loam over sandy clay or 
clay loams grading to light clay, 
pH 8.5-9.0 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Dr 1.13, Uf6.21. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Stony plains (15%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
xiphophylla. Tall shrubs (2~3 m): A. xiphophylla, A. sclerosperma, 
A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 2m): Atriplex bunburyana, 
Cassia deso/ata, Sida spp, Acacia tetragonophylla, 
Scael'o/a spinescens, Solanum lasiophyl/um; Perennial grasses: 
Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 2 Calcrete rises (2%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia pungens with scattered 
low shrubs. 

Unit 3 Gently undulating plains (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla with 
an understorey of hummock grasses Triodia spp. Tall shrubs (2~3 m): 
Acacia tetragonophylla, A. victoriae; Low shrubs (2~3 m): Maireana 
plani/olia, Cassia deso/ata, Eremophila leucophylla, Sida spp, 
Maireana tomentosa, Lepidium platypetalum; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia sp., T. pungens. 

Unit 4 Lower outwash plains and fans (55%) 7 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana polypterygia and 
and perennial grasses Cenchrus ciliaris. 
(ii) Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla 
or A. sc/erosperma, with an understorey of Maireana polypterygia or 
other low shrubs and perennial grasses. Tall shrubs (0~650/ha; 2~4 m): 
A. xiphophylla, A. sc/erosperma, A. victoriae, A. tetragonophylla; 
Low shrubs (l200~4300/ha; 0.5~1.5 m): Maireana po/ypterygia, 
Maireana tomentosa, Enchylaena tomentosa, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Atriplex bunburyana, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus 
ciliaris, Eragrostis seli/olia, Triodia pungens. , 

Unit 5 Drainage Tracts (8%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to close tall shrublands 
dominated by Acacia tetragononophylla. Tall 
shrubs (2-3 m): A. letragonophylla, A. xyphophylla, 
A. coriacea, Exocarpos aphyl/us, A. oswaldii; 
Low shrubs: Ptilotus obovatus, Scaevola spinescens, 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Maireana integra, Sida spp, 
Cassia deso/ala; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus 
ciliaris (up to 6% b.c.), Eragrostis seti/olia. 
Enteropogon acicularis, Triodia pungens. 

Pasture type: Saltbush/Acacia Mixed Shrub 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Eremophila latrobei, 
Enchy/aena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spin/lex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None 
under controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Eremophila leucophyl/a, Triodia 
pungens, Lepidium platypetalum. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stacking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, M. pyramidata, Atriplex 
bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
/asiophyl/um. 
Over some areas, Acacia xiphophylla~ 
dominated communities have been succeeded by 
more open perennial grasslands, possibly as a 
result of fires. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock grass 
Perenials augremented by annual grasses 
Desirable perennials include: 
Maireana spp, Ptilotus obvatus, 
Scae\'ola squiescens. Lepidium sp., 
Eragrostis sati/olia 
Pastoral use limitations: None 
under controlled stocking. 

J 



Duffy Land System 359 km' (0.5% of survey area) 

Sandy plains and stony plains with isolated low 
hills and rises, supporting mainly hard and soft 
spinifex hummock grasslands. 
Geology: Lower Proterozoic igneous rocks: mainly 
muscovite-biotite, granodiorite and adamellite. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional 
surfaces: minor low rocky hills and strike ridges 
with broad footslopes spreading stony mantling 
onto sandy-surfaced plains; drainage mainly 
internal and disorganised with more or less rilled 
and channelled tracts receiving sheet flow. 
Pastoral use: Moderate productivity in favourable 
seasons and some drought durability conferred by 
areas of Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures and sparse 
palatable shrubs within units receiving run-on. The 
major unit (4) requires infrequent patch-burning, 
followed by grazing deferral, to maintain soft 
spinifex areas in productive condition. Unit 5 is 
susceptible to accelerated water erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 14 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 43%; fair 30%; 
poor 27%. 

Unit 
I. Hills and ridges 
2. Low rises and interfluves 
3. Sandy plains 
4. Duplex plains 
5. Drainage tracts 
6. Lower plains with groved vegetation 
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Duffy L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Low rocky hills and strike ridges up 
10 30 m above lower units. Soils 
are restricted to shallow pockets, 
probably skeletal. 

Rounded rises and convex interfluvial 
areas with outcropping rocks or 
gravelly mantles. relief usually 
< Sm. Soils are dusky red duplex 
type. shallow to > 1 m deep. loamy 
sand over sandy clay loam grading to 
sandy clay. pH 6.5 with an alkaline 
trend: principal profile form: Dr 4.53. 

Restricted areas of sandy-surfaced 
plain. Soils are probably dark red 
sands grading to loams. 

Plains with flat surfaces, gently 
undulating. sparsely to lightly 
strewn with quartz gravels. Soils 
are dusky red duplex type 0.5 to 
> I m deep. loamy sand or sandy 
loam over sandy clay. quartz inclusions 
throughout. pH 6.5.-7.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.53. 1.52. 

Broad areas receiving sheet flow, 
surfaces mainly mounded and gently 
sloping. carrying rills and some 
channelling. Soils are dusky red 
duplex type. sandy loam over sandy 
clay: pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Dr 4.12. 

Plains with sandy surfaces subject to 
sheet flow. Soils arc probably 
gradational loams. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Hills and ridges (1%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp or unvegetated rocky 
outcrop. 

Unit 2 Low rises and interfluves (14%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp and very scattered trees 
and shrubs. Trees: Grel'ilIea sp.; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): Acacia kempeana, 
A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs (1-2 m): Eremophila fraseri, Cassia 
helms!!, C. desolata, Eremophi/a cune(folia, Corchorus walcott!i, 
Scael'ola spinescens; Perennial grasses: Triodia spp. 

Unit 3 Sandy plains (5%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp and very scattered tall 
shrubs Acacia ancistrocarpa and A. inaequilalera. 

Unit 4 Duplex plains (50%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp and very scattered shrubs. 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m): Acacia inaequilatera, A. ancistrocarpa, 
A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 0.5 m): Corchorus wa/cottii, C. sp, 
Cassia notabilis; Perennial grasses: Triodia sp, T. pungens, Eragrostis 
set(folia. 

Unit 5 Drainage tracts (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia spp and Cassia spp. Trees: 
Eucalyptus aff. aspera; Tall shrubs (2-3 m): Acacia xiphophylla, 
A. vic/orfae, A. tetragonophylla, A. anew·a; Low shrubs « 1m): 
Cassia deso/ala, C. he/msii, PtUotus obovatus. Rhagodia eremaea, 
Scaevola spfnescens; Perennial grasses: Triodia spp. 

Unit 6 Lower plains with groved vegetation (20%) Traversed 
Narrow groves of tall shrublands oriented across the direction of flow 
and dominated by Acacia subtessarogona, with understorey shrubs and 
and hummock grasses Triodia spp. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spin(fex. 

Pasture type: Hard Spin(fex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral usc limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spil1((ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spin((e;dSofi 
Spin(fex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate fire 
management. 

Pasture typpe: Acacia Creek-line 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion whcn 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grass and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Durlacher Land System (G) 1441 km2 (1.9% of survey area) 

Stony plains, lower tributary drainage plains and 
low stony rises, supporting scattered tall shrub lands 
of mulga and other acacias. 
Geology: Lower Proterozoic adamellite, 
granodiorite, granite and schist with superficial 
Quaternary colluvium and alluvium. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: 
weathered ridges, slopes and nearly flat stony plains 
situated near the edges of the Lyndon Proterozoic 
hills, with tributary drainage systems depositing 
alluvium locally along dendritic drainage lines of 
low to moderate density; relief up to '60 m but 
usually lower. 
Pastoral use: Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia 
Creek-line (ACCR) pastures on the lower units are 
moderately productive with many durable perennial 
shrubs and grasses when in good condition. 
Preferential use of units 4 and 5 makes them 
susceptible to over-use. In some areas, pasture 
degradation has led to serious erosion by sheeting 
and gullying. 

Estimated. carrying capacity, good condition: 12 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 16%; fair 45%; 
poor 39%. 

Unit 
1. Low summits and ridges 
2. Stony outcrops and upper 
3. Stony plains 
4. Tributary drainage fans and plains 
5. Creek-lines and flow zones interfluves 
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Durlscher LS. 

Landform and soils 

Rounded summits and strike ridges, 
mostly 20-30 m above lower units 
and densely mantled by quartz pebbles 
or cobbles. Soils are very shallow 
skeletal types, dark red sandy loam, 
< IS em deep, pH 6.S; principal 
profile form: Uc 1.43. 

Gently sloping convex plains with 
gneissic rocky outcrops, moderately 
to densely mantled by quartz 
pebbles and cobbles. Soils are 
shallow loams or clays, dark red 
sandy clay loam or sandy clay, 
< 30 cm deep, pH 6.S; principal 
profile form: Urn 1.43. 

Flat plains with slopes < O.S% 
(locally to I.S%), moderately 
strewn with quartz gravels. Soils 
are dusky red or dark red duplex 
or clay types, sandy loams or clay 
loams over sandy clay loam or 
medium to heavy clays, pH 6.S-7.0 
with a neutral trend; principal 
profile forms: Dr 4. I 2, Uf 6.11, 
6.21. 

Depositional areas flanking the 
major drainage lines as narrow 
plains with slopes < I %. locally 
with disorganised drainage foci, 
sparsely to lightly strewn with 
quartz gravels. Soils are dusky 
red or dark reddish-brown duplex, 
clay or gradational types, sandy 
loams or sandy clay loam over 
sandy clay loam to light clay; 
locally heavy clay. 40 em to > 1m 
deep. pH 6.5-7.0 with neutral or 
alkaline trends; principal profile 
forms: Dr 4.12,1.15. Uf6.12. 
Gc 2.22. 

More or less channelled flow zones 
< 100 m wide, slopes < 0.6%. 
Soils vary according to their 
position in the narrow toposequence: 
dusky red or dark reddish-brown 
duplex. loamy or gradational types, 
> 1m dcep but shallower within 
intcrgrovcs. fine sandy loams either 
grading to sandy clay loams and sandy 
clay at depth or directly over sandy 
clay loam. pH S.5 M 6.S with neutral 
or acid trends; principal profile 
forms: Dr 1.12, Gn 4.12, Uc S.31. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low summits and ridges (10%) I site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low woodlands dominated by 
Acacia citrinoviridis or A. aneura. Low trees and tall 
shrubs (2 M 6 m): A. citrinoviridis, A. aneura, 
A. xiphophy/la, Dodonaea pachyneura; Low shrubs: 
Eremophila latrobei, E. cunei/olia, Corchorus walcottii, 
Cassia spp; Perennial grasses: Eriachne helmsii, Cenchrus ciharis. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Eremophila latrobei, Eriachne spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Unit 2 Stony outcrops and upper interfluves (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
by Acacia aneura. Low trees and tall shrubs (2 M 3 m): A. aneura, Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
A. xiphophy/la; Low shrubs « 2 m): Eremophilajreelingii, and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia nemophila, Maireana sued/folia, Desirable perennials include: 
Acacia tetragonophy/la. Maireana spp. 

Unit 3 Stony plains (40%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura and A. xiphophy/la. Low trees and tall shrubs 
(204 m; < 2S-200/ha): A. aneura, A. victoriae, A. xiphophy/la, 
A. kempeana; Low shrubs (0.5-LS m; 50-300/ha): 
Maireana triptera, Eremophila cunei/olia, Corchorus walcottii, 
Cassia hamers/eyensis, C. desalara, Scaevola spinescens, 
Maireana tomentosa, M. plani/olia; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia pungens, Eragrostis xerophila, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials aU$mented by annual grasses 
and /orbs in Javourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Maireana spp, Cassia hamersleyensis, 
perennial grasses. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Unit 4 Tributary drainage fans and plains (20%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall or low shrublands, usually Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
dominated by Acacia xiphophylla with understorey associations Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
including halophytic chenopods and perennial grasses. and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m; 75-400/ha): A. xiphophylla, A. victoriae; Desirable perennials include: 
Low shrubs « lm~ 2S0-23000/ha): Atriplex bunburyana, Maireana Atriplex bunburyana, Maireana 
pyramidata, Eremophila cunei/olia, Ptilotus polakii, pyramidata, Ptilotus polakii, 
Cassia deso/ata, C. hamersleyensis, Dipteracanthus corynothecus, Cassia hamersleyensis, Frankenia spp, 
Enchylaena tomentosa. Perennial grasses: Eragrostis Chrysopogon spp, Enteropogon acicularis 
xerophi/a, Enteropogon acicularis, Chrysopogon sp. Undesirable perennials include: 

, 
Unit 5 Creek-lines and flow zones (10%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Close tall shrublands or low woodlands either as groves or fringing 
communities, dominated by Acacia aneura, A. xiphophylla or 
A. cuthbertsonii. Low trees and tall shrubs (2-4 m; 250M 7S0/ha): 
A. anew·a, A. xiphophylla, A. cuthbertsonii, A. subtessarogona, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. kempeana; Low Shrubs (0.5-1.5 m; SOO-5000/ha): 
Cassia desolala, Eremophila cunei/olia, Dipteracanthus corynothecus, 
Eremophila leucophylla, Corchorus walcott ii, Enchylaena tomentosa; 
Perennial grasses: Eriachne benthamii, E. he/msii, Chrysopogon/allax, 
Cenchrus cillaris, Eragrostis xerophila. 

Acacia victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: 
Moderately susceptible to water erosion 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Eriachne benthamii. Chl:I'SOpOgol1 jallax. 
Dipteracanthlls C01:1·1I0t!I('CIiS. En'lllOpllila 
/atrobei. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Corcllarus lI'alcottii, Solanum 
lasiaphyllum, Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Locally 
susceptible to accelerated water 
erosion when degraded. 



Edel Land System 835 km' (1.1% of survey area) 

Undulating sandy plains with occasional dunes, 
limestone rises and saline flats; low acacia 
shrublands with some saltbush and heath 
communities. 
Geology: Quaternary Tamala limestone with minor 
areas of mixed supra-tidal deposits and calcareous 
sand. 
Geomorphology: Mainly depositional surfaces: 
undulating plains of aeolian calcareous sands with 
minor longitudinal dunes, small areas of 
outcropping limestone and saline plains with 
shallow sandy soils; no drainage features. 
Pastoral use: Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) pastures 
with a high chenopod component together with 
Saltbush (SALT) pastures demand closely 
distributed water supplies of high quality as a 
pre-requisite for full use. Unit 3 is susceptible to 
invasion by tomato bush and unit 4 to wind 
erosion when locally over-used. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition, 8 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 62%; fair 23%; 
poor 15%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Stony rises and plains 
3. Undulating sandy plains 
4. Saline plains 
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Ede! L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Longitudinal dunes and pune-like sandy 
crests over limestone ridges; relief up 
to 15 m. Soils are light reddish 
brown calcareous sands. 

Very restricted limestone plains and 
rises densely strewn with pebbles, 
cobbles or boulders, relief up 
to 30 m above unit 4. Soils are 
variable but very shallow sand, loamy 
sand or clayey sand, red, reddish-brown 
or yellowish brown with calcareous 
inclusions and concretions, pH 8.0-8.5 
with neutral or alkaline trends; 
principal profile forms: Uc 1.11, 1.13, 
1.23. 

Swales and undulating plains, slopes 
1-8%, sparsely to moderately strewn 
with limestone gravels. Soils are sands 
or loamy sands of very variable colour, 
mainly yellowish-red or reddish-brown, 
> 1 m deep and calcareous throughout, 
pH 8.5M9.0 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Uc 5.12,1.12. 

Low-lying saline plains, lightly to 
moderately strewn with limestone 
cobbles or pebbles. Soils are very 
shallow grey loamy sands with 
calcareous inclusions, pH 8.5; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.31. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (5%) Traversed 
Close low shrublands dominated by Acacia ligulata, Melaleuca aff. 
cardfophylla and Rhagodia spp. 

Unit 2 Stony rises and plains (10%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close low shrublands dominated by a mixture 
of shrubs from both Eremaean and SouthM West Botanical Provinces (Beard 
1976). Tall shrubs (> 2 m, < 25/ha): Pittosporum phylliraeoides; Low 
shrubs « 1.5 m, 7,OOOMI2,OOO/ha): Pimelea spp, Diplolaena 
grandiflora, Scaevola spinescens, Atriplex bunburyana, Frankenia spp, 
Rhagodia spp, Dodonaea inaeqUijolia, Ptilotus obovatus. 

Unit 3 Undulating sandy plains (80%) 16 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to closed shrublands, mainly dominated by Acacia ligulata. 
PFC 10% to > 50% except on degraded sites. Tall shrubs (2-4 m, 
O-II,aOOtha): A. ligulata, A. xanthina, Exocarpos aphyllus, Pittosporum 
phylliraeoides, Heterodendrum oleaefolium; Low shrubs « 1.5 m, 1,500-
15,OOOtha): Stylobasium spathulatum, Rhagodia latifolia, Ptilotus 
divaricatus, Threlkeldia diffusa, Pimelea microcephala, Scaevola 
spinescens, A triplex bunburyana, Frankeniapaucijlora; Perennial grasses: 
Slipa elegantissima, Aristida browniana, Danthonia caespitosa 
Triodia spp (to 40% ground cover on Dirk Hartog I). 

Unit 4 Saline plains (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by halophytes: Atriplex vesicaria, 
Halosarcia indica, Frankenia spp, Maireana platycarpa, Carpobrotusspp, 
Halosarcia spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: 
Atriplex bunburyana, Rhagodia spp, 
Scaevola spp, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Inadequate 
groundwater availability. 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
On degraded sites exotic annuals 
predominate: Avena spp, Brassica 
tournefortii, Bromus diandrus. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Atriplex bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
orbiculatum, Melaleuca aff. cardiophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild susceptibility to 
wind erosion; inadequate groundwater 
availability. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture plants. 



Ella Land System 1943 km2 (2.6% of survey area) 

Aeolian sandplain with low dunes and sandy 
swales, clayey interdunal plains and discrete 
drainage foci; tall shrublands and low woodlands of 
wanyu and sand dune gidgee. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand and alluvial 
deposits of clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: sandy 
plains of low relief, with sandy banks or low linear 
and reticulate dunes mostly 0.5-1 km apart and 
6-10 m high, separated by sandy swales or plains 
with duplex soils and drainage foci. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures 
with various edible drought-resistant shrubs and 
sparse wanderrie grasses; unit 4 supports valuable 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures but is 
susceptible to invasion by inedible woody shrubs 
and more locally, to soil erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 8 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 36%; fair 42%; 
poor 22%. 

Unit 
I. Linear dunes 
2. Sandy banks 
3. Swales 
4. Restricted plains 
5. Drainage foci 
6. CIaypans 
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Ella L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Parallel to convergent longitudinal 
sand dunes mostly 6 to 15 m above 
surrounding swales and plains, slopes 
4-10%, eastern walls steeper than 
western. Dune orientation approximates 
to SSE-NNW. Soils are unconsolidated 
dark red or dusky fed sand, > 1 m 
deep, pH 6.0-7.0 with neutral or acid 
trends: principal profile form: 
Uc 1.23. 

Sandy banks and rises up to 6 m above 
units 3 and 4: slopes to 3%. Soils 
are loamy sand or sand, > I m deep, 
pH 6.5 with a neutral trend, principal 
profile form: Uc 5.11. 

Flat to gently sloping swales. Soils 
are dusky red gradational or duplex 
types, loamy sand or sandy loam over 
light sandy clay, > I m deep, 
pH 6.0-7.0 with neutral or alkaline 
trends: principal profile forms: 
Gn 2.12. Dr 1.12. 

Flat plains with slopes < 0.3%, 
generally situated between sandy 
banks and drainage foci. Soils are 
dark red or dusky red duplex, loamy 
sand or sandy loam over sandy clays 
bearing carbonate nodules, > 1 m 
deep, pH 6.0-7.0 with an alkaline 
reaction trend: principal profile 
forms: Dr 1.13. 1.16. Uc 5.21. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Linear dunes (40%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Moderately close low woodlands dominated by Acacia anastema; or 
(ii) Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by A. scierosperma 
and A. ramu/osa. 
(;) Trees/tall shrubs (1IOO-3600/ha; 6-10 m): A. anastema. A. ramulosa. 
Eremophila maitlandii, Stylobasium spalhulatum; Low shrubs 
(2S0-1S00/ha; < 2 m): Solanum lasiophyllum, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Scaevola tomentosa, Cassia helmsii, Sida aff. virgata; Perennial 
grasses: Eragrostis lanipes; 
(ii) Tall shrubs (ISO-22S/ha; 2-4 m): A. sclerosperma, A. ramulosa, 
Stylobasium spathulatum, Santalum spicatum; Low shrubs 
(3000/ha; < 1.5 m): Prostanthera wilkieana, Trium/etta chaetocarpa, 
Solanum lasiophyllum, Rhagodia eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks (15%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall or low shrublands, with or without 
an upper storey of low trees. Trees (O-900/ha; 6-10 m): A. anastema; 
Tall shrubs (300-IOOO/ha; 2-3 m): Eremophila maitlandU. Stylobasium 
spathulatum, A. sclerosperma, A. ramulosa, A. tetragonophylla; 
Low shrubs (2000-3000/ha; < 2 m): Solanum lasiophyllum, Eremophila 
leucophylla, Ptilotus obovatus, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Rhagodia 
eremaea, Maireana plani/olia; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis lanipes, 
Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 3 Swales (15%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona, 
A. ramulosa and Scaevola spinescens. Tall shrubs (I 00-400/ha; 2-6 m): 
A. subtessarogona, A. ramulosa, A. scierosperma, Scaevola spinescens, 
Hakea preissii, Eremophila maitlandii; Low shrubs (2000-8000/ha; 
< 1.5 m): Eremophila leucophylla, Ptilotus obovatus, Maireana 
plani/olia, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia desolala, C. helmsii, 
Eremophila latrobei, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum; Perennial grasses: 
Monachather paradoxa, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 4 Restricted plains (20%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to rri'oderately close tall shrublands, usually dominated by 
Acacia xiphophylla. Tall shrubs (O-400/ha; 2-4 m): A. xiphophylla. 
A. victoriae, A. scierosperma, Hakea preissti, Scaevola spinescens; 
Low shrubs (300-3000/ha; 0.5-1.5 m): Cassia desolata, Eremophila 
crenulata, Acacia letragonophylla, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
Eremophila leucophylla, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia helmsti, Ptilotus 
obovatus; Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa, Enteropogon 
acicularis. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
Eragrostis lanipes. 
Undesirable perennials include: Sida spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sand plain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, E. leucophylla, Cassia 
chalelainiana, Maireana spp. 
Undesirable perennials include: Cassia 
desolala, Sida spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub/ 
Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: as unit 2. 
Undesirable perennials include: Cassia 
spp, Eremophila crenulata, Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to increases in 
unpalatable shrubs. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Present shrub communities may locally have 
replaced Acacia xiphophylla-Alriplex 
bunburyana communities as a response to 
over-grazing and wildfires. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Scaevola spinescens, 
Eremophila leucophylla, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Eremophila crenulala, Cassia spp., Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptibility 
to invasion by unpalatable shrubs. 
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Ella L.S.-Continued 

Landform and soils 

Flat or concave drainage floors. 
usually elliptical. 200-500 m long. 
Soils are dusky red gradational types, 
sandy clay loam or fine sandy clay 
grading to light medium clay, > I m 
deep. pH 6.0-6.5 with neutral or acid 
trends: principal profile forms: 
Gn 4.12. 3.12. 

Small isolated c1aypans. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (10%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Close tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated by Acacia 
subtessarogona or A. pruinocarpa and Ptilotus obovatus. PFC 30 to 50%; 
Trees (0-300/ha; 4-8 m): A. subtessarogona, A. pruinocarpa, A. 
ramulosa; Tall shrubs (450-1800/ha; 2-6 m): A. subtessarogona, A. 
tetragonophylla,A. ramulosa, Cassia helmsii; Low shrubs (2500-9000/ha; 
< 2 m): PIUotus obovatus, Dodonaea viscosa, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Indigo/era sp., Maireana plani/olia, Abutifon sp. 

Unit 6 Claypans « 1 %) 

No permanent vegetation. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-fine. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp., Rhagodia spp., Ptilotus obovatus. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 
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Firecracker Land System (A) 135 km' (0.2% of survey area) 

Undulating limestone uplands and plains with 
friable soils, supporting low shrublands of Gascoyne 
bluebush. 
Geology: Upper Cretaceous limestones: calcarenite 
and calcilutite. 
Geomorphology: Surfaces formed by partial 
dissection of the Giralia anticline: low hills and 
stony rises, upland plains and undulations, lower 
plains and creek-lines; drainage dendritic, incised 
and of moderate intensity over higher units, 
becoming sub-parallel and of lower intensity below; 
relief up to 40 m. 
Pastoral use: Highly productive Bluebush (BLUE) 
pastures with effective drought durability when in 
good condition. Where heavily grazed, the plains 
and drainage units are susceptible to increases in 
undesirable tall shrubs; where pastures are 
degraded, soils are highly susceptible to accelerated 
water erosion, necessitating effective stock control 
and careful positioning of watering points. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 57%; fair 43%; 
poor 0%. 

Unit 
1. Low hills 
2. Upland slopes and plains 
3. Lower plains 
4. Channels and creek-lines 
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Firecracker LS. 

Landform and soils 

Long. 10\'1 hills with convex to flat 
tops and crests up to 15 m above 
unit 2. flanked by concave to benched 
slopes of up to 10%, densely mantled 
by limestone fragments. Soils are 
probably reddish-brown to reddish-yellow 
silty clay or light clays, < 50 cm 
deep. calcareous and stony throughout 
principal profile form Uf 1.31. 

Benched slopes and plains, slopes 
mainly 2-4% between drainage channels 
usually 10-15 01 above unit 4. Soils 
arc reddish-brown to reddish-yellow 
duplex or calcareous loamy types, 
sandy loam or silty loam over clay 
loams to clays, mostly> 1 m deep 
with limestone inclusions and a 
sparse mantle of limestone pebbles, 
pH 8.5; principal profile forms: 
Dy 1.13, Urn 5.12, 5.13. 

Flat to gently sloping plains. mostly 
discontinuous, sparsely mantled with 
limestone fragments. Soils are 
reddish-brown alkaline loams or 
loamy clays of variable depth. 

Dendritic to parallel incised channels 
and creeks. mostly 1-3 m deep and 
up to 20 m wide. Soils are very 
shallow calcareous loams, locally 
with deeper sandy alluvium. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low hills (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana polypterygia with 
or without tall shrubs Acacia xiphophylla, A. victoriae and 
A. cuspidijolia, or understorey hummock grasses dominated by 
Xriodia lViseana. 

Unit 2 Upland slopes and plains (SO%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla and Maireana 
polyplerygia. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. xiphophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. subtessarogona, A. cuspidifolia, 
Hakea preissii; Low shrubs « 2 m): Maireana polypterygia, 
Atriplex bunburyana, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia spp, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Dissocarpus paradoxus; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis xerophila, 
Cenchrus ciliaris, Triodia pungens. 

Unit 3 Lower plains (12%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia xiphophylla; understorey shrubs Maireana polypterygia, 
Alriplex bunburyana, Rhagodia eremaea, Dissocarpus paradoxus. 

Unit 4 Channels and creek-lines (3%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla and 
A. victoriae, with understorey chenopod shrubs Atriplex bunburyana, 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Maireana spp. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, A. cuspidifolia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, M. platycarpa, Atriplex 
bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
cuspidljolia, Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
poiypterygia, Atriplex bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion, causing 
gullying. on degraded areas. 

-.---~ 



Foscal Land System 446 km' (0.6% of survey area) 

Calcrete mesas, buttes and dissected plateaux, 
stony slopes and broad low plains supporting tall 
and low acacia shrublands with saltbush and 
bluebush. 
Geology: Cretaceous limestone, Tertiary calcrete 
and Quaternary colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional 
surfaces: dissected margins of the Carbla plateau 
and isolated calcrete buttes with relief up to 40 m; 
short, steep slopes above extensive depositional 
lower plains with low intensity rectangular drainage 
·lines. 
Pastoral use: Valuable Saltbush (SALT) and 
Bluebush (BLUE) pastures; groundwaters often 
brackish; over· use evident around some watering 
points; system not prone to accelerated erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 42%; fair 33%; 
poor 25%. 

Unit 
l. Mesas and plateau edges 
2. Upper slopes 
3. Lower slopes 
4. Low rises 
5. Low plains 
6. Flow zones 
7. Saline plains 
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Landform and soils 

Flat to gently undulating tops of 
dissected plateaux and mesas; slopes 
up to 0.3%, relief up to SO m above 
lower units, sparse to moderate mantle 
of limestone gravel and cobbles. 
Soils occur as pockets of red or 
reddish brown sandy loam to sandy clay 
loam. shallow to > I m deep with 
calcareous inclusions and gypsiferous 
concretions. pH 8.S with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile 
forms: Gc 1.12, 1.22. 

Steep (up to 100% slope) concave upper 
slopes with a mantle of cobbles; 
shallower (S-30% slope) lower slopes, 
sparsely strewn with pebbles or graveL 
Soils are light to dark red or reddish 
brown gradational types, sandy clay 
loam to sandy clays, 40 cm to > I m 
deep with calcareous inclusions and 
gypsiferous concretions, pH 8.S with 
an alkaline trend; principal profile 
forms: Gc 1.12, 1.22. 2.12. 2.22. 

low stony rises up to 10m, with 
sparse pebble mantling. Soils occur as 
pockets of shallow, gradational, 
calcareous red sandy loams with 
calcrete concretions and gravel, 
pH 8.5 with an alkaline 'trend; 
principal profile form: Gc l.12. 

Plains, nearly flat to moundy, slopes 
< \.5%, sparsely strewn with 
limestone or calcrete gravels. Soils 
are red or dark red sandy-surfaced 
duplexes, mostly> I m deep, with 
inclusions and concretions of calcite 
and limestone. pH 7.0 to 8.S with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile form: 
Dr 1.13. 

Channelled or unchannelled flow zones, 
mostly narrow but up to 400 m 
wide. Soils are dark red 
or dark reddish brown gradational, 
sandy clay loam to sandy clay. 
< I m deep with calcareous concretions, 
pH 7.5 with an alkaline trend, 
principal profile form: Gn 2.13. 

Restricted, low lying, almost flat 
plains mostly very near the coast. 
Soils are probably red duplex types. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Mesas and plateau edges (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands, dominated by Acacia 
grasbyi, with low shrubs usually dominated by EremophiJa leucophylla. 
PFC 15 to 30%; Tall shrubs (I 75-200/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia grasbyi, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, A. ligulata, A. ramulosa; Low shrubs 
(l000-4S00/ha; < 1m): Eremophila leucophylla, Atriplex vesicaria, 
A. bunburyana, Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotus divaricatus. 

Unit 2 
Unit 3 

Upper slopes (5%) 
Lower slopes (25%) 

4 site inventories and traversed 

Very scattered to scattered shrublands dominated by either 
(i) Acacia grasbyi and Maireana polypterygia or (ii) low halophytes 
A/riplex spp and Frankenia spp. PFC 5 to 20%; Tall shrubs 
(0-2S0/ha; 2-3m): A. grasbyi, A. /etragonophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. sclerosperma; Low shrubs (1000-4000/ha; < 1 m): Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus obovatus, Atriplex vesicaria, Halosarcia spp., 
Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola tomentosa, Frankenia spp., Atriplex 
nwnmularia; Perennial grasses Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 4 Low rises (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall or mixed shrublands, dominated by 
Acacia grasbyi with an understorey of Atriplex bunburyana or Plilotus 
obovatus. Tall shrubs: A. grasbyi, A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. galeata; Low shrubs: Atriplex bunburyana, Ptilotus obovatus, 
A. tetragonophylla, Rhagodia eremaea, Commicarpus australis, Solanum 
lasiophyl/um, Scaevola spinescens. 

Unit 5 Low plains (50%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close low shrublands, dominated by Amplexspp., 
with very sparse tall shrubs, mostly Acacia spp. PFC 10 to 25%; 
Trees « 25/ha; 2-4m): A. sibilans, A. galeata; Tall shrubs (2S-
SO/ha; 2-3 m): A. victoriae, A. scferosperma, A. microcalyx, 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium, Eremophila pterocarpa, Acacia galeata; 
Low shrubs (SOOO-17000/ha; < 1m): Atriplex vesicaria, 
A. bunburyana, Maireana lanosa, Eremophila leucophylla, E. maitlandii, 
Plilotus obovatus, Maireana platycarpa. 

Unit 6 Flow zones (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close low shrublands, tending to form thickets, dominated 
by Atriplex bunburyana and sparse tall shrubs. PFC 25-30%; Tall 
shrubs: Acacia Jetragonophylla, A. ligulata, A. galeata; 
low shrubs: Atriplex bunburyana, A. scferosperma, Plilotus obovarus, 
Solanwn lasiophyllllln, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Eremophi/a 
mackinlayi, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 7 Saline plains « 1%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low halophytic shrublands, dominated by 
samphires Halosarcia spp. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
vesicaria, A. bunburvana, Eremophila 
leucophy//a. . 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush/Acacia Mixed 
Shrub/Samphire. Perennials augmented 
by annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Atriplex vesicaria, 
A. bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourablc seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Alriplex 
bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Annual grasses and forbs present in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable pcrennials include: Atriplex 
spp., Maireana platycarpa, Eremophila 
leucophyl/a. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion when degraded; 
high salinity levels in pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburvana. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: Very high 
salinity levels of pasture plants. 



Fossil Land System (G) 367 km' (0.5% of survey area) 

Flat-topped sandstone hills dissected by narrow 
streams and drainage floors, supporting mulga 
shrublands. 
Geology: Permian sandstones of the Wooramel 
group, locally with Tertiary mantles on the 
summits. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces of dissected hills 
and mesas with stony summits up to 70 m above 
benched or concave slopes, parallel to rectangular 
drainage channels and floors. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures of low seasonal productivity and very low 
drought reserve for stock. Some parts are not easily 
accessible for grazing purposes. This is a minor 
land system in the survey area and one inherently 
resistant to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 20 
ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: Good 31 %; fair 56%; 
poor 13%. 

Unit 
I. Hills and mesas 
2. Slopes and dissected valleys 
3. Channels and drainage floors 
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Fossil L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Flat to gently undulating hilltops, 
densely strewn with sandstone cobbles 
or ferruginised silcrete, mostly 
15-50 m above unit 3. Soils are 
very shallow reddish-brown loamy 
skeletal sands, pH 6.5 with a neutral 
trend. 

Irregular slopes, truncated or 
benched in accordance with the 
bedding sequence, sparsely to 
densely strewn with cobbles and 
pebbles. Soils are skeletal, shallow 
red sands, pH 6.5 with a neutral trend. 

Dendritic headstreams feeding 
rectangular patterns of channels 
and narrow valley floors. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Hills and mesas (40%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura or A. xiphophy/la. Tall shrubs (2-3m): 
A. aneura, A. xiphophylfa, A. ramulosa, Grevillea 
stenobotJ:va; Low shrubs « I m): Solanum lasiophyl/um, 
Eremophila maitlandii, Sida spp, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Cassia oligophylfa, Maireana tomentosa; 
Perennial grasses: Eragrostis lanipes, Monachather 
paradoxa, Cenchrus ci/iaris, Triodia pungens. 

Unit 2 Slopes and dissected valleys (55%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia spp. Trees (4-6m): Acacia pruinocarpa; 
Tall shrubs (4-6m): Acacia subtessarogona, A. aneura; 
Low shrubs « 2m): Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia helmsi;, 
Dodonaea spp, Rhagodia spp. 

Unit 3 Channels and drainage floors (5%) 
Similar to unit 2. 

Traversed 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass FOl"b. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: 
Tribulus platypterus, Maireana 
tomentosa, Enchy/aena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Locally 
inaccessible to stock. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 
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Garry land system 10 km2 (0.01% ofsurvey area) 

Low plains with outcropping calcrete rises; a very 
local system supporting tall shrublands of mulga and 
some low shrublands of saltbush and bluebush. 
Geology: Tertiary silcrete and Quaternary aeolian 
sand; duricrusted calcrete outcrops of uncertain age. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: stony plains 
with outcropping calcrete rises, sandy banks, narrow 
plains receiving run-on with small c1aypans; reliefup 
to 5 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures with some small but valuable areas of 
Bluebush (BLUE) and Saltbush (SALT) pasture. A 
very minor land system that shows no susceptibility 
to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 12 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 0%; fair 100%; poor 
0% 

Unit 
I. Calcrete rises 
2. Stony plains 
3. Sandy-surfaced plains 
4. Plains receiving run-on 
5. Sandy banks 
6. Claypans 
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Garry L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Low calcrete rises to about 5 m above 
unit 2. Soils are shallow calcareous 
loams. 

Gently sloping plains, sparsely to 
moderately strewn with silcreted 
sandstone or limestone pebbles and 
cobbles. Soils are dusky red shallow 
sands, loamy sand to sandy loam, pH 
6.0-6.5 with a neutral trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 5.31. 

Flat to gently sloping « 0.5%) plains 
with sandy surfaces. Soils are dark 
red to reddish-brown shallow duplex, 
loamy sand over fine sandy clay, pH 
7.0 with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Dr 2.13. 

Gently sloping plains receiving run-on 
from units 1 and 2. Soils are probably 
gradational types. 

Minor residual areas of sandy plains 

Small claypans, sparsely strewn with 
pebbles or cobbles. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Calcrete rises (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophyila. 
Tall shrubs: A. tetragonophyila, A. sc!erosperma, Eremophila sp., 
Scae~'ola spinescens. 

Unit 2 Stony plains (60%) 1 site imentory and tra,'ersed 
Scattered tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated by Acacia aneura 
and Eremophila piatycaiyx. Tall shrubs (2-5 m):A. anew·a, A. ramuiosa, 
Eremophila fraseri; Low shrubs: Eremophila platycalyx, Ptifotus 
ohovatus, Acacia tetragonophylla, Maireana planifolia, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianwn, Solanum iasiophyllum. 

Unit 3 Sandy-surfaced plains (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana pyramidata and 
Eremophila platycalyx. Tall shrubs: Eremophila pterocarpa, Hakea 
preissii; Low shrubs: Maireana pyramidata, Atriplex bunburyana, 
Maireana platycarpa, Enchylaena tomentosa, Scaevola spinescens 

Unit 4 Plains receiving run-on (5%) Traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla, 
A. sc!erosperma and Scaevola spinescens. Low shrubs: PIUotus 
obovatus, Eremophila mackinlayi. 

Unit 5 Sandy banks (5%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
ramulosa, A. tetragonophylla and Eremophila leucophylla. Perennial 
grasses. Monachather paradoxa, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 6 Claypans « 5%) Traversed 
Fringes of very patchy, scattered low shrubs, mainly Frankenia spp or 
Melaleuca l{[Icinata. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by forbs and annuals 
in favourable seasons. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by forbs and annuals 
in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia. 
Desirable perennials include: Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
pyramidata, M. platycarpa, Atriplex 
bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Eremophila pterocarpa. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 



Gearle land system 812 km2 (1.1 % of survey area) 

Gently sloping alluvial plains based on Gearle 
siltstone supporting a grove pattern of snakewood, 
wait-a-while and tall and low shrublands. 
Geology: Lower Cretaceous Gearle siltstone and 
Windalia Radiolarite with minor Toolonga calcilutite 
and Quaternary alluvial and colluvial deposits. 
Geomorphology: Depositional and erosional surfaces: 
footslopes and broad, gently sloping alluvial plains 
with occasional stony rises ofiimestone, radiolarite 
and chert, drainaged by more or less channelled flow 
zones, dendritic and of low intensity; relief mainly 
less than 15 m. 
Pastoral use: Highly productive Bluebush (BLUE) 
and Saltbush (SALT) pastures, locally with dense 
tussock grasses under acacia groves and along 
drainage lines; major unit is susceptible to increases 
in undesirable shrubs and water erosion when 
degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 hals.u. 
Range condition summary: good 31 %; fair 28%; poor 
41%. 

Unit 
I. Stony rises 
2. Footslope plains 
3. Alluvial plains 
4. Drainage flow zones 
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Gearle L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Low rises, up to 10m above units 
2 or 3 and mainly 0.5-1 km long, 
moderately to heavily strewn with 
limestone and radiolarite gravels 
and pebbles. Soils are dark red 
calcareous Icarns, shallow to full 
depth, fine sandy clay loam gradin~ 
to light clays, pH 8.5 with an alkahne 
trend; principal profile form: Gc 2.22. 

Gently sloping plains below the 
rises, slopes 0.5-3%, with flat to 
slightly mounded surfaces, lightly 
strewn with gravels. Soils are 
calcareous loams or loamy-surfaced 
duplex types: red to reddish-brown 
fine sandy loams overlying or grading 
to sandy clays, mainly> I m deep, 
with calcareous inclusions through 
subsoil horizons, pH 8.0-8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile 
forms: Gc 1.12, I.21, 2.21, Dr 1.13, 
2.13. 

Flat to gently sloping « 1.5%) 
plains, mostly lightly strewn with 
siltstone or radiolarite gravels. 
Soils are red to reddish-brown 
duplex or loams, mainly> 1 m deep, 
sands over sandy clays or loams 
grading to clay loams, usually with 
fragments of sedimentary rocks 
throughout the profile, pH 7.0-8.5 
with neutral or alkaline trends; 
principle profile forms: Dr 1.12, 4.12, 
Urn 6.42, 6.33, 5.12, Gc 1.22, 2.22. 

Sluggish flow zones, mainly 50-100 ri1 
wide, more or less incised and 
channelled. Soils are heavy 
juvenile types: greyish-brown 
silty clays over gravels and 
heavier clays, > 1 m deep, pH 8.0. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Stony rises (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Melaleuca aff. cardiophylla or 
Maireana polypterygia. Low shrubs (1-2 m): Melaleuca aff. 
cardiophylla, Maireana polypterygia, Cassia desolata, Acacia 
bivenosa, A. victoriae; Perennial grasses: Triodia lanigera. 

Unit 2 Footslope plains (15%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana 
polypterygia and sparse tall shrubs. PFC 5 to 15%. Trees (0-25/ha; 
2-4 m): Acacia cuspid/jolia; Tall shrubs (0-200; 2-3 m): A. victoriae, 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Low shrubs (200-3000/ha; < 1 m): 
Maireana polypter)!gia, Eremophila latrobei, Atriplex vesicaria, 
Solanum lasiophyllum, Maireana tomentosa; Perennial grasses: 
Cenchrus ciliarts, Eragrostis xerophila, E. seti/olia. 

Unit 3 Alluvial plains (75%) 9 site inventories and traversed 
Mainly moderately close tall shrublands in well-defined groves arranged 
at right angles to the direction of drainage, interruptit:~ broad plains 
of low shrubs. Trees (0-150/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia cuspidijolia; Tall 
shrubs (0-300/ha, 2-4 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. subtessarogona, A. xiphophylla, Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Low 
shrubs (200-12000/ha; < 2 m): Atriplex bunburyana, A. vesicaria, 
Maireana polypterygia, M. tomentosa, Cassia helmsii, Ptilotus 
obovatus; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eragrostis setf/olia, 
E. xerophila. 

Unit 4 Drainage flow zones (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scatteredJow woodlands with tall shrubs over tussock grasses 
dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah, Acacia jarnesiana and Cenchrus 
ciliaris. Trees (8-10 m): Eucalyptus coolabah; Tall shrubs (3-4 m): 
Acacia /arnesiana, A. tetragonophylla, A. coriacea, A. sc!erosperma; 
Low shrubs « 2 m): Scaevola spinescens, Atriplex bunburyana; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Chrysopogon /allax, Eulalia julva, 
Enteropogon aCicularis, Themeda australis. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Scaevola spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush or Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Eremophila latrobei, 
Atriplex vesicaria, Eragrostis spp. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
lasiophyllum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Bluebush or Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
spp, Maireana spp, Era¥rostis spp. 
Undesirable perennials mclude: Cassia 
desolata, Acacia victoriae, 
A. cuspidijolia (on intergrove plains). 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Desirable perennials include: Chrysopogon 
jallax, Atriplex bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitaitons: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Giralia land system 2262 km2 (3.0% of snrvey area) 

Linear dunes and broad sandy swales supporting 
hummock grasslands of hard and soft spinifex with 
scattered acacia shrubs. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand, colluvium and 
mixed deposits. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces - sand plains of 
low relief, with very long, parallel, linear dunes 
mostly 15-25 m high and about 2 km apart. Drainage 
is mostly internal by low intensity drainage floors 
and broad unchannelled flow zones. 
Pastoral use: Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft 
Spinifex (SOSP) pastures, of which most of the latter 
occurs on dunes, calcrete plains and areas receiving 
run-on. Further north and east, such hummock 
grasslands have been shown to be most productive 
for pastoral purposes when burnt every 4-5 years and 
followed by a short grazing deferment. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 10 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 96%; fair 4%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Swales and sandy-surfaced plains 
3. Calcrete plains 
4. Flow zones 
5. Narrow drainage floors 
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Giralia L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Longitudinal dunes, mostly linear and 
parallel, oriented NNW-SSE, IS-30m 
high, western walls steeper slope 
« 25%) than eastern « 15%). Soils 
are dark red unconsolidated sand, > 1 m 
deep, pH 5.5-7.0; principal profile 
form: Uc 1.23. 

Broad sandy swales and interdunal 
plains, flat or gently sloping 
« 2%). Soils are dark red 
sands, locally with loamy or 
clayey subsoils, > 1 m deep, 
pH 5.5 with a neutral trend; principal 
profile forms: Uc 5.11, 5.21, Gn 1.11, 
l.l2. 

Interdunal plains with stony or 
mounded surfaces, flat or gently 
sloping « 2%). Soils are dark red 
shallow loamy sands overlying calcrete. 

lnterdunal corridors carrying through 
drainage, mostly almost flat and 
unchannelled; soils are dark red 
sands, or red earths, locally 
calcareous. 

Unchannelled drainage floors receiving 
run-off from calcrete plains. Soils 
are dusky red alkaline clays. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (15%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Plectrachne schinzii. Tall or low 
shrubs: Grevillea gordoniana, Pityrodia spp, Tephrosia spp; 
Hummock grasses: Plectrachne schinzii, Triodia pungens. 

Unit 2 Swales and sandy-surfaced plains (70%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia lanigera. Tall or low shrubs: 
Acacia sc/erosperrna, A. ancistrocarpa, A. inaequilatera, A. translucens, 
A. victoriae, Erernophila leucophylla; Hummock grasses: Triodia 
lanigera, T. wiseana, T. pungens. 

Unit 3 Calcrete plains (5%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodiapungens. Tall or low shrubs: 
Acacia bivenosa, Cassia spp, Chorizerna ericifolia, Calytrix spp; 
Hummock grasses: Triodia pungens. 

Unit 4 Flow zones (10%) Traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp with 
understorey hummock grasses. Trees: Eucalyptus coolabah; 
Tall shrubs: Acacia sc/erosperma, A. inaequilatera, A. victoriae; 
Hummock grasses: Triodia pungens. 

Unit 5 Narrow drainage floors « 1%) Traversed 
Variable shrublands with hummock and tussock grasses. 

, 

(ex Payne el at 19821 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs infavourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Plectrachne 
schinzii, Triodia pungens. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to wind erosion immediately 
after fire. 

Pasture type: Hard Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
leucophylla, Triodia pungens. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. Perennials 
augmented by annual grasses and forbs in 
favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitaitons: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinifex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Glenburgh land system (G) 35 km2 (0.05% of survey area) 

Rugged granite hills, stony uplands and lower 
plains supporting scattered tall shrublands of mulga 
and other acacias. 
Geology: Lower Proterozoic schist, granite and 
granodiorite with quartz intrusions. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: granite hills and 
outcrops above intrusive dykes, slopes, relatively 
unweathered tors, narrow plains and drainage lines; 
drainage channelled, dendritic to rectangular and 
sub-parallel, of low to moderate density; reliefup to 
90m. 
Pastoral use: Stony Short Grass Forb (SSG F) 
pastures supporting useful annuals and ephemera Is in 
favourable seasons, but otherwise only sparse and 
patchy edible perennials. The lower units are 
susceptible to accelerated water erosion when 
degraded; the rocky upper units have limited access 
and very low pastoral value. 
Ffstimated carrying capacity, good condition: 25 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 100%; fair 0%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Peaks and intrusive dykes 
2. Hill slopes and interfluves 
3. Plains bctwcen tors and outcrops 
4. Tor fields 
5. Drainage lines 
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Glenburgh L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Peaks. hilltops and bare rocky 
summits. with or without quartz 
mantles shed from frequently 
intruding dykes. Soils are 
limited to pockets of skeletal 
coarse sands. 

Rocky slopes and interfluves, 
with or without quartz mantles. 
Soils are limited to shallow 
Dockets of sands. 

Narrow plains and strewn slopes 
(up to 5% slope). Soils are reddish
brown sands, shallow to > I m deep. 

Granitic tors and boulder outcrops. 

Channelled drainage lines and banks 
initially sub-rectangular, converging 
to sub-parallel creek-lines. Soils 
are bcdloads of coarse sands and 
cobbles. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Peaks and intrusive dykes (30%) 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura occur 
over some areas, otherwise little or no perennial vegetation. 

Unit 2 Hill slopes and interfluves (40%) 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophy/la and 
Cassia spp. Low shrubs: A. tetragonophylla, A. quadrimarginea, 
Eremophila platycalyx, Cassia helmsii, Dodonaea sp. 

Unit 3 Plains between tors and outcrops (15%) 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. 
Tall shrubs: A. aneura, Hakea lorea; Low shrubs: Eremophila Jraseri, 
Solanum lasiophyllum; Perennial grasses: Triodia sp. Cymbopog on sp. 

Unit 4 Tor fields (10%) 
Fringing vegetation, similar to unit 2. 

Unit 5 Drainage lines (5%) 
Fringing tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. 

(ex Wilcox and McKinnon 1972\ 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: Inaccessibility 
and very low value to stock. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Low pastoral 
value. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to accelerated water 
erosion when degraded. 



Gneudna land system 81 km2 (0.1% of survey area) 

Plains with calcareous soils and parallel bands of 
siltstone and limestone outcrop, supporting sparse 
shrublands of acacia and bluebush. 
Geology: Devonian siltstone, calcarenite, calcilutite, 
calcirudite and dolomite. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: plains of 
low relief characterized by narrow parallel surface 
outcrops of siltstone and limestone, with areas of 
loamy plains, draining through channelled flats into 
small drainage foci; relief up to 3 m. 
Pastoral use: Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Bluebush 
(BLUE) pastures, partly degraded to Stony Short 
Grass Forb (SSG F) pastures with much reduced 
drought durability and prone to soil erosion through 
the spread of drainage channelling and rilling over 
degraded areas; a very localized and minor system 
within the survey area. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 7 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 5%; fair 36%; poor 
59%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks 
2. Outcrop plains 
3. Loamy plains 
4. Drainage plains 
5. Narrow channels 
6. Drainage foci 
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Gneudna L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Occasional sandy banks and small 
sand sheets, relief < I m. 

Plains with flat to mounded surfaces, 
slopes 1-2%, sparsely strewn with 
limestone gravels and dissected by 
siltstone or limestone outcrop. Soils 
are red loamy sands to sandy loams, 
< 50 cm deep. with limestone 
inclusions throughout, pH 8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 5.21. 

Plains with flat surfaces, slopes 1-2%, 
very sparsely strewn with gravels. 
Soils are red gradationalloams with 
light clay subsoils, > 50 cm deep 
with ironstone and quartz inclusions, 
pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Gc 1.22. 

Restricted plains receiving run-on 
from units 2 and 3, almost flat 
but with surfaces commonly rilled 
and channelled by surface flows. 
Soils arc sandy-surfaced gradational 
or duplex types. 

Dendritic drainage channels, 
incised to < 50 em, of moderate 
intensity. 

Small drainage foci with clay soils 
to 3m below unit 2. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (3%) Traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia finophyllalramulosa 
and Eremophila leucophylla. 

Unit 2 Outcrop plains (50%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla 
or A. victoriae and A. cuthbertson ii, with an understorey dominated 
by Maireana poly pterygia or Cassia desolata. Tall shrubs (2-4m): 
Acacia xiphophylla, A. victoriae, A. cuthbertsoni!; Low shrubs « 2 m): 
Cassia desolata, C. helmsii, Ptilotus obovatus, Acacia bivenosa, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Maireana polypterygia. 

Unit 3 Loamy plains (30%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low woodlands or tall shrublands dominated 
by Acacia cuspidi/olia. Trees (2-5m): A. cuspidi/olia, 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (2-3m): Acacia xiphophylla, 
A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 1m): Maireana poiypterygia, 
M. tomentosa, M. plani/olia, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Eremophila cunei/olia, Cassia desolata, 
C. helmsii. 

Unit 4 Drainage plains (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 
Tall shrubs (> 2 m): A. victoriae, A. xiphophylla, 
A. sc!erosperma; Low shrubs « 2 m): Cassia desolata, 
Eremophila cunei/olia, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 5 Narrow channels (1 %) Traversed 
Fringing vegetation similar to unit 4. 

, 
Unit 6 Drainage foci (1%) Traversed 
Close shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandpiain. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials inlcude: Maireana 
polypterygia, M. plani/olia. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
cuspidi/ofia, Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp. 
Undesirable perennials include: Cassia 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: formerly Bluebush, now 
degraded and effectively Acacia Short 
Grass/orb. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 



Inscription land system 152 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Gently undulating sandy plains, with limestone at 
shallow depth, bounded by sea cliffs and narrow 
beaches; shallow alkaline sands support heath 
vegetation with patches of taller acacia shrubs; 
restricted to Dirk Hartog Island. 
GeoIogy:Quaternary limestones. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: gently 
undulating plains of limestone with thin sand cover, 
minor outcrop plains, sea cliffs and wave cut 
platforms, relief mostly less than 20 m, but cliffs up 
to 40 m above sea level. 
Pastoral use: Heath (HEAT) pastures of low or very 
low pastoral value, a few edible perennial shrubs, 
with very sparse herbs and annuals in season, system 
generally stable but would be prone to wind erosion if 
burnt or degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 30 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 88%; fair 12%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Plains with sand cover 
2. Stony plains 
3. Sea cliffs, wave-cut platforms and 

beaches 
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Inscription L.S. 

Landform and-soils 

Gently undulating sandy plains, slopes 
< 3%. Soils are reddish-brown or 
brown sands or sandy loams of variable 
depth. pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend 
and calcareous inclusions throughout, 
overlying calcrete or limestone; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.12. 

Very restricted stony plains and 
outcrop patches, usually < 200 m in 
extent. heavily mantled with limestone 
fragments. Soils are shallow reddish
brown sands over limestone. 

Limestone cliffs up to 40 m above 
sea level, bare limestone platforms 
and sandy beaches. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Plains with thin sand cover (98%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Closed low shrublands forming heaths with patches of moderately 
close low or tall shrubland. Shrubs (1-2.5 m) : Acacia ligulata 
Diplolaena dampieri, Exocarpos sparleus; « 1 m): Melaleuca 
cardiophylla, Thryptomene baeckeacea, Acanthocarpus preissii, 
Scaevola spp, Frankenia spp; Perennial grasses: 
Plectrachne sp. 

Unit 2 Stony plains (2%) Traversed 
Moderately close low to tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia ligulata. Trees (2-4m) : Pittosporum phy/liraeoides; 
Tall or low shrubs (1.5-3 m): A. ligulata, Diplolaena dampieri 
Alyogyne cunel/ormis. 

Unit 3 Sea cliffs, wave-cut platforms and beaches « 1%) 
Close or closed low shrublands, mostly as mat-like patches 
of stunted shrubs. Low shrubs « 0.5 m): Melaleuca 
cardiophylla, Frankenia paucijlora, Atriplex spp, Rhagodia spp, 
Carpobrotus spp. 

, 

Traversed 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Shrub associations probably seral 
following fires. 
Pastoral use limitations: Few palatable 
perennials but augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 

Pasture type: Heath. 

Pasture type: Heath (on cliff tops); 
otherwise unvegetated. 



James land system (G) 174 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Low hills, ridges and tors of granite and quartz, 
with stony lowcr plains, rises and drainage floors; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 
Geology: Archaean granites with minor areas of 
gneiss, schists and intrusive dykes. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: low hills, ridges, 
dykes, tors and stony plains drained by scarcely 
incised dentritic channels of moderate density 
feeding major creek-lines on sandy-surfaced drainage 
floors; relicf up to 40 m. 
Pastoral use: Stony Short Grass Forb (SSG F) 
pastures, augmented with minor areas of Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) pastures, only limited dry season 
durability; units 4 and 5 arc moderately susceptible 
to accelerated water erosion when their perennial 
cover is depleted. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 22 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 50%; fair 33%; poor 
17% 

Unit 
I. Hills and ridges 
2. Undulating plains 
3. Tors and outcrops 
4. Lowcr plains 
5. Drainage floors 
6. Creek lines 
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James L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Hills and ridges up to 30 m above 
unit 2, mostly unweathered and 
irregularly mantled with boulders 
and rock fragments. Soils are 
confined to pockets of shallow 
skeletal sands, pH 6.5. 

Undulating plains, stony slopes, tors 
and outcrops with shallow loamy soils. 

Smaller areas with gentler slopes 
and sluggish drainage. Soils are 
probably reddish-brown duplex types. 

Gently sloping drainage floors with 
braided channels and sandy surfaces. 
Soils are probably reddish-brown 
duplex or clay types. 

Major drainage lines, usually incised 
to 1-3 m and carrying bedloads of 
sands, cobbles and pebbles. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Hills and ridges (20%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia kempeana and 
A. tetragonophylla. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. kempeana, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. cuspidijolia; Low shrubs « 2 m): Cassia 
helmsii, C. oligophylla, Eremophila jraseri, E. eXilijolia, Hybanthus 
enneaspermus, Corchorus walcottii. 

Unit 2 Undulating plains (40%) 
Unit 3 Tors and outcrops (10%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands, dominated by Acacia spp and Eremophila spp. 
Trees and tall shrubs: Acacia cuspidijolia, A. tetragonophy/la; Low 
shrubs: Eremophila platycalyx, E. cuneifolia, E. jreelingii, Cassia 
helmsii, C. oligophylla, C. luerssenii, Solanum /asiophy/lum; 
Perennial grasses: Cymbopogon sp. 

Unit 4 Lower plains (10%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands, either 
(i) similar to those described under units 2 and 3 or 
(ii) low halophytic shrublands dominated by Frankenia spp and Maireana 
polypterygia. 

Unit 5 Drainage floors (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia eremaea and Eremophila spp with other low shrubs, mamly 
Rhagodia sp. and Maireana spp. 

Unit 6 Creek-lines (5%) Traversed 
Moderately close fringing communities dominated by tall shrubs 
Acacia tetragonophylla, A. sc/erosperma and A. grasbyi, with low 
shrubs Eremophila spp, Rhagodia sp., Solanum lasiophyllum. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
trolled stocking. 

Pasture types: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb or 
Stony Chenopod. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion when degraded. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Rhagodia sp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Jimba land system (G) 1612 km2 (2.2% of survey area) 

Gently sloping alluvial plains, mostly devoid of 
surface mantling, with disorganised and complex 
drainage features below minor ridges and pebbly 
plains; scattered tall and low acacia shrublands with 
some bluebush and other chenopods. 
Geology: Permian siltstone, quartz greywacke and 
shale, mainly of the Artinskian series, with 
Quaternary alluvium and colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional surfaces: 
flattened ridges and low hills with terraced lower 
slopes, drainage plains with tributary flow lines, 
disorganised drainage tracts and low-lying plains 
with large drainage foci; relief up to 40 m though 
usually < 3 m over units 4-8. 
Pastoral use: A major system supporting mainly 
Stony Chenopod (STCH) pastures, moderately to 
highly productive when in good condition, but 
exceptionally susceptible to broad-scale erosion. The 
soils are predominantly duplex types which lack 
protective surface mantles for the friable surface 
horizons. Regional slopes and drainage patterns 
dictate that wherever pastures are degraded, soil 
erosion results. Some areas are becoming stabilized 
by buffel and bird wood grasses. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 13 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 12%; fair 33%; poor 
55% 

Unit 
I. Low ridges and stoney rises 
2. Upper slopes 
3. Lower slopes 
4. Diffuse drainage plains 
5. Sandy banks 
6. Unchannelled drainage floors 
7. Drainage foci 
8. Channels 
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Landform and soils 

Ridges and rounded rises up to 40 m 
(but usually much less) above lower 
units, moderate to dense mantle of 
cobbles and pebbles with some rock 
outcrop, shallow, reddish brown or 
red, alkaline sandy loam to sandy 
clay loam soils. 

Short, concave slopes below crests and 
rises, moderate to dense mantle of 
cobbles and pebbles, variable depth 
reddish brown or red alkaline sandy 
loam to sandy clay loam soils; 
principle profile form Gc 1.22. 

Gentle, sometimes terraced slopes 
(0.5 to 1.5%) extending for up to 2 km 
below units 1 and 2, often dissected 
by shallow, parallel creek-lines; 
moderate mantle of pebbles or gravel, 
soils are reddish brown or red duplex 
70 cm to > I m deep, pH 7.0 to 8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principle 
profile forms: Dr 1.13, 4.13. 

Broad, gently sloping (0.2 to 1.2%) 
plains receiving sheet and channelled 
flow, stony mantle absent or sparse; 
moundy surfaces and zones with parallel 
or anastomosing gutters, runnels and 
channels incised up to I m; soils are 
reddish brown, red or dark red, 
predominantly duplex types mostly 
> 1 m deep and often with calcrete 
or gypsiferous inclusions, pH 6.5-8.5 
with alkaline reaction trend, principal 
profile forms: Dr 1.12, 1.13, 1.53, 
2.12,4.12. 

Linear banks up to 500 m long and 50 m 
wide arranged transverse and elongate 
to water flow on units 4, hummocky 
surfaces up to 2 m above surrounding 
plains, reddish brown or red loamy 
sand soils> I m deep, pH 6.0 to 
7.5; principal profile forms: 
Uc 1.21,5.21. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low ridges and stony rises (15%) 1 site inventory and traversed 

Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla or other 
Acacia spp, with low shrubs dominated by Cassia and Eremophila spp. 
PFC 10 to 20%; Tall shrubs (2-3 m): Acacia xiphophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. tetragonophylla, Low shrubs « 1 m): Eremophila cunei/olia, 
E. latrobei, Cassia desolata, C. helmsii, Ptilotus obovatus, Enchyiaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 2 Upper slopes (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
As for unit l. 

Unit 3 Lower slopes (15%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered low woodland of Acacia cuspidifolia with Eremophila spp and 
other low shrubs or low shrublands with Scaevola spinescens and 
chenopods. PFC 10 to 20%; Trees (O-275/ha; 4-6 m): Acacia cuspidifolia, 
Hakea preissii, Tall shrubs (0-25/ha, 2-3 m) A. xiphophylla, Low 
shrubs (2000-5000/ha, < 1.5 m): Eremophila cuneifolia, Scaevola 
spinescens, Ptilotus polakii, Maireana polypterygia, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 4 Diffuse drainage plains (40%) 12 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall and low shrublands dominated by Acacia 
victoriae, Cassia spp, Eremophila spp and chenopods. PFC 2.5 to 20%; 
Trees (0-275/ha; 2-4m): Acacia cuspidi/olia. TaU shrubs (0-200/ha; 
2-4m): A. victoriae, A. xiphophylla, A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs 
(350-8500/ha; < I m): Cassia desolata, Eremophila cuneifolia, 
E. pterocarpa, Ptilotus polakii, P. obovatus, Maireana po!ypterygia, 
M. pyramidata, Atriplex bunburyana, Scaevola spinescens, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Solanum lasiophyllum; Perennial grasses: Occasional 
Eragrostis xero~hila, E'nteropogon acicularis. 

Unit 5 Sandy banks (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia ramulosa, A. sc/erosperma 
and other Acacia spp. PFC 10 to 20%; Trees (infrequent): Acacia 
cuspidi/olia, Tall shrubs (300-400/ha, 2-4 m) Acacia ramulosa, 
A. sc/erosperma, A. tetragonophylla, A. wiseana, A. victoriae, 
Stylobasium spathulatum, Hakea preissii, Low shrubs (1000-1500/ha 
< 1.5 m): Cassia helmsii, C. desolata, Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola 
spinescens, Enchylaena tomentosa, Corchorus walcottii, Pimelea 
microcephala; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis eriopoda, Cenchrus 
ciliaris, Triodia sp. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb or 
Stony Chenopod. Perennials augmented by 
annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Ptilotus 
obovatus, Eremophila latrobei, Enchyiaena 
tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
use. 

As for unit 1. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. Perennials 
augmented by annual grasses and forbs in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials inlcude: Ptilotus 
polakii, Maireana polypterygia, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled use. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod or Saltbushl 
flluebush. Perennials augmented by annual 
grasses and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Ptilotus 
polakii, Maireana polypterygia, M. 
pyramidata, Atriplex bunburyana, 
Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, A. cuspidi/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: High 
susceptibility to wind and water erosion 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchy/aena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola 
spinescens, Eragrostis eriopoda, 
Cenchrus ciliaris. 
pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion when vegetation 
degraded. 
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Jimba L.S.-Continued 

Landform and" soils 

Stable unchannelled drainage zones up 
to 500 m wide with slopes < 0.5%, 
soils are duplex or clay types> 1 m 
deep, pH 7.0 to 8.0; principal profile 
forms Dr 4.12, Uf 6.33. 

Discrete ellipsoid drainage foci up to 
300 m in length by 100 m wide sparsely 
distributed over units 3 and 4, soils 
are reddish brown duplex types> 1 m 
deep pH 7.0, principal profile form 
Dr l.l2. 

Major channels and creeks, usually 
< 30 m wide and incised up to 3 m, 
sandy banks and bedloads. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 6 Unchannelled drainage floors (6%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close woodland with Acacia subtesserogona or other Acacia 
$fiJD tussock grass understory; also tussock grasslands with sparse 
shrubs; Trees (4-6 m): Acacia subtesserogona Tall shrubs: Acacia 
/arnesiana, A. sclerosperma Low shrubs: Cassia luerssenii, e. helmsii, 
Scaevola spinescens, Rhagodia eremaea. Perennial grasses: Eragrostis 
xerophifa, Eriachne bentham ii, Chrysopogon /allax, Eulalia /ulva, some 
introduced Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus with basal cover 1 to 5%. 

Unit 7 Drainage foci (2%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Close tall shrublands with Acacia tetragonophylla and numerous other 
Acacia spp and numerous low shrubs, PFC 30 to 50%; Trees (6-8 m): 
Acacia citrinoviridis, A. coriacea Tall shrubs (4-6 m): Acacia 
tetragonophylla, A. xiphophylla, A. victoriae, A. sclerosperma, 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Low shrubs « 2 m): Cassia desolala, 
e. helmsii, C. chatelainiana, Eremophila cunei/olia, E. latrobei, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus obovatus, Pimelea 
microcephala, Maireana plani/olia, Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, 
(basal cover 1 to 3%). Enteropogon acicularis, Chrysopogon /allax. 

Unit 8 Channels (2%) 
Banks support moderately close tall shrublands or low woodlands Acacia 
citrinoviridis, A. subtessarogona, A. telragonophylla, Eucalyptus 
coolabah with numerous low shrubs and grasses as for unit 7. 

" 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line or 
Tussock Grass. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Rhagodia eremaea and perennial 
grasses. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Desirable perennials include: Cassia 
chatelainiana, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Eremophifa latrobei, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
PtilolUS obovatus and perennial grasses. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Desirable perennials: As for unit 7. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
cOhtrolled stocking. 



Jubilee land system (A) 411 km2 (0.6% of survey area) 

Limestone hills and stony plains supporting mainly 
hard and soft spinifex hummock grasslands with 
scattered acacia shrubs. 
Geology: Cretaceous and Tertiary marine limestones. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: hills and low 
cuestas with short stony footslopes, extensive 
undulating stony plains above lower, flatter plains; 
drainage patterns sub-parallel oflow to moderate 
density but incised and more dense in upper parts; 
relief up to 40 m. 
Pastoral use: Mainly Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft 
Spinifex (SOSP) pasture; the more valuable Soft 
Spinifex (SOSP) pastures on unit 3 require periodic 
burning, followed by grazing deferral. Protection 
from fire is needed in the case of minor Bluebush 
(BLUE) pastures. A minor land system within the 
present survey area, not prone to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 10 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 86%; fair 14%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Low hills and cucstas 
2. Undulating stony plains 
3. Lower plains 
4. Drainage channels and floors 
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Jubilee L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Dissected hills with nearly flat 
to rounded crests and densely strewn 
slopes, strike-aligned cuestas up to 
5 km long with slightly benched slopes 
and dense mantles of rock fragments. 
Soils show minimal development. 

Plains with undulations and slopes 
up to 4%, variably strewn with lime
stone fragments. Soils are reddish 
brown loams to silty clay loams with an 
alkaline trend, mainly < 70 cm deep 
principal profile forms: Gc 1,12, 
Urn 5.11. 

Nearly flat plains, lightly strewn with 
limestone fragments. Soils are dark 
reddish-brown loams, grading to clay 
loams, with calcareous inclusions and 
alkaline trend, > I m deep; principal 
profile form: Gc 1.12. 

Intense upper streams incised up to 5 m 
into limestone, draining into sub
parallel floors of low intensity, up to 
100 m wide, more or less channelled. 
Soils are reddish-brown clay loams to 
light clays with an alkaline trend, 
> 1 m deep; principal profile form: 
Gc 2.22 . 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low hills and cuestas (20%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia wiseana with very scattered 
shrubs, mainly Acacia bivenosa. 

Unit 2 Undulating stony plains (35%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia wiseana, with very 
scattered low shrubs, mainly Acacia retivenia, Melaleuca aff. 
cardiophylla and Cassia spp. 

Unit 3 Lower plains (40%) Traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia pungens, with very 
scattered shrubs, mainly Acacia sc/erosperma, A. victoriae, 
Cassia oligophylla; (ii) tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla 
with understorey shrubs Maireana polypterygia. 

Unit 4 Drainage channels and floors (5%) Traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia wiseana; 
(ii) tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sc/erosperma and 
A. lelragonophylla with varied understorey shrubs. Association (ii) 
principally on the lower drainage floors. 

(ex Payne et al. 1982) 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spinijex. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini!ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 

Pasture type: Soft Spinijex, with minor 
areas of Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate fire 
management. 

Pasture type: Hard Spin/lex/Acacia 
Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Kennedy land system 959 km' (1.3% of survey area) 

Elevated sandy plains with large linear to reticulate 
dunes, supporting hard spinifex grasslands with 
numerous shrubs including some South-West 
Botanical Province species. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand over Permian 
sediments. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: aeolian 
sandplain perched 90 m or higher above surrounding 
plains on a broad plateau of siltstone and other 
sedimentary rocks: linear to reticulate dunes and 
broad sandy swales without drainage features; relief 
up to 50 m. 
Pastoral use: The bulk of this system lies within the 
Kennedy Range National Park; a small area within 
Williambury station is not in use for pastoral 
production. The pastoral potential would be poor to 
very poor and no stock watering points are available. 
Range condition summary: good 100%; fair 0%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
1. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Swales and interdunal plains 
3. Stony plains 
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Kennedy L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Linear to reticulate dunes, mostly 2-10 
km long and 15-20 m high, aligned 
approximately SE to NW. Soils are red 
unconsolidated sands; principal profile 
form (probably) Uc 1.23. 

Flat to concave sandy plains and 
swales. Soils are red unconsolidated 
sands; principal profile form (probably) 
Uc 1.23. 

Restricted stony plains with shallow 
loamy soils, in areas adjacent to 
Moogooloo land system. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (20%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia basedowii and scattered to 
very scattered shrubs: Acacia coriacea, A. ligulata, Banksia ashbyi, 
Calothamnus chrysantherus, Calytrix muricata, Grevillea spp. Perennial 
grasses: Triodia basedowii, Eriachne gardneri. 

Unit 2 Swales and interdunal plains (75%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia basedowii or T. pungens, with 
very scattered low shrubs and occasional thickets of malIee eucalypts. 
Trees: Eucalyptus dichromophloia; Low shrubs « 2 m): Pileanthus 
peduncularis, Calothamnus chrysantherus, Acacia ramulosa, Grevillea 
stenobotrya, G. eriostachya, Cassia spp, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Spartothamnella teucriiJlora; Perennial grasses: Triodia basedowii, 
T. pungens, Monachatner paradoxa. 

Unit 3 Stony plains (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spini!ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Not in use for 
pastoral purposes; very low potential 
productivity. 

Pasture type: Hard SpinijexlSoji 
Spinifox. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitation: Not in use for 
pastoral purposes; low potential 
productivity. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 



Lake land system 62 km2 (0.1% of survey area) 

Extensive pans and lake beds, supporting little 
perennial vegetation, with narrow marginal sandy 
banks supporting spinifex hummock grasslands. 
Geology: Quaternary lake bed and playa deposits: 
clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: playas 
seasonally inundated by run-on received from the 
Winning and O'Brien land systems; no through 
drainage; minor accumulations of aeolian sand; relief 
2-4m. 
Pastoral use: A flood-prone system with very low 
pastoral potential; forage confined to minor areas of 
Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures supported by the sandy 
unit 3. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 60 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 78%; fair 11 %; poor 
11% 

Unit 
I. Major pans and lakebeds 
2. Sandy banks and sheets 
3. Inflow zones 
4. Claypans 
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Lake L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Broad flats with variable surfaces, 
crusted, puffy, mounded or flat. 
Soils are silty or clayey types. 

Fringing low foredunes, sandy rises 
and hummocky sand sheets. Soils 
are red sands. 

Broad tracts receiving concentrated 
sheet flow. 

Claypans, mostly < 500 m long, 
with crusted surfaces. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Major pans and lakebeds (80%) Traversed 
Generally devoid of perennial vegetation, occasional clumps of tall 
shrubs Melaleuca sp. and perennial grasses Eragrostis australasica. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks and sheets (10%, Traversed 

!~; 

Irregular patches of tall shrubs Melaleuca leiocarpa fringing unit 1, 
otherwise dominated by hummock grasslands of Triodia pungens and 
Eragrostis eriopoda. 

Unit 3 Inflow zones (5%) Traversed 
Patchy tall shrublands dominated by Melaleuca sp. without understorey 
shrubs or grasses. 

Unit 4 Claypans (5%) Traversed 
Patchy fringing communities dominated by Melaleuca sp. and Eucalyptus 
coolabah. 

" 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Unvegetated. 
Pastoral use limitations: Virtually no 
productivity for grazing purposes. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini!ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: Patchy and 
isolated distribution within otherwise 
unproductive surroundings. 

Pasture type: Unvegetated. 
Pastoral use limitations: Virtually no 
productivity for grazing purposes. 

Pasture type: Unve~etated. 
Pastoral use limitatIons: Virtually no 
productivity for grazing purposes. 



Learmonth land system 285 km2 (0.4% of survey area) 

Sandy outwash plains marginal to the Cape Range, 
supporting mainly soft spinifex hummock grasslands 
with scattered acacia shrubs. 

Geology: Tertiary Trella limestone, and Quaternary 
calcarenite, colluvium, alluvium and aeolian sand. 

Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional surfaces: 
Pediment-like footslopes and lower depositional 
colluvial plains with mainly sandy surfaces, dissected 
by parallel drainage lines oflow density, ending in 
fan-shaped outwash plains fringed by coastal dunes 
and beaches. 

Pastoral use: Mainly Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures 
interspersed with areas of Acacia Mixed Shrub 
(ACMS) pastures supporting a range of palatable 
shrubs and perennial grasses which confer good 
drought durability. The Soft Spinifex pastures 
require periodic burning, followed by a deferral of 
grazing, to rejuvenate this palatable hummock grass. 
The system is not normally susceptible to accelerated 
erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 7 ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: good 81 %; fair 13%; poor 
6%. 

Unit 
I. Stony footslopes 
2. Outwash plains 
3. Sandy plains 
4. Coastal dunes 
5. Saline plains 
6. Drainage lines 
7. Beaches and foredunes 
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Learmonth L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Gentle footsJopes below the Cape 
Range, up to 42 m above lower units. 
Soils are shallow clay types, sandy 
clay grading to medium clay, lightly 
to moderately strewn with limestone 
gravels and with limestone inclusions 
throughout. pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile form: Uf 6.12. 

Plains with slopes generally < 1%, 
lightly strewn with limestone gravels. 
Soils are gradational calcareous loams, 
dark reddish-brown sandy clay, 
shallow to > I m deep, pH 8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile form: 
Gc 1.22. 

Plains with slopes generally < 1%, 
surfaces more or less mounded. Soils 
are red to reddish-brown sand or loamy 
sand, usually> I m deep, pH 8.0-8.5 
with an alkaline trend and calcareous 
inclusions throughout; principal profile 
forms: Uc 5.11, 5.21. 

Low hind-dunes. Soils are calcareous 
sands. 

Low-lying restricted plains with 
loamy soils, inland of unit 4. 

Dendritic to parallel channelled 
drainage, incised to 3~4 m below unit 3 
carrying bedloads of pebbles and 
cobbles. 

Sandy beaches and foredunes in low 
energy situations on Exmouth Gulf. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Stony footsiopes (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia pungens and scattered low 
shrubs, mainly Melaleuca aff. cardiophylla. Low shrubs « 1m): 
M. aff. cardiophylla, Acacia gregorii, A. ligulata, Diplopeltis 
eriocarpa, Cassia desolata; Perennial grasses; Triodia spp. 

Unit 2 Outwash plains (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla. 
Tall shrubs: A. xiphophylla, Heterodendrum oleae/olium; 
Low shrubs « 1 m) : Scaevola tomentosa, Lepidium platypetalum, 
Cassia desolata, C. chatelainiana, Ptilotus obovatus, Maireana 
plani/olia; Perennial grasses: Chrysopogon Jallax, Triodia pungens, 
Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 3 Sandy plains (50%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodiapungens and a very scattered 
shrub overstorey. Tall shrubs (2-3 m, < 25/ha): Acacia tetragonophylla, 
A. coriacea, Stylobasium spathulatun; Low shrubs (1000-8000/ha; < 1m): 
Olearia axillaris, Zygophyllum /ruticulosum, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Scaevola tomentosa, S. canescens, Acacia /igulata; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia pungens, Eriachne spp, Eragrostis eriopoda. 

Unit 4 Coastal dunes (2%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands ·dominated by Triodia pungens with some low 
shrubs. 

Unit 5 Saline plains (2%) 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Halosarcia spp, Atriplex 
bunburyana, Maireana polypterygia and Frankenia spp. 

Unit 6 Df:ilinage lines (5%) 
Narrow fringing communities dominated by Eucalyptus dichromophloia, 
Acacia ligulata and A. bivenosa with understorey hummock grass Triodia 
pungens. 

Unit 7 Beaches and foredunes (1%) 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Spinifex longi/olius and low shrubs. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, Lepidium platypetalum, Cassia 
chatelainiana, Chrysopogon /allax. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spimjex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Triodia 
pungens. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate 
fire management. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 



Litloralland system 154 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Coastal fore-dunes, samphire flats and bare 
mudflats, sandy islets and mangrove fringes. 
Geology: Quaternary tidal flat deposits, mostly mud 
and sand. 
Geomorphology: Supra-tidal depositional plains of 
low relief, mainly as bare or sam phi re-covered 
mudflats, sandy beaches and islets below a low 
foredune of shelly sand. 
Pastoral use: Fore-dunes support a limited range of 
palatable perennial shrubs; saline plants-on both this 
unit and the samphire flats receive little grazing, 
being peripheral to extensive plains of saltbush and 
bluebush (Sable land system) in many areas. A minor 
land system that shows only slight susceptibility to 
accelerated wind erosion. 
Estimated carryiug capacity, good condition: 17 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 96%; fair 4%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Fore-dunes and sandy islets 
2. Sam phi re-covered flats 
3. Supra-tidal mudflats 
4. Mangrove fringes 
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Littoral L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Longitudinal dunes, up to 10m high. 
Soils are shelly sands. 

Flat. restricted plains with silty loam 
or silty clay soils, often intergrading 
with unit 3. 

Infrequently inundated mudflats up to 
500 m broad. of shelly lime sand, silt 
and clay. 

Narrow depressions and tidal channels. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Foredunes and sandy islets (40%) Traversed 
Very scattered low or mixed shrublands dominated by Acacia 
sclerosperma, A. /igulata, A. telragonophylla, Heterodendrum 
ofeae/olium, Lycium australe, Rhagodia spp and Atriplex spp. 

Unit 2 Samphire-eovered flats (20%) Traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Halosarcia spp. 

Unit 3 Supra-tidal mudflats (35%) Traversed 
Surfaces often covered with thick mats and crusts of marine algae, but 
no permanent vegetation. 

Unit 4 Mangrove fringes (5%) 
Clumped low shrublands of Avicennia marina. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
Pastoral use limitations: Lack of 
suitable groundwater. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 

" 



Lyell land system 65 km2 (0.1 % of survey area) 

Sandplains with reticulate dunes and saline 
interdunal plains supporting tall and low acacia 
shrublands and saltbush. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand. 

Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: long-walled 
reticulate and linear dunes up to 15 m above gently 
undulating sandplains and saline interdunal 
corridors, no drainage features. 
Pastoral use: Coastal Dune Shrub (CDSH) pastures 
with some Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) 
pastures; a minor land system and not normally 
prone to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 7 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 93%, fair 7%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Reticulate and linear dunes 
2. Sand sheets 
3. Interdunal corridors 
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Lyell L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Reticulate to parallel longitudinal 
dunes, mostly 8-15 m above unit 3 and 
aligned approximately S to N. Soils 
are unconsolidated yellowish-red 
sand, > 1 m deep, pH 8.5 with 
an alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: Uc 1.12. 

Gently undulating sandy surfaces, 
often mounded, slopes up to 1 %. 
Soils are reddish~brown to yellowish
red sands, unconsolidated or slightly 
coherent, grading to clayey sand, 
> I m deep, with calcareous 
concretions and shell fragments 
throughout; pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile forms: 
Uc 5.11, 1.12. 

Flat to gently sloping interdunal 
plains and swales. Soils are 
reddish-brown sandy~surfaced duplex, 
sandy loam over sandy clay loam, 
> I m deep with calcareous 
concretions throughout, pH 8.5; 
principal profile form: Dr 1.13. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Reticulate & linear dunes (25%) I site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close low shrublands dominated by Calytrixspp. 
Tall shrubs (> 2 m): Acacia coriacea, A. tetragonophylla, 
Banksia ashbyi, A. sc/erosperma, Heterodendrum aleae/olfum; 
Low shrubs « 1 m): Calytrix spp, Rhagodia preissii, Threlkeldia 
diffusa, Pityrodia sp.; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis aff. 
eriopoda, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 2 Sand sheets (40%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close shrublands dominated by Acacia spp or 
Ca/ytrix spp. Tall shrubs (2-3m; O-150/ha): Acacia coriacea, 
A. tetragonophylla, Heterodendrum o/eaefolium, Banksia ashbyi; 
Low shrubs (3500-9500/ha; < 1.5 m): Calytrix spp, 
Acanthocarpus preissii, Acacia tetragonophylla, 
Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, Olearia axillaris; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eragrostis fanipes. 

Unit 3 Interdunal corridores (35%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia coriacea and 
AMplex bunburyana, or by Maireana polypterygia on soils 
with higher clay content. Low shrubs « 1.5 m): 
Atriplex bunburyana, So/anum /asiophy/lum, Acacia coriacea, Atrlplex 
pa/udosa, Maireana polypterygia, Cratystylis subspinescens, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Rhagodia eremaea. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seaSOns. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
preissii, Eragrostis aff. eriopoda. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atrlplex 
bunburyana, A. vesicaria, Enchyfaena 
tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and herbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atnplex 
bunburyana, Maireana polypterygia. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
/asiophyllum. 
Pastoral use limitations Mild 
susceptibility to erosion: when degraded. 



Lyons land system (G) 1126 km2 (1.5% of survey area) 

Claypans and restricted plains with longitudinal 
and reticulate dunes; tall acacia shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand and playa 
deposits. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces which are a 
zone of interaction between alluvial plains (of the 
lower Gascoyne and Wooramel Rivers) and extensive 
aeolian systems dominated by linear dunes. Mixed 
deposits have been sorted and re-deposited by wind 
and water over an area of disorganised drainage. The 
landscape is one of reticulate low dunes, restricted 
plains and elliptical claypans with up to 14 m relative 
relief. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and Currant 
Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures; unit 40fthe 
system is susceptible to mild erosion and shrub 
invasion. 

Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 10 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 22%; fair 37%; poor 
41 %. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal and reticulate dunes 
2. Undulating sandy banks 
3. Sandy swales 
4. Alluvial plains 
5. Stony plains 
6. Drainage foci 
7. Claypans 
8. Drainage zones 
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Lyons L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Longitudinal and reticulate dunes 
mostly 4-10 m above unit 6. Soils are 
non-coherent red sand, > 1 m deep, 
pH 6.S; principal profile form: 
Uc 1.23. 

Undulating sandy banks and small sand 
sheets, relief up to 4 m. Soils are 
red sands grading to clayey sand or 
sandy loam, > I m deep, pH 6.5-8.0; 
principal profile forms: Uc S.II, 
5.13, Dr 1.13 locally (near unit 4). 

Rat or gently concave swales, locally 
very sparsely strewn with radiolarite 
gravel. Soils are dark red loamy 
sands to sandy loams, locally duplex at 
lower points of the unit, > I m deep, 
pH 6.0-7.0 with neutral or alkaline 
trends; principal profile forms: 
Uc 5.11, Dr 1.13. 

Slightly undulating plains occurring as 
areas < 500 m wide between cJaypans or 
sand), banks; slopes < 0.5%. Soils are 
reddish brown duplex, sand over sandy 
clay, sometimes very sparsely strewn 
with quartz gravel, > I m deep, 
pH 6.5-7.0 with a neutral or alkaline 
trend; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.12, 1.13. 

Vegetation: formations and major species Comments and condition indicators 

Unit 1 Longitudinal and reticulate dunes (25%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acaciascierosperma or sparse low Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
woodlands dominated by A. anastema. PFC 10 to 25%; Trees (4-8 m): A. anastema woodland only in the vicinity 
A. anastema; Tall shrubs (l2S-ISO/ha; 2-4 m): A. murrayana, of the Wooramel R. 
A. ramulosa, Stylobasium spathulatum, Grevillea stenobotrya; Low Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
shrubs (2000-3000/ha; < 1m): Chorizema erici/olium, Mirbelia ramulosa, and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Verticordia/orrestii, Corynotheca laterijlora, Ptilotus obovatus, Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
Pityrodia paniculata; Perennial grasses: Plectrachne schinzii and eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Cenchrus ciliaris (N. of Gascoyne R. only), Eragrostis lanipes, Eragrostis spp. 
E. helmsii. Pastoral use limitations: None under 

controlled stocking. 
Unit 2 Undulating sandy banks (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall or low shrublands, very variable in dominants. PCF 10 to 
20%; Tall shrubs (I75-22S/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia sc/erosperma, A. wiseana, 
A. tetragonophylla, Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Eremophila maitlandii, 
Hakea preissii, Acacia victoriae, A. aneura; Low shrubs (1000-5000/ha; 
< 2 m): Scaevola spinescens, Maireana lanosa, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia helmsii, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
Solanum lasiophyl/um, Eremophila leucophylla; Perennial grasses: Triodia 
sp. « 10% hummock cover), Eragrostis seti/olia, Enteropogon 
acicularis. 

Unit 3 Sandy swales (15%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall or mixed shrublands, composition similar to unit 2, but 
when in good condition often supporting higher densities of low 
shrubs, such as Eremophila leucophylla, E. (atrobei, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Tribulus platypterus, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses as unit 2, 
also Cenchrus ciliaris 

Unit 4 Alluvial plains (15%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall or mixed shrublands, usually dominated by Acacia 
victoriae and Scaevola spinescens. PFC 10 to 20%; Tall shrubs 
(100-500/ha; ~3 m): Scaevola spinescens, A. vicLOriae, 
A. tetragonophylla, Hakea preissii, Eremophila pterocarpa, 
Low shrubs (lOOO-SOOO/ha, < 2 m): Eremophila pterocarpa; 
Eremophila crenulata, Rhagodia 
eremaea, Cassia helmsii, C. desolata, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Scierolaena spp, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Commicarpus australis; 
Perennial grasses: Eragrostis dielsii (infrequent). 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub/Acacia Sandplain. 
Vegetation very locally dominated by 
Acacia xiphophylla and Atriplex 
bunburyana. Triodia sp. absent in 
areas near the Wooramel R. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Maireana spp, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Cassia chatelainiana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Eremophila crenulata. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Acacia subtessarogona is locally 
dominant (tall shrub) in areas near the 
Gascoyne R. Cenchus ciliaris was not 
found in areas near the Wooramel R. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobe;, Tribulus platypterus, 
Maireana plani/olia, Scaevola spinescens 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stOCking. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub. 
Possibly the unit formerly supported 
saltbush Atriplex spp, but no evidence 
of this was found, though no ungrazed 
sites were located. Perennials augmented 
by annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Cassia chatelainiana, 
Maireana plani/olia. Rhagodia eremaea 
Undesirable perennials include: Eremophila 
crenulata, Hakea preissii, Acacia 
victoriae 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibilities to accelerated water 
erosion and invasion by unpalatable 
shrubs. 
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Lyons L.S.-Continucd 

Landform and soils 

Restricted clay plains strewn with 
gravel or pebbles strew, bordering 
claypans or drainage foci. 

Discrete drainage foci with flat or 
slightly concave floors, some being 
very sparslr. strewn with mixed 
gravels. Solis are reddish brown 
gradational types, fine sandy clay 
loam to sandy clay or loamy sand 
to fine sandy loam, > 90 cm deep, 
pH 6.0-7.0 with a neutral trend~ 
principal profile forms: 
Gn 2.12, 3.12. 

Claypans with crusted, glazed and 
cracked surfaces when dry, very 
variably strewn with radiolarite or 
mixed gravels. Soils are medium clays, 
about 50 em deep, pH 7.5, principal 
profile form: Uf 6.31. 

Sluggish drainage tracts with alluvium. 

Vegetation: fonnations and major species 

Unit 5 Stony. plains (2%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae, 
A. tetragonophylla and Cassia spp. 

Unit 6 Drainage foci (5%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated 
by Acacia tetragonophylla, with or without an upper storey of low trees. 
PFC 20 to 50%; Trees (lOO/ha; 2-10 m): Acacia subtessarogona, 
A. citrinoviridis, A. aneura; Tall shrubs « 200/ha; 2-4 m): 
A. telragonophylla, A. victoriae, Cassia luerssenii; Low shrubs 
(I OOO/ha; 0.5-1.5 m): Ptilotus obovalus, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Eremophila crenulata, Maireana plant/olia, 
Cassia helmsii; Perennial grasses: Enteropogon acicularis, Eragrostis 
self/olia, E. xerophila. 

Unit 7 Claypans (25%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Fringing vegetation absent or isolated shrubs of Acacia 
victoriae; the pans otherwise have no perennial vegetation. 

Unit 8 Drainage zones (3%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands or fringing low woodlands dominated by Acacia 
aneura. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Desirable perennials include: Enteropogon 
acicularis, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: Vegetation may 
be locally too dense to permit free 
access by stock. 

Patches of aquatic ephemerals develop 
during favourable seasons, probably mainly 
Threlkeldia salsuginosa 

Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons 



MacLeod land system 259 km2 (0.3% of survey area) 

Broad saline plains, with sandy banks and low rises 
above saline slopes and bare mudflats; bare surfaces 
and low shrublands of samphire and saltbush. 
Geology: Quaternary deposits forming saline lake 
beds and gypsiferous sand dunes over fossil coral reef 
deposits which outcrop locally. 
Geomorphology: Flat depositional plains with banks 
and rises (up to 10 m relief) draining onto mudflats 
or playa lake beds via fringing clay plains with poorly 
developed parallel incisions. 
Pastoral use: Samphire (SAMP), Saltbush (SALT), 
and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures, all highly saline but 
providing useful shrub forage when good quality 
stock water is available to offset the high dietary 
intake of salts. U nit I and 3 are moderately 
susceptible to erosion when degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 17 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 99%; fair 0%; poor 
1%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks 
2. Saline plains 
3. Dissected slopes 
4. Mudflats 
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MacLeod L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Sandy banks, rises and lakebed islands 
with moundy surfaces and relief up to 
10m. Soils are gradational, brown 
sandy loam to sandy clay loam, > 1 m 
deep, pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Gc 1.22 or 
gypsiferous juvenile types. 

Flat plains; soils are highly saline 
and gypsiferous juvenile types, brown 
to yellow loams or sands, > I m deep, 
pH 8.0 with an alkaline trend. 

Plains sloping to 1.5% with irregular 
surfaces and parallel drainage 
incisions. Soils are yellowish red to 
reddish brown, light medium clay to 
sandy clay, > I m deep, pH 8.0-8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Uf 6.34. 

Mudflats, lime silts and sands 
with gypsum and salt deposits: 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana 
polypterygia, or Atriplex vesica ria. Trees (2-4 m): Acacia cuspidi/olia; 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. victoriae; Low shrubs (> 1 m): Maireana 
po!ypterygia, A/riplex vesicaria, PIUo/us obovatus, Halosarcia spp, 
Lawrencia spp, Atriplex bunburyana. 

Unit 2 Saline plains (40%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Halosarcia halocnernoides. Low 
shrubs « 0.5 m): H. halocnernoides, H. indica, Atriplex vesicaria. 

Unit 3 Dissected slopes (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Atriplex 
vesicaria and Halosarcia spp. Low shrubs (500-3,000/ha): A. vesicaria, 
Halosarcia spp, Maireana polypterygia, M. platycarpa, Ruellia 
prirnulacea, Lawrencia spp. 

Unit 4 MudOats (30%) Traversed 
Mainly unvegetated. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush! Bluebush. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to wind erosion. 

Pasture type: Sarnphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Sarnphire or Saltbush. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion; high 
salinity levels of pasture plants. 

Subject to seasonal inundation . 



Mallee land system 478 km' (0.6% of survey area) 

Coastal dunes and sandy plains with limestone 
outcrops, supporting mallee eucalypts and hard 
spinifex. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand and calcarenite 
and Late Tertiary Trealla Limestone. 
Geomorphology: Mostly depositional surfaces: 
longitudinal dunes, mostly linear and broad swales 
with sandy surfaces over limestones which outcrop as 
restricted plains near Lake MacLeod. 
Pastoral use: Predominantly Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
with patches of Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures; may 
be kept productive by periodic burning, followed by a 
deferral of grazing to rejuvenate the soft spinifex, 
other grasses and herbs. A range of palatable shrubs 
on the major unit 3 further enhances the drought 
durability of the system. Unit I is susceptible to 
wind erosion, especially where heavily used and after 
burning. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 10 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 67%; fair 25%; poor 
8%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Limestone plains 
3. Swales and sandy plains 
4. Fringing plains 
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Mallee L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Long-walled dunes, mostly linear 7-15 m 
high and 1-5 km long. Soils are 
unconsolidated sand, red to dark red, 
> 1 m deep, pH 6.5 with a neutral 
trend, principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Plains of outcropping limestone and 
thin calcareous soils, mostly occurring 
interdunally. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (12%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Eucalyptus 
eudesmioides and Acacia ramulosa. Tall shrubs: E. eudesmioides, 
A. ramulosa, A. sc/erosperma, A. tetragonophylla, Grevillea spp; Low 
shrubs « 1m): Pityrodia sp., Cafytrix longiflora, Olearia axillaris, 
Sty!obasium spalhulatum, Eremophila gibsonii; Perennial grasses: Triodia 
pungens, T. spp, Eragrostis ianipes, E. helmsii. 

Unit 2 Limestone plains (30%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands dominated by thickets ofmallee eucalypts and understorey 
hummock grasses, mainly Triodia pungens. 

Unit 3 Swales and sandy plains (55%) 3 site inventories and traversed 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spini!exlSoft 
Spini!ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Highly 
susceptible to wind erosion when degraded 
and/or burnt. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini!ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate fire 
management. 

Plains with mounded surfaces, flat toScattered to close tall shrublands or low woodlands dominated by malleePasture type: Hard Spini!exlSoft 
sloping up to 2% as concave swales,form eucalypts and hummock grasses. Trees and tall shrubs (200-270/ha;Spinifex. 
with or without a very sparse mantle2-4 m): Eucalyptus eudesmioiodes, E. prominens, Acacia tetragonophylla,Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
of limestone gravels or pebbles. SoilsSantalum spicatum, Heterodendrum oleae!olium, Stylobasium spathulatum,and forbs in favourable seasons. 
are dark red to dusky red sand or 10amyAcacia sc/erosperma, A. ramulosa; Low shrubs (2S00-S000/ha; < 2 m):The tree-shrub-hummock grass associations 
sand, SO cm to > 1 m deep, pH 6.S toPimelea microcephala, Scaevola spinescens, S. tomentosa, Enchylaenaoften reflect changes in succession after 
8. S with neutral or alkaline trend;tomentosa, Rhagodia spp, Ptilotus obovatus, Acanthocarpus preissii;burning. 
principal profile forms: UC 1.23,Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens, T. spp (up to 2S% cover).Pastoral use limitations: None under 
Gc 1.22.controlled stocking. 

Plains with thin calcareous soils, 
locally calcreted and gravelly fringing 
Lake Macleod. 

Unit 4 Fringing plains (3%) Traversed 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp, Codonocarpus 
cotinifolius and understorey hummock grasses, mainly Triodia pungens. 

, 

Pasture type: Soft Spini!ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Mantle land system (G) 307 km2 (0.4% of survey area) 

Gently undulating stony plains with sluggish 
drainage tracts, stony rises and low summits, 
scattered tall and low shrublands dominated by 
Acacia and Eremophila species. 

Geology: Permian siltstone, shale and greywacke of 
the Sakmarian Series. 

Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: rounded to 
flattened low summits and ridges above densely 
mantled slopes and plains with low density drainage 
patterns of partly internal but. mostly through 
drainage; reliefup to 36 m. 

Pastoral use: Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Stony 
Short Grass Forb (SSG F) pastures; one of the more 
stable of the Permian-based land systems, because of 
extensive surface stone mantling of the otherwise 
easily eroded soils. Even so, productive areas which 
receive run-on remain susceptible to accelerated soil 
loss wherever the shrub pastures have become 
degraded, particularly on units 3 and 8. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 15 
ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: good 5%; fair 43%; poor 
52% 

Unit 
I. Rounded summits 
2. Upper slopes and plains 
3. Interfluves and creek-lines 
4. Lower slopes and plains 
5. Sandy banks 
6. Sluggish drainage foci 
7. Flow zones 
8. Braided drainage floors 
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:Vlantle L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Flat to convex summits, mainly 
densely mantled with granitic cobbles 
but locally bearing remnants of sandy 
banks. Soils are reddish-brown 
gradational loams or clayey types, 
fine sandy loam to fine sandy clay 
loam, < 50 cm deep, with granitic 
and limestone inclusions throughout, 
pH 8.0 with an alkaline trend; 
principle profile form: Gc 1.12. 

Gently undulating upper slopes and 
stony plains above interfluvial 
slopes receiving run-on and dissected 
by slightly incised creek-lines, a!1 
moderately to densely s!rewn WIth 
pebbles and cobbles. Sods are 
reddish-brown clays, 50 em to > 1 m 
deep, pH 7.0 with an alkaline trend. 

Gently !>loping « I %) plains, 
lightly to moderately strewn with 
gravels or cobbles. Soils are 
reddish-brown clays or clay loams, 
usual.ly <: 1 m deep, pH 8.0 with an 
alkaline trend. 

Areas of aeolian sand, usually 
< 500 m long, mainly on crests and 
low rises. Soils are probably 
reddish-brown sands, > 1 m deep, 
pH 6.5 with a neutral trend. 

Drainage floors and diffuse foci with 
internal drainage, flat and 
frequently with gilgaied surfaces. 
Soils are probably reddish-brown 
clay types, pH 8.0. 

N arrow zones with concentrated 
through drainage. Soils are probably 
reddish-brown clays. 

Narrow drainage floors with more or 
less incised and braided flow lines. 
Soils are probably reddish-brown 
clays. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Rounded summits (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia 
victoriae, A. aneura and Eremophila spp. Low shrubs (4500/ha; < 1m): 
Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila cunei/olia, E. platycalyx, Cassia 
helmsii, C. desolata, Acacia victoriae, A. aneura; Perennial grasses: 
Enteropogon acicularis. 

Unit 2 Upper slopes and plains (25%) 
Unit 3 Interfluves and creek-lines (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall or low shrublands dominated by Acacia 
cuspidi/olia and Eremophila spp. Trees and tall Shrubs: 
A. cu~pidi/olia, A. aneura, A. victoriae. Low shrubs: Eremophila 
cuneijolia, Cassia desolata, Solanum lasiophyllum, Maireana spp, 
Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 4 Lower slopes and plains (35%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by groves or 
terraces of Acacia spp, Eremophila spp and Cassia spp. Trees and 
tall shrubs: Acacia xiphophylla, A. cuspidi/olia, A. victoriae, 
A. subtessarogona; Low shrubs: Eremophila cunei/olia, Cassia 
desolata, Exocarpos aphyllus, Maireana polypterygia, M. georgei, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotus polakii. 

Unit 5 Sandy banks (5%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
linophylla. Trees and tall shrubs: A. linophylla, A. aneura, 
A. subtessarogona; Low shrubs: Corchorus walcotti, Eremophila 
granitica, E. leucophylla, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: 
Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 6 Sluggish drainage foci (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana spp, 
Frankenia spp"'and Halosarcia spp. 

Unit 7 Flow zones « 1%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately close shrublands similar to unit 4, often 
with more Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 8 Braided drainage floors (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands similar to units 6 or 7. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony ChenopodlStony 
Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
pyramidata, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, M. georgei, Rhagodia 
eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Eremophila leucophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Frankenia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Liable to 
degradation of the vegetation through 
locally concentrating stock. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod or Acacia 
Creek-line. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod or Acacia 
Creek~line. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to water erosion when 
degraded. 



Marloo land system 111 km2 (0.1% of survey area) 

Weakly gilgaied alluvial plains with clay soils 
supporting tussock grasslands. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvium. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: alluvial 
plains, subject to extensive seasonal flooding and 
waterlogging, at the confluence of Cardabia Creek 
and the Minilya River; drainage deltaic and partly 
internal, but mostly through to the Minilya River; 
relief up to 4 m. 
Pastoral use: Highly productive Tussock Grass 
(TUGR) pastures which present no special 
management problems, although some areas have 
become degraded to mainly annual grasslands and 
would benefit from spelling for two or more growing 
seasons; a small but locally significant land system, 
not normally susceptible to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 55%; fair 36%; poor 
9% 

Unit 
I. Alluvial plains 
2. Channeled flow zones 
3. Anastomosing drainage lines 
4. Swamps and depressions 
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Madoo L.S 

Landform and soils 

Nearly flat plains with slopes about 
0.2% and weakly gilgaied surfaces 
showing depressions at intervals of 
2-4 m. Soils are reddish-brown or 
dark reddish-grey clays, heavy clay 
throughout or medium heavy grading 
to heavy, > I m deep, calcareous 
inclusions throughout, pH 8.5; 
principal profile form: Ug 5.38. 

Flow zones carrying channelled 
drainage, usually not incised, with 
meanders, draining from and shedding 
to unit 1. Soils are weak red silty 
or sandy clays, > I m deep, with 
only juvenile textural development, 
pH 8.0 with a neutral trend. 

Flat plains with anastomosing drainage 
lines, more or less channelled but 
not incised, acting as tributary 
plains draining into channelled 
zones (unit 2). Soils are deep clays. 

Low lying areas with gilgaied or 
irregular surfaces subject to 
prolonged seasonal inundation. Soils 
are deep clays. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Alluvial plains (70%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Tussock grasslands dominated by Eragrostis xeraphila. Perennial 
grasses (up to 3% b.c.): Eragrostis xerophila, E. setl/alia, Astrebla 
squarrosa, A. elymoides, A. pectinata, Eriachne aff. sulcata; Low 
shrubs: Eremophila maculata, Rhagodia sp. 

Unit 2 Channelled flow zones (15%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Open woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah. Trees (-10-12 m): 
E. coolabah; Tall shrubs (4-6 m): Acacia coriacea, A. farnesiana; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus, Chrysopogon faliax, 
Enteropogon aCicularis, Sporobolus mitchellii. 

Unit 3 Anastomosing drainage lines (10%) Traversed 
Tussock grasslands dominated by Eragrostis aff. falcata. Perennial 
grasses: E. aff. falcata, Eulalia fulva; Low shrubs: Chenopodium 
auricomum. 

Unit 4 Swamps and depressions (5%) Traversed 
Open woodlands or tussock grasslands dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah 
and Eragrostis spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eragrostis 
spp, Astrebla spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None with 
controlled stocking and appropriate 
seasonal use. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Chrysopogon 
fallax, Cenchrus spp, Scaevola 
spinescens. 
Pastoral use limitations: None with 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eragrostis 
aff. fa/cala. 
Pastoral use limitations: None with 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Pastoral use limitations: None with 
controlled stocking. 



Mary land system 507 km2 (0.7% of survey area) 

Calcrete plains, with minor low rises, supporting 
tall shrublands of acacias and cassias. 
Geology: Tertiary calcrete, with Quaternary deposits 
of alluvium and colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional surfaces: 
gently sloping plains with calcrete at shallow depth, 
low calcrete rises and narrow flow zones; relief up to 
8m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures 
and minor Bluebush (BI"UE) pastures; unit 3 slightly 
susceptible to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity. good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 39%; fair 49%; poor 
12%. 

Unit 
I. Calcrete rises 
2. Calcrete plains 
3. Sandy-surfaced plains 
4. Narrow flow zones 
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Landform and soils 

Low rises and breakaways up to 7 m, 
surfaces strewn with limestone and 
calcrete fragments. Soils are red 
sand to sandy lcarns, < 80 em deep with 
limestone inclusions, pH 8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: Uc \.13, Gc 1.12. 

Gently undulating plains of low relief 
(c. 2 m) with calcrete outcropping or 
at shallow depth, moderately strewn 
with limestone pebbles. Soils are dark 
red. sandy loam or duplex types, 
< 50 cm deep with limestone inclusions, 
pH 8.5; principal profile forms 
Gc 1.21. Dr l.l3. 

Flat to gently undulating plains, 
relief up to 5 m, sparsely strewn with 
calcrete or radiolarite gravels or 
pebbles. Soils are dark red to reddish 
brown sands or gradational calcareous 
types, 35 cm to > m deep with 
calcrete and radiolarite inclusions, 
pH 8.0-8.5; principal profile forms: 
Gc 1.21, 1.22, Uc 5.12, 5.21, Dr 1.52. 

Narrow drainage zones, some incised, 
of low density, dendritic to parallel. 
Soils are dark red and sandy-surfaced 
gradational or duplex, > I m deep, 
with or without radiolarite surface 
gravels and inclusions, pH 7.0-8.0 
with a neutral trend, principal 
profile forms: Gn 2.12, Dr 1.12, 
Uc 5.21. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Calcrete rises (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall or low shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae, 
A. sc/erosperma and Cassia helmsii. Trees « 50/ha; 2-4 m): 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (lOO/ha; 2-3 m): A. victoriae, 
A. sc/erosperma, Stylobasium spathu[atum, Hakea preissii; Low 
shrubs (3000/ha; 0.5-1.5 m): Cassia helmsii, C. desa/ala, Maireana 
(omentosa, Acacia tetragonophylla, PIUotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 2 Calcrete plains (50%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. Tall shrubs (2-4 m): 
A. subtessarogona, A. sclerosperma, A. pruinocarpa; Low shrubs « 2m): 
Cassia' helmsii, C. desolata, Rhagodia eremaea, Pti!otus obovatus, 
Maireana lanosa, Eremophila platycalyx; Perennial grasses: 
Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus. 

Unit 3 Sandy-surfaced plains (35%) 7 sites inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 
and very variable low shrubs. PFC 5 to 25%; Tall shrubs (l00-450/ha; 
2-4 m): A. sublessarogona, A. sclerosperma, A. xiphophylla, 
A. victoriae, Heterodendrum oleaefolium, EremophUa pterocarpa; LOW 
shrubs (900-8000/ha; < 2 m): Cassia helmsii, C. desolata, Maireana 
lanosa, M. tomentosa, M. polypterygia, Eremophila leucophyl/a, 
E. latrobei, PtilolUS obovatus, Enchylaena tomentosa; Perennial 
grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris (in northern areas only). 

Unit 4 Narrow flow zones (5%) 3 sites inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall or low shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona in 
which Cenchrus ciliaris has become widespread. PFC 15 to 20%; 
Tall shrubs (150-500/ha; 2-6 m): A. subtessarogona, A. xiphophyl/a, 
A. sc/erospermCl, A. victoriae, Hakea preissii, Santalum lanceolalum; 
Low shrubs (lOOO·2000/ha; 0.5-2 m): Cassia helms;;, Rhagodia 
eremaea, Scaevola spinescens, EremophUa leucophyl/a, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Eremophila crenulata; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus 
ciliaris, Monachather paradoxa, Chrysopogon fal/ax, Eragrostis 
eriopoda, Eragrostis dielsii. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Pastures augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Eremophila latrobei, Enchylaena 
tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub or 
Bluebush. 
Also, A. xiphophyl/a - Atriplex bunburyana 
(Saltbush) association occurs locally 
on duplex sites. Perennials augmented 
by annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Eremophila pterocarpa, E. 
latrobei. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Eremophila pterocarpa, 
E. crenulata. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded; invasions by unpalatable shrubs. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eragrostis 
spp, Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola 
spinescens, Chrysopogon fal/ax. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Eremophila crenulata, Cassia helrnsii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 



Moogooloo land system (G) 1320 km2 (1.8% of survey area) 

Intensely dissected plateaux, mesas and hills of 
sedimentary rocks with steep footslopes and 
dendritic drainage, supporting tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias. 
Geology: Permian quartz, sandstone, greywacke and 
siltstone of the Kennedy group. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces of residual f1at
topped hills with stony slopes, narrow valley floors 
and high density dendritic drainage lines with incised 
channels. 
Pastoral use: Unproductive hilly pastures with some 
areas virtually inaccessible to stock. In favourable 
seasons, ephemerals and annuals provide some 
forage. Low densities of palatable shrubs when in 
good condition but drought reserves very limited. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 30 
ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: good 58%; fair 37%; poor 
5%. 

Unit 
I. Mesas and hills 
2. Stony slopes 
3. Drainage floors and incised 

creek-lines 
4. Marginal alluvial plains 
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Moogooloo L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Mesas and low hills, relief up to 
65 m, heavily strewn with sandstone 
cobbles and boulders. Soils are 
skeletal, very shallow red loamy sands, 
pH 6.0 with an acid trend. 

Even to convex slopes and hillsides 
sloping up to 20%, heavily strewn 
with sandstone pebbles and cobbles. 
Soils are dark red to brown sands 
or loams, loamy sand or fine sandy 
loam grading to light sandy clay 
loam, > I m deep, pH 6.0 - 8.0; 
principal profile forms: Uc 5.12, 
Urn 6.14. 

Dendritic streams and drainage 
floors with sharply incised 
channels and creek-lines. Soils 
are variable, locally duplex 
types immediately below scree 
slopes, with sandy or cobbly 
bedloads. 

Flat to gently sloping plains, 
lightly to sparsely mantled by 
gravels or pebbles. Soils are sandy 
surfaced duplex types. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Mesas and hills (40%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura. Trees (4-6 m): A. pruinacarpa, A. aneura; 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. aneura, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. pruinocarpa, Heterodendrum oleae/alium; Low shrubs 
« I m): Cassia helmsii, A. luerssenii, Eremophtla 
leucophylla, Rhagodia spp, Pttlotus obovatus, 
Solanum lasiophyllum. 

Unit 2 Stony slopes (40%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 
Trees (75-100/ha; 2-6 m): Acacia cuspidi/olia, Grevillea spp; 
Tall shrubs (200-450/ha; 2-4 rn): Acacia xiphophylla, 
Acacia sp, A. aneura, A. spectabilis; Low shrubs 
(1200-2000/ha; < I m): Cassia desalata, C. helmsii, 
Solanum lasiophyllun, Enchylaena tomentosa, Frankenia spp, 
Eremaphila cunei/olia. 

Unit 3 Drainage floors and incised creek-lines (10%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura and A. subtessaragona 
with understorey shrubs mainly Cassia spp. 

Unit 4 Marginal alluvial plains (10%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia victoriae, A. cuspidi/olia and A. eremaea. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Maireana spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: 
Inaccessibility to stock. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Maireana spp, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Local 
inaccessibility to stock. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Local 
susceptibility to water erosion. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water. 



Nanga land system 3485 km2 (4.7% of survey area) 

Undulating plains of aeolian sand supporting 
diverse assemblages of South-West Botanical 
Province vegetation, mostly shrub heath and tree 
heath dominated by proteaceous and myrtaceous 
species. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: undulating 
sandplains with confused ridges, locally with 
longitudinal dunes; no drainage features. 
Pastoral use: Heath (HEAT) pastures generally 
deficient in palatable perennial species, very low 
pastoral value. Very few permanent stock watering 
points have been established in southern parts, so 
large areas are very little used. There is no 
susceptibility to erosion except immediately after 
fires, to which the system is highly susceptible. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition, 30 
ha!s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 97%; fair 3%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Reticulate sand ridges 
2. Undulating sand plains 
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Nanga L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Plains, undulating or strongly 
undulating relief up to 50 m, 
confused sandridges with slopes up to 
8% but steeper on low longitude dunes, 
10-15 m above the plains. Soils are 
mostly non-coherent red sands; more 
locally coarse sand, or of yellowish 
red, yellowish-brown or reddish-brown 
hues, > I m deep, non-calcareous 
(except near coastal limestone systems), 
pH 6.5-7.5 when without calcareous 
inclusions with a neutral trend; 
principal profile forms: Uc 1.23, 
1.22,5.11,5.12. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Reticulate sand ridges (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Unit 2 Undulating sandplains (95%) 9 site inventories and traversed 
Characteristically diverse and varied associations of the South-West 
Botanical Province (Beard 1976). 
(i) Tree heaths: close mixed shrublands lacking 
in obvious vertical stratification. Trees (2-6 m): Eucalyptus 
/oecunda, E. mannensis, Callitris columellaris, Bursaria spinosa, 
Banksia ashby; ashby; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): Hakea stenophylla, Alyxia 
buxi/olia, Banksia sceptrum, Melaleuca spp, Calothamnus spp; Low 
shrubs « 2 m): Grevillea spp, Acacia spp, Thryptomene spp, 
Conospermum stoechadis; Graminoids: Plectrachne danthonioides, 
Ecdeiocolea monostachya. 
(ii) Close tall shrublands interspersed with patchy low woodland. 
Trees (4-8 m): Eucalyptus obtusiflora, E. eudesmioides; Tall shrubs: 
Acacia coolgardiensis, Melaleuca spp; Low shrubs: Thryptomene spp. 
(iii) MaBee-dominated moderately close to close tall shrublands. Trees 
(2-5 m): E. roycei, E. mannensis, E. foecunda, E. jucunda; Tall shrubs 
(2-5 m): Lamarchea hakeifolia, Calotfzamnus spp, Eremaea spp, Grevillea 
gordoniana, Acacia spp; Low shrubs: Melaleuca spp, Thryptomene spp, 
Adenanthos acanthophyllus, Dodonaea inaequi/olia; Perennial grasses: 
Plectrachne danthonioides. 
(iv) Close or closed heaths of low shrubs, mainly near the coast. Low 
shrubs « 1.5 m): Melaleuc aff. cardiophylla, Calothamnus spp, 
Calytrix spp, Banksia lindleyana, Acacia spp. 
(v) Scattered to moderately close low shrub regrowth after fire. Low 
shrubs (often only 1-2 species abundant at anyone site): Alyogyne 
cunei/ormis, Pityrodia oldfieldii, P. cuneata, Gyrostemon ramulosus, 
Codonocarpus cotinifolius, Grevillea spp, Hakea spp, Newcastelia 
chrysophylla, Anthocercis littorea. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Perennials augmented by annual ,grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. All 
associations are liable to carry periodic 
fires; many reflect successional stages of 
regrowth after burning. 
Desirable perennials include: Dampiera 
spicigera, Lechenaultia linarioides, Sida 
aff. intricata, Anthobolus /oveolatus, 
Atriplex bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Duboisia 
hopwoodii. 
Pastoral use limitations: A general lack 
of palatable perennials evident in all 
major associations; very few watering 
points for stock; the hummocking graminoid 
Ecdeiocolea monostachya is locally 
Abundant and reported to be toxic (to 
horses), slight susceptibility to wind 
erosion e.g. after removal of vegetation 
by fire; burning does not appear to 
promote the growth of any palatable 
perennials 



Nerren land system 1547 km2 (2.1% of survey area) 

Sand plains with scattered or clumped mallee and 
tree form eucalypts over wanyu-dominated tall 
shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional, gently sloping or 
rounded surfaces up to 20 m in relief, which compose 
the central southern portion of the Victoria sand 
plain; no drainage development; unit 2 has a very 
restricted distribution, in the west only. 
Pastoral use: Acacia and Eucalyptus Short Grass 
Forb (AEGF) pastures with poor to moderate 
supplies of edible perennial shrubs and herbs; 
perennial grasses generally absent. Use of this system 
is heavily dependant upon the seasonal productivity 
of annuals and there is little durability in dry periods; 
resistant to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 14 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 38%; fair 40%; poor 
22%. 

Unit 
I. Broad sandy plains 
2. Plains with tree steppe 
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Nerren L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Extensive flat or gently undulating 
plains with mounded surfaces, relief 
up to 20 m and slopes < 4%. Soils 
are non-coherent or barely coherent 
dark red, red or yellowish-red sand or 
loamy sand, > 1 m deep, pH 5.5-6.5 
with a neutral trend; principal 
profile forms; Uc 1.22, 1.23, 
5.11, 5.12. Areas with alkaline 
reaction trend and with calcareous 
concretions in the profile occur 
towards the T ooIonga plateau. 

Restricted flat or gently undulating 
plains with mounded surfaces, very 
sparsely strewn with calcrete gravels. 
Soils are red or reddish brown 
gradational loams or sands with 
calcrete inclusions and calcareous 
concretions throughout, > 1 m deep, 
pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile forms: Uc 5.12, Gc 1.12. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Broad sandy plains (90%) 12 site inventories and traverse 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia ramu/osa, 
with mallee form and tree form eucalypts forming a sparse or clumped 
upper storey. PFC 20 to 40%, much less on recently burnt areas. 
Trees (0-200/ha; 4-10 m): Eucalyptus foecunda, E. obtusij!ora, 
E. eudesmioides, E. mannensis, Bursariaspinosa, Santalum lanceolatum, 
Brachychiton gregorii, Callitris columellaris; Tall shrubs 
(670±340/ha; 2-4 m): A. ramulosa, Eremophila maitlandii, A. 
sc/erosperma, A. tetragonophylla, A. roycei, 
Lamarchea hakeifolia, Heterodendrum oleaefolium, Acacia wiseana; 
Low shrubs (2450 ± 1950/ha; < 1.5 m): ptilotus obovatus, Pimelea 
microcephala, Maireana planifolia, Rhagodia eremaea, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Dicrastylis linearifolia, Thryptomene baeckeacea, Grevillea 
spp; Perennial grasses: Stipa elegantissima, Eragrostis lanipes, 
Monachather paradoxa (all scarce). 

Unit 2 Plains with tree steppe (10%) 2 site inventories and traverse 
Scattered to moderately close low woodlands with an understorey of 
spinifex hummocks and sparse low shrubs. Trees (0-125/ha; 6-8 m): 
Eucalyptus obtusij!ora, Heterodendrum oleaefolium; Tall shrubs (100-
350/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia tetragonophylla, Eremophila oldfieldii, A. 
scierosperma, A. galeata, Scaevola spinescens, Exocarpos aphyllus; 
Low shrubs (2000-7000/ha; < 1.5 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Maireana 
villosa, Ptilotus divaricatus, Pimelea microcephala, Rhagodia spp, 
Cassia chatelainiana; Perennial grasses: Triodia plurinervata (I 5-
30% cover), Stipa elegantissima. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia - Eucalyptus Short 
Grass Forb. 
In far south, associations have more 
South-West Botanical Province species, 
(Beard 1976) less A. ramulosa-Ptilotus 
obovatus and are subject to more frequent 
fires. Such areas may represent the 
northern portions of another land system 
more typical of the Eurardy district. 
Young individuals of Eucalyptus spp were 
noticeably absent throughout. Desirable 
perennials include: j\,faireana spp, 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Rhagodia spp, 
perennial grasses, Eremophila spp on 
calcareous sites. 
Pastoral use limitations: inadequate 
groundwater availability; the hummocking 
graminoid Ecdeiocolea monostachya is 
locally abundant and reported to be toxic 
to horses at least. 

Pasture type: Hard Spinifex. This unit 
occurs locally in the north, on Hamelin 
station. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Scaevola spp, Cassia chatelainiana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



O'Brien land system 885 km2 (1.2% of survey area) 

Gently sloping tributary plains with groved 
vegetation and minor stony plains with tall and low 
shrublands of acacias. 
Geology: Quaternary colluvial and alluvial deposits 
of variable depth: sand, gravel, clay and silt: minor 
areas of outcropping Cretaceous Windalia 
radiolarite. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: plains of 
low relief «4m) underlain by radiolarite at shallow 
depth: drainage of gravel-strewn plains is initially 
dend~itic becoming parallel th·rough nearly flaUower 
plains, mostly via unchannelled broad drainage 
tracts. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF), Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
pastures, of moderate productivity, containing useful 
drought reserves of edible shrubs on plains and 
concentrated in groves and flow zones: there is minor 
susceptibility to erosion on the edges of the tributary 
plains. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 10 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 26%: fair 38%: poor 
36%. 

Unit 
I. Stony plains and interfluves 
2. Tributary plains 
3. Drainage zones 
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O'Brien L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Flat gravel-strewn. plains, relief up 
to 3m, slopes < 1 %. Soils are 
reddish brown, dark red or dusky red 
learns or sandy clay learns, 50 em to 
> 1 m deep with radiolarite and 
mixed gravels throughout the profile 
and as a surface mantie, pH 6.0-8.0; 
principal profile forms: Uc6.13, 
Uf6. 12, Gn 3.12. 

Flat plains with slopes < 0.5%, 
lightly to moderately strewn with 
radiolarite or mixed gravels. Soils 
are dark red or dusky red gradational 
types, sandy loams grading to clay 
loams or sandy clays < 60 em deep, 
pH 6.0 with an acid trend, principal 
profile forms: Gn 2.11, 2.12. 

Flat-surfaced zones 5-15 m wide and 
100-500 m long intercepting borad sheet 
flow with slopes -- 0.5%. Soils 
are dark red or dusky red clay or 
duplex types, > 1 m deep, pH 5.5-8.0 
with a neutral trend; principal profile 
forms: Uf 6.13,6.31, Dr 2.52. 

Narrow, dendritic, incised drainage 
lines becomin$ broader and largely 
unchannelled In lower parts, 
up to 700 m wide, 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Stony plains and interfluves (20%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to close tall or low shrublands dominated by Acacia 
subtessarogona, A. aneura or A. xiphophylla often with an 
Eremophila leucophylla - dominated understorey. Trees (0-50/ha; 
4-6 m): Acacia aneura, A. pruinocarpa, A. cuspidijolia, 
A. subtessarogona; Tall shrubs l25-l50/ha; 2-8m): 
A. subtessarogona, A. xiphophy la, A. victoriae, H eterodendrum 
oleae/olium; Low shrubs(1100-5500/ha; < 2 m): Eremophila leucophylla, 
Maireana triptera, M. pyramidata, Solanum lasiophyllum, PWotus 
obovatus, Maireana plani/olia; Perennial grasses: Triodia lanigera, 
Enteropogon acicularis. 

Unit 2 Tributary plains (70%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Intergrove areas 

Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
victoriae and A. subtessarogona. Tall shrubs (75-100/ha; 2-6 m): 
A. victoriae, A. subtessarogona, Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Low shrubs: 
(300-1000/ha; < 1 m): Solanum lasiophyllum, Maireana planifolia, 
Stylobasium spathulatum. 

(ii) Groves 3 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
subtessarogona or A. victoriae. Trees and tall shrubs (500-1200/ha; 
3-8 m): A. subtessarogona, A. victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. sc/erosperma, Stylobasium spathulatum, Heterodendrum oleae/olium; 
Low shrubs (500-6000/ha): Eremophila ieucophylla, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Dipteracanthus corynothecus, Maireana plani/olia, Scaevola spinescens; 
Perennial grasses: Eriachne helmsii,. Cenchrus ciliaris, C. setigerus. 

Unit 3 Drainage zones (10%) Traversed 
Close shrublands of Acacia spp, Eremophila spp, Maireana spp, 
Rhagodia spp with sparse perennial grasses (as unit 2). 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb.! 
Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
pyramidata, M. plani/olia, Eremophila 
ieucophylla. 
The lower slopes and interfluves are often 
more saline and support more Maireana spp 
in the understorey. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
plani/olia, Eremophila leucophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations; locally 
susceptible to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Dipteracanthus corynothecus. Scaevola 
spinescens, Maireana plani/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
stocking. 



Pells land system (G) 181 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Low hills, mesas and ridges of sedimentary rocks 
supporting tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias 
Geology: Permian sandstone, greywacke and siltstone 
of the Wooramel group, with fossiliferous sediments 
of the Callythara Formation; locally there are 
Quaternary wash deposits of sand. 

Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces; relief mostly 20-
30m. Some mesas remain mantled by laterite and lie 
above the surrounding low hills which have many 
long and low cuesta-like ridges and rocky slopes. 
Trellised drainage patterns of moderate density, 
more or less incised along wide valley floors with 
sandy banks. 

Pastoral use: Largely unproductive hilly pastures 
with some areas virtually inaccessible to stock. The 
alluvial unit 4 is more productive and accessible; it is 
also susceptible to erosion when degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 20 
ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: good 22%; fair 56%; poor 
22%. 

Unit 
I. Mesas, hills and ridges 
2. Stony slopes 
3. Alluvial fans 
4. Sandy banks 
5. Drainage channels and incised 

creek-lines 
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Pells L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Isolated mesas with mantles of 
sandstone fragments or laterite, 
ridges and rocky bills with 
NNW-SSE strike lines and 
steeply dipping bedding planes. 
Soils are shallow skeletal sands. 

Rocky slopes, slopes to 4%, heavily 
strewn with limestone or sand
stone cobbles. Soils are shallow 
reddish-brown fine sandy loams 
or sands, pH 8.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 1.13. 

Small alluvial fans, with some 
channelling, below stony slopes. 
Soils are probably reddish-brown 
duplex types, sand over clayey 
sands 10 sandy clays, 50 em to I m 
deep, pH 6.5 with a neutral trend. 

Restricted sandy banks between units 
2 or 3 and 5. Soils are probably 
shallow sands, lightly strewn with 
pebbles, clay content increasing down 
profile, pH 7.0 with a neutral trend. 

Incised trellised drainage lines 
with sandy bedloads. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Mesas, hills and ridges (50%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. aneura, A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs: 
« 1 m): Solanum /asiophyllum, Cassia helmsii, Ptilotus polakii, 
Eremophila spp. 

Unit 2 Stony slopes (25%) 1 site ~nventory and traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. Tall shrubs 
(2-3 m): A. aneura, A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 1.5 m): 
Ptilotus obovatus, Maireana tomentosa, Cassia desolata, 
C. sturtii, Solanum lasiophyllum, Eremophila leucophylla, 
Acacia cuthbertsonii. 

Unit 3 Alluvial fans (15%) Traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae and low 
chenopod shrubs when in good condition. Tall shrubs: 
A. victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, A. aneura, Hakea preissii; 
Low shrubs: Maireana polypterygia, Ptilotus polakii, 
Eremophila pterocarpa, Cassia helmsii, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Eremophila cunei/olia, Frankenia spp. 

Unit 4 Sandy banks (5%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura. Tall shrubs: A. aneura, A. tetragonophyl/a; 
Low shrubs: Eremophila /eucophylla, E. eXili/olia, 
Rhagodia spp, Cassia helmsii; Perennial grasses: 
Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 5 Drainage channels and incised creek-lines (5%) Traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: 
Frequently inaccessible to stock. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Maireana tomentosa, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Eremophila leucophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations: Locally 
inaccessible to stock. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: 
Maireana polypterygia, Pti/mus 
po/akii. Pastoral use limitations: 
moderate susceptibility to erosion. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Eremophila leucophy/la, Monachather 
paradoxa. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 



Peron land system 326 km2 (0.4% of survey area) 

Undulating plains of calcareous sand supporting 
low acacia shrublands and Lamarchea hakeifolia 
heaths. . 

Geology: Quaternary aeolian sands with minor areas 
of birr ida gypsiferous deposits. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: undulating 
sandy plains and low coastal dunes; no organized 
drainage features. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) and Heath 
(HEAT) pastures supporting a·range of palatable low 
shrubs. Sandy soils are slightly susceptible to wind 
erosion when exposed through loss of vegetation. 
Shrub associations are usually relatively dense and 
contain many unpalatable woody species resistant to 
degradation. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 9 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 46%; fair 36%; poor 
18%. 

Unit 
I. Undulating sandplains 
2. Small birridas 
3. Cliffs 
4. Coastal dunes 
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Peron L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Sandy surfaces, slopes < 4%, mostly 
10-40 m above unit 3. Soils are red 
or reddish-brown sands> I m deep, 
sometimes calcareous, locally with 
clayey sand below 60 cm, pH 7.0-8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile forms: UC 5,12, 5.11, 1.11, 
I.I 3, 1.23. 

Elliptical or rounded depressions 
< 500 m long, with nearly flat 
surfaces; soils are highly gypsiferous 
juvenile types. 

Low dunes and banks. Soils are light 
red sands, > 1 m deep, pH 8.0; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Undulating sandplains (95%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Low shrublands dominated by Acacia ligulata; 
(ii) low heaths with patchy thickets of stunted Lamarchea hakeifolia. 
(i) Scattered to moderately close shrublands. Tall shrubs (2-3 m; 
0·400/ha): Acacia /igulata, A. tetragonophylla, A. ramulosa, Exocarpos 
aphyl/us; Low shrubs « 1.5 m; 5500-7000/ha): A. ligula/a, Mirbelia 
spp, Threlkeldia spp, Scaevola spinescens, Thryptoomene spp, Ptilotus 
divaricatus, P. obovatus, Rhagodia latifolia; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia plurinervala, Plectrachne danthonioides; 
(ii) Moderately close to close low shrublands. Tall shrubs 
(2-3 m; O-IOO/ha): A. ligula/a, Exocarpos aphyl/us; Low shurbs 
« 1 m;. > lO,OOO/ha): Lamarchea hakeljolia, Scholtzia spp, 
Thryptomene spp, Acanthocarpus preissii, Pt itotus divaricatus; Perennial 
grasses: Stipa elegantissima, S. aff. crinata. 

Unit 2 Small birridas (2%) Traversed 
Low halophytic shrublands dominated by Halosarcia spp. 

Unit 3 

Unit 4 

Cliffs (1%) 

Coastal dunes (2%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
(i) Close low shrublands or closed thickets dominated by Acacia 
ramulosa, Rhagodia preissii and Scholtzia spp; 
(ii) associations of Spim!ex longlfolius and Frankenia spp mainly on 
foredunes near beaches. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain or Heath. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Enchylaena lomentosa, Ptilotus 
obovatus; Atriplex bunburyana occurs 
locally in the vicinity of birridas. Fires 
have occurred widely; Acacia - Plectrachne 
associations may represent earlier 
successional sta~es (than formation (ii», 
or are geographical variants. 
Pastoral use limitations: Lack of stock 
watering points; mild susceptibility to 
erosion by wind when degraded. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Coastal Dune Shrub. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild susceptibility 
to erosion by wind when degraded. 



Phillips land system (G) 489 km2 (0.7% of survey area) 

Low hills and undulating uplands of crystalline 
rocks supporting mulga and other acacia-dominated 
tall shrublands. 
Geology: Lower Proterozoic schist, gneiss, granite 
and quartzite with superficial Quaternary colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: undulating hills, 
bare metamorphic residuals, doleritic and quartz 
ridges above cobble and pebble-strewn slopes, 
drainage floors and flats; mostly through drainage, 
dendritic to parallel and of moderate density, but 
parts internally-drained; reliefup to 60 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) and 
Stony Chenopod (STCH) pastures with useful 
perennial shrubs and grasses on areas of the lower 
units receiving run-on, but otherwise of only poor to 
moderate productivity; units 3 and 6 are frequently 
more productive, but are liable to reflect the impact 
of concentrations of stock, in erosion of the duplex 
soils wherever perennials have been degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 18 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 16%; fair 75%; poor 
9%. 

Unit 
I. Ridges and hilltops 
2. Uplands with rounded summits 
3. Slopes with interfluves 
4. Lower interfluves and plains 
5. Drainage lines 
6. Drainage flats 
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Phillips L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rocky hilltops and ridge crests 
with .scattered pockets of skeletal 
loams. 

Convex summits and slopes, with 
or without mantles of gneiss for 
quartzite pebbles or cobbles and 
doleritic intrusive dykes. Soils are 
shallow, dark red or dark-reddish 
brown loams or duplex types: fine 
sandy loam or sandy loam over sandy 
clay loam, up to 30 em deep, 
pH 6.5; principal profile forms: 
Uc 1.43, Dr 4.12. 

Convex interfluvial slopes (mainly 
1-3%), lightly to moderately mantled 
by quartz gravels or pebbles. 
Soils are shallow duplex type, 
dark red loamy sand over sandy clay, 
pH 7.5 with a neutral trend; pnncipal 
profile form: Dr 4.12. 

Gently sloping surfaces, usually 
mantled by quartz gravels. Soils 
are shallow loamy or duplex types. 

Flow lines, usually incised and 
channelled, slopes < I %. Soils 
are dusky red or dark red sands 
or gradationalloams (or sandy and 
cobbly bedloads), sand or loamy sand 
grading to sandy loam or clayey 
sand, pH 7.0 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile forms: Uc 5.21 
Gn 2.12. 

Flat to gently sloping narrow 
plains flanking major drainage 
lines, with occasional small 
drainage foci. Soils are probably 
dark red duplex types. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Ridges and hilltops (5%) Traversed 
Usually only isolated low shrubs, mostly Acacia spp. 

Unit 2 Uplands with rounded summits (30%) 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia spp and 
Cassia pruinosa. Tall shrubs « 25/ha; 2-3 m): 
A. lelragonophylla, A. aneura; Low shrubs (800-1100/ha; 
< 2 m): Eremophila /raseri, E. cunei/olia, Cassia 
pruinosa, C. helmsii, C. desolala, Scaevola spinescens. 

2 site inventories and traversed 

Unit 3 Slopes and interfluves (30%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla and 
A. victoriae with understorey Maireana spp. and Eremophila spp. 
Low trees and tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. xiphophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. cuspidi/olia, A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs « 1m): 
Eremophila cunei/olia, Ptilotus polakii, Scaevola spinescens, 
Maireana triptera, M. georgei, M. melanocoma, M. tomentosa, 
Cassia desolata, Enchylaena tomentosa. 

Unit 4 Lower interfluves and plains (20%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura,A. tetragonophylla 
and Eremophila spp. 

Unit 5 Drainage lines (5%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close fringing low woodlands or tall shrublands 
dominated by Acacia citrinoviridis and Hakea suberea. 
Low trees « 50/ha; 2-4 m): A. citrinoviridis, H. suberea; 
Tall shrubs (250-650/ha; 2-4 m): A. subtessarogona, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. cuthbersonii~A. aneura, A. sclerosperma. 
Low shrubs (750-900/ha' 1-2 m): Cassia helmsii, C. desolata, 
Maireana plani/olia, ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, Corchorus 
walcottii; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eulalia /ulva, Chrysopogon 
/al/ax. 

Unit 6 Drainage flats (15%) Traversed 
Scattered to close shrublands dominated by A. aneura and 
A. tetragonophylla, with some perennial grasses Chrysopogon /allax, 
Eriachne f/accida, Eragrostis seli/olia and Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
arid forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include; Scaevola 
spinescens, Acacia tetragonophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Scaevola spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to accelerated water 
erosion when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials includes: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Chrysopogon /allax. 
Pastoral USe limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Perennial 
grasses. 
Pastoral use limitations: Locally 
susceptible to erosion by wind and 
water when degraded. 



Prairie land system (A) 2 km2 «0.01 % of survey area) 

Granite hills and stony plains supporting scattered 
tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias 
Geology: Archaean or Lower Proterozoic granite and 
gneiss with minor dolerite intrusions. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces: low hills with 
rounded, boulder-strewn crests and steep, benched 
upper slopes and short, gentler lower slopes; 
extensive stony plains and interfluves with or 
without dolerite dykes; rectangular to irregular 
tributary drainage of moderate density becoming. 
braided and sub-parallel along major channels; relief 
up to 50 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures supporting abundant annuals and 
ephemerals in good seasons, when stocking rates can 
be temporarily increased, otherwise dry-season 
durability largely relies on the sparse chenopod 
shrubs of the lower units. Unit 6 is susceptible to 
water erosion. Only one very small area falls within 
this survey area. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 15 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: no data. 

Unit 
I. Low hills 
2. Footslopes 
3. Stony slopes and interfluves 
4. Saline plains 
5. Dolerite ridges 
6. Drainage floors 
7. Creek-lines and channels 
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Prairie L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rounded, boulder-strewn crests and 
benched upper slopes (slopes to 70 %) 
with boulders and tors. Soils are 
limited to pockets of very shallow 
sands or sandy clays. 

Concave footsiopes, sloping to 5% 
mostly < 200 m wide, sparsely to 
moderately dense colluvial mantles. 
Soils are dark reddish-brown or dark 
red loamy or clayey coarse sands, up to 
I m deep; principal profile form: Uc 5.2 L 

Rounded slopes and rises, slopes mainly 
< 2%, dissected by drainage lines 
with incisions to 10m below adjacent 
plains, densely mantled with granite 
cobbles and pebbles. Soils are reddish 
brown or dark red coarse sands or duplex 
types, loamy sand over sandy clay < 60cm 
deep; principal profile forms: Uc 1.23, 
Dr 4.51. 

Flat to gently sloping restricted 
plains with gravel-strewn surfaces. 
soils are red or yellowish-red duplex 
types., sands over clays, > 1 m deep; 
principal profile form: Dr 2.23. 

Linear ridges up to 50 m wide and 5 m 
high, mainly < 500 m long, with side 
slopes up to 5%. Soils are shallow 
reddish-brown loamy sands; principal 
profile form: Uc 5.12. 

Sandy floors with or without gravelly 
mantle very gently sloping « 1%), 
mostly < 300 m wide. Soils are dusky 
red to dark reddish-brown loamy or 
clayey sands, > 1 m deep; principal 
profile forms: Uc 5.11, 5.21. 

Single to braided channels up to 10m 
wide with sandy inter-channel banks; 
also major channels up to 80 m wide. 
Soils are bedloads of coarse sands and 
banks of sand or loamy sand. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low hills (25%) Traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Cassia ssp and Acacia ssp. 
Tall shrubs: Acacia rhodophloia, Acacia spp; Low shrubs: Cassia helmsii 
Eremophila spp, Plilotus obovatus. 

Unit 2 Footslopes (12%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands as under Unit L 

Unit 3 Stony plains and interfluves (40%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae 
Tall shrubs: A. victoriae, A. rhodophloia, A. spp; Low shrubs: 
helmsii, Eremophila spp. 

Unit 4 Saline plains (3%) Traversed 
Low shrublands dominated by Halosarcia indica and Frankenia spp. 

Unit 5 Dolerite ridges (3%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Cassia helmsii, 
Sida spp and Corchorus wa/coltii. 

Unit 6 D~ainage floors (8%) 
Mixed tall and low shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. Low shrubs: 
Cassia helmsii, Corchorus walcottii, Maireana pyramidata, Rhagodia 
eremaea. 

Unit 7 Creek-lines and channels (8%) Traversed 
Dense fringing low woodlands dominated by Acacia cyperophylla or A. 
aneura. 

lex Payne et aJ. 1982J 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and [orbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
~ontrolled stocking. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Range land system 988 km2 (1.3% of survey area) 

Dissected limestone plateaux, hills and ridges with 
gorges and steep stony slopes supporting hard 
spinifex, sparse shrubs and eucalypts. 
Geology: Tertiary limestones: Tulki and Trealla 
Formations. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces on a dissected 
anticlinal plateaux of250-300 m relief: residual 
summits, hills and ridges with steep footslopes, 
dendritic drainage of high density draining east and 
west of the range, and locally internally into large 
depressions within the plateaux residuals. 
Pastoral use: Most of the higher units are inaccessible 
to stock, and only a fraction of the system is used for 
pastoral purposes. The predominantly Hard Spinifex 
(HASP) pastures are unproductive. The system is 
not susceptible to accelerated erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 40 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 91 %; fair 9%; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Hills, ridges and summits 
2. Gorges and escarpments 
3. Upper and lower slopes 
4. Upper and lower slopes 
5. Channels and creek-lines 
6. Drainage depressions 
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Range L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Residual summits of a plateau, 
dissected ridges and hills. Soils are 
limited to pockets of calcareous loarns. 

Steep and irregular slopes, often 
boulder-strewn. Soils are skeletal 
(or absent). 

Rock-strewn slopes. Soils are dark red 
sandy calcareous loams, in shallow 
pockets, pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 6.13. 

Intensely dendritic drainage lines, 
often deeply incised. Soils are 
bedloads of pebbles, gravels and sands. 

Internal foci draining portions of the 
dissected plateau, usually flat 
bottomed and rounded in shape. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Hills, ridges and summits (40%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by sparse Triodia spp and very scattered 
Eucalyptus spp. Trees and tall shrubs (3-6 m): E. dichrornophloia, 
E. prominens, E. oleosa, Brachychiton sp., Grevillea sp.; Low shrubs: 
Acacia gregorii, A. pyri/olia, A. tetragonophylla, Cassia oligophylla, 
Grevillea spp, Melalenca cardiophylla; Perennial grasses: Triodia sp., 
T. pungens. 

Unit 2 Gorges and escarpments (25%) Traversed 
Very scattered low trees or hummock grasses as unit 1, and often Ficus 
piatypoda. 

Unit 3 & 4 Upper and lower slopes (25%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands with understorey hummock grasses. Tall 
shrubs: Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Exocarpos aphyllus, Acacia ligulala; 
Low shrubs: Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia sPP. Scaevola spinescens, 
Eremophila leucophylla, Solanum lasiophyllum, Maireana plantjolia, 
Indigo/era monophylla; Perennial grasses: Triodia spp. 

Unit 5 Channels and creek-lines (7%) Traversed 
Fringing shrublands and hummock grasslands similar to units 1-4. 

Unit 6 Drainage depressions (3%) Traversed 
Moderately close fringing shrublands, and more open central-areas 
dominated by Eucalyptus microtheca and Triodia spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
leucophylla, Tribulus platypterus. 
Pastoral use limitations: Largely 
irpccessible to stock. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: Largely 
inaccessible to stock. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. 



River land system (A) 416 km2 (0.6% of survey area) 

Narrow, seasonally active flood plains and major 
channelled watercourses supporting moderately 
close, tall shrublands or woodlands of acacias and 
fringing communities of coolibah and river gum. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvium. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: flood plains 
with minor channels; flow zones adjacent to major 
watercourses; slightly higher sandy banks and narrow 
sand plains less regularly flooded; major channels; 
relief mainly 2.3m. • 
Pastoral use: Highly productive Acacia Creek·line 
(ACCR) and Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures with 
shrubs including tall and berry saltbushes; frequently 
with buffel grass, which is locally dense in good 
seasons. The system tends to be preferentially 
grazed, particularly in dry years, is prone to 
overgrazing and requires occasional reductions in 
stock numbers, or spelling, to allow perennials to 
recover. Not normally susceptible to accelerated 
erosion. 

Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 55%; fair 26%; poor 
19%. 

Unit 
I. Flood plains 
2. Sandy plains and margins 
3. Watercourses 
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River L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Plains with flat, irregular or 
hummocky surfaces, carrying channels 
and runnels directing flow both away 
from and returning to major water
courses; slopes < 1 %. Soils are 
red or dark red sands, loams or 
light clays with uniform or gradational 
profiles, > I m deep, pH 6.5, with 
a neutral trend; principal profile 
forms: Uc 5.11. 

Raised sandy banks and marginal plains 
with hummocky surfaces, mostly < 300 m 
wide and 1-2 m above adjacent areas 
of unit -1, slopes mainly < 1 %. Soils 
are red or dark red sands with uniform 
or gradational profiles, > 1 m deep, 
pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 5.13. 

Major riverbeds and watercourses, 
50-500 m wide, incised 4-10 m, with 
steep banks, carrying bedloads of 
coarse sand; minor channels and 
meandering runnels, incised and 
flanked by hummocky flood banks. 
Soils are probably dark red sands 
and silty loams (banks) with uniform 
or juvenile profiles (flood banks). 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Flood plains (75%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
(0 Very scattered to close low woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus 
coolabah, Acacia spp and Cenchrus ciliaris. 
(ii) Scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae, 
A. grasbyi and and A. citrinoviridis. 
Trees (6-12 m): Eucalyptus coolabah, E. camaldulensis, Acacia grasbyi, 
A. citrinoviridis, A. coriacea; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. victoriae, 
A. sc/erosperma, Cassia desolata; Low shrubs (0.5-1.5 m): Cassia spp, 
Crotalaria cunninghamii, Atriplex bunburyana, Indigojera monostachya, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Corchorus walcottii; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus 
ciliaris, C. setigerus, Eriachne helmsii, Eragrostis setijolia. 

Unit 2 Sandy plains and margins (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
ramulosa and A. sc/erosperma. Trees and tall shrubs 0-4 m): 
A. ramulosa, A. sc/erosperma, Heterodendrum oleaejolium, 
A. tetragonophylla, Eremophila maitlandii; Low shrubs (1-2 m): Olearia 
axil/aris, Cassia helmsii, Rhagodia eremaea, Eremophila leucophylla, 
Scaevola spinescens, Sida rohlenae, Solanum lasiphyllum, Pimelea 
microcephala; Perennial grasses: Eriachne helmsii, Cenchrus ciliaris, 
Eragrostis eriopoda, Triodia spp. 

Unit 3 Watercourses (5%) Traversed 
No vegetation in most parts of the major watercourses. Banks support 
close low woodlands or tall shrublands dominated by Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis, E. coolabah, Acacia citrinoviridis, A. sc/erosperma, 
very variable low shrubs and Cenchrus ciliaris. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Atriplex burburyana, Eragrostis 
setijolia, Cenchrus setigerus. 
Pastoral use limitations: River frontage 
areas prone to overgrazing by local 
concentrations of stock; flood-prone. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line or 
Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa, 
Phyllanthus sp. nov., Eregrostis 
eriopoda, Cenchrus ciliaris. 
Undesirable perennials include: Olearia 
axil/aris, Hakea preisii, Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controIled stocking. 

Pasture type: Unvegetated or Acacia 
Creekline. 
Pastoral use limitations: Flood-prone. 



Sable land system 1554 km2 (2.1% of survey area) 

Nearly flat alluvial plains with occasional sandy 
rises, low shrublands of saltbush and Gascoyne 
bluebush and some tall acacia shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary deposits, mostly alluvial or 
colluvial clay, silt, sand and gravel, semi
consolidated when near river deltas; small areas of 
aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: extensive, 
saline, alluvial plains with sandy-surfaced duplex 
soils; minor sandy banks and sand sheets up to 3 m 
above the surrounding plains; minor drainage foci; 
ephemeral swamps and highly saline flats; no 
organized external drainage. 
Pastoral use: Valuable Bluebush (BLUE) and 
Saltbush (SALT) pastures; large areas receive little 
grazing through lack of high quality stock waters to 
offset the high salinity of the pastures. Where over
used, some areas have become devoid of bluebush 
and saltbush shrubs and are locally susceptible to 
erosion by wind and water. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 

Range condition summary: good 58%; fair 28%; poor 
14%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks 
2. Sand sheets 
3. Alluvial plains 
4. Interbanks 
5. Drainage foci 
6. Swamps 
7.C1aypans 
8. Saline plains 
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Sable L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Sandy banks up to 2 m above unit 4 
and sand sheets up to 4 m relative 
relief, slopes < 0.5%. Soils are 
dark red sands or sandy-surfaced learns 
tending to duplex near units 3 or 4, 
usually> 1 m deep, pH 6.5-7.0 with 
neutral or alkaline trends; principal 
profile forms: Uc 1.11, 1.13, 1.23, 
Gn 2.12. 

Flat to very gently undulating 
restricted plains, slopes < 0.3%. 
Soils are red to dark reddish-brown 
duplexes, loamy sand over clay/loams or 
clays> I m deep, pH 6.5-7.5, with 
alkaline or neutral trends and 
inclusions of calcrete, gypsum or 
limestone; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.13. 1.12.4.13. 

Flat to concave restricted plains 
between sandy banks. Soils are dark 
reddish-brown duplex, loamy sand over 
fine sandy clay, > I m deep, pH 6.5 
with an alkaline trend, with calcrete 
inclusions; principal profile form: 
Dr 1.13. 

Seasonally inundated elliptical 
drainage foci. Soils are reddish
brown sandy loams, > 1 m deep, pH 
6.S with a neutral trend, sometimes 
lightly strewn with ironstone gravels; 
principal profile form: Gn 3.12. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (5%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Unit 2 Sand sheets (5%) 
Very scattered to moderately close tall or low shrublands, usually 
dominated by Acacia spp and Eremophila spp on the sandy banks, often 
with Atrip/ex bunburyana co-dominant on unit 2. PFC 5 to 30%; Tall 
shrubs (200-1 aOOtha; 2-3 m): Acacia sc/erosperma, A. ramu/osa, 
Eremophila maitlandii, Acacia tetragonophylla, Heterodendrum oleae/olium, 
Stylobasium spathulatum, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs (I 000-6000/ha; 
< 1.5 m): Atriplex bunburyana, Plilotus obovatus, Eremophila 
leucophylla, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Enchylaena tomentosa, Solanum 
lasiophyllum, Scaevola spinescens; Perennial grasses: Eriachne 
helmsii, Eragrostis lanipes, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 3 Alluvial plains (70%) 9 site inventories and traversed 
Very sparse to sparse low shrublands dominated by Maireana spp and 
Atriplex spp with or without very sparse tall shrubs Acacia spp PFC 
< 2.5% (on degraded sites) to 20%; Trees (infrequent): Acacia 
cuspidi/olia, Heterodendrum oleaefolium; Tall shrubs (0-150/ha; 2-3 m): 
Acacia victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, A. xiphophylla, Hakea preissii; 
Low shrubs (0-9000/ha; < 0.5 m): Maireana polypterygia, M. platycarpa, 
Atriplex vesicaria, Frankenia spp, Ptilotus polakii, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila pterocarpa. 

Unit 4 Interbanks (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Sparse mixed shrublands dominated by (i) Acacia xiphophylla, A. 
sclerosperma and an understorey of Atriplex bunburyana when in good 
condition, or (ii) Acacia victoriae, Eremophila pterocarpa and 
Sclero/aena spp in poor condition. Tall shrubs: Acacia xiphophyila, 
A. victoriae, A. sclerosperma, Hakea preissii, Acacia tetragonophyila, 
Scaevola spinescens; Low shrubs: Atrip/ex bunburyana, Ptilotus 
obovatus, Mdtreana tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Scaevola tomentosa, Eremophila mackin/ayi, 
Eremophila sp. 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (2%) 2 sites inventories and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Melaleuca uncinata or 
Acacia lelragonophyila, sometimes with a fringe of Euca/yptus coolabah. 
Tall shrubs (500-900/ha; 2-4 m): Melaleuca uncinata, Acacia 
tetragonophyila, Heterodendrum oleae/oiium; Low shrubs (7S0-S000/ha; 
0.S-1.5 m): Scaevo/a spinescens, Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Scaevola tomentosa, Eremophila 
mackinlayi. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type; Saltbush/Acacia Sandp/ain. 
Near to the coast, Atriplex paludosa is 
sometimes co-dominant. Cenchrus ciliaris 
commoner N of Gascoyne R. Perennials 
augmented by annual grasses and forbs in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atrip/ex 
spp, Enchylaena tomenlosa, Scaevola 
spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Eremophila maitlandii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None. 

Pasture type: Saltbush or Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. Degraded 
sites can lose all perennial cover. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
p/atycarpa, M. polypterygia, Atriplex 
bunburyana, A. vesicaria, Scaevola 
spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
cuspidi/olia, Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture plants; locally 
susceptible to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atrip/ex 
bunburyana, Scaevola spinescens, Acacia 
xiphophylia. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Eremophila pterocarpa, Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Heterodendrum oleae/olium. 
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Sable L.S.-Continued 

Landfonn and soils 

Seasonally inundated shallow elliptical 
swamps. Soils are probably more clayey 
than those of unit 5. 

Small shallow c1aypans. 

Low-lying flat plains mainly near the 
coast. Soils are dark red or red 
duplex, sands over sandy clays, > 80 
cm deep, pH 7.0 with an alkaline trend, 
with inclusions of limestone. carbonate 
concretions or gypsum; principal 
profIle form: Dr 1.13. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 
Unit 6 Swamps (2%) Traversed 
Fringing low woodlands and tall shrublands of Eucalyptus coolabah and Melaleuca uncinata, around open areas with patchy scattered shrublands of Muehlenbeckia sp. and Atriplex amnicola or Eragrostis australasica-Eriachne benthamii tussock grassland. 

Unit 7 CIaypans (1 'Yo) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands or bare areas. 

Unit 8 Saline plains (5%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands of halophytes, mainly Maireanaplatycarpa and Halosarcia spp. Low shrubs (3500-5000/ha; < 0.5 m): Halosarcia spp, Maireana platycarpa, M. atkinsiana, Atriplex vesicaria, M. oppositijolia, Carpobrotus spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass/Saltbush. 

1 Pasture type: Samphire 
. Desirable perennials includes: Maireana 

platycarpa, M. atkinsiana. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels in pasture plants, lack of shade in 
summer. 
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Salune land system 72 km2 (0.1% of survey area) 

Alluvial plains and saline flats interspersed with 
undulating sandy banks and low dunes; tall acacia 
shrublands and low shrublands of bluebush, saltbush 
and samphire. 
Geology: Quaternary deposits; alluvial and aeolian: 
clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: nearly flat 
saline alluvial plains and aeolian sand deposits; 
internal drainage into saline flats and depressions; 
relief up to 8m. 
Pastoral use: Productive Bluebush (BLUE) and 
Saltbush (SALT) pastures, not extensive in total area; 
also Acacia Sandplain (AeSA) and Samphire 
(SAMP) pastures. A minor land system that shows 
no susceptibility to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: I I 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 31 %; fair 46%; poor 
23%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy ban ks 
2. Alluvial plains 
3. Saline plains 
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Salune L's. 

Landform and soils 

Undulating sandy banks up to 8 m high 
slopes up to 4%. Soils are dark red 
non~coherent sand, > I m deep, pH 6.0-
7.0; principal profile form: UC 1.23. \ -

Plains sloping gently « 0.5%) away 
from unit 1. Soils are dark red 
duplex, loamy sand over sandy clay, 
> I m deep containing carbonate 
concretions, pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile form: Dr 1.13. 

Flat to gently sloping plains. Soils 
are probably deep clays. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (45%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands, dominated by Acacia 
ramulosa and A. sc!erosperma. Trees (infrequent): Santa/urn 
spicatum; Tall shrubs: A. ramulosa, A. sc!erosperma, Eremophila 
maitlandii, Acacia wiseana, Scaevola spinescens, Cassia chatelainiana; 
Low shrubs: Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Solanum iasiophyllum, 
Corchorus sp., Rhagodia eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa; Perennial 
grasses: Eragrostis lanipes, Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 2 Alluvial plains (20%) I site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana polypterygia and 
Atriplex vesicaria, with very scattered trees and shrubs. 
Trees: Acacia cuspidi!olia; Tall shrubs: A. microcalyx, 
A. telragonophyUa; Low shrubs: Maireana polypterygia, Atriplex 
vesicaria, Maireana (omenlOsa, M. platycarpa, Eremophila pterocarpa, 
Solanum lasiophyllum. 

Unit 3 Saline plains (35%) Traversed 
Scattered low shrublands of halophytes, dominated by Halosarcia spp., 
Maireana atkinsiana, Frankenia spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Cassia chatelainiana, 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Monachather 
paradoxa. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Eremophila maitlandii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
cqntrolled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Atriplex vesicaria. 
Undesirable perennials include: Eremophila 
pterocarpa. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 



Sandal land system 5658 km' (7.6% of survey area) 

Alluvial plains with numerous low sandy rises and 
banks with duplex and sandy soils supporting tall 
shrublands of acacias with currant bush; also low 
shrublands of Gascoyne bluebush and Gascoyne 
mulla-mulla. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvial deposits of clay, silt, 
sand and gravel with areas of aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: nearly flat 
alluvial plains with a mosaic of sandy banks and rises 
up to 5 m above inter-bank plains; minor drainage 
foci, c1aypans and drainage tracts; drainage internal 
into discrete foci or along narrow sluggish tracts. 
Pastoral use: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) 
and Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) pastures with minor 
areas of Bluebush (BLUE) and Saltbush (SALT). A 
highly productive land system with good drought 
durability and only slightly susceptible to erosion, 
but units 3 and 4 are highly susceptible to invasion 
by unpalatable woody shrubs. These have formed 
dense th ickets on some degraded areas. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 7 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 27%; fair 45%; poor 
28%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks 
2. Restricted sand plains 
3. Interbanks 
4. Alluvial plains 
5. Drainage foci 
6. Drainage lines 
7. Claypans 
8. Ephemeral swamps 
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Sandal L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Sandy banks up 10 4 m above unit 3, 
and restricted sand pia ins with slopes 
to 0.6%. Soils are dark red sands, 
> I m deep, pH 6.5-7.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile forms: 
Uc 5.11, 5.21. 

Flat or gently sloping plains between 
sandy banks, slopes mainly < O.S%, 
some very sparsely strewn with quartz 
gravels. Soils are dark red, dusky red 
or reddish-brown duplex, sand to sandy 
loam over sandy clay loam to sandy 
clay, mostly> I m deep with 
various inclusions, mainly carbonates; 
pH 6.0-7.0 with alkaline or neutral 
trends; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.13, 1.16, 1.12, 1.15. 

Flat plains with gentle slopes 
« 0.4%). Soils are red or dark 
red sandy-surfaced duplex, > I m 
deep. often with carbonate concretions, 
pH 6.S-7.0 with alkaline or neutral 
trends; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.13,1.12, LIS. 

Flat to concave drainage foci. Soils 
arc reddish brown loams or clays, 
locally sandy-surfaced duplex, > I m 
deep, pH 6.5-7.0 with neutral or 
alkaline trends; principal profile 
forms: Gn 4.12, Uf 6.31, Dy 1.13. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (30%) 
Unit 2 Restricted sandplains (10%) 10 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
sc/erosperma and A. ramulosa. PFC 10 to 30%; Trees (infrequent): 
Santalurn lanceolalum; Tall shrubs (I 00-3000/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia 
sc/erosperma, Eremophila maitlandii, A. ramu/osa, A. tetragonophylfa, 
A. subtessarogona, A. grasbyi; Low shrubs (300-5000/ha; < 2 m): 
Solanum lasiophyIium, Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola spinescens, 
S. tomentosa, Eremophila leucophylla' Perennial grasses: Eriachne 
helmsii, Eragrostis lanipes, also Cenchrus cifiaris and C. sellgerus. 

Unit 3 Interbanks (40%) 30 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall or low shrublands, mostly 
dominated by Acacia spp and Scaevola spinescens when in good condition 
but very susceptible to invasion by undesirable shrubs, e.g. Hakea 
preissii and Eremophila crenulata when degraded. PFC < S to 30%; 
Trees (O-SO/ha; 2-4 m): Heterodendrum oleaefolium, Santalum lanceolalum, 
Acacia sibilans; Tall shrubs (100± 23S/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia 
tetragonophylla, A. xiphophylla, A. sc/erosperma, A. victoriae, Hakea 
preissii, Stylobasium spathulatum; Low shruos (2900± 1600/ha): Scaevola 
spinescens, Eremophila pterocarpa, E. latrobei, E. crenulata, Ptilotus 
obovatus, Maireana tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia helmsii, 
Ptilotus polakii, Amplex bunburyana; Perennial grasses: Enteropogon 
acicularis, Eriachne helmsii, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 4 Alluvial plains (15%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low or mixed shrublands dominated by 
Ptilotus polakii and Maireana polypterygia when in good condition, but 
with increased tall shrubs when degraded. Trees (infrequent): Acacia 
cuspidifolia; Tall shrubs (0-2S0/ha; 2-4 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. 
victoriae, A. xiphophylla, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs (I SOO-SOOO/ha; 
< I.S m): Ptilotus polakii, Maireana polypterygia, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Eremophila pterocarpa, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Ptilotus 
obovatus; Perennial grasses: Enteropogon acicularis. 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (2%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp or 
Melaleuca uncinata. PFC 20 to 50%; Trees (infrequent): Santalum spp 
Acacia subtessarogona; Tall shrubs (300-1300/ha; 2-S m): Melaleuca 
uncinata, Acacia tetragonophylla, A. sc/erosperrna, A. ramulosa, Cassia 
chatelainiana; Low shrubs (I800-8000/ha' 0.5-1.5 m): Ptilotus 
obovatus, Indigofera spp, Maireana plani]o!ia; Perennial grasses: 
Eragrostis setifolia, Eriachne helmsii, Eragrostis lanipes. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. In southern 
areas, the low shrub layer is locally 
dominated by Atriplex bunburyana; 
Cenchrus spp. more <,-bundant in N. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Scaevola spp, Cassia 
chatelainiana, Atnplex bunburyana, 
Cenchrus setigerus. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. At some 
little grazed sites, Atriplex bunburyana 
is a dominant low shrub, but this saltbush 
is generally scarce or absent elsewhere, 
except in western areas on Acacia 
xiphophylla-dominated sites. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Cassia chatelainiana, Scaevola 
spinescens, Eremophila latrobei, Rhagodia 
eremaea. Ptilotus polakii. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Eremophila crenulata, Cassia 
helmsii, C. desolata. 
Pastoral use limitations: Degraded sites 
are highly susceptible to invasion by 
unpalatable shrubs and slightly 
susceptible to erosion. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. On some 
areas in the west Atriplex vesicaria is a 
co-dominant low shrub. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus polakii, Enchylaena 
tornenlOsa. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Erernophila pterocarpa, Cassia helmsii, 
Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Degraded sites 
moderately susceptible to invasion by 
unpalatable shrubs. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia, Rhagodia erernaea, Cassia 
chatelainiana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 
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Sandal L.S.-Continued 

Landform and soils 

U nchannelled sluggish flow lines, 
slopes about 0.2%. Soils are dark 
reddish brown duplex, loamy sand over 
sandy clay, > 1 m deep, pH 6.5 with 
a neutral trend; principal profile 
forms: Dr l.I 2, 2.12. 

Small bare cJaypans. 

Small depressions, either gilgaied or 
with boulder-strewn convex centres on 
gypsiferous sites. Soils are dark red 
or reddish-brown sandy-surfaced clays 
of variable depth, pH 5.5-8.0 with 
neutral or alkaline trends; principal 
profile forms: Gc 2.22, Uf 6.13. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 6 Drainage lines (1%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to' close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
tetragonophylla and Eremophila crenulata. Tall shrubs (800tha; 
2-4 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, Hakea preissii, Scaevola 
spinescens; Low shrubs (3000-4500tha; < 2 m): Eremophila 
crenulata, E. mackinlayi, E. maculata, Rhagodia spp, Maireana 
tomentosa, Cassia spp. 

Unit 7 ClaypaDs (1%) 
No perennial vegetation. 

Unit 8 Ephemeral swamps (1 %) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very sparse to sparse tall shrublands or tussock grasslands dominated 
by Acacia scierosperma, or Eucalyptus coolabah and perennial grasses. 
Trees: E. coolabah; Tall shrubs: Acacia scierosperma, Melaleuca 
uncinata; Low shrubs: Chenopodium auricomum, Atriplex amnicola, 
Frankenia spp, Maireana lanosa, Enchylaena tomentosa; Perennial 
grasses: Eriachne j/accida (up to 2% b.c.). 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to invasion by unpalatable 
shrubs. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass or Saltbush. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
amnicola, Enchylaena tomentosa, Maireana 
lanosa, perennial grasses. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

• ~ 



Sandiman land system (G) 208 km2 (0.3% of survey area) 

Undulating stony uplands with low breakaways, 
slopes and ridges, supporting very scattered 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 
Geology: Permian greywacke, sandstone and 
siltstone, locally with tillitic shale, mainly of the 
Sakmarian Series. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces, 
extensively mantled by cobbles and pebbles: residual 
plateaux, summits and ridges, trellised drainage into 
narrow floors with incised channels and, locally, to 
narrow plains with gilgaied surfaces. 
Pastoral use: Moderately productive Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Stony Short Grass Forb 
(SSG F) pastures with moderate dry season durability 
when in good condition. Where degraded, the sparse 
shrublands provide little other than annual forage; 
the lower units are more extensively mantled and less 
susceptible to erosion than other Permian age 
systems. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 15 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 7%; fair 67%; poor 
26% 

Unit 
I. Plateaux, breakaways and ridges 
2. Upper slopes 
3. Lower slopes 
4. Terraced slopes and banks 
5. Sandy banks and dunes 
6. Drainage floors 
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Sandiman L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Residual plateaux, with breakaways 
and long ridges of slightly less 
relief, several km long in places. 
Soils are shallow and heavily 
mantled by cobbles and pebbles; 
reddish-brown clays, pH 7.0 with 
neutral or alkaline trends. 

Upper slopes with steep gradients, 
densely mantled with cobbles and 
pebbles or boulders; lower slopes 
with moderate or dense mantling and 
slopes 2-10%. Soils are reddish
brown or brown clayey types, locally 
loamy-surfaced duplex, < I m deep, 
pH 6.5 to 8.0 with neutral trend. 

Terraced tributary drainage slopes 
averaging I % slope. Soils are densely 
mantled or virtually bare in 
alternating zones forming a 
transversely 'banded' terrace, 
reddish-brown clayey types, 
> I m deep, pH 8.0. 

Banks and isolated dunes < 3 m above 
unit 6. Soils are probably 
reddish-brown sands, pH 7.0 to 8.0. 

Narrow floors with incised drainage 
lines carrying bedloads of sands and 
cobbles, but otherwise soils are 
probably reddish-brown to brown 
clayey types, pH 7.0 to 8.0. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Plateaux, breakaways & ridges (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. Tall shrubs: 
A. aneura, A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, A. eremaea; Low shrubs: 
Cassia desolata, Eremophila cunei/olia, E. /reelingii, Solanum 
lasiophylium. 

Unit 2 Upper slopes (20%) 
Unit 3 Lower slopes (40%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylialeremaea 
and A. aneura. Tall shrubs: A. xiphophyllaleremaea, A. aneura, 
A. cuspidi/olia, A. cuthbertsonii, A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae; 
Low shrubs: Eremophila cunei/olia, Cassia helmsii, Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus polakii, Frankenia spp. 

Unit 4 Terraced slopes and banks (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylialeremaea 
and A. tetragonophylla with low shrubs including Maireana pyramidata 
and M. polypterygia. 

Unit 5 Sandy banks and dunes (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia ramulosa. 

Unit 6 Drainage floors (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
aneura and A:v::iphophylia/eremaea, usually as fringing communities 
along the drainage lines, with very scattered low shrublands 
dominated by A. victoriae and Frankenia spp around gilgaied 
areas. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
melanocoma, M. georgei, Tribulus 
p[atypterus. 
P.-astoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus polakii, Frankenia 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion, with 
gUllying on unit 3, when degraded. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptible 
to wind erosion and/or accretion of eroded ma
terial from other units when degraded. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Susceptible to 
accelerated water erosion when fringing 
communities are degraded. 



Sandplain land system 9866 km2 (13.2% of survey area) 

Extensive red sand plains with tall shrublands of 
wanyu and under-story shrubs or low woodlands of 
sandplain gidgee. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: flat to gently 
undulating extensive sand sheets, generally without 
dune development; drainage features absent; broad 
scale reliefup to 50 m; major system of the Victoria 
sand plain. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) pastures, in 
some areas more productive years after the passage of 
fires and subsequent changes in the vegetation (Curry 
1986). The system is not prone to erosion. It is 
unusually productive on the peninsulas of Shark Bay. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 12 
ha/s.u. 
Nanga and Peron stations 8 ha/s.u. 
Faure Island 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 50%; fair 37%; poor 
13%. 

Unit 
I. Low dunes and sandy banks 
2. Broad sandy plains 
3. Drainage foci 
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Sandplain L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Occasional low longitudinal dunes up 
to 10m high. Soils are dark red sands. 

Flat or gently undulating plains, often 
very extensive and rather uniform; 
relief up to 42 m but slopes mostly 
< 0.5%. Soils are dark red or dusky 
red sand, loamy sand or clayey sand, 
> I m deep, pH 5.5-7.0 with neutral 
or acid trends; principal profile 
forms: Uc 5.21, Uc 1.23 and Uc 5.22 
(Faure Island only, where locally 
calcareous with an alkaline trend). 

Small to medium-size (l km) 
depressions; soils are probably red 
gradational loams. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low dunes and sandy banks (4%) Traversed 
Similar to unit 2 with more Grevillea spp, Acacia scierosperma and 
Cassia spp. 

Unit 2 Broad sandy plains (95%) 36 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia ramulosa, 
widely succeeded by variable mixed or low shrublands after fire; 
(ii) Low woodlands dominated by A. anastema. 
(i) PFC 20 to 40%; Trees « 25/ha; 4-10 m): Eucalyptus dichromophloia, 
E. eudesmioides, Acacia pruinocarpa, Santalum spicatum, Canthium lineare, 
Grevillea stenobotrya; Tall shrubs (430 F 390/ha; 2-4 m): A. ramulosa, 
A. murrayana,A. wiseana,A. roycei,A. scierosperma,A. tetragonophylla, 
Eremophila maitlandii, E. latrobei, E. spectabilis, E. cordata, 
Dicrastylis lineari/olia, Verticordia sp., Solanum orbiculatum; 
Low shrubs (2200 F 1700/ha; 0.5-1.5 m) Eremophila leucophylla, 
Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
Solanum lasiophyllum, Enchylaena tomentosa, Scaevola tomentosa, 
Sida aff. virgata; Perennial grasses (scarce, often absent): Eragrostis 
lanipes, Monachather paradoxa; 
(ii) PCF 20 to 25%; Trees (50-900/ha; 4-8 m): Acacia anasteina, 
Eucalyptusdichromophloia; Tall shrubs (75-400/ha; 2-4 m): A. ramulosa, 
Stylobasium spathulatum, A. murrayana, Santalumspicatum; Low shrubs 
(400-7500/ha; 0.5-2 m): Eremophila leucophylla, Trium/etta chaetocarpa, 
Ptilotus schwartzii, Verticordia /orrestii, Eremophila latrobei; 
Perennial grasses: Eragrostis lanipes, Monachather paradoxa; 

Unit 3 Drainage foci « 1%) 
Moderately dense shrublands dominated by A. ramulosa, A. tetragonophylla 
or Melaleuca uncinata; exceptionally A. xiphophylla - Atriplex 
bunburyana. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

as unit 2 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Tall shrublands (i) show marked 
successional trends after burning: 
A. ramulosa dominance lost to Gyroslemon 
ramulosus and Codonocarpus cotini/olius 
in early years, after which variable 
seral shrub lands are dominated by A. 
scierosperma and Plilotus obovatus or 
Grevillea spp. or A. murrayana. 10-60 
years after burning sites in good 
condition often show increased Ptilotus 
obovatus, Maireana plamfolia, Solanum 
lasiophyllum and Dicraslylis lineari/olia 
but lack Eremophila spp. The low 
woodlands of A. anastema occur mainly on 
higher parts of undulating sandpiains 
between Winderie and Woodleigh stations. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
plant/olia, Cassia chatelainiana, 
Eremophila latrobei, E. leucophylla, 
Monachather paradoxa, Eragrostis lanipes. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
orbiculatum, Stylobasium spathulatum, 
Eremophila maitlandii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Inadequate 
groundwater supplies in south; sparseness of 
understorey species in denser A. ramulosa 
stands. 

Not a generally distributed unit 



Snakewood land system 827 km2 (1.1 % of survey area) 

Plains with red duplex soils supporting tall 
shrublands of snakewood with an understorey of 
silver saltbush. 
Geology: Quaternary sandplain deposits and minor 
outcrops of Tertiary calcrete. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional surfaces: 
flat plains with sandy surfaces and minor calcrete 
plains; no drainage features. 
Pastoral use: A highly productive Saltbush (SALT) 
pasture system which supports a variety of other 
palatable shrubs when in good condition. When 
degraded, saltbush is replaced by Maireana lanosa, 
cotton bush and tomato bush; snakewood alliances 
may be replaced by other acacias after fires. Major 
unit 4 is slightly susceptible to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 20%; fair 21 %; poor 
59%. 

Unit 
I. Limestone plains 
2. Sandy banks and sand sheets 
3. Plains with gradational soils 
4. Plains with duplex soils 
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Snakewood L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Undulating stony plains with outcrops 
of calcrete and lImestone, strewn with 
limestone pebbles or cobbles, relief 
up to 5 m. Soils are shallow 
gradational types with calcareous 
inclusions. 

Flat to slightly undulating sand 
sheets and low banks. Soils are red 
sands, mostly> 1 m deep; principal 
profile form: probably Uc 5.11. 

Flat plains with gradational soils 
overlying limestone and very lightly 
strewn with calcrete gravels. Soils 
are reddish-brown gradational types, 
sandy clay loam to fine sandy clay, 
> I m deep with calcrete inclusions 
and carbonate concretions, pH 8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form : Gc 2.12. 

Flat plains with a moundy surface; 
slopes usually < 0.5%, lightly 
strewn with calcrete gravels. Soils 
are red or dark red duplex, sand to 
sandy loam over sandy clay loam to 
sandy clay, with carbonate concretions 
in B horizon at least, > I m deep, 
pH 7.0-9.0 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile forms: Dr 1.13, 
locally Gc 1.l2. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone plains (3%) Traversed 
Scattered to moderately dense tall shrub lands dominated by Acacia 
drepanophylla, A. grasbyi and A. tetragonophylla with Ptilotus obovatus 
pre-eminent in the understorey shrubs. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks and sand sheets (5%) Traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia ramulosa, locally 
succeeded after fire by shrublands dominated by 
A. sc/erosperma, Grevillea stenobotrya and Ptilotus obovatus. 

Unit 3 Plains with gradational soils (12%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close shrublands dominated by A. grasbyi and Ptilotus 
obovatus. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. grasbyi, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. sc/erosperma, A. galeata; Low shrubs « 1.5 m): Ptilotus 
obovatus, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, Enchylaena tomentosa, Rhagodia 
eremaea, P. divaricatus, Solanum lasiophyllum; Perennial grasses: 
Stipa elegantissima. 

Unit 4 Plains with duplex soils (80%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
xiphophylla and Atriplex bunburyana. Trees (2-4 m; < 25/hal: 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Eremophila oldfieldii, Santalum anceolalum; 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m; 50-700/ha): A. xiphophylla, A. galeata, 
A. sc/erosperma, A. telragonophylla, A. victoriae, A. grasbyi; Low 
shrubs « 1 m; 500-9000/ha): Atriplex bunburyana, PtilolUS obovatus, 
Enchylaena lomentosa, Maireana lanosa, Rhagodia eremaea, Scaevola 
spinescens; Perennial grasses: Stipa elegantissima. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Cassia 
chatelainiana, Eremophila latrobei, 
Atriplex bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
c,ontrolled stocking. 

Pasture type~ Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
plani/olia, Cassia chatelainiana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Lepidium sp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: AMplex 
bunburyana, Enchylaena tomentosa, Acacia 
xiphophylla. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
A. victoriae, Maireana lanosa, Solanum 
orbiculatum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion when degraded. 



Spot land system 634 km2 (0.9% of survey area) 

Alluvial plains with low, reticulate sandy banks 
and rises, supporting tall acacia shrublands with 
numerOUS low shrubs and some hard spinifex. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvial, colluvial and aeolian 
deposits of clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: almost flat 
plains with numerous fine networks of aeolian sandy 
rises and banks over the alluvial deposits; drainage 
mainly internal; relief up to 2 m. 
Pastoral use: A productive alluvial system supporting 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) and Bluebush 
(BLUE) pastures where it remains in good condition; 
otherwise shows widely degraded tall shrub 
associations over its major alluvial units; the sandy 
units I and 2 possess fewer drought resistant forage 
shrubs but exhibit good seasonal responses to 
rainfall; unit 4 is susceptible to erosion when 
degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 35%; fair 32%; poor 
33%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks 
2. Restricted sand plains 
3. Interbank plains 
4. Alluvial plains 
5. Drainage foci 
6. Claypans 
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Spot L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Narrow sandy banks and rises, mostly 
in reticulate arrangement up to 2 m 
above unit 5. Soils are dark red 
sands Of sandy learns, grading to 
light sandy clay loam, > 1 m deep, 
pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.21. 

Flat-surfaced plains; soils are 
probably full-depth sands. 

Flat to gently sloping plains and 
restricted plains bordered by unit I. 
Soils are probably dark red duplex 
types. 

Flat to gently sloping plains receiving 
sluggish sheet flow. Soils are dark 
red duplex, loamy sand over sandy clay, 
pH 6.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Dr 1.13. 

Irregularly-shaped discrete foci with 
flat surfaces and clay soils. 

Small claypans. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sc/erosperma. 
Trees (2A m): Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (3-4 m): Acacia 
sc/erosperma, A. victoriae, A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs « 2 m): 
Corchorus walcottii, Eremophila leucophylla, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia 
desolata, Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus obovatus; Perennial grasses: 
Eriachne helmsii, Cenchrus ciliaris, Aristida browniana, Triodia sp. 

Unit 2 Restricted sandplains (5%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp. Tall shrubs: Acacia 
sc/erosperma, A. subtessarogona; Low shrubs: Cassia oligophylla, 
Maireana plani/olia, Eremophila leucophylla, E. cunei/olia; Perennial 
grasses: Triodia spp, Eragrostis eriopoda, Chrysopogon Jallax. 

Unit 3 Interbank plains (50%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphopylla. Tall shrubs: 
A. xiphophylla, A. victoriae; Low shrubs: Cassia spp, palotus 
obovatus, Scaevola spinescens, Solanum lasiophyllum, Rhagodia erernaea. 

Unit 4 Alluvial plains (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acaciaxiphopylla. 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. xiphopylla, Stylobasiurn spathulaturn; 
Low shrubs (0.5-1 m): Cassia deso[ata, Maireana polypterygia, 
M. plani/olia, Ptilotus polakii, P. obovatus, Eremophila cunei/olia, 
Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (3%) 
Close tall shrul?Jands dominated by Acacia spp with understorey 
perennial grasses Eulalia /ulva and Eriachne bentharnii 

Unit 6 CIaypans (2%) 
Mainly unvegetated. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia SandplainlHard 
Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: Enchylaena 
tornentosa, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spinifex. 
Desirable perennials include: Eragrostis 
eriopoda, Maireana plant/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Some areas probably formerly supported 
saltbush or Bluebush associations. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Maireana polypterygia, 
Rhagodia eremaea. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
A. vic/oriae, Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Pastures 
generally degraded; mild susceptibility to 
erosion by water and wind. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus polakii, Atriplex 
bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: Cassia 
spp, Acacia victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Taillefer land system 190 km2 (0.3% of survey area) 

Plains of calcareous sand, minor limestone ridges, 
low coastal dunes and sea cliffs; Hard Spinifex 
(HASP) hummock grasslands with numerous shrubs; 
a minor land system confined to southern parts of the 
Peron Pcninsula. 
Geology: Quaternary sand plain and beach dune 
deposits wIth minor outcrops ofTamala limestone. 
Geomorphology: Mostly depositional surfaces: 
undulating coastal sand plains with isolated rocky 
ridges; low longitudinal dunes ,near the ocean; 
occasional birridas; depositional surfaces otherwise 
lacking in drainage features. 
Pastoral use: Hard Spinifex pastures with unusually 
high densities of palatable browse shrubs when in 
good condition, minor areas of Saltbush (SALT) and 
Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) pastures. Fire-affected 
areas wh ich have lost most of their ground cover are 
erosion-prone and in need of stabilization. 
Established exotic pasture plants e.g. buffel grass and 
burr-medics Medicago spp. are useful short-term 
stabilizers. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 11 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 17%; fair 43%; poor 
40%. 

Unit 
I. Limestone ridges 
2. Plains of calcareous sand 
3. Coastal dunes 
4. Low plains 
5. Birridas 
6. Beaches 
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Taillefer L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rocky ridges and outcrops, relief up 
to 60 m; slopes very variable, mostly 
densely strewn with limestone pebbles 
or cobbles. Soils are < 50 em deep, 
reddish-brown loamy sand with limestone 
inclusions, pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile form: Uc 1.13. 

Flat to undulating plains, relief up 
to 55 m above unit 6. Soils are 
reddish-brown to yellowish red sand 
or loamy sands, > I m deep, lightly 
strewn with calcrete gravels and with 
limestone inclusions throughout, pH 
8.5 with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 5.12. 

Low dUnes, mostly short-walled and 
parabolic. Soils are reddish-yellow 
sand, > I m deep with shell 
fragments, pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile form: Uc 1.12. 

Low-lying plains, slopes < 3% and 
with moundy surfaces. Soils are red 
sand or loamy sand, > 1 m deep with 
limestone inclusions throughout, pH 
8.5 with an alkaline trend; prinCipal 
profile form: Uc 5.12. 

Elliptical or rounded depressions 
< 500 m long, with nearly flat 
surfaces; soils are highly gypsiferous 
juvenile types. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone ridges (7%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia plurinervata and clumps oflow 
shrubs. Low shrubs: Templetonia sp., Scaevola spinescens, Pimelea 
microcephala, Solanum orbiculatum, Scaevola tomentosa, Acacia 
tetragonophylla; Perennial grasses: Triodia plurinervata. 

Unit 2 Plains of calcareous sand (80%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia plurinervala mixed with low 
perennial herbs and shrubs. Low shrubs (800-11,000/ha; < 0.5 m): 
PlilolUS obovatus, Pimelea microcephala, Mirbelia spp., Rhagodia 
lali/olia, Plilotus divaricalus, Acacia ligulata, Acanthocarpus 
preissii, Enchylaena lomentosa, Stylobasium spathulatum. Perennial 
grasses: Triodia plurinervala (1-50% cover), Cenchrus ciliaris, Stipa 
elegantissima, Eragrostis eriopoda. 

Unit 3 Coastal dunes (8%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Spini/ex longi/olius and Acacia spp. 
Tall shrubs: Acacia tetragonophylla, A. ligulata, Exocarpos aphyllus, 
Alyogyne sp. Low shrubs: Solanum orbiculatum, Pimelea microcephala, 
Scaevola tomentosa. Perennial grasses: Spini/ex iongi/olius, Triodia 
plurinervata. 

Unit 4 Low plains (3%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Atripiex bunburyana and Ptilotus 
obovatus. Low shrubs: A. bunburyana, P. obovatus, Solanum aff. 
esuriale, S. orbiculatum, Stylobasium spathulatum, Acanthocarpus 
preissii. Perennial grasses: Stipa eleganlissima, Stipa sp. 

Unit 5 Birridas (1 %) Traversed 
Low halophytic shrublands dominated by Halosarcia spp. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. Perennials 
augmented by annual grasses and forbs in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Scaevola spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spimjex. Perennials 
augmented by annual grasses and forbs in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Plilotus 
obovatus, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to wind erosion when degraded; 
after fire, losses of hummock grass and 
shrubs increase the erosion risk. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/exlCoastal Dune 
Shrub. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to wind erosion when degraded. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Ptilotus obovatus. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderately 
susceptible to wind erosion when degraded. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 



Tamala land system 136 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Plains with a thin covering of sand over limestone, 
interspersed with stony rises; former saltbush and 
acacia shrublands, widely degraded and now replaced 
by winter pastures of exotic annuals. 
Geology: Quaternary Tamala limestone. 
Geomorphology: Boulder-strewn limestone plains and 
rises interspersed with sandy-surfaced plains and 
sand sheets; currcntly much local redistribution of 
topsoil material through wind erosion; no drainage 
features. 
Pastoral use: Former Saltbush (SALT) and Acacia 
Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures have been widely 
degraded by stock and feral animals. In an area 
receiving reliable winter rainfall, exotic annuals 
(burr-medics, grasses and others) have become 
widespread and provide a buffer against further 
erosion of the shallow soils. Under favourable 
seasonal conditions such pastures have produced 
700·1000 kg available biomass/ha.year. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition, 3 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 13%; fair 30%; poor 
57%. 

Unit 
I. Limestone rises 
2. Sandy-surfaced plains 
3. Limestone plains 
4. Sheets of calcareous sand 
5. Restricted saline plains 
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Tamala L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rounded rises, mostly 10-40 m above 
surrounding plains, slopes 3-6%, lightly 
to heavily strewn with limestone cobbles 
and boulders. Soils are shallow 
reddish-brown, reddish-yellow or grey 
loams, with or without windblown surface 
deposits of sand, calcareous throughout 
the 15-20 cm depth, pH 8.0-8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile forms: 
Um 6.21, 6.24; Dd 3.13 formed locally 
by accretion of windblown material. 

Undulating plains, slopes mainly 1-2%, 
lightly strewn with calcrete gravels. 
Soils are weak red or reddish-brown 
sands, > I m deep with limestone 
inclusions throughout, pH 8.5 with 
an alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: Uc 5.12. 

Gently undulating, very stony plains, 
heavily strewn with limestone boulders. 
Soils are shallow dusky red 
sandy loams, pH 8.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile form:. 
Uc 6.11. 

Undulating plains of calcareous sand, 
slopes up to 3%. Soils are reddish
brown sands, yellower with depth, 
> 1 m deep with limestone inclusions 
throughout, pH 8.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile form: Uc 5.12. 

Flat or moundy plains with saline 
and/or gypsiferous soils. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone rises (30%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close shrublands, often degraded, dominated 
by Acacia tetragonophylla, Heterodendrum oleaefolium and exotic annuals. 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m, < 350/ha): A. tetragonophylla, H. oleaefolium, 
Melaleuca cardiophylla, Exocarpos aphyllus; Low shrubs « 1.5 m; 
150-3,OOO/ha): Acanthocarpus preissii, Threlkeldia diffusa, Rhagodia 
preissii, R. eremaea, Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus divaricatus; 
Perennial grasses: Stipa elegantissima, S. aff. crinata. 

Unit 2 Sandy-surfaced plains (45%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
Variable shrublands, often degraded to annual grassland medic pastures 
with very scattered shrubs. Trees: Santalum lanceolatum; Tall shrubs 
(2-3 m; 0-600/ha): Acacia ligulata, A. rostelli/era, Heterodendrum 
oleae/olium, Eremophila oldfieldii, Lycium sp.; Low shrubs « 2 m; 
100-5,OOO/ha): Solanum orbiculatum, Ptilotus obovatus, Pimelea 
microcephala, Acanthocarpus preissii, Enchylaena tomentosa, Rhagodia 
fati/olia; Climbers: Ptilotus divaricatus, Clematis microphylla; 
Perennial grasses: Stipa elegantissima. 

Unit 3 Limestone plains (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
tetragonophylla and A. coriacea. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. 
tetragonophylla, A. coriacea; Low shrubs « 1 m): Ptilotus obovatus, 
Solanum orbiculatum, Pimelea microcephala, Sida aff. calyxhymenia, 
Capparis sp. 

Unit 4 Sheets of calcareous sand (10%) 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
ligulata. Tall shrubs (2-5 m; 50-650/ha): A. ligulata, A. galeata; 
Low shrubs « I m; 200-15,OOO/ha): Acanthocarpus preissii, Threlkeldia 
dif!usa, Ptilotus obovatus, Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus divaricatus, 
Rhagodia preissii. 

Unit 5 Restricted saline plains (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by halophytes: 
Hafosarcia spp, Frankenia spp, Atripiex bunburyana, A. vesicaria. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Exotic Annual/Acacia Mixed 
Shrub. 
Perennials heavily augmented by 
annuals: A vena aff.barbata, M edicago 
poiymorpha, Medicago sp., Brassica 
tourne/ortii, Hordeum spp, Emex 
australis, Centaurea melitensis. 
Pastoral use limitaitons: None 
under controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Exotic 
Annnual/Saltbush/Acacia Mixed 
Shrub. 
Perennials often degraded and/or cleared 
and replaced by annuals: Avena aff. 
barbata, Medica,to minima, M. polymorpha, 
Brassica tourneJortii, Aristida spp, 
Helipterum spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Highly productive 
annuals grow under a regular pattern of winter 
rainfall; they protect the soil surface, but when 
overgrazed there is a high susceptibility to wind 
erosion and/or invasion by Solanum 
orbiculatum. 

Pasture type: Exotic Annual/Acacia 
Mixed Shrub. 
Pastoral use limitations: Degraded 
areas frequently subject to invasion by 
Solanum orbiculatum. 

2 site inventories and traversed 
Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs. 
Indicators of good condition: Maireana 
tomentosa, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate susceptibility 
to wind erosion when degraded. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity levels in 
pasture plants. 



Tarcumba land system 183 km2 (0.25% of survey area) 

Flat plains with shallow, calcareous, sandy
surfaced soils overlying calcrete; vegetation is 
dominated by tall acacia shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary colluvium: poorly sorted clay, 
silt, sand and gravel deposited by sheet flooding; 
minor aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces of low plains 
and broad drainage tracts fringing the Carbla plateau 
and continuing to the south as the York land system; 
subject to sheet flow without incised drainage. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures 
with a wide range of palatable and drought-resistant 
shrubs when in good condition; remnants of saltbush 
on unit 4 suggest that cotton bush may have increased 
at the expense of saltbush in the low shrub layer. 
This is a very flat land system not prone to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 10%; fair 61 %; poor 
29%. 

Unit 
1. Limestone plains 
2. Sandy plains and banks 
3. Plains with shallow soil 
4. Unchannelled drainage plains 
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Tarcumba L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Small areas of limestone plains with 
outcrops of low relief « 2m) and 
undulating cobble-strewn surfaces. 
Soils are shallow calcareous 
gradational loams. 

Gently undulating plains and sandy 
banks, relief to 1m, some sparsely 
strewn with limestone cobbles or 
pebbles. Soils are dark red loamy 
sand, > I m deep, pH 6.5 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile 
form: UC 5.21. 

Flat or slightly mounded plains with 
limestone at shallow depth. Soils are 
dark red or dusky red gradational; 
loamy sand to sandy clay loam, often 
with a very sparse mantle of calcrete 
gravel, pebbles or cobbles, about I m 
deep, pH 7.0-7.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Gn 3.12. 

Plains with slightly mounded surfaces, 
slopes < 0.5%. Soils are red 
calcareous loams or sandy clays, > 1 m 
deep with calcareous inclusions 
throughout the profile, pH 8.0-8:5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile forms: Uc 5.22, Gc 2.22. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone plains (5%) Traversed only 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acaciagrasbyi,A. drepanophylla 
and Ptilotus obovatus. 

Unit 2 Sandy plains and banks (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
ramulosa. Trees: Santalum lanceolatum,Heterodendrum oleae/olium~ Tall 
shrubs: A. ramulosa, A. sc/erosperma, A. tetragonophylla, Eremophila 
maitlandii; Low shrubs: Ptilotus obovatus, Solanum lasiophy/lum, 
Cassia chiuelainiana, Sida spp, Solanum orbiculatum; Perennial grasses: 
Stipa elegantissima. 

Unit 3 Plains with shallow soil (40%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia grasbyi, A. 
tetragonophylla and Ptilotus obovatus. Trees (scarce): Eremophila 
oldfieldii, Santalum lanceolalum; Tall shrubs (400/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia 
grasbyi, A. tetragonophylla, A. ramulosa, Heterodendrum oleae/olium, 
Eremophila maitlandii, Cassia chatelainiana; Low shrubs (4500-5000/ha; 
< 105m); Ptilotus obovatus, P. schwartzii, Solanum lasiophy/lum, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Sida calyxhymenia, Enchylaena tomentosa. 

Unit 4 Unchannelled drainage plains (45%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
galeata. Trees (O-150/ha; 2-6m): Acacia galeata, Santalum lanceolalum, 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (200-300/ha; 2-4 m): A. galeata, 
A. sc/erosperma, A. tetragonophy/la, Eremophila oldfieldii, A. ramulosa, 
Hakea preissii; Low shrubs (4000-1O,000/ha; < 1.5 m): Ptilotus 
obovatus, Cassia chatelainiana, Enchylaena tomentosa, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudiana, Pimelea microcephala, Sida spp; Perennial grasses: 
Stipa elegantissima. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sand plain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Sida 
calyxhymenia, Cassia chatelainiana, 
Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitaitons: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Maireana spp, Cassia 
chatelainiana, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitattons: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Target land system 1235 km2 (1.7% ofsurvey area) 

Gently sloping plains with sandy banks and narrow 
interbank plains; tall acacia shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary deposits: alluvial and aeolian 
clay, silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces oflow plains 
composed of a mosaic of sandy banks, interbank 
plains with clay subsoils and numerous small discrete 
drainage foci; relief up to 10m. 
Pastoral use: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) 
and Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures with a wide 
variety of palatable shrubs and sparse perennial 
grasses; units 4 and 6 frequently show minor erosion 
and are susceptible to invasion by unpalatable 
shrubs. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 7 ha!s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 23%; fair 43%; poor 
34%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandy banks 
3. Sandy plains 
4. Interbank plains 
5. Drainage foci 
6. Saline plains 
7. Claypans 
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Target L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Occasional low longitudinal dunes. 
Soils are loose red sand; principal 
profile form probably Uc 1.23. 

Undulating sandy banks up to 4 m above 
unit 4, slopes < 2%. Soils are 
dusky red or dark red sand to sandy 
loam, > 1 m deep, pH 6.5-7.5 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 5.21. 

Sandy plains with up to 2 m relative 
relief and slopes < O.S%. Soils are 
dusky red or dark red sandy loams or 
sandy-surfaced duplex, > I m deep, 
pH 6.0-7.0 with neutral or acid trends; 
principal profile forms: Dr 4.12, 
Uc 5.21. 

Internally drained interbank plains 
with slopes < 2%. Soils are red or 
reddish brown sandy-surfaced duplex 
or gradational types, some with quartz 
or siliceous gravel inclusions, > I m 
deep, pH 6.0-7.0 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile forms: Dr 2.12, 
1.12, 1.13,4.12, Uc 5.21, Gn 2.12. 

Discrete drainage foci with flat to 
slightly concave profiles. Soils are 
reddish-brown or brown loams or clays, 
> I m deep, pH 6.0-7.0, some with 
ferruginous gravel throughout the 
profile;principal profile forms: 
Gn 3.12, 3.92, Uf6.21, Dr 2.12. 

Interbank plains with saline soils 
and external drainage. Soils are 
probably red duplex types. 

Small shallow c1aypans mostly 
< SOO m long. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (1 %) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sp, 

Unit 2 Sandy banks (30%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
sc/erosperma and A. ramulosa. Trees (infrequent): Heterodendrnm 
oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (200-600/ha; 2-4 m): A. scierosperma, A. 
rarnulosa, A. tetragonophyl/a, Cassia helrnsii; Low shrubs (1700-25001 
ha; < I.S m): Ptilotus obovatus, Enchylaena tornentosa, Erernophila 
leucophyl/a, Olearia axil/aris, Corchorus wa!cottii, Maireana spp; 
Perenmal grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Triodia sp. 

Unit 3 Sandy plains (10%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands or hummock grasslands dominated by 
Acacia spp and Stylobasiurn spathulatum, or Triodia basedowii. Tall 
shrubs « 2S-S00/ha; 2-S m): Acacia ramulosa, A. sc/erosperma, 
A. tetragonophyl/a, A. xiphophyl/a, Stylobasium spathulatum; Low 
shrubs (l300-4000/ha; < 2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Eremophila leucophyl/a, Cassia helmsii, C. luerssenii, Corchorus 
wa!cottii; Perennial grasses: Triodia basedowii (up to 40% cover), 
Monachather paradoxa, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 4 Interbank plains (40%) 8 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall or mixed shrublands dominated 
by Acacia sPP. Eremophila spp and Cassia desolata. PFC S to 30%; 
Tall shrubs (O-ISOO/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. xiphophylla, A. sc/erosperma, Hakea preissii, Stylobasium 
spathu!atum; Low shrubs (SOO-3000/ha; < 2 m): Ptilotus polakii, 
Eremophila leucophylla, E. pterocarpa, E. crenulata, Cassia spp, 
Scaevola spinescens, Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotus obovatus; Perennial 
grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris, Eriachne helmsii, Enteropogon acicularis, 
Eragrostis eriopoda. 

Unit 5 Drainage foci (15%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
telragonophylla. PFC 25-50%; Trees (6-8 m): A. subtessarogona; Tall 
shrubs (200-S:90/ha; 2-6 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, Scaevola 
spinescens, Acacia sc/erosperma, A. coriacea; Low shrubs (8000-120001 
ha;): Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila mackinlayi, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Indigo/era spp; Perennial grasses (up to 2% b.c.) Eulaliajulva, 
Eriachne gardneri, E. jlaccida, Enteropogon acicularis, Eriachne 
benthamii, Cenchrus spp. 

Unit 6 Saline plains (4%) Traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Atriplex bunburyana, Frankenia spp 
and Ptilotus polakii. 

Unit 7 Claypans « 1%) Traversed 
No perennial vegetation. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Perennial 
grasses scarce or absent in south. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tornentosa, Rhagodia erernaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain or (mainly 
in N) Hard Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
[orbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
plant/alia, Eremophila leucophyl/a, 
Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrubl 
Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Locally, A. 
xiphophyl/a-dominated shrublands have been 
killed, probably by fires. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Cassia chatelainiana, Ptilotus 
polakii, Scaevola spinescens, Rhagodia 
eremaea. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
Eremophila crenulata, Hakea preissii, 
Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Degraded sites 
are susceptible to invasion by unpalatable 
shrubs. 

Pasture type: Currant Bush Mixed Shrub. 
Perennial grasses are scarce or absent in 
south. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Rhagodia eremaea, perennial 
grasses. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: Dense 
vegetation may restrict access to stock. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Degraded sites are susceptible to shrub 
invasion by Hakea preissii, Acacia 
victoriae, A. cuspidi/olia and Eremophila 
spp. 

j 



Thomas land system (G) 146 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Lateritized mesas, low hills and stony plains of 
granite and gneiss supporting scattered tall acacia 
shrublands. 
Geology: Lower Proterozoic quartzite, gneiss and 
granite frequently capped with Tertiary duricrust. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: 
lateritised breakaways, quartzite-based mesas and 
residuals, low rounded hills and unweathered 
summits above stony plains and small alluvial fans; 
drainage dendritic, mostly incised and of moderate 
density; relief up to 35 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) and 
Stony Chenopod (STCH) pastures, moderately 
productive in good seasons when ephemeral herbs 
and grasses provide useful feed. In dry seasons, very 
scattered palatable shrubs provide limited forage 
reserves. Unit4 is vulnerable to gullying and surface 
sealing where shrubs have been lost. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 25 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: Good 59%; fair 35%; poor 
6%. 

Unit 
I. Hilltops, breakaways and mesas 
2. Slopes and interfluves 
3. Lower plains 
4. Alluvial fans and floors 
5. Drainage lines 
6. Sandy banks 
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Thomas L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Flat to gently sloping hill tops, 
deeply weathered with lateritised, 
stripped or boulder~strewn surfaces. 
Soils are confined to pockets of 
red sandy loam, < 50 cm deep with 
quartz inclusions; principal profile 
form: Uc 1.43 

Crests, slopes and interfluvial 
plains, mostly sloping 1 ~4%, 
moderately to densely strewn with 
quartzite cobbles or pebbles. 
Soils are reddish~brown loamy types, 
fine sandy loam grading to sandy 
clay loam, < 50 em deep, pH 7.5 
with a neutral trend; pnncipal 
profile form: Gn 3.12 

Gently sloping plains, moderately 
to densely strewn with cobbles or 
pebbles. Soils are shallow loamy 
types. 

Small alluvial fans and drainage 
floors immediately below slopes 
(unit 2). Soils are reddish
brown duplex type, with surface 
mantles of gravel or pebbles. 

Channels and creek~lines, usually 
incised, carrying bedloads of 
sands and cobbles. 

Small sandy banks, usually adjacent 
to unit 4. Soils are reddish~brown 
sands. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Hilltops, breakaways and mesas (25%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia anew·a. Low trees and tall shrubs: A. aneura, A. pruinocarpa, 
A. tetragonophyfla. Low shrubs: Ptilotus schwartzii, Eremophifa 
latrobei, Maireana georgei, M. plani/olia. 

Unit 2 Slopes and interfluves (45%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia aneura and A. li~lata. Tall shrubs: A. aneura, 
A. /igulata, A. xiphophylla, A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae; 
Low shrubs: Pti!otus obovatus, Eremophila /raseri, E. jreelingii, 
Maireana triptera, M. melanocoma, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 3 Lower plains (15%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura, with 
low shrubs including Maireana triptera and Halosarcia spp. 

Unit 4 Alluvial fans and floors (10%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia xiphophylla and Hakea preissii. Low shrubs: Cassia 
helmsii, Eremophila cunei/olia, Maireana polypterygia, 
Halosarcia spp. 

Unit 5 Drainage lines (3%) Traversed 
Close fringing tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura, 
and A. holosericea. 

, 
Unit 6 Sandy banks (2%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by 
Eucalyptus oieosa, Acacia aneura and low shrubs as 
unit 4. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Eremophila latrobei. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Perennials augmented by anI!ual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
triptera, Halosarcia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Pastoral use limitations: 
Moderately susceptible to erosion, 
mainly by water, when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None 
under controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Stony Chenopod. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

J 



Toolonga land system 1182 km2 (1.6% of survey area) 

Gently undulating calcrete outcrop plains with 
local and internal drainage; tall acacia shrublands. 
Geology: Tertiary calcrete with an authigenic 
limestone duricrust and Quaternary colluvial 
deposits. 
Geomorphology: Erosional surfaces with minor 
superficial deposits of sand and colluvium: extensive 
gently undulating calcrete plains of low relief(up to 
10m); minor areas of sand plain; plains with 
ferruginized surface mantle; drainage foci and saline 
plains; drainage internal or by narrow disorganized 
and usually unchannelled flow zones. This is the 
major land system of the Carbla Plateau. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures, 
moderately productive but relying heavily on cotton 
bush as a shrub reserve in dry years. Some areas are 
degraded but show no susceptibility to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good II %; fair 47%; poor 
42%. 

Unit 
I. Limestone plains 
2. Plains with duplex soils 
3. Sandy plains and banks 
4. Stony plains 
5. Flow zones 
6. Drainage depressions 
7. Low saline plains 
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Toolonga L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Undulating stony plains with outcrops 
of calcrete and hmestone, moderately 
Of densely strewn with limestone 
pebbles or cobbles; relief up to 10m. 
Soils are shallow, mostly occurring in 
pockets up to 1 m deep, red, dark red 
or reddish brown gradational types, 
sandy loarns to sandy clay loarns, with 
inclusions of carbonates and limestone 
gravels; pH 7.0-9.0 with alkaline or 
neutral trends; principal profile 
forms: Gc 1.22, 1.21,2.12, Uc S.21. 

Flat to slightly undulating restricted 
plains, some very sparsely strewn with 
calcareous gravels or pebbles. Soils 
are red or dark red duplex, sandy loam 
over sandy clay, with calcareous 
concretions, 75 cm to > 1 m deep, 
pH S.0-S.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Dr 1.13. 

Gently undulating sandy banks and 
plains, mostly < I km in extent. 
Soils are probably dark red loamy sands. 

Flat plains with slopes < 0.5%, 
densely strewn with ironstone or mixed 
pebbles and gravels. Soils are dark 
red or dusky red sandy clays, shallow 
to > 1 m deep, pH 6.0-7.5 with 
neutral or acid trends; principal 
profile forms: Uc 6.13, Uf6.31. 

Unchannelled flow zones up to 500 m 
wide and often ill-defined, slopes up 
to 0.5%; some are very sparsely strewn 
with limestone gravels or pebbles. 
Soils are dusky red sandy clays, 
shallow to > I m deep, pH 6.5-7.0; 
principal profile forms: Uf 6.12, 6.31. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone plains (65%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
grasbyi, A. drepanophyila and Ptilotus obovatus. PFC: 15 to 25%; 
Trees (0-25/ha; 2-4 m): Santalurn spicatum, S. lanceolatum, Heterodendrum 
oleaefolium; Tall shrubs lSO-400/ha; 2-4 m): A. drepanophyl/a, A. 
grasbyi, A. tetragonophyl a, A. sc/erosperma, Scaevola tomentosa, S. 
spinescens; Low shrubs (2000-4000/ha; < 1.5 m): Ptilotus obovatus, 
Eremophila leucophy/la, Enchylaena tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea, Maireana 
plant/olia, Solanum lasfophyl/um, Cassia chatelainiana, Eremophila 
latrobei. 

Unit 2 Plains with duplex soils (15%) 4 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands, usually dominated by 
Acacia xiphophylla. PFC 10-25%; Trees (scarce): Heterodendrum 
oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (75-300/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia xiphophylla, 
A. grasbyi, A. tetragonophylla, A. sc/erosperma, A. victoriae, Low 
shrubs (500-7000/ha; < 1.5 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Solanum 
lasiophyl/um, Atriplex bunburyana, Solanum orbiculatum, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Chenopodium gaudichaudianum. 

Unit 3 Sandy plains and banks (5%) Traversed 
Tall shrublands usually dominated by Acacia ramulosa, Ptilotus obovatus 
and EremophUa leucophylla. 

Unit 4 Stony plains (5%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 
Trees « 2S/ha): A. ane"ra; Tall shrubs (O-SO/ha; 2-3 m): A. 
tetragonophylla, A. sc/erosperma, A. victoriae; Low shrubs (300-S001 
ha; < 2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila latrobei, Cassia helmsii, 
Maireana plamfolia, Scaevola spinescens, Enchylaena tomentosa. 

Unit 5 Flow zones (5%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia rarnulosa, 
A. tetragonophylla and PtUotus obovatus. Tall shrubs: A. ramulosa, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. grasbYi, A. drepanophylla; Low shrubs: PIUotus 
obovatus, Solanum lasiophyllum, EremophUa mackinlayi, E.leucophylla, 
E. crenulata, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: Stipa 
elegantissima. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Cassia 
chatelainiana, Eremophila latrobei, 
E. leucophylla, Atriplex bunburyana, 
Ptilotus obovatus, Tribulus platypterus. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
orbiculatum. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Atriplex bunburyana probably was formerly 
dominant in the low shrub layer on many 
sites. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Enchylaena tomentosa, Ptilotus 
obovatus. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking . 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, Maireana plamfolia, Enchylaena 
tomentosa. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
EremophUa crenulata. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion. 
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Toolonga L.S.-Continucd 

Landform and soils 

Isolated low-lying areas with gilgaied 
surfaces, subject to seasonal flooding. 
Soils are reddish brown medium clays, 
> 1 m deep, with ironstone, calcrete 
or other gravelly inclusions, 
pH 7.0-7.5 with neutral or alkaline 
trends; principal profile form: 
Ug 5.38. 

Flat or gently sloping plains, some 
sparsely strewn with calcrete pebbles 
or ironstone gravels. Soils have puffy 
or flat surfaces, are reddish-brown or 
yellowish-red sandy-surfaced duplexes 
or gradationals, shallow to > I m 
deep, with carbonate concretions, 

pH 7.0-8.5 with neu~ral or alkaline 
trends; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.13, 1.15, Gc 1.22. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 6 Drainage depressions (3%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close low shrublands, some with trees, others 
without. Trees (2-6 m): Eucalyptus coofabah, Heterodendrum ofeaefolium; 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m): Acacia tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, Scaevo7a 
spinescens, Exocarpos aphyllus, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs (0.5-2 m): 
Muehlenbeckia cunninghamii, Atriplex amnicola, Eremophila maculata, 
E. mackinlaYi, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Unit 7 Low saline plains (2%) 3 site inventories and traverse 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by halophytes, 
mainly Atriplex bunburyana, or Maireana polypterygia. Tall shrubs 
(2S-1S0/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, A. 
scferosperma, Pimelea microcephala; Low shrubs (2000-6000/ha; 
< 2 m): Atriplex bunburyana, Maireana polypterygia, Melaleuca 
uncinata, Maireana tomentosa, Solanum orbiculatum, Enchylaena 
tomentosa. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Atriplex amnicola, Eragrostis 
lanipes, Stipa elegantissima. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
herbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Atriplex bunburyana. 



Trealla land system 688 km2 (0.9% of survey area) 

Elevated plains and marginal slopes with shallow 
soils over limestone, supporting moderately close tall 
acacia shrublands and minor areas of low shrublands 
of bluebush. 
Geology: Miocene fossiliferous calcirudite and 
calcarenite. 
Geomorphology: Gently sloping erosional plains 
strewn with limestone pebbles and stony outcrops 
with internal or disorganized drainage; also marginal 
slopes with incised drainage (towards lake 
Macleod). 
Pastoral use: A moderately to highly productive land 
system with Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures 
with a wide variety of palatable shrubs but perennial 
grasses are scarce or absent. The system is not prone 
to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 66%; fair 29%; poor 
5%. 

Unit 
I. limestone plains 
2. Flat plains over limestone 
3. Dissected slopes 
4. Drainage depressions 
5. lower foots lopes 
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Trealla L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Elevated stony plains, up to 70 m 
above unit 5, with outcropping 
limestone and pebble mantle. Soils 
are shallow reddish-brown gradational, 
calcareous loams to fine sandy clays, 
pH 8.0 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Gc 1.22. 

Flat plains, very lightly strewn with 
limestone pebbles. Soils are 
gradational, calcareous, red loams, 
fine sandy loam to fine sandy clay loam 
with limestone inclusions throughout, 
pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Gc 1.12. 

Plains with channelled dendritic 
drainage, slopes up to 5%, moderately 
to heavily strewn with limestone pebbles. 
Soils are dark red shallow calcareous 
loams < 50 cm deep, pH 8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: Urn 1.33. 

Broad depressions with flat micro
relief. Soils are dark red gradational 
calcareous loams, > I m deep, pH 8.5 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile forms: Gc 1.22 and 
probably heavier types. 

Probably gradationalloams. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone plains (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia victorae. 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. victoriae, A. sclerosperma, Scaevola 
spinescens; Low shrubs « 2 m): Maireana polypterygia, 
Acacia tetragonophylla, Cassia desolata, Eremophila leucophylla, 
Solanum laSiophyllum. 

Unit 2 Flat plains over limestone (75%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sc!erosperma. 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m) : A. sc!erosperma, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. ramulosa, A. victoriae, A. xiphophylla, Exocarpos aphyllus; 
Low shrubs « 2m): Eremophila leucophylla, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Eremophila latrobei, Scaevola spinescens, Cassia helmsii, 
Maireana tomentosa, Enchylaena tomentosa, Scaevola tomentosa. 

Unit 3 Dissected slopes (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tailor low shrublands dominated by Acaciaxiphophylla 
Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. xiphophylla, Exocarpos aphyllus; 
Low shrubs « 1m): Ptilotus obovatus, Corchorus walcottii, 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Maireana polypterygia, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Scaevola tomentosa; Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens, 
Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 4 Drainage depressions (2%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
(i) Low woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah, or 
(ii) close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla, 
or A. sc!erosperma. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. sc!erosperma, . 
A. tetragonophylla, A. ramulosa, A. coriacea; Low shrubs 
« 2 m) : Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia helmsii, 
C. /uerssenii, Enchylaena tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium. 

Unit 5 Lower foots lopes (3%) Traversed 
Low shrublands dominated by Maireana polypterygia. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Eremophila leucophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable season. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, E. leucophylla, Scaevola 
spinescens, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Enchylaena tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Pastoral use limitations: none under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

..... 
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Two Hills land system (G) 123 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Long, low hills and stony foots lopes ofsedimentary 
rocks, supporting tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacias. 
Geology: Devonian sandstone, siltstone and 
greywacke. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: low 
hilltops and ridges above concave foot slopes; 
drainage external via trellised or dendritic creek· 
lines; reliefup to 40 m. 
Pastoral use: Stony Short Grass Forb (SSG F) 
pastures with very low durability during dry seasons 
but some useful annual forage in good seasons. A 
minor land system, not normally susceptible to 
accelerated erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 25 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 38%; fair 50%; poor 
12% 

Unit 
1. Low hills 
2. Upper slopes 
3. Lower slopes 
4. Creek·lines 
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Two Hills L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Hills with more or less flattened 
tops, irregularly dissected by deeply 
incised tributary drainage lines, and 
long ridges, generally 10-30 m above 
unit 4. Soils are probably shallow 
loamy types with variable surface 
mantling. 

Steep upper slopes, heavily mantled 
by cobbles and pebbles; shallower 
lower slopes with variable mantling. 
Soils are probably shallow gradational 
types. 

Narrow creek-lines, frequently incised. 

-
Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low hills (45%) 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia cuspidifolia and 
A. tetragonophylla. Low shrubs: Eremophila cunei/olia, E. jreelingii, 
Solanum lasiophyllum, PtilolUS spp. 

Unit 2 Upper slopes (10%) 
Unit 3 Lower slopes (40%) 
Very scattered tall shrublands dominated by A. tetragonophylla, with 
Eremophila spp and Ptilotus spp as predominant low shrubs except on 
saline areas where Maireana triptera occurs. 

Unit 4 Creek-lines (5%) 
Fringing communities dominated by Acacia spp. 

, 

(ex Wilcox and McKinnon 1972) 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and [orbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Low potential. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: Low potential. 

Pasture type: Stony Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and forbs 
in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under controlled 
stocking. 

/ 



Uaroo land system (A) 1285 km2 (1.7% of survey area) 

Broad sandy plains, pebbly plains and drainage 
tracts supporting hard and soft spinifex hummock 
grasslands with scattered acacia shrubs. 
Geology: Quaternary sand, colluvium and alluvium. 
Geomorphology: Mainly depositional surfaces: almost 
flat to gently sloping sandy plains with minor stony 
plains and plains with calcrete at shallow depth; 
occasional stony rises and low hills; some through 
drainage by broad unchannelledtracts r.eceiving 
sheet flow; relief mainly less than Sm. 
Pastoral use: Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures of 
generally low productivity and drought durability, 
but enhanced by minor areas of Soft Spinifex 
(SOSP); pastures require periodic burning followed 
by a deferral of grazing, to rejuvenate the spinifex, 
other grasses and herbs. This system is not normally 
susceptihle to accelerated erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 12 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 95%; fair 4%; poor 
1%. 

Unit 
I. Low hills 
2. Low stony rises 
3. Pebbly plains 
4. Sandy-surfaced plains 
5. Calcrete plains 
6. Drainage tracts 
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Uaroo L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Isolated low hills and ridges up to 
1 km long, with steep stony footslopes, 
up to 30 m above unit 4. Soils are 
skeletal, with dense mantles of rocks. 

Rises with stony slopes and rocky 
outcrops, up to 15m above unit 4. Soils 
are dark red to reddish-brown sands or 
loams, mostly shallow; principal profile 
forms probably Uc 1.23, Urn 1.43. 

Gently sloping « I %) plains, densely 
pebble or gravel-mantled, occurring 
as margins to (occasionally patches 
within) unit 4. Soils are probably dark 
reddish-brown to dark red gradational 
types, sands to loams grading to sandy 
clay, 0.5 to > I m deep, principal 
profile forms probably Gn 1.12,2.12, 
2.13, Dr 2.12. 

Flat to gently sloping broad plains 
with more or less mounded surfaces. 
Soils are dark red sands grading to 
loams, > 1 m deep; principal profile 
forms probably Uc 5.11, Gn 1.12, 
Dr 2.12. 

Flat to gently sloping restricted 
plains, usually densely mantled with 
calcareous gravels. Soils are dark 
red loamy sands to silty loams, 
usually < 25 em deep and calcareous 
throughout; principal profile forms 
probably Uc 1.13, Urn 1.33. 

Broad, unchannelled tracts receiving 
sheet flow, mostly unchannelled but 
locally with braided channelling of 
low intensity. Soils are dark reddish
brown to dark red gradational loams or 
duplex types, principal profile forms: 
Gn 1.12,2.12, Uc 5.31, Urn 5.52, 
Dr 2.13, 2.51. 

---...."..-"""-.~- ~-- --------. ~ -=:::=-----~--

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low hills (1%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia lanigera, T. wiseana and low 
shrubs. 

Unit 2 Low stony rises (2%) Traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia pungens, or 
(il) tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla and Triodia spp. 

Unit 3 Pebbly plains (10%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp, more locally tall 
shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla with very scattered low 
shrubs. 

Unit 4 Sandy-surfaced plains (67%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia lanigera with overstorey trees 
Eucalyptus setosa and E. aspera or tall shrubs Acacia ancistrocarpa 
and A. inaequilatera. 

Unit 5 Calcrete plains (5%) 
Hummock grassland dominated by Triodia wiseana and T. lanigera. 

, 
Unit 6 Drainage tracts (15%) 
Close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla, A. 
ancistrocarpa, A. wanyu, A. aneura whh understory low shrubs and 
perennial grasses (including Triodia pungens). 

lex Payne et al. 19821 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spinifex. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex/Soft 
Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate fire 
management. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex/Soft 
Spinifex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate 
fire management. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking and appropriate 
fire management. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlIed stocking. 

\ 
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Wandagee land system 297 km2 (0.4% of survey area) 

Saline and non-saline plains with clay soils and 
featuring elongate stony outcrops broad drainage 
zones: scattered tall acacia shrublands with numerous 
low shrubs including saltbush. 
Geology: Permian fossiliferous siltstone and quartz 
grey-wacke, Quaternary alluvium and colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: flat to 
gently sloping plains oflow relief, sometimes with 
gilgai micro-relief; characteristically dissected by 
nearly parallel linear outcrops of sedimentary rocks; 
drainage partly internal, mostly disorganized and of 
low intensity but locally channelled and dendritic. 
Pastoral use: Highly productive Saltbush (SALT), 
Bluebush (BLUE) and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
pastures with minor units dominated by Hard 
Spinifex (HASP). The system supports a wide range 
of palatable shrubs and perennial grasses to confer 
high drought durability when in good condition. 
Major units 3 and 4 are susceptible to mild erosion 
when the vegetation is degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 21 %; fair 30%; poor 
49%. 

Unit 
I. Low stony rises 
2. Sandy banks 
3. Saline plains 
4. Plains with scattered rock outcrops 
5. Narrow plains with sandy surfaces 
6. Drainage floors 
7. Gilgaied plains 
8. Drainage foci 
9. Ephemeral swamps 
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Wandagee L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Linear stony rises, mostly 200-300 m 
wide and 2-6 m high, moderately to 
heavily strewn with rock fragments of 
all sizes. Soils are reddish-brown 
sands or gradational sandy loams, 
shallow to > 1 m deep, pH 6.5-8.0 
with a neutral trend; principal 
profile forms: Uc 1.23, Gc 2.12. 

Sandy banks and small areas of 
sand plain up to I m above unit 3. 
Soils are dark red loamy sand, 
mostly shallow, pH 8.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile form: Uc 1.13. 

Flat surfaced or gilgaied plains, 
slopes < 0.5%, locally strewn with 
siltstone or sandstone gravelly 
mantle. Soils are reddish-brown clays, 
shallow to > 1 m deep, light to 
medium clays with or without inclusions 
of sedimentary rock fragments and 
gypsum, pH 7.0 to 8.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile forms: 
Uf6.13, 6.33, Ug 5.31. 

Plains with disorganised drainage and 
often convex surfaces, generally with 
no surface mantling but occasionally 
with rock outcropping. Soils are 
reddish-brown fine sandy clay loam, 
mainly> I m deep, pH 8.0 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile form: 
Urn 5.12. 

Flat to gently sloping plains with a 
disorganised drainage. Soils are 
probably shallow gradational sands 
or loams. 

Drainage tracts, mostly < 100 m 
wide, more or less channelled, 
receiving drainage from units 1, 2, 
3 and 4. 

Vegetation : formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low stony rises (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia lanigera or 
(ii) scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla and 
Atriplex bunburyana. Tall shrubs (0-125/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia 
tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, A. sc!erosperma; Low shrubs 
(600-1100/ha; < 1m): Alriplex bunburyana, Cassia desolata, Corchorus 
crassi/olius, Eremophila cuneifolia, Solanum lasiophyllum; Perennial 
grasses: Triodia lanigera(up to 20% cover), Cenchrus setigerus, 
C. ciliaris. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp. or (ii) scattered to 
close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona. Tall shrubs 
(3-4 m): A. subtessarogona; Low shrubs « 2 m): Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Cassia he/msii, Corchorus crassi/olius, Sida platycalyx, Ptilotus 
obovatus; Perennial grasses: Triodia spp, Eragrostis eriopoda, 
Cenchrus ciliaris, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 3 Saline plains (40%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp 
and Atriplex bunburyana. Trees: « 25-125/ha; 2-6 m): Acacia 
cuspidifolia; Tall shrubs (0-75/ha; 2-3 m): A. victoriae, 
A. xipnophylla; Low shrubs (50-2700/ha; < 2m): Atriplex bunburyana, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Maireana aphylla,Acacia tetragonophylla, Eremophila 
latrobei; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis xerophila. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex or Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Maireana polypterygia, 
Eremophila latrobei. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spin(fex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Dipteracanthus corynothecus. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
cuspidi/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water when degraded. 

Unit 4 Plains with scattered rock outcrops (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla. Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Tall shrubs (3-5 m): A. xiphophylla, A. subtessarogona, Heterodendrum Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
oleae/olium; Low shrubs (1-2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila latrobei, polypterygia, Eremophila latrobei. 
Cassia oligophylla, C. helmsii, Eremophila leucophylla, Maireana Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
polypterygia. cuspidi/olia, Cassia spp. 

~ Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water when degraded. 

Unit 5 Narrow plains with sandy surfaces (10%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona and 
Triodia spp. 

Unit 6 Drainage floors (5%) Traversed 
Close frin~ing shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona or A. 
aneura, wlth understorey shrubs and perennial grasses. 

Pasture type: Hard Spini/ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion by wind and 
water when deg~aded. 
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Wllndagee L.S.-Continued 

Landform and soils 

Restricted plains with gilgaied 
surfaces. Soils are probably medium 
to heavy clays, > I m deep. 

Flat-bottomed, irregularly shaped, 
small foci, mostly < 1 ha in area. 
Soils are dark red duplex, light 
sandy clay loam over sandy to light 
clays. > I m deep, pH 8.5 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile form: 
Dr 2.13. 

Seasonally-inundated swamps and 
drainage depressions, sometimes 
clustered. Soils are cracking clays. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 7 Gilgaied plains (5%) Traversed 

Tussock grasslands dominated by Eragrostis xerophila. 

Unit 8 Drainage foci (3%) 1 site inventory and traversed 

Close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla. Trees: 

Acacia aneura; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, 

A. xiphophylla, Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Cassia chatelainiana; 

Low shrubs (0.5-1.5 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila leucophylla, 

Cassia oligophylla, Eremophila cunei/olia; Perennial grasses: Triodia 

lanigera, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 9 Ephemeral swamps (2%) Traversed 

Low woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah and perennial grasses 

Eriachne benthamii, Eulalia fulva, Chrysopogon /allax. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Cassia chatelainiana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

" 
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Low rises and stony plains based on radiolarite, 
supporting hard spinifcx hummock grasslands with 
scattered shrubs. 
Geology: Early Cretaceous Windalia Radiolarite. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: stony 
rises, often several kilometres long, above gently 
sloping plains with radially-arranged incised drainage 
zones, fed by dendritic streams of low to moderate 
density: relief up to 20 m. 
Pastoral use: Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures oflow 
to moderate productivity, some drought durability 
being conferred by areas of Gascoyne bluebush and 
sparse tussock grasses within the spinifex-dominated 
landscape. A very minor system, not normally 
susceptible to accelerated erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 20 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 100%: fair 0%: poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Stony riscs 
2. Lower stony plains 
3. Channelled drainage lines 
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Wapet L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Stony rises up to 20 m above unit 3, 
densely mantled by angular fragments 
of radiolarite. Soils are probably 
skeletal. 

Slopes and plains, variably strewn 
with radiolarite fragments. Soils are 
probably gradationalloams, slightly 
acidic at higher sites but neutral over 
lower areas. 

Drainage lines, mostly narrow and 
incised, to 5 m, dendritic and of 
moderate intensity. Soils are 
probably gradational loams. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Stony rises (15%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated ~.Y Triodia spp and very scattered 
overstorey trees Eucalyptus obtusi}lora and E. sp. 

Unit 2 Lower stony plains (75%) Traversed 
(i) Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp, with very scattered 
trees Eucalyptus spp and low shrubs; 
(ii) mixed low shrubland - hummock grassland associations dominated by 
Maireana polyplerygia and Triodia spp. 

Unit 3 Channelled drainage lines (10%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia spp, with sparse perennial 
grasses and overstorey trees Eucalyptus coolabah, E. sp. 

, 

lex Payne el al. 1982J 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spinijex. 
Pastoral use limitations: Very low 
seasonal productivity and few desirable 
perennials. 

Pasture type: Hard SpiniJexlBluebush. 
Areas with M. polypterygia are relatively 
minor, usually adjacent to Gearle land 
system. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Hard Spinijex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

" 
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Warroora land system 831 km2 (1.1 % of snrvey area) 

Flat to gently sloping saline alluvial plains, with 
minor areas of sand and limestone, supporting tall 
acacia shrublands and low shrublands of saltbush, 
bluebush and samphire. 

Geology: Quaternary calcarenite, coquinite, alluvium 
and colluvium with minor aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces of calcareous 
alluvium and colluvium, with minor areas of 
limestone outcrop and aeolian sand, forming flat to 
gently sloping plains, drainage internally into 
depressions and sluggish tracts; relief up to 4 m. 
Pastoral use: Highly productive Saltbush (SALT) and 
Bluebush (BLUE) pastures of considerable drought 
durability and not usually susceptible to erosion; the 
saline nature of the palatable shrubs which dominate 
major units 3 and 4 necessitates a close distribution 
of watering points for optimum use by stock. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 ha/s. u. 
Range condition summary: good 89%; fair 10%; poor 
1%. 

Unit 
I. Limestone outcrop plains 
2. Sandy banks 
3. Alluvial plains 
4. Saline plains 
5. Ephemeral swamps and drainage 

depressions 
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Warroora L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Plains with flat to mounded surfaces. 
slopes < 0.5% sparsely to moderately 
strewn with limestone pebbles and 
gravels, up to 4 m above unit 5. 
Soils are dark red or reddish-brown 
fine sandy loam to sandy clay loam, 
< 40 em deep with calcareous 
inclusions throughout, pH 8.0-8.5 with 
alkaline or neutral trends, principal 
profile forms: Urn 5.11, Uc 6.13. 

Low sandy banks with mounded surfaces 
and slopes up to 4%, with or without 
a sparse mantle of limestone gravels. 
Soils are reddish-brown, yellowish-red 
or red sand or loamy sand, often 
grading to sandy clay loams below 
50 em, with or without limestone 
and shell fragments, mostly> 1 m 
deep pH 8.0-8.5 with alkaline or 
neutral trends; principal profile 
forms: Uc 1.12. 1.11, Gc 1.12. 

Plains with flat to mounded surfaces, 
slopes < 0.5%, higher parts locally 
with mantles of limestone gravels to 
cobbles. Soils are duplex or 
gradational calcareous types, shallow 
near unit I but mainly> I m deep, 
reddish-brown or red loamy sands over 
sandy clays or sandy loams, otherwise 
gradational with limestone and shell 
fragments throughout, pH 7.0-8.5 with 
alkaline or neutral trends; principal 
profile forms: Dy 1.13, Dr 1.13, 
Gc 1.12. 

Flat plains with highly saline alluvial 
deposits. Soils are red duplex, 
> I m deep, fine sandy loam over 
sandy clay loam to medium clays, shell 
fragments throughout, pH 8.5 with 
an alkaline trend; principal profile 
form: Dy 1.13. 

Flat-bottomed drainage foci of irregular 
size and shape; soils are reddish-brown 
clay loams or clays mainly> I m 
deep; principal profile form: Gc 2.2 I. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Limestone outcrop plains (15%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Maireana po!ypterygia or 
Atripfex bunburyana and Acacia xiphophylla. Trees and tall 
shrubs « 25-250/ha; 2-4 m): A. xiphophylla, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. cuspidifolia, Heterodendrum oleae/ofium, A. sc!erosperma; 
Low shrubs (9000-10000/ha; < 1m): Maireana polypterygia, AMplex 
bunburyana, Ptilotus obovatus, Dipteracanthus corynothecus, Maireana 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus cifiaris, 
Eragrostis xerophila. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks (15%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia tetragonophylla, A. sc!erosperma and Atriplex paludosa. 
PFC 5 to 30%. Tall shrubs (350-700/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia scierosperma 
A. tetragonophylla, A. vicloriae, Eremophila maitlandii, 
Heterodendrum oleae/ofium, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs (550-9000/ha 
< 2 m): Atriplex paludosa, Ptilotus obovatus, Atrip/ex bunburyana, 
Rhagodia preissii, Cratystyfis subspinescens, Enchylaena tomentosa; 
Perennial grasses: Triodia pungens, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 3 Alluvial plains (40%) 7 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Atriplex vesicaria or 
Maireana polypterygia. PFC 10 to 20%. Trees and tall shrubs 
« 25/ha; > 2 m): Acacia cuspidi/ofia, A. victoriae, 
A. tetragonophyl/a, Exocarpos aphyllus; Low shrubs (2000-24000/ha; 
< 1 m): Atriplex vesicaria, Maireana polypterygia, Atriplex paludosa, 
A. bunburyana, M. platycarpa, Frankenia spp, Cratystylis subspinescens, 
Ptilotus obovalus; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. 

, 
Unit 4 Saline plains (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Halosarcia spp, and Atriplex 
vesicaria. Low shrubs « 0.5 m): Halosarcia s~p, Atriplex 
vesicaria, Maireana tomentosa, Threlkeldia difJusa. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Saltbush or Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Atriplex bunburyana. 
Undesirable perennials include: 
A. cuspidi/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Understorey dominated by Triodia pungens 
locally around L. MacLeod. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
spp, Maireana tomentosa, Enchylaena 
tomentosa. 
Undesirable perennials inClude: Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush or Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polyptergyia, Atriplex vesicaria. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Eremophila pterocarpa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to erosion when degraded; 
high salinity levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Samphire. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
vesicaria. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 

Unit 5 Ephemeral swamps and drainage depressions (10%) t site inventory and traversed 
Close shrublands, mainly tall and dominated by Melaleuca uncinata 
or Acacia tetragonophylla. Low shrubs « 2 m): Ptilotus 
obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea. 

Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Atriplex spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

" 
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Wash land system 800 km2 (1.1 % of survey area) 

Loamy alluvial plains and drainage zones receiving 
run-on from Permian hills systems, supporting low 
acacia woodlands or tall shrublands, often groved. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvium and colluvium: clay, 
silt, sand and gravel. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: broad, almost 
flat to gently sloping plains with both internal and 
through drainage, peripheral drainage plains 
receiving run on and drainage tracts receiving more 
concentrated, sometimes channelled, through flow; 
relief up to 7 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures with more low forage and perennial grasses 
than most, also Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) and 
Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures, moderate to high 
productivity and moderate drought durability when 
in good condition; in poor condition units 3, 5 and 6 
are susceptible to local erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 8 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 31 %; fair 45%; poor 
24%. 

Unit 
I. Marginal slopes 
2. Sandy plains 
3. Alluvial plains 
4. Drainage foei 
5. Drainage tracts 
6. Flood plains 
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Wash L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Gently sloping sandy-surfaced plains 
receiving drainage from adjacent 
hill systems. Soils are probably 
shallow loamy sands. 

Flat to gently sloping restricted 
sand plains with mounded surfaces, 
often sparsely strewn with limestone 
gravels. Soils are dark red sands, 
loamy sand grading to sandy loam, 
> I m deep, with occasional calcareous 
inclusions, pH 7.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile form: Uc 5.21. 

Flat to mounded plains with gentle 
slopes « 0.7%), with or without a 
sparse cover of quartzite or mixed 
gravels. Within groves, soils are 
either shallow dark reddish-brown 
loamy-surfaced duplex or dusky red 
loams pH 6.5, and in inter-groves 
either dark red to dusky red duplex 
(sandy loam over sandy clay loam) 
or gradational loams of similar 
hue> 1 m deep, pH 6.5 with a 
neutral trend, principal profile forms: 
Gn 4.12. 2.12. Dr 1.12, Uf6.21, 
Urn 6.13. Gc 1.22. 

Frequent interfluvial foci, flat
bottomed and mostly < 100 m long. 
Soils are dark red gradational, loamy 
sand grading to sandy clay loams 
> 50 cm deep, pH 7.0 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile form: Uf 6.12. 

Drainage tracts, usually unchannelled. 
Soils are dark reddish brown sandy 
clays, > I m deep, pH 6.0 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile 
form: Uf 6.12. 

Flat to mounded plains carrying 
channelled through drainage; slopes 
mainly about 0.5%. Soils have very 
variable A horizons, sands to fine 
sandy clays but generally with sandy 
clay B horizons, red to dark reddish 
brown, > 1 m deep, pH 6.5-7.0 with 
a neutral trend; principal profile 
forms: Gn 3.12, 4.12, Dr 4.12, ug 5.28 
and juvenile. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Marginal slopes (10%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp with 
understorey shrubs (mainly Eremophila leucophylla) and sparse 
perennial grasses Cenchrus ciliaris, Triodia spp (locally). 

Unit 2 Sandy plains (4%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrubJands dominated by Acacia linophylla and 
Eremophila leucophylla. Tall shrubs (> 2 m): Acacia linophylla, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae; Low shrubs (l-2 m): Eremophila 
leucophylla, Indigo/era monophyl/a, Cassia desolata, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Rhagodia eremaea, Sida spp; Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 3 Alluvial plains (65%) 7 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp 
and narrow groves of moderately close to close tall shrublands 
of similar composition. Trees (mainly confined to groves, < 25-9001 
ha; 4-8 m): A. subtessarogona, A. citrinoviridis, Hakea suberea, 
A. cuspidi/olia, Heterodendrum oleae/olium; Tall shrubs (3-6 m): 
A. subtessarogona; A. sc/erosperma, A. cuspidi/olia, A. tetragonophylla, 
A. xipohophylla, Dodonaea viscosa; Low shrubs (400-2800/ha; < 2m): 
Eremophila leucophylla, K cunei/olia, Cassia desolata, palotus 
obovatus, Solanum lasiophyllum, Maireana plani/olia; Perennial 
grasses: Chrysopogon /allax, Triodia pungens, Eragrostis eriopoda, 
Eriachne helms;;, Monachather paradoxa, Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Unit 4 Drainage foci (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Close low woodlands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona. Trees (6-1 0 m): 
A. subtessarogona; Tall shrubs (2-3 m): Cassia helmsii, Acacia 
sc/erosperma, Stylobasium spathulatum, Rhagodia eremaea; Low shrubs 
« 2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila leucophylla, Acacia 
tetragonophylla, Maireana plani/olia, Cassia desolata. 

Unit 5 Drainage tracts (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Close low woodlands or tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
citrinoviridis. Trees (4-8 m): A. citrinoviridis, A. kempeana, 
A. aneura; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): A. tetragonophylla, A. victoriae, 
A. cuthbertsonii; Low shrubs « 2 m): Cassia desolata, 
Eremophila cuneilflia, Ptilotus obovatus; Corchorus walcottii; 
Perennial grasses: Chrysopogon fallax. 

Unit 6 Flood plains (10%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands and low woodlands 
dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah,Acacia letragonophylla and Eriachne 
benthamii. Trees « 2S-ISO/ha; 2-10 m): Eucalyptus coolabah, 
Acacia cuspidifolia; Tall shrubs « 2S-300/ha): A. tetragonophylla, 
A. victoriae, A. subtessarogona, A. xiphophylla, A. cuthbertsonii; 
Low shrubs (600-1400/ha; < 2 m): Cassia desolala, Rhagodia eremaea, 
Corchorus- walcottii, Enchy/aena tomentosa, Solanum lasiophyl/um; 
Perennial grasses: Eriachne bentham ii, Chrysopogon fallax, Eulalia 
julva. 

--

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Desirable perennials include: Rhagodia 
eremaea, Maireana plani/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line and 
Acacia Short Grass Forb with 
with a higher potential than usual 
attributable to perennial grasses. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia, Cassia chateiainiana, 
Eremophila latrob,ei, Chrysopogon fallax. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
cuspidljolia. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to erosion by wind 
and water when degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augumented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Chrysopogon 
jallax. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to local water erosion 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Chrysopogon 
fallax, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Solanum lasiophyllum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to erosion when degraded. 
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Windalia land system 850 km2 (1.10/0 of survey area) 

Narrow, dissected upper interfluvial plains and 
broad lower plains supporting tall shrublands of 
various acacias. 
Geology: Cretaceous Windalia Radiolarite with 
minor Quaternary alluvium and colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Gently sloping peneplains 
surrounding isolated residual mesas and rises; 
erosional surfaces mantled by radiolarite fragments; 
drainage dendritic to radial and of moderate 
intensity, mainly unchannelled. 
Pastoral use: Predominantly Acacia Short Grass Forb 
(ASGF) pastures, but some more productive Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
pastures also occur; when in good condition a fair 
supply of palatable shrubs confer some drought 
durability. Extensive mantling by radiolarite pebbles 
and gravels reduces the risk of erosion on the 
interfluvial slopes and alluvial units. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 15 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 45%; fair 35%; poor 
20%. 

Unit 
I & 2 Low mesas and stony rises 
3. Upper interfluvial plains 
4. Lower plains 
5. Alluvial plains 
6. Drainage tracts and drainage lines 
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Windalia L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Mesas, plateaux and stony rises 
mostly 40-55 m above unit 7, 
moderately to densely strewn with 
radiolarite pebbles. Soils are 
dark red loamy sands, shallow to 
very shallow, with radiolarite 
fragments, pH 7.0 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Flat to convex surfaces, slopes 
2A%, moderately to densely strewn 
with radiolarite gravels. Soils 
are red to reddish-brown loamy sands 
to sandy loams, 40-80 em deep, with 
radiolarite fragments, pH 6.0-8.0 with 
neutral or acid trends; principal 
profile forms: Gn 2.12,Uc 6.11, Urn 5.2t. 

Flat plains with slopes < 0.5%, 
sparsely to moderately strewn with 
radiolarite or conglomerate gravels. 
Soils are red or dark red sands or 
loams, loamy sand grading to light 
sandy clay loam, 0.5-> 1 m deep, 
pH 5.5-6.5 with an acid trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.21. 

Localised areas of flat to gently 
sloping alluvial, often saline, 
plains, lightly to moderately strewn 
with radiolarite gravels. Soils are 
red duplex type, loamy sand over 
sandy clay, > I m deep with 
radiolarite fragments throughout, 
pH 6.5 with a neutral trend, 
principal profile form: Dr 1.12. 

Upper unchannelled lines of moderate 
intensity feeding broad lower tracts, 
more or less channelled, in dendritic 
to radial patterns. Soils are sandy, 
loamy or clayey types, > 1 m deep, 
pH 7.0 with a neutral trend and 
radiolarite fragments throughout; 
principal profile form: Urn 5.52. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Units 1 & 2 Low mesas and stony rises (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia subtessarogona. 
Trees and tall shrubs (2-6 m): A. subtessarogona, A. sc/erosperma 
A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 2 m): Cassia helmsii, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Heterodendrum oleae/olium, Eremophila leucophylla, Corchorus 
walcottii. 

Unit 3 Upper interfluvial plains (30%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
subtessarogona. Tall shrubs « 25-600 ha): A. subtessarogona, 
A. aneura, A. victoriae, A. pruinocarpa, Canthium spp; Low shrubs 
(l400-3500/ha; < 1 m): Eremophila leucophylla, Cassia desolata, 
Frankenia spp, Ptilotus schwartzii, Cassia helmsii, Tribulus 
platypterus. 

Unit 4 Lower plains (50%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Tall or low shrublands with ve~etation tending to an irregular 
groving of denser patches dommated by Acacia subtessarogona, 
and Eremophila leucophylla. Trees (0-150/ha; 4-6 m): Acacia 
aneura, A. pruinocarpa; Tall shrubs « 25-150/ha; 2-6 m); 
A. subtessarogona, A. aneura, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs 
(450-5500/ha): Eremophila leucophylla, Frankenia sPP. Eremophila 
aff. leucophyfla, Cassia helmsii, Solanum lasiophyllum. 
Phyllanthus 'p. (Re 1928). 

Unit 5 Alluvial plains (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylla and A. victoriae. 
Tall shrubs (> 2 m): A. xiphophylla, A. victoriae, A. cuspidi/olia; 
Low shrubs « 1 m): Ptilotus polakii, Eremophila cuneifolia, Cassia 
desolata, Acacia tetragonophylla, Lawrencia spp, Frankenia spp; 
Perennial grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. , 

Unit 6 & 7 Drainage lines and tracts (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Fringing shrublands. often close or closed, dominated by Acacia 
subtessarogona. Tall shrubs: A. subtessarogona, A. aneura, 
A. sc/erosperma, A. tetragonophylla, Santalum lanceolalum, Pimelea 
microcephala; Low shrubs: Ptilotus obovatus. Cassia helmsii, 
Eremophila leucophylla, Rhagodia eremaea, Enchyiaena tomentosa, 
Corchorus walcottii. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Phyllanthus 
sp., Tribulus platypterus, Maireana 
spp. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Cassia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include. Phyllanthus 
sp., Eremophila leucophylla, Ptilotus 
polakii, Maireana plani/olia. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
cop-trolled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Ptilotus 
polakii, Enchylaena tomentosa, Scaevola 
spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
victoriae, Solanum lasiophyllum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Slight 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

" 
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Winning land system 722 km2 (1.0% of survey area) 

Low hills and broad plains supporting tall 
shrublands of snakewood and other acacias with 
some saltbush and soft spinifex. 
Geology: Lower Cretaceous siltstones of the Winning 
group. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional surfaces: 
low hills and ridges with stripped margins and 
incised parallel drainage above intcrfluvial slopes 
and lower plains with duplex soils and receiving run
on; relief up to 45 m but mostly 15-25 m. 
Pastoral use: A productive system of Bluebush 
(BLUE) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures, 
conferring drought durability when in good 
condition, but major units 3 and 4 susceptible to 
scalding and sealing when degraded. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 6 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 12%; fair 29%; poor 
58%. 

Unit 
I. Low hills and rises 
2. Dissected slopes 
3. Intcrfluviallower slopes 
4. Low plains 
5. Sandy plains 
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Winning L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Rounded or flat-topped hills, 15-45 m 
above unit 4, ridges and stripped 
margins with parallel dissections, 
usually densely mantled with cobbles 
and boulders. Soils are skeletal, 
in pockets. 

Narrow slopes (mainly 1 to 4%) with 
parallel to dendritic drainage 
channels of moderate to high density 
and incised to 1m depth. Soils are 
reddish-brown calcareous sandy loams 
over calcrete, mostly shallow and 
densely mantled with calcareous gravels; 
principal profile form probably Urn 1.13. 

Flat to puffy, convex surfaces, slopes 
1-1.5%, up to 4m above drainage lines, 
moderately to densely mantled with 
quartzite gravels and pebbles. Soils 
are dark red duplex or juvenile types, 
sandy loam to fine sandy clay loam 
over sandy clay loam or sandy loam, 
70 em to > I m deep, pH 6.5-8.0 with 
neutral or alkaline trends; principal 
profile form: Dr 1.13. 

Flat to gently sloping plains with 
mounded surfaces, locally with a 
sparse mantle of calcrete ~ravels. 
Soils are dark red to reddish-brown 
duplex or calcareous gradational 
types, sandy loams over fine sandy 
to light medium clays, > I m deep, 
with or without calcareous and 
quartzite inclusions, pH 7.0 with an 
alkaline trend; principal profile 
forms: Dr 1.12, 1.13, Gc 2.22. 

Flat plains, mainly low-lying and 
isolated. Soils are dark red loamy 
sands. 

'''""' ,-," ,:: -'''~' -'_<J;"'-"~-'!':~ _ . ~hJ'M!';i _ 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low hills and rises (10%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia lanigera and T. pungens, 
with a very scattered upper storey of shrubs Acacia bivenosa 
and Cassia spp. 

Unit 2 Dissected slopes (15%) Traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands dominated by Acacia victoriae, 
Cassia spp, Eremophila spp with an understorey of Triodia 
pungens and other hummock grasses 

Unit 3 Interfluviallower slopes (30%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophyl/a or 
A. cuspidi/olia, with understorey Plilotus polakii. Trees and 
tall shrubs « 25-250/ha; 2-4 m): A. cuspidifolia, A. xiphophylla 
A. victoriae, A. tetragonophyl/a; Low shrubs (IOOO-7500/ha, < 2 m): 
Ptilotus polakii, Scaevola spinescens, Eremophila cunei/olia, 
E. latrobei, E. leucophy//a, Frankenia spp, Maireana polypterygia; 
Perennial grasses: Enteropogon acicularis. 

Unit 4 Low plains (40%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophy//a. 
Tall shrubs « 25-1 75/ha; 2-3 m): A. xiphophylla, A. tetragonophylla, 
Hakeapreissi; Low shrubs (250-5500/ha; < 1.5 m): Atripiex bunburyana, 
Maireana pyramidata, Eremophila cunei/olia, Ptilotus polakii, 
Cassia desolata, Enchylaena tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial 
grasses: Enteropogon acicularis, Eragrostis xerophila. 

, 

Unit 5 Sandy plains (5%) Traversed 
Hummock grasslands dominated by Triodia pungens, with a few tall 
shrubs, mainly Acacia xiphophylla, A. victoriae. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and [orbs in favourable seasons 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stOCking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and [orbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilbtus polakii, Scaevola 
spinescens. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
cuspidlfolia, A. victoriae. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Atriplex bunburyana, palotus 
polakii. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Solanum lasiophyllum. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to erosion, by wind and 
water, when degraded. 

Pasture type: Soft Spini/ex. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

\ 



Wooramelland system (G) 643 km2 (0.9% of survey area) 

Sandy plains and hardpan plains supporting wanyu 
shrublands and mulga woodlands. 
Geology: Quaternary partly consolidated alluvial and 
colluvial deposits and aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: flat to gently 
undulating plains of alluvium, sandy banks and 
sandy plains with minor areas of hardpan plains and 
stony plains dissected by sluggish drainage zones; 
relief up to 8 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and Acacia 
Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pastures; system not prone 
to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 14 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 36%; fair 28%; poor 
36%. 

Unit 
I. Sandy banks and sand sheets 
2. Sandy-surfaced plains 
3. Hardpan plains 
4. Stony plains 
5. Narrow drainage lines 
6. Drainage foci 
7. Claypans 
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Wooramel L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Sandy banks and sand sheets up to 
2 m above units 2 or 3, slopes up to 
1 %. Soils are dark red or dark reddish 
brown loamy sands with increasing clay 
content down profile, > 1 m deep, 
locally with sparse quartz gravel strew 
and siliceous or ferruginous inclus~ 
ions, pH 5.5-6.0 with an acid trend; 
principal profile form: Uc 5.21. 

Flat plains with or without sparse 
surface gravels, slopes O.IMO.S%. 
Soils are dark red or dusky red sandy 
clay loam or clayey sand grading to 
light sandy clay loam, 45 em to 
> 1 m deep, with or without weak 
pan development or gravel inclusions 
(quartz, ironstone or mixed), 
pH 5.5M6.5 with acid or neutral trends; 
principal profile forms: Gn 4.12, 
4.11,2.11, Urn 6.13, 6.23, 
Ur 5.11, 5.13 

Flat plains with little or no slope. 
Soils are dark red sandy loam 
containing quartz gravel, underlain by 
hardpan at variable depth, pH 5.0-6.0 
with an acid trend; principal profile 
form: Uc 5.21. 

Small areas of gently undulating plains 
with a sparse to moderate mantle of 
calcrete, quartzitic and ferruginised 
pebbles. Soils are shallow acidic 
loams underlain by hardpan. 

Mixed alluvial deposits, locally 
calcreted. Sluggish unchannelled 
drainage zones, slopes O.l MO.3%. Soils 
are dark red sandy clay loam, > I m 
deep, pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Um 6.24. 

Small, rounded foci with clay soils. 

Small, bare claypans. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Sandy banks and sand sheets (30%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
0) Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
ramulosa and Eremophila leucophylla. 
(ii) Moderately close low shrublands dominated by E. leucophylla with 
scattered low trees and tall shrubs. PFC 10 to 25%; Trees « 25/ha): 
Eucalyptus dichromophloia, Acacia pruinocarpa, A. aneura, Canthium 
lineare; Tall shrubs (25M 125/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia ramulosa; Low shrubs 
(lOOOM3000/ha, O.5 M 1.5 m): Eremophila leucophylla, Chorizema erici/olium, 
Acacia aff. coolgardiensis, Ptilotus schwarlzii, Eremophila latrobei, 
Solanum lasiophyllum; Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa, 
Eragrostis lanipes, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 2 SandyMsurfaced plains (55%) 8 sites inventories and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands often occurring as groves, with sparse 
trees, dominated by Acacia aneura, A. ramulosa and Eremophila 
ieucophylla. PFC IS to 30%; Trees (0-400/ha, 4-8 m): A. aneura, 
A. pruinocarpa, Eucalyptus coolabah, Canlhium lineare, C. attenuatum; 
Tall shrubs (50M500/ha; 2-3 m): Acacia ramulosa, A. aff. coolgardiensis, 
A. tetragonophylla, CaSSia spp, Scaevola spinescens; Low shrubs 
(SOOAOOO/ha, 0.5M 2 m): Eremophila leucophylla, Ptilotus obovatus, 
Cassia desolata, Maireana plani/olia, Chorizema erici/olium, Eremophila 
gibsonii; Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa, Eriachne helmsii, 
Eragrostis lanipes. 

Unit 3 Hardpan plains (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close shrublands about 2 m high, dominated by Acacia 
aff coolgardiensis with sparse tall and low shrubs. Tall shrubs 
(600/ha, 2M3 m): A. ramulosa, A. murrayana, A. cuthbertsonii; 
Low shrubs (2000/ha;lM2 m): Acacia aff coolgardiensis, Eremophila 
leucophylla, Eremophila gibsonii, Ptilotus schwartzii, Maireana 
plani/olia, Maireana convexa; Perennial grasses: M onachather paradoxa, 
Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 4 Stony plains (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered or scattered shrublands of Acacia aneura, 
A. cuthbertsonii, A. tetragonophylla, Eremophila fraseri, E. /reelingii, 
Cassia desolata, C. helmsii. 

, 
Unit 5 Narrow drainage lines « 1%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close low woodlands dominated by Acacia aneura. 
Trees and tall shrubs (300/ha; 2M5 m): A. aneura, Eucalyptus coolabah, 
Acacia ramulosa, A. tetragonophylla, A. pruinocarpa; Low shrubs 
(700/ha; 1M2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Sida calyxhymenia, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Spartothamnella teucriiflora, Rhagodia eremaea; 
Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 6 Drainage foci (1%) 
Close shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla, A. aneura and 
A. cuthbertsonii. 

Unit 7 Claypans (1%) 
Usually unvegetated. 

~= 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Low shrub association (ii) is probably a 
slowMchanging, midMsuccessional stage 
following loss of the A. ramulosa tall 
shrub layer to fire, drought or 
senescence. Increased Eremophila 
leucophylla (on sites in good condition) 
provides useful drought reserve. 
Annual grasses and forbs present in 
favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia, Eremophila latrobei, 
E. ieucophylla. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain or Acacia 
Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, Maireana plani/olia, Maireana 
convexa. 
Undesirable perennials include: Chorizema 
erici/olium, Cassia desolata. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
planifolia, M. convexa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Very sparse edible perennials augmented 
by annual grasses and forbs in favourable 
seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sand plain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Pastoral use limitations: None with 
controlled stocking. 

\ 
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Yagina land system 120 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Stony plains and alluvial plains with occasional 
low dunes and claypans; sparse tall shrublands. 
Geology: Quaternary, mixed alluvium and other 
poorly sorted deposits; minor areas of aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces with internal 
drainage; stony plains, hardpan plains, alluvial 
plains, sandy banks, low dunes and claypans; relative 
relief mostly < 6 m. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pasture of which the most productive unit (alluvial 
plains) is now mostly degraded; system not prone to 
erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 14 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 20%; fair 55%; poor 
25%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandy banks 
3. Hardpan plains 
4. Alluvial plains 
5. Stony plains 
6.CIaypans 
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Yagina L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Small linear dunes up to 10 m high. 
Soils are probably dark red 
unconsolidated sands. > 1 m deep, 
pH 5.5-6.0 with acid or neutral trends; 
principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Sandy banks 1-2 m abo\"c adjacent 
plains. Soils arc probably dark red 
or reddish brown loamy sands. 

Plains, gently sloping (up to 1 (M), 
sparscly strewn with quartzite pebbles 
or gravels. Soils are dusky rcd or 
dark red, shallow sandy clay loam over 
hardpan, or deeper (> 1 m) \andy
surfaced loams with siliccou\ gra\"cl 
inclusions, pH 5.5-6.5 with acid 
or neutral trends; principal profile 
forms: Urn 1.43, Gn 2.1 I. 

Narrow alluvial plains mainly occurring 
as the central parts of broad. flat 
swales between low dune ... Soil<, arc 
probably dark red duplex type<,. 

Stony plains with up to 6 m relative 
relief and 12% slope, \"ery sparsely to 
densely strewn with iromtone gravel 
and quartzite cobbles. Soils are dark 
red loamy sand to <,andy loam 50 cm 
deep or less, pH 5.5-6.0, principal 
profile forms: Uc 1.43, Uc 6.13. 

Bare. flat claypans with crusted, 
glazed and cracked surfaces when dry, 
fringed by sandy banks 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit I Longitudinal dunes (10%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia ramulosa. Tall shrubs 
(2-4 m): A. ramulosa, A. sclerosperma, Hakea suberea; Low shrubs 
« 1.5 m): Eremophila leucophylla, Solanum lasiophyllum, Chorizema 
ericifolium; Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 2 Sandy banks (10%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands similar to unit I, but Acacia aneura more 
frequently co-dominant. 

Unit 3 Hardpan plains (25%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura 
and variable low shrubs. PFC 15 to 25%; Trees « 1 OO/ha; 4-6 m): 
A. aneura; Tall shrubs (l00-225/ha; 2-3 m): A. ramulosa, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. aff. coolgardiensis, Grevillea sp., 
Eremophila fraseri; Low shrubs (1 000-2000/ha; < 1m): 
E. leucophylla, E. plalycalyx, E. fraseri, Maireana planifolia, 
Cassia helmsii, Chorizema ericifolium; Perennial grasses: 
Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 4 Alluvial plains (10%) Traversed 
Scattered tall shrublands dominated by Acacia xiphophylfa. Tall 
shrubs: A. xiphophylla, A. tetragonophylfa, Hakea preissii, 
Eremophila pterocarpa 

Unit 5 Stony plains (40%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands; 
(i) low shrublaads dominated by Acacia aff. coolgardiensis; Tall shrubs 
« 25/ha; 1.2-2 m): A. ramulosa, A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs 
(1800/ha; 0.5-2 m): A. aff. coolgardiensis, Plilotus schwarlzii, Maireana 
planifolia, Chorizema ericifolium, Eremophila ieucophylla, E. gibsonii, 
SMa virgata; Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa, Eragrostis 
lanipes; 
(ii) Very sparse low shrublands dominated by Eremophila fraseri and 
Cassia spp; Tall shrubs: Acacia victoriae, A. aneura; Low shrubs 
(650/ha; 0.5-2 m): Eremophilafraseri, Cassia luerssenii, e. desolata, 
e. helmsii, Maireana planifolia, Eremophila latrobei. 

Unit 6 Claypans (5%) Traversed 
No perennial vegetation other than a scattered to moderately close fringing 
shrubbery of Melaleuca uncinata, Sclerolaena spp and occasionally 
trees Eucalyptus coolabah. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Desirable perennials include: Monachather 
paradoxa. 
Undesirable perennials include: Chorizema 
ericifolium. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, Rhagodia eremaea, Maireana 
plan/folia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Probably formerly Saltbush (Acacia 
xiphophylla - Atriplex bunburyana 
shrublands). 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Eremophila pterocarpa. 
Pastoral use limitations: Liable to 
invasion by unpalatable shrubs when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, E. leucophylfa, Maireana 
planifolia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Yalbalgo land system (G) 7864 km2 (10.6% of survey area) 

Aeolian sandplain with linear and occasionally 
reticulate dunes and broad swales supporting tall 
acacia shrublands with under-storey shrubs or hard 
spinifex. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: sandy plains 
of low relief, with very long parallel to reticulate 
dunes, mostly 0.5-1.5 km apart and 10-15 m high. 
Drainage patterns are absent or represented only by 
scattered foci which drain minor interdunal plains. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) pastures with 
some edible drought-resistant low shrubs and sparse 
wanderrie grasses; Hard Spinifex (HASP) pasture 
locally in the north and east. The dunes are stable 
and the system is not prone to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: Acacia 
Sandplain 12 ha/s.u., Hard Spinifex 20 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 47%; fair 37%; poor 
16%. 

" 

Unit 
I. Linear dunes 
2. Sandy swales 
3. Interdunal plains 
4. Drainage foci 
5. Restricted stony plains 
6. Sandy drainage floors 
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Yalbalgo L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Convergent to parallel longitudinal 
sand dunes, frequently 5-10 km long 
and mostly 10 to 20 m above 
intervening swales and plains, slopes 
up 10 21 %. Dune orientation 
approximates to E-W trending ENE-WSW 
in eastern areas. Soils are 
unconsolidated dark red or dusky red 
sand, > I m deep, pH 5.5-7.0 with 
neutral or acid trends; principal 
profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Broad sandy swales, flat or gently 
sloping (up to I %). Soils are dark 
red or dusky red loamy sand or sandy 
loam, > I m deep, pH 5.5-8.0 with 
neutral or acid trends; principal 
profile forms: Uc 5.21, 1.23. 

Flat plains, some sloping up to 1 % and 
subject to sheet flow. Very sparse 
surface gravels occur locally. Soils 
have a higher clay content than unit 
2 and are underlain by gravels Or weak 
pan development: dusky red or dark red 
sandy loams to light sandy clay loarns 
with increasing clay content down 
profile, 30 em to > I m deep, . 
pH 5.5-6.5 with neutral or acid trends; 
principal profile forms: Uc 5.21, 1.43, 
Urn 6.24. Gn 3.11. 

Discrete foci with flat or mounded 
surfaces. Soils are dusky red sandy 
loam. < I m deep, pH 5.5-6.0 with 
an acid trend; pnncipal profile fonn: 
Uc 5.21 

Restriced interdunal plains with rock 
outcropping (or at shallow depth) and 
strewn with quartzite cobbles. Soils 
are red loamy sand, < 50 em deep, 
pH 5.5 with an acid trend; prinCipal 
profile fonn: Uc 1.43. 

Drainage tracts with minor channelling. 
Soils are probably sandy loams 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Linear dunes (25%) 5 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
Acacia sc/erosperma and A. ramulosa; 
(ii) moderately close low wood-lands dominated by A. anastema. 
(i) Tall shrubs (350-450/ha;): A. ramulosa, A. scierosperma, 
A. murrayana, Grevilleastenobotrya, Eremophila maitlandii; Low shrubs 
(l400-2500/ha; < 2 m): Gyrostemon ramulosus, Corynotheca laterif/ora, 
Pityrodia spp, Pimelea microcephala, Solanum lasiophyllum, Verticordia 
sp.; Perennial grasses: Plectrachne schinzii, Eragrostis lanipes, 
Eriachne helmsii; 
(ii) Trees (IOO-500/ha; 4-8 m): A. anastema; 
Low shrubs: Corynotheca laterijlora, Cynanchum spp, Solanum 
lasiophyllum, Pityrodia spp; Perennial grasses: Eragrostis lanipes. 

Unit 2 Sandy swales (60%) 14 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to moderately close tall shrublands usually dominated by 
Acacia ramulosa. Trees (O-lOO/ha; 2-8 m): A. anastema, A. pruinocarpa, 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides; Tall shrubs (260± 190/ha; 2-4 m): Acacia 
ramulosa, A. subtessarogona, A. sc/erosperma, A. aff. coolgardiensis, 
Stylobasium spathulatum, A. murrayana; Low shrubs (1500± 900; < 2 m): 
Eremophila leucophylla, Maireana plani/olia, Solanum lasiophyllum, 
Cassia helmsii, Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia sp., Eragrostis lanipes, Monachather paradoxa, Eriachne 
helmsii, Plectrachne schinzii. 

Unit 3 I~terdunal plains (10%) 6 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
pruinocarpa and A. ramulosa. Trees (up to 125/ha; 4-8 m): A. 
pruinocarpa, A. aneura, Eucalyptus coolabah, Canthium lineare; Tall 
shrubs (lOO-IOOO/ha; 2-4 m): A. ramulosa, A. aff. coolgardiensis, A. 
tetragonophylla, A. scierosperma; Low shrubs (l00-300/ha; < 1.5 m): 
Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia helmsii, Eremophila leucophylla, E. /raseri, 
E. latrobei, Maireana plant/olia; Perennial grasses: Monachather 
paradoxa, Eragrostis lanipes, Eriachne helmsii. 

Unit 4 Drainage foci (1%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia pruinocarpa and A. 
ramulosa. ~ 
Trees (5-10 m; > 25/ha): A. pruinocarpa; Tan shrubs (250-350/ha; 
2-5 m): A. ramulosa. A. tetragonophylla; Low shrubs (2000-4500/ha; 
< 1 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila leucophylla, E. latrobei. 
Maireana planifolia; Perennial grasses: Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 5 Restricted stony plains (2%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close low shrublands by Acacia aff. coolgardiensis. 
Trees: A. pruinocarpa: Tall shrubs: A. ramulosa; Low shrubs: A. aff. 
cooigardiensis, Ptilotus schwartzu, Remophila 
latrobei, Solanum orbicu/atum, Cassia chatelaintana; Perennial grasses: 
Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 6 Sandy drainage floors (l%)(hs2p)Traversed 
Variable woodlands or shrublands dominated by Eucalyptus coolabah. 
Acacia spp. and space perennial grasses Cenchrus ciliaris. 

-- '"', , 
Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Low wood
lands of A. anastema occur only in the 
south of the region, Plectrachne schinzii 
only in the north. 
Desirable perennials include: Eragrostis 
lanipes. 
Pastoral use limitations: Steep slopes 
and soft sand discourage stock from. 
crossing dunes. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Ground 
cover of Plectrachne schinzii only in the 
north. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
spp, Tribulus platypterus, Cassia 
chatelainiana, Monachather paradoxa. 
Undesirable perennials include: Chorizema 
erici/olium, Cassia helmsii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Tribulus platypterus, Eremophila 
latrobei, E. leucophylla, Monachather 
paradoxa. 
Undesirable perennials include: Chorizema 
ericifolium, Eremophila fraseri. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
Latrobei. Tribulus platypterus. 
Maireana planifolia. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophilia 
latrobei, Cassia chatelainiana. 



Yalkalya land system 131 km2 (0.2% of survey area) 

Saline alluvial plains and stony rises and platforms 
of calcrete, supporting scattered tall acacia 
shrublands and low shrublands of saltbush, bluebush 
and frankenia. 
Geology: Quaternary alluvium: clay, silt, sand and 
gravel, partly calcreted; local colluvium. 
Geomorphology: Mainly depositional surfaces: 
alluvial slopes and plains receiving sheet flow above 
seasonally inundated plains with braided through 
drainage and scattered drainage foci, minor calcrete 
outcrop plains. 
Pastoral use: Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) 
pastures with highly productive and drought resistant 
chenopod shrubs when in good condition, minor 
Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures. High salinity levels 
necessitate a close distribution of watering points for 
optimal use; units 2, 4 and 5 are susceptible to 
erosion, mainly by water. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 58%; fair 17%; poor 
25%. 

Unit 
I. Calcrete rises 
2. Upper plains 
3. Lower saline plains 
4. Flood plains 
5. Drainage lines 
6. Drainage foci 
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Yalkalya L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Low rises and platforms with mounded 
or rocky calcreted surfaces, sparsely 
to densely strewn with pebbles or 
gravels, up to 6 m above lower units. 
Soils are red loamy sands usually 
shallow « 50 em) but sometimes 
> 1 m calcareous throughout; pH 8.0 
with an alkaline trend; principal 
profile form: Uc 1.13. 

Gently sloping, flat-surfaced plains 
Soils are reddish brown sandy-surfaced 
duplex, loamy sand over sandy clay, 
> I m deep, pH 6.5 with a neutral 
trend; principal profile form: 
Dr 1.12 

Flat to gently sloping plains with 
slightly mounded surfaces. Soils are 
reddish-brown, sandy-surfaced duplexes, 
loamy sand or sandy loam over sandy 
clay, > I m deep, pH 6.5 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile 
form: Dr 1.12. 

Low-lying plains with flat to mounded 
surfaces. Soils are red sandy-surfaced 
duplex, sand over sandy clay, > I m 
deep, pH 6.5 with a neutral trend; 
principal profile form: Dr 5.13. 

More or less channelled braided 
drainage lines of moderate intensity. 
Soils are probably red duplex and clay 
types. 

Small discrete foci with clay soils. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Calcrete rises (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Hummock grasslands with very scattered, mainly low shrub overstorey. 
Tall shrubs: Acacia xiphophylla, A. victoriae; Low shrubs « 1.5 m): 
Eremophila latrobei, E. cuneifalia, Maireana polypterygia, Cassia 
deso/ata, Maireana pianifolia, Rhagodia eremaea; Perennial grasses: 
Triodia spp (up to 45% ground cover). 

Unit 2 Upper plains (40%) Traversed 
Very scattered to scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia spp and 
Maireana spp. Tall shrubs: Acacia victoriae, A. xiphophylla; 
Low shrubs « 1.5 m): Maireana po!ypterygia, M. plani/olia, 
M. pyramidata, Atriplex vesicaria. 

Unit 3 Lower saline plains (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered low shrublands dominated by Frankenia spp. 
Tall shrubs: Acacia victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, A. xiphophylla, 
Hakea preissii; Low shrubs « 1m): Frankenia spp, Atriplex 
vesicaria, Maireana platycarpa, M. polypterygia. 

Unit 4 Flood plains (40%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Amplex 
vesicaria and Acacia spp. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): Acacia xiphophylla, 
A. victoriae, A. tetragonophylla, Hakea preissii; Low shrubs « 1 m): 
Atriplex vesicaria, Maireana pyramidata, Ptilotus polakii, Cassia 
desolala, Eremophila cunei/olia, Enchylaena tomentosa, Frankenia spp; 
Perennial grasses: Enteropogon acicularis. 

, 

Unit 5 Drainage lines (4%) Traversed 
Moderately close shrublands similar composition to unit 4, but 
includes perennial grasses Chrysopogon /allax and Eragrostis spp. 

Unit 6 Drainage foci (1%) Traversed 
Close shrublands dominated by Acacia spp. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Hard Spinijex. 
Indicators of good condition: Maireana 
spp., Eremophila latrobei. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Bluebush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: Maireana 
polypterygia, Atriplex vesicaria. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to erosion when degraded; 
high salinity levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Indicators of good condition: A/riplex 
vesicaria. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
vesicaria. 
Undesirable perennials include: Acacia 
vicloriae, Hakea preissii. 
Pastoral use limitations: High salinity 
levels of pasture plants; mild 
susceptibility to erosion (with unit 5) 
when degraded. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Desirable perennials include: Shrubs as 
unit 4, Chrysopogon fallax. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 



Yarcowie land system (A) 76 km2 (0.1% of survey area) 

Plains with gilgaied soils supporting tussock 
grasslands or grassy tall and low shrublands. 
Geology: Lower Cretaceous bentonitic siltstone. 
Geomorphology: Mainly erosional surfaces: nearly 
flat plains with gilgaied soils developed on weathered 
siltstone, with more sloping marginal areas; drainage 
mainly through meandering incised channels of low 
to moderate density; relief mainly 2-4 m. 
Pastoral use: Predominantly Tussock Grass (TUGR) 
pastures which are augmented by various palatable 
shrubs when in good condition; over-use results in 
lossofboth desirable shrubs and perennial grasses, 
lowering the dry season durability of these plains. A 
very minor land system in this area, only the more 
sloping marginal plains are susceptible to water 
erosion. 

Estimated carrying capacity, gooacondition: 6 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 30%; fair 50%; poor 
20% 

Unit 
I. Gilgai plains 
2. Channels 
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Yarcowie L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Very gently sloping plains (slopes 
< 0.5% except on margins, where 
steeper) with gil~aied surfaces 
showing depreSSIOns at intervals 
around 10m. Soils are reddish-brown 
clays of uniform or gradational 
texture, 35 cm to > 1 m deep, pH 8.0 
to 8.5 with neutral or alkaline trends; 
principal profile forms: Gc 2.22, 
ur 6.21. 

Channelled drainage lines, meanders 
and creeks up to 10m wide, incised 
to I m, locally deeper with gully 
erosion on sloping marginal areas. 
Soils are silty sands or loams over 
clayey types. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit I Gilgai plains (95%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered tall shrublands over tussock grasses. Low trees and 
tall shrubs: Acacia cuspidifolia, A. tetragonophylla, Heterodendrum 
oleae/olium; Low shrubs (0.5-1.5 m): Rhagodia eremaea, Maireana 
polypterygia, Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia chatelainiana, Solanum 
lasiophyllum, Eremophila leucophylla; Perennial grasses (up to 4% b.c.): 
Eragrostis xerophila, E. setifolia, Astrebla elymoides, Cenchrus 
ciliaris. 

Unit 2 Channels (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered shrubland-tussock grass fringing communities 
dominated by Acacia xiphophylla, A. cuspidifolia and Eragrostis 
xerophila. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Eragrostis 
spp, Astrebla elymoides, Maireana 
polypterygia, Atrip/ex bunburyana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Tussock Grass. 
Pastoral use limitatisons Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
perennial grasses and shrubs are 
degraded. 



Yaringa land system 872 km2 (1.2% of survey area) 

Sandy plains with poorly developed dunes and 
restricted inter-bank plains, supporting tall 
shrublands ofwanyu and other acacias. 
Geology: Quaternary aeolian sand plain deposits and 
Tertiary calcrete duricrusting on Cretaceous 
Toolonga calcilutite. 
Geomorphology: Depositional surfaces: plains of 
shallow red sands overlying calcrete and limestone 
with weak longitudinal dune development in some 
areas; relief up to 11m and drainage features limited 
to scattered depressions. 
Pastoral use: Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) and Acacia 
Mixed ShrubtACMS) pastures with moderate 
supplies of palatable shrubs; perennial grasses very 
scarce or absent; not prone to erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 9 ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 33%; fair 41 %; poor 
26%. 

Unit 
I. Longitudinal dunes 
2. Sandplains and sandy banks 
3. Gravelly plains 
4. Drainage foci 
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Yaringa L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Linear dunes, 5-12 m high. Soils 
are dark red non-coherent sands, 
> 1 m deep, pH 6.5 with an alkaline 
trend; principal profile form: Uc 1.23. 

Slightly undulating sand plains with 
sandy banks, up to 2 m above unit 3. 
Soils are dusky red or dark red loamy 
sands, approximately 80 em deep, not 
calcareous (sometimes very lightly 
strewn with calcrete gravels) 
but overlying calcrete, pH 7.5 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile forms: 
Uc 5.11, 5.21. 

Flat plains between sandy banks or 
low dunes, moderately strewn with 
mixed gravels. Soils are shallow 
loam to dark red loams or clays, sandy 
clay loam to fine sandy clay, with 
carbonate concretions, pH 7.5-8.5 with 
a neutral trend; principal profile form: 
Uf6.12. 

Small, flat-bottomed drainage 
depressions with clay soils. 

'-~~~"m~ ."... _... , 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Longitudinal dunes (5%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia sc/erosperma and 
A. ramulosa. Tall shrubs (2-3 m): A. sc/erosperma, A. ramu/osa, 
A. murrayana, Eremophila maitlandii, Grevillea stenobotrya, Gyrostemon 
ramulosus; Low shrubs « 1.5 m): Rhagodia eremaea, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, Scaevola tomentosa, Cynanchum spp, Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Malleostemon spp, Perennial grasses: Eragrostis lanipes. 

Unit 2 Sandplains and sandy banks (75%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Moderately close to close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia spp and 
PlilolUS obovatus. Tall shrubs (300A50/ha; 2-3 m): A. ramulosa, 
A. sclerosperma, A. tetragonophylla, Eremophila maitlandii, Slylobasium 
spathulatum, E. aff. gilesii; Low shrubs (3000-4000/ha; < 1.5 m): 
Ptilotus obovatus, Rhagodia eremaea, Cassia helmsii, Solanum 
lasiophyllum, Eremophila latrobei, E. leucophylla; Perennial grasses: 
Monachather paradoxa. 

Unit 3 Gravelly plains (20%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered shrublands dominated by Acacia drepanophylfa. Tall shrubs 
(2-5 m): A. drepanophylla, A. tetragonophylfa, A. grasbyi, A. ramulosa, 
A. pruinocarpa; Low shrubs « 2 m): Ptilotus obovatus, Cassia helmsii, 
Eremophila latrobei, E. leucophylla, E. platycalyx, Tribulus 
platypterus. 

Unit 4 Drainage foci « 1 %) 
Close shrublands dominated by Acacia tetragonophylla. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Undesirable perennials include: Eremophila 
maitlandii. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Sandplain. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. Low shrubs 
often denser on sites burnt > 10 years 
previously. 
Desirable perennials include: Eremophila 
latrobei, Tribulus platypterus, 
Monachather paradoxa, Maireana planifolia. 
Undesirable perennials include: Solanum 
lasiophylfum, S orbiculatum. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Tribulus 
platypterus, Maireana planifolia, Scaevola 
tomentosa. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Yinnietharra land system (G) 606 km' (0.8% of survey area) 

Scattered granite tors and domes above stony 
slopes, broad sandy plains with groved vegetation 
and wide drainage tracts; scattered to moderately 
close tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 
Geology: Early to Middle Proterozoic granites and paragneiss with Quaternary alluvial and colluvial 
deposits. 
Geomorphology: Erosional and depositional surfaces: granitic residuals and outcrops above stony slopes, 
with radial drainage extending across gently sloping 
sandy·surfaced plains to meet finely·braided, broad drainage floors; relief up to 35m. 
Pastoral use: Predominantly Acacia Short Grass Forb 
(ASGF) pastures with some Stony Chenopod (STCH) 
and Acacia Creek·line (ACCR) pastures, lower units 
probably formerly supported more productive shrub and perennial grass associations. Units 5 and 6 are 
susceptible to water erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: II 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 24%; fair 38%; poor 
38%. 

Unit 
I. Tors, domes and rocky hills 
2. Stony slopes 
3. Sandy-surfaced plains 
4. Plains with groved vegetation 
5. Braided drainage zones 
6. Flood plains 
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Yinnietharra L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Hilltops, domes, tors and other out
crops of bare granite rocks, mostly 
widely separated by the major units. 
Soils are limited to pockets of skeletal 
sands. 

Upper interfluvial slopes, gradients 
< 1 % but steeper on highest levels, 
lightly to moderately strewn with 
mixed gravels and carrying radial 
dniinage lines of low intensity. Soils 
are dark red or dusky red duplex types, 
< SO cm deep, sandy loam over sandy 
clay loam or sandy clay with quartz 
inclusions throughout, pH 6.0-6.S with 
a neutral trend; principal profile 
forms: Dr 1.12, 1.S2. 

Plains with flat to mounded surfaces, 
slopes < O.S%, carrying dendritic 
flow lines of low intensity. Soils are 
dark red or dusky red duplex or 
gradational types, loamy sand or sandy 
loam over sandy clay or clay loams, 
> I m deep, pH 6.0-6.5 with a neutral 
trend, with or without quartz gravels 
throughout; principal profile forms: 
Dr 1.12,4.52, On 1.12. 

Plains with groved vegetation 
intercepting sheet flow. Soils are 
probably dark red loams over hardpan. 

Nearly flat drainage zones up to 400 m 
wide carrying braided channels, and 
mounded micro-relief. Soils are 
coarse~textured sands, dark red clayey 
to loam sands, > 1 m deep, pH 6.5 with 
a neutral trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 5.21. 

Plains carrying braided drainage lines, 
with slopes < I %. Soils are dark 
red or dusky red duplex types, loamy 
sand or sandy loam over sandy clay or 
light clay, > I m deep, pH 6.5-7.5 
with a neutral trend, with or without 
quartz gravels throughout, principal 
profile forms: Dr 4.12, 1.12. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Tors, domes and rocky hills (5%) Traversed 
Very scattered and clumped low shrublands dominated by Acacia spp and 
Eremophila spp. 

Unit 2 Stony slopes (15%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered low shrublands dominated by Eremophila 
/raseri and Cassia he1msii. Trees and tall shrubs (SO-3S0/ha; 2-3 m): 
Hakea suberea, Acacia subtessarogona, A. tetragonophylla, A. kempeana, 
Scaevola spinescens; Low shrubs: Eremophila /raseri, Cassia helmsii, 
Solanum lasi0p.0'lIum, Eremophila leucophylla, Corchorus walcottii, 
Maireana planijolia, Cassia desolata; Perennial grasses: Triodia spp. 

Unit 3 Sandy-surfaced plains (45%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
subtessarogona and A. tetragonophylla. Trees and tall shrubs 
« 2S-200/ha; 2-4 m): Grevillea sp., A. subtessarogona, 
A. tetragonophylla, A. kempeana, Scaevola spinescens; Low shrubs 
(lOO-JSOO/ha; < l.Sm): Cassia desolata, C. helmsii, Eremophila 
leucophylla, Maireana plani/olia, Ptilotus obovatus, Stylobasium 
spathulatum; Perennial grasses: Eriachne he1msii, Chrysopogon /allax. 

Unit 4 Plains with groved vegetation (10%) Traversed 
Narrow groves of close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia aneura. 
with broad sparsely vegetated intergroves. Trees and tall shrubs: 
A. aneura, A. tetragonophylla, A. subtessarogona; Low shrubs: Eremophila 
leucophylla, E. cunei/olia, Rhagodia eremaea, Sida calyxhymenia, 
Sida spp. 

Unit 5 Braided drainage zones (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Close fringing low woodlands or shrublands dominated by Acacia 
citrinoviridis. Trees (2-Sm): A. citrinoviridis, A. aneura, Santalum 
lanceolatum; Tall shrubs (2-3 m): Acacia cuthbertsonii, Scaevola 
spinescens, Cassia chatelainiana, Acacia victoriae; Low shrubs « 1 m): 
Cassia desola"ta, C. helmsii, Rhagodia eremaea, Eremophila /raseri, 
Corchorus walcottii; Perennial grasses: Chrysopogon /allax, Cenchrus 
ciliaris. 

Unit 6 Flood plains (15%) 3 site inventories and traversed 
Very scattered to scattered tall or low shrublands dominateed by Cassia 
desolata, Acacia xiphophylla and A. cuspidi/olia. Trees and tall shrubs 
« 2S-l2S/ha;2-6 m): Acacia xiphophylla, A. cuspidi/olia, A. victoriae, 
Hakea preissii, A. cuthbertsonii, A. citrinoviridis; Low shrubs (200-
2000/ha; 0.S-2 m): Cassia desolata, C. helmsii, Eremophila cunei/olia, 
Maireana plani/olia, Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotus obovatus; Perennial 
grasses: Cenchrus ciliaris. 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Scaevola 
spinescens, Maireana plani/olia. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Maireana 
plantfolia, Rhagodia eremaea, Ptilotus 
polakii, Chrysopogon /allax. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Acacia Creek-line. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Chrysopogon /allax, Rhagodia eremaea. 
Pastoral use limitations: Mild 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 

Pasture type: Acacia Short Grass Forb. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. Existing 
shrub associations may represent grazing
induced communities of poor value, but 
original associations unknown. 
Pastoral use limitations: Moderate 
susceptibility to water erosion when 
degraded. 



York land system 62 km2 (0.1% of survey area) 

Flat, low·lying clay plains, with minor areas of 
sandy-surfaced plains, supporting mainly open 
woodlands of York gum above low shrublands of 
saltbush and cotton bush. 
Geology: Quaternary colluvium; poorly sorted clay, 
silt, sand and gravel deposited by sheet flooding and 
soil creep. 
Geomorphology: Depositional, weakly gilgaied 
surfaces of former sluggish drainage tracts running 
south and west from the Toolonga plateau; relief 
generally < 3 m. 
Pastoral use: A small but productive system 
supporting valuable Saltbush (SALT) pastures, plus 
cotton bush, currant bush and other useful perennial 
shrubs when in good condition, contrasting with the 
adjacent sandy systems Nanga and Nerren which 
have less drought reserve. The system is not prone to 
erosion. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition: 5 ha/s. u. 
Range condition summary: good 17%; fair 58%, poor 
25%. 

Unit 
I. Loamy plains 
2. Clay plains 
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York L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Flat plains, slightly higher « I m) 
than unit 2, lacking gilgai developM 
ment. Soils are dark red calcareous 
gradational, sandy clay loam to sandy 
clay, > I m deep with calcareous 
concretions throughout, pH 8.0-8.5; 
principal profile form: Gc 2.22. 

Flat plains with weak gilgai develop.; 
ment in shallow depressions. Soils are 
reddish-brown clays or gradationals, 
sandy clay loam or light medium clay 
over medium to heavy clays, > I m 
deep with calcareous mclusions in B 
horizon, pH 7.5-8.5; principal profile 
forms: Uf6.13, Gc 2.21; Ug 5.38 in 
depressions. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Loamy plajns (10%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close tall shrublands dominated by Acacia 
tetragonophylla. Trees: Eremophila oldfieldii; Tall shrubs (2-4 m): 
A. tetragonophylla, A. ramulosa, Hakea preissii, A. sc/erosperma, 
H eterodendrum oleae/olium, Dodonaea pachyneura; Low shrubs: Plilotus 
obovatus, P. divaricatus, Cassia sp., C. chatelainiana, Atriplex 
bunburyana, Enchylaena tomentosa, Perennial grasses: Stipa 
elegantissima. 

Unit 2 Clay plains (90%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Scattered to moderately close woodlands dominated by Eucalyptus 
loxophleba and understorey Atriplex bunburyana. Trees (8MlO m): 
Eucalyptus loxophleba, E. sp. nov.; Tall shrubs (1S0-2S0/ha; 2M4 m): 
Acacia tetragonophylla, A. aff. acutata, A. galeata, Eremophila 
oldfieldii, Hakea preissii, Pime/ea microcephala; Low shrubs: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Ptilotus obovatus, Eremophila maculata, Cassia phyllodinea, 
Scaevola spinescens, Maireana tomentosa. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Acacia Mixed Shrub. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: 
Atriplex bunburyana, Cassia chatelainiana 
Undesirable perennials include: Hakea 
preissii, Sida spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Saltbush. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses and 
forbs in favourable seasons. 
Desirable perennials include: Atriplex 
bunburyana, Scaevola spinescens, 
Enchylaena tomentosa, Cassia 
chatelainiana. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 



Zuytdorp land system 311 km2 (0.4% of survey area) 

Elevated plains and low hills near the Zuytdorp 
coastline with varied assemblages of South-West 
Botanical Province vegetation: low heaths, mallee 
shrublands and paper bark thickets. 
Geology: Quaternary Tamala limestone 
Geomorphology: Very steep stony slopes and cliffs 
rising from sea level to an elevated plateau at 200m 
above sea level, continuing inland as limestone plains 
and low rounded hills with thin.to full depth sandy 
soils mantled by limestones fragments; no drainage 
features. 
Pastoral use: Heath (HEAT) pastures generally 
deficient in palatable perennial species, very low 
pastoral value. Ground water is generally 
unobtainable. There is no susceptibility to erosion, 
but a high susceptibility to fire. 
Estimated carrying capacity, good condition, 30 
ha/s.u. 
Range condition summary: good 89%; fair II %; poor 
0%. 

Unit 
I. Low stony hills 
2. Limestone plains 
3. Sandy plains over limestone 
4. Dissected seaward slopes 
5. Cliffs 
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Zuytdorp L.S. 

Landform and soils 

Undulations and low hills, lightly to 
moderately strewn with limestone 
cobbles. Soils are shallow, very dark 
grey fine sandy loam, with limestone 
inclusions and calcareous concretions, 
pH 8.5 with an alkaline trend; 
principal profile form: Urn 6.21. 

Elevated stony plains, undulating and 
with patches of thin sand cover or 
stony outcrops, lightly strewn with 
limestone cobbles and boulders. Soils 
are very shallow brown sands with 
limestone inclusions, pH 7.0 with a 
neutral trend; principal profile form: 
Uc 1.21. 

Elevated sandy plains, gently 
undulating. Soils are yellow or brown 
sands, > I m deep, pH 6.5-7.5; 
principal profile forms: Uc 1.12, 1.22. 

Steep (up to 100%) slopes with 
limestone boulders and thin sandy soils 
above sea cliffs; relief mainly about 
200 m. 

Vegetation: formations and major species 

Unit 1 Low stony hills (10%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
Close or closed tall shrublands dominated by Melaleuca cardiophylla. 
Tall shrubs (2-4 m): M. cardiophylla: Low shrubs « 1m): 
Threlkeldia difJusa, Rhagodia spp, Enchylaena tomentosa. 

Unit 2 Limestone plains (50%) 1 site inventory and traversed 
Close low shrublands or heaths of the South-West Botanical Province 
(Beard 1976). Low shrubs « 1 m): Beaufortia dampieri, Grevillea 
thelemanniana, Acacia spathulijolia, A. leptospermoides, Pimelea sp., 
Calothamnus kalbarriensis, Loxocarya spp, Geleznowia verrucosa, 
Carpobrotus spp. 

Unit 3 Sandy plains over limestone (30%) 2 site inventories and traversed 
(i) Close mallee shrublands dominated by Eucalyptus erythrocorys and 
E. obtusiflora or 
(ii) diverse heaths dominated by myrtaceous and proteaceous shrubs. 
(i) Trees (2-6 m): E. erythrocorys, E. obtusiflora, E. socialis; 
Tall shrubs: Acacia rostellijera, Melaleuca cardiophylla, Hakea 
stenophylla; Low shrubs « 1 m): Conospermum spp, Olearia axillaris, 
Melaleuca spp, Calothamnus kalbarriensis, Pimelea microcephala. 
(ii) Tall shrubs (2-4 m): Banksia sceptrum, B. ashbyi; Low shrubs 
« 2 m): Hakea spp, Grevillea spp, Banksia lindleyana, Melaleuca spp, 
Calothamnus spp, Thryptomene spp; Graminoids: Plectrachne 
danthonioides, Ecdeiocolea monostachya. 

Units 4 & 5 Dissected seaward slopes and cliffs (10%) Traversed 
Very scattered low shrublands and thickets (mainly of Diplolaena 
dampieri). Low shrubs: Scaevola crassifolia, Westringia sp., Frankenia 
paucijlora, Carpobrotus aequilaterus, Olearia axillaris, Acacia 
/igulata. 

, 

Comments and condition indicators 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Desirable perennials include: Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Rhagodia spp. 
Pastoral use limitations: None under 
controlled stocking. 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Perennials augumented by annual grasses 
and forbs. 
Pastoral use limitations: Lack 
of palatable species. 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Perennials augumented by annual 
grasses and forbs. Communities 
are strongly successional after periodic 
fires. 
Pastoral use limitations: Lack 
of palatable species and lack of 
ground-waters. 

Pasture type: Heath. 
Perennials augmented by annual grasses 
and forbs. 
Pastoral use limitations: Stock control 
on very difficult terrain. 



Soils 
The only significant published work on soils of the 

Carnarvon Basin is that of Bettenay el aI., (1967) 
who mapped soils within the survey area at a scale of 
1 :2,000,000 after their relatively general survey of a 
broader area. Table 12 lists the major soil types they 
mapped and indicates which soil type is dominant or 
significant in each geomorphic district of the present 
survey area. 
Table 12. Dominant soils of the survey area 

Soil type 

Calcareous sands 
Uc 1.1 

Red earthy sands 
Uc 5.21 

Moderately deep to deep 
calcareous and 
siliceous loams Urn 1.1, Urn 1.2 

Shallow calcareous or siliceous 
loams 
Urn 1.3, Urn 1.4 

Non-calcareous loams 
Urn 5.2 

Brown calcareous earths 
Gc 1.12, Gc 1.22 

Alkaline red earths 
Gn 2.13 

Alkaline red duplex soils (desert 
loams) 
Dr 2.33 

Geomorphic district 
of major occurrence 

Coastal Dunes 
Tamara Limestone Plains 

Ridge Dunes 
Victoria Sand Plain 

Lake Macleod and Saline 
Plains 

Cape Range 
Permian Hills 

Giralia Range 
Alluvial Plains 
Winning Plains 

Garbla Plateau 
Giralia Range 
Victoria Sand Plain 
Towera Stony Plains 

Alluvial Plains 
Wandagee Plains 

To characterize in more detail the soil types and 
their patterns of distribution across each type of 
landscape, soil descriptions were routinely taken at 
inventory points during the course of the survey. 
Topographically related soil sequences or catenas 
occur regularly. Wherever the geology of the parent 
material is similar, the variations in soil 
characteristics across the local topography are 
attributable to differences in relief and drainage 
between adjacent land units. In other cases, where 
the parent material varies across the topography, 
soil genesis has been influenced by the 
heterogeneous nature of that parent material as well 
as by topography and hydrology. 

An understanding of soil catena relationships 
within a landscape is important in any system ofland 
management. This general account complements the 
specific data listed under the texts on each land 
system. 

Wherever there is a soil type of particular 
importance, whether for its production potential, 
erosion risk, ability to support a specific pasture, or 
potential for some other use, the soil can be 
characterized and its likely extent delineated. 

General soil characteristics 
The soils in the survey area have many features 

that are common to the majority of arid to semi-arid 
soils in Australia. Most obvious is the predominantly 
red colouration ofthe soil caused bv soil particles 
covered by oxides of iron (Cook and Warren 1973). 
This feature often does not exceed the depth of the 
solum, presumably because of the limited 
penetration of moisture. Towards the coast, sandy 
calcareous soils are often lighter in colour due to 
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littoral shell fragments and oxide leaching, while the 
browner calcareous earths tend to differ in colour 
because of the high concentrations of carbonates and 
lower concentrations of iron oxides. 

Organic matter content is low and generally 
concentrated within the top few millimetres. 
Generally, topsoils show little evidence of organic 
accumulation, or of bleaching of the underlying 
horizon. Chemically, the soils show great variability 
in soluble salt content, according·to the type of 
parent material from which the soil is derived and its 
position in the landscape. Much less variable are the 
characteristically depauperate levels of key nutrients 
- very low levels of nitrogen (mainly 100-500 ppm) 
and only small amounts of phosphorus (mainly 5-20 
ppm) - present in the top 10 cm of the profile (Payne 
el al. 1982). While large areas of arid Australia have 
only shallow soils developed over ancient crystalline 
rocks or siliceous hardpans, much of the Carnarvon 
Basin has deeper soils developed on alluvium or 
wind-deposited sand sheets. 

A lack of soil structure or the presence of only weak 
pedality in the B horizon is a common feature of soils 
in the survey area. This is a consequence of the 
extensive aridity associated with the history of soil
forming processes and the lack of biological 
influences on the soil. The widespread calcareous 
and siliceous sands are single grained and have no 
natural aggregate structure, i.e. they are apedal. 
Within the earthy sands, soil particles are bonded by 
a matrix of clay and sesquioxides throughout the 
profile to produce a massive earthy coherent soil. 
The B horizons of the duplex soils are weakly to 
moderately structured. Strongly structured soils in 
the survey area are few. 

Soil genesis 
1. Alluvial areas 

Bettenay (1967) showed that alluvial soils in the 
Carnarvon Basin were associated with the major 
river systems: the Gascoyne, Wooramel and Minilya 
Rivers, and, to a lesser extent, Ca'rdabia Creek. 
Alluvial soils have developed on Quaternary 
alluvium and colluvium derived from weathering 
and subsequent erosion of the uplifted Proterozoic 
hinterland. Their development may also have been 
influenced by sheet flooding, deflation and 
deposition of material from previous erosion cycles 
and soil building processes. 

The hard-setting duplex soils of the alluvial areas 
have an alkaline soil reaction trend. This is caused 
by carbonates and salts (particularly of calcium and 
sodium) leaching down the soil profile into a 
repeatedly saturated subsoil. Characteristically for 
an arid environment, the leaching is relatively 
shallow. 

The red earths and red sands which occur in the 
same areas sometimes have alkaline soil reaction 
trends but only rarely in the south-east of the survey 
area, where the soils tend to be acidic due to different 
(highly leached) parent materials. 

The recent and continuing formation of alluvial 
soils is evident on the major active river floodplain 
systems through frequent episodes of erosion and 
deposition. Juvenile alluvial soils, characterized by 
poorly sorted and mixed soil horizons, are found in 
and adjacent to river channels and banks. 
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2. Sand dunes and low sandy banks 
Deep calcareous sands, siliceous sands and red 

earthy sands have developed on weathered parent 
material which was transported and deposited by 
wind during thc driest periods of the Pleistocene 
epoch. I n coastal areas sands are leached, calcareous 
and may contain shell fragments indicating a littoral 
origin. Further inland, red siliceous sands form long, 
linear dunes. Aeolian sorting of sand particles is 
indicated by the lack of pedological organization. 
The red earthy sands occurring on the alluvial plain 
as low sandy banks may also be of aeolian origin, or 
may be formed in situ. These soils are derived from 
highly siliceous parent material and often occur as 
remnants of deep weathering profiles, such as those 
remaining on parts of the Old Plateau in the 
Murchison catchment, further east. 

3. Coastal sediments 
At Lake McLeod, highly saline soils have 

developed from Tertiary marine sediments. 
Although the lake was cut off from the sea in the late 
Pleistocene, oceanic water enters the northern 
section through sub-surface connections. These 
highly calcareous soils, together with fluvial deposits 
from major river systems, littoral and siliceous 
aeolian sands, form highly saline tidal flats, lake beds 
and plains which usually contain shell fragments and 
gypsum. 

4. Hills and ranges 
Lithosols or skeletal soils occur in the hills and 

ranges throughout the survey area. Normally they 
are very shallow sands, loams or clay loams, that lack 
horizon development and contain rock fragments. 
They vary considerably according to their parent 
materials. They are the result of physical and 
chemical weathering of rocks, in situ or as colluvium. 

Soil distribution 
The distribution ofthe various soils in the survey 

area is described first by the primary profile form 
according to Northcote (1979) and then according to 
'geomorphic district' (see table 4). 

Soil distribution by Primary Profile 
Forms 

Uniform coarse textured soils (Uc) 
Sandy soils are widespread and occur over more 

than 50% of the survey area. Siliceous sands and 
earthy sands (Uc 1.23, 5.21) occur over very large 
areas in the south, in the Victoria Sand Plain 
geomorphic district and in the centre in the Ridge 
Dune district. Deep (> 1 m) calcareous sands and 
earthy sands (Uc 1.11,5.12) prcdominate on dunes 
and undulating sand plains of the Coastal Dune 
district. 

Calcareous, siliceous, brownish and earthy sands 
(Uc 1.12, 1.23, 5.11, 5.21) in the Carbla Plateaux, 
Alluvial Plains and Tamala Limestone Plains 
geomorphic districts occur on sand dunes, low banks, 
and sandy plains. They also occur in another five 
districts on minor dunes and sand plains. Shallow, 
firm siliceous sands or lithosols (Uc 1.43) occur on 
stony hills and footslopes. 
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Uniform medium textured soils (Urn) 
These soils are not widely distributed and occupy 

only about 4% of the survey area. They occur to a 
minor extent in eight of the 15 geomorphic districts. 

Stony, non-calcareous or earthy loams (Um 5.21, 
5.52) of variable depth occur on gibber plains and 
drainage floors in the Mardathuna Plains district. 
Shallow, stony, calcareous loams (U m 5.11, 5.12) are 
also locally important on calcrete platforms in the 
same district and on limestone plains in the Giralia 
Range district. More structured calcareous loams 
(Um 6.21,6.24,6.33,6.42) occur in the Tamala 
Limestone Plains and the Winning Plains districts. 
Shallow, skeletalloams (U m 1.43) are found on some 
hills, ridges and foots lopes in other districts. 

Uniform fine textured soils (Ui) 
Non-cracking clay soils are locally important. 

They occupy about 4% of the survey area with 
significant occurrences in seven of the geomorphic 
districts. Structured, stony clays of variable depth 
(Uf6.11, 6.12, 6.13, 6.21, 6.33) arc common in the 
north-east on stony plains, lower plains and drainage 
floors associated with the Lyndon Proterozoic Hills, 
Towera Stony Plains, Wandagee Permian Plains and 
Winning Plains districts. 

Minor occurrences of deeper, friable, structured 
non-cracking clays (Uf 6.13,6.21,6.31,6.33,6.34, 
6.41) are found on some saline alluvial plains and 
flow zones in the Alluvial and Lake McLeod and 
Saline Plains districts. These soils often grade into 
gilgai (Ug) cracking clay soils. The dominant soil 
types in these districts are duplex varieties. 

Areas of variable depth calcareous clays (Uf 6.12) 
also occur on stony lower plains in the Cape Range 
district. 

Uniform fine-textured seasonally cracking 
soils (Ug) , 

In terms of total area these soils are of little 
significance in the survey area « 0.5%). However, 
they are locally important in a few districts as they 
support valuable tussock grass pastures. Grey-brown 
or red self-mulching cracking clays (Ug 5.28,5.38, 
5.31,5.34) occur on gilgai plains and drainage foci in 
the Alluvial Plains, Lake McLeod and Saline Plains 
and Winning geomorphic districts. They are also 
occasionally found on restricted low drainage tracts 
and groves in a few oth~r districts. 

Calcareous gradational soils (Gc) 
These soils occupy about 12% of the survey area 

and are quite widely distributed, having being 
recorded in IO of the 17 geomorphic districts. 
Within the Giralia Range district in the north-west of 
the survey area, calcareous earths of variable depth 
(Gc 1.12, 1.22) occur on foots lopes, stony plains and 
outwash plains derived from limestone, In the 
Carbla Plateau district, shallow, stony calcareous 
earths (Gc 1.12, 1.22, 2.12, 2.22) occur on plains and 
foots lopes. Deep (> 100 cm) calcareous earths (Gc 
2.22) occur on alluvial plains and drainage floors in 
many districts, particularly the Winning Plains 
district. 
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Non-calcareous gradational soils (Gn) 
These soils were recorded in only six of the 

geomorphic districts, occupying about 4% of the 
survey area. Red earths (Gn 2.11, 2.12, 3.12) 
predominate on stony plains and alluvial plains in 
the Mardathuna Plains district. Red structured 
earths and massive earths (Gn 2.11, 2.12, 3.11, 3.12 
and 4.12) also occur on drainage floors, drainage foci, 
groves and swales of the Alluvial Plains, Towera 
Stony Plains, Winning Plains and Ridge Dune 
districts. 

Red duplex (texture contrast) soils (Dr) 
Red duplex soils are common in 10 of the 15 

geomorphic districts and occupy about 14% of the 
total survey area. Crusting red duplex and friable red 
duplex soils (Dr 1.12, 1.13,4.12) occur in the 
Alluvial Plains district. These soils are usually stone 
free, > 1 m deep and have an alkaline reaction trend. 
They are also common on alluvial plains and 
drainage floors of the Carbla Plateau, Wandagee 
Permian Plains, Lyndon Proterozoic Hills and the 
Towera Stony Plains districts. 

Red duplex soils are generally sensitive to 
disturbance because the light textured surface 
horizons are readily removed by wind and water 
action if the vegetative cover is depleted. Large, bare 
scalds can develop on exposed clay B horizons; when 
polished and impermeable they are most 
unfavourable surfaces for plant establishment. 

Soil distribution by Geomorphic 
Districts 

Each geomorphic district consists of a group of 
land systems of similar lithology and surface 
topography. Distinctive catenary sequences have 
developed in each district and these are illustrated 
and described below. 

Alluvial Plains District 
Red duplex soils are the most common and occur 

widely on alluvial plains of the Delta, Sable, 
Barrabiddy, Lyell, Target and Lyons land systems. 
Most inter-bank plains of the Sandal land system 
have such soils. 

Soil depth is commonly> 1 m. The profile 
consists of a thin layer (10-45 cm) of sand, loamy 
sand or sandy loam, over sandy clay loam or sandy 
clay. Colour is usually dark red or dusky red, but 
may be yellowish-red or reddish-brown towards the 
coast. The soils are predominantly calcareous and 
often contain abundant gravels in the B horizon. 
Non-calcareous duplex soils (Dr 1.12, 1.15,2.12, 
4.12) are less common. Soil surface pH varies from 
6.5 to 8.5, with subsoils either neutral or alkaline. 

Vegetation on the red duplex soils is mainly of 
mixed low and tall shrublands, with Gascoyne 
bluebush, Gascoyne mulla-mulla, currant bush, 
needle bush and various acacias. Where the 
vegetation is depleted, soils are often extremely 
susceptible to erosion. Surface layers of sand are 
readily removed by wind and water action exposing 
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the clayey B horizon. In their eroded state these 
formerly duplex soils were recorded as non-cracking 
clays (Uf 6.21, 6.31). Considerable areas of scalded 
clay surfaces occur on the Delta land system. On the 
Sandal, Sable and Target systems, the duplex units 
have hard-setting surfaces and receive little through 
drainage. 

Deep sandy soils occur on the dunes, sandy banks 
and sandplains of the Lyons, Sable, Sandal, Delta, 
River and Target land systems. These soils are highly 
porous and are either loose siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) 
or earthy sands (Uc 5.11, 5.21) and the soil colour is 
usually red or dark red. They are predominantly 
non-calcareous, with a pH ranging from 6.0 to 7.5, 
and less commonly to 8.5. Shrublands ofwanyu and 
silver-barked wattle characterize the taller 
vegetation. 

Minor areas of deep calcareous sands (Uc 1.12) 
occur on the coastal margins on the Brown and 
Littoral land systems. Such soils often contain 
marine shell or limestone gravel, with a pH about 8.5 
throughout the profile. 

Uniform fine textured non-cracking clays (Uf 6.13, 
6.21, 6.31, 6.33) occupy about 10% of the district on 
the saline plains, alluvial plains and lower areas of 
the Delta, Sandal, Barrabiddy and Target land 
systems. Soils are usually> 1 m deep. Textures may 
be silty clay, sandy clay, fine sandy clay, medium or 
heavy clay. Colour is dusky red or reddish brown, 
with a pH ranging from 7.0 to 8.5. 

Brown and red self-mulching cracking clays (Ug 
5.38) with gilgaied micro-relief are not common in 
the district, but are important on the plains of the 
Marloo land system. Similar soils (Ug 5.28,5.34) 
occur in minor areas on the alluvial and saline plains 
of the Delta land system. These have textures of 
medium to heavy clay, dark reddish-grey or dark 
reddish-brown. The surface pH ranges from 7.0 to 
8.5. 

Non-calcareous red gradational soils (Gn 2.12, 
3.12, 4.12) commonly occur as minor component 
soils in lower drainage areas of the Lyons, Target, 
Sable and Sandal land systems, These soils are either 
sands over loams or loams over clays. Soils are dark 
red or reddish-brown and usually> I m deep. Surface 
pH ranges from 6.0 to 8.0. 

r 



Table 13. Alluvial Plains Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface pH 
area (%) stone (%) surface sub-surface 

Sand dunes, sandy banks 37 Siliceous sands (Uc 1.23), earthy sands > 100 0 6.5 7.0 
and sandy plains (Uc 5.21), sands (Uc 5.11); also 

Uc 1.12, 5.13, 1.11 
2 Alluvial plains 51 Red duplex soils (Dr 1.13, 1.12, 4.12); > 100 0 6.5-7.0 8.0-8.5 

also Dr 1.15, 1.16, 2.12, 2.13, 4.13 
3 Saline, alluvial and gilgai 10 Non·cracking clays (Uf 6.31, 6.21), also > 100 0 6.5·8.5 7.0·8.5 

plains and flow zones Uf 6.13, 6.33; self-mulching cracking 
clays (Ug 5.38); also Ug 5.28, 5.34 

4 Drainage floors and foci 2 Red gradational soils (Gn 2.12, 3.12, > 100 0 6.5-7.0 6.5-8.0 
4.12); also Gn 1.12, 2.13, 4.13 
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Cape Range District 
This district is characterized by calcareous 

lithosols (skeletal soils) which occur on the plateaux 
and steep foots lopes of the Range land system. The 
soils are formed predominantly in situ, and are 
located in small pockets surrounded by outcrop 
limestone. Soils are 10-40 Col deep with limestone 
cobbles and stone as a surface mantle and in the 
profile. Textures are variable and may be loamy 
sand, sandy loam or fine sandy loam. Soils are 
usually dark reddish-brown and the surface pH is 
usually about 8.5. The vegetation is predominantly 
either soft or hard spinifex with occasional small 
trees and shrubs. 

In the Learmonth land system, brownish or earthy 
sands (Uc 5.11, 5.21) occur on the sand plains and 
calcareous sands (Uc 1.11) occur on the coastal dunes 
and beaches. Brownish or earthy sands range in 
depth from 60-100 em or more over limestone. 

These soils have uniform textures ofloamy sand and 
are red or reddish-brown. Inclusions of calcium 
carbonate are common throughout the profile, and 
soil pH is approximately 8.5 throughout the profile. 
The soils support hummock grasslands of soft 
spinifex. 

Uniform fine textured non-cracking clays (Uf 6.12) 
occur on the stony plains of the Learmonth land 
system. These arc up to 55 Col deep over limestone. 
Soil texture is sandy clay over medium clay, with 
limestone gravel on the surface and throughout the 
profile. Soils are reddish-brown and surface pH is 
8.5. 

Shallow, stony calcareous gradational soils (Gc 
1.22) occur on the lower outwash plains of the 
Learmonth land system. These soils are shallow to 
medium depth and overlie limestone. They arc 
usually dark reddish-brown loams over clays with a 
pH about 8.5. 

Table 14. Cape Range Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform 

Limestone plateaux and 
gorges 

2 Coastal dunes and beaches 
3 Sand plains 
4 Stony lower plains 
5 Lower outwash plains 

Range ls. 

I 

"'" 

'" 

"1 
~ , " 

0 - - - - -

<D 
Calcareous skeletal soils 

Approximate 
area ("/0) 

Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) 

71 Skeletal soils 10-40 

1 Calcareous sands (Uc 1.11) > 100 
12 Brownish or earth sands (Uc 5.11, 5.21) 60-> 100 
10 Non cracking Clays (Uf 6.12) 55 
6 Stony calcareous gradational soils < 50 
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Carbla Plateau District 
Shallow, stony calcareous gradational soils are 

most common within this district. They are found 
on the broad undulating stony plains of the Toolonga 
and Yaringa land systcms and on mesas of the Foscal 
land system. They support a distinctive mixed tall 
shrubland, usually dominated by Hamelin wattle. 
Wherc Iimcstone outcrop is the dominant fcaturc, 
these soils may occur with skeletal soils which may 
occur nearby. The calcareous gradational soils (Gc 
1.12,1.21,1.22,2.12,2.22) are usually sandy, but 
also occur as loams grading to clays. They have stony 
limestone surfaces with profiles that often contain 
limestone or calcrete as inclusions. Soil depth varies 
from 20-70 em, with occasional deeper pockets. The 
soils arc red or reddish-brown, surface pH ranges 
from 8.0 to 9.0 and reaction 'trend is alkaline or 
neutral. 

Crusty red duplcx soils (Dr 1.13) occur on the 
alluvial plains of Foscal, Snakewood, Toolonga and 
Salune land systems. They havc a sparse limestone 
or calcrcte gravel surface mantle and the profile is 
characterized by a thin sheet (15-40 cm) of sandy 

loam or, less commonly, loamy sand over sandy clay 
loam or sandy clay. These soils are dark red or rcd 
and have highly calcarcous B horizons, with calcrete 
gravels becoming more abundant with depth. They 
commonly support shrublands of snakewood and 
silver saltbush. 

Uniform sandy soils are common within the 
district. Earthy sands (Uc 5.21) occur on the broad, 
undulating sandplains and on occasional dunes (Uc 
1.23) of the Yaringa land system. Soil depth is 
usually> I m although limestone is sometimes 
present at shallower depths. The sands are non
calcareous, dark red uniform loamy sands and the 
surface pH between 6.0 and 7.5. The principal 
vegetation is tall shrubland dominated by wanyu. 

Minor areas of calcareous sands (Uc 1.11) occur on 
the narrow coastal plains and dunes of the Coast, 
Coquina and Littoral land systems. Thesc soils have 
textures of sand or, less commonly, loamy sands and 
are> I m in depth. They are highly calcarcous and, 
in the case of Coquina land system, contain large 
quantitics of marine shells Fragum erugalum. Soils 
vary from light reddish-brown to brown. 

Table 15, Carbla Plateau Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface pH 
area (%) stone (%) surface sub-surface 

1 Limestone plateaux 2 Skeletal soils 0 > 50 
2 Stony plains and footslopes 38 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 20-100 2-5 8.5-9.0 8.5-9.0 

1.22, 2.12. 2.22); also Gc 1.21 
3 Sand plains and sandy 25 Earthy sands (Uc 5.21), siliceous sands 40-> 100 0 6.0-7.5 6.0-7.5 

banks (Uc 1.23); also Uc 5.11 
4 Alluvial and raised plains 32 Crusty red duplex soils (Dr 1.13); also > 100 2-5 7.0-8.5 8.5-9.0 

Dr 1.15 
5 Tidal, supratidal mud flats 3 Calcareous sands (Uc 1.11) > 100 0 8.5 9.0 

and coastal dunes 
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Coastal Dunes District 
Soils in this district are almost entirely uniform 

sandy soils. On sandplains of the Cardabia land 
system, on stations such as Quobba, Cardabia and 
Ningaloo, the soils are calcareous brownish or earthy 
sands (Uc. 5.11; 5.12; 5.21). They have deep profiles 
and textures of sand over loamy sand. Limestone 
fragments may be present as a surface mantle or 
within the profile. Colour is reddish-brown and the 
surface pH is approximately 8.5. Vegetation on these 
soils is characterized by hummock grasslands of soft 
spinifex with some hard spinifex. 

Deep, highly calcareous brownish sands (Uc 5.12) 
are widespread elsewhere in the district such as on 
the sandplains of Edel and Inscription land systems. 
Here, the soils have sparse calcrete gravels on the 
surface and profiles contain abundant calcium 
carbonate. The texture is sand over loamy sand and 
surface pH is about 8.5. Colour is usually yellowish
red or reddish-brown. These sands support mainly 
wattle shrublands of Acacia ligulata, with diverse low 
shrubs and grasses. 

Deep, loose calcareous sands (Uc 1.11, 1.12, 1.13) 
with little or no pedologic development occur on the 
coastal parabolic dunes, linear dunes and in swales of 

the Coast, Cardabia, Edel and Coquina land systems. 
Colour is very variable, the more common being 
reddish-brown, red, brown or pink. Surface pH 
varies between 8.5 and 9.0. These soils usually 
support diverse low heathy shrublands. 

Non-calcareous siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) occur on 
the linear dunes and sandplains of the Mallee land 
system: deep sands occur on the dunes; shallow 
sands (10-55 cm) over limestone occur on the 
sandplains. They are red or dark red and pH ranges 
from 6.5 to 7.0. The vegetation is characterized by 
low mallee eucalypts and hard spinifex. 

The Coastal dunes district is subject to strong 
prevailing southerly winds and the unconsolidated 
dune sands, particularly within the Coast land 
system, are prone to severe wind erosion wherever 
the soil surface and stabilizing vegetation have been 
disturbed or degraded. 

Many of the major dune blow-outs that feature 
prominently in the district are traceable to 
disturbance foci, such as stock watering points, fence
lines or over-used vehicle tracks on sensitive coastal 
sites. Once initiated, blow-outs generally progress 
uncontrollably, sometimes for many kilometres. 

Table 16. Coastal Dunes Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

2 

3 

4 

l 
i • 
E " 

0 

Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface pH 
area (%) stone (%) surface sub-surface 

Coastal dunes and swales 28 Deep, loose calcareous sands (Uc 1.11); > 100 0 8.5-9,0 8.5-9.0 
also Uc 1.12, 1.13 

Undulating raised coastal 17 Calcareous brownish sands (Uc 5.12) 
sandplains 
Broad undulating coastal 46 Calcareous brownish or earth sands 
sandplains (Uc 5.11. 5.21); also Uc 5.12, 5.22 
Dunes and sandplains 9 Siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) 
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Giralia Range District 
This district is characterized by gradational 

calcareous soils (Gc 1.12, 1.22, 2.22). These occur 
over limestone on the stony plains of Jubilee, Trealla 
and Donovan land systems. Soil depth is usually 30-
75 em, and profiles contain abundant limestone 
inclusions. Soils are red or reddish-brown fine sandy 
loam over fine sandy clay loam or fine sandy clay 
loam over fine sandy clay. Soil surface pH is between 
8.0 and 8.5. These soils support acacia-dominated 
shrublands with sparse low shrubs and hard or soft 
spinifex. 

Deep, red calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 
2.22) also occur on the alluvial plains and lower . 
plains of the Donovan and Jubilee land systems. SoIl 
textures here are usually sandy clay loam or fine 
sandy clay loam over sandy clay or fine sandy clay. 
Soils are reddish-brown Or red and surface pH IS 
usually about 8.5. These soils support tall shrublands 
of snakewood and low shrublands of Gascoyne 
bluebush and silver saltbush. 

Other commonly occurring soils in the district are 
calcareous loams (Urn 1.33,5.11,5.12,6.33). Deep 
loams oCCur on the gently undulating plains of the 

Donovan land system. These soils are reddish-brown 
silty loams with calcrete inclusions throughout the 
profile. Loams with depths < 70 cm over limestone 
are found on the stony plains and lower plains of the 
Jubilee and Firecracker land systems and on the 
dissected slopes of the Trealla land system. These 
soils have stony limestone surfaces and profiles, and 
are red or reddish-brown. Soil surface pH ranges 
from 8.0 to 8.5. Acacia shrublands with hard or soft 
spinifex or, more locally, low chenopod shrublands, 
occur on these soils. 

Minor areas of shallow, powdery, calcareous loams 
(Urn 5.11) occur on the hills and cuestas of the 
Jubilee land system. These soils are formed in situ in 
isolated pockets surrounded by outcrop limestone. 
They are usually < 40 cm deep. Soils are red or 
reddish-brown, with a uniform texture of fine sandy 
loam. 

The calcareous loams and gradational types on the 
slopes and plains ofthe Firecracker land system are 
sensitive to water erosion and require careful 
management. They support low chenopod 
shrublands which are attractive to livestock. 

Table 17. Giralia Range Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

1 
2 
3 

4 

80 

E 40 

o 

Landform Approximate 
area (%) 

Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface pH 
stone (%) surface sub-surface 

Limestone hills and cuestas 5 Skeletal soils (Um 5.11) 0-30 > 50 8.5 8.5 
Limestone plains 6 Calcareous loams (Um 6.33, 5.11, 5.12); 30-70 5-25 8.5 8.5 
Footslopes and stony plains 51 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.22, 30-75 5-25 8.5 8.5 

1.12) 
Alluvial and lower plains 38 Deep calcareous gradational soils > 100 0-1 8.5 8.5 

(Gc 2.22) 
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Lake MacLeod and Saline Plains District 
The juvenile soils on the bed of Lake MacLeod 

make up about 62% of the area of this district. They 
are characterized by extremely saline deposits of 
sand, silt, clay, marine shells and gypsum, and are 
subject to seasonal inundation from the discharge of 
the Minilya and Lyndon Rivers. Soil materials are 
poorly sorted, with gritty loams ovcr clays often 
overlying coarse sand. Similar poorly developed soils 
occur on the mudflats of the MacLeod land system. 
Vegetation is restricted to the extreme edges and 
where sand has formed banks and hummocks above 
the lake bed. 

Highly calcareous, red (Dr 1.13,4.13) and yellow 
(Dy 1.13) duplex soils occur on the alluvial plains of 
the Warroora land system and also on parts of the 
Chargoo land system. Texture ranges are sand or 
loamy sand over sandy clay or fine sandy clay. The 
soil profile often contains inclusions of limestone, 
marine shell and gypsum, and the pH ranges from 7.0 
in the sandy A horizon to 8.5 in the clayey B horizon. 
These soils support low chenopod shrublands of 
Gascoyne bluebush. 

Calcareous red gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 2.21) of 
vanable depth, over lImestone, occur on stony plains 
of the Warroora land system and, to a lesser' extent 
on the McLeod land system. These are red or ' 
reddish-brown and textures predominantly loams 
over clay or, less commonly, sands over loams. 
Limestone gravels and cobbles occurthroughout the 
profile. Surface pH varies from 8.0 to 8.5. These 
soils support mixed chenopod pastures. 

Uniform clays are restricted to the Chargoo land 
system. Seasonally cracking soils (Ug 5.24, 5.28, 
5.31,5.34) with gilgaied micro-reliefare common on 
the alluvial plains, gilgai plains and drainage 
depressions of this system. Non-cracking clays (Uf 
6.33, 6.41) also occur. Soils are> I m deep, with 
surface pH of 7.0 to 8.0 and generally neutral 
reaction trends. Textures range from light medium 
clay to heavy clay and they are usually dark reddish
grey or brown. Vegetation supported by these soils is 
a mosaic of tussock grasses and low chenopod shrubs. 

Deep calcareous sands (Uc I. II, 1.12) occur on the 
sandy banks of the Warroora and McLeod land 
systems. These are yellowish-red and often contain 
considerable inclusions of gypsum and marine shells. 

Table 18. Lake McLeod Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface pH 
area (%) stone (%) surface sub-surface 

Stony plains 12 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.12); 20-90 1-25 8.0-8.5 8.5 
also Gc 1.22. 2.21 

2 Alluvial plains 13 Calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.13, > 100 0 7.0-8.5 8.5 
4.13), calcareous yellow duplex soils 
(Dy 1.13) 

3 Sandy banks 7 Cracking clay soils (Ug 5.34, 5.28, 5.31); > 100 0 7.0-8.5 8.0-9.0 
non-cracking clay soils (Uf 6.21, 6.34, 
6.33, 6.41) 

4 Mud flats i.e. Lake McLeod 62 Saline, calcareous or gypsiferous muds > 100 0 8.0 8.5 

LAKE MCLEOD 
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Lyndon Proterozoic Hills District 
Shallow siliceous sands, or lithosols (Uc 1.43) 

make up about 64% of the soils within the district. 
They occur on the summits, low hills and rises ofthe 
Agamemnon, Phillips, James, Augustus, Thomas, 
Collier, Glenburgh and Capricorn land systems. 
They have been formed either in situ or from 
colluvium and are located in shallow pockets (5-30 
em deep) associated with massive gneissic, granitic or 
sandstone outcrops. Soil textures vary from sand to 
fine sandy loam. Boulders and stone are common as 
surface mantles and as profile inclusions. Soilss are 
usually red or dark red and the surface pH is usually 
about 6.5 with a neutral trend. 

Friable red duplex soils (Dr 4.12) make up about 
20% of the soils within the district and are found on 
the alluvial plains of Agamemnon, James and 
Thomas land systems. They probably also occur on 
the plains of the Phillips land system and on the 
drainage floors of the Phillips, Agamemnon, James 
and Thomas land systems although these units were 
not sampled. These soils are of variable depth, from 
40 em to > I m. They often have stony mantles of 
gneiss or quartz and profiles may contain gneiss, 
quartz or mica. Soil textures are mainly loamy sand 

or sandy loam over sandy clay loam or sandy clay. 
Soils are either dark red or reddish-brown and pH 
varies from 6.5 to 8.0. 

Stony uniform clays are common on the stony 
plains of the Phillips and James land systems. These 
soils vary in depth from 40 em to > I m and their 
surfaces are often mantled by pebbles or cobbles of 
gneiss or granite, with profiles contain similar 
inclusions. Soils are reddish-brown and pH varies 
from 6.5 to 7.0. 

Non-calcareous loams (Um 5.21,5.22) occur less 
widely, on the stony plains of the Augustus, Collier 
and Capricorn land systems. They are of variable 
depth, usually < I m, and are densely strewn with 
pebbles or cobbles. Soil textures vary from fine 
sandy loam to sandy clay loam. Soils are reddish
brown and surface pH varies from 6.0 to 8.0. 

Uniform coarse siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) are also 
relatively minor soils and occur on drainage floors 
and as bedloads in channcls on several land systems. 
They also occur on the sand plains of Glenburgh land 
system and the sandy banks of Thomas land system. 
These soils are usually deep reddish-brown sands or 
loamy sands with surface pH varying from 6.5 to 8.0. 

Table 19. Lyndon Proterozoic Hills Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface pH 
area (%) stone (%) surface sub-surface 

Gneissic and granitic 64 Skeletal soil (Uc 1.43) 5-30 >50 6.5 6.5 
ranges and hills 

2 Stony plains 11 Stony uniform clays (Uf 6.13) 40-> 100 11-25 6.5-8.0 6.5-8.0 
3 Alluvial plains and drainage 19 Friable red duplex soils (Dr 4.12) 40-> 100 11-25 6.5-7.5 6.5-8.0 

floors 
4 Stony lower plains 4 Non-calcareous loams (Um 5.21, 5.22) < 100 11-25 6.0-8.0 6-8.0 
5 Drainage flows and 2 Siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) > 100 1-5 6.5-8.0 6.5-8.0 

channels 
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Mardathuna Plains District 
Non-calcareous red gradational soils (Gn 2.11, 

2.12, 3.12) dominate this district on the broad plains 
of the O'Brien and Windalia land systems. Windalia 
Radiolarite fragments are common as a surface 
mantle and as inclusions within the profile. Soil 
depth varies from 50 cm to > I m and textures are 
either sandy loams over clay loams or sands over 
loams. Soils are either dark red or dusky red, and the 
surface pH is between 6.0 and 6.5. 

Calcareous gradational soils are also common and 
occur over limestone on the lower footslopes and 
plains of the Mary and Gearle land systems. 
Limestone or Windalia Radiolarite gravels or cobbles 
form a surface mantle and occur throughout the 
profile. Textures are predominantly clay loams over 
clays with some loamy sands over loams. Soils are 
either reddish-brown or red and the surface pH 
varies between 7.5 and 8.5. 

Non-calcareous loams (Urn 5.21, 5.52) occur on 
the stony plains and narrow drainage floors of the 
Windalia land system. Depth varies from 40 cm to 
> I m and textures range from uniform loamy fine 
sand to uniform silty clay loam. Radiolarite gravels 

and cobbles occur on the surface and throughout the 
profile. Soils are reddish-brown and surface pH 
varies between 7.0 and 8.0. 

Calcareous, shallow loams (Urn 5.11) occur on the 
calcrete platforms of the Mary land system. They 
vary in depth from 10-40 cm and overlie limestone. 
Limestone occurs as surface outcrops, mantles and as 
profile inclusions. Soils are dark red or red and their 
pH is consistently about 8.5. Soil textures are either 
uniform fine sandy loam or uniform loam, fine 
sandy. 

Lithosols (skeletal soils) are restricted to the higher 
land units within this district. They occur as shallow 
pockets surrounded by rock outcrop. Non-calcareous 
skeletal soils occur on the plateaux, mesas, hills and 
upper footslopoes of the Billy and Windalia land 
systems. Calcareous skeletal soils occur on the low 
rises of the Mary land system. 

Minor areas of duplex soils occur in the district. 
Non-calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.12, 2.52) occur 
on alluvial plains of the O'Brien and Windalia land 
systems and calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.13, 
2.13) occur on alluvial plains of the Mary and Gearle 
systems. 

Table 20. Mardathuna Plains Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 
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Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) Surface ph 
area(%) stone ("!oj surface Sub-surface 

Radiolarite plateaux and 7 Skeletal soils (Uc 1.43); 0-30 >50 6.0·6.5 6.0·6.5 
mesas 
Stony and alluvial plains 36 Non-calcareous gradational soils (Gn 2.12 50->100 6-10 6.0·6.5 6.0·6.5 

2.11,3.12) 
Stony and alluvial plains 11 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 40-> 100 1-5 7.5-8.5 8.0-8.5 

1.22, 1.21. 2.21) 
Gibber plains and drainage 17 Non-calcareous loams (Urn 5.21, 5.25) 40->100 50 7.0-8.0 7.0-8.0 
floors 
Calcrete platforms 12 Calcareous shallow loams (Urn 5.110) 10-40 11-25 8.5 8.5 
Alluvial plains 3 Non-calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.12); >100 1-5 6.5-8.0 6.5-8.0 

also Dr 1.52, 2.52, 4.12) 
Alluvial plains 2 Calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.13) >100 0 8.0-8.5 8.5 
Sandplains 12 Brownish or earthy sands (Uc 5.11, 5.21); >100 0 6.0-7.5 7.0-7.5 

also Uc 5.13 " 
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Permian Hills District 
Lithosols (skeletal soils) are by far the most 

common in this district. These soils have developed 
in situ or from colluvium and occur on the plateaux, 
mesas, hills and upper footslopes of the Moogooloo 
and Fossil land systems and on higher parts of 
Sandiman, Two Hills and Pells land systems. These 
soils occur in shallow pockets (5 - 30 cm deep) 
surrounded by sandstone outcrop. Stony mantles 
and profiles are common. Soils are red or reddish
brown and textures are uniform sand or loamy sand. 
Soil surface pH varies from 6.0 to 6.5. 

Less extensively, crusty, red duplex soils (Dr 1.12, 
1.13) occur on the stony plains, flood plains and 
alluvial fans of Moogooloo, Pells, Sandiman and 
Channel land systems. They are of variable depth 
(although commonly> I m), with stony surfaces and 
profiles. They have a thin A horizon (15-40 cm deep) 
of sandy loam or fine sandy loam over fine sandy 
clay, light-medium clay or medium clay. Soils are 
reddish-brown or dark red. These soils may be 

calcareous (Dr 1.13) or non-calcareous (Dr 1.12) with 
surface pH from 7.5 to 8.5 or 6.5 to 8.0 respectively 
and trending alkaline or neutral. 

Calcareous and siliceous sands (Uc 1.13, 1.22) and 
earthy sands (Uc 5.21) occur On the sandy banks and 
some stony plains and narrow drainage floors on the 
Moogooloo, Sandi man, Pells, Gneudna and Channel 
land systems. Soil depth varies from 40cm to > I m 
and the texture is predominantly uniform loamy 
sand (less commonly fine sandy loam) and the colour 
is red or dark red. Calcareous soils have a surface pH 
around 8.5, and non-calcareous between 6.0 and 6.5. 

Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 1.22) occur 
on the dissected slopes of the Channel land system 
and the alluvial plains of the Gneudna land system. 
They are 80 cm to > I m and commonly have surface 
mantles of quartz or calcrete and calcrete gravels 
throughout the profile. These soils are red or 
reddish-brown fine sandy loam over sandy clay loam 
or fine sandy clay loam over light clay. The surface 
pH varies from 8.0 to 8.5. 

Table 21. Permian Hills Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

2 
3 

4 

,,. 
~ 
E 60 

Landform 

Sandstone plateaux, mesas 
hills and footslopes 
Stony plains 
Sandy banks and drainage 
floors 
Alluvial plains and dissected 
slopes 

Channel I.s. I 
I 

Variable 
depth 
stony 

duplelt 
solis 

Approximate 
area(%) 

Soli type and principal profile forms 

76 Skeletal soils 

11 Crusty red duplex soils (Dr 1.12,1.13) 
7 Earthy sands (Uc 5.21), calcareous sands 

(Uc 1.13) or siliceous sands (Uc 1.22) 
7 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 

1.22) 

PERMIAN HILLS 

I Two Hills 
Moogooloo I.s. I and Pells 1.5. 

I 

(j) 
Skeletal soils 

I I 
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Depth (em) 

5·30 

55·>100 
40·>100 

80->100 

Fossil 1.5. 

/' 

Surface pH 
stone (%) surface sub-surface 

>50 

11-25 
5-50 

1-50 

6.0·6.5 6.0·6.5 

6.5-7.5 8.0·8.5 
6.5-8.5 6.5·8.5 

8.0·8.5 8.0-8.5 

Gneudna 1.5. 

® 
Variable 

depth 
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I ® I 
Variable depth 
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Ridge Dunes District 
Deep, brownish, earthy or siliceous sands (Uc 5.11, 

5.21, 1.23) account for over 80% of the soils in this 
district. Earthy sands (Uc 5.21) occur on the 
sandplains, swales and interdunal plains of the 
Yalbalgo, Giralia, Uaroo, Kennedy and Divide land 
systems. These soils are highly porous and are> I m 
deep. Textures are either uniform loamy sands or 
sandy loams or, less commonly, light sandy clay 
loams. Soil profiles arc usually free of inclusions, 
with the exception offerruginous gravels in soils on 
the interdunal plains of the Yalbalgo land system. 
Soils are either dusky red or dark red. Soil pH trend 
is predominantly neutral, ranging from 6.0 to 7.0, 
although acidic soils between pH 5.0 and 6.0. were 
found on Towrana station. Siliceous sands (Ue 1.23) 
occur on the linear dunes and sandy banks of the 
Yalbalgo, Giralia, Kennedy, Yagina, Spot and Ella 
land systems. These are loose, highly porous and> I 
m deep. Soils arc predominantly uniform sands or 
less commonly loamy sands and profiles contain no 
gravel. Soils are dark red or dusky red. Soil surface 
pH varies from 6.0 - 7.0 and is always of neutral 
trend. 

[n the northern part of the district, vegetation is 
characterized by hummock grasslands of hard 
spinifex with a scattered shrub over-storey. The 
central part is a transitional zone between spinifex 
and shrub pastures while the southern part supports 
moderately dense tall shrublands or low woodlands. 

Other soils of minor importance in the district are 
gradational, duplex and skeletal types. 

Non-calcareous, red gradational soils (Gn 2.11, 
2.12, 3.12,4.12) occur on the interdunal and alluvial 
plains of the Yalbalgo, Ella, Yagina and Wash land 
systems. These soils are predominantly> I m deep. 
Soil textures may be sand over loam or loam over 
clay, soils are dusky red or dark red, and surface pH 
ranges between 5.5 and 8.0. 

CaIeareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.13) > I m deep 
occur on the inter-banks, swales and alluvial plains of 
Ella and Spot land systems. Soil surfaces may be 
sparsely mantled by quartz or radiolarite gravels. 
The A horizons range in depth from 15-45 em and 
have textures of loamy sand or sandy loam. B 
horizons have textures of sandy clay loam, sandy clay 
or fine sandy clay. Soils are dark red or dusky red. 
Soil surface pH varies between 6.5 and 7.0, and 
trends alkaline with depth. 

Shallow, stony, firm siliceous sands (Uc 1.43) and 
siliceous loams (Urn 1.43) occur on the low, stony 
rises of the Uaroo land system and the undulating 
and stony plains of the Yagina land system. These 
soils arc generally 20-40 cm deep with textures of 
sandy loam, fine sandy loam or sandy clay loam. 
Soils arc dark red and soil pH is alkaline on the 
Uaroo land system and acidic on the Yagina land 
system. 

Table 22. Ridge Dunes Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

~ 60 , 
E 

30 

Landform 

Sand dunes and sandy 
banks ranges and hills 
Sandplains and swales 

Stony rises and plains 

Interbanks and alluvial 
plains 
Swales and alluvial plains 

Spot I.s. 

Approximate 
area(%) 

Soil type and principal profile forms 

18 Siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) 

63 Earthy sands (Uc 5.21); also brownish 
sands (Ue 5.11) 

4 Firm siliceous sands (Uc 1.43 and) 
loams (Um 1.43) 

7 Calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.13, 
1.12); also Dr 4.12,1.16 

8 Non-calcareous red gradational soils 

RIDGE DUNES 

Northern Section 

Uaroo I.s. Glralla I.s. 
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Depth (em) Surface pH 
stone (%) surface sub·surface 

>100 0 6.0-7.0 6.0-7.0 

>100 0-1 6.0-7.0 6.0-7.0 

20-40 25-50 7.0-8.0 7.0-8.5 

>100 '" 0-1 6.5-7.0 6.5-9.0 

65-> 100 0-1 5.5-7.0 6.0-8.0 

Spot J.s. Uaroo I.s. 
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Tamala Limestone Plains District 
Deep, highly calcareous sands (Uc 5.12, 1.12) 

account for about 48% of the soils within the district. 
Brownish sands (Uc 5.12) occur on the undulating 
plains and sandplains of the Taillefer and Tamala 
land systems. These soils have sparse calcrete gravels 
on the surface and throughout the profile. Profiles 
also contain abundant free calcium carbonate and the 
soil pH is about 8.5. A layer of sand to 40 cm 
overlies loamy sand, to a depth> I m. Soils are 
usually reddish-brown. Thc vegetation is 
characterized by shrublands of Acacia ligulata, with 
diverse small shrubs and winter-growing annuals. 

Calcareous (Uc 1.12) sands with minimal profile 
development occur on the coastal dunes of the 
Taillefer land system and the sandplains of the 
Zuytdorp land system. These soils have profiles> I 
m deep and are reddish-yellow or yellow. The coastal 
dune soils often contain marine shell inclusions and 
have a surface pH of about 8.5. Sandplain soils are 
predominantly free of calcareous inclusions and pH 
is between 6.5 and 7.0. 

Shallow lithosols (skeletal sandy soils: Uc 1.13, 
1.21, 6.11) occur over about 30% of the soils within 
the district. These soils are found on the low hills 
and stony plains of the Zuytdorp, Tamala and 
Taillefer land systems. They are usually 10-40 cm 
deep and occur in pockets surrounded by 
outcropping limestone. The surface often has a 
mantle oflimestone cobbles or pebbles and profiles 
often contain similar inclusions. Soil texture is either 
sand or loamy sand and surface pH 7.0 with neutral 
trend or 8.5 with alkaline trend. 

Shallow friable calcareous loams (U m 6.21, 6.24) 
occur on the stony plains of the Cullawarra land 
system and on the low rises of the Zuytdorp, Tamala 
and Cullawarra land systems. These soils occur 
adjacent to outcropping limestone, and have a dense 
mantle oflimestone cobbles and boulders. Soils are 
mostly 15-40 cm deep over sheet limestone. 
Limestone cobbles oCCur throughout the profile. 
Textures may be sandy loam, loam fine sandy or 
sandy clay loam. Soils are dark reddish-brown or 
very dark grey: pH ranges from 8.0 to 8.5. 

Table 23. Tamala Limestone Plains Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform Approximate 
area(%) 

Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) 

Plains of stony sands over 30 Skeletal sandy soils (Uc 1.13, 1.21) 10·40 
limestone 

2 Stony plains and low rises 22 Shallow friable calcareous Icams (Um 6.21, 15-40 
6.24) 

3 Sand plains and coastal 15 Calcareous sands (Uc 1.12, 1.22) >100 
dunes 

4 Undulating plains and sand· 33 Calcareous brownish sands (Uc 5.12) >100 
Plains 

TAMALA UMESTONE PLAINS 

Zuyldorp 1.5. Cullawarra 1.5. Tamals 1.8. 
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Towera Stony Plains District 
Stony red duplex soils (Dr 1.12, 1.52,4.12) are the 

most common soils in the district and occur on the 
lower undulating stony plains and alluvial plains of 
the Durlacher, Yinnietharra and Duffy land systems. 
These soils have a generally sparse mantle of quartz 
gravel (cover usually < 5%). Soil depth varies from 
50 cm to > I m over rock or, in some instances, 
ferruginous hardpan. Surface layers (15-30 cm deep) 
of sandy loam or fine sandy loam overlie sandy clay 
or light-medium clay. Quartz gravel inclusions are 
common throughout the profile and soil reaction 
trends are predominantly neutral, with surface pH 
ranging from 6.0 to 8.0, less commonly to 8.5. 

Uniform non-cracking clays (Uf6.12, 6.21) and 
seasonal cracking clays with gilgaied micro-relief (Ug 
5.38) occur on the stony plains and groves of the 
Durlacher and Yinnietharra land systems. These 
soils are> I m deep with textures of sandy clay, light
medium clay or, less commonly, medium or heavy 
clay. Soils are dark red or dark reddish-brown, with 
pH ranging from 6.5 to 8.5. Quartz gravels occur as a 
sparse surface mantle or throughout the profile. 

Deep, gradational, red earths (Gn 1.12, Gn 4.12) 
and less commonly calcareous red earths (Gc 2.22) 
occur on the undulatmg plams of the Yinnietharra 
land system andon the drainage floors of the Duffy 
land system. SOli textures may be sand over loam or 
loam over clay and colours are dark red or dusky red. 
Quartz gravels may occur as a sparse mantle or 
throughout the profile. Soil pH normally varies from 
6.5 to 7.0 and to 8.0 in calcareous soils. 

Shallow uniform siliceous sands (Uc 1.43) or loams 
(Um 1.43) occur on the ridges of the Durlacher land 
system and, to a lesser extent, on the Yinnietharra 
and Duffy land systems. These are lithosols or 
skeletal soils formed in situ and are located in 
shallow pockets 5-20 cm deep surrounded by rock 
outcrop. Quartz cobbles and gravels Occur on the 
surface and throughout the profile. Textures are 
uniform sandy loam or sandy clay loam respectively. 
SoIls are normally dark red and pH varies from 6.0 to 
6.5. 

Minor areas of shallow to deep earthy sands (Uc 
5.21) occur on the sandplains of the Duffy land 
system and the broad braided drainage floors of the 
Yinnietharra land system. 

Table 24. Towera Stony Plains Geomorphic District 

Unit No. Landform 

2 

3 

4 

5 

I 
'0 

30 

0-

Quartz strike ridges and 
granite domes 
Alluvial and stony plains 

Stony plains and groves, 
sometimes gilgaied 
Plains and drainage floors 

Sandplains and drainage 
floors 

OlJrlacher 1.5. 

I (!) ® 
Skeletal soils 

Approximate 
area (%) 

Soil type and principal profile forms 

7 Skeletal soils 

52 Stony red duplex soils (Dr 4.12, 1.12, 
1.52); also Dr 1.15, 1.53, 4.52, 4.53 

27 Non-cracking clay soils (Uf 6.11, 6.12, 
6.21); cracking clay soils (Ug 5.38) 

10 Deep gradational red earths (Gn 1.12, 
4.12); calcareous red earths (Gc 2.22) 

4 Earthy sands (Uc 5.21, 5.31) 
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Oepth (em) Surface pH 
stone (%) surface sub-surface 

5-20 >50 6.0·6.5 6.0·6.5 

35·> 100 5-25 6.0-7.5 6.5-8.0 

30->100 11-25 6.5-7.5 8.0-8.5 

>100 0 6.0-6.5 6.7-7.0 

50>100 5.5-6.5 6.0-6.5 

Dliffy I.s. 

I ® I ® 
Variable Verlable depth alony 
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Victoria Sandplain District 
The district is characterized by the predominance 

(97%) of sand soils. 
Slightly coherent, earthy sands (Uc 5.21) are 

dominant, and occur on the flat to undulating plains 
of the extensive SandplaIn land system. These soils 
also occur on the smaller sandplains of the Wooramel 
and Tarcumba land systems. Soil profiles are> I m 
deep and textures are sand over loamy sand or less 
commonly, sandy loam. Soils are usually dark' red 
and surface pH is commonly between 6.5 and 7.5. 
More acidic soils (pH 5.0-6.5) occur in the extreme 
east of the district. Vegetation is characterized by 
wanyu shrub lands. 

Loose siliceous or brownish sands (Uc 1.23, 5.11) 
occur on the broad undulating plains of the Nerren 
Nanga and Cooloomia land systems. These dark r~d, 
non-calcareous sands are deep and highly porous. 
Textures are either sand or loamy sand, and pH 
ranges from 5.5 to 8.0. The soils support shrublands 
ofwanyu with scattered eucalypts or scrub heath and 
tree heath. 

Calcareous brownish sands (Uc 5.11, 5.12) occur 
on the sandplains of the Peron land system. These 
soils are deep, highly porous sands or loamy sands. 
They are red or reddish-brown and soil surface pH 
varies from 7.0 to 8.5. 

Deep, loose calcareous sands (Uc 1.13) occur on 
the coastal dunes of the Peron land system. These 
profiles contaIn calcareous material such as marine 
shell and soil pH is always about 8.5. 

Other minor but locally important soils are non
calcareous red gradational soils (Gn 2.11, 3.12,4.11, 
4.12). These occur on the undulating plains of the 
Wooramelland system and the alluvial plains of the 
Tarcumba land system. Soil depth varies from 65 cm 
to > I m. Textures are usually sands over sandy 
loams and occasIOnally clay loams over clays. Soils 
are usually dusky red or dark red and surface pH 
between 6.0 and 8.0. 

Minor areas of calcareous red gradational soils (Gc 
1.12, 2.21, 2.22) occur on the alluvial plains of the 
York land system and the undulating plains of the 
Tarcumba land system. They are usually> I m deep 
and textures vary from loam to clay. Profiles contain 
free calcIUm carbonate and, in some cases calcrete 
gravels. Soils are dark red or reddish-bro~n and 
surface pH is 7.5 to 8.5. 

On the Peron Peninsular, within the Sandplain and 
Peron land systems, elliptical salt flats known as 
birridas occur extensively. These birridas are 
evaporite pans and may extend up to 9 km in length, 
but are usually much smaller. They contain highly 
salIne and gYPslferous deposits of clay, silt and sand. 

Table 25. Victoria Sand Plain Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 

6 

7 

I 
80· 

~ I 
~ 40 I 
E 

0 

Landform Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms Depth (em) 
area (%) 

Surface pH 
stone (%) surface sub-surface 

Coastal dUnes 1 Calcareous sands (Uc 1.13) >100 0 7.5 8.5 
Coastal sand plains 2 Calcareous brownish sands (Uc 5.12, 5.11) >100 0-1 7.0-8.5 8.0-8.5 
Sand plains 60 Earthy sands (Uc 5.21); also Uc 5.22, 5.31 >100 0 5.5-7.0 5.5-7.5 
Undulating sand plains and 34 SIliceous sands (Uc 1.23, 1.22) or brownish >100 0 5.5-8.0 6.0-8.0 
confused dunes sands (Uc 5.11) 
Plains and alluvial plains 12 Non-calcareous red gradational soils 65-> 100 1-5 5.5-7.5 6.0-8.0 

(Gn 3.12,4.12); also Gn 4.11,2.11 
Plains and alluvial plains Calcareous red gradational soils (Gc 1.12 >100 0-1 7.5-8.5 8.0-8.5 

2.21,2.22) 
Evaporite pans - Birridas Saline muds and gypseous deposits >100 0 8.0-8.5 8.5 
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Wandagee Permian Plains District 
Duplex soils comprise about 43% of the soils in the 

district: some are calcareous (Dr 1.13, 1.53,2.13, 
4.13); some non-calcareous (Dr 1.12,2.12,4.12). 
They are common on the lower footslopes and 
undulating lower plains of the Jimba land system, the 
undulating plains of the Mantle land system, and the 
alluvial plains and flood plains ofYalkalya and Wash 
land systems. These soils have thin loamy A 
horizons (10-35 cm deep) with textures ranging from 
sandy loam to light sandy clay loam. The clayey B 
horizons vary from sandy clay to heavy clay textures. 
Depth is predominantly> I m, but occasionally 
shallower (40-80 cm). Surfaces sometimes have 
gravelly or pebbly mantles of sandstone, quartz or 
radiolarite. Profiles often contain similar inclusions 
to the mantle. Soils are red, dark red or reddish
brown. Soil surface pH varies from 6.0 to 8.0 with 
neutral or alkaline trends. 

Duplex soils normally support highly productive 
low shrub associations - such as Gascoyne bluebush 
and saltbush. Where the shrub populations are 
seriously depleted, the soils have become susceptible 
to accelerated erosion with widespread loss of 
topsoils and subsequent surface scalding and rilling. 

Calcareous red gradational soils (Gc 1.12, 1.22, 
2.12) are common in this district. They occur mainly 
on the low hills and footslopes of the Jimba and 
Mantle land systems and the alluvial plains of the 
Wash land system. They often have variable stony 

mantles of either calcrete, siltstone, quartz or granite. 
Profiles may contain similar inclusions and abundant 
calcium carbonate. Soil depth varies from 30 cm to 
> I m. Soils are apedal with textures from sands 
over loams or loams over clays and reddish-brown or 
red. 

Uniform non-cracking clays (Uf6.12, 6.13, 6.21, 
6.33) occur on the lower units of Jimba, Wash and 
Wandagee land systems. Seasonal cracking clays 
with gilgaied micro-relief(Ug 5.31) Occur only as a 
mInor component. Depth IS usually> I m but 
shallower soils (25-60 cm deep) also occur. Surface 
mantles of quartz or sandstone occur mixed or 
separately. Textures are variable, but are usually 
sandy clay, lIght clay or lIght-medIUm clay. Soils are 
predomInantly reddIsh-brown and surface pH varies 
from 6.5 to 8.0 with neutral trend. 

Minor sandy soils occur: calcareous sands (Uc 
1.13) on low hills; siliceous sands (Uc 1.23) on sand 
dunes and sandy banks (Uc 1.23); and earthy sands 
(Uc5.21) on the sandy plains of the Yalkalya, 
Wandagee, Jlmba and Bldgemla land systems. Soils 
are UnIform sands or loamy sands, which are 
predominantly deep and non-calcareous. Soils are 
dark red or red and the pH ranges from 6.0 to 8.0. 
Shallow, red calcareous sands are less common and 
occur on the low rises of the Yalkalya land system. 

Lithosols (skeletal soils) occur as a minor 
component on hills and rocky residuals within this 
district. 

Table 26. Wandagee Permian Plains Geomorphic District 

Unit No. 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

60' 

~ 
e 30 

Landform 

Ridges and summits 
Lower footslopes and plains 

Plains and drainage floors 

Low hills and foots lopes 

Deep sands 

wandagee Ls. 'l'alkalya is. 

calcrete I 
I 

Approximate Soil type and principal profile forms 
area (%) 

7 Skeletal soils 
43 Non-calcareous red soils (Dr 1.12, 

4.12); calcareous red duplex soils 
(Dr 1.13, 4.13) 

21 Uniform non-cracking clays (Uf 6.12, 6.33 
also Uf 6.13, 6.21 

18 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 1.22,) 
1.12,2.12) 

11 Calcareous sands (Uc 1.13); siliceous 
sands (Uc 1.23); earthy sands (Uc 5.21) 
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Depth (em) Surface pH 
stone (%) surface sub-surface 

0·30 25-50 8.0-8.5 8.5 
40-> 100 1-25 6.0-8.0 7.0-8.5 

25-> 100 1.25 6.0-8.0 6.0-8.0 

30-> 100 11.50 8.0-8.5 8.0-8.5 
,. 

>100 0-1 6.5-8.0 6.5-8.0 

Mantle I.s. Bldgemla La. 

® ® 
Deep sands 
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Winning Plains District 

This district is characterized by a high proportion 
of calcareous soils with numerous principal profile 
forms being represented. 

Highly calcareous gradational soils (Gc 2.22) occur over about one-third of the district. These soils are 
common on the lower footslopes and alluvial plains 
ofthe Gearle and Donovan land systems. They are reddish-brown and often have limestone gravels on 
the surface. Their profiles are usually deeper than I 
m and contain limestone or calcrete gravels and 
abundant calcium carbonate. Soil pH varies from 
7.5 to 8.5 and textures are predominantly sandy clay 
loam or fine sandy clay loam over fine sandy clay or 
light-medium clay. 

Highly calcareous red duplex soils (Dr 1.13, 2.13) 
commonly occur on the alluvial plains and lower 
drainage areas of the Winning land system. Duplex soils also occur on minor areas on the footslopes of 
the Gearie land system and the lower plains of the 
Donovan land system. They are dark red and 
predominantly free of surface mantle. Profiles are 
usually> I m deep and contain abundant calcium 
carbonate. Profiles may also contain inclusions of limestone, quartz or gypsum. Soil pH ranges from 
6.5 to 8.5 and the textures are usually sandy loams 
over sandy clays. 

Lithosols (skeletal soils) occur on the upper units of the Billy, Winning, Carleeda and Gearle land 
systems. These soils are very shallow with depths 
between 10 and 40 cm, and occur in pockets 

surrounded by rock outcrop. Depending on parent material, such profiles may contain pebbles or 
cobbles of radiolarite or limestone and soil textures 
may be uniform sand, sandy loams or fine sandy 
loam. Soils are reddish-brown or red and surface pH 
varies between 6.0 and 7.0 (over radiolarite) and 7.5 
to 8.5 (over limestone). 

Non-cracking calcareous clays (Uf 6.21) occur on 
the alluvial plains and drainage areas of the Donovan land system. Seasonal cracking clays with giigaied 
micro-relief(Ug 5.38) also occur on the Yarcowie 
land system. These soils are reddish-brown and> I m deep. Profiles often contain inclusions of calcrete 
and calcium carbonate. Surface soil pH is about 8.5, 
and textures range from light medium clay to 
medium heavy clay. Non-cracking clays (Uf 6.12, 
6.13) also occur on the gibber plains and groves of 
the O'Brien land system. These soils are non
calcareous, reddish-brown and have profiles> 1m deep; they often have gravelly surfaces and profiles. 
Textures range from sandy clay to light-medium clay 
and the surface pH is between 7.0 and 8.0. 

Calcareous powdery and friable loams (Urn 5.12, 
6.33,6.42) occur on the alluvial plains of the Gearie and Donovan land systems. They are reddish-brown 
and have gravelly surfaces oflimestone, siltstone or 
mudstone. Profiles may contain similar inclusions in 
addition to calcium carbonate. These soils are 
usually 60 cm to > I m deep and textures are 
uniform loam, fine sandy or fine sandy clay loam. 
Surface soil pH is 8.0 to 8.5. 

Table 27. Winning Plains Geomorphic District 
Unit No. 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

eo 

~ 
e 40 

o 

Landform Approximate 
area (%) 

Soil type and principal profile forms 

Plateaux, upper footslope 16 Skeletal soils 
and low hills 
Alluvial plains and lower 34 Calcareous gradational soils (Gc 2.22) footslopes 
Alluvial plains and drainage 17 Calcareous red soils (Dr 1.13, 
floors 1.12,2.13) 
Plains, drainage floors and 13 Calcareous non~cracking clay soils groves (Uf 6.21); also Uf 6.12, 6.13 
Gilgai plains 3 Cracking clay soils (Ug 5.38) Stony plains and groves 6 Non-calcareous gradational soils 

(Gn 2.12, 2.11,3.12) 
Plains and drainage floors 11 Calcareous friable or powdery loams 

(Urn 6.33, 5.12, 6.42) 
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Depth (em) Surface pH 
stone ("!oj surface sub-surface 

0-30 10->50 6.0-8.0 6.0-8.5 

>100 0-5 8.5 8.0 

80->100 0-2 6.5-8.5 8.0-8.5 
'" >100 0-1 7.0-8.5 8.0-8.5 

>100 0-1 8.5 8.5 
50-> 100 1-25 6.0-6.5 6.0-6.5 

60-> 100 0-1 8.0-8.5 8.5 

O'Brien ls. Billy Ls. 

®' ®' @ ® ® (j) 
I Variable I Oeep ooop I Skeletal 

depth gravely duplex salls 
Igradatlonal) clay I solis 

I 
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Pasture Types 
Within the 89 land systems described for the area, 

there are a smaller number of basic vegetation 
alliances that can be recognized as broad pasture 
types. Seventeen pasture types have been identified 
·and described, each type tending to develop wherever 
the geomorphology, soil type, hydrology and climatic 
influences are very similar. The 'pasture type' is not 
strictly a botanical classification, because, in 
determining such a class of pastoral lands the 
perennial plant species that contribute to stock 
production have an over-riding importance. Even so, 
each 'pasture type' can be said to represent a broad 
working group of similar vegetation associations. 
Pasture types and the edaphic factors influencing 
their distribution are listed below. 

1. Perennial pastures 
A. Pastures dominated or influenced by plants of the 

South-West Botanical Province. 
(i) On deep sands 

Acacia and Eucalyptus Short Grass Forb 
(AEGF) 
Heath (HEAT) 

B. Pastures dominated by plants of the Eremaean 
(arid zone) Botanical Province. 

(i) On deep sands 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) 
Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
Soft Spinifex (SOSP) 

(ii) On shallow stony loams 
Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) 
Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
Stony Chenopod (STCH) (and some on 
duplex soils) 
Stony Short Grass Forb (SSGF) 

(iii) On saline loams, clays and duplex types 
Bluebush (BLUE) 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) 
Samphire (SAMP) 
Saltbush (SALT) 

(iv) On alluvialloams and clays 

Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
Tussock Grass (TUGR) 

2. Annual pastures 
In higher rainfall (> 250 mm) area of Shark Bay 
dominated by introduced winter pasture and 
weed species, calcareous sandy soils. 
Exotic Annual (EXAN) 

Summary of key characteristics 

Table 28 summarizes the pasture types in terms of 
extent, pasture characteristics and present condition. 
More detailed descriptions of each pasture type, 
compiled from observations and measurements 
made at inventory sites throughout the survey area, 
are also presented below, in order of decreasing area. 

The following terminology is used to describe the 
extent of perennial vegetation cover, as a percentage 
of ground area (Curry, Payne and Wilcox 1983). 

Term 

Very scattered 
Scattered 
Moderately close 
Close 
Closed 
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Projected foliar cover (%) 

0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-50 
> 50 
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Table 28. Summary of pasture types of the survey area 

Pasture type Area per Landforms and vegetation Condition 
km' cent characteristics 

Acacia Sand- 25,000 33.6 Extensive sand plains and Not normally susc-
plain (ACSA) dunefields. also low eptible to erosion, 

sandy banks, deep red pastures generally 
sands; tall moderately in good or fair 
close shrublands of condition, use of 
Acacia ramulosa or fire as management 
low woodlands of A. tool needs investi-
anastema with wanderrie gation 
grasses; moderate 
pastoral value 

Hard Spinifex 6,900 9.3 SandpJains and dune Sandy systems 
(HASP) fields, also stony plains susceptible to wind 

and partly' inaccessible erosion if vegeta-
rugged hills, deep sands tion lost, but 
and skeletal soils; stabilize rapidly 
hummock grasslands with after rain, little 
numerous shrubs, pastoral vegetation degrada-
value usually low or very tion, periodic 
low. burning required. 

Acacia Short 5,600 7.5 Stony plains, footslopes, Generally resistant 
Grass Forb hills and plateaux. to erosion, pasture 
(ASGF) shallow sands and loams condition mostly 

with variable surface fair or good but 
mantles; tall shrublands some localized 
with prominent low shrub areas show 
layer mostly of considerable loss 
eremophilas and cassias of palatable shrubs. 
forbs and annual grasses, 
low pastoral value. 

Soft Spinifex 4,800 6.4 Coastal sandplains, sand Susceptible to wind 
(SOSP) dunes. some limestone erosion immediately 

plains and drainage after fire but 
floors, mostly deep sands stabilizes rapidly 
and loams; hummock after rain. Pasture 
grasslands (Triodia condition mostly 
pungens. Plectrachne good, some 
schinziJ) with sparse localized increases 
shrubs, high pastoral in undesirable 
value. shrubs, periodic 

burning required; 
some areas invaded 
by Cenchrus cilieris. 

Bluebush 4,700 6.3 Alluvial plains, gently Some systems (e.g. 
(BLUE) undulating limestone Firecracker and 

plains. footslopes and sloping parts 
drainage floors. alkaline Gearle) are sus-
loams and duplex soils; ceptible to erosion 
low shrublands of with gullies, micro 
Maireana polypterygia, -terracing and 
M. platycarpa and others sheeting, flat 
with some tall shrubs, sites elsewhere are 
pastoral value high. generally less 

susceptible, pasture 
condition varies from very 
good to very poor. 

Currant Bush 4,200 5.6 Alluvial plains, deep Generally not sus- t'l 

Mixed Shrub alkaline duplex soils; ceptible to erosion, 
(CBMS) mostly moderately close but some local 

tall shrublands areas of scalding 
many shrub species, and hummocking, 
but dominated by acacias, pastures mostly 
eremophilas and cassias, degraded and shrub 
high pastoral potential. invasion common, 

Heath 3,800 5.1 Sandy plains and sand Not susceptible to 
(HEAT) ridges, non calcareous erosion, not 

sands usually> 1 m developed and 
deep, but also shallower pastures too poor 
over limestone; closed to be used for 
heath, scrub heath and 
tree heath vegetation, 

grazing. 

very low pastoral potential. 
Saltbush 3,500 4.7 Alluvial plains, Duplex soils are 
(SALT) tributary drainage plains sensitive to 

and drainage floors, 
saline loams, clays and 
duplex soils usually 

erosion, scalding 
hummocking and 
rilling common on 

alkaline and> 1 m Delta land system, 
deep; low shrublands of pasture condition 
Atriplex and very varies from very 
scattered tall shrubs, good to severely 
high pastoral value when degraded, shrub 
in good condition. invasion common. 

Acacia Mixed 3,200 4.3 Gently sloping plains on Not susceptible to 
Shrub (ACMS) limestone, variable depth erOSion, pasture 

calcareous soils over condition is 
f limestone or calcrete variable, some 

commonly with surface extensive parts 

t mantle, moderately close show considerable 
tall shrublands of pasture degradation. 

I Acacia drepanophylla and 
numerous other Acacia spp, 
high pastoral value. 
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Table 28. continued ••• 

Pasture type Area per Landforms and vegetation Condition 
km' cent characteristics 

Stony Chenopod 3,000 4.0 Footslopes and stony Generally not sus-
(STGH) plains and interfluves, ceptible to erosion 

variable depth duplex because of protect-
soils with moderate to ion afforded by 
heavy surface mantles; stony mantle, minor 
scattered tall and low to moderate pasture 
shrublands, moderate degradation is 
pastoral value. common. 

Stony Short 2,300 3.1 Rough hills, plateaux, In most cases the 
Grass Forb footslopes and undulating stony surface 
(SSGF) stony plains, sands and mantle affords 

loams over parent rock at protection from 
shallow depth, heavy erosion; pasture 
surface mantles; very condition mostly 
scattered shrublands, good or fair, some 
low or very low pastoral local degradation. 
value. 

Coastal Dune 1,900 2.6 Coastal sandplains and Very high inherent 
Shrub (GOSH) dunes, mostly deep susceptibility to 

calcareous sands with wind erosion on the 
some shallower sands Coast land system, 
over limestone, numerous large 
moderately close to blowouts, elsewhere 
closed low shrublands, less susceptibility 
high pastoral value. with stable pastures 

in good condition. 

Acacia and 1,900 2.6 Almost flat or gently Not susceptible to 
Eucalyptus undulating sandplains, erosion, pasture 
Short Grass non-calcareous sands condition mostly 
Forb (AEGF) > 1 m deep, tall fair or good. 

moderately close 
shrublands, Acacia 
ramulosa with scattered 
emergent Eucalyptus spp. 
as mallee and tree forms, 
moderate pastoral value. 

Acacia 1,800 2.4 Levees, banks, narrow Some units moderat-
Creek-line drainage floors, drainage ely susceptible to 
(AGGR) foci and groves, erosion others 

alluvialloams, clays stable, pasture 
and duplex soils; condition varies 
moderately close tall from good to poor, 
shrublands or woodlands occasional 
Acacia aneura, gullying and 
A. citrinoviridis and rilling on drainage 
numerous other shrubs, floors and rills 
high pastoral value. through degraded 

groves. 

Tussock Grass 700 0.9 Gilgai plains, drainage Generally not sus-
(TUGR) foci, swamp margins and ceptible to erosion, 

alluvial plains, mostly pasture c~ndition 
clay soils> 1 m deep, mostly fa r or good, 
tussock grasslands with buffel grass has 
sparse shrubs or grassy ability to colonize 
woodlands and shrublands, and eventually 
pastoral value usually stabilize many de-
high. grades sites 

Recently colonized 
sites with poor 
total cover are 
still seriously 
degraded. 

Samphire 300 0.4 Saline and gypsiferous Not susceptible to 
(SAMP) plains, lake margins and erosion except some 

banks, saline clays and sandy margins, 
loams, some sandy soils; highly saline low 
low shrublands of sam- potential pastures 
phire, low or very low mostly in good 
pastoral value. condition. 

Exotic Annual 100 0.1 Gently undulating sandy Introduced annual 
(EXAN) plains and limestone pastures provide 

plains, variable depth reasonable 
calcareous sands and stability except if 
loamy sands, annual drought-affected 
herb fields and some over used or when 
shrubs, very high 
pastoral potential. 

sandy plains become 
susceptible to wind 
erosion. 

unve~etated 800 1.1 
(UNV ) salt lake 
beds claypans, 
river channels 

74,000 100.0 
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Relationships between pasture productivity, 
suggested stocking rates and management 

Although there are only scant data on vegetation 
productivity and animal performance for pastures 
within the survey area there IS some InformatIon 
available from adjacent pastoral areas with similar 
pastures and environments. Wilcox and McKinnon 
(1972) presented dry matter production figures for 
various pasture types in successive years. Many of 
these pastures such as Stony Chenopod, Acacia Short 
Grass Forb and Stony Short Grass Forb are similar to 
those found in the present survey area. Wilcox and 
McKinnon also presented stocking rates based on 
pasture productivity and these rates, and those 
suggested by Payne et al. (1982) for similar pastures 
on the Ashburton River survey area, were adopted as 
a base for estimating suggested stocking rates for 
pastures within the present survey area. However, 
because of the rather more favourable climatic 
conditions ofthc present survey area compared to 
the more inland Gascoyne and Ashburton areas, the 
estimates are generally somewhat higher. 

Gascoyne bluebush Maireana polypterygia pasture 
in good condition near Carnarvon offer stock up to 
1,000 kg of perennial forage/ha in good seasons 
(Holm, personal communication). No loss of 
bluebush shrubs occurred over three years at 
continuous stocking rates of about 5 ha. This rate 
has been adopted for the Bluebush (BLUE) pasture 
type when in good condition. Table 29 shows 
suggested stocking rates for all pasture types, at three 
condition levels, within the survey area. 

I! is stressed that these stocking rates are only as a 
guide to productive potential and are not intended to 
be rigidly applied by managers or used as a basis for 
legislative controls. Their value lies in their 
relativities rather than their absolutes. Figures 
quoted are based upon productivity during a year of 
modal rainfall (generally 10-20% below the mean). 

The actual grazing value and appropriate stocking 
of a particular pasture at any time varies enormously 
with seasonal conditions, perennial pasture condition 
(see table 29) and the degree of recent use. Browse 

and herbage accruing from periods of growth will, in 
practice, be taken not only by stock, but by many 
other herbivores including feral goats, kangaroos, 
rabbits and small mammals, termites and other 
insects. Such factors dictate that an inflexible 
adherence to suggested stocking rates is not to be 
recommended; rather, the aim is to match stocking 
with the variations in pasture production as closely 
as possible. Fixed year-round stocking rates result in 
either under-use or over-use at most times and are 
largely inappropriate for arid zone pastures. 

As a result of the survey it was possible to 
determine which pasture types (on a land system 
basis) occurred on each station and the area of each 
pasture type on each station. The condition of 
pasture types on each station was known from 
traverse data. By using the suggested stocking rates 
shown in table 29, it was possible to calculate the 
estimated carrying capacity for the observed range 
condition of each station in the survey area. 

These calculations are detailed in the individual 
station reports presented in appendix I. The 
estimated carrying capacities are purely guideline 
figures to assist managers with the planning or 
revising of management programmes. 

Acacia Sandplain pasture type (ACSA) 
1. Area 25,000 km2 (33.6%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

The Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) pasture type is the 
largest and most widely distributed pasture within 
the survey area. I! occurs on sandy banks, sand 
sheets and dunes of the broad depositional land 
systems. By far the most important areas of this 
pasture are formed on Sandplain and Yalbalgo land 
systems where they cover vast areas. Other 
important areas of this pasture occur on the Ella and 
Sandal land systems. Smaller, but significant, areas 
are found on the Brown, Lyons, Target, Wooramel 
and Yaringa land systems. I! forms a minor 
component on several others and in total occurs on 
26 different land systems. , 

Table 29. Suggested stocking rates of pasture types at three condition levels 
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In the mid to north-east portions of the survey area 
on the Bidgemia, Ella, Lyons, Sandal and Target land 
systems Acacia Sandplain pastures are commonly 
associated with Current Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) 
pastures. In the south-east they are associated with 
Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pastures on the 
Wooramelland system. Towards the northern 
extremities of the Yalbalgo land system the Acacia 
Sandplain pastures occur on the swales and dune 
crests, and are associated with Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
pasture on dune slopes. Elsewhere, Acacia Sandplain 
occurs adjacent to Heath (HEAT), Acacia Mixed 
Shrub (ACMS), Samphire (SAMP) and Saltbush 
(SALT) pasture types. 

The predominant soil types are non-calcareous 
deep red sands which exhibit acid or neutral soil 
reaction trends through their profiles. Surface 
mantling is uncommon and, when present, fra.\lment 
size ranges only to 40 mm and coverage is < I Yo of 
the total soil surface area. Minor inclusions of 
calcrete, lime concretions or radiolarite are 
occasionally present within the profile. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Acacia Sandplain pasture generally has the form of 

a tall (2-4 m) moderately-close shrubland with 
projected foliar cover (PFC) of 20-25%. However, 
depending on site situation, fire history and pasture 
condition, PFC may range between 10-50%. In some 
areas, after burning, it OCCurs as a low «2m) 
shrubland. Elsewhere it occurs as low woodland « 6 
m) or, woodland (>6m). 

When occurring as a tall shrubland the tree 
component is minor or absent (usually < 50 
plants/ha) and consists of occasional sand dune 
gidgee Acacia anaslema, mulga A. aneura and/or 
black gidgee A.pruinocarpa. The dominant tall shrub 
is usually wanyu A.ramulosa. Other very common 
tall shrubs are silver bark wattle A.sclerosperma, 
curara A. lelragonophylla, fire wattle A.murrayana, 
sandplain poverty bush Eremophila maitlandii, 
Wilcox bush E.leucophylla, pebble bush Slylobasium 
spalhulalum, spreading gidgee Acacia 
sublessarogona, needle myall A. roycei and kerosene 
bush A. wiseana. 

In some situations, such as on the rises and dune 
crests of the Ella, Lyons, Sandplain and Yalbalgo 
land systems, the tree component becomes dominant. 
Tree densities may be up to 3,500 plants/ha and the 
vegetation assumes the form of a woodland. Sand 
dune gidgee is the dominant tree. 

Total low shrub densities vary markedly and range 
from 0-12,000 plants/ha. Densities are largely 
dependent upon the local fire history. Areas 
dominated by mature, tall wanyu at high densities 
are usually characterized by a paucity oflow shrubs. 
Very variable densities ofwanderrie grasses are 
present at least in good seasons. Conversely, post
senescent or previously burnt areas often support 
dense stands of low shrubs. 

On burnt areas the most widely distributed low 
shrubs are cotton bush Plilolus obovatus, flannel bush 
Solanum lasiophyllum, tall saltbush Rhagodia 
eremaea, Wilcox bush, earlobe saltbush 
Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, flat leaf bluebush 
Maireana plan!folia, ruby saltbush Enchylaena 
lomen/osa, warty leaf poverty bush Eremophila 
lalrobei, horse mulla-mulla Ptilotus schwartzii, 
crinkle leaf cassia Cassia helmsii and (mainly on 
areas which have experienced fires or disturbance in 
recent years) fire bush Gyroslemon ramulosus. Of 

these, cotton bush and flannel bush have the widest 
distributions and, after fire or other disturbance, may 
occur at densities over 3,000 or 4,000 plants/ha, 
respectively. 

Perennial grasses are commonly encountered and 
form an Important component of this pasture type 
except In the far south of the area where they are 
generally scarce or absent. Broad-Ieafwanderrie 
Monachalher paradoxa and creeping wanderrie 
EragroslLs lampes are found On most sites and OCCur 
with basal covers to 0.5% .. Buffel grass Cenchrus 
c"Lans and buck wanderne Eriachne heimsii are of 
more local importance, occurring with basal covers of 
up to 0.5 andO.2%, respectively. Feather speargrass 
Slrpa eieganlLssrma IS also locally important, but 
because of ItS growth habIt basal cover is difficult to 
estimate. The hummock grasses hard spinifex 
Triodia sp., Triodia plurinervala and oat-eared 
spinifex Pleclrachne schinzii are occasionally of local 
Importance. 

In the south, on the Sandplain land system, large 
areas of this pasture have changed in physiognomy 
and composition after natural bushfire events, as 
observed by Curry (1986). Major fires have removed 
the Acacia dominated upper stratum (predominantly 
wanyu) and a very slow pyric succession results. 
Curry concluded that during the first four or five 
years after a fire, fire bush and native poplar 
Codonocarpus cOlinifolius can become dominant. 
Within 15 or 20 years these are gradually replaced by 
a very-scattered tall shrub layer which is dominated 
by silver bark wattle, fire wattle or rattle bush 
Grevillea slenobolrva. Cotton bush and flannel bush 
may dominate the 'perennials in a productive 
understorey at this stage and for many years 
afterwards. 

From this point until perhaps 50 years or more 
into the succession, tall shrubs gradually regain 
dominance. Large specimens of silver bark wattle, 
fire wattle, kerosene bush, curara, pebble bush and 
sandplain poverty bush become common. It is only 
during this later stage of succession that recruitment 
ofwanyu commences and, about 40 years after 
burning, it may be co-dominant within the stand. 
Cotton bush, Solanum species and several other 
palatable low shrubs dominate the thinning 
understorey. Evidence suggests that after about 50 
years there is a reversion to a wanyu dominated tall 
shrubland as the faster growing pyric shrubs senesce 
and die. 
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4. Pastoral value 
Acacia Sandplain pastures are typically of 

moderate pastoral value. However, densities of 
palatable species vary widely, depending upon such 
things as fire history and the level of use by stock and 
so too does the pastoral value. Generally, because of 
the low density of palatable low shrubs and the fairly 
short lived nature of the wanderrie grasses, this 
pasture type has only poor to moderate value as a 
drought reserve. The situation is evidently better 
after fire since palatable species may occur at high 
densities and, where these areas are of considerable 
size and sufficient water is provided, they may be 
used to carry breeding stock. 

Stock waters are often poorly distributed and are 
virtually unobtainable on some areas in the far south 
of the survey area. This, together with the sometimes 
poor quality of existing waters, has led to an under
use of large areas and full pastoral value is not 
realized. 



5. Common perenni,,1 species 
Trees: 

Acacia anastema 
Acacia aneura 
Acacia pruinocarpa 
Canthium lineare 
Codonocarpus cotinifolius 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides 
Grevillea stenobotrya 
Santalum spicatum 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia murrayana 
Acacia ramulosa 
Acacia royce; 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia subtessarogona 
Acacia tetragonophyJJa 
Acacia victoriae 
Acacia wiseana 
Cassia chatelainiana* 
Eremophila leucophyJJa* 
Eremophila maitlandii"* 
Grevillea eriostachys 
Gyrostemon ramulosus 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Solanum orbiculatum** 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia roycei 
Acacia tetragonophyJJa 
Boerhavia repandra 
Cassia chatelainiana* 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia helmsii 
Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum* 

* desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Chorizema ericifolium 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila latrobei" 
Eremophila /eucophyJJa* 
Eremophila mait/andii"* 
Hakea sp. 
Gyrostemon ramulosus* 
Maireana planifolia* 
Pimelea microcephala 
Ptilotus obovatus* 
Ptifotus schwartzii 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Rhagodia sp. * 
Scaevo/a spinescens* 
Scaevola tomentosa* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Stylobasium spathu/atum 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ciliaris 
Eragrostis lanipes 
Eriachne helmsW* 
Monachather paradoxa 
Stipa elegantissima* 
Triodia sp. 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Brassica toumefortii 
Eriachne aristidea 
Helipterum species 
Ptilotus polystachyus 
Ptilotus sp. 
Sa/sola kali 
Solanumsp. 
Zygophy/lum sp. 

6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

In good to excellent condition, un burnt wanyu 
dominated stands and 'gidgee woodlands' are 
characterized by a narrow range of species forming a 
sparse understorey. The desirable low shrubs such as warty leaf poverty bush, Wilcox bush and tall 
saltbush are found scattered beneath the dominant 
upper stratum. Cotton bush and flannel bush are occasionally present at low densities and wanderrie 
grasses someti mes form a sparse ground layer. 

In burnt situations the upper stratum is markedly reduced and the range of low shrubs tends in 
increase. Cotton bush, flannel bush and crinkle leaf 
cassia are usually common and, together with the 
desirable flat leaf bluebush, Wilcox bush, tall 
saltbush and earlobe saltbush, dominate the low 
shrub component. The desirable ruby saltbush and tall. cassia are less common, however, they often form 
an Important component of the lower stratum and 
can also bc included as desirable indicator species. 

Sand plain poverty bush and tomato bush Solanum 
orbiculalum, are widely spread undesirable indicator specIes and may OCCur at densities of up to 400, 250 and 200 plants/ha, respectively, even within good cond,t,on stands. 

This pasture type is usually not prone to erosion 
and when In good to excellent condition no erosion is present. 
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6.2 Fair condition 
In fair condition, the range of species found 

remains fairly consistent, however, changes in the 
densities of desirable species do occur. 

Within areas which have been burnt in the last 10-
15 years the low shrubs cotton bush and flannel bush tend to increase their proportion of the stand as 
other, more palatable, species disappear under 
grazing. The density and vigour of desirable 
indicators show a decline from their good condition 
levels, while densities of the undesirables, sandplain 
poverty bush, pebble bush and tomato bush, may 
increase marginally. 

Unburnt areas in fair condition support a small 
proportion of desirable low shrubs and individuals may show poor vigour as a result of being excessively 
grazed. Undesirable species are unCommon and 
generally do not increase, however, the unpalatable buck wanderrie grass may increase under grazing in 
some situations. 

In fair condition there is rarely any erosion. 

6,3 Poor to very poor condition 
Previously burnt areas in poor condition support a 

very reduced range of species compared with their 
potential. There are few, if any, desirable indicators 
and those remaining often show poor vigour and 
over-use. The shrubs cotton bush and flannel bush 
receive heavier use as the more palatable species 
disappear and they too become less common. 
Conversely, pebble bush, sandplain poverty bush and 
tomato bush usually continue to increase and, 
together, may dominate the stand; this is often the 
case around heavily used watering points. 

There are usually large areas of bare ground and minor wind or water erosion may be present. 
Unburnt wanyu and sand dune gidgee-dominated 

areas in very poor condition support nO desirable 
species whatsoever. Isolated species such as flannel 
bush, pebble bush and buck wanderrie grass may 
form the remnants of the understOfl~y. There is no 
erosion. 

7. Management 
With adequate waters and conservative stocking rates these pastures are capable of carrying stock on a 

year-long basis. Some areas are not yet adequately watered and additional supplies should be 
considered. 

Grazing should be deferred for at least one growing 
season Immediately follOWIng a bushfire. This will 
allow valuable herbs and low shrubs to establish. 
Relatively highly productive pastures should result 
and, when pad docked together with un burnt sections, 
they form a favourable environment for stock. 
Unburnt areas provide shelter, palatable wanyu seed 
pods and wanderrie grass (in favourable seasons) and 
the recently burnt sections providing a wide range of palatable low shrubs and annuals. 

Good seasons provide the opportunity to run 
higher numbers of stock on these pastures. Stock do well when they preferentially graze grasses and forbs, 
but stocking rates should be adjusted when annual 
feed is running low so that perennial drought reserves are not over grazed. 
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Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition - 12 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition - 16 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition - 25 ha/s.u. 

These recommended levels are for mature unburnt 
wanyu stands. After fire the productivity of the 
pastures for grazing is improved and carrying 
capacity can be higher. On the Peron Peninsula and 
Faure Island, Acacia Sandplain pastures are more 
productive than elsewhere due to more useful 
understorey shrubs, such as ruby saltbush, bladder 
saltbush and tall saltbush. 

Hard Spinifex pasture type (HASP) 
1. Area 6,945 km2 (9.3%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures are confined 
almost exclusively to the mid-northern and north
west coastal portions of the survey area. They are 
commonly associated with the dune, swale and plain 
units of the sandy land systems and with the hill, 
ridge and stony plain units of very rocky systems. 
The most extensive and uniform expression of these 
pastures occurs on the Range (rocky) and Kennedy 
(sandy) land systems. Hard Spinifex pastures occupy 
40-60% ofthe Cardabia, Giralia and Uaroo land 
systems where they are co-dominant with Soft 
Spinifex (SOSP) pastures. Important areas of Hard 
Spinifex also occur on the Yalbalgo system (northern 
parts only) and on the Mallee, Jubilee, Spot and 
Duffy land systems. Less significant areas occur on 
several other systems including Carleeda, Divide, 
Learmonth, Wandagee and Wapet. 

Restricted areas of Hard Spinifex pasture also 
occur in the south-western area of the survey area. It 
is found on the Peron peninsula and Dirk Hartog 
Island where it is the dominant pasture on the 
Taillefer land system and forms a minor association 
with Heath (HEAT) pastures on the Nanga system. 

Soil profiles are principally full depth (> I m) and 
consist of siliceous sands, which mayor may not be 
calcareous; calcrete gravels and lime concretions 
occur within calcareous profiles. A very sparse 
surface mantle (generally < I % cover) consisting of 
calcrete or limestone fragments up to 75mm in 
diameter, is often present. However, mantle cover is 
variable, ranging from nil on the sandy plains of the 
Giralia and Yalbalgo systems to well over 50% on the 
stony rises of the Cardabia, Taillefer and Wandagee 
systems. Calcareous gradational and duplex textured 
soils occur only very occasionally as do skeletal 
hthosols which are associated with the hilly and 
rocky systems. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Hard Spinifex pastures are predominantly 

hummock grasslands and are invariably dominated 
by one of several hard spinifex species Triodia spp., 
sometimes to the virtual exclusion of other ground 
laJ:er species. Communities occurring include: buck 
splmfex Triodia basedowii on the Cardabia, Divide 
and Kennedy land systems; T. lanigera and limestone 
spmlfex T. wiseana on the Giralia and Uaroo land 
systems; limestone spinifex on the Jubilee land 
system; various unidentified Triodia spp. on the 
Cardabia, Duffy, Mallee and Range land systems; 
and T. plurinervata on the Taillefer land system near 
Shark Bay. Soft Spinifex T. pungens is often 

associated with communities occurring in the 
northern half of the survey area and it is sometimes 
co-dominant within the stand. Composition and 
physIOgnomy, however, does vary and occasionally 
these pastures are found as tall (> 2 m) and low « 2 
m) shrublands. 

Projected foliar cover (PFC) is far more variable 
than the structure and may range from 0% to over 
40% depending mainly upon the fire history of the 
area in question. As a general rule, old stands occur 
with a high PFC and a low moisture content within 
the foliage. Fires, either naturally occurring or 
otherwise initiated, often kill senescent stands and 
remove the ground cover totally. 

On recently burnt country spinifex seedlings 
establish readily after one reasonable season, but 
cover subsequently remains low for one or two 
seasons. In some situations (particularly on the 
Cardabia and Learmonth land systems) perennial 
shrubs emerge as pioneers together with spinifex and, 
compared with the climax stand, a much larger suite 
of species is evident. As such a stand matures it is 
often classified as a shrubland and PFC of the shrub 
component may reach 25%. Fire responsive shrubs 
include umbrella wattle Acacia ligulata, 
A.spathul(folia, poverty wattle A. translucens, 
Bonamia rosea, star flower Calytrix species, 
cockroach bush Cassia notabilis, Corchorus walcottii, 
Hannafordia quadrivalvis, Phyllanthus sp., Scaevola 
canescens, pebble bush Stylobasium spathulatum, 
and Thryptomene baeckeacea. However, as the stand 
approaches its climax state (commonly five years 
after fire) it will normally resume the form ofa 
hummock grassland as the shrub component 
diminishes through senescence or through 
competition and crowding by spinifex (Suijdendorp, 
1967). The shrub cover usually falls to below 15%. 

The composition of the upper stratum within Hard 
Spinifex pastures is variable and very scattered. Tree 
species that occur occasionally include various 
eucalypts Eucalyptus spp., gidgee Acacia pruinocarpa, 
spreading gidgee A.subtessaragona, minga bush 
Heterodendrum olea~folium and native fig Ficus 
platypoda. A more diversx range of tall shrubs occurs 
and the most widely distnbutcd include umbrella 
wattle, silver bark wattle A. sc/erosperma, curara A. 
tetragonophylla and Eremophila oldfieldii. 

A wide range of low shrubs occur (over 50 species 
recorded) and the most diverse stands are associated 
with early pyric successional stages. The more widely 
distributed species include umbrella wattle, grey 
cassia Cassia desolata, low paper bark Melaleuca aff. 
cardiophylla, Pimelea microcephala, cotton bush 
Ptilotus obovatus, currant bush Scaevola spinescens, 
ragged leaf scaevola Scaevola tomentosa, flannel bush 
Solanum lasiophyllum, pebble bush and Corchorus 
sp. Densities of individual species rarely exceed 
1500/ha. 

Perennial grasses other than Triodia sp. also occur. 
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Oflocal importance is the tussock grass northern 
wanderrie grass Eriachne aff. obtusa which occurs 
with a basal cover up to 1%. Hummock grasses 
Plectrachne danthonioides and coastal spinifex 
Spin(fex long(folius are locally dominant, with up to 
20 and 25% ground cover, respectively. Buffel grass 
Cenchrus ciliaris, broad-leafed wanderrie grass 
Monochather paradoxa, and feather spear grass Stipa 
elegantissima are occasionally present but offer very 
little cover, except on parts of the Taillefer land 
system where buffel flourishes in good seasons. 



Where shrubs are more prominent than the 
hummock grass layer, the association is classified as 
either low or tall shrubland. Such is the usual case on 
the Mallee land system, which supports mallee 
shrublands or low open woodland with various 
mallee-form eucalypts prominant in the upper storey. 
Widely spread shrub and mallee species include 
curara, mallalie Eucalyptus eudesmioides, 
E.prominens, minga bush, currant bush, ragged leaf 
scaevola and cotton bush. The spinifex ground layer 
is present but cover rarely exceeds 20%. 

4. Pastoral value 
Mature communities dominated by hard spinifex 

offer only a few palatable species at low density; 
pastoral value is low to very low. The T.plurinervata 
community characteristic of the Taillefer land system 
contains more useful low shrubs than usual and is of 
moderate pastoral value. 

Recently burnt spinifex stands support more useful 
forage than long unburnt stands. Small shrubs, 
spinifex seedlings and annual forbs and grasses (in 
season) are prominent after fire and are more 
acceptable to stock than the large, spiny hard spinifex 
hummocks present in mature stands. Pastoral value 
in these areas is moderate. 

Accessibility is generally good except on the hilly 
systems (Range and Capricorn) where steeply sloping 
and rocky landscapes deter entry by stock. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees (and mallees): 

Acacia pruinocarpa 
Acacia subtessaragona 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides 
Eucalyptus mannensis 
Eucalyptus prominens 
Eucalyptus obtusiflora 
Ficus platypoda 
Heterodendrum oleaefofium 

Tall shrubs; 

Acacia inaequilatera 
Acacia microcalyx 
Acacia murrayana 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia spathulifolia 
Acacia tetragonophylfa 
8anksia ashby; 
Calothamnus kalbarriensis 
Eremophila oldfieldi; 
Exocarpos aphylJus 
Grevillea gordoniana 

Low shrubs 

Acacia aphyl/a 
Acacia biyenosa 
Acacia ligulata 
Acacia preissiana 
Acacia pyrifolia 
Acacia spathulifoHa 
Acacia transfucens** 
Acanthocarpu5 preissii 
Bonamia rosea 
Calytrix sp. 
Cassia chatelainiana* 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia helms;; 
Cassia luerssenii 
Cassia notabilis** 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 
Eremophila latrobei* 
Eremophila leucophylla* 

* desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Eremophila maitlandii** 
Hannafordia quadrivalvis 
Indigofera monophylla 
Maireana planifolia* 
Maireana vil/osa 
Melaleuca aff cardiophylla 
Pimelea microcephala 
Ptilotus aft drummondii 
Ptilotus obovatus 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Rhagodia latifolia 
Scaevola canescens 
Scaevola spinescens* 
Scaevola tomentosa* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Stylobasium spathulatum 
Thryptomene baeckeaceae 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ciliaris 
Eragrostis eriopoda 
Eriachne aft obtusa 
Monachather paradoxa 
Plectrachne danthonioides 
Spinifex fongifolius 
Stipa efegantissima* 
Triodia basedowii 
Triodia lanigera 
Triodia pfurinervata 
Triodia pungens 
Triodia species 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Brassica tournefortii 
Corchorus wafcoNii** 
Corchorus sp.** 
Euphorbia sp. 
Ptilotus exaltatus 
Ptilotus sp. 
Sa/sola kali 
Solanumsp. 
Zygophyl/um sp. 
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6. Condition statements 
Condition levels and effects of grazing are difficult 

to determine on Hard Spinifex pastures. The 
relatively frequent occurrence offire strongly 
influences the situation and the presence or absence 
of desirable or undesirable species may be more 
closely linked to particular fire events and post-fire 
stages than to grazing pressure. 

Heavily used desirable species, if present, may be 
the only indicators of a declining pasture condition. 
The low shrubs ruby saltbush Enchylaena tomentosa, 
tall cassia Cassia chateiainiana, warty leaf poverty 
bush Eremophila latrobei, Wilcox bush E. 
leucophylla, flat leaf bluebush Maireana plan!folia, 
tall saltbush Rhagodia eremaea, currant bush, ragged 
leaf scaevola and the perennial feather spear grass 
Stipa eiegantissima occur and their presence as 
seedlings or healthy robust individuals should 
indicate good condition. However, their absence 
alone does not indicate a poorer condition. 

It appears that in northern areas on the Giralia and 
Uaroo land systems shrub invasion can be a problem 
and is best regarded as a decline to fair or poor 
condition. After a winter fire, conditions seem to 
favour the establishment of shrubs. Thick stands of 
unpalatable species, such as poverty wattle and 
cockroach bush, often develop at the expense of 
spinifex and a stable but less productive shrubby 
association develops. 

Burnt areas of the Cardabia land system in the 
north-west of the survey area are often dominated by 
low paper bark and other heath-forming species more 
typical of the South-West Botanical Province (Beard 
1976). The significance of these species is poorly 
understood but it is possible that they represent a 
fire-induced seral stage rather than a shrub invasion. 
Research into the response of Hard Spinifex and Soft 
Spinifex pastures to various burning regimes is 
currently being undertaken in an attempt to clarify 
these situations. 

Moderate wind erosion in the form of wind piling 
and hummocking is common on burnt areas which 
have not yet stabilized with seasonal growth. Such 
areas may appear badly degraded· until after good 
rain when they are generally recolonized by spinifex 
and other species and stabilization follows. 

In general Hard Spinifex pastures are in good to 
excellent condition and there is no erosion. 

7. Management 
Hard Spinifex pastures are generally of limited use 

to stock. However, carefully prescribed fires can be 
used as an effective management tool to improve 
carrying capacities. Burning of senescent tussocks 
allows the establishment of more nutritious and 
palatable shrub and grass species, including spinifex 
seedlings. A hot summer burn on a windy day will 
carry well and tussocks will be killed outright. It is 
considered to be less beneficial to burn in winter 
since conditions favour the establishment of 
unpalatable species and shrub invasion may become 
a problem. 

Paddocks should be spelled for 6-8 weeks over the 
growing season following the fire to allow palatable 
seedlings to develop and set seed. Ifleft open to 
grazing, palatable species will be selectively grazed 
and unpalatable species, which normally occur at low 
densities, may increase and reduce the overall 
productivity (Suijdendorp, 1967). 
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Spinifex can be expected to resume its stand 
dominance within about five years after a burn. 
Spinifex paddocks can be burnt on a rotational basis 
with successive seasonal deferments. Such a practice, 
once established, will maintain most pastures in the 
more productive stages for a longer period. As such, 
they are suitable for use by dry stock on a year-long 
basis. 

Where possible, extensive areas of spin if ex should 
be fenced separately from other more productive 
pastures. This will allow heavier use of spinifcx 
pastures on an opportunistic basis by using the 
palatable ephemeral growth in good seasons and 
spelling the favoured pastures at a time when their 
rejuvenation will be at a maximum. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Young stands with high numbers of 
palatable species 

Taillefer land system 
Other land systems 

Older stands with only a low to 
moderate number of palatable species 

Taillefer land system 
Other land systems 

Old stands or stands with few, if any, 
palatable species 

Taillefer land system 
Other land systems 

12 ha/s.u. 
20 ha/s.u. 

16 ha/s.u. 
30 ha/s.u. 

25 ha/s.u. 
40 ha/s.u. 

Acacia Short Grass Forb pasture type 
(ASGF) 
1. Area 5,600 km2 (7.5%) 

2. Distribution and soil types 

Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pastures are 
restricted to the mid-eastern and north-eastern parts 
of the survey area and occur predominantly on hills, 
ridges, plateaux, footslopes and stony plains of hill 
land systems based on Permian age sedimentary 
rocks. Such systems include Moogooloo, Windalia, 
limba and Fossil. Also, large areas of these pastures 
grow on systems based on crystalline rocks, such as 
on the stony plains and convex rises of the Durlacher 
land system and the granitic hills and plains of the 
Yinnietharra land system. Significant areas of the 
pasture type are also found on land units situated at 
lower points within the landscape such as tributory 
alluvial plains and interfluves (O'Brien land system) 
or broad drainage zones receiving sheet flow 
(Wooramelland system). 

Soils supporting Acacia Short Grass Forb pastures 
are generally sandy or loamy lithosols, reddish-brown 
to dark red. Sola are commonly 20-50 cm in depth 
and contain abundant fragments of the underlying 
parent material (usually sandstone, radiolarite or 
granite). Moderate to heavy surface mantles of either 
quartz, radiolarite or sandstone occur on most sites 
and fragments reach 600 mm in diameter. Red, 
texture contrast, gradationally textured and uniform
fine textured soil profiles are also present on 
restricted areas of the lower systems; these soils are 
generally < I m deep. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Acacia Short Grass Forb pastures occur 

predominantly as tall (> 2 m), very scattered or 
scattered shrublands with projected foliar cover 
(PFC) ranging from 5-20%. They also occur as low 
« 2 m) shrublands and, less commonly, as low « 6 
m) open woodlands (e.g. Windalia and Durlacher 
systems). 

Where occurring as woodland, the dominant trees 
are usually either black mulga Acacia citrinoviridis 
and mulga A. aneura as on the Durlacher land 
system, or spreading gidgee A. subtessarogona as the 
sole dominant, as on the Windalia land system. 

Occasional trees occur within the shrubland 
communities but their combined densities rarely 
exceed 100 plants/ha. In addition to mulga, black 
mulga and spreading gidgee, other trees which may 
be sparsely distributed include gidgee A.pruinocarpa, 
wild orange Canlhium lineare and c.altenualum, 
corkwood Hakea suberea and Grevillea sp. 

The upper stratum of Acacia Short Grass Forb 
shrublands is dominated by several tall shrub species 
from the genus Acacia. The most widespread are 
mulga, black mulga, wanyu A. ramulosa, curara A. 
tetragonophylla, bardie bush A. victoriae and 
snakewood A. xiphophylla. Mulga dominance is 
generally restricted to the hilly land systems such as 
Moogooloo and Fossil, and spreading gidgee to the 
lower systems Yinnietharra, Windalia, O'Brien and 
Wash. Other tall shrubs include sand plain wattle A. 
kempeana, gidgee, turpentine bush Eremophila 
fraseri and minga bush Heterodendrum oleaefolium. 
Total tall shrub densities may range from 25 to over 
800 plants/ha but are more often in the vicinity of 
200 or 300/ha. 
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A broad range of low shrubs occur throughout the 
distribution of these pastures and most good 
condition sites are characterized by a diverse ground 
storey. Grey cassia Cassia desolata, crinkle leaf 
cassia C.helmsii, Wilcox bush Eremophila 
leucophylla and cotton bush Ptilotus obovatus all 
feature prominently. Other widely spread low shrubs 
include royal poverty busr"Eremophiia cuneifolia, 
turpentine bush, warty leaf poverty bush E.latrobei, 
flat leaf bluebush Maireana planifolia, horse mulla
mulla Ptilolus schwartz;; and flannel bush Solanum 
lasiophyllum. Total densities vary with pasture 
condition and site situation but range up to 5500 
plants/ha. 

Perennial grasses are frequently absent and are 
only oflocal significance on the more sandy units. 
Creeping wanderrie Eragrostis lanipes, buck 
wanderrie Eriachne helmsii and wanderrie 
Monachather paradoxa occur on such units but basal 
cover rarely exceeds O. 1%. 

4. Pastoral value 
Pastoral value of this pasture type is generally low 

or at best moderate. The desirable perennial shrubs 
are durable in times of drought and provide valuable 
reserves when stocked conservatively, but are 
generally very scattered. 

Over use in some areas has resulted in the removal 
of palatable species and has rendered pastoral value 
low or very low. 

Accessibility to stock is a problem on some of the 
very hilly systems, such as Moogooloo and Pells, 
where pastoral value is effectively low or very low. 
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5. Common perennial species 
Trees: Dipteracanthus corynothecus" 

Enchylaena tomentosa" 
Eremophila cuneitolia 
Eremophila fraseri 
Eremophila freelingii 
Eremophila latrobe"" 
Eremophila Jeucophylla" 
Eremophila p/atycalyx 
Maireana planifolia" 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia citrinoviridis 
Acacia cuspidifolia** 
Acacia pruinocarpa 
Acacia subtessarogona 
Canthium attenuatum 
Canthium lineare 
Grevil/ea stenobotrya 
Hakea suberea 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia cuthbertsoni; 
Acacia kempeana 
Acacia pruinocarpa 
Acacia ramulosa 
Acacia subtessarogona 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae"" 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Eremophila fraseri 
Eremophila treelingii 
Hakea preissi,..." 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia tetragonophylla 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia helms;; 
Cassia luerssenii 

" desirable indicator species 
.,..,. undesirable indicator species 

Maireana tomentosa" 
Phyllanthus sp. 
Ptilotus obovatus" 
Ptilotus polakii 
Ptilotus schwartzii 
Rhagodia eremaea" 
Scaevola spinescens* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus cifiaris 
Cymbopogon ambiguus 
Eragrostis lanipes 
Eriachne helmsii 
Monachather paradoxa 
Triodia sp. 

Annuals biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Eriachne aristidea 
Ptilotus sp. 
So/anum sp. 

6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

Good pasture condition is indicated by the density 
and composition of the low shrub layer. A robust 
and diverse low shrub layer with scattered palatable 
species indicates good condition. Widespread 
desirable indicator species are warty leaf poverty 
bush, Wilcox bush, flat leaf bluebush and cotton 
bush. Other palatable species of local importance are 
ruby saltbush Enchylaena tomentosa, felty bluebush 
Maireana lomentosa, Gascoyne mulla-mulla Ptilotus 
polakii, tall saltbush Rhagodia eremaea, 
Dipteracanthus corynothecus and currant bush 
Scaevola spinescens. 

Less palatable and unpalatable shrubs are 
invariably present. Grey cassia, crinkle leaf cassia 
and flannel bush are the most widely spread and may 
be dominant in the low shrub layer. Other such 
shrubs include the poverty bushes royal poverty 
bush, turpentine bush and Eremophilafreelingii, 
species which have more localized distributions and 
generally occur at relatively low densities. 

In good condition total low shrub densities are 
commonly between 1500 and 3000/ha. There is no 
erosion. 

6.2 Fair condition 
When in fair condition the density of desirable 

indicator species is reduced compared to good 
condition. Few young desirable plants are present 
and some of the more sensitive indicators such as 
warty leaf poverty bush, ruby saltbush and flat leaf 
bluebush may exist only as occasional over-browsed 
moribund individuals. 

In some areas, the undesirable species wait-a-while 
Acacia cuspidifolia, bardie bush and needle bush 
Hakea preissii increase their densities marginally, 

presumably taking advantage of reduced inter-species 
competition. However, in general, their populations 
remain roughly constant and fair condition is 
reflected by a lower total shrub cover - a direct result 
of the loss of the more palatable species. Total low 
shrub densities are usually in the vicinity of 1000/ha 
and there is no erosion. 

6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
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Pastures in poor condition support few, if any, 
desirable species and the effects of overgrazing are 
obvious. Grazing pressure is often redirected toward 
the less palatable shrubs and these species may also 
be heavily grazed and show a decline in density. 
Under-stories are sparse, sometimes with only 
undesirable species and species with no grazing value 
remaining. Pastures in poor condition no longer 
have drought durability and can only be grazed on an 
opportunistic basis to take advantage of annual 
pastures in season. Total low shrub densities may 
reach 700/ha. 

Erosion is very uncommon within Acacia Short 
Grass Forb pastures where soils are stable and mostly 
protected by a mantle of stones. Even when pastures 
are in very poor condition there is generally no 
erosion present. 

7. Management 
Strategic fencing and optimal spacing of water 

supplies are necessary for full use of these pastures . 
Where possible they should be fenced separately 
from more a ttracti ve pasture types so that the latter 
are not preferentially grazed and degraded. In doing 
this stock can be run on the Acacia Short Grass Forb 
pastures at rates which ensure the maintenance of 
desirable perennial shrubs. Stocking rates may be 
temporarily increased in good seasons to take 
advantage of the abundant annual forage. This will 
allow seasonal spelling of better pastures elsewhere at 
a time when their rejuvenation potential is at a 
maximum. 

To maintain pastures in good condition or to 
improve their condition, attention should be given to 
the vigour and density ofthose/,palatable indicator 
plants mentioned in section 6.1. By monitoring their 
vigour and populations the condition trend of the 
pastures can be determined and stocking rates and 
duration of grazing adjusted as necessary. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 20 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 30 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition - 40 ha/s.u. 

Soft Spinifex pasture type (SOSP) 
1. 
2. 

Area 4,800 km2 (6.4%) 
Distribution and soil types 

Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures are conspicuous in 
the north-west coastal parts of the area between 
Quobba and Exmouth Gulf stations. They are 
normally associated with landforms developed from 
marine deposits which are often covered with a 
veneer of aeolian sand. They occur on longitudinal 
dunes and swales, undulating sandy plains, limestone 
rises, platforms and low hills, loamy plains and 
interfluves and some flow zones. 
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The largest area of Soft Spinifex pasture is found 
on the sandy plains of the Cardabia land system. 
Important areas occur on the Giralia and Uaroo land 
systems and smaller, but significant, areas are found 
on several other land systems including Mallee, 
Learmonth, Jubilee and Donovan. Soft Spinifex 
pastures are commonly found in association with 
Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures and sometImes form 
mixtures with Bluebush (BLUE) and AcacIa MIxed 
Shrub (ACMS) pastures. 

The soils are principally full depth (> 1m), 
calcareous, reddish sands with an alkaline soil 
reaction. Shallower, coarse textured soIls are also 
found on the limestone rises of some systems (such as 
Cardabia, Uarooo and Winning) and are usually 
heavily mantled with limestone or calcrete 
fragments. Smaller areas offulldepth, calcareous,. 
gradationally tcxtured loamy soIls occur on the plaIns 
of the Carlceda and Jubilee systems. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Physiognomy and composition is quite variable on 

this pasture type and is a function of the past fire 
regimes and prevailing climatic conditions. Pastures 
may take the form of hummock grasslands, tall or 
low shrublands and, very occasionally, low 
woodlands. 

Pastures occur most commonly as hummock 
grasslands. Ground stories are don:inated by soft 
spinifex Triodia pungens and, In mInor areas, oat
eared spinifex Plectrachne schinzii. These species 
may account for nearly all of the total projected foliar 
cover (PFC) which may be up to 50%. In such 
situations shrubs arc only sparsely distributed, if 
present at all. 

Hummock grasslands with high PFC are prone to 
fire. Evidence of past burns is obvious in many areas 
where the vegetation has been completely removed or 
where sub-climax stages exist. Early seral stages 
often take the form of low shrubland, as pioneer 
perennial shrubs become dominant, together with 
spinifex seedlings. Low shrubs include umbrella 
wattle Acacia ligulata, A.spathulijolia, poverty wattle 
A.translucens, star flower Calytrix sp., Grevillea 
species, coastal daisy bush Olearia axillaris, Tephrosia 
rosea and Thryptomene baeckeacea. Other species 
include cockroach bush Cassia notabilis, caper bush 
Diplopeltis eriocarpa, woolly corchorus Corchorus 
walcottii, fire bush Gyrostemon ramulosus, caltrop 
Tibulus occidentalis and Triumjetta appendiculata. 
About five years after burning, soft spinifex may 
regain dominance as the shrubs either senesce or are 
crowded out by the expanding spinifex hummocks 
(Suijdendorp, 1967). Pastures will resume their form 
as hummock grasslands with little or no shrub cover. 

Soft Spinifex pastures also occur within low or tall 
shrublands. Spinifex cover rarely exceeds 10% in 
these shrub dominated situations. The more 
widespread low shrubs include blood bush Cassia 
oligophylla, ruby saltbush Enchylaena tomentosa, 
cotton bush Ptilotus obovatus and flannel bush 
Solanum lasiophyllum. Low shrubs of more local 
importancc are marpoo Acacia bivenosa, sticky hop 
bush Dodonaea viscosa, Rhagodia preissii, ragged leaf 
seaevola Scaevola tomentosa and Threlkeldia dir{usa. 
Tall shrubs which are often present and may gain 
dominance include wanyu Acacia ramulosa, silver 
bark wattle A. sc/erospcrma, curara A. 
tetragonophylla and pebble bush Stylobasium 
spathulatllm. PFC of the shrubs may reach 30%. 
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On some areas of the mallee land system,mallee 
eucalypts such as mallalie Eucalyptus eud('smioides 
and E. prominens dominate in the upper stratum. 

Hard spinifex (Triodia species) is occasionally co
dominant with soft spinifex. For example, buck 
spinifex T. basedowii occurs with a PFC of up to 10% 
in some soft spinifex stands on the Cardabia land 
system. With the exception of hop-a-Iong grass 
Paraneurachne muelleri which forms useful stands in 
several areas, other perennial grasses are oflimited 
importance on this pasture type. 

4. Pastoral value 
Soft Spinifex pastures are generally of moderate to 

high pastoral value. On recently burnt areas, which 
support highly palatable spinifex seedlings and a high 
cover of herbaceous and young perennial shrubs, 
forage value is high. Crude protein levels as high as 
9% in T. pungens seedlings were reported by 
Suijdendorp (1981). Conversely, in older stands the 
larger spinifex hummocks are less palatablc to stock 
and there are relatively few palatable shrubs. 
Consequently, grazing value is reduced to a moderate 
and sometimes low level. 

The durability and usefulness to stock of young 
soft spinifex pastures in drought times in high. When 
maintained in a productive non-senescent state, soft 
spinifex pastures are suitable for carrying stock, 
including breeders, on a year long basis. 

Many areas remain under-supplied with water and 
their full potential has not been realized. 

5. Common perennial species 
Tall shrubs (and mallees): 

Acacia ancistrocarpa 
Acacia pyrifolia 
Acacia ramulosa 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylJa 
Eremophila maitlandii 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides 
Eucalyptus prominens 
Exocarpos aphyllus 
Gyrostemon ramufosus 
Heterodendrum olaeafolium 
Psoralea cinerea 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Low shrubs: 

Acanthocarpus preissii 
Acacia bivenosa** 
Acacia Jigu/ata 
Acacia spathulifolia 
Acacia translucens*· 
Banksia ashbyi 
Bonamia rosea 
Calytrix sp_ 
Cassia chatelainiana* 
Cassia helmsii 
Cassia notabilis" 
Cassia oligophylla 
Dip/oleana incana 
Dipterocanthus corynothecus* 
Dodonaea viscosa 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Euphorbia sp. 
Gossypium sp_ 
Grevillea sp. 
Hybanthus enneaspermus 
Maireana p/anifolia 

• desirable indicator species 

Mirbeliasp. 
Petalostylis labicheoides 
Pityrodia sp. 
Psora/ea martin;;" 
Rhagodia eremaea" 
Rhagodia preissii" 
Scaevo/a canescens 

cScaevo/a tomentosa" 
Tephrosia roseau 
Thryptomene baeckeacea 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ciliaris 
Chrysopogon faffax 
Eriachne he/msii 
Eragrostis eriopoda 
Paraneurachne muelleri" 
P/ectrachne schinzii 
Triodia basedowii 
Triodia pungens· 
Triodia wiseana 
Triodia sp_ 

Annuals biennials and herbs: 

Amaranthus species 
Aristida contorta 
Corchorus sidoides" 
Corchorus walcottii"* 
Dip/ope/tis eriocarpa** 
Eriachne aristidea 
Ptilotus exaltatus 
Salsola kafi 
Tribu/us occidentalis" 
Tribulus terrestris" 
Triumphetta appendicu/ata 
Zygophyl/um sp. 

** undesirable indicator species 
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6. Condition statements 
In general, Soft Spinifex pastures are in good 

condition throughout and there is no erosion. 
The situation is complicated somewhat in areas 

which support thick stands of ' heath forming' 
species, such as Ca/ytrix and Grevi/lea, that are more 
typical ofthc South-West BotanIcal ProVInce 
described by Beard (1976). It may initially appear 
that condition has declined due to a 'scrub invasion' 
by these species, but it is more likely that such stands 
are simply early seral stages of a hummock grassland 
or shrubland previously dominated by spinifex and 
recently burnt. 

On the Giralia and Uaroo land systems, however, 
it is strongly suspected that 'scrub invasions' do 
occur after a winter burn. The unpalatable low shrub 
poverty wattle seems to thrive and establishes in 
thick stands, at the expense of spinifex. A stable less 
productive disclimax situation is reached. On most 
land systems winter burning appears also to promote 
the vigorous growth of undesirable short-lived 
perennial specics. Cockroach bush, caper bush 
Dip/opeltis eriocarpa and caltrop are the best 
examples and have the potential to form thick, 
unproductive stands after winter rains (Kok personal 
communication). 

The low shrub marpoo is normally killed outright 
by a 'hot' fire. However, in areas of very shallow soil, 
where foliar cover is insufficient to fuel an extensive 
fire, marpoo often appears to increase its numbers at 
the expense of more palatable species (Kok personal 
communication). In such areas it is regarded as an 
undesirable increaser. 

Research into the response of Soft Spinifex and 
Hard Spinifex pastures to various burning regimes is 
currently being undertaken by the Department of 
Agriculture in an attcmpt to clarify the above 
situations. 

In other areas desirable perennial shrubs form an 
integral part of plant stands and can be used as 
condition indicators. The palatable low shrubs. 
silver saltbush A trip/ex bunburyana. tall cassia Cassia 
chateiainiana, Dipteracanthus corynothecus, ruby 
saltbush, tall saltbush Rhagodia eremaea, R.preissii 
and ragged leaf scaevola occur locally and. when 
present as robust mature individuals or seedlings, 
indicate good condition. 

Wind erosion is common On burnt areas which 
have not received rain. Such areas are devoid of 
vegetation and there is little protection for the sandy 
soils. However, spinifex seedlings, herbaceous 
shrubs and annuals rapidly recolonize and stabilize 
such areas after rain. 

7. Management 
Soft Spinifex pastures are of most use to stock 

when spinifex plants are young and a range of other 
grasses, herbs and forbs are present. Areas of useful 
pasture can be maintained by a system involving 
periodic burning on a paddock or sub-paddock scale 
(using natural firebreaks wherever possible and 
cleared lines) and rotational use. 

There is evidence from the Pilbara area that time 
of burning influences the resulting species 
composition of the pasture (Suijdendorp 1967) and 
summer burning. to encourage grass species rather 
than shrubs. herbs and forbs. is recommended in that 
environment. Holm and Allen (unpublished data) 
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indicate that the nutritional value of other grasses in 
Soft Spinifex pastures in the survey area is no better 
than that of the spinifex and suggests that the 
contribution of herbaceous species to animal 
nutrition warrants study. Although the suggestion is 
that winter burning may encourage shrub invasion, 
the optimal time of burning on these pastures in the 
survey area is not clearly established. Burning should 
be accompanied by deferrment from grazing for 6-8 
weeks after the following season to ensure that 
spinifex seedlings and other species have time to 
establish and develop before grazing commences. 

Soft spinifex plants will usually regain dominance 
in a stand within about five years. By that stage its 
palatability will be relatively low and there are few 
other useful species left in the stand. Rotational 
burning of these pastures will ensure that. at any 
given time, some areas are in thc more acceptable 
stages of growth with a wide range of plant species 
available for grazing. 

Where possible Hard Spinifex and Soft Spinifex 
pastures should be fenced separately from other 
pastures such as the shrub-based types Bluebush and 
Acacia Mixed Shrub. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Young stands with high numbers of palatable 
species and no over use apparent - 6 ha/s.u. 
Older stands with only low to moderate 
numbers of palatable species 12 ha/s.u. 
Old stands or stands with few, if any, 
palatable browse species - 25 ha/s.u. 

Bluebush pasture type (BLUE) 
1. Area 4,690 km2 (6.3 per cent) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Bluebush (BLUE) pastures are most widespread in 
the coastal portions of the survey area extending 
from Carbla station in the south of the survey area, to 
the northern most boundary at Exmouth Gulf. They 
often cover extensive areas on the alluvial plain units 
of the broad alluvial land systems. such as Delta and 
Gearle. Less commonly, they occur within other 
areas; for example, on the foots lopes of the Foscal 
and Trealla land systems. on the outwash plains of 
the Donovan land system and on the upper convex 
plains of the Firecracker land system. 

The most important areas of the Bluebush pasture 
type are on the Sandal, Delta and Sable land systems. 
Large areas also occur on the Donovan. Gearle, 
Warroora and Winning land systems and minor areas 
are found on several systems including Firecracker, 
Foscal, Gneudna, and Yalkalya. 

Bluebush pasture occurs within broad areas 
alongside other useful and less useful pastures. On 
the Delta, Foscal, Gearle. Sable, Warroora. and 
Yalkalya land systems they are found, in similar 
proportion. with Saltbush (SALT) pastures. 
Associations are found alongside Tussock Grass 
(TUGR) pastures in northern areas on the Yarcowie 
land system. with Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) 
pastures on the Donovan land system and Current 
Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) and Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures on the Sandal land system. 
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Soils are typical of those found in other alluvial 
situations; full depth (> I m), calcareous, red-duplex 
soils are by far the most widespread. However, other 
soils such as yellow-duplex, uniform medium and 
fine textured, gradationally textured and gilgaied 
soils occur locally. Uniform coarse textured soils are 
encountered only very occasionally. Surface 
mantling, other than an occasional sparsc scattering 
of small diameter material, is uncommon. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Four major plant communities have been included 

in the broad Bluebush pasture type. These 
communities are: 
• Gascoyne bluebush Maireana polypterygia -low 

bluebush M. platycarpa 
• Gascoyne mulla-mulla Ptilotus polakii 

• Spiny bluebush Maireana aphylla 
• Sago bush Maireana pyramidata 

The first two communities are by far the most 
widespread, spiny blucbush is of local importance 
and sago bush communities are of only limited 
occurrence in the area. 

Bluebush pastures are typically low « I m), very 
scattered or scattered shrublands with projected 
foliar cover (PFe) ranging from < 2-20%. The PFe 
for any community at any particular site depends 
upon numerous factors including condition status, 
age composition, position within the landscape, 
seasonal conditions etc. 

Less frequently, Bluebush pastures have a 
prominent over-storey of tall shrubs and are tall (> 2 
m) very scattered or scattered shrublands with PFe 
again ranging from < 2-20%. Bluebush association 
also occur occasionally as scattered woodlands (PFe 
5-10%) and, on severely degradcd sites, where only 
remnant bluebushes remain, as herb-fields (PFe < 
2%). 

It is unusual for more than two species of 
Maireana to be common within anyone stand, 
rather, one species usually clearly dominates with 
others either only a minor constituent or absent. It is 
because of this tendency towards monspecific 
dominance that the four bluebush communities can 
be easily recognized. Gascoyne mulla-mulla Ptilotus 
polakii is included in the broad pasture type because 
of its bluebush-like growth habit and 
characteristically patchy occurrence on alluvial soils. 

3.1 Gascoyne bluebush community 
Found on the alluvial units of many land systems, 

the Gascoyne bluebush community is the most 
widespread bluebush community within the area. 
Gascoyne bluebush generally forms a relatively 
uniform low shrubland 0.5-1 m tall and occurs at 
densities up to 4,000 plants/ha. Broad plains of 
Gascoyne bluebush frequently contain a proportion 
oflow bluebush M. platycarpa; particularly on low
lying areas with more saline soils where low bluebush 
may predominate. 

Occasionally tall shrubs such as snakewood Acacia 
xiphophylla, curara A.tetrogonophylla, bardie bush A. 
victoriae and spreading gidgee A.subtessarogona have 
become frequent with combined densities of up to 
600 tall shrubs/ha, but more often they form only a 
very scattered upper stratum or are absent. The tree 
wait-a-while Acacia cuspid!folia is present in some 
situations at densities of < 100 plants/ha. 

Many low shrubs are associated with Gascoync 
bluebush and several of these commonly form an 
important component of the lower strata. Of these, 
the most widespread are bladder saltbush Atriplex 
vesicaria, silver saltbush A.bunburyana, low 
bluebush, cotton bush Ptilotus obovatus, Gascoyne 
mulla muna, flannel bush Solanum lasiophyllum, tall 
saltbush Rhagodia eremaea and frankenia Frankenia 
sp. Bladder saltbush, low bluebush and frankenia 
often form mixed stands of up to 4,000 plants/ha. 
Wilcox bush Eremophila leucophylla, warty leaf 
poverty bush E. latrobei, grey cassia Cassia helmsii 
and sage Cralyslylis subspinescens are of local 
importance, usually occurring at densities < 1,000 
plants/ha. Total low shrub densities may exceed 
10,000/ha in favourable situations but are more 
commonly in the vicinity of 4,000/ha on pastures in 
good condition. 

Perennial grasses are sometimes present but only 
provide a very sparse cover. Buffel grass Cenchrus 
ciliaris is the most common and usually occurs with a 
basal cover of < 1%. 

3.2 Gascoyne mulla mulla community 
Gascoyne mulla-mulla and Gascoyne bluebush are 

found as dominant low shrubs in virtually identical 
environments and sites vary from the two being co
dominants to being completely exclusive of one 
another. 

Gascoyne mulla-mulla tends to increase its 
dominance eastward - away from the coast. The 
reason for this is unclear and there are at least two 
possible explanations. The first is that Gascoyne 
mulla mulla dominance is inversely related to soil 
salinity i.e. there is a general decrease in salinity 
moving from west to east. The second infers that this 
community is actually a disturbed or successional 
stage of some Gascoyne bluebush communities. It is 
possible that in some areas Gascoyne mulla-mulla 
has increased where Gascoyne bluebush has 
decreased after being adversely affected by 
disturbances such as fire and grazing, particularly in 
the east of the area. 

Physiognomy and composition of this community 
is very similar to that oftife Gascoyne bluebush 
community described previously. 

3.3 Spiny bluebush community 
The spiny bluebush community is of restricted 

distribution occurring in local depressions on alluvial 
plains and in swamp situations. Spiny bluebush 
densities were estimated at up to 650 plants/ha, but 
elsewhere it was observed that they occur at greater 
densities in the most favourable situations. This 
community is always found as a low shrubland (often 
as a mosaic of bare ground and robust spiny 
bluebushes). Other low shrubs which may occur at 
low densities include silver saltbush, tall saltbush, 
lignum Muehlenbeckia cunningham ii, curara and 
warty leaf poverty bush. The tall shrubs bardie bush 
Acacia victoriae and false mesquiteA.jarnesiana are 
occasionally found at densities < 100 plants/ha. 

3.4 Sago bush community 
The sago bush community is not widespread in the 

area. Locally, it occurs in stands of up to about 6,000 
plants/ha. The distribution of this community differs 
from the others in that it is found most commonly on 
run-on sites of erosional land systems such as 
Winning, Durlacher and O'Brien which form the 
catchment areas of major river systems, and It IS not 
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restricted to alluvial situations. An over-storey of tall 
shrubs sometimes forms a sparse canopy and may 
include snakewood, bardie bush and needle bush 
Hakea preissii. A relatively wide range oflow shrubs 
includes silver saltbush, ruby saltbush Enchyiaena 
lomenlosa, Gascoyne mulla mulla, silver poverty 
bush Eremophila plerocarpa, and royal poverty bush 
Eremophila cunei/olia. 

4. Pastoral value 
Bluebush pastures are extremely drought durable 

and form a reliable high quality (foliage 15-23% f 
protein) food source for stock, especially when . 
annual feed is scarce or absent. Overall grazing 
capacity is high. 

The durability and palatability of the shrubs allows 
stock to be carried on a year-long basis and, provided 
grazing pressures are conservative, the pastures can 
be maintained in good condition. Unfortunately, in 
some cases where Bluebush pastures occur as small 
inclusions within less productive pasture types or 
around heavily used watering points, overgrazing has 
caused severe degradation and pastoral value is far 
below its potcntial. Degraded areas may produce 
prolific annual herbage in good seasons, but 
otherwise have little dry season durability. Shrub 
regeneration is usually slow due to the rarity of 
germination and recruitment events. Recognition of 
such events, through regular pasture observation, is 
vital as a first step in ensuring that recruitment of 
young bluebushes can take place. Appropriate 
management of young bluebushes probably involves 
seasonal grazing deferred or strategic spelling to 
maximize survival and growth. 

Bluebush shrubs have a relatively high salt content 
and stock waters need to be well distributed and of 
good quality, that is low salinity, otherwise total salt 
intake will be excessive and will adversely effect 
animal productivity. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia cuspidifo/ia 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia grasbyi 
Acacia scJerosperma 
Acacia subtessarogona 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae·· 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Eremophila maitfandii 
Eremophifa pterocarpa U 

Hakea preissW· 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia tetragonophylla 
Atrip/ex bunburyana* 
Atriplex vesicaria* 
Boerhavia repandra 
Cassia chateJainiana* 
Cassia deso!ata*· 
Cassia helmsU** 
Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum* 
Cratystylis subspinescens* 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 

• desirable indicator species 
"* undesirable indicator species 

Eremophila fatrobei* 
Eremophifa feucophylfa 
Frankenia sp. * 
Hafosarcia sp. 
Maireana aphylla· / 
Maireana polypterygia· 
Maireana platycarpa· 
Maireana pyramidata* 
Maireana tomentosa 
Ptilotus obovatus 
Ptilotus polakii· 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Solanum sp. 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus cifiaris 
Enteropogon aCicularis" 
Eragrostis xerophylla 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atrip/ex inffata 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Atrip/ex spongiosa 
Dactyloctenium radulans 
Lawrencia sp. 

Maireana carnosa 
Salsola kali 
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6. Condition statements 
The Gascoyne bluebush community represents the 

most common community of the Bluebush pasture 
type within the survey area and as insufficient data 
are available on the other, more restricted, Bluebush 
communities condition statements are based on 
Gascoyne bluebush shrublands. 

6,1 Good to excellent condition 
Depending upon the soil type, other site variables 

and the size distribution of the shrubs, most 
Gascoyne bluebush stands vary from 1,000-4,000 
plants/ha, most commonly about 2,000/ha. An even 
cover of vigorous and robust mature and young 
plants indicates good pasture condition. 

Other important indicators of good condition are 
silver saltbush, bladder saltbush and low bluebush. 
Disappearance of the preferentially-grazed low 
bluebush may bc a sensitive indication of condition 
decline. Other desirable indicators of local 
importancc are warty leaf poverty bush, felty leaf 
bluebush Maireana lomenlosa and ragged leaf 
scaevola Scaevoia lomenlosa. 

Moderately palatable species are sometimes quite 
abundant and those with significant contribution 
include cotton bush (up to I ,500/ha), tall saltbush (up 
to 350/ha), flannel bush (up to 375/ha) and Gascoyne 
mulla mulla (up to 250/ha). The undesirable grey 
cassia Cassia desoiala, crinkle leaf cassia C.heimsii, 
needle bush, silver poverty bush Eremophiia 
plerocarpa and bardie bush may be present, but at 
relatively low densities. 

Total low shrub densities vary widely from 1,000 
to over 9,000 shrubs/ha (commonly about 4,500/ha) 
and PFC is usually between 5 and 20%, but 
sometimes more in good seasons. 

In good to excellent condition both the hardy 
perennial species and the ephemerals afford the soil 
surface adequate protection from the forces of wind 
and water and no erosion is present. 

6.2 Fair condition 
A decline in condition from good to fair is 

immediately obvious by the reduction in total PFC. 
PFC is generally within the range of 5-10% but may 
be as low as 2.5%. A reduction in density of 
Gascoyne bluebush (density range 200-1500/ha) is 
the major cause of this decline. However, the decline 
in density of other desirable low shrubs follows the 
samc trend. Low bluebush becomes rare or absent in 
what were mixed Gascoyne bluebush-low bluebush 
shrublands. Decline in bluebush densities appears to 
reduce competition for supplies of soil nutrients and 
moisture in the inter-shrub spaces, and increased 
seasonal growth of annuals and ephemerals often 
results. 

Moderately palatable species tcnd to remain at 
fairly constant densities as do any undesirables which 
may have been present when the site was in good 
condition. However, their overall contribution to the 
total plant stand, relative to desirable shrub species, 
Increases. 
. There may be minor erosion in the form scalding, 

nllmg and gullymg or sheeting but generally no 
erosion is present on fair condition sites. 



6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
Poor condition is characterized by a further 

decline in perennial PFC, the development of bare 
areas or presence of accelerated soil erosion and, in 
some cases, a marginal increase in the density of 
undesirable species. 

Gascoyne bluebush densities are reduced 
considerably, commonly to < 400 plants/ha and 
shrubs may show very poor vigour, often being 
grazed back to the unpalatable woody material. 
Sensitive indicators such as warty leaf poverty bush 
and low bluebush have usually disappeared 
altogether. Generally, both species diversity and 
shrub densities are far below their potential and in 
extreme cases perennial species are completely 
absent. 

Scalding and hummocking by wind is common in 
minor or moderate degrees, but water erosion is 
primarily responsible for the more serious cases of 
soil degradation. Moderate to severe gully and sheet 
erosion can develop on sloping areas receiving more 
concentrated flow and sheeting occurs on broader 
areas where little or no channeling takes place. In 
many cases erosion has completely removed the 
crusted but otherwise weakly coherent surface soil 
exposing a clay subsurface which is sealed and poorly 
permeable to water. Run-off rates after rain are very 
high and may exacerbate erosion problems further 
down the slope. 

7. Management 
Bluebush pastures form large areas of high 

potential productive and durable pasture within the 
survey area. Their condition is extremely variable 
throughout, and suitable management practices 
should be employed to meet the circumstances of the 
area being considered. Areas in good condition 
provide well for dry seasons and for breeding stock, 
but require regular monitoring of levels of shrub use 
and consequent adjustments in stocking rates. 

In some areas pastures show little or no evidence of 
use by stock. This is generally because suitable water 
supplies have not been developed or existing waters 
contain high levels of salt and grazing distances are 
restricted. In such situations there is a need to 
develop closely distributed (and/or better quality) 
water supplies to ensure a more even use and avoid 
local degradation. 

Areas in good condition generally produce only 
modest amounts of annuals and are not normally 
susceptible to bushfires. Stands in fair to poor 
condition may support fuel loads sufficient to carry 
fires following unusually wet seasons. Fire protection 
is important because bluebushes are fire sensitive 
and fires will cause high mortality rates and loss of 
seed stores. 

In some areas where Bluebush pastures are well 
supplied by stock watering points or occur as small 
inclusions within less productive pastures, they arc 
somctimes over uscd and degradation has resulted. 
Additional fencing and the exclusion of stock for 
several growing seasons may be required to return 
these pastures to a productive state. However, in 
severe cases where few perennials remain and the 
seed store is negligible, cultivation and reseeding 
techniques may be required, followed by sevcral 
seasons of complete spelling. Complete spelling has 
been reportcd to be highly successful as a 

management response to the recognition of a major 
establishment event by seedling Gascoyne 
bluebushes. Such recrUItments accrue benefits in 
pastoral productivity and range conservation over 
many years. 

Where pastures are in fair to poor condition 
desirable bluebush species should be monitored for 
changes in their density and vigour. Erosion should 
also be monitored; the presence of accelerating 
erosIon bemg a sure sIgn of decllnmg condition. In 
good seasons opportunistic grazing practices should 
be employed to take advantage of other highly 
productlvc annual pastures whIch temporarily 
abound. 

Although the bluebushes considered here are 
extremely long-lived and durable shrubs, once 
removed they have a poor capacity to re-colonize 
because of the poor viability of their seed and the 
infrequent occurrence of climatic conditions 
conducive to seedling establishment. Sound 
management techniques involving strategic fencing 
adequate good quality water supplies and ' 
conservative stocking rates are necessary to ensure 
long term productivity. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 5 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 8 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 16 ha/s.u. 

Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pasture 
type (CBMS) 
1. 
2. 

Area 4,150 km2 (5.6 per cent) 
Distribution and soil types 

Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures arc 
common on the intcrbanks and plains of alluvial 
plain land systems. By far the most extensive occur 
on the Sandal land system,which accounts for over 
half the total area of this pasture type. Smaller, but 
still important areas, occur on the Target. Ella, Spot, 
and Lyons land systems. Less significant areas are 
found on the Bidgemia land system. 

Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures rarely extend 
uniformly over extensive areas. Rather, they 
typically grow in combination with Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures and together these display an 
alternating pattern or mosaic on aerial photographs 
and on the ground with Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
on thc lower plains of the landscape and Acacia 
Sandplain pastures on the higher banks, dunes and 
other sandy units. In northern areas Hard Spinifex 
(HASP) pastures replace the Acacia Sand plain 
pasture type on sandy areas such as the Spot land 
system. 

The soils arc invariably red texture contrast 
varieties with thin sandy or loamy A horizons 
changing abruptly to c1aycy B horizons. A thin 
surface crust which readily separates from the . 
underlying soil is usually present and alkalme soil 
reaction trends are the norm. Sola are deep (> I m) 
and small inclusions of lime, quartz and limestone 
are occasionally present. Surface mantles arc 
generally absent though quartz gravels sometImes 
occur as very sparse surface covers « 1%). 
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3. Physiognomy and composition 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures normally 

occur as moderately close tall (>2 m) shrublands with 
a projected foliar cover (PFC) of 20-30%. Less 
frequently they occur as very scattered to scattered 
low shrublands (PFC <20%) or as very scattered tall 
shrublands (PFC < 10%). 

A rich assemblage of both low and tall shrubs 
characterize these pastures. Currant bush Scaevola 
spinescens, occurring as either a low or tall shrub is 
the most distinctive single species and is locally 
dominant within the stand. 

Other major tall shrubs include curara Acacia 
tetragonophylla, bardie bush A. victoriae, needle bush 
Hakea preissii, minga bush Heterodendrum 
olea~{oliU/n and pebble bush Stylobasium 
spathulatum. Total tall shrub densities are often 
about 300-400 plants/ha. 

Total low shrub densities vary far more widely 
than those of the tall shrubs and may range from 100 
to over 20,000 plants/ha, however they are more 
commonly in the vicinity of 3000 or 4000/ha. 
Widely distributed low shrubs include grey cassia 
Cassia desolata, earlobe saltbush Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, ruby saltbush Enchylaena 
tomentosa, waxy leaf poverty bush Eremophila 
crenulata, flat leaf bluebush Maireana plani{olia, 
felty leaf bluebush M. tomentosa, cotton bush 
Ptilotus obovatus, Gascoyne mulla mulla P.polakii, 
tall saltbush Rhagodia eremaea and flannel bush 
Solanum lasiophyllum. 

Perennial grasses achieve little cover on these 
pastures and are often absent. Of local significance 
are erect wind grass Aristida browniana, buffel grass 
Cenchrus ciliaris and curly windmill grass 
Enteropogon acicularis. 

4. Pastoral value 
Pastures in good or fair condition support a broad 

range of palatable shrub species with excellent 
drought durability and there is an abundance of 
palatable annual species in season. When in good or 
fair condition pastoral value is high and the pastures 
are suitable for grazing on a year-long basis by all 
classes of stock. 

Unfortunately many Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
pastures have been over used in the past with 
consequent loss of desirable species. Drought 
durability is considerably reduced in such 
circumstances although the pastures are still highly 
produclIve in terms of annual species in good 
seasons. 

Dramatic increases in undesirable shrubs such as 
needle bush, waxy leaf poverty bush, grey cassia and 
other Cassia species have occurred in some parts. In 
such cases pastoral value is greatly reduced and is 
well below its potential. 
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5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia sibilans 
Heterodendrum o/eaefolium 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia Jigulata 
Acacia ramulosa 
Acacia scierosperma 
Acacia 5ubtessarogona 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae** 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Eremophila maitlandii 
Eremophila pterocarpa** 
Hakea preissii"* 
Heterodendrum o/aeafolium 
Scaevola spinescens" 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae"" 
Acanthocarpu5 preiss;; 
Atriplex bunburyana* 
Cassia chateiainiana* 
Cassia deso/ala"· 
Cassia helmsii** 
Cassia ofigophylla 
Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum* 
Commicarpus australis 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 

• desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Eremophila latrobei· 
Eremophila leucophylla* 
Eremophila mackinlayi 
Eremophila maculata* 
Eremophila maitlandii 
Eremophila crenufata"* 
Maireana planifo/ia* 
Maireana tomentosa* 
Pti/otus divaricatus 
Ptifotus aft drummondii 
Ptilotus polakir 
Ptilotus obovatus 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Scaevola spinescens* 
So/anum lasiophyllum 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Perennial grasses: 

Aristida browniana 
Cenchrus ciliaris* 
Enteropogon aciculariS* 
Eriachne helmsii 
Monachather paradoxa· 
Stipa elegantissima 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Boerhavia diffusa 
Eragrostis dielsii 
Salsola ka/i 
So/anumsp. 
Zygophyl/um sp. 

6. Condition statements 
6,1 Good to excellent condition 

In good to excellent condition these mixed 
shrublands support an abundance of palatable shrub 
species including: tall cassia, earlobe saltbush, ruby 
saltbush, warty leaf poverty bush, Wilcox bush, flat 
leaf bluebush, felty leaf bluebush, currant bush, 
cotton bush and tall saltbush. The distribution of 
these species is irregular and it wOj.lld be rare for 
them all to be growing on the one site. However, 
when a range of them arc present as healthy 
individuals they indicate good pasture condition. 
The individual densities of such indicators are 
relatively low and rarely exceed 200/ha, but 
combined as a stand they provide large amounts of 
dry season forage. 

Undesirable species occur as elements within 
communities in good condition, but only as scattered 
individuals with densities in the range of 50-500/ha. 

Total shrub densities vary widely on pastures in 
good condition but are often between 3000 and 
5000/ha. PFC may range from 5-50%, but is usually 
between 20 and 25%. 

No erosion is present on pastures in good or 
excellent condition. 

6.2 Fair condition 
Fair condition is indicated by a partial, but 

obvious loss of those palatable species mentioned in 
section 6.1. The most palatable, preferentially 
browsed species such as tall cassia, ruby saltbush and 



warty leaf poverty bush may be present only as large, 
old individuals. Other durable and persistent 
desirable species such as currant bush and tall 
saltbush are usually still widely distributed, but may 
show poor vigour and lack young age class plants. 

Seedlings and young plants of undesirables such as 
needle bush and bardie bush are sometimes 
conspicuous in fair condition stands, especially in 
dry conditions when they are most visible. 

Total shrub densities are commonly in the vicinity 
of 3000/ha. This is a lower figure than that for good 
condition pastures since selective grazing has led to 
the loss of individuals of the very sensitive species. 
PFC may range from < 5-25%, but is commonly 10-
15%. 

In fair condition there is generally no erosion but 
occasionally minor erosion is apparent. 

6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
Pastures in this condition exhibit low species 

diversity and a domination by undesirables. Bardie 
bush, needlc bush, waxy leaf poverty bush, grey 
cassia or silver poverty bush can predominate; other 
undesirables may follow this same trend more 
locally. Palatable species are often absent, dead or 
exist only as occasional heavily browsed relics. 

Dcpending upon which species dominate the site 
and how large the individual shrubs become total 
shrub densities may be higher or lower than when in 
good condition, averaging 2000/ha. PFC ranges from 
about < 5-50% depending on whether or not an 
invasion by undesirables has occurred. Cover levels 
of 20-25% arc common which are similar to those for 
good condition, but cover is afforded by undesirable 
rather than desirable species. 

Erosion is uncommon within these pastures even 
when they are in poor or very poor condition. 
However, minor to moderate water or wind erosion 
occurs locally in the form of an accumulation of 
wind-blown soil around plant bases, or more 
prominent pedestalling, with surface soil loss and 
scalding betwcen shrubs. 

7. Management 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures in good 

condition are very productive both seasonally and 
perennially. Management should aim at maintaining 
desirable species in the stand. This will involve 
monitoring thc density and vigour of indicator 
species and adjusting stocking rates in response to 
positive or negative changes. In some cases it may 
require the installation of additional water supplies 
or extra fencing to distribute grazing more evenly 
within paddocks. 

A large proportion of these pastures are in fair or 
poor condition and management should be aimed at 
returning them to a more productive state. This will 
require careful control of the season, duration and 
intensity of grazing. Paddocks can be stocked to take 
advantage of annual feed, but stock should i:le 
removed early to protect and encourage the recovery 
of desirable perennials. 

On areas where shrub invasion has occurred there 
are, as yet, no practical methods of removing the 
undesirable shrubs other than by expcnsiv,e 

mechanical removal. Fire is a possible tool for shrub 
control and is currently being investigated by the 
Department of Agriculture. However, its use is 
limited through the normally low fuel loads that 
shrub-invaded sites will support. Complete spelling 
for several growing seasons may be needed in order 
to build up sufficient ground fuel supplies to carry a 
fire. That fires will kill many problem shrub species, 
especially when young, is now well-established 
(Hodgkinson and Harrington, 1986). 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 5 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 8 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 16 ha/s.u. 

Heath pasture type (HEAT) 
1. Area 3,780 km2 (5.1%) 
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2. Distribution and soil types 

The Heath (HEAT) pasture type is a broad class of 
complex plant assemblages that are generally 
unsuited to pastoral development and production. It 
is restricted to the winter rainfall dominated extreme 
south-western portion of the area in' the vicinity of 
Shark Bay. Occurring on the sand ridges, plains and 
dunes of six different land systems, it often covers 
extensive areas without inclusions of other pasture 
types, especially on Tamala and Nanga stations. 

The Inscription and Zuytdorp land systems are 
completely dominated by Heath pastures but only 
occupy about 460 km' in total. By far the largest 
extent of Heath pastures is found on the Nanga 
system where they make up 90% of the system and 
occupy roughly 3,140 km'- Heath pastures also 
occupy small areas on the Edel, Peron and 
Cooloomia land systems where they form minor 
associations with Coastal Dune Shrub (CDSH), 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA),and Acacia and Eucalyptus 
Short Grass Forb (AEGF) pastures, respectively. 

Soils are predominantly non-calcareous sands> 1 
m deep and lack surface mantle or inclusions. 
Exceptions occur on the Zuytdorp and Inscription 
land systems where shcet limestone is often 
encountered at depths < I m (sometimes 
outcropping) and mantles and inclusions of 
limestone are common; these soils are usually 
calcareous. Isolated pockets of uniformly medium 
textured soil profiles occur on the low hills of the 
Zuytdorp land system. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Heath pastures occur on vegetation systems of the 

South-Western Botanical Province. They are 
characterized by the distinct absence of Eremaean 
arid zone species and a predominance of species of 
the families Myrtaceae and Proteaceae. The Heath 
pasture type exhibits variable structure and densities 
and extremely diverse floristic composition due to 
many factors including fire and associated 
successional stages, soil depth and the degree of 
shelter afforded by the topography. 



The vegetation formations which occur may bc 
loosely categorized as follows: 
a) Scattercd to closed heath land with all shrubs < I 

m high, on areas whIch have expenenced recent 
fire or on the seaward UOltS of the Zuytdorp and 
Inscription land systems; 

b) Tree heath on the Nanga land system where 
eucalypts (mallee form) and other trees occur in 
isolated clumps or form bands along the sandy 
rises and dune crests above closed lower layers; 

c) Scrub heath, with a scattered shrub layer> 2 m 
above irregularly stratified closed lower layers. 
Projected foliar cover (PFC) ranges from 15 to 
over 75%. 

Widespread tree and mallee species which occur in 
tree heath situations include Ashby's banksia 
Banksia ashbyi, kurrajong Brachychiton gregorii, 
native pine Callitris wlume/laris, mallalie Eucalyptus 
eudesmioides, narrow leaf red mallee E. /oecunda and 
E. oleosa. The mallees E. bew'diana and E.roycei 
occur locally and are endemic to this area. lIIyarrie 
E.ervthrocorvs is common where limestone OCcurS at 
shaliow depih on the Zuytdorp system. 

Important tall shrubs include Acacia rostell!f'era, 
Australian blackthorn Bursaria spinosa, one-sided 
bottlebrush Calothamnus/ormosus, Grevillea 
gordoniana, Hakea stenophylla and false paperbark 
Lamarchca hake!folia. 

The lower strata support the most diverse range of 
low shrubs within the survey area. Some of the more 
common species are umbrella wattle Acacia ligulata, 
native hibiscus Alyogyne pinoniana, Banksia 
lindleyana, Beau/ortia dampieri, star flowers Calytrix 
spp., sheoak Casuarina sp., smoke bush 
Conospermum stoechadis, Grevillea thelemanniana, 
paper bark Melaleuca cardiophylla, Scaevola 
crassifolia and Thryptomene baeckeacea. The sedge
like Ecdeiocolea monostachya and hummock grass 
Pleclrachne danlhonioides often form significant 
stands within the ground stratum, the latter with PFC 
up to 50%. Acanlhocarpus preissii, a low tussocky 
perennial, is widespread on shallow calcareous soils. 

Fire is a naturally occurring phenomenon within 
such highly combustible shrublands, especially in 
western parts. Early successional stages support a 
scattered to moderately close (PFC 10-30%) low 
shrub regrowth from seedlings and fire-adapted 
resprouters. Common species in these situations 
include Anlhocercis lil/orea, native hibiscus Alyogyne 
cuneifimnus, native poplar Codonocarpus 
conlini{olius, fire bush Gvrostemon ramulosus, 
Newcastelia chrysophyllci, Pilyrodia oldfieldii, 
P.cuneala, Grevillea and Hakea spp. There is 
however, no evidence that increasing the frequency 
offires, eithcr by unplanned ignition or prescribed 
burning, achieves any improvement in pastoral value 
from the largely inedible regrowth. 

4. Pastoral value 
There is a general lack of both stock waters and 

palatable plants on Heath pastures and pastoral value 
is very low. 

Some palatable species do occur but their 
distributions are narrow and/or their densities arc 
low. On the low hills of the Zuytdorp land system 
some palatable Eremaean species such as ruby 
saltbush Enchylaena lomentosa and Rhagodia sp. arc 
locally common. Other palatable plants include: fire 
bush, Dampiera spicigera, Lechenaullia linarioides, 
Anlhobolus foveolatus and Ecdeiocolea monoslachva 
which has been reported to be toxic to horses. . 

The palatability of regrowth after fire and the 
ability of these pastures to support annuals in good 
seasons are not clearly understood. However, it 
would appear that these pastures provide very little 
forage for stock and apart from occasional 
opportunistic usc, they arc unsuitable for pastoral 
pursuits. 
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5. Common perennial species 
Trees (or mallees): 

Banksia ashbyi 
Brachychiton gregorii 
Callitris cofumel/aris 
Eucalyptus erythrocorys 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides 
Eucalyptus foecunda 
Eucalyptus obtusiflora 
Eucalyptus 0le05a 
Eucalyptus roycei 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia ligulata 
Acacia rostellifera 
Adenanthos acanthophyl/us 
Alyxia buxifolia 
Banksia ashbyi 
Banksia sceptrum 
Bursaria spinosa 
Calothamnus formosus 
Codonocarpus continifo/ius 
Grevillea gordoniana 
Gyrostemon ramulosus 
Hakea stenophylla 
Lamarchea hakeifolia 
Stylobasium spathalatum 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia acuminata 
Acacia leptospermoides 
Acacia ligulata 
Acanthocarpus preissii 
Alogyne cuneiformas 
Alogyne pinoniana 
Anthobolus foveolatus· 
Anthocercis littorea* 
Banksia lindlayana 

... desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Beaufortia dampieri 
Calothamnus kalbarriensis 
Calytrix species 
Casuarina sp. 
Conospermum stoechadis 
Corchorus sp. 
Dampiera incana 
Dampiera spicigera" 
Dicrosty/is costello; 
Dodonea inaequifo/ia 
Grevillea species 
Grevillea thelemanniana 
Hakea sp. 
Lamarchea hakeifolia 
Lechenauftia linarioides· 
Mela/euca cardiophylla 
Melaleuca oldfieldii 
Newcastelia chrysophyl/a 
Olearia axi/laris 
Petrophile conifera 
Pityrodia cuneata 
Pityrodia oldfieldi; 
Pti/otus divaricatus* 
PtiJotus obovatus· 
Rhagodia sp.'" 
Scaevola spinescens" 
Scaevola tomentosa* 
Thryptomene baeckeacea , 
Perennial grasses: 

Ecdeiocolea monostachya** 
Plectrachne danthonioides 
Stipa elegantissima* 
Triodia sp. 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Brassica toumefortii 
Emex australis 
Haloragis sp. 
Sa/sola kali 

6. Condition statement 
No definitive condition statements can be made 

for Heath pastures. They have not been generally 
developed for grazing and little grazing induced 
pasture degradation or erosion is in evidence. Areas 
denuded by fire are quickly re-colonized and show 
no erosion. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition - 30 ha/s.u. 
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Saltbush pasture type (SALT) 
1. Area 3,500 km2 (4.7%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Saltbush (SALT) pastures occur throughout the 
survcy area and are commonly found on the alluvial 
and flood plain units of the alluvial plain land 
systems, or on the low saline plains of internally or 
poorly draincd systems. The most extensive areas 
arc on the Delta, Snakewood and Sable land systems. 
Important arcas occur on the Foscal, Gearle and 
Warroora land systems and the remaining areas are 
found as pockets throughout several other systems 
including Barrabiddy, Chargoo, Cullawarra and 
Wandagee. 

On the Delta, Foscal, Gearle, Sable, Warroora and 
Yalkalya land systems Saltbush pastures are found in 
close association with Bluebush (BLUE) pastures and 
together account for most of the pasture present. 
Saltbush pastures are also found in association with 
Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures in northern areas on 
the Barrabiddy and Chargoo land systems, Acacia 
Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures on the Snakewood 
and York land systems in southern areas, and Exotic 
Annual (EXAN) pastures on the Cullawarra land 
system peculiar to Tamala station. 

Soils associated with this pasture are 
predominantly full depth (> I m) types with alkaline 
soil reaction trend and have little or no surface 
mantle. Red duplex, gradational, fine or medium 
uniform-textured soils arc the most common in the 
alluvial situation and account for the majority of 
soils found. Occasionally Saltbush pastures arc 
associated with uniform coarse textured soils such as 
on the sand sheets of the Edel and Brown land 
systems. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Saltbush pastures occur most commonly either as 

low « I m) shrub 'steppe' or as an understorey to tall 
(> 2 m) scattered acacia shrublands. Both types have 
projected foliar cover (PFC) of about 15-20% when 
in good condition. They arc otherwise found as very 
scattered shrublands with PFC < I 0% and, on 
severely degraded sites, as open herb-fields with 
negligible cover. In all but the latter situations the 
low shrub layer is clearly the dominant stratum and a 
single A triplex saltbush species will usually dominate 
the stand. 

Four saltbush communities constitute the Saltbush 
pasture type. These communities are: 

• Silver saltbush A triplex hunhurvana 
• Bladder saltbush A. vesica ria 
• Swamp (river) saltbush A. amnicola 
• Marsh saltbush A. paludosa 

The latter two communities have a very restricted 
range (A. amnicola on riverine levees and in drainage 
foci, and A. paludosa locally on saline coastal plains) 
and are not further described here. 

3.1 Silver saltbush community 

When in good condition the silver saltbush 
community occurs as a tall (>2m) scattered 
shrubland with PFC of I 5-20%. The upper stratum is 
dominated by various tall shrubs, but their densities 
rarely exceed 200 plants/ha. Snakewood Acacia 
xiphophyl/a, bardie bush A. victoriae, curara 
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A.telragonophyl/a and minga bush Helerodendrum 
oleaeioliUln are all widely distributed. Needle bush 
fIakea preissii, silver bark wattle A.sc/erosperma, A. 
galeata and minni ritehi A.grasbyi are also frequently 
present. The trees, wait-a-while A. cuspidifolia, 
Gascoyne myall A.sibilans, minga bush, and York 
gum Eucalyplus loxophleba occur locally and their 
recorded densities have always been < 175 plants/ha. 

Areas supporting the silver saltbush community 
arc characterized by a wide range of perennial low 
shrubs. The following species are widely distributed 
within this community; silver saltbush, tall saltbush 
Rhagodia eremaca, grey cassia Cassia desolala, 
earlobe saltbush Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
ragged leaf scaevola Scaevola lomenlosa, felty 
bluebush Maireana tomentosa, flat leaf bluebush M. 
planifolia, ruby saltbush Enchylaena lomenlosa, 
Gaseoyne mulla mulla Ptilotus polakii, and narrow 
leafmulla-mulla P. divaricatus. Cotton bush P. 
obovatus, flannel bush Solanum lasiophyl/um, eurara, 
and currant bush Scaevola spinescens are also 
common elements. Silver saltbush densities are 
typically 3000-4000 plants/ha. However, depending 
on the site situation and condition status, densities 
may range from 50 to at least 8000 plants/ha. 

3.2 Bladder saltbush community 

The bladder saltbush community occurs typically 
on lower-lying, Icss sandy situations than silver 
saltbush. A scattcred low shrubland (PFC 10-15%) 
when in good condition, it may open out to form a 
very scattered low shrubland (PFC 5-10%) with 
declining pasture condition. This community has a 
very sparse upper storey with the foliar cover almost 
entircly in the low shrub layer. Trees and tall shrubs 
may be absent and rarely cxceed 25 plants/ha. The 
diversity of low shrub species is somewhat less than 
that found within the silver saltbush community but 
total low shrub densities are similar. The low shrubs 
bladder saltbush A triplex vesica ria, sage Cratystylis 
subspincscens, flannel bush, felty blucbush, cotton 
bush, tall cassia, tall saltbush, Wilcox bush 
Eremophila leucophylla. samphires Halosarcia spp. 
and frankenias Frankeniq spp. are all widely 
distributcd. Bladder saltbush is commonly found at 
densities greater than 10,000 plants/ha on sites in 
good condition. 

4. Pastoral value 
In good condition, Saltbush pasturcs are 

characterized by a high density of palatable low 
shrubs. Pastoral value is augmented by abundant 
annual herbs and grasses in favorable seasons. Due 
to the high amounts of good quality forage available 
the pastures are suitable for breeding stock and for 
use in drought periods. Hence the pastoral value is 
high. 

Despite their value, large areas of these saline 
pastures remain unused or poorly used, either 
bccause of a lack of good quality stock water, or poor 
water distribution, or both. In these areas the 
pastures remain virtually ungrazed. Conversely, in 
some areas, where stock waters are of good quality, 
overgrazing has resulted in severe degradation and 
pastoral value is far below its potential. 



5. Common perennial species (all 
communities) 
Trees: 
Acacia cuspidifo/ia** 
Acacia galeata 
Acacia sibilans 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia Jigulata 
Acacia ramulosa 
Acacia scferosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae*" 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Eremophila pterocarpa** 
Exocarpos aphyllus 
Hakea preissW* 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Pittosporum phylliraeoides 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia tetragonophyfla 
Atrip/ex amnicola* 
Atriplex bunburyana* 
Atriplex paludosa* 
Atrip/ex vesicaria* 
Cassia chatelaineana* 
Cassia desolata 
Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum* 
Cratystylis subspinescens· 
Enchylaena tomentosa" 
Eremophila leucophylla* 

.. desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Frankenia sp. 
Hakea preissii"* 
Maireana p/anifo/ia* 
Maireana p/atycarpa* 
Maireana po/ypterygia* 
Maireana tomentosa* 
Pti/otus aft. drummondii 
Pti/otus obovatus 
Rhagodia eremaea 
Scaevo/a spinescens* 
Scaevo/a tomentosa* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Solanum orbiculatum** 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Perennial grasses: 

Aristida browniana 
Cenchrus ciliaris· 
Stipa elegantissima* 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atriplex inflata 
Atriplex semilunaris 
AtripJex spongiosa 
Danthonia caespitosa 
Dissocarpus paradoxa 
Maireana carnosa 
Ptilotus exaltatus 
Salsola kali 
Zygophyllum sp. 

6. Condition statements 
6.1 Silver saltbush community 
6.1.1 Good to excellent condition 

The abundance and vigour of silver saltbush is the 
most useful indicator of condition. In good to 
excellent condition silver saltbush dominates the 
stand with densities in the order of 3,000-8,000 
plants/ha. The low shrubs ruby saltbush, felty 
bluebush, ragged leaf scaevola, Gascoyne bluebush 
and flat leaf bluebush are also indicators of good 
condition. However, they all have patchy 
distributions and their absences do not necessarily 
imply poorer condition. 

The shrubs cotton bush, tall saltbush and flannel 
bush are commonly present at densities of about 500-
1000 plants/ha and the undesirables wait-a-while, 
tomato bush, bardie bush and needle bush may be 
present, but at very low densities. 

Generally, when this community is in good 
condition there is no erosion. 

6.1.2 Fair condition 
Fair condition is indicated by a decline in the 

density and vigour of silver saltbush. Densities of 
silver saltbush are typically 1000-2000 plants/ha with 
some plants being severely grazed back to 
unpalatable woody material. The other palatable 
indicator species mentioned in section 6.1.1, may 
still be present, but only in small numbers. Cotton 
bush may increase its proportion of the stand in these 
situations as the more palatable shrubs disappear. 
The undesirable shrubs do not tend to increase their 
density very much and may still be present at very 
low densities. 

Soil erosion is usually absent but occasionally 
minor wind erosion occurs. 
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6.1.3 Poor to very poor condition 
Silver saltbush densities are low, very low or zero 

and other desirable shrubs are scarce or absent. PFC 
is reduced to below 10% and the total amount of 
perennial forage is severely reduced. In extreme 
situations PFC may be below 2.5% and saltbush 
shrubs may occur only as occasional remnants. 
Elsewhere, degraded sites have been invaded by 
undesirable shrubs such as prickly acacia, needle 
bush and silver poverty bush Eremophila plerocarpa. 

Minor and moderate wind erosion, in the form of 
large scalds and hummocking, and water erosion as 
rilling, gullying or sheeting is common. 

6.2 Bladder saltbush community 
6.2.1 Good to excellent condition 

Bladder saltbush clearly dominates the stand and 
occurs at densities of up to 25,000 plants/ha, 
averaging about 8000/ha. It is itself the most useful 
desirable indicator species. Other desIrables such as 
tall cassia, sage, Wilcox bush and various bluebushes 
are usually present. 

The undesirables bardie bush, needle bush, wait-a
while and silver poverty bush may be present in the 
sparse upper stratum. There is little or no erosion. 

6.2.2 Fair condition 
In fair condition bladder saltbush densities are 

usually within the range 4000-5000 plants/ha, a .. 
marked decline from levels found on good condItIOn 
sites. Other palatable low shrubs will normally be 
present, but only at low densities. 

Minor to moderate soil erosion is often present on 
pastures in this condition. 

6.2.3 Poor to very poor condition 
In poor to very poor condition bladder saltbush 

densities are within the range ofa few to 2000 
plants/ha. Other desirable species are rarely present 
and the range of perennial species found on these 
sites is usually narrow. PFC is correspondingly low 
(5-10%). 

Bladder saltbush communities tn this condition 
often appear as a mosaic of vegetation remnants 
more or less surrounded by bare scalded soil. The 
vegetation clumps are slightly elevated due to both 
the deflation of surrounding soils, through wind and 
water erosion, and the local re-deposition of these 
soils. Moderate erosion in the form of scalding, 
hummocking, gullying and sheeting is usually in 
evidence. 

7. Management 
Saltbush pastures are sensitive to use and the soils 

will usually erode ifnot managed correctly. In some 
cases, especially on sites with duplex soils, 
degradation has occurred and the saltbush shrubs 
exist only in remnant patches. These areas will 
require protection from grazing for a number of 
seasons and, in extreme cases, may require 
cultivation treatments and seeding. 

Some large areas of Saltbush pastures are not fully 
used because of the absence of good quality stock 
waters. The provision of additional supplies either 
by piping from existing good quality supplies, 
desalination of existing supplies or surface storages 
are options which need to be considered in 
management planning for optimal use of such areas. 
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Saltbush is more sensitive to the effects of grazing 
and management than other chenopod shrubs, such 
as the bluebushes, and complete control of the 
numbers of livestock and season of use are necessary 
if saltbush stands are to be maintained or revitalised. 
Where large areas of saltbush exist they should be 
separately paddocked, without other pasture types, to 
simplify management. 

Saltbush pastures should be monitored for changes 
in the density and vigour of the component saltbush 
species and for active soil erosion. In the case of an 
adverse change, stocking rates should be adjusted 
and seasonal spelling should be implemented to allow 
invigoration and seedling development of desirable 
species. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 5 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 
Poor to very poor condition 

8 ha/s.u. 
16 ha/s.u. 

Acacia Mixed Shrub pasture type 
(ACMS) 
1. Area 3,200 km2 (4.3%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

This pasture type occurs widely throughout the 
survey area forming significant portions of 13 land 
systems. The most extensive areas are formed on 
plains oflow relief with underlying or outcropping 
limestone such as on thc Toolonga and Trealla land 
systems. Important areas are also found on the 
Donovan, Mary, Tarcumba and Yaringa land 
systems while minor areas occur on several other 
systems including Learmonth, Snakewood and 
Tamala. 

Soils associated with this pasture type are 
calcareous, of variable depth and usually have 
outcropping limestone or a calcrete surface mantle. 
Surface mantles of quartz or radiolarite are common 
in northern parts of the survey area. Outcropping 
parent material and mantle may account for up to 
50% of soil surface area with fragment size ranging 
up to 25 cm in diameter. A broad range of soil 
textures are found including uniform-textured soils 
(sands to clays), calcareous gradational soils and red 
duplex soils. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures occur nearly 

always, as tall (> 2 m) shrublands with total projected 
foliar cover (PFC) of about 20-25% but this may 
range from 2 to > 50% dcpending on condition and 
site situation. Occasionally the form varies and it is 
found as a low « 2 m) scattered shrubland with PFC 
ranging from 5-20%. 

The upper storey is dominated by a wide rangc of 
tall shrubs with Acacia being the most widesprcad 
genus. Wanyu Acacia ramu/osa, silver bark wattle 
A.sc/erosperma, curara A. tetragonophylla, Hamelin 
wattle A.drepanophylla and bardie bush A. victoriae 
are the most common acacias. The tall shrubs, 
broom bush Exocarpos aphvllus and minga bush 
Heterodendrum oleaefoliUln are also common in this 
stratum. The average density of the tall shrubs is 
about 350 plants/ha, however actual densities range 
widely. 

The tree component of the upper storey is generally 
minor and commonly absent. Species diversity is 
correspondingly low with the most widcspread low 
trees being minga bush, mulga Acacia aneura, and 
sandalwood Santalum spicatum. 

The variety of species within the lower strata of 
this pasture type is very high with over 50 species of 
low shrubs and perennial grasses present. Cotton 
bush Ptilotus obovatus is by far the most common low 
shrub; its density has been mcasured at up to 8000 
plants/ha and it occurs throughout the distribution of 
this pasture type at all condition levels. Other 
widespread low shrubs are ruby saltbush Enchylaena 
tomentosa, Wilcox bush Eremophila leucophylla, flat 
leaf bluebush Maireana plan!folia, tall saltbush 
Rhagodia eremaea, flannel bush Solanum 
lasiophyllum, crinkle leaf cassia Cassia helmsii, grey 
cassia C. desolata, tall cassia C. chatelainiana, 
carlobe saltbush Chenopodium gaudichaudianum, 
ragged leaf scaevola Scaevola tomentosa and felty 
leaf bluebush Maireana tomentosa. Perennial grasses 
form only a minor component and are sparsely 
distributed. The introduced species buffel grass 
Cenchrus ciliaris has successfully colonized some 
areas, notably on parts of the Mary and Donovan 
land systems, where it forms stands with up to 0.5% 
basal cover. Other perennial grasses such as ribbon 
grass Chrysopogon/allax, feather spear grass Stipa 
elegantissima and spinifex Triodia spp. are all very 
sparse. Spinifex only occurs in northern parts where 
its ground cover is usually < 10%. 

4. Pastoral value 
Because of the wide range of palatable low shrubs, 

this pasture type is of high pastoral value. When in 
good condition the pastures are highly productive, 
drought durable and capable of carrying breeding 
stock. Pastoral value is augmented by numerous 
annual forbs and grasses in good seasons. Pastures 
are completely accessible to stock due to the gentle 
topography of the associated landforms. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia drepanophylla 
Acacia galeata 
Acacia pruinocarpa 
Eremophila oldfieldii 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Santa/urn lancea/atum 
Santa/urn spicatum 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia drepanophylla 
Acacia grasbyi 
Acacia ligulata 
Acacia ramufosa 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae** 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Eremophifa maitlandii 
Eremophifa crenulata 
Erem<?phifa pterocarpa 
Exocarpos aphy/fus 
Hakea preissi; 
Heterodendrum o/eaefolium 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia tetragonophylla 
Cassia chatelainiana* 
Cassia deso/ata 
Cassia he/msii 
* desirable indicator species. 

Chenopodium gaudichaudianum 
/' Enchy/aena tomentosa* 

Eremophifa latrobei* 
Eremophila leucophylla* 
Heterodendrum o/eaefolium 
Maireana p/anifolia* 
Maireana tomentosa* 
Ptifotus divaricatus 
Pti/otus obovatus 
Pti/otus schwartzii 
Rhagodia eremaea 
Rhagodia sp. 
Scaevo/a spinescens* 
Scaevo/a tomentosa* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Solanum orbicufatum** 
Tribu/us platypterus* 

Perennial grasses: 
Cenchrus cifiaris 
Stipa e/egantissima* 
Triodia pungens 
Triodia spp. 

Annuals, ephemerals and 
biennials: 

Aristida contorta 
Boerhavia diffusa 
Danthonia caespitosa 
Enneapogon sp. * 
Maireana carnosa 
Sa/sola kafi 
Sclerolaena spp. 

*- undesirable indicator species. 
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6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

In this condition the pastures contain a wide range 
of perennial shrubs of high forage value. Desirables 
such as Wilcox bush (a highly palatable form), ruby 
saltbush and felty leaf bluebush occur in relatively 
high densities and are indicators of good pasture 
condition. In southern areas on the Toolonga and 
Tarcumba land systems, tall cassia, ragged leaf 
scaevola, tall saltbush, corky-bark kallstroemia 
Tribulus platvpterus and warty leaf poverty bush 
Eremophila iatrobei can be included as additional 
indicators of good pasture condition. 

The hardy perennial cotton bush is normally 
present, but is not a sensitive indicator as it usually 
remains common even when pastures are in fair or 
poor condition. 

Species growing as undesirables on other pasture 
types are often present, but only at low densities. 
They include bardie bush, grey cassia, waxy leaf 
poverty bush Eremophila crenulata, silver poverty 
bush E. pterocarpa, needle bush Hakea preissii and 
tomato bush Solanum orbiculatum. 

This pasturc type is not prone to erosion. 

6.2 Fair condition 
In fair condition the majority of the desirable low 

shrubs, including all the indicators previously 
mentioned, will still be present but at reduced 
densities. Less palatable species such as cotton bush 
and flannel bush increase their proportion of the 
stand and sometimes become dominant. 

In some situations undesirable species such as 
bardie bush and tomato bush may increase, but in 
general, declining condition is not accompanied by 
major increases of undesirable species. 

There is no erosion. 

6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
The range of species and their densities are 

markedly reduced from those levels found in good or 
fair condition. The range of low shrubs is frequently 
reduced to 50% or less and PFC generally declines to 
about 10-15%. Desirable indicator species are absent 
or only very sparsely distributed and frequently show 
detrimcntally high levels of use or poor vigour. 

Poor pasture condition is frequently encountered 
near heavily used watering points and is often made 
conspicuous by the occurrcnce of moderately thick 
stands of tomato bush. Otherwise, poor condition is 
simply indicatcd by a loss of desirables and a lower 
overall PFC rathcr than by marked increases in the 
densitics of undesirables. Unpalatable species such 
as grey cassia, crinkle leaf cassia and tomato bush 
predominate in the low shrub stand. 

Even whcn in poor to very poor condition the soil 
surfaces rarely become croded. Pastoral value is 
decreascd to a moderate to low level but thc 
moderately palatable species cotton bush, tall 
saltbush, and flannel bush still provide some forage. 

7. Management 
Condition ofthesc pastures is variable, some 

cxtensive parts show considcrable depletion of 
desirable shrubs, elsewhere condition is good. Therc 
is no significant erosion. The pasture type is 
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valuable, drought tolerant and potentially capable of 
carrying quite high numbers of stock, given that 
responsive managcment practises are used. 

In good to excellent or fair condition, pastures may 
be grazed on a year-long basis although regular 
grazing deferral may prove more effective. Attention 
should be paid to the level of grazing on the desirable 
perennial indicators i.e. if they are becoming sparse 
or severely eaten back to the woody material a 
reduction in stocking rate is indicated. 

Pastures in poor to very poor condition should be 
spelled after major rains to allow for recovery of the 
remaining desirable shrubs and seedling 
establishment. Ideally spelling should be over the 
full length of the growing season for maximum 
benefit. 

Since control of stocking rates and period of usc 
are the necessary management practises, adequate 
fencing and watering points are essential. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 5 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 10 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 16 ha/s.u. 

Stony Chenopod pasture type (STCH) 
1. 
2. 

Area 3,000 km2 (4.0%) 
Distribution and soil types 

Stony Chenopod (STCH) pastures occur on 
tributary plain land systems and more elevated plains 
systems where they occupy the more saline portions 
offootslopes, stony plains, alluvial plains and stony 
interfluves in the north-east of the survey area. They 
grow widely on the limba and Durlacher land 
systems and form small areas on several other land 
systems including Mantle, O'Brien, Phillips, 
Sandiman, Winning and Yinnietharra. 

Stony Chenopod pastures frequently grow in a 
mosaic with Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) and 
Stony Short Grass Forb (SSG F) pastures on many 
land systems; the latter pastures occupying less saline 
areas or land units. Associations of the broad Stony 
Chenopod type are also found alongside Bluebush 
(BLUE), Saltbush (SALT) and Acacia Creek-line 
(ACCR) pastures. 

Red, texture-contrast soils predominate and their 
sandy or loamy topsoils are usually non hard-setting. 
Sola are < I m deep except on limba land system 
where they are usually full depth (> 1 m) with deep 
clayey B horizons grading into weathering 
sedimentary rock. Moderatc 10 heavy surtacc 
mantles (10- > 50% covcr) 01 quartz or mixed rock 
fragmcnts to 75 mm in diamctcr arc nearly always 
present. Soil reaction trends are neutral to alkaline 
and inclusions of quartz within Ihe solum arc 
common. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
This pasture type occurs most commonly as a very 

scattered tall (> 2 m) or low « 2 m) shrubland with 
projected foliar cover (PFC) of 5-1 0%. Occasionally 
PFC may reach 20%, however, covcr levels are 
strongly influenced by the position of the site within 
the landscape as this influences water relationships 
and soil depth. 
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The upper stratum is generally sparse. Wait-a
while Acacia cusPld(foita IS usually the only tree and 
is rarely present at densities higher than 200/ha. Tall 
shrubs usually form the upper stratum and are more 
abundant than trees. Snakewood A. xiphophylla and 
bardie bush A. vic/oriae occur widely and othcr 
acacias such as A, cuthber/sonii; spreading gidgee 
A.sub/essarogona, and curara A. /etragonophylla are 
occasionally present. Total tall shrub densities vary 
from 25-275/ha. 

The ground storey supports a divcrse range of 
perennial shrubs, many of which are halophytic. 
They include three-wInged bluebush Matreana 
trip/era, grcy cassia Cassia desoiata, ruby saltbush 
Enchviaena /omentosa, royal poverty bush 
Eren10phiia cuneifolia, Gascoyne bluebush Maireana 
poivp/erygia, Gascoyne mulla mulla Ptilo/us poiakii, 
tali saltbush Rhagodia eremaca and currant bush 
Scaevoia spinescens. 

Total low shrub densities are commonly in the 
vicinity of 2500/ha with the shrubs often in patches 
and clumps. Low shrubs are frequently concentrated 
underneath the occasional trees and large shrubs and 
are relatively sparse in the stony intervening areas. 

The only common perennial grass is curly windmill 
grass Enteropogon acicuiaris; but it is very sparse 
(basal cover up to 0.1 %) and contributes little to the 
total forage resource. 

4. Pastoral value 
These pastures are of moderate pastoral value. 

The amount of available forage is low when 
comparcd to highly productive pasture types such as 
Saltbush and Bluebush. However, after good rains, 
pastoral value is tcmporarily increascd by the flush of 
growth from annual species. 

As noted above Stony Chenopod pastures are 
usually found in association with Stony Short Grass 
Forb and Acacia Short Grass Forb pastures. 
Together these pasture types cover extensive areas 
and can cover whole paddocks. Stony Chenopod 
pastures support more useful shrubs, are more 
productive than the othcr two pasture types and are 
preferentially grazcd. They are widely degraded and 
pastoral value is often well below potential. In other 
locations, where stock water has not been provided, 
they are under used. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia cuspidifofia"· 

Tall shrubs 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia cuthbertsonii 
Acacia subtessarogona 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae" 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia xiphophylla 
Cassia desolata*· 
Cassia hamersfeyensis· 
Cassia helmsii 
Cassia luerssenii 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 

• desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Eremophila latrobei" 
Maireana planifofia" 
Maireana polypterygia* 
Maireana tomentosa* 
Maireana triptera 
Ptilotus polaki,.. 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Scaevola spinescens* 

Perennial Grasses: 

Enteropogon aeicu/aris 
Eragrostis xerophila 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atriplex inflata 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Dissocarpus paradoxus 
Lawrencia sp. 
Ptilotus exaltatus 
Sa/sola kali 
Sclerolaena sp. 

6. Condition statements 
6,1 Good to excellent condition 

The presence of a number of desirable low shrubs 
concentrated around thc bases oflarger shrubs and 
trees, such as snakewood and wait-a-while and 
persisting elsewhere is indicative of good condition. 
The low shrubs ruby saltbush, warty leaf poverty 
bush, Gascoyne bluebush and tall saltbush are 
common dcsirable indicator species. Others of a 
more local distribution include flat leaf bluebush 
Maireana pianifolia, felty leaf bluebush M. 
tomen/osa and currant bush. 

Bardie bush and wait-a-while are often present at 
very low densities. They are both potential increaser 
species and are classed as undesirable. 

Although the soils are mainly duplex varieties 
which are elsewhere inherently erodible, the degree of 
protection afforded by the heavy stony mantles (a 
feature of this pasture type) is usually sufficient to 
prevent erosion. 

6,2 Fair condition 
Fair condition sites show an obvious loss of 

dcsirable species. Desirable species may only be 
occasionally present on open areas, but arc still 
reasonably common under the larger shrubs. 
Sensitive indicators such as ruby saltbush and warty 
leaf poverty bush occur only as old, heavily used, 
individuals. On some sites, less palatable species 
such as three-winged bluebush and royal poverty 
bush may increase their dominance in the stand. 

The undesirables bardie bush, wait-a-while and 
grey cassia may occur morc frequently as seedlings 
and young age class plants and marginally increase 
their contribution to the overall plant stand. 

There is invariably no accelcrated soil erosion. 

6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
The trend of declining cover and density of 

desirable low shrubs is continued with a change from 
fair to poor condition. ~sirable indicators are oftcn 
absent or may exist only as moribund relics. Thc Icss 
palatable browse species such as three-winged 
bluebush Maireana trip/era may show use and 
reduced densities. The undesirables grey cassia and 
bardie bush often continue to increase their 
proportion of the stand but only rarely become 
moderately dense. 

In general, the total PFe remains fairly constant 
with a decline to poor condition. The removal of 
desirables may not drastically reduce foliar covcr as 
many grow beneath the crowns of taller shrubs which 
have remained intact. Minor increases in the density 
and size of undesirables will also havc a 
compensating effect. 

There is no erosion. 
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7. Management 
Management should be aimcd at maintaining the 

productivity and vigour of the dcsirable low shrubs. 
It is important that Stony Chenopod pastures are 
often small productive inclusions within other less 
productive and less attractive pastures and that they 
may be preferentially grazed. In these circumstances 



it is impossible to fence the Stony Chenopod pastures 
as separate entities. The effects of grazmg on thc 
preferred pasture needs to be carefully monitored. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition - 12 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 20 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition - 30 ha/s.u. 

Stony Short Grass Forb pasture type 
(SSGF) 
1. Area 2,300 km2 (3.1%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Stony Short Grass Forb (SSG F) pastures occur on 
the more elevated and hilly land systems in the north 
to north-eastern parts of the survey area. They occur 
on the summits, plateaux and upper stony plain units 
of the landscape, but account for only a small 
proportion of the total survey area. The largest areas 
in which these pastures predominate are the 
Agamemnon and Phillips land systems. Smaller but 
significant areas are found on Billy, Channel, James, 
Thomas, Two Hills and Mantle land systems. Minor 
areas are found on several others including Collier 
and Glenburg land systems. 

Stony Short Grass Forb pastures are invariably 
associated with Stony Chenopod (STCH), Acacia 
Short Grass Forb (ASGF) or Acacia Creek-line 
(ACCR) pastures. 

The soils are usually shallow « 50 cm) red 
lithosols with sandy or loamy textures throughout 
their profiles. Soil reaction trend is slightly acid to 
neutral and inclusions of parent material are 
common within the solum. Surface mantles are a 
feature of this pasture type and fragments of quartz, 
mixed or gneissic material often provide a heavy 
cover (> 50%). Uniformly fine-textured and texture
contrast soils also occur but are of much less 
significance. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Stony Short Grass Forb pastures occur mostly as 

very scattered or scattered low « 2 m) shrublands 
with projected foliar cover (PFC) ranging from 2-
15%. As such, upper strata are very sparse, if not 
absent. Trees occur rarely and sparse tall shrubs 
mclude several Acacia spp. such as mulga Acacia 
aneura, A. cuthbertsonii and curara A. 
letragonophv//a. Low shrubs form the dominant 
layer, although thcy are relatively sparse and contain 
fewer desirable species when compared with the 
similar, and often adjacent, Acacia Short Grass Forb 
pastures. Common low shrubs include grey cassia 
Cassia desolala, crinkle leaf cassia C. helmsii, royal 
poverty bush Eremophila cuneifolia, cotton bush 
Plilotus obovatus and flannel bush Solanum 
lasiophy//um. 

Pastures also occur as tall (> 2 m) scattered (PFC 
10-20%) shrublands in restricted areas where mulga 
and curara are often the dominant tall shrubs. Apart 
from the dominance of tall shrubs, other features of 
the vegetation are the same as in the low shrubland 
situation, since site potential is similarly very low. 
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Perennial grasses are generally absent and do not 
form an important component on this pasture type. 
However, those which sometimes occur with very 
low basal cover are: buffel grass Cenchrus ciliarus, 
curly windmill grass Enleropogon acicularis and buck 
wanderrie grass Eriachne helmsii. 

After good seasonal rains annual species provide 
considerable cover and become a very important 
consideration when planning management strategies. 
Wind grass Arislida conlorla is by far the most 
common and important species in this respect, but 
others include tall mulla mulla Plilolus exallalus and 
roly-poly Salsola kali. 

4. Pastoral value 
Rugged terrain and lack of water have rendered 

some parts of these pastures inaccessible to stock. 
However, most parts are accessible, but overall 
potential and pastoral value is very low. 

Poor water relations (h igh run-off) and shallow 
soils have limited the establishment of the perennial 
vegetation. Palatable perennials are scarce and 
drought durability of the pastures is low. As a 
consequence, pastures are barely suitable for carrying 
stock on a year-long basis unless other, more 
productive pastures, (such as Stony Chenopod) form 
a reasonable proportion of the paddock in question. 

Pastoral value is increased however, by the flush of 
annual species after good seasonal rains. During 
such times pastures are capable of carrying many 
more stock for the short period that green feed is 
abundant. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia cuspidifolia** 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia cuthbertsoni; 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae"· 
Hakea preissii*" 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia cuthbertsonii 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae** 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia helmsii 
Cassia luerssenii 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 
• desirable indicator species 
** undesirable indicator species 

Eremophila fraser; 
Eremophila freelingii 
Eremophila latrobel" 
Eremophila macmillaniana 
Pi/otus obovatus" 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Scaevola spinescens· 
Sida physocalyx 
Soianuflilasiophyllum 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ci/iaris 
Enteropogon Be;cu/aris 
Eriachne helmsii 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Ptilotus exaltatus 
Sa/sola kali 
Solanumsp. 

6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

In good condition total low shrub densities are 
commonly around 1500/ha but may vary between 
600 and 4000/ha according to site potential. Species 
of marginal palatability usually predominate in the 
stand with grey cassia, crinkle leaf cassia, royal 
poverty bush and flannel bush occuring widely, often 
at densities of about 400 plants/t(a. Similar species 
of a more local importance includ.e Cassia luerssenii 
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and silver cassia C.pruinosa and thesc species may 
occur at densitics up to 400 and 900/ha, respectively. 
Bardie bush Acacia victoriae, wait-a-while 
A.cuspidi(olia and needle bush Hakea preissii may 
occur at densities below 50 plants/ha. 

As with most pasture types, the density and vigour 
of palatable perennial shrubs indicates condition 
status. Such species are generally sparsely distributed 
on this pasture type. Cotton bush is the major 
species in this category, however, warty leaf poverty 
bush Eremophila latrob{'i, ruby saltbush Enchylaena 
tomentosa, George's bluebush Maireana georgei, tall 
saltbush Rhagodia eremaea and currant bush 
Scaevola spinescens are all important locally. The 
presence of any of these species as healthy robust 
individuals, reflects good condition. 

As a heavy stony mantle is usually present this 
affords a high degree of protection to the underlying 
soil and erosion is uncommon. 

6.2 Fair condition 
In fair condition various cassias and poverty 

bushes have an obvious dominance within the stand, 
although this is also the case in many good condition 
stands. The major distinction from good condition 
sites is an over use of any dcsirable species to such an 
extent that their densities have been reduced, or they 
exist only as overgrazed and moribund individuals. 
There is no erosion. 

6.3 Poor to very poor conditions 
In poor condition even the marginally palatable 

species show marked use by stock and also a declinc 
in density. Desirable species are absent or exist only 
as occasional relic individuals. Pastures are 
characterized by bare stony ground with only a few 
individual shrubs remaining. 

Erosion is usually absent but moderate water 
erosion in the form of rilling or gullying may occur 
on sites with little or no surface mantle. 

7. Management 
Stony Short Grass Forb pastures offer sparse 

grazing at very low stocking rates. In areas where 
sufficient water is available to ensure even grazing 
pressure, stock can be run on a year-long basis at the 
recommended rates. In most areas this is not the 
case and additional supplies are desirable. 

It is generally recommended that a given 'pasture 
type' should be fenced separately from other pastures 
to aid in management and, if possible, this pasture 
type is no exception. However, on several of the land 
systems on which Stony Short Grass Forb pastures 
occur, small inclusions of Acacia Creek-line 
(occuring on drainage tracts or groves) or larger 
inclusions of Stony chenopod pastures makc separate 
fcncing impractical. Thesc latter pastures support a 
more useful range of shrubs and are favoured by 
stock. It is the dcnsity and vigour of dcsirable species 
within these more productive pastures which should 
be monitored for condition changes. 

Opportunistic use should be made of Stony Short 
Grass Forb pastures in good seasons when there will 
be an abundance of wind grass and other annuals. 

During these times stocking rates can bc increased 
markedly and better quality pastures may be spelled 
during the period when rejuvenation of shrubs will be 
at a maximum. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum) 
Good to excellent condition 25 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 30 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 50 ha/s.u. 

Coastal Dune Shrub pasture type 
(CDSH) 
1. Area 1,900 km2 (2.6%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) pastures are 
restricted to two coastal areas within the survey area, 
the first being north of the Gascoyne Rivcr along the 
entire coastal strip to Ningaloo station and the 
second on the peninsulas and islands of Shark Bay. 
They occur on six diffcrentland systems, in all cases 
on dunes, swales or sand sheet units. 

Coastal Dune Shrub pastures occur on the Coast, 
Edel, Lyell, Coquina, Littoral and Taillefer land 
systems. They are the only pasture type of the Coast 
land system and the predominant pasturc type on the 
Edel system where they occur in association with 
Heath (HEAT) pastures; together these two systems 
account for over 90% of this pasture's total area. On 
the Lyell, Coquina and Littoral systems associations 
intergrade with Saltbush (SALT) pastures, 
unvegetated beach-shell ridges, Samphire (SAMP) 
pastures and bare mud flats, respectively. Coastal 
Dune Shrub pastures occur as minor inclusions 
within Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures on the 
Taillefer land system. 
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The soils are charactcristically full depth (> I m) 
yellow to reddish-brown calcareous sands. 
Limestone, lime concretions and shell grit (on the 
Littoral land system) are "ommon inclusions within 
profiles. Surface mantles of calcrete and limestone 
are common, especially on stony rises of the Edel 
land system where the diameter of surface material 
may be > 60 cm and may provide a cover of up to 
50%. Areas of shallow soils « I m) occur on the Edel 
land system and parts of the Coast system, where the 
underlying limestone is close to the surface. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
Coastal Dune Shrub pastures occur mostly as low 

« 2 m) shrublands with extremely variablc projected 
foliar cover (PFC). PFC varics from 2- > 50% 
depending on fire history, range condition, site 
situation and the amount of surface mantle. 

Toward the southern extremities of Shark Bay the 
vegetation of the Coast land system may occur with 
an exceptionally high PFC (> 50%). This is mainly 
due to the transitional nature of the vegetation in this 
area where an increasc is noticcablc in the numbers 
of heath species, typical of the South-Western 
Botanical Province (Beard 1976), such as star flower 
Calytrix spp., Scholtzia spp. and Th,:vptomene 
baeckeacea. 



On the Coquina, Edel and Lyell land systems tall 
shrubs sometimes become more dominant and 
pastures take the form of tall shrublands (> 2 m). 
However, tall shrubs arc usually sparsely distributed 
and species seldom occur at densities over 100/ha. 
Those that do include Acacia bivenosa, coastal jam 
A.coriacea, A.iigulata, A. rostellifera, sandplain 
poverty bush Eremophila maitlandii, minga bush 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium, and desert willow 
Pittosporum phylliraeoides. Total tall shrub densities 
rarely exceed 200 shrubs/ha. 

The lower stratum is dominated by low shrubs 
with over 30 species recorded. These include star 
flower (occuring at up to 9000/ha), frankenia 
Frankenia spp. (up to 4S0/ha); flat leaf bluebush 
Maireana planifolia, cotton bush Ptilotus obovatus, 
tall saltbush Rhagodia eremaea, R. latifolia, 
R.preissii, currant bush Scaevola spinescens and 
Threlke/dia difTusa. Species occurring at relatively 
high densities and of local importance arc Pimelea 
spp. (up to SSOO/ha), Dipteracanthus corynothecus 
(up to SOOO/ha), Zygophyllum spp. (up to 3000/ha) 
and Diplolaena grandiflora (up to 2S00/ha). Total 
low shrub densities exceed 10,000 shrubs/ha in 
favourable situations but are more commonly in the 
vicinity of SOOO/ha. 

Perennial grasses are generally sparsely distributed 
within the ground storey and offer little cover. They 
include Aristida browniana, buffel grass Cenchrus 
ciliaris, Danthonia caespitosa, feather spear grass 
Stipa e/egantissima, Paspalidium tabulalum and 
coastal spinifex Spinifex longifolius; the latter is 
restricted to beaches and foredunes. 

In areas where severe wind erosion has occurred 
the composition of these pastures has changed 
markedly. On isolated areas of the Coast land system 
blowouts and other deflation processes have stripped 
several metres of soil exposing the underlying 
limestone pavement. On the actively eroding parts of 
these blowouts, barchanoid dunes and other mobile 
sand accretions are prominent, gradually changing to 
areas of residual hummocks and stripped surfaces 
with limestone gravels and stones on the deflated 
areas toward the prevailing wind. In the latter areas 
some stabilization is occurring and common pioneer 
species include Acacia bivenosa, A.ligulata, 
Frankenia paucif/ora, Scaevola crassifolia, 
Trichodesma zeylanicum and Swainsona pterostylis. 

4. Pastoral value 
Coastal Dune Shrub pastures support many 

palatable perennial species and in good seasons feed 
is augmented by an abundance of annual species of 
hIgh forage value. Pastures are drought resistant and 
suitable for carrying stock on a year-long basis, 
provided stocking rates are conservative and the 
siting of fences and watering points does not tend to 
concentrate stock on dunes or coastal sites. Overall 
pastoral value is high. 

Generally pasture condition is fair or good and 
most erosion is on the Coast land system. On 
western parts of this system localized pasture 
degradation as a result of fire, overgrazing around 
watering points or along east-west fencelines and 
possibly other disturbances, coupled with strong 
prevailing southerly winds, have resulted in massive 
blowouts. 
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S. Common perennial species 
Tall shrubs: 

Acacia bivenosa 
Acacia coriacea 
Acacia ligulata 
Acacia ramu/osa 
Acacia rostellitera 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia xanthina 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Eremophila maitlandii 
Stylobasium spathu/atum 

Low Shrubs: 

Acacia ligulata 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acanthocarpus preissli 
Angianthus cunninghamii 
Atriplex bunburyana* 
Ca/ytrix sp. 
Cassia helms;; 
Dip/o/aena grandiflora 
Dipteracanthus 
corynothecus * 
Dodonaea inaequifolia 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila leucophyJJa* 
Exocarpos aphy/Jus 
Exocarpos sparteus 
Frankenia sp. 
Hetrodendr,.fi J o/eaeto/um 
Maireana pI ,nifolia* 
Pimelea microcephala 
Pityrodia !':p. 
Pti/otus dlvaricatus* 
Ptilotus obovatus 
* desirable indicator species. 
** undesirable indicator species. 

Rhagodia eremaea 
Rhagodia latifoJia* 
Rhagodia preissii" 
ScaevoJa crassifolia 
Scaevola spinescens· 
ScaevoJa tomentosa* 
Scholtzia sp. 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Solanum orbiculatum 
Stylobasium spathulatum 
Swainsona pterostyJis 
Threlkeldia diffusa 
Thryptomene baeckeacea 
Tetragonia sp. 
Zygophy/Jum sp. 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ci/iaris 
Danthonia caespitosa 
Eulalia fulva 
Paspalidium tabu/atum 
Spinifex longifolius 
Sporobolus mitcheflii 
Stipa aft crinata 
Stipa efegantissima* 
Triodia sp. 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

A vena aff barbata 
8rassica tournefortii 
Bromus diandrus 
Euphorbia drummondii 
Medicago po/ymorpha 
Salsola kali 
Zygophyl/um sp. 

6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

Pastures in good condition may support a broad 
range of desirable perennial low shrubs, often 
occurring at relatively high densities. The most 
abundant are flat leaf bluebush, Rhagodia preissii 
and currant bush. Oflocal importance arc silver 
saltbush A triplex bunburvana, ruby saltbush 
Enchylaena tomentosa, minga b4Sh, Rhagodia 
latifolia, Dipteracanthus coryno(hecus, and ragged 
leafscaevola Scaevola tomentosa. All of these species 
are palatable and sought after by stock, and when 
present as vigorous individuals indicate good pasturc 
condition. Other useful but perhaps less palatable 
species such as cotton bush and tall saltbush often 
form significant stands ofbctween 200 and 2000 
plants/ha. 

In good condition total low shrub densities range 
from 3000-12000/ha but are commonly in the 
vicinity of 6000/ha. PFC varies, mostly between 2S-
30%. No erosion is present. 

6.2 Fair condition 

A decline to fair condition is accompanied by a 
decrease in total low shrub densities, a decline in 
PFC, in somc cases a reduction in species diversity 
and, less commonly, soil erosion. 

The density of those desirable indicators 
mentioned in section 6.1 will have decreased. The 
most attractive species such as silver saltbush and 
ruby saltbush may exist as only a few heavily grazed 
individuals. 

The moderately palatable cotton bush and tall 
saltbush will still be present and their proportion of 
the stand may have increased marginally. 

l 



6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
On poor condition sites vegetation cover is 

extremely sparse and active wind erosion is common. 
In some situations erosion has been stabilized by 
pioneer species as is the case at the windward end of 
blowouts on the Coast land system (as described in 
section 3) however, these pioneer species are of very 
limited use to stock and, indeed, should not be 
grazed. 

Only few indicator species remain (if any at all) 
and these frequently show poor vigour due to both 
overgrazing and, on the Coast land system, from 
sandblasting. Moderately palatable species share a 
similar fate and in extreme cases are removed from 
the stand. 

Moderate to severe wind erosion causing soil 
deflation is common. In the most spectacular 
situations wind erosion has caused massive blowouts 
where mobile hairpin parabolic dunes proceed north 
with the prevailing wind, removing several metres of 
sand soil and exposing the underlying Tamala 
limestone. 

Annual pastures have stabilized severely degraded 
poor condition sites on the Edelland system. Such 
sites are characterized by very scattered low shrubs of 
which the undesirable tomato bush Solanum 
orbiculatum usually predominates. The ground 
surface supports a dense cover of annual species 
protecting the soil from further erosion. These 
species include various medics Medicago spp., brome 
grass Bromus diandrus and wild oat Avena spp. 
These pastures are evidently stable and are examined 
further in the description of the Exotic Annual 
(EXAN) pasture type. 

7. Management 
Coastal Dune Shrub pasture are sensitive to 

grazing or other vegetation disturbance (such as by 
trampling, fire or excessive vehicular access) and 
wind erosion can become a sevcre problem. 
Constant monitoring of the density and vigour of 
plant cover and of soil surface condition is necessary 
to ensure stability and stocking rates should be 
adjusted accordingly. Areas close to elevated, 
exposed coastlines are particularly vulnerable to 
wind erosion. 

Because of high inherent susceptibility to wind 
erosion Coastal Dune Shrub pastures on parts of the 
Coast land system should not be grazed. Elsewhere 
and on other systems where the erosion hazard is 
much less the pastures can be safely grazed. Some 
areas arc little used for grazing or not used due to the 
lack of permanent water supplies. For their optimal 
use the provision of additional supplies from new 
bores or by piping away from degraded watering 
pomts or the development of surface storages are 
options which should be considered. 

Stocking rates can probably be increased in good 
seasons to take advantage of the resulting flush of 
annual species. However, this should only be a 
temporary procedure and when annual feed is again 
sparse a reduction or deferral of use should follow, 
ensuring the maintenance of perennial drought 
reserves. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 8 ha/s.u. 

Fair condition 14 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 25 ha/s.u. 

56037-20 

Acacia and Eucalyptus Grass Forb 
pasture type (AEGF) 
1. Area 1,900 km' (2.6%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Acacia and Eucalyptus Short Grass Forb (AEGF) 
pastures are restricted to the very southern portions 
of the survey area. They are found only on the 
Nerren and Cooloomia land systems which together 
form considerable proportIOns of pastoral leases in 
the south of the survey area. These pastures are 
always assoCiated with the continuous sand sheets of 
these flat or gently undulating land systems. Their 
botaOical composition is similar to Acacia Sand plain 
(ACSA) pastures but with increased heath elements 
of the South-Western Botanical province (Beard 
1976). 

On Nerren land system this pasture type accounts 
for nearly all pastures present with only very minor 
areas of Hard SplOlfex (HASP) pastures, in its north
west reaches, on Hamelin station. Acacia and 
Eucalyptus Short Grass Forb pastures occupy about 
90% of the Cooloomia land system with Acacia 
Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures making up the 
balance on the low calcrete rises of the system. 

Soils are invariably deep sands. In most cases they 
are non-calcareous, non-coherent to slightly coherent 
with no surface mantle. Soil reaction trend is 
typically acid or neutral. There are local occurrences 
of alkaline calcareous sands. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
These pastures usually form tall, moderately close 

shrublands with total projected foliar cover (PFC) of 
20-25%. They are characterized by a prominent and 
frequently clumped malice shrub or tree stratum up 
to 10m tall. Several species of eucalypts occur in this 
upper stratum. Narrow leaf red mallee Eucalyptus 
foecunda is the most widespread and often occurs at 
densities of about 100 plants/ha. Other tree or 
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mallee species include E. mannensis, mallalie 
E.eudesmioides, variable barked blood wood E. 
dichromophloia, sandalwood Santalum spicatum, 
Australian blackthorn Bupsaria spinosa, kurrajong 
Brachychiton gregorii and native pine Callitris 
columellaris. Total tree densities rarely exceed 200 
plants/ha. 

Tall shrubs other than malices dominate the stand 
with total densities of up to 1400 plants/ha. False 
paperbark Lamarchea hakeifolia and wanyu Acacia 
ramulosa are the most common and widespread 
species. Other common tall shrubs are curara Acacia 
tetragonophylla, needle myall A. roycei, silver bark 
wattle A. sc/erosperma, sandplain poverty bush 
Eremophila maitlandii, Oldfield's poverty bush E. 
oldJieldii, pebble bush Stylobasium spathulatum and 
minga bush Heterodendrum olea~folium. 

The lower strata are dominated by low shrubs and 
perennial herbs. Cotton bush Ptilotus obovatus and 
ruby saltbush Enchyaena tomentosa are the most 
common and widespread. Cotton bush populations 
of at least 2,000/ha occur locally. Other major 
species are tall saltbush Rhagodia eremaea, wanyu, 
sandplain poverty bush and flat leaf bluebush 
Maireana planifolia. Many different species are of 
local importance and arc sometimes found at 
relatively high densities. Included in these arc 
curara, earlobe saltbush Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum, native lily Dianella revoluta, 
pebble bush, Calytrix longif/ora, sheoak Casuarina 



sp., Grevillea spp. and Thryptomene baeckeacea. 
Low shrub densities are usually in the vicinity of 
3,000 plants/ha, but range from 600 to at least 
7,000/ha. 

Perennial grasses are often present within the 
ground storey but only as a very sparse cover. Broad 
leafwanderrie Monochather paradoxa, creeping 
wanderrie Eragros/ is lanipes and feather spear grass 
Stipa e!egan/issima occur with basal covers up to 
0.1 %. In good winter seasons there are numerous 
palatable annual grasses and forbs. 

At the southern extremities of the survey area the 
vegetation is probably more typical of the Eurardy 
vegetation system (Beard 1976). The more frequent 
occurrence of species of Grevillea, Lamarchea and 
Thryp/omene indicates the stronger influence of the 
nearby South-West Botanical Province. 

4. Pastoral value 
As a whole pastoral value is moderate. When in 

good condition, most areas provide reasonable 
densities of palatable perennial species for moderate 
drought reserves. Limited availability of stock 
watering points has resulted in local over-use and 
under-use of these pastures elsewhere. With 
sufficient waters and conservative stocking rates, 
pastures are capable of carrying stock on a year-long 
basis. 

Tall shrubs and trees provide useful shelter and 
shade and breeding stock may be carried on these 
pastures in good seasons when pastoral value is 
greatly increased by the flush of highly palatable 
annual species. 

Very infrequent fires have influenced the 
vegetation composition in some areas, but there are 
insufficient data on the pattern of pyric succession 
within these pastures to judge whether or not fire 
may affect pastoral value to a significant extent. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Brachychiton gregorii 
Brachychiton sp. 
Bursaria spinosa 
Callitris columellaris 
Eucalyptus dichromophfoia 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides 
Eucalyptus foecunda 
Eucalyptus mannensis 
Eucalyptus obtusiflora 
Eucalyptus oldfiefdii 
Eucalyptus 0le05a 
Heterodendrum oleaefoHum 
Santa/urn spicatum 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia ramu/osa 
Acacia roycei 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Cassia nemophifa 
Dodonaea pachyneura 
Eremophila maitfandir 
Eremophila oldfieldii 
Hakea stenophylla 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Lamarchea hakeifo/ia 
Mela/euca aft cardiophyfla 
Sty/obasium spathufatum 

Low shrubs: 

Acacia ramu/osa 
• desirable indicator species . 
.,. undesirable indicator species. 

Acacia sp. 
Acacia tetragonophyfla 
Cafytrix longiflora 
Cassia chatelainiana" 
Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum* 
Dianefla revo/uta 
Ecdeioco/ea monostachya 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophifa maitlandir 
Maireana pfanifolia* 
Pime/ea microcephala 
Ptilotus obovatus* 
Ptilotus schwartzir 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Sty/obasium spathulatum 
Thryptomene baeckeacea 

Perennial grasses: 

Eragrostis lanipes~ 
Monachather paradoxa* 
Stipa elegantissima* 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Brassica sp. 
Brassica tournefortii 
Helipterum sp. 
Ptilotus sp. 
Salsola kafi 
Solanumsp. 
Zygophyl/um sp. 
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6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

The presence of palatable species in the low shrub 
layer of this pasture is the best indicator of good 
range condition. Ofthcse, cotton bush and ruby 
saltbush commonly occur at densities of about 900 
and 300 plants/ha respectively. Indicators of more 
local importance are earlobe saltbush (up to 
1,7S0/ha), flat leaf bluebush (up to I ,OOO/ha) and 
sandplain poverty bush (up to 400/ha). The presence 
of desirable perennial grasses appears to be too 
unreliable for &eneral use as an indicator of range 
condItIOn wIthIn the low shrub layer. It is important, 
when monitoring the density and vigour of 
desirables, to realize that the lack of some of the 
above indicators to one particular area need not infer 
a declining condition. 

Undesirable species are few. Pebble bush, 
S/ylobasium spa/hula/um may be the most common 
Increaser. 

There is no run-off as water infiltration rates are 
high on the sandy soils associated with these pastures 
and this, coupled with the high degree of protection 
from wind afforded by the generally dense 
vegetation, minimizes erosion risks. 

6.2 Fair condition 
Fair condition is characterized by an obvious loss 

of desirables such as cotton bush and ruby salt bush. 
Their distribution is very patchy and densities rarely 
exceed 100 plants/ha. Other desirable indicator 
species such as earlobe saltbush and flat leaf bluebush 
occur only occasionally. 

No erosion is present. 

63 Poor to very poor condition 
In poor to very poor condition desirable indicator 

spccies are absent. Only a very sparse scattering of 
unpalatable plants such as sandplain sedge 
Ecdeiocolea monos/achya, native lily Dianella 
revolu/a and a fcw myrtaceous and proteaceous 
shrubs remain in the lower stratum. In good seasons 
a wide range of valuable annual species temporarily 
abound. 

Total PFe varies little with decline to poor 
condition. This is because the stable upper stratum 
provides the most significant cover rather than those 
species which have disappeared from the 
understorey. 

There is no erosion. 

7. Management 
These pasturcs occur fairly uniformly over 

extensive areas, simplifying managcment. Pasturcs 
are predominantly in good condition and dry stock 
may be run at the recommcnded stocking rates on a 
year-long basis or used mainly in good seasons to 
take advantage of the resulting flush of annual 
species. When annual fecd becomes sparse stocking 
rates should be readjusted to ensure perennial 
drought reserves are not over-used. 

As mentioned in section 4, large areas of these 
pastures are poorly watered. It would be 
advantageous for additional, optimally situated, 
supply points to be installed to disperse stock and 
create a more even grazing pressure on these 
pastures. 



Recommended levels of use (per annum) 
Good to excellent condition 14 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 18 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 25 ha/s.u. 

Acacia Creek-line pasture type 
(ACCR) 
1. Area 1,800 km2 (2.4%) 
2. Distribution and soil types 

Although Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) pastures only 
occupy a small portion of the survey area they are 
common on many land systems. They occur as 
narrow riverine or fringing communities on the 
levees and banks of major rivers and creeks and on 
narrow drainage floors receiving channelled through 
flow or concentrated sheet flow. They also occur on 
internal drainage foci and as groves on plains 
receiving sheet flow. Drainage foci and groves occur 
throughout the survey area, but are relatively small in 
size, rarely exceeding 200 m in dia:meter or length. 

Land systems where Acacia Creek-line pastures are 
a major component of the total pasture on offer arc 
River, Wash, O'Brien, Ella and Target. 

The association of Acacia Creek-line pastures with 
concentrated drainage suggests that natural erosional 
or depositional alluvial processes are active in the 
majority of situations, hcnce soils are extremely 
variable. Full depth (> I m) red, reddish-brown or 
reddish-grey clayey soils of duplex, gradational and 
uniform-fine textured profiles occur and most exhibit 
neutral soil reaction trends. Pockets and bed loads of 
fine river gravels also occur on the major drainage 
tracts as do juvenile soils in recently depositional 
sites; these become less clayey with depth. Surface 
mantles are uncommon and inclusions of quartz or 
radiolarite are only occasionally present within the 
solum. 

3. Physiognomy and composition 
These pastures are characterized by tall (4-8 m) 

moderately close to close shrublands of Acacia spp. 
or as close woodlands. Projected foliar cover (PFC) 
is usually between 30 and 50% but may range from 
15- > 50%. 

Within the tree stratum mulga Acacia aneura, 
black mulga A.cilrinoviridis and spreading gidgee A. 
sublessarogona are often present with corkwood 
Hakea suberea and Sanlalum lanceolalum occurring 
occasionally. Total tree densities range from about 
25 to 900/ha. 

A reasonable diversity of tall shrubs occur and the 
most widespread are silver bark wattle A. 
sc/erosperma, curara A. lelragonophyl/a, bardie bush 
A. vicloriae and currant bush Scaevola spinescens. 
Tall shrubs of more local importance are tall cassia 
Cassia chalelainiana, crinkle leaf cassia C.helmsii, 
minga bush Helerodendrum olaeafalium, tall saltbush 
Rhagadia eremaea and pebble bush Slylabasium 
spalhulalUin. Tall shrub densities range from 150 > 
1100/ha. 

The lower strata are dominated by a broad range of 
low shrubs and in many situations, perennial grasses. 
The shrubs tall cassia, grey cassia Cassia desalala, 
royal poverty bush Eremaphila cuneifalia, Wilcox 
bush E.leucophyl/a, flat leaf bluebush Maireana 
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plan if alia, cotton bush Plilatus abovatus and tall 
saltbush are all very likely to OCCur. In favourable 
situations cotton bush and royal poverty bush may 
reach higher densities (5500 and l500/ha 
respectively). The total density of low sh;ubs is very 
variable and may range from 350-6700/ha. 

Perennial grasses often form a sparse to moderately 
dense cover. Species common on favourable sites 
(with maximum basal cover) were: buffel grass, 
Cenchrus cLiwns « 3%), swamp wanderrie grass 
Eriachne benlhamii « 1.5%), silky brown top , 
Eulaliafulva « 1.0%), Roebourne plains gras; 
Eragrostis xeraphila « 0.5%) and ribbon grass: 
Chrysapaganfal/ax «0.4%). 

4. Pastoral value 
Acacia Creek-line pastures occupy sites in the 

landscape which are specially favoured with run-on. 
Soils are usually full depth loamy or clayey types and 
the sites exhibit a more favourable long-term soil 
moisture balance than adjacent, run-off areas. 
Palatable perennial shrubs and grasses can be 
numerous and productive and provide good drought 
reserves. Pastoral value is therefore high. 

As these pastures commonly occur as minor 
inclusions within less productive pastures types such 
as Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) and Stony Short 
Grass Forb (SSG F), they are often favoured for 
grazing and, in some areas, have become degraded 
rendering pastoral value well below its potential. 

5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia aneura 
Acacia citrinoviridis 
Acacia coriacea 
Acacia linophylla 
Acacia 5ubtessarogona 
Eucalyptus coolibah 
Hakea suberea 
Santa/urn lancea/atum 
Santa/urn spicatum 

Tall Shrubs: 

Acacia cuthbertson;; 
Acacia kempeana 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Cassia chateiainiana* 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia helmsii 
Hakea preiss;; 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Stylobasium spathulatum 
Rhagodia eremaea 
Scaevo/a spinescens* 
Stylobasium spathulatum 

Low shrubs: 

Atriplex amnicola* 
Cassia chatelainiana* 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia helmsii 
Cassia oligophylla 
Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianum* 

* desirable indicator species. 

Dipteracanthus corynothecus* 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 
Eremophila fraserii 
Eremophila latrobei* 
Eremophila leucophyl/a* 
Indigofera sp. 

& Maireana p/anifo/ia* 
Ptilotus obovatus 
Rhagodia eremaea* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 
Solanum orbiculatum 

Perennial grasses: 

Cenchrus ciliaris 
Chrysopogon fallax* 
Enteropogon acicularis* 
Eragrostis eriopoda 
Eragrostis xerophila* 
Eriachne benthamii* 
Eriachne flaccida* 
Eriachne gardneri 
Eu/alia fulva* 
Triodia pungens* 

Annuals, biennials and herbs; 

Aristida conforta 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Cleome viscosa 
Enneapogon sp. 
Eriachne aristidea 
Pti/otus polystachyus 
Sa/sola kali 
Solanum sp. 

** undesirable indicator species. 



6. Condition statements 
6.1 Good to excellent condition 

The composition and cover of the upper strata 
remain relatively constant, regardless of changes in 
condition. Under declining conditions there may be 
deaths of upper storey species in grove situations, but 
generally it is within the lower strata that condition 
changes are best exhibited. 

A range of palatable low shrubs thriving within a 
diverse under-story is indicative of good condition. 
Palatable indicators of widespread importance are 
tall cassia, Wilcox bush, flat leaf bluebush, tall 
saltbush and currant bush. Those of a more 
restricted or localized importance are river saltbush 
A trip/ex amnico/a, ruby saltbush Enchy/aena 
tomentosa, warty leaf poverty bush Eremophila 
/atrobei, fuchsia bush E. macu/ata and 
Dipteracanthus cOl:vnothecus. The less palatable grey 
cassia, crinkle leaf cassia and royal poverty bush are 
widespread but rarely dominate the stand. 

Total low shrub numbers are extremely variable 
even on good condition sites and densities may range 
from 400-6700/ha, largely dependent upon the 
position of the site within the landscape. Sites with 
the most favourable water relations, such as groves, 
drainage foci and major drainage tracts, support the 
densest stands. Minor channels and creek-lines 
which have less favourable water relations tend to 
have sparser under-stories. 

Palatable perennial grasses are usually present and 
the distribution of individual species is frequently 
controlled by soil type. Desirable grasses of local 
importance are buffel grass, ribbon grass, curiy 
windmill grass and crab hole grass Eriachne jlaccida. 

There is generally no accelerated erosion within 
this pasture type when it is in good condition. 

6.2 Fair condition 
Fair condition is reflected by a reduced vigour and 

density of the desirable indicators, detectable 
increases in some of the less palatable species and 
sometimes by minor accelerated erosion. 

Very sensitive indicators such as ruby saltbush, 
warty leaf poverty bush and tall cassia may exist only 
as moribund individuals or may have been removed 
completely. Perennial grasses persist only in patches 
and are generally heavily used. 

With declining condition grey cassia, crinkle leaf 
cassia and royal poverty bush often increase their 
relative proportion in the stand and can become 
dominant in the lower strata. 

The removal of vegetation may have resulted in 
minor water erosion on sensitive sites such as some 
drainage floors with through flow and on areas with 
duplex soils. In general however, little accelerated 
erosion is present. 

6.3 Poor to very poor condition 
With a decline to poor condition the less palatable 

browse species may show use by stock and a decline 
in number. Desirable species exist only as occasional 
relics or are absent and species diversity is often 

severely reduced. Minor water erosion in the form of 
more active gullying is occasionally present along 
major flow lines or as rilling over areas with less 
intense flow. 

7. Management 
Acacia Creek-line pastures are very important 

when considering the management of individual 
paddocks. Even though they are often only small 
inclusions within broader and usually less productive 
pastures, they are preferred by stock and will reflect 
concentrated grazing pressures. Management should 
be aimed at maintaining the health and vigour of the 
desirable indicator species. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 5 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 10 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 20 ha/s.u. 

Tussock Grass pasture type (TUGR) 
1. Area 700 km2 (0.9%) 
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2. Distribution and soil types 
The Tussock Grass (TUGR) pasture type occupies 

a very small proportion of the survey area and is 
generally restricted to northern parts where it can be 
regarded as outliers of the moister tropical summer 
rainfall grasslands more widely distributed to the 
north of this survey area. 

The establishment of tussock grasses is favoured in 
run-on areas supporting heavier soils such as gilgai 
plains, drainage foci, swamp margins and alluvial 
plains. Land systems with such units generally 
have low relief and sluggish or internal drainage 
patterns. 

Tussock Grass pastures predominate on the 
Marioo and Yarcowie land systems (170 km') and 
form an important component on the Barrabiddy, 
Cahill, Chargoo, Gearie, River and Wash land 
systems. Minor areas are also found on the Carleeda, 
Delta, Donovan, and Wandagee systems where it 
shows structural gradations with the Acacia Creek
line (ACCR) pasture type. 

The soils are variable but are predominately 
heavier-textured varieties. Brown and grey clays 
occur on the gilgai plains unit and exhibit seasonal 
cracking. Non-cracking clays, duplex and 
gradational-textured profiles occur in most other 
areas; sola are invariably full depth (> I m), soils 
varies from reds through to browns; soil reaction may 
be neutral throughout or become more alkaline with 
depth; inclusions of lime, radiolarite or mica may be 
present. Sparse surface mantles of small diameter 
material are quite common. 

Uniform coarse-textured profiles of sands or loamy 
sands form important areas on the Cahill land system 
and parts of the Delta and Wandagee land systems. 
Sola are usually full depth and neutral to slightly acid 
throughout. 



3. Physiognomy and composition 
Tussock Grass pastures occur with differing 

structural forms ranging from open tussock 
grasslands to open grassy woodlands, tall shrublands 
and low shrublands. Cover of the shrubs and trees is 
correspondingly variable and may range from very 
scattered to moderately close (PFC 5-30%). The 
unifying feature is a prominent understorey of 
tussock grasses. Common grass communities arc: 

• Roebourne plains grass Eragrostis xerophila 

• Buffel grass Cenehrus ciliaris 

• Ribbon grass Chrysopogonfa//ax 
Swamp wanderrie grass Eriaehne benlhamii 

• Rats tail grass Sporobolis mitche//ii 

Roebourne plains grass and Buffel grass 
communities are by far the most important. The last 
three communities are found only very locally and 
are not furthcr described here. 

3.1 Roebourne plains grass community 
This community forms on the restricted gilgai 

plains of the Barrabiddy, Durlacher, Marloo and 
Yarcowie land systems and on some alluvial plain 
areas of the Wash land system. It occurs as an open 
tussock grassland on the Marloo and Yarcowie land 
systems, a very scattered (PFC 2-10%) tall shrubland 
on the Barrabiddy and Durlacher land systems and as 
a scattered (PFC 10-20%) low shrubland on the Wash 
land system. 

In the open tussock grassland situation Roebourne 
plains grass occurs with basal cover (b.c.) of up to 4%. 
The b.c. of other grasses usually present within the 
stand include bull mitchell grass Astrebla squarrosa 
« 0.6%); never fail grass Eragrostis sel(folia « 0.4 
5); weeping mitchell grass A.elymoides « 0.3%); and 
barley mitchell grass A.peelinala « 0.2%). Shrub 
species are uncommon and their PFC is generally < 
2%; those occurring include curara Acacia 
tetragonophy//a. fuchsia bush Eremophila maculata 
and Gascoyne bluebush Maireana polyplerygia. 
Wait-a-while Acacia euspidifolia occurs as a low tree 
on the Yarcowie land system. 

In shrubbier situations tussock grasses become 
more sparse and Roebourne plains grass rarely occurs 
with a b.c. > I %. Never fail grass, buffel grass and 
swamp wanderrie grass are often present. Dominant 
shrubs include bardie bush Acacia vicloriae and 
snakewood A. xiphophy//a, occurring as tall shrubs, 
and grey cassia Cassia desolala, c.. hamersleyensis, 
royal poverty bush Eremophila cune(folia and cotton 
bush Plilolus obovalus, occurring as low shrubs. 
Total shrub densities are commonly 1000-2000/ha. 

3.2 Buffel grass community 
Buffel grass is an introduced species which has 

colonized many areas in northern Australia and is 
gradually extending its range southwards. Buffel 
grass is found throughout the survey area on the 
more sandy soils and in coastal areas with a low 
incidence of frost. Buffel grass is a vigorous 

competitor and has often flourished over degraded 
areas ofnallve grasses and shrubs or acted as a 
pioneer stabilizing disturbed or eroded areas. 

However, areas large enough to be managed as 
Tussock Grass pastures are more restricted. The 
most extenSIve areas occur on the Brown Cahill 
Cardabia, Coast, Lyell and River land sy~tems ' 
Smaller, but important colonizations OCcur on' 
several other systems including Barrabiddy Delta 
Donovan, Gearle, Sable, Warroora and Wa~h. ' 

Buffel grass-invaded communities are of varying 
structure and composition. They OCcur as open 
tussock grassland, tall shrublands or low woodland 
with a grassy understorey. The projected foliar cover 
(PFC) of the shrubs is correspondingly variable 
ranging from none on parts of the Brown and 
Cardabia land systems, to over 30% on parts of the 
Delta land system. Widespread tall shrubs include 
silver bark wattle Acacia sc/erosperma, wanyu A. 
ramulosa and curara, while on stabilized alluvial 
areas, wait-a-while, bardie bush and needle bush 
Hakea preissii occur as dominants. Low shrubs 
include silver saltbush Alriplex bunburyana, grey 
cassia, crinkle leaf cassia Cassia helmsii, ruby 
saltbush Enehvlaena lomenlosa, Wileox bush 
Eremophila liueophy//a, cotton bush, Gascoyne 
bluebush and currant bush Seaevola spinescens. 

Buffel grass is dominant in the ground storey and 
occurs with basal cover ranging from I % to at least 
8%. Other perennial grasses include birdwood grass 
Cenehrus setigerus. curly windmill grass and silky 
brown top, Eulalia/illva all of which normally occur 
with basal covers < I %, although bird wood grass is 
locally co-dominant on the Delta land system with a 
basal cover up to 2%. 

Tree species are usually absent within this 
community, although a sparse over-storey of 
coolibah, Eucalyplus coolabah; sometimes occurs in 
alluvial areas on the GeaJie and River land systems. 

4. Pastoral value 
4.1 Roebourne plains grass community 

This community is of moderate pastoral value. 
Ephemerals, perennial grasses and shrubs provide 
nutritious grazing aftcr rain. but feed quality and 
quantity dcclines rapidly in dry periods and at these 
times the pastures provide only a sub-maintenance 
ration for livestock. 

4.2 Buffel grass community 
The pastoral value of the buffel grass community is 

high to very high. Pastures respond rapidly to small 
falls of rain, provide good quality feed when green 
and, compared with native pastures, can be stocked 
heavily without deteriorating. However. feed value 
falls rapidly during dry periods and pastures arc oot 
as durable as the shrub-based pasture types or sub
climax Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures. 
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5. Common perennial species 
Trees: 

Acacia citrinoviridis 
Acacia coreacea 
Acacia cuspidifoJia 
Acacia grasbyi 
Acacia sibilans 
Eucalyptus coo/abah 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 

Tall shrubs: 

Acacia bivenosa 
Acacia cuspidifolia** 
Acacia cuthbertsonii 
Acacia farnesiana 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia subtesserogona 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia victoriae'" 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Hakea preissW" 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 

Low shrubs: 

AtripJex bunburyana" 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia hamers/eyensis* 
Cassia helms;; 
Cassia oligophylla 
Enchylaena tomentosa* 
Eremophila cuneifolia 
Eremophila macu/ata* 
Eremophila maitlandii 
Maireana planifolia 
Ptilotus obovatus 

.. desirable indicator species. 

.,. undesirable indicator species. 

Rhagodia eremaea* 
Rhagodia preissii" 
Scasvoia spinescens* 
Solanum lasiophyllum 

Perennial Grasses: 

Astrebfa elymoides* 
Astrebla pectinata* 
Astrebla squarrosa 
Cenchrus ciliaris 
Cenchrus setigerus 
Chrysopogon fallax· 
Enteropogon aciculariS· 
Eragrostis setifolia* 
Eragrostis xerophila 
Eriachne benthamir 
EriachnB helmsii"* 
Eulalia tulva 
Paspalidium tabufatum* 
Sporobolus mitchellii* 
Themeda australis" 
Triodia pungens 

Annuals, biennials and herbs: 

Aristida contorta 
Atrip/ex inflata 
Atriplex semilunaris 
Babbagia acroptera 
Corchorus walcott;; 
Ptilotus exaltatus 
Sa/sola kali 
Solanumsp. 
Stemodia grossa 
Trichodesma zeylanicum 

6. Condition statements 
6.1 Roebourne plains grass community 

The condition of this community is fair or good 
throughout its distribution and there is no erosion. 

Condition is best reflected by the species 
composition and cover within such stands. Species 
which are most sensitive to grazing s.uch as never fail 
grass, barley mitchell grass, fuschia bush and 
Gascoyne bluebush tend to reflect condition changes 
best. Roebourne plains grass, although moderately 
palatable, is quite resistant to grazing and is not a 
good indicator species. 

Declining condition is evidenced by an obvious 
over-use by stock and the disappearance of those 
sensitive indicator species mentioned above. In the 
case of severe over-grazing, Roebourne plains grass 
may becomc very sparse. Erosion is uncommon. 

6.2 Buffel grass pastures 
This community often provides fairly dense 

ground cover and is generally in good condition. 
However, where buffel grass is acting as a primary 
colonizer, such as on degradcd sandy plains and 
banks of the Delta land system, the overall condition 
may be still only fair or poor. Degraded areas 
commonly support the undesirable increaser shrubs 
wait-a-whilc, bardie bush and needle bush and 
remnant desirable species such as silver saltbush, 
Gascoyne bluebush and currant bush. 

Desirablc indicator species are quite variable in 
their occurrence as they do not share the samc 
adaptability as buffel grass and arc more restricted by 
environmental conditions. Desirable shrubs and 
grasses which are locally important as condition 
indicators (other than those mentioned in 6.1 above) 
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include curly windmill grass, silky brown top, Wilcox 
bush, ruby saltbush and felty leaf bluebush Maireana 
lomenlosa. In good condition such species will 
persist and regenerate whereas under declining 
conditions they become moribund and may 
disappear from the stand. Buffel grass is not a good 
indicator species as it is resistant to grazing and 
usually persists in all but the most extremely over
grazed situations. Concern has been expressed about 
possible general suppression of shrub seedlings 
within buffel grass stands (Cheam 1984) but little 
local confirmation of such an effect has been noted to 
date. 

7. Management 
7.1 Roebourne plains grass community 

For optimal animal productivity the best use of 
this pasture appears to bc hcavy, short term (4-6 
months) stocking whcn fccd is green and plants arc 
actively growing. This typc of management will 
nccessitate spelling of pasture.s for up to six months 
after a good season, enabling grasses to rccover and 
reproduce. 

The above practice requires separate fencing from 
other pasture types. This is often not possible since 
Roebourne plains grass communities commonly 
occur as small inclusions within other pasture typcs. 
This being the case, constant attcntion should bc 
given to the health and vigour of the desirable 
indicator species, especially if surrounding pastures 
are less productive and stocking rates should be 
adjusted to suit the situation. 

Recommended Icvcls of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition 6 ha/s.u. 

Fair condition 
Poor to very poor condition 

7.2 Buffel grass community 

12 ha/s.u. 
25 ha/s.u. 

This pasture community should be stocked to 
maintain the buffel grass tussocks in fairly short 
condition as this will encourage growth and prolong 
the production of green shoot and leaf. Green feed is 
available for at least six months of the year, given a 
reasonable season. However, when pastures are 
completely dry or if they become tall and rank, the 
buffel grass is less palatablc to stock. 

Managing paddocks which contain buffel grass 
pastures and shrub pastures such as Bluebush 
(BLUE) or Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) requires 
special care; as do buffel pastures which include 
perennial shrub species. lfhigh stocking rates are 
maintained into long dry periods, the shrubs will 
becomc more attractive to stock than the grasses and 
may be damaged by over use. Levels of use on the 
shrubs in the paddock should be closely observed and 
stock shifted before severe defoliation occurs. 
Management is simplified if paddocks are arranged 
or can be arranged to contain one or other of the 
pasture types. Where buffcl pastures are associated 
with native pastures such as Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
or Soft Spinifex (SOSP) it is not necessary to paddock 
the different pastures separately. In fact, a buffel 
grass - soft spinifex mixture is probably ideal and 
desirable. Both pasture types can sustain heavy use 
and thc different virtues ofcach, such as rapid initial 
growth ofthc buffel and good drought value ofthc 
soft spinifex, complcmcnt cach other. 
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Occasional spelling of 4-8 wceks over a growing 
season is desirable and will ensure the stands sets 
plentiful seed. However, to spell for a longer penod 
is inadvisable as the grass WIll qUIckly become 
unattractive to stock ifleft ungrazed. 

Recommended levels of use during the growing 
season: 

Good to excellent condition 2 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 5 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition 25 ha/s.u. 

Samphire pasture type (SAMP) 
1. Area 300 km2 (0.4%) 
2. Distribution, composition and 
management 

The Samphire (SAMP) pasture type is of only local 
importance within the survey area and has limIted 
pastoral value. Areas are found mainly on the 
McLeod land system north of Carnarvon and on the 
Birrida land system in the Shark Bay area. Very 
restricted areas also occur on the Littoral, Salune, 
Tamala, Delta, Sable and Foscalland systems. 

This pasture is based on saline and often highly 
gypsiferous plains and sandy banks and consequently 
support strongly halophytic vegetatIOn. Vanous 
samphire Halosarcla specIes predommate, but other 
shrubs such as Acacia roslellifera, Lawrencia sp. and 
Scaevola crassi(olia are also widespread. The more 
palatable bladder saltbush Alriplex vesicaria, buffel 
grass Cenchrus ciliaris, felty leaf bluebush Matreana 
lomenlosa and cotton bush Ptilotus obovatus are 
often present at low densities. The vegetation usually 
takes the form of a very scattered low shrubland with 
projected foliar cover (PFC) ranging from 2-10%. 

The palatability and actual levels of use of this very 
saline pasture type depends to a large extent upon the 
salinity of the local watering points and the extent to 
which the samphire dominates in the community. 

Pastoral value is increased in good scasons when 
the spaces between the perennial shrubs arc 
colonized by an abundance of herbs and, 
occasionally, buffel grass tussocks. However, 
pastoral value is generally low. 

Recommended level of use (per annum): 
Good to excellent condition - 25 ha/s.u. 
Fair condition 30 ha/s.u. 
Poor to very poor condition - 50 ha/s.u. 

Exotic Annual pasture type (EXAN) 
1. Area 100 km2 (0.1%) 
2. Distribution, composition and 
management 

Exotic Annual (EXAN) pastures occur on sandy-. 
surfaced plains and limestone plains of the semI-and 
winter rainfall areas within the Tamala and 
Cullawarra land systems near Shark Bay. They are of 
very restricted occurrence but are locally important 
because of their unusually high levels of seasonal 
productivity. 

Pastures consist almost entirely of annual species 
and arc based on degraded plains thought previously 
to support Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) or Saltbush 
(SALT) pastures. Degradation and general loss of 
perennial vegetation has been caused by vanous 
combinations of clearing, burning and over-grazmg 
by both domestic and feral animals, mainly rabbits 
and goats. Exotic species which have colonized and 
effectively stabilized many of these areas include 
Medicago minima, M. polymorpha, wild oat Avena 
aff. barbala, wild turnip Brassica tournelorlii and 
barley grass, Hordeum sp. The undesirable perennial 
shrub tomato bush Solanum orbiculalum has invaded 
some sites. 

Exotic Annual pastures are, in most years, 
productive winter pastures that stabilize otherwise 
erodible soils and can be grazed on a ycar long basIs. 
However, heavy use in late summer and early 
autumn should be avoided in order to minimize the 
risk of wind erosion on the sandy soils. At this time 
of year stock are best moved to more durable 
pastures supporting palatable perenmal specIes. 

Recommended levels of use (per annum): 2 ha/s.u. 
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13. Acac ia Sand pl ai n (ACSA) pasture type is typi fied by shrub associations dominatcd by wa nyu Acacia 
ralllll/osa. W ilcox bush i:"relllopiJila /ellcopiJylia and cOll onbush i'li/OIIlS obovallis ove r largc paris of the 
southe rn ha lfofthe arca. The scene depi cted is;1 swa le in the Yalbalgo land system o n T owrana stati o n. 

14. Soft Spinifcx (SOS P) pasture type, Duffy land system , Towera s ta ti o n. Maturc soft spinifcx 7i"lOdta 
plillgells wi th vcry sca ll ercd povc rt y wa lli c Acacia Iralls/llc('l/s; th e humm ocks arc mo re pa latable to stock when 
younger. This pasture type is nutritio us and producti ve but req uires ca refu ll y prescribed burni ng eve ry rew 
yea rs. 
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15. Bluebush (BLU E) pasture type, Sable land system, Boolathana station. Flat sa line alluvial plains with 
duplex soils, supporting Gaseoyne bluebush Mairealla po/yp/erygia - dominated low shrubland . In good 
condi tion this pasture type prov ides high qualit y forage through the su mmer and in times ofdroughl. 
Bluebush plains arc ex tensive In the west of the survey area. 

16. Currantl3ush M ixed Sh rub (CI3M S) pasture type, Sandal land system on Marron stati on. This pasture 
type is widespread on slight ly sa line duplex so ils away from the coast and ri ver dehas. h typieally supports 
very variable mixed shrublands with many desirable species. of which currant bush Scael'o/a spille.l·cells IS 
conspicuous and often common except where serious degrada tion has occurred. Pastoral va lue is high. with a 
good annual response of winter herbs. 
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17. Sa ltbush (SA L T) pasturc typc. Gea rlc land systcm, C'ardabia station . Good covc r of bladder sa ltbush 
A/rip/ex I'esicaria. with wa it-a-whilc Acacia clispidi(o/ia. 

18. Closed thicket of the Acacia Creek-I inc (AC'CR) pasture typc. Wash land system. Middalya stati on. 
M aj or creek-lines and drainage foci with clay soi ls support heavy vegetati on such as th is as a component of 
many land systems. They norm all y supporttanglcd undergrowths of low shrubs which incl ude many desi rab le 
species. 
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19.Tussock Grass (TU G R) pasture type. Introdu ced butTc1 gra ss Cellchms ciliaris on a drainage noor of the 
Donova n land system. Bu ll ara stati o n. 
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Range Condition and 
Regeneration Requirements 

In concept, range condition is a measure ofthc 
degree to which the ve&etation and soil resources of a 
particular site, land UO\t or land system devIate from 
the 'optimal' condition which could be expected at 
that site, land unit or land system under a specific 
type ofland use - in this case pastoral use. This 
differs somewhat from the tradItIOnal concept 
(Dyksterhius 1949) of deviation from climax 
vegetation in that it recognizes that climax vegetation 
cannot be defined in many cases and that it is not 
always the most productive for pastoral purposes. 

Three broad classes of ' range condition' were 
derived (see section on Survey Methods) from 
assessments of soil erosion and pasture condition 
made during travcrscs of the survey area. These 
levels of range condition are referred to as good, fair 
and poor. 

Country is in good range condition when grazing 
resources are either ncar optimal or not seriously 
diminished from the ideal for the particular country 
type. 

Country in fair range condition is in reasonable 
order, but careful management is required to ensure 
that condition and productivity does not deteriorate 
further. Changes in management practices may be 
necessary to maintain or improve condition. 

Country in poor range condition will not sustain 
grazing at anywhere near its potential level and 
changes in management to initiate improvement are 
required. Country in this condition is degraded with 
perennial pastures producing at well below potential. 
Active soil erosion mayor may not be present. In 
extreme cases, complete protection from grazing and 
other special remedial treatments are required to 
effect recovery. 

A condition statement for the whole survey area 
was compiled (see table 30) by examining all of the 
traverse data recorded during the survey. The table 
presents an overall summary, obtained by traversing 
along many station access tracks or otherwise 
through most areas currently used for pastoralism. It 
was not possible to traverse some areas of rugged hill 
country in the far north and the north-east of the . 
survey area, nor was this necessary as such c,Duntry is 
of very low or negligiblc pastoral value and, as 
inspections on foot revealed, was invariably in good 
range condition. 

Table 30 Traverse summary, total over all land systems· 

Wind Water Total Pasture Range 
erosion erosion erosion condition condition 

% % % % % 

Nil 94 Nil 93 Nil 90 Very good 18 Good 45 
Minor 4 Minor 4 Minor 6 Good 28 Fair 32 
Moderate 1 Moderate 2 Moderate 2 Fair 32 Poor 23 
Severe 1 Severe 1 Severe 1 Poor 17 

Very poor 5 

• 10,952 traverse recordings were made on 86 land systems 

Two per cent of the traverse observations recorded 
moderate erosion and I % recorded severe erosion. 
This indicates that, on a regional basis, soil erosion is 
a local rather than a general problem. However, it is 
a serious problem on a number of susceptible land 
systems on some stations. These problem areas arc 
discussed later in more detail. 

Seventy-eight per cent of traverse observations 
indicated pasturc condition in the fair to very good 
range. On a regional basis a high proportion of 
pastures are in acceptable condition. However, some 
important pasture types are seriously degraded (22% 
of traverse observations indicated poor or very poor 
pasture condition) with considerable loss of desirable 
perennials or, in some cases, marked increases in 
undesirable species. 

The range condition assessment of the whole 
survey area was as follows: 45% of traverse 

observations indicated good range condition, 32% 
indicated fair condition and 23% indicated poor 
range condition. 

Condition statements were also derived for 
individual land systems. Table 3~ groups the land 
systems of the survey area in decreasing order of 
pastoral value and indicates the condition status of 
each system. Similar data are available for each land 
unit of each Iimd system, but are not presented here. 

Table 31 also shows the area of extreme 
degradation on each land system. Such areas show 
severe pasture degradation and serious erosion and 
are of particular concern. A total of 647 km' (0.9% of 
the survey area) falls into this category. Special 
remedial treatments, including complete removal 
from usc, arc required to bring about recovery. 

Table 31 Condition summary of land systems within the survey area 

Pastoral Land Area No. of 

value system (km2) traverse 
observations 

Very high Barrabiddy 152 50 
< 5 hal Chargoo 198 40 
sheep unit Cullawarra 86 9 

Tamala 136 60 

Sub totals 572 159 

300 

Per cent of 
observations in 
range condition 

shown 
Good Fair Poor 

% % % 

10 32 58 
44 43 13 
56 11 33 
13 30 57 

23 33 44 

Extreme 
degradation 

Area 
(km2) 

24 

24 

per cent 
of system 

% 

15.8 

r 
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Table 31 continued ... 

Per cent of Extreme 

No. of observations in degradation 
Pastoral Land Area traverse range condition 

value system (km2) 
observations 

shown 
Area per cent 

Good Fair Poor (km2) of system 
% % % % 

Hi h Bidgemia 136 22 27 73 13 9.6 5-3 hal Cardabia 3,095 466 87 12 1 
sheep unit Cahill 389 94 45 45 10 0.5 0.1 

Carleeda 215 14 93 7 
Coast 1,102 200 72 16 12 86 7.8 
Delta 1,660 500 24 21 55 359 21.6 
Donovan 1,042 199 66 27 7 2 0.2 
Edel 835 235 62 23 15 18 2.2 
Ella 1,943 321 36 42 22 
Firecracker 135 7 57 43 
Foscal 446 115 42 33 25 2 0.4 
Gearle 812 176 31 28 41 14 1.7 
Gneudna 81 22 5 36 59 
Learmonth 285 77 81 13 6 
Lyell 65 14 93 7 
Marloo 111 11 55 36 9 
Mary 507 89 38 50 12 
Peron 326 73 46 36 18 
River 416 57 55 26 19 
Sable 1,554 258 58 28 14 5 0.3 
Sandal 5,658 1,078 27 45 28 
Snakewood 827 61 20 21 59 
Spot 634 91 35 32 33 3 0.5 
Tarcumba 183 31 10 1 29 
Target 1,235 296 23 43 34 
Toolonga 1,182 229 11 47 42 
Trealla 688 82 66 29 5 2 0.3 
Wandagee 296 103 21 30 49 4 1.4 
Winning 723 106 12 29 59 28 3.9 
Warroora 831 178 89 10 1 
Wash 800 127 31 45 24 13 1.6 
Yarcowie 76 10 30 50 20 
Yalkalya 131 12 58 17 25 
York 62 12 17 58 25 
Yaringa 872 120 33 41 26 

Sub totals 29,353 5,486 42 32 26 531.5 

Moderate Brown 429 64 54 38 8 
10-19 hal Birrida 135 37 87 8 5 
sheep unit Cooloomia 462 41 56 37 7 

Channel* 389 21 29 47 24 
Collier 114 12 58 42 
Coquina 34 11 64 36 
Duffy 359 86 43 30 27 10 2.8 
Divide 148 25 88 12 
Durlacher 1,441 246 16 45 39 
Giralia 2,262 108 96 4 
Garry 10 2 100 
Jimba 1,612 308 18 39 43 5? 3.2 
Jubilee 411 21 86 14 -
Littoral 154 47 96 4 
Lyons 1,126 217 22 37 41 6 0.5 
McLeod 259 75 99 1 
Mallee 478 65 67 25 8 
Mantle 307 65 5 43 52 
Nerren 1,547 288 38 40 22 
O'Brien 885 183 26 38 36 
Phillips 489 63 24 67 9 
Prairie 2 Not traversed 
Sandiman 208 46 7 67 26 
Sandplainu 9,866 1,231 50 37 13 
Salune 72 13 31 46 23 
Taillefer 190 35 17 43 40 15 7.9 
Uaroo 1,285 149 95 4 1 
Windalia 850 93 4 35 20 0.5 < 0.1 
Wooramel 643 160 36 28 36 
Yalbalgo'" 7,865 934 47 37 16 
Vagina 120 20 20 55 25 
Yinnietharra 606 109 24 38 38 8 1.3 

Sub totals 34,758 4,775 44 35 21 91.5 
Low Agamemnon 929 54 68 26 6 
20-30 hal Billy 328 20 50 45 5 
sheep unit Capricorn 37 Not traversed 

Fossil 367 16 31 56 13 
Glenburgh 35 1 100 
James 174 6 50 33 17 
Kennedy 959 11 100 
Pells 181 9 22 56 22 
Thomas 146 17 59 35 6 
Two Hills 123 8 38 49 13 
Wapet 42 7 100 

Sub totals 3,321 149 60 33 7 
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Table 31 continued ... 

Pastoral 
value 

Very low 
30 hal 
sheep unit 

Nil 

Sub totals 

Grand total 

Land 
system 

Augustus 
Inscription 
Lake 
Moogooloo 
Nanga 
Range 
Zuytdorp 

Margins to 
Lake McLeod 

74,489 

Area 
(km'l 

130 
152 

62 
1,320 
3,485 

988 
311 

37 

6,485 

10,952 

No. of 
traverse 

observations 

Per cent of 
observations in 
range condition 

shown 

Good Fair Poor 
% % % 

Not traversed 
49 88 12 

9 78 11 11 
19 58 37 5 

259 97 3 
11 91 9 
36 89 11 

383 92 7 

45 32 23 647 

* Parts of this system are also of high or low pastoral potential 

Extreme 
degradation 

Area 
(km'l 

per cent 
of system 

% 

** Restricted parts of this system (on Faure, Nanga and Peron stations) are of high pastoral value. 
*** Some parts of this system are of low pastoral value. 

Figure 21. Areas of extreme degradation in the survey area. 

The extent and regional location of areas of 
extreme degradation are shown in Figure 21 and on 
the I :250,000 scale land system maps accompanying 
this report. Although patches of extreme degradation 
are recorded on 21 of the 89 land systems in the 
survey area they are, in general, confined to seven 
land systems in three geomorphic provinces. These 
are: NINGALOO- 'VANRE"Y 
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• Land systems Barrabiddy and Delta 
associated with the Minilya, Gascoyne and 
Wooramel Rivers - Alluvial Plains 
geomorphic province. 
Land systems Bidgemia, Wandagee and 
J imba in the north-east and central east -
Wandagee Permian Plains province. 

• Land systems Coast and Taillefer on Edel 
land, Dirk Hartog Island and along the 
coastline north of Carnarvon - Coastal Dune 
province, 

In addition there are a number of other systems, 
such as Gearle and Winning, which have restricted 
areas of severe degradation, , 

Range condition of land systems of high 
to very high pastoral value 

All systems in this category are readily accessible to 
stock (except when occasionally flooded for short 
periods) and support attractive Saltbush (SALT), 
Bluebush (BLUE) and other shrub pastures or 
perennial grasses (including Soft Spinifex (SOSP) . 
They have been extensively grazed since early 
settlement except in some parts where groundwater 
supplies are excessively saline. 

As shown in table 31 the condition of these systems 
is extremely variable, Some high value systems such 
as those based on Soft Spinifex (e,g, Cardabia, 
Carleeda) are relatively stable and show little 
pasture degradation or erosion, Many sandly plain 
and alluvial plain systems are largely in good or fair 
range condition with no erosion, 
However, other systems, notably Barrabiddy, 
Bidgemia, Coast, Delta, Gearle and Winning, have 
extensive areas in poor range condition and some 
areas of extreme degradation. A total of about 556 
km' or 1.9% of high and very high pastoral value 
country shows extreme degradation and is of 
particular concern, The majority of this degradation 
(359 km') occurs on the Delta land system. 
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In the following section only those systems with 
significant areas of pasture degradation or soil 
erosion are discussed. 

Barrabiddy land system 
This small alluvial plain system flanks the 

Barrabiddy Creek in the north-east of the survey area 
on Wandagee and Minilya stations. Parts of the 
system are still highly productive but elsewhere 
Saltbush pastures are seriously degraded. Desirable 
low shrubs are much reduced in density and have 
been replaced by less desirable types such as prickly 
acacia Acacia victoriae and wait-a-while A. 
cuspidi(oiia. Water erosion, in the form of rilling, 
guttering and surface sheeting is active. 

About 24 km' (16%) of the system on Wandagee 
station is extremely degraded and a programme of 
rehabilitation is required. This would involve the 
systematic closure of sections to grazing for a number 
of consecutive growing seasons. Buffel grass 
Cenchrus ciliaris is well established on parts of the 
system and its spread should be encouraged. 

Bidgemia land system 
This system is restricted to the north-east of the 

Wooramel map sheet and a few locations on the 
Kennedy Range sheet. It consists of tributary 
drainage plains with broad low dunes and sandy 
banks and, when in good condition, is of high 
pastoral potential. 

Most of the system is in poor range condition, 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) and Bluebush 
pastures are depleted. None of the system is in good 
range condition. Soils of the interdunal plains are 
texture contrast types which are highly susceptible to 
water erosion once the vegetative cover is reduced. 
Surface stripping, scalding and minor gullying is 
common and about 13 km' (9.6%) of the system 
shows extreme degradation. This area, on Winderie 
station, needs complete protection from grazing and 
possibly some cultivation and seeding treatments 
until recovery is effected. 

Coast land system 
This large system occurs as a strip, up to 6-7 km 

wide but usually much narrower, adjacent to much of 
the coastline from the south to the north of the 
survey area on Tamala, Carra rang, Dirk Hartog, 
Boolathana, Quobba, Gnaraloo, Warroora, 
Cardabia and Ningaloo stations. It consists of large 
long walled parabolic dunes with narrow swales, , 
minor limestone plains and wave cut platforms and 
beaches. Large parts of the system are little used for 
grazmg due to the lack of stock waters while other 
parts are intensively grazed. 

Pasture is the Coastal Dune Shrub (CDSH) type 
which is largely in good or fair condition (see table 
31). However, about 86 km' or nearly 8% of the 
system consists of large, mobile sand drifts and blow
outs. Several of the major blow-outs have their 
origins near obvious sites of disturbance (stock 
watering points, fence lines, access tracks etc.) while 
the origin of othcrs is unclear. Once initiated, the 
degradation is long term and self-perpetuating under 
the strong prevailing southcrly winds. Blow-outs 
progress northwards, re-working previously stable 
crests and arms of the dunes and leaving deflation 
basins behind. 

Because of the very high susceptibility of the 
system to wind erosion most is unsuited to pastoral 
use and should not be further developed. The system 
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is also at high risk to other forms of use or 
development. 

Delta land system 
This extensive flood plain system is associated 

WIth the western reaches of the three major rivers of 
the area - the MmIiya, Gascoyne and Wooramel. It is 
subject to occasIOnal major sheet and channelled 
flooding from the rivers and more frequent short 
term InundatIon from local falls: When in good 
condItIon the system supports hIghly productive 
perennial pastures of saltbush (mainly Atrip/ex 
vesicaria and A. bunburyana) and bluebush 
(dominants Maireana poiypterygia, M. piatycarpa or 
M. aphy//a) WIth numerous annual species in season. 

Range condition varies with some parts still being 
highly productive. However, more than half the 
traverse records indicate poor range condition and 
the system is the most degraded encountered within 
the survey area with about 360 km' (21.6%) showing 
extreme degradation. This is more than half of the 
total area of extreme degradation in the survey area. 
Nearly all desirable perennial shrubs have been lost 
from such areas and the soil surface is scalded, 
scoured and hum mocked by wind and water. In 
some situations undesirable woody shrubs such as 
needle bush lIakea preissii have greatly increased in 
density. 

The severely degraded areas occur either as small 
patches only a hundred metrcs or so in extent 
between areas with good shrub cover or as larger 
scalds and hummocked plains up to 3-4 km in extent. 
Significant areas of extreme degradation occur on 
Wooramel (145 km'), Brickhouse (104 km'), Minilya 
(36km') and Boolathana (29 km') stations. 

Programmes ofrehabilitiation are already in 
progress on many such areas, but are urgently 
required on other severely degraded parts in order 
to prevent further deterioration and to restore 
productive capacity. Such programmes should 
involve complete protection from grazing in the 
initial stages, with cultivation and seeding 
treatments. In some cases existing paddocks can be 
closed to use, but elsewhere additional fcncing will be 
required to isolate areas requiring treatment. 

Cultivation is required on the hard scalds in order 
to improve water infiltration rates and to provide a 
seedbed. Cultivation treatments would include strip 
contour ploughing and banking, pitting, furrowing 
and water ponding. Seeding with native saltbush and 
bluebush species would be essential in areas wherc 
there arc no natural seed sources nearby. Buffel grass 
should be sown on areas with sandy or loamy soils 
and is also showing some ability to colonize on 
heavier soil types. 

There is no doubt that rehabilitation can be 
achieved over many areas but it will be a difficult 
and expensive task. It is not possible to indicate the 
time period necessary for recovery but generally, 
given good growing seasons, reasonable revegetation 
responses could be expected within four or five years. 
Initially no grazing should be permitted but, in 
subsequent years, controlled, short term stocking 
may benefit the recovery process. 

Although parts of the Delta system are extremely 
degraded and are currently producing at far below 
potential, regeneration programmes have shown that 
the system has the ability to recover if treated as 
outlined. Rainfall is more assured than more inland 
pastoral areas and recent results of plant introduction 
trials in the Carnarvon area have been encouraging. 



Gearle land system 
This gently sloping plain system is largely confined 

to the north of the survey area and is represented on 
the Winning Pool - Edmund map sheet with lesser 
occurrences shown on the Kennedy Range sheet. 

The system supports highly productive Saltbush 
and Bluebush pastures, many of which are in good or 
fair conditions. However, about 40% of the traverse 
records indicate poor range condition and 14 km 2 
(I. 7%) of the system is extremely degraded. 
Degradation is evidenced by partial loss and in 
extreme eases, almost complete loss of the desirable 
low shrubs Gascoyne bluebush Maircana 
po/yplel:vgia and bladder saltbush Alrip/ex vesica ria, 
frequently accompanied by minor soil erosion and 
occasionally by moderate or severe erosion. 

The areas of severe degradation are confined to 
Hill Springs (II km') and Mardathuna (3 km2) 
stations. These areas should be protected from 
grazing until pastures have recovered. 

Winning land system 
This system occurs only on Mia Mia and Winning 

stations in the north of the survey area. It consists of 
flat to gently sloping plains with minor low hills, rises 
and dissected slopes. The plains support a 
characteristic scattered tall shrubland of snakewood 
Acacia xiphophylla with numerous under-shrubs. 
Pastures are productive Bluebush and Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) types with Gascoyne bluebush 
Maireana pol.vplel:vgia, Gascoyne mulla mulla 
Plilolus po/akii, silver saltbush Alrip/ex bunburyana 
and other useful low shrubs. They are attractive to 
livestock and have frequently received excessive use 
in the past. They arc nearly all more or less degraded 
and range condition is predominantly poor (58% of 
traverse records) or fair (29%). In addition 28 km' or 
nearly 4% of the system shows extremc degradation 
with almost complete loss of desirable shrubs and 
some active erosion in the form of sheeting, rilling 
and guttering. 

Areas of extreme degradation should be withdrawn 
from grazing by closing up existing paddocks or the 
provision of additional fencing. It is not possible to 
predict the time required for recovery. However, 
where there are still relic stands of desirable shrubs to 
act as seed sources, the system has the potential to 
respond to destocking and recover reasonably rapidly 
- possibly in four to five years. Where loss of 
perennial vegetation is more complete it is necessary 
to consider using cultivation and seeding methods to 
encourage the recovery process. 

Wash land system 
This productive system occurs in the north-east of 

the survey area on the Winning Pool - Edmund map 
sheet. It consists of broad, loamy alluvIal plaIns wIth 
groved vegetation and small drainage foci, and 
drainage tracts receiving more concentrated sheet 
and channelled flow. It supports Acacia Short Grass 
Forb (ASGF) pastures with more useful low shrubs 
and perennial grasses than usual and Acacia Creek
line (ACCR) and Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures. 
These pastures are dense in groves, drainage foci and 
along some drainage tracts. 

Most of the system is stable under grazing and is in 
fair or good range condition. However, restricted 
parts have lost numerous desirable low shrubs and 
are degraded to poor condition, and the duplex soils 
along drainage tracts are sensitivc to erosion. About 
13 km' (1.6%) of the system is extremely degraded 
with very little vegetative cover and moderate and 
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severe soil erosion. These areas, on Middalya (7 
km') and Lyndon (6 km') stations, require 
rehabilitation programmes including complete 
protection from grazing. 

Range condition of land systems of 
moderate pastoral value 

The traverse data (see table 31) indicates that the 
32 land systems of moderate pastoral value are 
mostly in good or fair range condition. Even so, 21 % 
of the traverse records did indicate poor range 
condition with degraded pastures and occasional 
erosion. Areas in such condition require careful 
management in terms of control of stock numbers 
and season of use. 

A total of about 92 km' of extreme degradation 
occurs and this is largely confined to land systems 
Duffy, Jimba, Lyons, Taillefer and Yinnietharra. 

Duffy land system 
The system occurs in the far north-east of the 

survey area on Towera station. It consists of sandy 
plains, broad drainage tracts and isolated low hills 
and stony rises. 

Pastures of the sandy plains and stony areas are 
Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft Spinifex which are in 
good or fair condition. However, some broad 
drainage tracts with more attractive Acacia Short 
Grass Forb and Acacia Creek-line pastures are 
extremely degraded with gross loss of desirable 
shrubs and locally moderate water erosion. About 10 
km' of country within existing paddocks is affected. 
In order to encourage pasture recovery this area 
needs to be destocked for a number of consecutive 
growing season and grazed at very conservative rates 
at other times. 

Jimba land system 
This fairly large system occurs in the north-east 

and east of the survey area on the Winning Pool
Edmund, Kennedy Range and Wooramel map sheets. 
It is based on sedimentary rocks of Permian age and 
consists of gently sloping plains and broad drainage 
tracts, mostly devoid of surface mantling and minor 
pebbly plains and stony ridges. 

The system supports moderately productive Stony 
Chenopod, Acacia Short Grass Forb and some 
Saltbush pastures. Much of the pasture is seriously 
depleted and soil erosion is common. Forty-three per 
cent of traverse records indicate poor range condition 
and about 52 km' (3.2%) of the system shows 
extreme degradation with very poor vegetative cover 
and scalded, rilled and hummocked soil surfaces. 

Significant areas of extreme degradation exist on 
Williambury (24 km'), Middalya (14 km2) and 
Winderie (14 km') stations. 

Because of the texture contrast nature of the soils 
and the general lack of a stony mantle to protect the 
surface, the system is inherently highly susceptible to 
soil erosion once plant cover is depleted. The poor 
condition ofthe system clearly shows that the ability 
of this fragile country to support stock has been over 
estimated in the past. Grazing on the system needs 
to be strictly controlled in terms of stock numbers 
and season of use and proper grazing management 
must involve leaving a reasonable residue of plant 
material as ground cover to protect the soil surface. 

The areas of extreme degradation listed previously 
should be closed to grazing for such time as is 
necessary for recovery to be effected. Cultivation 
and seeding treatments should be attempted on some 
parts. 
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Lyons land system 
The Lyons system is represented mainly on the 

Kennedy Range and Wooramel map sheets. It 
consists of c1aypans with narrow, adjacent alluvial 
plains surrounded by sandy banks and large, linear 
and reticulate sand dunes. The component units of 
the system vary considerably in their response and 
sensitivity to grazing. The sandy parts support 
Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) pastures which are 
predominantly in fair condition and without any 
erosion. The narrow plams whIch lIe between the 
dunes and the c1aypans support Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub pastures which are attractive to livestock and 
receive preferential grazing. Although they still 
support some useful low shrubs and numerous 
annuals in season, they are largely degraded to poor 
condition (about 6 km' of extreme degradation 
occurs on Wooramel station). Desirable species such 
as currant bush Scaevo/a spinescens tall saltbush 
Rhagodia eremaea and ruby saltbush Enchy/aena 
!Omen/osa are depleted and drought durability has 
been reduced. Undesirable woody shrubs such as 
needle bush Hakea preissii and waxy leaf poverty 
bush EremophUa crenu/a/a have increased markedly 
in some situations. The plain unit is moderately 
susceptible to erosion and scalding and shallow 
rilling is common. 

Such a mixture of land units with different 
sensitivities to grazing makes overall management of 
the system difficult. Some loss of desirable shrubs is 
inevitable ifmaximum use is to be made of the other 
pasture components, but severe pasture depletion 
accompanied by erosion has occurred in some areas. 
Areas in poor condition should be spelled for a 
number of consecutive growing seasons and 
conservatively grazed at other times. 

Taillefer land system 
The system is found only on the Peron Peninsula 

in the Shark Bay area. It consists of undulating 
plains of calcareous sand, minor limestone ridges and 
low coastal dunes supporting spinifex hummock 
grasslands Triodia p/urinerva/a with numerous 
shrubs and minor areas of low shrublands of silver 
saltbush A/rip/ex bunburyana. 

The Hard Spinifex pastures of the system are more 
productive than usual; when in good condition, they 
have a fairly high density of desirable low shrubs 
such as cotton bush P/Uo/us obova/us, climbing mulla 
mulla P.divarica/us and ruby saltbush Enchy/aena 
/omen/osa. 

Many parts of the system are in good or fair range 
condition, but significant areas are degraded (40% of 
traverse records indicate poor range condition). In 
the south of Peron station 15 km' was severely 
degraded at the time of survey with very little 
vegetative cover and active wind erosion. 
Degradation of this kind occurs episodically and may 
become evident in the first few years after fire has 
burnt out the spinifex pasture and particularly if poor 
seasons or excessive grazing follow the fire. 

Because of its sensitivity to wind erosion the 
system requires very careful management. 
Degradation can be prevented or mitigated by 
deferral of grazing after a fire, more appropriate 
grazing pressure and by encouraging the spread of 
buffel grass Cenchrus ci/iaris as a primary stabilizer. 
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Yinnietharra land system 
The Yinnietharra system is confined to Towera, 

Lyndon and Williambury stations in the north-east of 
the survey area. It consists of scattered granite tors, 
domes and low hills above stony slopes and broad, 
gently sloping sandy surfaced plains and low drainage 
tracts. Pastures are mainly Acacia Short Grass Forb 
with some Stony Chenopod and Acacia Creek-line 
types. 

Range condition of the system varies from good to 
poor and is largely dependent on soil type, distance 
from stock water and grazing history. Considerable 
loss of desirable shrubs has occurred in some parts 
and broad plains and drainage tracts with duplex 
soils are inherently susceptible to water erosion. 
Thirty-eight per cent of traverse records indicate 
poor range condition and about 9 km' of the system 
on Lyndon station shows extreme degradation with 
almost complete loss of perennial vegetation and 
active soil erosion. A rehabilitation programme 
involving complete protection from grazing with 
additional fencing to effect this is required and 
possibly some cultivation and seeding work needs to 
be commenced. 

Range condition of land systems of low 
to very low pastoral value 

Some of the systems in this category are rough hill 
and mountain systems (e.g. Agamemnon, Fossil, 
Glenburgh, Augustus and Range) difficult of access 
and supporting sparse shrub pastures or hard 
spinifex. The major units of hill crests, plateaux, 
footslopes and stony plains are nearly always in good 
or fair range condition and there is no accelerated 
erosion. Some of the minor units such as narrow 
drainage floors are degraded because they support 
better quality pastures which have been preferentially 
grazed. However, there are no major degradation 
problems. 

Other systems, although still hilly, have larger areas 
offootslopes and lower plains and are readily 
accessible to livestock. Tgey supply some useful 
rough grazing and range condition is predominently 
good or fair. Although these systems have little 
drought durability they support numerous annuals in 
good seasons and opportunistic use should be made 
of these. In good years these systems should be used 
to carry stock from degraded pastures on better 
quality systems that require destocking or reduced 
stocking to encourage recovery. 

Other systems in this category support vegetation 
types which contain very few useful or palatable 
species for livestock. The Heath (HEAT) pastures of 
the Inscription, Nanga and Zuytdorp systems are 
examples. These are of very low carrying capacity, 
have generally not been developed for pastoral use 
and could not be developed economically. 
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20. Accelerated water erosion on the Wash land system, which has a shallow loamy so il over hardpan. As a 
result oflosses in shrub cover, infiltration rates decline and overland now rates accelerate, causing soil loss by 
sheeting and rilling. 

-• 

4 .-

- -

• 

2 1. Serious gull y erosion is only a loca l problem in the survey area , being largely confined to sloping plains 
with deep duplcx or loamy soi ls recci v ing conccntrated run-on from dcgraded arcas. All uvial plain. Gcarle land 
system. 
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22. Severe degradati on and eros ion on an alluvial plain of the Delta land system . Note the sca lded, scaled 
soi l surface, root exposure and the original so il surface level. 

23. Fenceline effect depicting complete remova l of spin y bluebush Maireana aphylla shrubland through 
overgrazing an alluvial plain of the Delta land system. 
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24. Pilling treatment s that create niches to trap wind-bl own seeds and pond rainwater fo r seed lin g 
establi shm ent as seen here on an allu via l pl ain of a Sabl e land system, are costl y, labour intensive and o ft en 
slow to take effect. 

: 

-
25. Massive wind erosion, Coast land system. Extreme fragilit y of the pa rabolic dunes renders them liable to 

blow-outs a nd co mplete loss of so il down wind from po ints o f degradati on and di sturban ce. such as al ong east
west fences and stock watering po ints nea r th e coastlin e. In other in sta nces. blow-o uts may have been in iti a ted 
by sto rms and wave action. O nce in progress, blowouts arc virtuall y unstoppable. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Station Reports 

Station reports are presented alphabetically, using 
a standardized format. Reports should be read in 
conjunction with the relevant I :250,000 scale land 
system maps which show cadastral boundaries, land 
system boundaries, watering points, major 
topographic features, traverse routes and recordings, 
range evaluation (inventory) sites and severely 
degraded and eroded areas. 

Each report presents a summary description of 
land systems on the station and their areas and 
pastoral value. Condition statements derived from 
traverse records are presented for each land system. 
Statements for component units of each land system 
are not presented here, but these data are available. 

Descriptive statements of the range condition of 
each land system are made together with 
management recommendations where necessary. 

The table at the end of each station report lists all 
land systems and their component pasture types 
present on the station. The areas of each pasture type 
in good, fair and poor range condition are indicated, 
as determined from traverse records obtained during 
the survey. 

Suggested stocking rates for modal seasonal 
conditions are presented with each pasture type for 
each level of condition (table 29). The total carrying 
capacity of each pasture type and land system on 
each station has been estimated in this way. A table 
for each station shows the recommended sheep unit 
capacity of the land systems for their present range 
condition. One sheep unit is defined as a dry ewe or 

a wether: for proIJerties running cattle the generally 
accepted converSIOn rate of8 sheep units has been 
used to convert cattle numbers. The table also 
indicates the capability sheep unit capacity if the 
systems were all m good range condition. 
Recommended and capability sheep capacities for 
the whole statIOn are obtamed by summation and 
rounded to the nearest 50. 

A summary.(table 32) of all stations is presented 
before the mdlvldual reports. The table includes a 
column showing the ratio of recommended sheep 
unIt capaclty:capabdlty sheep unit capacity. This 
figure gives an indication of how far removed the 
present range condition of each station is from 
uniformly good condition and is a measure of the 
degree of degradation that has occurred. A figure of 
1.0 mdlcates that present condItIon is all good to 
optimal. The lower the fraction the greater the 
departure is from ideal condition. 

Individual reports presented here are for the 
following stations: 

Boolathana. Boologooro, Brickhouse, Bullara, 
Callagiddy, Callytharra Springs, Carbla, Cardabia, 
Carey Downs, Carra rang, Coburn, Cooralya, Dirk 
Hartog, Doorawarrah, Edaggee, Ella Valla, Exmouth 
Gulf, Faure, Gilroyd, Gnaraloo, Hamelin, Hill 
Springs, Lyndon, Manberry, Mardathuna, Marron, 
Meadow, Meedo, Meeragoolia, Mia Mia, Middalya, 
Minilya, Mooka, Nanga, Nerren Nerren, Ningaloo, 
Peron, Pimbee, Quobba, Talisker, Tamala, Towrana, 
Towera, Wahroonga, Wandagee, Warroora, 
Williambury, Windcrie, Winning, Woodleigh, 
Wooramcl, Yalardy, Yalbalgo and Yaringa. 

Table 32. Conditions and carrying capacity summary of stations, 

Area Aange condition Extreme 
Tolal sheep capacity 

Ratio Present stock 
Station km' km' degradation recommend: nos (1982) Remarks 

km' capability sheep(S) 
Good Fair Poor Recommended capability cattle (C) 

Boolathana 1455 809 397 206 43 16650 21950 0.76 10000 (S) Mostly high potential country, 
110 (C) condition fair to good except 

P parts Sandal, Delta and Coast 
1.5. severely degraded, some 
parts inadequately watered. 

Boologooro 741 497 155 89 8800 10700 0.82 5600 (S) Mostly high potential country. 
condition predominantly good 
or fair, insufficient or saline 
stock waters in parts. 

Brickhouse 2263 827 720 612 104 24450 37950 0.64 29000 (S) High pastoral potential. 
336 (C) condition variable but extensive 

parts Delta l.s. severely de-
graded, some parts 
inadequately watered. 

Bullara 1109 999 84 24 2 17000 18050 0.94 11638 (S) Soft spini!ex and bluebush 
105 (C) country largely in good range 

condition, some parts 
inadequately watered. 

Calligiddy 654 173 324 157 6550 10000 0.66 7859 (S) High pastoral potential country, 
condition predominantly fair. 

Callytharra 673 466 133 74 3950 4500 0.88 230 (S) Mostly sandplain country with 
Springs 196 (C) some rough hills, very incom-

pletely developed. 

Carbla 957 200 453 304 8800 17100 0.51 4051 (S) Mostly high potential limestone 
country, parts degraded to fair 
or poor condition, no significant 
erosion, some extensive parts 
inadequately watered. 
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Table 32. Continued 

Area Range condition Extreme 
Total sheep capacity 

Ratio Present stock 
Station km' km' degradation recommend; nos (1982) Remarks 

km' capabill~ sheep(S) 
Good Fair Poor Recommended capability cattle (C 

Cardabia 1998 1524 407 67 28450 32900 0.86 17349 (8) Soft spinifex and bluebush 
321 (C) country of high pastoral potential 

generally in good condition. 
Gearle and Firecracker systems 
need careful management. 

Carey Downs 955 480 285 190 4900 6250 0.78 4416 (8) Sand plain, stony plains and 
rough hills, condition variable 
but mostly fair or good, eastern 
parts not developed. 

Carrarang 805 586 86 97 36 8000 97000 0.82 1747 (8) Sandplain and dunes, range 
condition good except Coast 
1.5. highly sensitive and subject 
to blowouts, poorly developed 
and inadequately watered. 

Coburn 1005 448 345 212 5150 7050 0.73 3022 (8) Mostly sand plain in fair to good 
condition, inadequately 
watered. Nanga I.s. too poor to 
develop for pastoralism. 

Cooralya 1619 586 762 271 13350 18650 0.72 21000 (S) 8andplain and alluvial plains 
moderate to high potential, con-
dition predominantly fair. 

Dirk Hartog 616 475 103 20 18 5450 6300 0.87 3150 (S) Sandy plains and coastal 
dunes, condition mostly good, 
Inscription I.s. too poor to de-
velop for pastoralism, massive 
blowouts occur on sensitive 
Coast I.s., only partly developed 
and insufficient waters. 

Doorawarrah 2193 525 1050 618 16900 27350 0.62 11498 (8) Plains country of moderate to 
high pastoral value, pastures 
generally degraded to fair or 
poor condition. 

Edaggee 679 167 311 201 6700 10450 0.64 7000 (8) Alluvial plains with high pastoral 
value but pastures generally de-
graded and shrub invaded, 
inadequatE!ly watered. 

Ella Valla 761 321 320 120 7000 9650 0.73 7084 (8) Sandy plains and low dunes 
moderate to high pastoral po-
tential, condition variable but 
largely fair or good, no signifi-
cant erosion. . 

Exmouth Gulf 930 864 66 8050 8250 0.98 10259 (S) Sandy plains and rugged lime-
stone ranges, condition good, 
most of Range I.s. is unsuitable 
for pastoralism. 

Gilroyd 809 353 386 70 5600 6700 0.84 3195 (8) 8andplain and dunes, moderate 
pastoral value, condition fair or 
good, additional water points 
needed. 

Gnaraloo 913 625 225 51 12 10350 12550 0.82 4180 (8) 8andpla'!n and limestone 
9 (C) country, moderate to high pas-

toral potential, condition mostly 
good, blowouts on Coast I.s., 
parts inadequately watered. 

Hamelin 2028 584 624 820 16650 29900 0.56 8136 (8) 8andy plains and limestone 
plains, moderate to high pas-
toral value, pastures generally 
degraded to fair or poor con-
dition, some extra waters 
needed. 
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Table 32. Continued 

Area Range condition Extreme 
Total sheep capacity 

Ratio Present stock 
Station km' km' degradation recommend: nos (1982) Remarks 

km' capability sheep(S) 
Good Fair Poor Recommended capabUity cattle (e) 

Hill Springs 1232 682 376 162 12 10600 13900 0.76 10000 (8) Sand plain, dunes, stony plains 
of moderate value, range con-
dition fair or good except 
Gearle 1.5. which is seriously 
degraded, parts of station are 
not in use. 

Lyndon 2482 1116 913 439 14 14950 20700 0.72 15648 (8) Stony plains, alluvial plains and 
rough hills, moderate pastoral 
potential, condition generally 
good or fair but some severe 
degradation, some extra waters 
needed. 

Manberry 854 165 450 239 5650 8350 0.68 6596 (8) Sandy plains and dunes, mod-
74 (C) erate pastoral value, condition 

mostly fair but variable, some 
parts little used due to lack of 
waters. 

Mardathuna 2433 1422 670 337 4 18600 23900 0.78 15500 (S) Sandplain. alluvial plains, stony 
500 (C) plains and rough plateaux, 

overall moderate value, con-
dition mostly good or fair but 
Gearle I.s. severely degraded. 

Marron 805 400 276 129 7500 10250 0.73 6250 (S) Alluvial plains, sandplain and 
38 (C) dunes moderate to high pas-

toral value, condition mostly 
good or fair but some 
degradation. 

Meadow 832 405 323 104 6100 8500 0.72 1945 (S) Mostly sandplain of moderate 
pastoral value, condition mostly 
good or fair, inadequately 
watered. 

Meedo 1465 549 619 297 9250 12850 0.72 6928 (S) Sandplain, dunes and alluvial 
10 (C) plains of moderate pastoral 

value, condition fair to good but 
Lyons I.s. generally degraded. 

Meeragoolia 260 42 111 107 2050 3900 0.53 4000 (S) Alluvial plains of high pastoral 
value, pastures are shrub-

t'invaded and degraded to fair or 
poor condition. 

Mia Mia 2089 1301 492 287 9 21450 29400 0.73 24474 (S) 8andplain and alluvial plains, 
moderate to high pastoral 
value, sandplain in good con-
dition, elsewhere condition vari-
able, Winning and Spot I.s. 
degraded. 

Middalya 1997 1163 491 322 21 15200 19350 0.79 12300 (8) 8andplain, alluvial and stony 
plains, hills, moderate pastoral 
value, condition mostly good 
but variable, parts Jimba I.s. 
severely degraded, some parts 
little used due to lack of waters. 

Minilya 2733 1640 748 307 38 31050 40700 0.76 25000 (S) Sandy plains and alluvial plains of 
1500 (C) moderate and high pastoral 

value, condition variable, severe 
degradation on some alluvial 
systems, north-east parts 
inadequately watered. 

Mooka 809 55(1 181 69 4700 5450 0.86 2418 (8) Mostly sandy plains and dunes, 
moderate pastoral value, con-
dition predominantly good or 
fair, western parts 
undeveloped. 
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Table 32. Continued 

Area Range condition Extreme 
Total sheep capacity 

Ratio Present stock 
Station km' km' degradation recommend: nos (1982) Remarks 

km' capabili~ sheep(S) 
Good Fair Poor Recommended capability cattle (C 

Nanga 1751 1504 184 63 7700 8850 0.87 3000 (8) Sand plain with very low value 
heath pastures, better pastures 
in north, range condition of 
used areas is fair, Nanga sys-
tem too poor for pastoralism. 

Nerren Nerren 1775 1153 412 210 9650 11400 0.85 4682 (8) Sand plains of very low and 
moderate pastoral value, con-
dition mostly good, additional 
waters required, Nanga system 
too poor for development. 

Ningaloo 497 388 91 2 16 5950 6800 0.88 5817 (S) Sand plain and dunes, generally 
high pastoral value, condition 
mostly good, large blowouts on 
sensitive Coast 1.5., station 
poorly watered. 

Peron 1052 421 372 244 15 8350 11650 0.72 7000 (S) Sandy plains, moderate to high 
pastoral value, condition varies 
from good to poor, Taillefer 
system susceptible to wind 
erosion, parts inadequately 
watered. 

Pimbee 565 153 279 133 3600 4850 0.74 3000 (8) Sand plain and dunes, moderate 
pastoral value, condition mostly 
fair, some local pasture degra-
dation, a few extra waters 
needed. 

Quobba 750 555 172 18 5 9050 10350 0.87 4737 (8) Sand plain, dunes and limestone 
plains, high pastoral value, con-
dition mostly good but some 
local pasture degradation, large 
blowouts on sensitive Coast 
los., additional waters needed. 

Talisker 2873 1479 1148 246 20800 24300 0.86 5150 (S) Sand plain of moderate pastoral 
value, good or fair condition, 
much of station undeveloped 
due to lack of groundwater 
supplies. 

Tamala 1297 1035 149 104 9 11500 13350 0.86 8500 (S) Sand plain, dunes, limestone 
32 (C) plains, pastoral value very low 

to very high, condition mostly 
good except large blowouts on 
sensitive Coast I.s., 
inadequately watered. 

Towera 2061 1089 674 288 10 13950 17550 0.79 3238 (S) Sandy plains, stony plains and 
hills, moderate pastoral value, 
variable condition, some local 
areas of severe degradation, 
some extra waters needed. 

Towrana 1627 474 791 362 10200 13700 0.74 2908 (S) Mostly sandplain and dunes, 
moderate pastoral value, con-
dition mostly fair but some pas-
tures degraded to poor. 

Wahroonga 830 362 265 203 6150 9300 0.66 5804 (S) Sandplain, dunes and alluvial 
plains, moderate to high pas-
toral potential, condition varies 
good to poor, some pastures 
are shrub invaded, additional 
waters needed. 

Wandagee 1924 776 630 490 28 16550 24800 0.67 21545 (8) Alluvial plains and sand plain, 
40 (C) moderate to high pastoral po-

tential, condition variable, some 
extensive areas of severe 
degradation, parts inadequately 
watered. 
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Table 32. Continued 

Area Range condition Extreme 
Total sheep capacity 

Ratio Present stock 
Station km' km' degradation recommend: nos (1982) Remarks 

km' capability sheep(S) 
Good Fair Poor Recommended capability cattle (el 

Warroora 1077 812 259 5 16350 18500 0.88 10084 (8) Sanctplain, alluvial plains and 
limestone plains of high pas-
toral value, range condition 
good or fair, inadequately 
watered. 

WilJiambury 2728 1125 1028 551 24 14050 20150 0.70 8000 (8) Stony plains, alluvial plains, 
120 (C) rough hills, overall pastoral 

value moderate, condition 
varies good to poor, severe 
degradation on parts of Jimba 1.5. 

Winderie 692 152 372 141 27 3900 5800 0.67 6294 (8) Sand plain, dunes, and alluvial 
plains of moderate pastoral 
value, condition mostly fair, 
severe degradation on parts 
Bidgemia and Jimba 1.5. 

Winning 1585 682 337 544 22 13450 22300 0.60 17000 (S) Sandy plains and alluvial plains, 
220 (C) pastoral value moderate to 

high, condition variable but con-
siderable pasture depletion and 
parts of Winning I.s. severely 
degraded. 

Wood leigh 2331 1330 790 211 17050 19650 0.87 14600 (S) Sandplain of moderate pastoral 
20 (C) value, condition mainly good or 

fair, some large areas 
inadequately watered. 

Wooramel 1414 508 360 378 168 13000 22550 0.58 4253 (S) Alluvial plains of high pastoral 
value, condition varies from 
good to poor, large parts Delta 
I.s. severely degraded, ad-
ditional waters needed. 

Yalardy 1012 719 205 88 7550 8350 0.90 4000 (S) Sand plain and dunes, moderate 
pastoral value, condition mostly 
good or fair, some large parts 
inadequately watered. 

Yatbatgo 865· 242 460 163 6300 9050 0.70 5000 (S) Sand plain and dunes of moder 
15 (C) ate to high pastoral value, con-

dition mostly fair, some large 
/' areas inadequately watered. 

Yaringa 1227 440 479 308 10000 13550 0.74 4620 (S) Sand plain and limestone plains 
of moderate to high pastoral 
value, condition varies from 
good to poor, large areas 
inadequately watered. 

TOTALS 71145 36396 22351 11760 638 596200 801350 455078(S) 
3658 (e) 
=484342 sheep units 
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Boolathana station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 1,455 km2 

sandy banks and rises. They support extensive low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush and patches of 
tall acacia shrublands on the sandy rises. The Delta 
system is marginally lower than the other systems 
and consists of active floodplains with numerous 
scalds and scoured areas associated with flooding 
from the Gascoyne River. 

Location 
Boolathana station is located on the Quobba 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 35 km 
north by road from Carnarvon and the station has 
common boundaries with Quobba, Boologooro, 
Cooralya, Doorawarrah and Brickhouse stations and 
the Carnarvon townsite, In the west the station has 
about 23 km of Indian Ocean coastline and in the 
north-west it abuts onto Lake McLeod, 

Description 
All of the station is accessible to livestock and 

more than 90% of the country is of high pastoral 
value. 

Two sand dune systems, Lyell (4.5%) and Coast 
(4.3%) occur in the west. These systems and the 
gently undulating sandy plains of the Brown system 
(12.3%) support acacia shrublands with useful low 
shrubs including saltbush. The introduced buffel 
grass is well established on parts of these systems and 
on sandy clements of many other systems throughout 
the station. 

The largest and most valuable land systems on the 
station are Sable (24.1 % of the station area), Sandal 

All land systems found in the station arc 
summarized in table I. 

( I 7.9%), Delta ( 16.1 %) and Waroora ( I 3.4%). These 
systems all consist of almost flat saline and non
saline alluvial plains with varying proportions oflow 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and arc presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Boolathana station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.v.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.v.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.v.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.v.) 

Land systems 

Brown - gently undulating sand plains and 
occasional dunes; tall mixed acacia 
shrublands, also buffel grass. 
McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains 
with bare marginal mudflats; samphire 
and saltbush low shrublands. 
Mallee - undulating sandy plains with 
limestone at shallow depth; mallee 
shrublands with soft and hard spinifex. 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
currant bush and acacia mixed shrublands. 

Sable - nearly flat saline alluvial plains, 
minor sandy banks; saltbush and bluebush 
shrublands. 
Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous low 
sandy rises and banks, duplex and sand 
soils; currant bush and acacia mixed 
shrublands and bluebush. 
Delta - almost flat, active alluvial 
floodplains, low shrublands of saltbush 
and bluebush 
Warroora - nearly flat, saline alluvial 
plains, sluggish drainage tracts and 
prominent drainage foci, minor limestone 
outcrop plains and sandy banks; low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush. 
Lyell -linear and reticulate dunes with 
saline interdunal plains; acacia 
shrublands and saltbush. 
Coast -large, long walled parabolic 
coastal dunes and narrow swales, 
unstable blowout areas, narrow swales, rocky wave 
cut platforms and beach; mixed low shrubs, 
also buffel grass. 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more 
clayey interbank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci; currant bush mixed 
shrublands and acacia shrublands 

Very high Chargoo - nearly flat, saline alluvial 
(> 5 ha/s.u.) plains with numerous drainage foci and 

swampy depressions, chenopod shrublands 
and tussock grasses. 

Bare surfaces of Lake McLeod 
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2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (257 recordings on 8 land systems) 

land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Brown 20 100 
1 100 Coast 

Delta 99 39 26 23 12 
Lyell 14 100 
Macleod 9 100 
Sable 40 100 
Sandal 31 80 10 10 
Warroora 43 100 

Total over all 
land systems 257 74 11 10 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 22 sites on 8 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Sable land system (24.1 %) 

Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures 
on this system are mostly in fairto very good 
condition although some localized areas show shrub 
depletion to poor condition. There is no erosion on 
the system and over all range condition is 
predominantly fair or good. 

2. Sandal land system (17.9%) 

5 

This system supports valuable Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub Pastures (CBMS) and some Bluebush (BLUE) 
on the duplex soils of the alluvial plains and Acacia 
Sand plain pastures (ACSA) on the sandy banks. 
Condition of the Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures 
is about evenly distributed between good, fair and 
poor with the poorer areas showing loss of desirable 
shrubs such as currant bush, Gascoyne bluebush and 
tall saltbush. The Acacia Sandplain pastures are 
nearly all in fair or good condition. Localized parts 
of the system show minor and moderate erosion in 
the form of patchy scalding and surface sheeting. 

Taken over all the traverse data indicates that 
about 20% of this system is)n poor range condition, 
with 45% and 35% being in fair and good range 
condition respectively. The poorer parts of the 
system could be readily improved by spelling from 
grazing over a number of growing seasons. 

3. Delta land system (16.1%) 
The alluvial flood plains of this system support 

mixed Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) 
pastures. Condition of the pastures varies from very 
good to very poor. More than 40% of the traverse 
recordings indicated poor or very poor pasture 
condition with desirable shrubs such as bladder 
saltbush and low bluebush severely depleted or 
absent. On some sites, notably to the north of the 
homestead, the undesirable needle bush appears to be 
increasing. 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

axc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

30 30 30 10 60 30 10 
100 100 

8 33 18 14 27 39 19 42 
43 50 7 93 7 
89 11 100 
20 30 35 15 50 35 15 
3 32 49 13 3 35 46 19 

42 49 9 91 9 

21 35 23 10 11 56 23 21 

Wind and water erosion is common on the system 
and has resulted in cxtcnsive bare scalded surfaces 
and areas with hummocking and shallow scouring. 
About 29 km' (12%) of the system shows extreme 
pasture degradation with moderate to severe erosion. 
These areas should not be used for grazing and 
require special remedial treatments including 
cultivation works and seeding to facilitate 
rehabilitation. Cultivation treatments have already 
been attempted over large areas and have met with 
mixed success. 

4. Warroora land system (13.4%) 
This system is nearly all in good range condition 

with Bluebush (BLUE) and Saltbush (SALT) pastures 
in good or very good condition and no erosion. 
Some parts are not fully used due to the distance 
from water and/or the fairly high levels of salt in 
some of the stock waters. 

5. Brown land system (12.3%) , 
This system supports Acacia Sandplain pastures 

with an overstorey of silver bark wattle with other 
shrubs such as tall saltbush, sand plain poverty bush, 
and Wilcox bush and various grasses. Pasture 
condition is mostly fair to very good and there is nO 
erosion. Considerable death of shrubs has occurred 
in the past on some heavily used areas, but these now 
support good stands of the introduced buffel grass. 

6. Lyell land system (4.5%) 
This sand dune system supports Coastal Dune 

Shrub pastures (COSH) with low shrubs such as 
coastal jam and Calylrix sp. on the dunes and a wide 
range of more useful shrubs such as silver saltbush, 
Rhagodia sp.; and other chenopods on the inter
dunal plains. Pasture condition is good or very good 
and there is no erosion. 

7. The remaining six land systems on the station 
collectively occupy 9.5% of the station area. Pastures 
are in good or very good condition and there is no 
erosion except for one large sand blowout on the 
Coast system. 
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8. In general the station is well subdivided into 
paddocks. Although the station has numerous 
watering points, some areas in the north, north-east 
and elsewhere arc inadequately watered and some of 
the supplies are very saline. High salt intake by sheep 
(resulting from a combination of salty stock waters 
and saline pastures) means that grazing radii from 
water are shortened and pasture usage is restricted. 
As a consequence, many areas of Saltbush and 
Bluebush pastures have been under used. These 
areas need to be brought into production with more 

Individual station report 
Boolathana station - 145.480 ha 

and/or better quality water supplies. This would 
enable the stocking pressure to be reduced on 
severely degraded parts of the station and facilitate 
rehabilitation works on those parts (which are almost 
exclusively confined to the Delta land system- see 3). 

9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 16,650. 

10. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 21,950. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d." capacity capacity 

Sable 351 SALT 69 65 24 2,343 3,160 
BLUE 62 57 21 2,084 2,800 
ACSA 29 14 10 369 442 

Sandal 261 CBMS 33 43 42 1,460 2,360 
ASCA 41 58 5 724 867 
BLUE 15 16 8 550 780 

Delta 235 BLUE 32 22 37 15 1,146 2,120 
SALT 28 20 32 14 1,010 1,800 
ASCA 28 7 277 292 

Warroora 194 BLUE 76 11 1,658 1,740 
SALT 68 10 1,485 1,560 
SAMP 29 116 116 

Brown 178 ASCA 96 48 16 1,164 1,133 
SALT 6 6 6 233 360 

Lyell 65 CDSH 39 3 509 525 
SALT 21 2 445 460 

Coast 62 CDSH 35 8 5 14 515 775 
McLeod 54 SAMP 27 108 108 

SALT 11 220 220 
Noveg 16 

Mallee 10 HASP 5 1 28 30 
SOSP 3 1 58 67 

Lyons 8 ACSA 2 2 29 33 
CBMS 2 25 40 
ACCR 
Noveg 2 

ChargoD 3 SALT 1 33 40 
TUGR 1 33 33 
BLUE 7T 

Target 2 CBMS 13 20 
ACSA 8 8 
ACCR 

Lake McLeod 32 Noveg 32 

Totals 1,455 809 397 206 43 16,643 21,969 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 16,650 
Capability 21,950 
Declared stock numbers (sheep unitsor equivalents) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1982): 
average (mean) 18,693 
highest (1974) 23,970 
lowest (1980) 9,295 
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Boologooro station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 741 km2 

Four other systems of high pastoral value occur on 
the station. The largest of these is Target (6.6%) 
which is found in the south of the station and 
consists of nearly flat plains with sandy banks and 
small but prominent drainage foci with dense 
vegetation. The plains support currant bush mixed 
shrublands and tall acacia shrublands. 

Location 
Boologooro station is located on the Quobba and 

Kennedy Range I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is adjacent to the North-West Coastal 
Highway about 80 km north of Carnarvon. The 
station has common boundanes wllh MmIiya, 
Cooralya and Boolathana stations and with Lake 
McLeod to the west. 

The remainder of the station (16.6%) consists of 
land systems McLeod, Lyons and Yalbalgo which are 
of moderate grazing value. The McLeod system 
(7.2%) occurs m the central west and consists of 
saline plains with low shrublands of sam ph ire and 
saltbush. The Lyons system occurs in the centre and 
north-cast. It consists of sandy alluvial plains with 
numerous distinctive c1aypans surrounded by linear 
and reticulate dunes. Vegetation is currant bush 
mixed shrublands on the alluvial plains and tall 
shrublands ofwanyu on the dunes. The Yalbalgo 
system consists of large linear dunes and sandy 
swales and vegetation is mainly a tall shrubland of 
wanyu. 

Description 
The largest land system on the station is Sandal 

(48.6% of the station area) which occurs in central 
and southern parts. It consists of alluvial plains with 
duplex soils and numerous low sandy rises and 
banks. It supports mixed shrublands of currant bush, 
various acacias and some Gascoyne bluebush. 
Pastoral value is high. 

All land systems found on the station arc 
summarized in table I. 

The Warroora system (21.4%) occurs in the west 
and consists of almost flat saline alluvial plains with 
low shrublands of saltbush and bluebush and some 
tall acacia shrublands. Pastoral value is high. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

56037_22 

Table 1. land systems on 80010gooro station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 
ha/s.u.) 
Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Moderate McLeod - samphire flats and sandy 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) plains with bare marginal mudflats, 

samphire and saltbush shrublands. 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
currant bush mixed shrublands and wanyu 
shrublands. 
Yalbalgo - sandplain with linear and 
reticulate dunes; tall shrublands 
of wanyu. 

Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous 
low sandy rises and banks, duplex and 
sand soils; currant bush, acacia and 
bluebush mixed shrublands. 
Warroora - nearly flat, saline alluvial 
plains, sluggish drainage tracts and 
prominent drainage foci, minor limestone 
outcrop plains and sandy banks; low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush. 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more 
clayey inter-bank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci; currant bush mixed shrublands 
and acacia shrublands. 
Brown - gently undulating sand plains 
and occasional dunes; tall mixed Acacia 
shrublands. 
Sable - nearly flat saline alluvial plains 
minor sandy banks; low shrublands of 
saltbush and bluebush. 
Trealla - elevated limestone plains and 
plains with thin sand cover, minor 
steeper marginal slopes, tall mixed acacia 
shrublands 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (109 recordings on gland systems) 

80010gooro 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Brown 3 100 
Lyons 14 100 
Macleod 1 100 
Sable 2 100 
Sandal 61 93 5 2 
Target 2 100 
Trealla 3 100 
Warroora 20 90 10 
Yalbalgo 3 100 

Total over all 
land systems 109 93 5 

Range evaluation sites 

Detailed descriptions and measurements of 
landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 4 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Sandal land system (48.6%) 
The Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures (CBMS) 

on the duplex soil plains of the system arc mostly in 
good condition although some 22% of the traverse 
records indicate shrub losses and poor condition. 
The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures of the low 
sandy rises of the system are in fair to very good 
condition. Degraded areas would respond well to 
spelling from grazing over a number of growing 
seasons. 

2, Warroora land system (21.4%) 
The Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) 

pastures of this system arc mostly in good or very 
good condition and there is very little erosion. The 
system is under used due to the general lack of good 
quality stock water supplies. 

3. McLeod land system (7,2%) 
Because of the highly saline nature of the Samphire 

(SAMP) and Saltbush (SALT) pastures the system is 
only oflimited usc for pastoral purposes. The 
problem of high levels of salt intake by stock are 
increased if stock water supplies are also saline. 
Condition of the pastures is good or very good. 

4. Target land system (6.6%) 
The system was not intensively sampledbut where 

seen was in fair or good range condition. 

5. Lyons land system (5.8%) 
The Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures 

on this system are mostly in fair or good condition 
although some areas show partial degradation to poor 
condition. Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures 
dominate the dunes and sandy swales of the system 
and arc good condition. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

100 100 
7 50 29 14 57 29 14 

100 100 
50 50 50 50 

10 38 36 16 48 36 16 
50 50 50 50 

67 33 100 
40 40 15 5 0 80 15 5 

67 33 67 33 

18 38 29 14 56 29 15 

6. Yalbalgo land system (3.6%) 
The system was insufficiently sampled but from 

knowledge of the Acacia Sandplain pastures of the 
system as seen elsewhere during the survey, condition 
is expected to be fair or good. The system is not 
prone to erosion. 

7. The remaining three minor land systems are in fair 
or good range condition. 

8. The station is well subdivided into paddocks but, 
as is common with stations in the coastal strip north 
and south of Carnarvon, has some problems of 
insufficient or poor quality (saline) stock water 
supplies. High salt intake by stock resulting from a 
combination of saline pastures and saline waters 
means that grazing range around waters is often 
severely restricted. As a result many of the Saltbush 
and Bluebush pastures on the station are not fully 
used. The provision of more frequent, better quality 
stock waters is required so that (-hese valuable 
pastures may be fully used. 

9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 8,800. 

10. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 10,700. 
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Individual station report 
Boologooro station - 74,117 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Sandal 360 CBMS 108 18 36 2,610 3,240 
ASCA 92 48 4 1,083 1,200 
BLUE 36 6 12 870 1,080 

Warroora 158 BLUE 46 11 6 1,095 1,260 
SALT 44 14 5 1,086 1,260 
SAMP 32 128 128 

McLeod 54 SAMP 27 108 108 
SALT 11 220 220 
Noveg 16 

Target 49 CBMS 2 9 11 221 440 
ACSA 7 10 3 133 167 
ACCR 3 3 1 95 140 

Lyons 43 ACSA 16 4 2 166 183 
CBMS 4 4 1 136 180 
ACCR 3 30 60 
Noveg 9 

Yalbalgo 27 ACSA 13 10 4 187 255 
Brown 18 ASCA 10 5 1 119 133 

SALT 1 1 33 40 
Sable 17 SALT 5 2 131 160 

BLUE 4 2 111 140 
ACSA 1 1 15 17 

Trealla 15 ACMS 9 4 226 280 
BLUE 1 20 20 

Totals 741 497 155 89 8,823 10,711 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 8,800 
Capability sheep unit capacity 10,700 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1983 (no data for 1971, 1977, 1982, 1984): 
average (mean) 8,642 
highest (1972) 13,250 
lowest (1983) none 
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Brickhouse station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 2,263 km2 
Location 

Brickhouse station is located on the Quobba, 
Kennedy Range, Shark Bay and Wooramel 1:250,000 
map sheet. The homestead is about 19 km east by 
road from Carnarvon. The station has common 
boundaries with Boolathana, Doorawarrah, 
Meeragoolia and Callagiddy stations and to the 
Carnarvon townsite area. Its \\:estern side extends to 
a long coastline north of Shark Bay. 

Description 
The Gascoyne River runs through the station from 

east to west and divides it into two sections, about 
one-third north of the river and two-thirds to the 
south. 

The station consists largely of broad, saline and 
non-saline active floodplains and stable floodplains 
of the Gascoyne River delta. All of the station is 
accessible to livestock and nearly all of it is of high 
pastoral val ue. 

The most extensive land systems are Sandal (34.9% 
of the station area), Delta (28.2%) and Sable (26.3%). 
These three systems all consist of almost flat alluvial 
plains with varying proportions oflow sandy banks 
and rises. They support low shrublands of saltbush 
and bluebush over broad plains and patches of tall 
acacia shrublands on the sandy rises. The Delta 
system is marginally lower than the other systems 

and consists of active flood plains ofthe Uascoyne 
River. It is susceptible to degradation and has 
numerous scalded, hummocked and water scoured 
areas. 

The remaining seven land systems on the station 
collectively occupy only 10.6% of the total area. Of 
these the Brown (3%), Littoral (2.5%) and River 
(2.5%) systems are the most significant. 

The Brown system occurs in the west near the coast 
and consists of undulating sandy plains and 
occasional large dunes. It supports tall acacia 
shrublands sometimes with a ground storey of buffel 
grass. 

The Littoral system occurs as a long strip fringing 
the coastal margin of the station. It consists of low, 
stabilized sand dunes and narrow sandy plains 
fronting onto highly saline samphire flats and bare 
tidal sandflats with mangroves on the outer margins. 

The River system occurs as a narrow strip of 
country on either side of the Gascoyne River. It 
includes the river channel, banks and narrow levee 
zones. Vegetation on the levees is a scattered 
eucalypt and acacia woodland frequently with a 
ground storey of dense buffel grass. The river 
channel is lined with large river red gums. 

All ten systems found on the station are 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) are 
summarised in table 2. These statements were 
derived from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Brickhouse station 

Pastoral value Land systems 
Area 

% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) , 
Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Brown - gently undulating sand plains and 3.0 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) occasional dunes; tall acacia shrublands 

also buffel grass. 
littoral-low coastal foredunes, 2.5 
samphire and tidal flats and mangrove 
fringes. 

5.5 

High Sandal - alluvial plains with numerous 34.9 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) low sandy rises and banks, duplex and 

sand soils; currant bush, acacia and 
bluebush mixed shrublands. 
Delta - almost flat, active alluvial 28.2 
flood plains, low shrublands of saltbush 
and bluebush. 
Sable - nearly flat, saline alluvial 
plains, minor sandy banks; low shrublands 
of saltbush and bluebush. 

26.3 

River - narrow active floodplains and 2.5 
levees with m~or channels; fringing 
woodlands an tall shrublands with tussock 
grasses. 
L~ons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 1.6 
c aypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
currant bush mixed shrublands and acacia 
shrublands. 
Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks 0.4 
with interdunal plains and drainage foci, 
sand dune gidgee woodlands and mixed 
shrublands. 
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Table 1 Continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Target - plains with sandy banks, more 
clayey interbank areas and numerous 
small drainage foci; currant bush mixed 
shrublands and acacia shrublands. 

< 0.1 

94.0 

Very high Chargoo - nearly flat, saline alluvial 
« 5 ha/s.u.) plains with numerous drainage foci and 

swampy depressions, chenopod shrublands 
and tussock grasses 

0.5 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (427 recordings on 8 land systems) 

Brickhouse 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Brown 8 100 
Cahill 3 100 
Delta 172 32 26 23 19 
Ella 3 100 
Littoral 14 100 
Lyons 3 100 
Sable 94 97 3 
Sandal 130 93 5 2 

Total over all 
land systems 427 70 12 10 8 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 20 sites on 5 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I. Sandal land system (34.9%) 
This system supports valuable Currant Bush Mixed 

Shrub pastures (CBMS) and some Bluebush (BLUE) 
on the duplex soils of the alluvial plains and Acacia 
Sandplain pastures (ACSA) on the sandy rises. 
Condition of the Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures 
is mostly fair although there arc also considerable 
areas in good and poor condition. The poorer parts 
show considerable loss of desirable shrubs such as 
currant bush, Gascoyne bluebush and tall saltbush. 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain pastures varies 
from poor to good. A few parts of the system show 
minor erosion, but in general the system is stable. 

The travcrse data indicates that about 25% of the 
system is in poor range condition with depleted 
pastures. Some 41 % and 35% are in fair and good 
range condition respectively. The poorer parts could 
be readily improved by spelling from grazing over a 
number of growing seasons. 

2. Delta land system (28.2%) 
The flood plains of this system support mixed 

Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures. 
Pasture condition is mostly poor or very poor with 
minor areas in fair or good condition. Very poor 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair 

61 39 62 38 
33 67 100 

2 18 26 26 28 20 21 
67 33 67 

86 7 7 93 7 
67 33 67 33 

13 37 33 16 50 33 
2 33 40 24 34 41 

7 28 31 22 12 35 30 

condition is indicated by severe depletion of 
desirable shrubs such as bladder saltbush, low 
bluebush and Gascoyne bluebush. 

poor 

59 
33 

17 
25 

35 

Wind and water erosion is common on the system 
and has resulted in extensive, bare scalded surfaces 
and areas with hummocking and water scouring. 

About 104 km 2 (16%) of the system shows extreme 
pasture degradation with moderate to severe erosion. 
These areas should not b"used for grazing and 
require special remedial treatments including 
cultivation works and seeding to facilitate 
rehabilitation. Less severely degraded areas could be 
improved by regular spelling from grazing over a 
number of growing seasons. 

The system is subject to regular flooding from the 
Gascoyne River and is inherently susceptible to 
water erosion. Where vegetative ground cover is 
depleted by excessive grazing pressure the 
susceptibility to water erosion is ~'arkedly increased. 

The largest single areas of degradation on the Delta 
system arc north of the Gascoyne River in Neenalia, 
Canterbury and Neemanwarra paddocks. There are 
also extensive areas of degradation south of the river 
in parts of East Coburn, Moolooloo. Standard, East 
Coast and Wanargie paddocks and also in West 
Coast paddock in thc vicinity of Argyle tank. 
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3. Sable land system (26.3%) 
This stablc floodplain system is slightly more 

elevated than the adjacent Delta system and is not 
subject to regular flooding from the Gascoyne River. 
It supports Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) 
pastures which arc mostly in fair or good condition. 
There is no erosion on the system and over all range 
condition is predominantly good or fair. 



4. Brown land system (3%) 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures on this system 

are mostly in good condition with smaller areas in 
fair condition. There is no erosion. 

5. Littoral land system (2.5%) 
This system supports Coastal Dune Shrub (CDSH) 

pastures and highly saline Samphire (SAMP) 
pastures. Pasture condition is nearly all very good. 

6. The remaining five minor systems on the station 
were not intensively sampled but, where seen, were 
in fair or good condition. The River system (2.5%), 
although small, provides useful grazing as it supports 
dense stands ofbuffel grass on the banks and narrow 
levees flanking the Gascoyne River. 

7. Although the station is well developed with 
numerous paddocks and watering points there arc 
still considerable areas that are poorly used because 

Individual station report 
Brickhouse station - 226,328 ha 

of their excessive distance (> 4 km) from water. In 
addition, many of the water supplies are quite saline 
which further restricts the grazing radius of stock 
during the hotter months. 

Additional supplies and/or better distributed water 
points by piping from existing supplies are required. 
This will enable use of areas currently under-used 
and the reduction of stocking pressure on degraded 
parts. 

8. Some existing water points are the focus points of 
large, badly degraded areas. The supplies should be 
closed down and remedial treatments commenced. 

9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 24,450. 

10. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 37,950. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Sandal 789 CBMS 82 170 103 4,409 7,100 
ACSA 123 117 76 2,060 2,633 
BLUE 55 38 25 1,731 2,360 

Delta 638 BLUE 52 57 126 52 2,541 5,740 
SALT 36 56 111 52 2,114 5,100 
ACSA 17 23 56 509 800 

Sable 595 SALT 145 78 45 4,156 5,360 
BLUE 129 69 40 3,693 4,760 
ACSA 34 41 14 596 742 

Brown 69 ACSA 39 23 469 517 
SALT 4 3 118 140 

Littoral 58 COSH 18 5 261 288 
SAMP 10 2 47 48 
Noveg 23 

River 57 ACCR 17 9 3 445 580 
TUGR 12 6 2 728 1,000 
Noveg 8 -, 

Lyons 36 ACSA 4 9 5 110 150 
CBMS 2 6 63 160 
ACCR 3 30 60 
Noveg 7 

ChargoD 12 SALT 4 3 118 140 
TUGR 4 133 133 
BLUE 1 20 20 

Ella 8 ACSA 3 3 44 50 
CBMS 2 25 40 
ACCR 

Target CBMS 13 20 
ACSA 
ACCR 

Totals 2,263 827 720 612 104 24,433 37,941 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 24,450 
Capability 37,950 
Declared slock numbers (sheep unils or equivalents) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 32,283 
highest (1968) 42,452 
lowest (1980) 12,172 
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Bullara station - West Pilbara Shire 
Area 1,109 km' 

The sandplains of the Cardabia system also 
extends to the east of the Minilya-Learmonth road 
but further east the landscape is one of broad gently 
sloping outwash plams wIth duplex solis. This is the Donovan land system (23%) which supports tall 
shrublands of snake wood with a bluebush 
understorey or low shrublands of bluebush. Pastoral value is high. 

Location 
Bullara station is located on the Ningaloo and 

Yanrey I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
about 90 km south by road from Exmouth. The 
station has common boundaries with Giralia, 
Man'illa, Cardabia, Ningaloo and Exmouth Gulf 
stations and a short coastline to Exmouth Gulfin the 
north-eas!. 

Description 
The Minilya-Learmonth road runs in a northerly direction through the station dividing it into two 

sections, The western section consists almost entirely 

In the far south-cast of the station there is a small area of hilly limestone country of the Jubilee system 
(2.7%) and undulating stony uplands and plains of 
the Firecracker system (1.3%). The Jubilee system 
supports a variable shrubland with mixed hard and 
soft spinifex understorey. The Firecracker system 
supports a characteristic low shrubland of bluebush 
with occasional taller snakewood shrubs, Pastoral 
value is high. 

.. of undulating sandy plains with linear dunes and 
minor limestone ridges. This is the Cardabia land 
system (72.4% of the station area) which supports a 
hummock grassland of soft spinifex and some hard 
spinifex. Pastoral value is high. 

Two other insignificant systems, Range and 
Learmonth, occur on the station. All systems arc 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) arc 
shown in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. land systems on Sullara station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

Hi h (5-~ ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Range -limestone hills, ridges and 
plateaux with steep stony footslopes; 
tall acacia shrublands with hard 
spinifex. 

Jubilee -limestone hills and undulating 
stony plains; acacia shrublands with 
hard and soft spinifex. 

Cardabia - undulating sandy plains with 
linear dunes and minor limestone ridges 
and outcrop plains; low shrublands and 
hummock grasslands of soft and hard 
spinifex. 
Donovan - gently sloping outwash plains 
and minor stony plains; snakewood 
shrublands with bluebush, some soft 
spinifex and buffel grass. 
Firecracker - undulating limestone uplands 
and stony plains; low shrub/ands of 
bluebush. 
Learmonth - sandplains, sandy outwash 
plains and minor limestone outcrop 
plains, soft spinifex grasslands with 
sparse shrubs. 

Area 
% 

0.5 

2.7 

72.4 

23.0 

1.3 

< 0.1 

99.5 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (170 recordings on 4 land systems) 
Bullara 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) recordings 
nil minor mod. severe exe. good fair poor v.poor 

Cardabia 87 100 74 26 Donovan 80 95 5 23 41 24 9 3 Jubilee 
2 100 100 littoral 
1 100 100 

1" otal OVer aU 
land systems 170 98 2 49 34 12 4 -
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Range condition ("/0) 

good fair poor 

100 
64 25 11 

100 
100 

83 12 5 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Cardabia land system (72.4%) 

Pastures on this system are mixed hummock 
grasslands of Soft Spinifex and Hard Spinifex (SOSP, 
HASP) with numerous low, almost heath like shrubs, 
interspersed (depending on fire history) with patches 
of taller shrubs. Pasture condition is excellent or 
good and there is no significant erosion. 

The system is generally stable under grazing except 
for occasional localized dune crests which may 
become unstable due to the effects of fire or excessive 
grazing pressure. Fire is a natural feature of the 
environment and regular, controlled burning is an 
accepted management tool to maintain pastures in a 
useful condition for grazing. Some sand drift can 
occur aftcr fire, but the system revegetates rapidly 
after rain and stabilizes. 

2. Donovan land system (23%) 
The low alluvial plains of the system support 

Bluebush (BLUE) pastures with a variable over
storey of snakewood. Slightly more elevated plains 
with limestone at shallow depth support Acacia 
Mixed Shrub pastures (ACMS). Pasture condition is 
largely good or very good although restricted areas 
show shrub depletion to fair or poor condition. A 

Individual station report 
Bullara station - 110,917 ha 

few small patches of severe depletion (about 2 km') 
occur adjacent to watering points, notably ncar 
Minga and Cyclone mills in the east. 

Over all, the system is in good range condition as 
indicated by 64% of the traverse records, with a 
further 25% and II % indicating fair and poor range 
condition respectively. Those restricted parts in bad 
condition could be readily improved by spelling from 
grazing over a number of growing seasons. The 
introduced buffel grass is already very well 
established on parts of the system and has the ability 
to spread further. 

3. The remaining four land systems (4.6% of the 
station area) were not intensively sampled. However, 
where seen they were in good condition. 

4. Although the station is reasonably well developed 
with paddocks and watering points there are still 
considerable areas that are poorly used because of 
their excessive distance (> 4) from water. In 
addition, many of the water supplies arc saline which 
further restricts the grazing radii of stock during the 
hotter months. Additional watering points, either 
new or by piping from existing supplies are required 
to enable better usc of areas currently distant from 
waters. 

5. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition if 17,000. 

6. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 18,050. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km2 lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· capacity capacity 

Cardabia 803 SOSP 723 12,050 12,050 
HASP 80 400 400 

Donovan 255 BLUE 95 28 17 2,356 2.806 
ACMS 41 27 7 2 1,134 1,540 
SOSP 19 19 475 633 

Jubilee 30 HASP 15 2 82 85 
SOSP 10 2 183 200 
ACCR 1 20 20 

Firecracker 15 BLUE 9 6 255 300 
Range 5 HASP 5 25 25 
Learmonth 1 SOSP 1 17 17 

HASP 
ACMS 

Totals 1109 999 84 24 2 16,997 18.070 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 17,000 
Capability sheep unit capacity 18,050 
Declared stock numbers (shcep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1970): 
average (mean) 12,908 
highest (1974) 16,322 
lowest (1968) 10.526 
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Callagiddy Station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 654 km2 
Location 

Callagiddy station is located on the Wooramel, 
Shark Bay and Kennedy Range I :250,000 map 
sheets. The homestead is about 52 km south-cast by 
road from Carnarvon some 28 km east of the North
West Coastal Highway. The station has common 
boundaries with Brickhouse, Meeragoolia, Ella Valla 
and Edaggee stations. 

[n the far west of the station the country becomes 
more open with a mixture oflow shrublands of 
saltbush and bluebush and tall shrublands of acacias. 
These communities arc on the broad, saline plains of 
the Sable land system (5.2% of the station area). 

Description 

The only other significant system on the station is 
Ella (5.0%) which OCCurs in the centre-east and 
consists of linear dunes and sandy inter-dunal plains 
supporting tall shrublands of wanyu and sand dune 
gidgee. 

All of the station is accessible to livestock and all is 
of high pastoral value. 

All land systems found on the station are 
summarized in table I. 

About than 89% of the station consists of broad, 
almost flat, sandy alluvial plains of the Sandal land 
system supporting a tall shrubland of various Acacia, 
Cassia and Er(,lI1ophila species and currant bush. 

Condition statements for each land system .and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) are 
summarized in table 2. These statements were 
derived from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on CaUagiddy station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Brown - gently undulating sand plains 0.7 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) and occasional dunes; tall acacia 

shrublands. 

High Sandal - alluvial plains with numerous 89.1 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) low sandy rises and banks, duplex 

and sand soils, mixed shrublands of 
acacia, currant bush and bluebush. 
Sable - nearty flat saline alluvial 5.2 
plains, minor sandy banks; low shrublands 
of saltbush and bluebush. 
Ella - short linear dUnes and sandy - 5.0 
banks with interdunal plains and 
drainawe foci, sand dune gidgee woodlands 
and tal shrublands of wanyu. 

99.3 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (143 recordings on 31and systems) 

Callagiddy 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Ella 2 100 100 100 
Sable 11 91 9 18 46 27 9 64 27 9 
Sandal 130 99 1 1 18 53 25 3 18 54 28 

Total over all 
land systems 143 99 2 20 52 23 3 22 52 26 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 10 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
L Sandal land system (89.1 %) 

This system supports valuable Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub pastures (CBMS) and some Bluebush pastures 
(BLUE) and perennial mulla mulla on the duplex 
soils of the alluvial plains and Acacia Sandplain 
pastures (ACSA) on the sandy banks. 

When in good condition the Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub pastures arc extremely productive with a wide 
range of desirable low shrubs such as currant bush, 
.Gascoyne bluebush, Gascoyne.mulla mulla, catton 
bush and tall saltbush beneath tall shrubs such as 
curara, snakewood and spreading gidgee. Condition 
of the Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures as seen on 
survey is mostly fair but a high proportion of the 
traverse recordings (40%) also showed pasture 
degradation to poor or very poor condition. In these 
latter cases, although the pastures are still highly 
productive in terms of annuals, the desirable 
perennial shrubs arc considerably depleted. Decline 
in condition is apparent in paddocks to the south of 
the homestead, past Jimmies bore. Along the south 
boundary fence with Edaggee station there is an 
obvious loss of tall shrubs, particularly snakewood, 
because of a past major fire. 

In other areas, decline in condition of Currant 
Bush Mixed Shrub pastures is indicated by marked 
increases in undesirable shrub species. This is 
particularly seen in the vicinity of Old Callagiddy 
where waxy eremophila and straight leafed cassia 
form dense stands. Other species that tend to 
increase in the overgrazed situation are needle bush 
and bardie bush. 

Individual station report 
Callagiddy station - 65,380 ha 

Condition of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
pastures of the sandy rises and banks of the Sandal 
system is somewhat better than the Currant Bush 
Mixed Shrub pastures. Condition is predominantly 
fair but more than a quarter of the traverse readings 
indicated good condition. 

Range condition for the whole system is fair (54% 
of traverse records) with 18% in good range condition 
and the balance (28%) in poor condition. Because it 
does not slope the system is not prone to erosion but 
pasture degradation is common. However, as there is 
usually a reasonable residue of desirable shrubs even 
on degraded sites, the system has the ability to 
recover well if it can be spelled from grazing for a 
number of consecutive growing seasons. 

2, Sable land system (5.2%) 
Almost two-thirds of this system was assessed as 

being in good range condition with most of the 
balance in fair.condition. Saltbush (SALT) and 
Bluebush (BLUE) pastures of the system consist of 
low shrublands of bladder saltbush and Gascoyne 
bluebush and arc largely in good condition. There is 
negligible erosion. 

3, Ella land system (5,0%) 
This small sand dune system was insufficiently 

sampled but, where seen, was in fair range condition. 

4, Parts of the station (notably paddocks to the south 
of the homestead and in the vicinity of Old 
Callagiddy) have received heavy use in the past and 
pastures arc degraded. These areas have the 
potential to improve considerably in condition if 
they can be judiciously spelled in good seasons. 
More usc could probably be made of the Sable land 
system in the far west of the station as it is highly 
productive and mostly in good condition. 

5. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 6,550. 
6, The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 10,000. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor Ed: capacity capacity 

Sandal 582 CBMS 24 134 104 2.805 5,240 
ACSA 61 140 32 1,511 1,942 
BLUE 44 29 14 1,330 1,740 

Sable 34 SALT 12 3 259 300 
BLUE 12 2 253 280 
ACSA 2 3 35 42 

Ella 33 ACSA 12 11 169 192 
CBMS 1 4 2 83 140 
ACCR 2 1 50 60 

Brown 5 ACSA 3 1 31 33 
SALT 1 13 20 

Totals 654 173 324 157 6,539 9,989 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 6,550 
Capability sheep unit capacity 10,000 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1969-1984 (no data for 1968, 1974): 
average (mean) 9,321 
highest (1976) 13,114 
lowest (1980) 4,394 
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Callytharra Springs station - Shark 
Bay and Upper Gascoyne Shire 
Area 673 km2 

Pells (4.7%) land systems. These support scattered 
tall and low shrubs wIth a ground layer offorbs and 
annual grasses In season. Pastoral value is generally 
low. 

Location 
Callytharra Springs station is located on the 

Wooramel and G\enburgh I :250,000 map sheets. 
The homestead is about 110 km south by road from 
Gascoyne Junction. The station has common 
boundaries with Carey Downs, Byro, Gilroyd and 
Towrana stations. 

The channel of the Wooramel River runs through 
the statIon from south-cast to north-west and is 
flanked by the Channel (8.1 %) land system. This 
system consists of rough plains, steep slopes (often 
intensely dissected to exposed hardpan) and river 
channels and banks. The system supports a very 
scattered and depauperate shrub cover on the plains 
and slopes and a fringing woodland of eucalypts 
along the channels and banks. Pastoral value is 
moderate. Description 

The station comprises mainly dune fields and 
broad sandy plains in western and central parts and 
rough hills and plateaux on crystalline rocks in the 
far cast. The dunes and sandy plains arc the 
Yalbalgo and Wooramelland systems (respectively 
30.3% and 30.0% of the total station area) and these 
support tall shrublands of wanyu and other acacias. 
Pastoral value is moderate. The hills and plateaux 
are the Thomas (13.3%), Agamemnon (6.8%) and 

Three other minor land systems Sandplain (5.9%), 
Moogooloo (0.6%) and Jimba (0.3%) Occur on the 
station. All systems found on the station are further 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Callytharra Springs station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Moogooloo - deeply dissected plateaux, 
mesas and hills of sedimentary rocks, steep 
footslopes and narrow valleys; tall acacia 
shrublands. 

Thomas - low lateritized mesas; hills and 
stony plains of granite or gneiss, 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and 
other acacias. 
Agamemnon - rough hills and ridges of 
granite and gneiss; scattered tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 
Pells -low hills, ridges and mesas of 
sedimentary rocks; stony slopes and lower 
plains, scattered tall acacia shrublands. 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sand plains with linear and 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) reticulate dunes; tall shrublands 

ofwanyu. 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Wooramel - sandy plains and stony plains 
often with hardpan at shallow depth; tall 
shrublands of wanyu and mulga. 
Channel - major channels with narrow flood 
plains and dissected marginal slopes and 
plains; very scattered shrublands and 
fringing woodlands. 
Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating 
red sandplains; tall shrublands of 
wanyu. 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with 
diffuse drainage, minor pebbly plains 
and low ridges; scattered shrublands 
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Area 
% 

0.6 

13.3 

6.8 

# 4.7 

24.8 

30.3 

30.0 

8.1 

5.9 

0.3 

74.6 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (93 recordings on 5 land system) 

Callytharra Springs 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Agamemnon 2 100 
Channel 3 100 
Thomas 14 93 7 
Wooramel 45 96 2 2 
Yalbalgo 29 93 7 

Total over all 
land systems 93 96 3 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 5 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
L Yalbalgo land system (303%) 

This system supports the Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) 
pasture type which has a typical tall shrub layer of 
wanyu above very scattered low shrubs and 
wanderrie grass in season. Pasture condition as seen 
during the survey, although dry, was mostly good or 
excellent with only minor areas assessed as fair or 
poor. There is no erosion. 

Because of the relatively sparse occurrence of 
palatable shrubs and the rather short-lived nature of 
the wanderrie grasses the system has only limited 
drought value. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this 
system, but its use has not been researched. Evidence 
seen during the survey suggests that the effects of fire 
are extremely long term. Where the over-storey of 
tall wanyu shrubs has been killed by fire the low 
shrub layer and the ground layer is increased in 
diversity of species and in density. This fire induced 
sub-climax appears to be considerably more 
productive for livestock production than the mature 
wanyu stand. 

2. Wooramelland system (30.0%) 

The sandy plains of this system frequently have 
hardpan at < I m depth and are interspersed with 
plains with hardpan at the surface or with a sparse 
stony surface mantle. The plains support the Acacia 
Sandplain (ACSA) and Acacia Short Grass Forb 
(ASGF) pasture types. These pastures have an over
storey of tall shrubs dominated by wanyu, mulga and 
other acacias with scattered low shrubs, grasses and 
forbs. 

Condition of the pastures varied from very poor to 
excellent. Some large areas in the west of the station 
and north of the Wooramcl River were severely 
drought affected with much of the wanyu being dead. 
Elsewhere there was a good sprinkling of desirable 
low shrubs such as Wilcox bush, mulga bluebush and 
flat leaved bluebush beneath the wanyu or mulga. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

100 100 
100 100 

43 29 21 7 72 21 7 
11 44 16 22 7 55 16 29 
14 62 17 7 76 17 7 

18 46 19 14 3 64 19 17 

3. Thomas and Agamemnon land systems (133 and 
6.8% respectively) 

These hilly systems support Stony Short Grass 
Forb (SSGF) or Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures with sparse palatable shrubs, forbs and 
annual grasses interspersed with mulga and various 
ErclI10phiia and Cassia species. Pasture condition 
was either good or excellent. but the pastures have 
only moderate durability in droughts. Short term 
opportunistic use can be made of the flush offorbs 
and annual grasses in good seasons. 

4. The remaining minor systems were not intensively 
sampled but. where seen. were mostly in good range 
condition. 

5. The station is very poorly developed in terms of 
paddocks and artificial watering points and, at the 
time of survey in 1982. was carrying very few stock 
due to the effects of previous droughts. Considerable 
areas of the station cannot be used to any extent 
because of the lack of stock waters. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming full development is 3.950. 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 4.500. 



Individual station report 
Callytharra Springs station - 67,327 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d! 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 204 ACSA 155 35 14 1,566 1,700 
Wooramel 202 ACSA 65 26 30 824 1,008 

ASGF 49 8 24 332 405 
Thomas 89 SSGF 64 19 6 331 356 
Channel 55 SSGF 22 22 161 176 

ACCR 3 3 90 120 
Noveg 5 

Agamemnon 45 SSGF 45 180 180 
Sandplain 40 ACSA 20 20 292 333 
Pells 32 ASGF 32 160 160 
Moogooloo 4 ASGF 4 20 20 
Jimba 2 STCH 2 17 17 

ASGF 
ACSA 

Totals 673 466 133 74 3,973 4,475 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 3,950 

Capability 4,500 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1983 (no data for 1971, 1984): 
average (mean) 4,123 
highest (1976) 6,975 
lowest (1981) 1,050 
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Carbla station - Shark Bay Shire 

Area 957 km2 

In central, north_eastern and south-eastern parts of 
the station the limestone plains have been masked by 
sand to form the Sand plain and Yaringa land systems 
(collectively 22.3% of the station area). These 
systems support tall shrublands ofwanyu and are of 
moderate to high pastoral value. The Yaringa system 
also occurs near the coast where it is associated with 
isolated low limestone mesas and plateaux and low 
outwash plains of the Foscalland system (7%). 

Location 
Carbla station is located on the Yaringa 1:250,000 

map sheet. The homestead is 10 km west of North
West Coastal Highway and is approximately 185 km 
south by road from Carnarvon. The station has 
common boundaries with Yaringa, Wood leigh and 
Hamelin stations and, in the west, has a coastline on 
Hamelin Pool. 

Four other minor land systems namely 
Snakewood, Salune, Littoral and Coast occur on the 
station. The largest and most valuable of these is 
Snakewood (2.5%) which consists of nearly flat plains 
with duplex soils and snakewood and saltbush 
shrublands. 

Description 
All systems found on the station are summarized in 

table I. 
About two-thirds of the station consists of broad 

limestone plains of the Toolonga land system 
supporting acacia mixed shrub pastures of moderate 
pastoral value. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on CarbJa station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Sand plain - nearly flat to gently 12.5 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) undulating red sandplain with 

tall shrublands of wanyu. 
Salune - saline plains and pans with 0.6 
scattered low dunes; bluebush, 
samphire and wanyu shrublands. 
Littoral- low coastal foredunes, 0.4 
samphire and tidal flats and mangroves 
fringes 

13.5 

High Toolonga -limestone plains with 66.8 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) mixed acacia tall shrublands. 

Yaringa - sandy plains with sandy 9.8 
banks, low dunes and limestone outcrop 
plains; tall shrublands of wanyu. 
Foscal- gently sloping outwash plains, 7.0 
low limestone mesas, plateaux edges 
and footslopes; saltbush and bluebush 
shrublands. 
Snakewood - nearly flat plains with duplex 2.5 
soils; tall shrublands of snakewood with 
saltbush understorey. 
Coquina -low shelly foredunes, shell 0.4 
beaches and supra-tidal flats; scattered 
tall acacia shrublands on dunes. 

86.5 

ve~ high 
« ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (165 recordings on 5 land systems) 

Carbla 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Foscal 19 100 5 42 37 11 5 47 37 16 
Sandplain 18 100 33 61 6 33 61 6 
Salune 2 50 50 100 100 
Toolonga 107 98 2 1 10 45 39 5 11 45 44 
Yaringa 19 100 5 53 26 16 58 26 16 

Total over all 
land systems 165 98 2 2 21 44 29 4 23 44 33 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 12 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Toolonga land system (66.8%) 
Within the Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pasture of 

this system there has been considerable loss of 
desirable perennial shrubs. Consequently, although 
the system is still moderately productive in terms of 
cotton bush and annual grasses and forbs in season, 
drought reserves are seriously depleted. Range 
condition is mostly fair or poor. 

Desirable species such as green cassia, currant 
bush, ragged leaf scaevola and warty leaved 
eremophila, although very scattered, are still present. 
The system has the ability to recover well if judicious 
spelling of paddocks can be incorporated into the 
management system. Erosion is not a problem on the 
system. 

2. Sandplain land system (12.5%) 
Pastures on this land system are in fair or good 

condition and there is no erosion. The system is not 
fully used as it is inadequately watered in the far 
north-east of the station. 

3. Yaringa land system (9.8%) 
The majority of this system is in good range 

condition with pastures in good to excellent 
condition and no erosion. In some restricted areas 
pastures arc degraded to fair or poor condition. 

Individual station report 
Carbla station - 95,733 ha 

4. Fosealland system (7%) 
The Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) 

pastures on this system are nearly all in fair or good 
condition. It is likely that stock are unable to use 
these pastures fully because of high dietary salt intake 
from a combination of salty vegetation and salty 
stock waters. 

5. Other minor systems, Snakewood, Salune, Littoral 
and Coast, are generally in fair or good range 
condition. 

6. The station is inadequately watered. Large areas 
in many paddocks are considerably in excess of 5 km 
from permanent water supplies. Pastures in these 
areas are under used and arc in good condition. This 
is particularly the case in all paddocks down the far 
eastern side of the station. 

Additional water points, either in the form of new 
sources or by piping from existing supplies, are 
required to enable better distribution of stock and 
reduction in grazing pressure on some of the 
paddocks in central parts of the station. 

7. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming the whole station was 
adequately watered (which is not the case, see 6) is 
8800. 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 17,100. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

k 

Toolonga 639 ACMS 63 259 253 5,431 12,780 
ACSA 32 200 267 
ASGF 4 8 20 97 160 

Sandplain 120 ACSA 40 73 7 818 1,000 
Yaringa 94 ACSA 38 19 18 507 625 

ACMS 16 3 350 380 
Foscal 67 SALT 24 10 3 624 740 

BLUE 6 17 333 460 
ACMS 4 3 59 140 

Snakewood 24 SALT 19 238 380 
ACMS 4 40 80 
ACSA 1 6 8 

Salune 5 ACSA 2 13 17 
SAMP 2 8 8 
BLUE 13 20 

Coquina 8 CDSH 4 50 50 
Noveg 4 

Totals 957 201 452 304 8,787 17,115 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 8,800 
Capability 17,100 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1975) 
lowest (1968) 

9,343 
13,631 
1,550 
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Cardabia station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 1,998 km2 

Location 
Cardabia station is located on the Minilya, 

Winning Pool Ningaloo and Yanrey 1:250,000 map 
sheets. The st~tion homestead is about 245 km north 
by road from Carnarvon. The main Minilya
Exmouth road passes in a northerly directIOn through 
the western half of the station and the nearest town is 
Exmouth about 150 km to the north. Cardabia has 
common boundaries with Ningaloo, Bullara, Marilla, 
Winning Mia Mia and Warroora stations. In the 
west the'station has about 37 km of coastline on the 
Indian Ocean which includes the Mauds landing site 
and the Coral Bay tourist establishment. 

Description 
All of the station, with the exception of parts of the 

Giralia Range in the centre, is readily accessible to 
livestock. About 45% of the station area is country of 
high pastoral value and 52.5% is of moderate pastoral 
value. The remaining 2.5% is of low or very low 
value. 

The western part of the station consists largely of 
high, undulating sandy plains and longitudinal dunes 
of the Cardabia land system (27%). The vegetation is 
a low hummock grassland of mixed soft and hard 
spinifex with numerous low shrubs rarely exceeding 2 
m in height and usually much less. Along the coast a 
narrow strip of large recent dunes and beach ridges 
forms the Coast land system (I %). 

The Giralia Range (Jubilee land system) runs 
north-south through the centre of the property. This 
consists of rough limestone hills and undulating 
stony plains supporting mostly hard spinifex 
pastures. Relief above sea level is up to a maximum 
of2l6 m at Remarkable Hill. Low outwash plains of 
the Donovan land system (17%) flank the western 
side of the Giralia Range. These plains support 
productive Gascoyne bluebush pastures. 

Gently sloping plains of the Gearle and Yarcowie 
land systems (20% and 4% respectively) predominate 
in the cast. These systems arc based on bentonitic 
siltstone, shale and radiolarite and support 
productive pastures of bluebush, saltbush and 
perennial tussock grasses as well as some soft spinifex 
and introduced buffel grass. Cardabia Creek, an 
intermittent stream, drains in a north-south direction 
through these eastern plains. 

In the far cast of the station the country consists of 
raised calcrete plains of the Carleeda land system 
(7%). This country supports useful soft spinifex 
pastures with minor inclusions of hard spinifex. 

Table 1 summarizes the land systems found on the 
station. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole have been prepared from data 
collected whilst traversing on the station and are 
presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Cardabia station 

Potential value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low Wapet -low rises and stony plains and slopes 2.0 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) with hard spinifex hummock grasslands. 

, 
Moderate Jubilee - limestone hills and ,undulating 18.0 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) stony plains with hard and soft spinifex 

and scattered shrubs. 
O'Brien - gently sloping alluvial plains 
and minor stony plains, mixed acacia 

0.5 

~hrublands with vegetation often arranged 
In groves. 
McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains with 
bare marginal mudflats; samphire and saltbush 
low shrublands. 

0.5 

19.0 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Cardabia - undulating sandy plains with 
linear dunes, minor limestone rises; 

27.0 

hummock grasslands soft and hard spinifex 
with scattered shrubs. 
Gearle - alluvial plains, more sloping 
marginal plains, gently sloping saline 
and low rises; mixed shrublands of 

20.0 

acacias, bluebush and saltbush. 
Donovan - gently sloping outwash plains and 
minor stony plains, tall shrublands of 

17.0 

snakewood with bluebush, some soft spinifex 
and buffel grass. 
Carleeda - undulating limestone plains, 
soft spinifex and some hard spinifex 
with scattered shrubs. 

7.0 

Yarcowie - gHgai plains with clay soils; 4.0 
tussock grasslands and sparse shrubs. 
Firecracker - undulating limestone 3.0 
uplands and plains; low shrublands of 
Gascoyne bluebush. 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Potential value Land systems Area 
% 

Coast -large, long walled parabolic 
coastal dunes and narrow swales, minor 
limestone plains and rocky wave cut 
platforms; tall acacia shrublands, 

1.0 

also soft spinifex and buffel grass 
79.0 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (278 recordings on 12 land systems) 

Cardabia 

land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Cardabia 73 99 
Collier 1 100 
Carleeda 4 100 
Coast 7 100 
Donovan 70 100 
Firecracker 7 71 29 
Gearle 72 79 18 3 
Jubilee 19 100 
Macleod 7 100 
O'Brien 1 100 
Wapet 7 100 
Yarcowie 10 40 40 20 

Total over all 
land systems 278 92 7 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of land 

form, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 16 sites on 7 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Cardabia land system (27%) 
Pastures on this system are mixed Soft Spinifex 

and Hard Spinifex (SOSP, HASP) with numerous 
low shrubs. Pasture condition is excellent or good 
and there is no erosion. 

The system is generally stable under grazing except 
for occasional localized dunes and dune crests which 
may become unstable due to the effects of fire or 
excessive grazing pressure. Fire is a natural feature 
of the environment and regular, controlled burning is 
a management tool to maintain pastures in an 
attractive condition for livestock. Some sand drift 
can occur after fire, but the system revegetates 
rapidly after rain and stabilizes. 

2. Gearle land system (20%) 
This system supports valuable Saltbush (SALT) 

and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures which are mostly in 
faIr or good condition. Some parts show active 
erosion in the form of shallow gUllying, rilling and 
scalding. 

Parts of the system with slopes in excess of about 
10/0 andlor highly saline soils are very susceptible to 
erosion. Other units of the system such as stony rises 

56037-23 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

80 16 4 96 4 
100 100 

75 25 100 
86 14 100 
37 39 24 76 24 

57 43 57 43 
17 33 39 11 49 38 
68 16 16 84 16 
57 43 100 

100 100 
57 43 100 
10 30 50 10 30 50 

47 29 21 3 75 21 

and flat plains with clay soils are relatively stable. 
Access tracks should avoid sensitive erosion 
susceptible areas. 

13 

20 

4 

Fire should be avoided on this system. Some areas 
require spelling over a number of consecutive 
growing seasons in order to encourage shrub 
recovery. 

3. Jubilee land system (18%) 
The stony limestone hills and plains of this system 

support mostly Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures with 
minor areas of Soft Spinifex (SOSP). Pasture 
condition is excellent or good and there is no erosion. 

The system is stable under grazing and, due to 
shallow soils with dense surface mantle of stones, is 
not susceptible to erosion. Because of its stability, 
this system is suitable for access tracks which should 
be confined to it wherever possible. Also, where 
possible, watering points should be located on this 
system rather than on adjacent, more sensitive, 
systems. Burning every four or five years is a 
desirable management practice. 

4. Donovan land system (17%) 
This plain system supports Bluebush (BLUE) 

pastures. Pasture condition is generally good 
although some localized areas show considerable 
depletion of bluebush. Buffel grass has colonized 
strongly and, in some cases, has entirely replaced the 
bluebush. 

The system is generally resistant to erosion because 
of its heavy soils and lack of slope. Areas that are 
only in fair condition would benefit from spellIng 
over a growing period. Fire should be avoIded. 
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S, Carleeda land system (7%) 
Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures on this land system 

are in good or very good condition. The system is 
not susceptible to erOSIOn and It IS stable under 
grazing. Regular burning is an acceptable and 
desirable management practice. 

6. Yarcowie land system (4%) 
This gilgai plain system supports Tussock Grass 

(TUGR) pastures and various acacias and some 
chenopod shrubs. Condition is generally fair to good. 
Tracks and sheep pads on sloping margins of the 
system are susceptible to erosion and there are some 
localized areas of active gullying. 

7. Firecracker land system (3%). 
Bluebush pastures on this system (Gascoyne 

bluebush) are in fair to good condition. There are 
some isolated areas of minor erosion. Sloping parts 
of the system without stony surface strew are highly 
susceptible to erosion in the form of gullying and 
sheeting if the vegetative cover is depleted. Access 
tracks should avoid these parts. More stony parts are 
much less susceptible. 

Periodic spelling from grazing is required to 
maintain pasture vigour. Fire should be avoided. 

Individual station report 
Cardabia station - 199,876 ha 

8. Coast land system (1%) 
Pastures on this system arc in good condition and 

there is no significant erosion. 
Under conditions of very heavy grazing or 

excessive disturbance parts of this system can 
commence actively eroding with the formation of 
large blow-outs and unstable dune crests. Access 
through dune areas needs to be carefully planned and 
controlled. Burning is probably an undesirable 
practice. 

9. Wapet, O'Brien and Mcleod land systems 
(collectively 3%) 

These minor systems are in fair to good condition. 

10. The station is almost fully developed as a sheep 
station with numerous paddocks and watering 
points. A few sections, notably in the far north, are 
not adequately watered. 

ll, The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition is 28,450. 

12. The capability sheep unit capacity assuming all 
country was in good range condition is estimated at 
32,900. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Cardabia 546 SOSP 420 17 7,142 7,283 
HASP 105 4 538 545 

Gearle 377 BLUE 111 86 29 3,476 4,520 
SALT 51 45 17 1,689 2,260 
TUGR 17 15 6 1,174 1,900 

Donovan 366 BLUE 135 66 3,525 4,020 
ACMS 89 21 1,990 2,200 
SOSP 55 917 917 

Jubilee 342 HASP 162 26 897 9~0 
SOSP 103 34 2,000 2,283 
ACCR 9 8 260 340 

Carleeda 122 SOSP 86 1,433 1,433 
HASP 24 120 120 
TUGR 12 400 400 

Firecracker 92 BLUE 52 40 1,540 1,840 
Yarcowie 76 TUGR 18 31 12 606 1,017 

BLUE 5 7 3 206 300 
Wapel 42 HASP 42 210 210 
Coast 16 COSH 16 200 200 
O'Brien 10 ASGF 2 3 20 25 

STCH 1 2 18 25 
ACCR 2 20 40 

McLeod 6 SAMP 3 12 12 
Noveg 2 
SALT 1 20 20 

Giralia 3 HASP 2 10 10 
SOSP 1 17 17 

Totals 1,998 1,524 407 67 28,440 32,877 

" Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 28,450 
Capability 32,900 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1975) 
lowest (1968) 

22,947 
28,100 
16,650 
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Carey Downs station - Upper Gascoyne 
Shire 

grasses as a ground cover in season. The shrub cover 
becomes rather more dense and diverse along the 
narrow drainage floors and creek-lines. The systems 
provIde very useful feed although carrying capacity is 
generally low. Area 955 km2 

Location 
Carey Downs station is located on the Glenburgh 

and Wooramcl I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is about 85 km south by road from 
Gascoyne Junction. The station has common 
boundaries with Dairy Creek, Glenburgh, Byro, 
Callytharra Springs and Towrana stations. 

Description 

The dunes and sandy plains in the west of the 
station consist of the Yalbalgo (7.9%), Divide (2.3%) 
and Woorame\ (19.0%) land systems. These systems 
support tall shrublands ofwanyu and other acacias 
WIth varIable low shrubs and grasses. The Divide 
system frequently has a prominent ground layer of 
hard and soft spinifex. Pastoral value of these 
systems is moderate. 

The station comprises sandy plains and dunes in 
the west, gently sloping stony plains in central parts 
and rough hills and plateaux on granite and gneiss in 
the east. Except for a few of the roughest ranges most 
of the property is accessible to livestock and about 
two-thirds of the country is of moderate pastoral 
value. The balance is oflow or very low pastoral 
value. 

The largest land system on the station is 
'Agamemnon (28.3%) which consists of granite and 
gneiss hills and ridges with stony slopes and narrow 
drainage lines. The system occurs in the east of the 
station and is associated with other hill systems such 
asSandiman (12.3%), Thomas (5.9%), Pells(4.9%) 
and Phillips (1.9%). All these systems support a 
scattered mixed shrubland dominated by acacias, 
eremophilas and cassias with forbs and annual 

The Durlacher system (6.2%) found between the 
sandy systems to the west and the hill systems to the 
east consists of gently sloping plains, drainage zones 
and low stony rises all commonly with a sparse to 
moderately dense mantle of quartz and other rock 
fragments. The system supports a variable but 
usually sparse shrubland with mulga and other 
Acacia, Eremophila and Cassia species. 

An additional six minor land systems are found on 
the station. All fifteen systems are further 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the station as a whole have been prepared from data 
collected whilst traversing on the station and are 
presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Carey Downs station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Moogooloo - deeply dissected plateaux, mesas 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) and hills of sedimentary rocks, steep 

footslopes and narrow valleys; sparse 
tall shrublands. 

Low Agamemnon - rough hills and ridges of 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) granite and gneiss; scattered tall 

shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 
Thomas - low lateritized mesas, hills 
and stony plains of granite or 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

gneiss; scattered tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias. 
Pells -low hills, ridges and mesas 
of sedimentary rocks, stony slopes and 
lower plains; scattered tall acacia 
shrublands. 

Wooramel - sandy and stony plains often 
with hardpan at shallow depth; tall 
shrubland of wanyu and mulga. 
Sandiman - undulating stony uplands 
with low breakaways and ridges; scattered 
tall acacia shrublands. 
Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and 
reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of 
wanyu. 
Sandplain - nearly flat to gently 
undulating red sandplains with tall 
shrublands of wanyu. 
Durlacher - gently sloping stony plains 
and low stony rises; scattered tall and 
low shrublands of Acacia and Eremophila 
species and chenopods. 
Divide - gently undulating sand plains 
with occasional minor dunes; shrublands and 
hummock grasslands mostly hard spinifex. 
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Area 
% 

0.1 

28.3 

5.9 

4.9 

39.1 

19.0 

12.3 

7.9 

6.7 

6.2 

2.3 



Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Phillips - undulating stony uplands 
and low hills of granite and gneiss; 
scattered tall acacia shrublands. 
Channel - major channels with narrow 
floodplains and dissected marginal 
slopes and plains; very scattered acacia 
shrublands and fringing woodlands. 
Vagina -low stony plains, soil covered 
plains, stony claypans and minor sandy banks 
and dunes; scattered tall acacia shrublands. 
Mantle - gently undulating stony plains with 
sluggish drainage, stony rises and low 
summits; scattered tall and low shrublands. 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains 
with diffuse drainage, minor pebbly 
plains and low ridges; scattered tall and 
low shrublands. 

Area 
% 

1.9 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

0.9 

60.8 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (140 recordings on 10 land systems) 

Carey Downs 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Agamemnon 26 100 27 
Channel 1 100 
Divide 4 100 
Durlacher 13 84 8 8 
Pells 2 50 50 
Sandiman 24 83 13 4 
Sandplain 11 100 
Wooramel 47 89 9 2 
Yalbalgo 11 100 
Vagina 1 100 

Total over all 
land systems 140 91 7 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 5 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
L Agamemnon land system (28.3%) 

This rough low hill system in the east is not heavily 
used for grazing and is nearly all in good range 
condition. It supports Stony Short Grass Forb 
(SSGF) or Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pastures 
with some palatable low shrubs and numerous forbs 
and annual grasses in season. Although it only has 
limited drought reserves the system can provide 
useful quantities offeed in some seasons. Additional 
water supplies would be required to bring it and 
other hilly systems further east into production. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

54 19 81 19 
100 100 

75 25 100 
38 47 15 38 62 

50 50 50 50 
13 54 29 4 13 54 33 

9 55 27 9 64 27 9 
6 17 36 32 9 23 36 41 

27 37 27 9 27 37 36 
100 

, 
100 

11 26 33 24 6 37 34 29 

2. Wooramel land system (19%) 
The sandy plains of this system support Acacia 

Sandplain (ACSA) pastures while the more stony 
plains or plains with hardpan at shallow depth 
support the Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pasture 
type. These pastures have an overstorey of tall 
shrubs of either wanyu or mulga with an understorey 
of scattered low shrubs, grasses and forbs. 

The condition of pastures on the system varies 
considerably from very poor to very good depending 
on distance from water, intensity of past use and the 
effects of fire and drought. There is very little 
erosion, but some extensive parts of the system such 
as in parts of Cardilya paddock show pasture 
degradation with the loss of desirable perennial 
shrubs such as mulga, bluebush, flat leaf bluebush 
and Wilcox bush. However, the system has the 
ability to recover.well if it can be protected from 
grazing for a number of consecutive growing seasons. 



Some large areas ofwanyu shrub, notably in the 
paddock to the south-east of Four Corner well, have 
died some considerable time ago probably as the 
result of fi re and have not regenerated to wanyu. 
However the ground layer of low shrubs such as 
Wilcox bush, flat leaf bluebush, cotton bush and 
other desirable shrubs and wanderrie grasses has 
increased considerably. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on the 
acacia sandplain pastures of the sandy parts of this 
system, but its use has not been researched. The 
remarkable increase in diversity and density of the 
ground layer after fire and the very long time span 
(50 years) for the wanyu to become dominant again 
has also been seen elsewhere during the survey. The 
fire induced sub-climax appears to be considerably 
more productive for livestock production than is the 
dense mature wanyu situation. 

3. Sandiman land system (12.3%) 
This stony system as seen in the north-east of the 

station is mostly in fair range condition but some 
drainage floors and stony plains are degraded with 
pastures in poor condition. A few of the less stony 
drainage floors are eroded WIth nils and shallow 
gullies. Elsewhere the system is inherently resistant 
to erosion because of the surface mantle ofrocks and 
cobbles. 

4. Yalbalgo (7.9%) and Sandplain (6.7%) land systems 
These sandy systems support Acacia Sandplain 

(ACSA) pastures with a tall shrub over-storey of 
wanyu and variable low shrubs and wanderrie 
grasses. Pasture condition is mostly fair or good 
although some areas on the Yalbalgo system were 
assessed as being poor. 

Because palatable shrubs below the wanyu are 
sparse and the wanderrie grass pastures are fairly 
short lived the system has only limited reserves for 
times of drought. However, in good seasons the 
grasses and wanyu bean crop provide good grazing. 

On these systems fire is a possible management 
tool (as on the Wooramel system) and useful shrubs 
and grasses can be expected to increase markedly 
after fire has killed the mature wanyu. 

5. Durlacher land system (6.2%) 
This stony plain system supports sparse Acacia 

Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pastures and Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) pastures. The low shrub layer 
includes unpalatable Erell10phila and Cassia species 
with, when in good condition, a scattering of 
desirable shrubs such as cotton bush, flat Icaf 
bluebush and tall saltbush. In small run-on areas the 
vegetation can be more dense with a wider range of 
desirable species. 

Many ofth'e desirable shrubs have been lost from 
the system; about 60% of the traverse records 
indicated poor or very poor pasture condition with 
the balance in fair condition. The system requires 
spclling to enable the desirable shrubs to recover. 
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6. The remaining nine land systems on the station 
collecllvelyoccupy 19.6% of the station area. They 
include the rough hill systems Thomas and Pells and 
the stony plains of the Phillips system. Some parts of 
these systems have been used for grazing but the bulk 
of them occur in the far east of the property and have 
not been developed WIth waters or fencing. They 
were not IRtenslvely sampled or not sampled at all. 
Where seen these systems and the other minor 
systems on the statIon were nearly all in good range 
cond,t,on. 

7. The recommended sheep unit capacity for prcsent 
condition is 4900. This figure assumes that all 
pastures arc adequately watered which is not the case 
(see 6). 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 6,250. 



Individual station report 
Carey Downs station - 95,536 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 

Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d .• 
sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Agamemnon 271 SSGF 198 46 945 976 
ACCR 27 540 540 

Wooramel 181 ACSA 23 39 47 623 908 
ASGF 17 26 29 244 360 

Sandiman 118 STCH 10 42 25 377 642 
SSGF 5 22 14 121 164 

Yalbal~o 76 ACSA 21 28 27 458 633 

Sandpain 63 ACSA 40 17 6 464 525 

Durlacher 59 STCH 15 14 122 242 
ASGF 12 12 70 120 
ACCR 6 30 120 

Thomas 56 SSGF 56 224 224 

Pells 47 ASGF 10 27 10 165 235 

Divide 22 HASP 20 100 100 
ACCR 2 40 40 

Phillips 18 SSGF 14 56 56 
STCH 3 25 25 
ACCR 1 20 20 

Channel 14 SSGF 7 23 28 
ACCR 4 40 80 
Noveg 3 

Vagina 11 ASGF 8 40 40 
ACSA 2 17 17 
ACMS 1 20 20 

Mantle 9 STCH 6 50 50 
SSGF 3 12 12 

Jimba 9 STCH 6 50 50 
ASGF 2 10 10 
ACSA 1 8 8 

Moogooloo ASGF 1 5 5 

Totals 955 480 285 190 4,899 6,250 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation zero grazing capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 4,900 

Capability 6,250 

Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 3,947 

highest (1970) 6,033 

lowest (1980) 1,500 
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Carrarang station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 805 km2 

Location 
Carrarang station is located on the Edel 1:250,000 

map sheet. Access to the station is via the road 
between the Overlander Roadhouse, on North-West 
Coastal Highway, and Shark Bay and then via 
Tamala station on the Useless Loop road. The 
homestead is on the Carrarang Peninsula about 118 
km west of the Overlander Roadhouse. 

elevated sandy plains (relative relief up to 70 m) with 
minor dunes and limestone rises. The Coast system 
consists of large linear and reticulate coastal dunes, 
including unstable blow-out areas, with minor 
limestone rises and steep coastal cliffs. Both systems 
support similar mixed shrublands and pastoral value 
is high. 

The station has a common boundary with Tamala 
station in the south. It has a long convoluted 
coastline with shallow tidal flats to Freycinet Estuary 
in the east and a coastline with steep cliffs to the 
Indian Ocean in the west. 

The remaining three systems on the station, 
Birrida, McLeod and Littoral, collectively occupy 
only 2.7% of the total station area. They are all 
highly saline systems with low shrublands of 
samphire and saltbush and some bare mudflats and 
tidal flats. Pastoral value is moderate. All systems 
are summarized in table I. 

Description 
The two largest land systems on the station are 

Edel (61.2%) and Coast (36.1 %). The Edel system 
consists of undulating and, at times, moderately 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) were 
prepared from data collected whilst traversing on the 
station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Carrarang station 

Potential value Land systems 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20·30 ha/s.u.) 

MOderate Birrida - highly saline and 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) gypsiferous pans and depressions; low 

shrublands of samphire and saltbush. 
McLeod - bare mudflats, saline plains 
and marginal sandy plains; sparse low 
shrublands of samphire and saltbush 

High 
(5·9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

in parts. 
Littoral - low coastal foredunes, 
samphire flats and tidal flats with 
mangrove fringes; low and tall 
shrublands in parts. 

Edel- undulating sandy plains, minor 
saline flats, low dunes and limestone 
rises, mixed low shrubs; degraded 
areas with exotic annual pastures. 
Coast· large long walled parabolic 
coastal dunes, including unstable blow 
out areas, narrow swales, minor 
limestone plains, rocky wave cut platforms 
and beach; mixed low shrubs, also soft 
spinifex and buffel grass. 

Area 
% 

2.4 

0.2 

0.1 

2.7 

61.2 

36.1 

97.3 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (192 recordings on 4 land systems) 

Carrarang 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor V.poor 

Birrida 3 100 67 33 
Coast 46 94 2 4 81 13 2 4 
Edel 140 95 4 34 30 19 11 6 
Macleod 3 100 33 67 

Total over all 
land systems 192 94 4 45 27 14 8 6 

343 

Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

100 
93 7 
64 19 17 

100 

72 14 14 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of land 

form, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 12 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1, Edelland system (61,2%) 

Condition of the Coastal Dune Shrub pastures 
(COSH), Saltbush pastures (SALT) and Heath 
(HEAT) on this system is generally good or very 
good. Some areas around watering points such as at 
Biddy Giddy outcamp and in Cool boo paddock have 
been profoundly altered from perennial shrublands 
to exotic annual grass and herb pasturcs but appear 
to be reasonably stable. 

Much of the system is not used for grazing because 
of the lack of stock waters. 

2. Coast land system (36.1%) 

This system supports similar shrublands to the 
Edel system and thcse are ncarly all in very good 
condition. Most of the system is ungrazed because of 
the lack of stock waters. 

About 30 km' of the systcm consists of very large 
unstable blowouts and mobile dunes. The largest of 
these areas commences near Dulverton Bay and 

Individual station report 
Carrarang station - 80,5 I 5 ha 

extends north for about 23 km on to Bellefin Prong. 
The general area has bcen used for grazing in the past 
(a number of abandoned watering points are 
present), but because of its unstable condition, it 
should not be brought into production again. 

Much of the Coast system is extremely sensitive to 
any form of disturbance and is highly vulnerable to 
wind erosion. It is doubtful if the system should be 
used for pastoral purposes and, at the present time, 
most of it is in fact not being used. Use of the system 
for almost any purpose will need to be carefully 
planned. 

3. The remaining land systcms Birrida, MeLeod and 
Littoral are mostly in good condition but, because of 
their relatively small areas, are of little significance 
for grazing. 

4. Thc station is very poorly watered with many areas 
being in cxcess of 5km from stock water. 

5. Recommended shecp unit capacity for present 
condition is 8,000. This figure assumes that all 
pastures are adequately watered which is not the case 
(see 4). 

6. Capability shecp unit capacity ifall country was in 
good range condition is estimated at 9,680. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Edel 493 COSH 264 71 84 4,143 5,238 
HEAT 30 10 9 143 163 
SALT 16 5 4 408 500 

Coast 291 COSH 255 36 3,188 3,638 
Birrida 19 SAMP 16 64 64 

SALT 3 60 60 
McLeod SAMP 1 4 4, 

Noveg 
SALT 

Littoral COSH 13 13 
Noveg 
SAMP 

Totals 805 586 86 97 36 8,023 9,680 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 8,000 

Capability 9,700 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968- I 984: 
average (mean) 

highest (197 I) 
lowest (1979) 

9,32 I 

15,834 

420 
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Coburn station - Shark Bay Shire 

Area 1,005 km2 

The Nanga sandplain s~stem (35.4%) occurs in the 
far west of the statIon. It IS rather more undulating 
than the Nerren system and the vegetation is quite 
dIfferent m that It conSIsts of scrubby heath and tree 
heath WIth a WIde variety of species typical of 
sandplams south of the survey area. Pastoral value is 
very low. 

Location 
Coburn station is located on the Yaringa 1:250,000 

map sheet. Thc homestead is 25 km west of North
West Coastal Highway and is about 260 km south by 
road from Carnarvon. The station has common 
boundaries with Hamelin, Meadow, Nerren Nerren 
and Nanga stations and with the Cooloomia Nature 
Reserve. 

Two land systems, Yaringa (8.2%) and Snakewood 
(5.3%), occur in the north of the station. The Yaringa 
system consIsts of sandy plains with tall shrublands 
ofwanyu and minor limestone plains supporting tall 
shrublands of Hamelin wattle and other acacias 
Pastoral valuc is moderate. The Snakewood sys'tem 
is characterized by snakewood and saltbush 
shrublands on nearly flat plains with duplex soils. 
Pastoral value is high. 

Description 
More than 85% of the station consists of gently 

undulating sand plain ofthc Nerren, Nanga and 
Sand plain land systems. 

The Nerren system occupies about 34.6% of the 
station area and occurs in the central and southern 
parts. It supports a tall shrubland dominated by 
wanyu with a patchy over-storey of various eucalypts. 
Pastoral value is ·moderate. 

There arc small areas of three other systems on the 
station, but these are of little significance. 

All systems are summarized and their pastoral 
value shown in table I. 

The Sandplain system (15.6%) which occurs in the 
eastern half of the station is very similar to the 
Nerren system but lacks the eucalypt over-storey. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (total ovcr all land systems) arc 
presented in table 2. These statcments wcre derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Coburn station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

vej( low Nanga ~ undulating sand plain and 35.4 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) occasional dunes with tree heath 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) , 
Moderate Nerren - nearly flat to gently 34.6 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) undulating red sandplains; tall 

shrublands of wanyu with scattered 
trees and mallee eucalypts 
Sandplain - nearly flat to gently 15.6 
undulatin~ red sandplains; tall wanyu 
shrublan s 
Cooloomia - undulating sand plain and 0.8 
minor limestone outcrop plains; tall 
and low shrublands with mallee 
eucalypts; also scrubby heath 

51.0 

High Yaringa - sandy plains with sandy 8.2 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) banks, low dunes and limestone outcrop 

plains; tall shrublands of wanyu and 
other acacias 
Snakewood - nearly flat plains with 
duplex soils; tall shrublands of 

5.3 

snakewood with understorey of saltbush 
Toolonga -limestone plains with tall 
shrublands of Hamelin wattle and other 

< 0.1 

acacias 
Tarcumba - nearly flat plains with < 0.1 
gradational soils overlying ca!crete; 
tall shrublands of acacias 

13.6 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (156 recordings on 6 land systems) 

Coburn 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Nanga 22 100 
Nerren 69 100 
Sandplain 37 100 
Snakewood 8 100 
Toolonga 1 100 
Yaringa 19 100 

Total over all 
land systems 156 100 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurcments of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 6 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
l. Nanga land system (35.4%) 

Condition of the Heath (HEAT) pastures on this 
system is good or excellent but they are of little use 
for pastoral purposes being rated at only Is.u./30ha. 
Most of the system is not developed and is not used 
by the station for grazing. 

2. Nerren land system (34.6%) 
Most of the Acacia and Eucalyptus Short Grass 

Forb (AESG) pastures on this system are in fair or 
poor condition. In parts there has been considerable 
loss of useful low shrubs and the pastures are now 
only annual grasses and forbs in season. There is no 
erosion. 

When in good condition a small range of desirable 
shrubs such as ruby saltbush, cotton bush and flat 
leaf bluebush occur clumped beneath the eucalypt 
trees and larger wattles. These species confer limited 
drought durability to the pastures and management 
needs to aim at maintaining them in the stand. 

3. Sandplain land system (15.6%) 
About two-thirds of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pastures on this system are in fair condition with the 
remainder about evenly distributed between good 
and poor. The pasture type is very similar to that on 
the Nerren system with, when in good condition, a 
small range of desirable low shrubs as well as annuals 
In season. 

4. Yaringa land system (8.2%) 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and Acacia Mixed Shrub 

(ACMS) pastures on the Yaringa land system all 
show more or less depletion to fair or poor condition. 
The systcm has little durability in times of drought. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

91 9 100 
1 12 51 35 13 51 36 

14 67 19 14 67 19 
13 49 25 13 13 49 38 

100 100 
16 42 42 16 42 42 

13 12 48 26 26 46 28 

5. Snakewood land system (5.3%) 
This valuable system with Saltbush (SALT) 

pastures is mostly in fair or bad range condition. 
Pastures are mostly degraded with almost half 
assessed as being poor or very poor. However, 
despite its depletion the pastures still have the 
potential to recover ifstrategic spelli'lll over a . 
number of growing seasons can b.xncorporated into 
the management system. 

6. A major problem on the station is that it has an 
inadequate number of stock watering points. As a 
result, stock are poorly distributed over the property 
and grazing pressure has been excessive in some 
areas. This is reflected in the poor condition of much 
of the pasture. Attempts in the past to obtain 
additional supplies have been unsuccessful with drill 
holes being dry or containing very salty water. Until 
additional supplies are established it will be 
impossible to bring all parts of the property into use 
and to relieve grazing pressure on degraded areas. 

7. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming the station was adequately 
watered (which is not the case. see 6 above) is 5150. 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 7,050. 



Individual station report 
Coburn station - 100,483 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Nanga 356 HEAT 320 1,067 1,067 
HASP 36 180 180 

Nerren 348 AEGF 45 178 125 1,810 2,486 
Sandplain 157 ACSA 22 105 30 960 1,308 
Yaringa 83 ACSA 14 14 38 356 550 

ACMS 17 170 340 
Snakewood 53 SALT 6 18 18 458 840 

ACMS 8 80 160 
ACSA 3 19 25 

Cooloomia 8 AEGF 3 2 37 43 
ACMS 1 20 20 
HEAT 1 3 3 

Toolonga 0.4 ACMS 0.4 4 8 
ACSA 
ASGF 

Tarcumba 0.2 ACMS 0.2 2 4 

Totals 1,005 448 345 212 5,166 7,034 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero grazing capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 5,150 
Capability shcep unit capacity 7,050 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1974) 
lowest (1981) 

7,167 
10,103 
3,200 
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Cooralya station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 1,619 km2 

Location 
Cooralya station is located on the Quobba and 

Kennedy Range I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is 8 km east of the North-West Coastal 
Highway and about 75 km north-cast of Carnarvon 
by road. The station has common boundaries with 
Manberry, Hill Springs, Mardathuna, Doorawarrah, 
Boolathana, Boologooro and Minilya stations. 

Description 
All of the station is acccssible to livestock. About 

half the country has bcen classified as being of high 
pastoral valuc and the rcmaindcr is of mod crate 
value. 

Thc two largest land systcms on the station, 
Yalbalgo and Sandal, collectively occupy about 87% 
ofthc station arca. The Yalbalgo systcm occurs in 
the northern half of the station and also in the east. 
It consists of sand plain with numerous linear and 
reticulate dunes and supports a moderately close tall 
shrubland of wanyu. The Sandal system occupies 
most of the southern half of the station and consists 
of alluvial plains with duplex soils and numerous low 

sandy rises and banks. Vegetation consists of mixed 
tall shrublands of various acacias with numerous low 
shrubs such as currant bush and cassias. 

Six other land systems make up the rest of the 
station (13.4%) and although these systems are all 
relatively small they are important as they are of high 
or moderate pastoral value. The largest of these are 
Lyons (8.8%) and Sable (2.4%). 

The Lyons system is found as inclusions in the 
Yalbalgo system In central and eastern parts of the 
station. It consists of sandy plains with numerous 
large, distinctive claypans surrounded by linear and 
reticulate dunes. The vegetation is a tall mixed 
shrubland, with wanyu dominating on the sand 
dunes. The Sable system OCCurS in the far south-west 
of the station and consists of almost flat saline 
alluvial plains with minor areas of sandy banks. 
Vegetation on the plains is mostly a low shrubland of 
Gascoyne bluebush and saltbush. The sandy banks 
support taller acacia shrublands. 

All land systems found on the station are further 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) have been 
prepared from data recorded whilst traversing on the 
station and arc prcsented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Cooralya station 

Pastoral value Land systems 
Area 

% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sandplain with linear and 49.2 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu , 

Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 8.8 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
tall mixed shrublands of acacias and 
currant bush 

58.0 

High Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous low 37.4 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) sandy rises and banks, duplex and sand 

soils; tall mixed shrubJands of acacias and 
currant bush 
Sable - nearly flat saline alluvial plains, 
minor sandy banks; low shrubJands of 

2.4 

saltbush and bluebush and some tall acacia 
shrublands 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more clayey 
interbank areas and numerous. small drainage 

0.8 

foci; tall shrublands of acacias and currant 
bush 
Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks with 0.7 
inter-dunal plains and drainage foci, tall 
acacia shrublands 
Gearle - gently sloping plains, minor stony 
rises with more sloping marginal plains, low 
shrublands of bluebush 

0.4 

Mary - gently sloping plains with calcrete 
at shallow depth; mixed tall shrublands 

0.3 

of acacias and cassias 
42.0 

Ve?high 
« ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (218 recordings on41and systems) 

Cooralya 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Lyons 31 100 
Sandal 115 99 
Target 1 100 
Yalbalgo 71 99 

Total over all 
land systems 218 99 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 12 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Yalbalgo land system (49,2%) 

This system supports the Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) 
pasture type. The pastures consist of scattered l.ow 
shrubs such as cotton bush, flannel bush and Wilcox 
bush and wandarrie grass beneath tall shrubs such as 
wanyu and other acacias. Pasture condition as seen 
during survey was nearly all fair to very good. There 
is no erosion and over all range condition was fair or 
good. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this 
system, but its use has not been researched. EVidence 
seen elsewhere during survey suggests that the effects 
of fire are long term. Wanyu may take decades to 
regenerate after fire although other acacias in the 
stand recover much more rapidly. When the over
storey of tall shrubs is killed by fire the low shrub 
layer and the ground layer often increases markedly 
both in diversity of species and in density. This fire 
induced sub-climax appcars to be considerably more 
productive for livestock production than is the 
climax situation . 

.• 2, Sandal land system (37.4%) 
This system supports valuable Currant Bush Mixed 

Shrub pastures (CBMS) on the duplex soils of the 
alluvial plains and Acacia Sand plain pastures 

on the sandy banks. Both pasture types are 
fair condition although some areas are poor 
considerable loss of desirable shrubs such 
bush and tall saltbush and an increase in 

Indlesiraf,ip< such as needle bush. Areas in poor 
still highly productive in terms of 

herhal'p in season, but have limited drought 

~;~;:~,~;~~~ ~~~~'llt;;.~~ to areas in good condition. ::; over a number of growing seasons 
the recovery of desirable low shrubs. 

ues to reduce thickets of needle bush on a 
scale have yet to be developed. 

grass has colonized many of the sandy areas 
.system and compliments native pastures on 

sites. It is continuing to spread and its spread 
duplex soils and more clayey soil sites where it 

~~ii~~~~~te with desirable low shrubs needs to be 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

23 6 52 19 29 52 19 
1 17 55 25 2 18 55 27 

100 100 
14 39 38 8 52 38 10 

8 22 50 19 31 48 21 

3. Lyons land system (8.8%) 
This system also supports Currant Bush Mixed 

Shrub pastures (CBMS) and Acacia Sand plain 
pastures (ACSA). Pasture condition is very similar to 
that of the Sandal system. Condition is 
predominantly fair although significant areas (about 
20% of the traverse recordings) were in poor 
condition with depleted shrub pastures. These 
pastures have the potential to recover well if they can 
be occasionally spelled from grazing. 

4, The remaining minor land systems on the station 
were not intensively sampled but, where seen, were 
generally in fair condition with no erosion. Their 
overall condition is expected to be similar to that of 
the Sandal system. 

5. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 13,350. 

6. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is cstimated at 18,650. 
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Individual station report 
Cooralya station - 161,886 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 797 ACSA 414 303 80 5,665 6,642 
Sandal 606 CBMS 41 156 76 3,245 5,460 

ACSA 44 140 58 1,474 2,017 
BLUE 14 52 25 1,086 1,820 

Lyons 143 ACSA 5 52 15 427 600 
CBMS 23 8 338 620 
ACCR 11 110 220 
Noveg 29 

Sable 39 SALT 11 4 3 289 360 
BLUE 10 4 2 263 320 
ACSA 2 2 1 33 42 

Target 12 CBMS 2 3 44 100 
ACSA 2 3 35 42 
ACCR 1 1 30 40 

Ella 11 ACSA 4 4 58 67 
CBMS 2 25 40 
ACCR 1 20 20 

Gearle 6 BLUE 4 80 80 
SALT 2 40 40 
TUGR 

Mary 5 ACMS 
BLUE 

2 3 70 100 

Totals 1,619 586 762 271 13,331 18,630 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 13,350 
Capability sheep unit capacity 18,650 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units orcquivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1969): 
average (mean) 20,583 
highest (1972) 27,700 
lowest ( I 984) 15,655 
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Dirk Hartog Station - Shark Bay 
Shire 

Vegetation is tall open heath or tall shrubland usually 
dominated by Acacia ligulata and with numerous low 
shrubs. There arc some localized areas of spin if ex 
hummock grassland Triodia plurinervata notably on 
the hills near Herald Heights. Pastoral value is high. 

Area 617 km2 

Location 
Dirk Hartog station (Dirk Hartog Island) is located 

on the Edc\ and Shark Bay I :250,000 map sheet. The 
nearest point of the island lies about 35 km in a 
westerly direction from Denham across Denham 
Sound. The island is almost 80km long by about 10 
km wide and lies at the western side of Shark Bay 
with its long axis in a south-cast to north-west 
direction. 

The Edelland system (32.5%) occurs in eastern and 
south-eastern parts of the island and consists of 
undulating sandy plains with minor low dunes, 
limestone flses and saline flats. Vegetation is a tall or 
low open heath or low shrubland and pastoral value 
is high. 

The Inscription land system (24.3%) is found in the 
north-east and central-east of the island. It consists 
of gently undulating sandy plains over limestone 
usually at shallow depth. Vegetation is low heath 
with a variable admixture of spin if ex. Pastoral value 
is low or very low. 

Description 
Five land systems occur on the station, three of 

which (Coast, Edel and Inscription) collectively make 
up about 99% of the total station area. 

The Coast land system (41. 9%) occurs along the 
entire western side of the island and consists oflarge 
long-walled parabolic dunes and narrow swales, 
unstable blow-out areas and bare mobile dunes, 
minor limestone hills and rises and steep sea cliffs. 

The remaining land systems Birrida (0.7%) and 
Littoral (0.6%) are oflittle significance. All systems 
on the island are summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from information recorded whilst 
traversing on the station and arc presented in table 2. 

rable 1. Land systems on Dirk Hartog station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

land systems 

Inscription - gently undulating sandy 
plains over limestone at variable depth; 
low heath with some spinifex 

Birrida - highly saline and gypsiferous 
pans and depressions, low shrublands of 
samphire and saltbush 
Littoral-low coastal foredunes, samphire 
flats and tidal flats; tall and low 
shrublands in parts 

Coast -large, long waited parabolic 
coastal dunes and narrow swales, unstable 
blowout areas and mobile dunes, minor 
limestone hills and rises. steep sea cliffs; 
tall open heath or tall acacia shrublands 
Edel- undulating sandy plains with minor 
low dunes, limestone rises and saline flats, 
low sea cliffs, tall or low heath 

Area 
% 

24.3 

0.7 

0.6 

/' 1.3 

41.9 
32.5 

74.4 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (129 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Dick Hartog 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Coast 37 92 5 3 59 30 8 3 89 8 3 
Ede! 43 93 5 2 9 51 33 5 2 60 33 7 

Inscription 49 100 74 14 12 88 12 

Total over all 
79 18 3 land systems 129 95 3 47 31 18 2 2 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Coast land system (41.9%) 

This system supports Coastal Dune Shrub pastures 
(CDSH) which consist ofa large number of palatable 
low shrubs mixed with less palatable types beneath 
taller shrubs such as Acacia iiguiala and coastal jam. 
Desirable shrubs include silver saltbush, cotton bush, 
green cassia and rhagodias, Pasture condition is 
mostly good or very good. 

About 16 km 2 of the system consists of 
un vegetated blowout areas or large mobile sand 
dunes. These unstable zones are particularly 
numerous in. the south-west of the island where they 
originate on the coast facing the Indian Ocean and 
have migrated northwards, One blowout has 
migrated right across the island and enters the sea on 
the eastern side of the island at Tctrodon Loop. Also 
a number of very large mobile dunes occur in the 
north-west of the station near Mystery bore. 

Although the system supports useful pastures it is 
highly susceptible to wind erosion if the vegetation is 
removed by fire, overgrazing or other agencies. 

Elsewhere in the survey area there is clear cut 
evidence that some blowouts on the Coast land 
system have originated near man-made stock 
watering points. The system should not be further 
developed for grazing unless extreme care is taken 
about the siting of watering points, fences and access 
tracks. 

Individual station report 
Dirk Hartog station - 61,674 ha 

2, Edelland system (32.5%) 
This system supports the Coastal Dune Shrub 

(CDSH) pascure type and the Heath (HEAT) pasture 
type. Pasture condition is mostly good or fair and 
there is little erosion. Over all range condition is 
good or fair except in the vicinity of some mills 
where the indigenous vegetation is almost completely 
lost. Such areas have lost their surface sand due to 
wind erosion and the underlying limestone is 
exposed. Vegetative cover, in the form of introduced 
annual species, is present only during periods after 
ram. 

3. Inscription land system (24.3%) 
This system supports Heath pastures (HEAT) 

which are generally of very low grazing value. Many 
of the low shrub components arc unattractive to 
stock although small annual species provide some 
useful grazing after rain. Pasture condition is mostly 
good or very good. 

4, Much of the station, particularly in the northern 
half, is not being used for grazing because of the lack 
of permanent water supplies. 

5, The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition assuming the station was fully watered 
(which is not the case, see 4) is estimated at 5,450. 

6, The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 6,300. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Coast 258 CDSH 216 19 7 16 2,863 3,225 
Edel 200 CDSH 101 56 11.5 1.5 1,709 2,125 

HEAT 12 7 1 60 67 
SALT 6 3 1 164 200 

Inscription 150 HEAT 66 9 243 250 
HASP 66 9 360 375 

Birrida 4 SAMP 3 12 12 
SALT 1 20 20 

Littoral 4 CDSH 2 25 25 
Noveg 1 
SAMP 1 4 4 

Totals 616 475 103 20.5 17.5 5,460 6,303 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 5,450 
Capability sheep unit capacity 6,300 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1969) 
lowest (1981) 

5,956 
12,500 
2,500 
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Doorawarrah station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 2,193 km2 

dunes or ridges and has more pronounced drainage 
foci. Vegetation is a tall shrubland ofwanyu on 
sandy parts and tall mixed shrublands of acacias and 
currant bush on the more clayey plains and drainage 
foci. Pastoral value is high. Location 

Doorawarrah station is located on the Kennedy 
Range and Wooramel I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is about 78 km east of Carnarvon on the 
Carnarvon-Gascoyne JunctIOn road. The statIOn has 
common boundaries with Cooralya, Mardathuna, 
Mooka, Jimba Jimba, Yalbalgo, Ella Valla, . 
Meeragoolia, Brickhouse and Boolathana statIOns. 

The Sandal land system (13.6%) occurs in the 
north and west of the station and consists of alluvia I 
plains with duplex soils and numerous low sandy 
banks and rises with sandy soils. It supports a mixed 
tall shrubland of acacias and numerous other shrubs. 
Pastoral value is high. 

Two sand dune systems, Yalbalgo (13.0%) and 
Lyons (11.7%) make up most of the rest of the 
station. The Yalbalgo system consists of sand plains 
with large linear and reticulate dunes with relief up to 
25 m. It supports moderately dense tall shrublands 
of wanyu and pastoral value is moderate. The Lyons 
system also consists oflarge dunes, but also has more 
clayey inter-dunal plains and large, prominent 
claypans. It supports shrublands of wanyu, other 
acacias and currant bush. Pastoral value is moderate. 

Description 
The station largely comprises sandy alluvial plains, 

sandplains and sand dunes and all of it is accessible 
10 livestock. The Ella land system is the largest and 
occupies about 32.5% of the total area of the statIOn. 
The system occurs in the west, south and north-cast 
and consists of short, linear sand dunes and narrow 
inter-dunal plains. The inter-dunal plains frequently 
have central run on areas or drainage foci which 
support somewhat more dense vegetation than the 
surrounding plams. VegetatIon IS predomInantly 
wanyu shrubland or sand ridge gidgee woodland and 
pastoral value is moderate. 

Three other minor land systems (collectively 4.1%) 
occur on the station but are oflil1le significance. 

All systems are summarized in table I. 

The Target land system (25.1 %), which occurs over 
most of the station, has affinities with the Ella system 
except that it has very low sandy banks rather than 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

56031-24 

Table 1. Land systems on Doorawarrah station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(t 0-19 ha/s.u.) 

Hi h 
(5$ ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

----------------

Land systems 

Yalbalgo - sandpJains with linear and 
reticulate dunes, tall shrublands of wanyu 
or woodlands of sand dune gidgee 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
tall shrubJands of acacias and currant bush 
Channel- major channels with narrow flood 
plains and dissected marginal slopes, tall 
acacia shrublands 

Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks 
with ir.ter-dunal plains and drainage foci; 
sand dune gidgee woodlands and mixed tall 
shrublands of acacias 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more 
clayey interbank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci; tall mixed shrublands of 
acacias 
Sandal - alluvial plains with numerous low 
sandy rises and banks, duplex and sand soils; 
tall mixed shrublands and some low 
shrublands of bluebush 
River - narrow active flood plains and major 
channels, fringing woodlands and tall acacia 
shrublands 
Mary - gently sloping plains with calcrete 
at shallow depth, tall shrublands of 
acacia and cassia 
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Area 
% 

t3.0 

l1.7 

3.6 

28.3 

32.5 

25.1 

13.5 

0.3 

0.2 

71.7 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (311 recordings on Bland systems) 

Doorawarrah 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Ella 88 96 3 
Lyons 26 92 8 
Mary 2 100 
River 7 42 29 29 
Sandal 49 90 6 4 
Target 132 83 15 2 
Yalbalgo 7 100 

Total over all 
land systems 311 88 9 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 17 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I. Ella land system (32.5%) 
About half the traverse records indicate fair range 

condition for this system with the remainder being 
about evenly distributed between good and bad 
condition. Condition of the Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures on the sandy units of the system is 
nearly all fair or good. However, the Currant Bush 
Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures which occur on the 
more clayey intcr-dunal plains arc more or less 
degraded with considerable loss of desirable low 
shrubs in some parts. There is very little erosion on 
the system and it has thc ability to recover wcll if 
spelled over a number of growing seasons. 

2, Target land system (25.1%) 

Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures on the sandy 
banks of the system arc mostly in fair condition and 
there is no erosion on this unit. Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub (CBMS) pastures arc in fair or poor condition 
with considerable depletion of dcsirable shrubs such 
as tall saltbush, ruby saltbush and green cassia. 
Minor wind and water erosion in the form of 
localized surface deflation, thin sheeting and surface 
scalding is common on the duplex soils associated 
with this pasture type. The most badly degraded 
areas require a programme of strategic spelling from 
grazing ovcr a number of growing seasons to enable 
recovery of desirable shrubs. 

3. Sandal land system (13.6%) 
The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and Currant Bush 

Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures on this system are 
largely in fair or good condition with only some 
minor areas showing vegetation degradation to poor 
condition. Therc arc a few localized areas of minor 
wind and water erosion, but generally the system is 
relatively stable under grazing. A system of 
occasional spelling of paddocks over a growing 
season would be beneficial. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

5 20 48 26 1 25 48 27 
23 4 46 23 4 27 46 27 

100 100 
43 14 14 29 43 57 

2 39 45 14 41 45 14 
2 9 47 39 3 11 47 42 

14 29 57 14 29 57 

5 17 45 30 3 22 45 33 

4. Yalbalgo land system (13.0%) 

The system was inadequately sampled. However, 
where seen, there was no erosion but the acacia 
sand plain pastures were depleted. Generally the 
system is stable under grazing and not highly 
susceptible to degradation. 

5. Lyons land system (11.7%) 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and 

Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures seen on 
this system was predominantly fair or good with 
some localized parts for example in the vicinity of 
watering points, in poor condition. There is 
occasional minor wind and water erosion but this is 
not a significant problcm. 

6. The remaining land systems Channel (3.6%), River 
(0.3%) and Mary (0.2%) were not intensively 
sampled. However, some moderatc and severe water 
erosion in the form ofactive rills and gullies was seen 
on slopes marginal to the main river channel of the 
Gascoyne River. Because ofth.l' proximity to water 
these sites arc likely to be overgrazed and the erosion 
problem may need further attention. 

7. The station has been well developed in terms of 
paddocks and stock water in the past. Many of the 
more outlying paddocks did not appear to be in usc. 
Stock should be more equitably distributed over the 
property so that regular spelling can be commenced 
on more heavily grazed parts of the station. 

8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 16,900. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good condition is estimated at 27,350. 



Individual station report 
Doorawarrah station - 219,30 I ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Ella 714 ACSA 175 260 65 3,343 4,167 
CBMS 9 63 71 1,411 2,860 
ACCR 18 36 17 805 1,420 

Target 551 CBMS 10 104 134 2,338 4,960 
ACSA 35 128 57 1,320 1,833 
ACCR 21 42 20 940 1,660 

Sandal 299 CBMS 32 81 22 1,790 2,700 
ACSA 73 31 16 866 1,000 
BLUE 11 26 7 589 880 

Yalbalgo 284 ACSA 20 41 81 747 1,183 
HASP 28 57 57 473 710 

Lyons 255 ACSA 12 82 34 749 1,067 
CBMS 56 700 1,120 
ACCR 8 12 140 400 
Noveg 51 

Channel 79 BLUE 2 17 21 384 800 
ACCR 4 8 4 180 320 
Noveg 23 

River 7 ACCR 4 40 80 
TUGR 2 40 100 

Mary 4 
Noveg 
ACMS 4 40 80 

Totals 2,193 5251,050 618 16,895 27,340 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 16,900 
Capability sheep unit capacity 27,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 19,391 
highest (1976) 25,272 

lowest (1981) 9,050 
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Edaggee station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area679km2 

Location 
Edaggee station is located on the Wooramel 1:250 

000 map sheet. The homestead is about 22 km east 
of the North-West Coastal Highway with the road 
turn-off about 77 km south of Carnarvon. Edaggee 
has common boundaries with Brickhouse, 
Callagiddy, Elia Valia, Marron, Wahroonga and 
Wooramel stations, In the south-west it has a 
coastline of about 12 km on Shark Bay. 

Description 
The station consists of broad, almost flat plains 

with numerous low sandy rises and minor areas of 
sandplain and sand dunes. Ali of the station is 
accessible to livestock and is classified as being of 
high pastoral value. 

Five land systems occur on the station; the largest 
of these is the Sandal system which occupies about 
75% of the total station area. It consist oflow plains 
with numerous low sandy rises and banks supporting 
tall acacia shrublands. 

The Sable land system (15.6%) occurs in the west 
of the station. It consists of saline alluvial plains 
with occasional sandy rises and supports low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush on the plains 
and tali shrublands of silver bark wattle and other 
acacias on the sandy rises. 

Two other minor systems Ella (9.3%), and Brown 
(0.6%) occur on the station. All systems found on the 
station are summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Edaggee station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~IOW 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Brown - gently undulating sandplains and 0.6 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) occasional dunes; tall acacia shrublands 

Hi~h Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous low 74.5 
(5- ha/s.u.) sandy rises and banks, duplex and sand 

soils; tall shrublands of acacias and 
currant bush, minor low shrublands of 
bluebush 
Sable - nearly flat saline alluvial plains, 
minor sandy banks; low shrublands of saltbush 
and bluebush, some tall acacia shrublands 

15.6 

Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks 
with inter-dunal plains and drainage foci, 
sand dune gidgee woodlands and acacia 
shrublands 

9.3 , 

99.4 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (147 recordings on 5 land systems) 

Edaggee 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Brown 2 100 100 100 
Ella 11 100 45 55 45 55 
Littoral 4 100 75 25 100 
Sable 27 100 45 33 22 78 22 
Sandal 103 99 1 17 47 26 9 18 47 35 

Total over all 
land systems 147 99 11 19 42 22 6 30 41 29 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions of landform, vegetation, soils 

and range condition were made at 9 sites on 2 land 
systems. 

Range condition and recommendation 

1. Sandal land system (74.5%) 
This system supports valuable Currant Bush Mixed 

Shrub pastures (CBMS) and some Bluebush (BLUE) 
on the duplex soils of the alluvial plains and 
interbank areas and Acacia Sandplain pastures 
(ACSA) on the sandy banks. Condition of the 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures is 
predominantly fair or poor although some areas are 
in good conditIOn. The poorer parts, which are 
concentrated in paddocks near the homestead, show 
considerable loss of desirable shrubs such as currant 
bush and tall saltbush. Undesirable species such as 
needle bush, bardie bush and waxy leaved 
eremophila have increased at the expense of the 
desirables. Condition of the Acacia Sandplain 
pastures on the sandy rises is rather better being 
mostly fair or good. There is no erosion on the 
system. 

About 29% of the traverse observations indicated 
bad range condition with depleted pastures. These 
areas still produce abundant annual herbage in 
season, but their reserves of palatable shrubs for dry 
periods are much reduced. Some 41% and 30% of the 
observations indicated fair and good range condition 
respectively. 

Degraded parts, where undesirable species have 
not increased substantially, could be readily 
improved by spelling from grazing. However, where 
dense stands of undesirable shrubs have become 
established, practical methods for their removal arc 
not known. 

Individual station report 
Edaggee station - 67,878 ha 

2. Sable land system (15.6%) 
This system supports mixed Bluebush and 

Saltbush pastures (BLUE, SALT) with smaller areas 
of Acacia Sand plain pastures (ACSA). Pasture 
condition is mostly good or very good with a wide 
range of desirable shrubs such as Gascoyne bluebush, 
low bluebush, Gascoyne mulla mulla, bladder 
saltbush and silver saltbush. There is no erosion. 
The system is not fully used for grazing because many 
parts are distant from stock water supplies. 

3. Ella land system (9.3%) 
This sandy system supports Acacia Sandplain 

pastures (ACSA) with minor areas of Currant Bush 
Mixed Shrub pastures (CBMS) on the inter-dunal 
corridors. The system is restricted to the north-cast 
of the station. Only part of the system was sampled 
but, where seen, the pastures were degraded with loss 
of desirable shrubs. There is no erosion. 

4. Brown land system (0.6%) 
Pastures on this minor system are in fair condition 

and there is no erosion. 

5. The station is inadequately watered. More than 
half the pastures on the station arc further than 5 km 
from permanent stock water. Consequently pastures 
distant from water are in good condition and arc 
little used while those close to the watering points 
have been over-used and arc now degraded. 
Additional watering points, possibly by piping from 
existing artesian supplies, are required to enable 
better distribution oflivestoek. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition (assuming the station is adequately 
watered which is not the case, see 5) is 6,700. 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 10,450. 

I' 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Sandal 505 CBMS 34 75 118 2,356 4,540 
ACSA 45 121 36 1,275 1,683 
BLUE 13 38 25 891 1,520 

Sable 106 SALT 34 14 855 960 
BLUE 30 12 750 840 
ACSA 11 5 123 133 

Ella 64 ACSA 34 11 257 375 
CBMS 2 11 94 260 
ACCR 6 60 120 

Brown 4 ACSA 4 25 33 
SALT 

Totals 679 167 311 201 6,686 10,464 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 6,700 
Capability sheep unit capacity 10,450 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1976) 
lowest (1980) 

9,773 

15,300 
1,000 
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Ella Valla station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 7,614 km2 

Location 
Ella Valla station is located on the Wooramel 1:250 

000 map sheet. The homestead is about 68 km east 
of the North-West Coastal Highway with the road 
turn-off about 22 km south of Carnarvon. Common 
boundaries are shared with Meeragoolia, 
Doorawarrah, Yalbalgo, Marron, Edaggee and 
Callagiddy stations. 

Description 
The eastern two-thirds of the station consists of 

short, linear sand dunes and narrow inter-dunal 
plains of the Ella land system. Relief of the dunes is 
up to 15 m. The inter-dunal plains frequently have 
central run-on areas or drainage foci which support 
more dense vegetation than the surrounding plains. 

Vegetation on the sandy units of the system is sand 
dune gidgee woodland or wanyu shrubland and 
elsewhere is mixed shrubland. Pastoral value is high. 

Most of the remainder of the station consists of 
alluvial plains with numerous low sandy banks and 
rises. This is the Sandal land system (28.2%) which 
supports mixed shrubland, wanyu shrubland and 
some Gascoyne bluebush. Pastoral value is high. 

Only one other land system, Brown (7%) occurs on 
the station. It is found in the south-west and consists 
of sand plain with tall shrublands ofwanyu and other 
acacias. 

The three systems found on the station are 
summarized and their pastoral value shown in table 
I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) arc 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Ella Valla station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks 64.8 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) with inter-dunal plains and drainage foci, 

sand dune gidgee woodlands and mixed 
shrublands 
Brown - gently undulating sand plains and 
occasional dunes; tall shrublands of 

7.0 

wanyu 
71.8 , 

High Sandal - alluvial plains with numerous low 28.2 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) sandy rises and banks. duplex and sand soils; 

tall shrublands of acacias and currant buSh, 
minor low shrublands of bluebush 

ve~ high 
« ha/s.u.) 

;00.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (165 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Ella valla 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Brown 2 100 50 50 50 50 
Ella 95 100 5 41 41 12 46 41 13 
Sandal 68 100 3 28 46 22 31 45 24 

Total over all 
land systems 165 100 4 36 43 16 40 43 17 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at I I sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Ella land system (64,8%) 

Most of this system is in fair or good range 
condition. Condition of the Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures on the sandy units of the system is 
fair to good. The Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
(CBMS) pastures of the inter-dunal plains arc rather 
more degraded with almost 50% classified as being in 
poor condition. There is no erosion on the system 
and it has the ability to recover well if spelled over 
growing seasons. 

2, Sandal land system (28,2%) 
This system is mostly in fair or good range 

condition although some Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
(CBMS) pastures arc degraded to poor condition. 

Individual station report 
Ella Valla station - 76,135 ha 

This pasture type occurs on the small flat plains with 
duplex soils which lie between the sandy banks and 
flses of the system. When In good condition the 
pasture IS very productive with numerous desirable 
shrubs such as currant bush and tall saltbush. 
Decline in condition is often indicated by a relative 
mcrease m undesIrable species such as waxy leaf 
eremophila and straight leaf cassia. 

3, Brown land system (7%) 

This minor system was not intensively sampled 
but, where seen, was In faIr or good range condition, 

4, The station is generally well watered. Only small 
areas In the far east and south-west are more than 5 
km from a watering point. Stock can be well 
distributed over the property. 

S, The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 7,000. 

6, The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was In good range condItIon IS estimated at 9,650, 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Ella 493 ACSA 176 145 24 2,469 2,875 
CBMS 13 40 46 1,048 1,980 
ACCR 39 10 880 980 

Sandal 215 CBMS 10 58 29 1,106 1,940 
ACSA 43 28 15 593 717 
BLUE 13 13 6 460 640 

Brown 53 ACSA 24 24 350 400 
SALT 3 2 85 100 

Totals 761 321 320 120 6,991 9,632 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 7,000 ' 
Capability 9,650 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1969) 
lowest (1980) 

10,701 
15,723 
4,500 
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Exmouth Gulf station - Exmouth 
Shire 

system (Cape Range). Most of this system is 
unsuitable for grazing and is not used by the station. 
Most of the remainder of the station consists of 
undulating sandy plains of the Cardabia land system 
and sandplains, minor outwash plains and stony 
plains of the Learmonth system. Both these systems 
support hummock grasslands, predominantly of soft 
spinifex, with a patchy over-storey of tall shrubs. 
Pastoral value is high. 

Area 930 km2 

Location 
Exmouth Gulfstation is located on the Yanrey and 

Ningaloo 1:250000 map sheets. The homestead is 5 
km east of the Exmouth road and about 53km south 
by road from Exmouth. The station has common 
boundaries with Bullara station, Cape Range 
National Park and in the east with the coastline of 
Exmouth Gulf. 

Small areas of the Littoral system with low coastal 
dunes with soft spinifex and buffel grass, samphire 
flats, bare mudflats and mangroves occur along the 
shoreline to Exmouth Gulf. All systems are 
summarized in table I. 

Description 
Only four land systems occur on the station. 

Nearly 60% of the station comprises rugged 
limestone hills, ridges and plateaux of the Range land 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Exmouth Gulf station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~IOW Range -limestone hills, ridges and plateaux 57.2 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) with steep stony footslopes; tall shrublands 

with hard spinifex 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Littoral-low coastal foredunes, samphire 2.7 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) and tidal flats and mangrove fringes; hummock 

grasslands, soft spinifex and buffel grass 
and scattered shrubs, also low shrublands 
of samphire 

High Cardabia - undulating sandy plains with 26.3 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) linear dunes and minor limestone ridges 

and outcrop plains; low shrublands and 
hummock grasslands of soft and hard spinifex 
Learmonth - sandplains, sandy outwash plains 13.8 
and minor limestone outcrop plains; soft , 
spinifex hummock grasslands with scattered 
shrubs 

40.1 

ve~high 
« ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (105 recordings on 4 land systems) 

Exmouth 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Cardabia 55 98 2 71 27 2 98 2 
Learmonth 39 97 3 81 8 8 3 89 8 3 
Littoral 5 100 40 60 100 
Range 6 100 83 17 100 

Total over all 
land systems 105 98 2 74 21 4 95 4 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 5 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Cardabia land system (26,3%) 
Pastures are mostly Soft Spinifex (SOSP), but also 

with some Hard Spinifex (HASP). Pasture condition 
is very good or good and there is no erosion. 

The system is generally stable under grazing except 
for occasional localized dunes and dune crests which 
may become unstable due to the effects offire or 
excessive grazing pressure. Fire is a natural feature 
of the environment and regular, controlled burning is 
an accepted management tool to maintain pastures in 
a useful condition for grazing. Some sand drift can 
occur after fire, but the system revegetates rapidly 
after rain and stabilizes. 

Individual station report 
Exmouth Gulf station - 92,986 ha 

2, Learmonth land system (13,8%) 
This system supports Soft Spinifex pastures 

(SOSP) on the sandy parts with minor areas of Acacia 
Mixed Shrub pastures (ACMS) on small outwash 
plains over limestone. Buffel grass is well established 
on some sandy areas especially in paddocks close to 
the homestead. Over all, the pastures are in very 
good or good condition and there IS no erosion. An 
exception is in the eastern halfofWogalti paddock 
where pastures are depleted to poor or very poor 
condition and there are small patches of minor wind 
and water erosion. 

3, Littoral land system (2,7%) 
This minor system was not sampled intensively. 

However, where the soft spinifex, buffel grass, 
samphire and saltbush pastures of the system were 
seen they were in good or very good condition. 

4. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 8.050. 

5. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 8,250. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Range 532 HASP 484 48 2,580 2,660 
Cardabia 245 SOSP 192 4 3,233 3,267 

HASP 48 1 243 245 
Learmonth 128 SOSP 69 8 1,217 1,283 

HASP 23 3 125 130 
ACMS 23 2 480 500 

Littoral 25 SOSP 10 167 167 
SAMP 5 20 20 
Noveg 10 , 

Totals 930 864 66 8.065 8,272 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 8,050 
Capability 8,250 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1974): 
average (mean 9,468 
highest (1975) 11,503 
lowest (1980) 7,498 
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Faure station - Shark Bay Shire 

Area 58 km2 

Location 
The station consists of Faure Island in Shark Bay 

at the head of the Hamelin Pool embayment. The 
island lies about 18 km east of the Peron Peninsula 
from Monkey Mia. 

Description 
Three land systems, Sandplain, Birrida and 

Littoral, occur on the station. The Sandplain system 
is by far the largest (82.1% of total station area) and 
consists of undulating red sandplain supporting a 
moderately close wanyu shrubland about 1.5-2 m 
high. Under-shrubs arc considerably more prolific 
than is usual for this system and this, coupled with 
the widespread occurrence of buffel grass means that 
pastoral value is very high. 

Table 1. Land systems on Faure station 

The Bin'ida system (II %) occurs in the north and 
west as a series of salt pans and depressions with 
sandy margins. The system supports low shrublands 
of saltbush and samphire. 

The Littoral system occurs as a narrow coastal 
fringe in the north, north-cast and south-west. It 
consists of low coastal foredunes and samphire and 
tidal flats with mangrove fringes. The foredunes 
support a mixed shrubland of stunted wanyu and 
curara 1-2 m high with numerous under-shrubs and 
coastal spinifex. 

The three land systems on the station arc 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (taken over all land systems) arc 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from tTaverse records: 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Birrida - highly saline pans and depressions 11.2 
(10-19 hats.u.) with sandy margins; low shrublands of 

samphire and saltbush 
littoral -low coastal foredunes, samphire 
and tidal flats with mangrove fringes, low 
shrublands of wanyu and curara, also 
coastal spinifex and samphire 

6.7 

17.9 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating 
red sandplain with wanyu shrublands and 
buffel grass 82.1 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (22 recordings on 2 land systems) 

Faure 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Birrida 3 100 
Sandplain 19 79 21 

Total over all 
land systems 22 82 18 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 3 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Sandplain land system (82%) 

This system usually supports the Acacia Sandplain 
pasture type (ACSA) but on Faure the pastures are 
more productive and are closer in composition (in 
terms ofdesirable low shrubs) to the Coastal Dune 
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Pasture condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor 

33 
21 

23 

67 
42 

45 

21 

18 

5 11 

5 9 

Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

100 
63 

68 

21 16 

18 14 

Shrub pasture type (COSH). The over-storey consists 
of somewhat wind pruned wanyu and curara to about 
2 m. Useful low shrubs such as silver saltbush, tall 
saltbush and ruby saltbush arc numerous and buffel 
grass is widely established especially in the paddocks 
at the southern end of the island. 

Over 60% of the traverse recordings indicated good 
or very good pasture condition with most of the 
remainder indicating fair condition. In the southern 
paddocks the pastures have been degraded with 
considerable loss of desirable low shrubs but buffel 
grass is now well established. 
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Near the south-eastern coast there is some minor 
wind erosion with disturbed sandy surfaces. 
However, these areas are becoming stabilized by 
buffel grass. In the south-west there are some old, 
small coastal blowouts which arc now stabilized by 
buffel grass and coastal spinifex. They are not likely 
to become a problem except under extreme 
conditions of overgrazing or drought. 

2, Birrida land system (11 %) 

Saltbush (SALT) and Samphire (SAMP) pastures 
of this system were all in good or very good 
condition. The former pastures are very productive 

Individual station report 
Faure station - 5,816 ha 

with many desirable shrubs such as bladder saltbush, 
felty bluebush, cotton bush and rhagodias. 

3, Littoral land system (7%) 

This system was not traversed. However, it was 
seen at a number of po lOts and at these was in good 
condition. 

4, The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 1,230. 

5. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 1,350. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· capacity capacity 

Sandplain 48 CDSH 24 8 6. 6t8 760 
TUGR 10 500 500 

Birrida 6 SAMP 3 12 12 
SALT 3 60 60 

Littoral 4 CDSH 2 40 40 
Noveg 2 
SAMP 

Totals 58 44 8 6 1,230 1,372 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity_ 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 1,250 
Capability 1,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1974) 
lowest (1981) 

1,753 
2,734 

798 
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Gilroyd station - Carnarvon & Shark 
Bay Shires 

This is the Sandplain land system which supports tall 
shrublands ofwanyu or opcn woodlands of sand 
dune gidgee. 

Area 8,094 km2 
Location 

Gilroyd station is located in the south-east of the 
Wooramel I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is 
about 230 km by road south-cast from Carnarvon via 
Pimbee, Wahroonga and ~daggee stations. The 
station has common boundaries with Towrana, 
Callytharra Springs, Byro, Yalardy, Woodleigh and 
Meedo stations. 

The Yalbalgo system (17.2% of the station area) 
occurs in north-eastern and central eastern parts of 
the station. It consists of well-defined linear sand 
dunes with relief up to 20 m and sandy swales and 
supports virtually the same vegetation as the 
Sandplain system. 

Three other land systems, Wooramel, Target and 
Channel occur on the station but collectively occupy 
only about 1.2% of the total station area. A large bare 
clay pan about 500 ha in area (0.6%) occurs in the 
south on the boundary with Yalardy station. 

Description 

All land systems on the station arc summarized in 
table I. 

More than 80% of the station consists of gently 
undulating red sandplain of moderate pastoral value. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (tolal overall land syslems) are shown 
in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Gilroyd station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~IOW 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Sandplain - nearly flat to gently undulating 81.0 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) red sandplain with tall shrubtands of 

wanyu and woodlands of sand dune gidgee 
Yalbalgo - sandplain with linear and 17.2 
reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu 
and woodlands of sand dune gidgee 
Wooramel - sandy plains and stony plains 
with hardpan at shallow depth; tall 

1.0 

shrublands of wanyu and mulga 
Channel - major channels with highly 
dissected marginal slopes and plains, 

0.1 

very scattered low shrublands and fringing 
woodlands 

99.3 # 

High Target - plains with sandy banks, more clayey 0.1 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) interbank areas and numerous small drainage 

foci; tall mixed shrublands of acacia, currant 
bush and others 

ve,? high 
« ha/s.u.) 

Bare claypan 0.6 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (164 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Gilroyd 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Sandplain 114 100 12 34 48 6 46 48 6 
Target 1 100 100 100 
Yalbalgo 49 98 2 31 47 22 31 47 22 

Total over all 
land systems 164 99 9 34 46 11 42 47 11 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

L Sand plain land system (81 %) 

This system supports the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
pasture type. Typically, this pasture has a tree layer 
of sand dune gidgee or, fcss frequently, a tall shrub 
layer ofwanyu. The lower layers consist of very 
scattered low shrubs including a few desirable species 
such as Wilcox bush and cotton bush. In season 
there is a prominent ground layer dominated by 
wanderrie grass or forbs. Pasture condition as seen 
during survey was mostly fair or good. There is no 
erosion present and over all range condition is fair or 
good. 

Because of the general lack of palatable shrubs and 
the rather ephemeral nature of the wanderrie grass 
pastures the system has limited drought value. 
Opportunistic usc on a flexible basis can be made on 
the grass pastures in good seasons. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this land 
system, but its use has not been researched. Evidence 
seen on this system during survey suggests that the 
effects of fire arc very long term. Where the over
storey of tall wanyu shrubs has been killed by fire the 

Individual station report 
Gilroyd station - 80,937 ha 

low shrub layerand the ",round layer is remarkably 
,"creased both," diversity of species and in density. 
Thisfire induced sub.c1imax appears to be 
considerably more productive for livestock 
production than is the mature wanyu or sand dune 
gidgee situation. 

2, Yalbalgo land system (17,2%) 

This system supports the same Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pasture as found on the Sandplain system. 
Pasture condItion IS mostly fair although it varies 
from good to poor depending largely on distance 
from water. 

3, The station has been developed relatively recently 
having been taken up in the mid 1950s. Some of the 
paddocks arc very large, and cleven watering points 
have been established. However, the station is still 
not adequately watered with considerable areas in the 
north-west, south-west, south and south-cast being 
further than 5 km from water. Pastures distant from 
water are in good or very good condition and are 
currently under-used. Conversely, over-usc has 
occurred around some existing waters and pasture 
condition has declined. 

4. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 5,600. 

5. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 6,700. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Sand plain 653 ACSA 300 314 39 4,619 5,442 
Yalbalgo 140 ACSA 43 66 31 895 1,167 
Wooramel 9 ACSA 3 2 38 42 

ASGF 2 2 17 r 20 
Target CBMS 

ACSA 
1 13 20 

ACCR 
Channel SSGF 3 4 

ACCR 
large clay pans 5 Noveg 5 

Totals 809 353 386 70 5,585 6,695 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 5,600 

Capability 6,700 

Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 7,527 

highest (1974) 11,000 

lowest (1981) 2,850 
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Gnaraloo station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 913 km2 

Location 
Gnaraloo station is located on the Minilya 

I :250,000 map shect. Thc homestead is about 155 
km north by road from Carnarvon via Quobba 
station. Boundaries arc shared with Warroora, 
Minilya and Quobba stations and with Lake McLeod 
in thc east. The westcrn boundary is the coastline of 
the Indian Ocean. 

Description 
Ncarly two-thirds of the station consists of 

undulating sandy plains and linear dunes of the 
Mallee, Cardabia and Coast land systems. Most of 
the remainder of the station consists of elevated 
limestone plains or plains with thin sand cover over 
limestone of the Trealla land system. 

The Mallee system (47.5% of the station area) is 
the largest and occurs throughout the centre of the 
station. It supports a moderately close tall shrubland 
or low woodland with numerous Acacia species and 
patchy stands of eucalypts in both mallee and tree 
form. Thc ground layer is a mixture of soft and hard 
spinifex. Pastoral value is moderate or high 
depending on the proportion of soft and hard 
spinifex and the time since last burning. 

The Cardabia system (11.5%) is vcry similar in 
landform to thc Malice systcm. Near the coast it 
supports a hummock grassland of hard and soft 

spinifex with patchy shrubs. Further inland the 
shrubs become taller and more numerous and, except 
for the lack of eucalypts, the vegetation is similar to 
the Malice system. Pastoral value is generally 
moderate. 

The Coast system (4.9%) consists of large parabolic 
coastal dunes and sandy swales with minor limestone 
plains, low sea cliffs and rocky wave cut platforms. 
The system supports patchy tall shrublands with 
coastal jam, curara and silver bark wattle and 
hummock grasslands of soft and hard spinifcx. 

The limestone based Trealla land system (29.2%) 
occurs on the north ofthc station. It supports a 
moderately close tall shrubland dominated by silver 
bark wattle, but with various other Acacia species 
such as wanyu, curara and snakewood. Numcrous 
useful low shrubs occur in thc understorey and 
pastoral value is high. 

Two other minor land systcms, Warroora (4%) and 
McLeod (2.9%) occur In the south-east adjacent to 
Lake McLeod. Although they are small in area these 
saline plain systems support very useful shrublands 
of saltbush and bluebush and pastoral value is high. 

All land systems found on the station are 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Gnaraloo station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) with bare marginal mudflats; low shrublands 

of samphire and saltbush 
Mallee - undulating sandy plains with 
limestone at shallow depth, linear dunes 
and minor limestone outcrop plains; 
mallee shrublands with soft and hard 
spinifex 

Area 
% 

2.9 

47.5 

50.4 

High Trealla - elevated limestone plains and 29.2 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) plain~ with thin sand cover, minor steeper 

marginal slopes; tall shrublands of various 
acacias 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

<?ardabia - undulating sandy plains with 11.5 
Irnear dunes, minor limestone rises; hummock 
grasslands of soft and hard spinifex with 
scattered shrubs 
Coast -large, long-walled parabolic coastal 4.9 
dunes and narrow swales, unstable blowout 
areas, low sea cliffs, rocky wave cut platforms 
and beach; patchy acacia shrublands and hummock 
grasslands of soft and hard spinifex 
Warroora - nearly flat, saline alluvial 4.0 
plains, sluggish drainage tracts and prominent 
drainage foci, minor limestone outcrop plains 
and sandy banks; low shrublands of saltbush 
and bluebush 

49.6 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (194 recordings on Gland systems) 

Gnaraloo 

land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Cardabia 39 81 13 3 3 
Coast 15 60 13 20 7 
Macleod 10 100 
Mallee 61 85 13 2 
Trealla 46 100 
Warroora 23 100 

Total over all 
land systems 194 88 8 3 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and mcasurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition wcre 
made at 8 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I. Mallee land system (47.5%) 
The system supports mixed Hard Spinifex and Soft 

Spinifex pastures (HASP, SOSP) with variable 
inclusions of useful low shrubs. Pasture condition is 
mostly good or very good with some areas in fair 
condition. There is localized minor wind erosion on 
a few dunes and dune crests, but this is not a serious 
problem. 

The value of the pastures for grazing depends 
largely on burning history and the length of time 
elapsed since the last fire. Fire is a natural feature of 
the environment and occasional controlled burning is 
an accepted management tool to maintain pastures in 
a useful condition for grazing. Pasture composition 
is considerably altered for a fcw years after burning 
with rapid growing species such as native poplar and 
fire bush becoming temporarily dominant. 
Numerous low shrubs, herbs and grasscs, some of 
which are valuable to stock, are also promoted for a 
few years following fire. 

2. Trealla land system (29.2%) 
This system supports valuable Acacia Mixed Shrub 

pastures (ACMS) with numerous desirable shrubs 
such as Wilcox bush, warty leaf eremophila, felty 
bluebush and currant bush. Pasture condition varies 
from fair to very good. There is no erosion. 
Considerable parts of the system arc further than 5 
km from stock water and are not fully used for 
grazing. 

3. Cardabia land system (11.5%) 
Pastures on this system are hummock grasslands of 

Soft Spinifex and Hard Spinifex (SOSP, HASP) with 
numcrous low shrubs. Pasture condition is 
predominantly good with smaller proportions in very 
good and fair condition. There are a few areas near 
the coast showing wind erosion in the form of soil 
hummocking and stripping to expose the undcrlying 
limestone. 

The system is generally stable under grazing except 
for occasional dunes and dune crests which may 
become unstable due to the effects of fire or excessive 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

18 46 31 5 64 28 8 
33 60 7 33 40 27 

100 100 
23 47 23 5 2 70 23 7 
30 38 28 4 68 28 4 
83 17 100 

33 37 25 4 70 23 7 

grazing pressure. Periodic controlled burning is 
desirable to maintain pasturcs in an attractivc 
condition for stock. Some sand drift can occur after 
fire but the system revegetates rapidly after rain and 
stabilizcs. 

4. Coast land system (4.9%) 
This system supports Coastal Dune Shrub pastures 

(CDSH) and Soft Spinifex pastures (SOSP). Pasture 
condition is variable but generally somewhat 
degraded. There has been a marked loss of desirable 
shrubs and a suggestion of an increase in hard 
spinifex in some areas especially within a few 
kilometres of watering points. 

The system is highly susceptible to wind erosion 
once vegetation is depleted and there are patches of 
severe wind erosion in the form of sand hummocking 
and stripping to the underlying limestone pavement 
in Monument paddock. There are active dune 
blowouts, with a total area of about 12 km', ncar 
Monument mill and 17 Mile mill. 

The large degraded section of this system in the 
vicinity of Monument mill should not be used for 
grazing. About 10 km of fencing would be required 
to exclude the area from use. 

5. Warroora land system (4%) 
The Saltbush and Bluebush pastures (SALT, 

BLUE) on this system arc all in very good or good 
condition and there is no erosion. Much of the 
system has only recently been brought into full use by 
the provision of additional watering points. 

6. McLeod land system (2.9%) 
Samphire and Saltbush pastures (SAMP, SALT) on 

this system are in very good condition. 

7. About 20% of the station, notably in the central 
east and north-cast, cannot be fully used for grazing 
because of the distance (5km or more) from 
permanent stock water supplies. 

8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition assuming the whole station was fully 
watered (which is not the case, sec 7) is 10,350. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 12,550. 
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Individual station report 
Gnaraloo station - 91,328 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d! 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

MaUee 434 HASP 182 60 18 1,155 1,300 
SOSP 122 40 12 2,415 2,900 

Trealla 267 ACMS 170 79 5 4,221 5,080 
BLUE 11 2 245 260 

Cardabia 105 SOSP 54 24 6 1,124 1,400 
HASP 13 6 2 90 105 

Coast 45 CDSH 6 7 4 6 141 440 
SOSP 5 7 4 6 174 288 

Warroora 36 BLUE 16 320 320 
SALT 15 300 300 
SAMP 5 20 20 

McLeod 26 SAMP 13 52 52 
SALT 5 100 100 
Noveg 8 

Totals 913 625 225 51 12 10,357 12,565 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 10,350 
Capability sheep unit capacity 12,550 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 7,110 

highest (1969) 9,663 

lowest (1981) 4,248 
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Hamelin station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 2,028 km2 

Location 
Hamelin station is located on the Yaringa 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 27 km 
west of North-West Coastal Highway on the access 
road from the Highway to Denham. The station has 
common boundaries with Carbla, Woodleigh, 
Talisker, Meadow, Coburn and Nanga stations and a 
coastline to the Hamelin Pool embayment. 

Description 
Nine land systems occur on the station and all arc 

accessible to livestock. Over 70% of the station is 
assessed as being of high pastoral value (carrying 
capacity 5-9 ha/s.u.) with the remainder being of 
moderate or very low value. 

The largest land system on the station is the 
Snakewood system which occupies about 34% of the 
total station area. It occurs scattered throughout the 
station with the largest single expanse in north
central parts. It supports a characteristic tall 
shrubland dominated by snakewood. Pastoral value 
is high. 

Extensive limestone outcrop plains of the 
Toolonga system (24.6%) occur in the central west of 
the station with smaller areas in the north-west close 
to the coastline. The system supports a moderately 
close tall shrubland dominated by Hamelin wattle 
and with numerous other acacias. Pastoral value is 
high. 

The Sandplain land system (16.5%) occurs as large 
expanses in the far north-east and east of the station 
and also as numerous smaller patches overlying 
Toolonga limestone in the centre of the station. It 
consists of nearly flat or gently undulating red 

sandplain and supports a moderately close tall 
shrubland ofwanyu. The Yaringa system (11%) is 
closely associated with the Sandplain system and 
consIsts of small patches of sandplain and limestone 
plains. It supports tall shrublands ofwanyu on the 
sand and HamelIn wattle, curara and other acacias 
on the lImestone. 

The Nanga system (5.9%) is found in the far south
west of the station. It consists of undulating 
sandplam and occasIonal dunes supporting tree 
heaths and other South-West Botanical Province 
vegetation. Pastoral value is very low. 

The Nerren system (5.6%) occurs in the central 
west and the south-eastern corner of the station. It is 
very similar in landform to the Sandplain system 
bemg nearly flat to gently undulating red sandplain. 
It mainly supports a moderately close tall shrubland 
ofwanyu with a scattered tree over-storey of various 
eucalypts. About 25 per cent ofthe system, in central 
western parts, consists of flat plains with calcareous 
soils and tree steepe vegetation of Dongara mallee 
over hard spinifex. Pastoral value is moderate to 
low. 

Low limestone breakaways and gently sloping 
outwash plains of the Foscalland system (1.9%) 
occur in the north-east and north-west. It supports 
tall shrublands of acacias and low shrublands of 
saltbush and bluebush. Pastoral value is high. 

The remaining two very small systems Coquina 
and McLeod support halophytic shrublands close to 
the shore line of Hamelin Pool. They are of little 
significance for grazing. 

All land systems found on the station are 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems ~n Hamelin station 

56037-25 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Nanga - undulating sandplains and 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) occasional dunes, tree heath vegetation 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Area 
% 

5.9 

Moderate Sand plain - nearly flat to gently 16.5 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) undulating red sand plain with tall 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

shrublands of wanyu 
Nerren - nearly flat to gently undulating 5.6 
red sand plain; tall shrublands of wanyu 
with patchy eucalypt trees and hard spinifex 
Coquina -low shelly foredunes, shell beaches 0.4 
and supra-tidal flats; scattered tall acacia 
shrublands on dunes 
McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains 0.2 
with bare marginal mudflats; samphire and 
saltbush low shrublands 

Snakewood - nearly flat plains with 
duplex soils; tall shrublands of snakewood 
T oolonga - limestone outcrop plains with 
tall shrublands of Hamelin wattle and other 
acacias 
Yaringa - sandy plains with sandy banks, 
occasional low dunes and limestone outcrop 
plains, tall shrublands of wanyu 
Foscal - gently sloping outwash plains. low 
limestone mesas and plateaux edges and 
footslopes; low shrublands of saltbush and 
bluebush 
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24.6 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (290 recordings on gland systems) 

Hamelin 

land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mOd. severe 

Coquina 7 86 14 
Foscal 8 100 
Macleod 1 100 
Nanga 5 100 
Nerren 29 100 
Sandplain 52 100 
Snakewood 49 94 6 
Toolonga 111 99 1 
Yaringa 28 100 

Total over all 
land systems 290 98 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 17 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Snakewood land system (33.9% of total station 
area) 

This system supports highly productive saltbush 
pastures (SALT) beneath an overstorey of snakewood 
with smaller areas of acacia mixed shrub pastures 
(ACMS) which also support numerous useful low 
shrubs when in good condition. 

Pasture condition is variable, but substantial areas 
are seriously degraded with considerable loss of 
desirable shrubs. Some 62% of the traverse 
recordings indicated poor or very poor pasture 
conditions. The degraded pastures are still 
productive in terms of annual herbs and forbs in 
season, but their reserves of palatable shrubs for dry 
periods are well below potential. Degraded areas of 
the system occur in central northern paddocks such 
as Five Mile, Milkbush and Coolglya. The system 
still has the ability to respond well iffully protected 
from over grazing; a spelling programme needs to be 
implemented in one or two ofthe most degraded 
paddocks. 

Some saltbush pastures on the Snakewood system 
are in excellent condition, for example those in North 
and South Hanlins paddocks to the east of North
West Coastal Highway. This area and others in good 
condition appear to have had little use due to 
problems associated with a lack of good quality stock 
water supplies or long distances from supplies. 

2. Toolonga land system (24.6%) 
The most important pasture type on this system is 

Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS). When in good 
.condition the pastures have numerous desirable low 
shrubs including ragged leaf scaevola, tall saltbush, 
tall cassia, warty leaf eremophila and ruby saltbush 
beneath tall shrubs of Hamelin wattle, silver bark 
wattle and other acacias. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

71 29 71 29 
38 50 13 38 49 13 

100 100 
100 100 

17 24 45 14 41 45 14 
17 29 23 23 8 46 23 31 
4 18 16 33 6 10 48 42 
1 9 48 36 6 10 48 42 

11 7 53 29 18 53 29 

9 18 36 28 9 27 37 36 

Pastures are nearly all degraded to some extent 
with the majority being in fair range condition. 
Extensive areas show serious depletion of desirable 
shrubs to poor or very poor condition, but some 
areas are in good condition. Degraded areas are still 
productive in that they often support the 
intermediate value cotton bush and numerous forbs 
and annual grasses in season. However, their 
reserves of palatable shrubs for dry seasons are much 
reduced. Degraded parts have the capacity to 
recover if spelled for a number of consecutive 
growing seasons and conservatively stocked at other 
times. 

3. Sandplain land system (16.5%) 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pastures of this system are variable. About 46% of 
traverse observations indicated good or very good 
condition, 22% indicated fair and 32% indicated 
poor or very poor condition. There is no erosion. 

Areas in good or very good corfdition occur in the 
far north-east and south·west of the station. They 
appear to receive little grazing because of the lack of 
water supplies. There are also some areas of the 
Snakewood system in good condition in the same 
general locality. Consideration needs to be given to 
developing water supplies to these areas so that stock 
can be more equitably distributed over the station. 

4. Yaringa land system (11 %) 

The system supports Acacia Sand plain pastures 
(ACSA) on sandplains and Acacia Mixed Shrub 
pastures (ACMS) on limestone plains. Pastures are 
predominantly in fair range condition although 
condition varies from very good to poor. There is no 
erosion and the system is stable under grazing. No 
special grazing management, other than occasional 
spelling to maintain desirable low shrubs in the 
stand, is required. 

5. Nanga land system (5.9%) 
The system supports Heath (HEAT) pastures but is 

little used due to its lack. of water and poor potential 
for grazing. Pastures are in very good condition but 
it is doubtful if they can be economically developed 
for grazing. 

I 
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6. Nerren land system (5.6%) 
Pastures on this sandplain system are Acacia and 

Eucalypt Short Grass Forb (AEGF) which are similar 
to the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) types. There are 
also some Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures as the 
ground storey to eucalypt woodland. Pasture 
condition is mostly fair, good or very good and there 
is no erosion. 

7. Foscalland system (1.9%) 
This system supports productive Saltbush and 

Bluebush (SALT, BLUE) pastures and Acacia Mixed 
Shrub (ACMS) pastures. Pasture condition is mostly 
fair or good and there is no erosion. High dietary salt 
intakes by sheep can occur on this system as a result 
of a combination of saline feed and brackish stock 

Individual station report 
Hamelin station - 202,821 ha 

water supplies. This will restrict the use that can be 
made of the pastures. It is important to ensure that 
stock water supplies are of good quality. 

8. The station is well developed in terms of paddocks 
but parts, as previously mentioned, are inadequately 
watered. Also, some existing water supplies are 
rather saline which will restrict the grazing radii of 
stock watering on them especially if pastures 
commanded by the particular water are saline. 

9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condItIOn assumong the statIOn is fully watered 
(which is not the case, see 8) is 16,650. 

10. The capability sheeI> unit capacity if all country 
was on good range cond,t,on IS estimated at 29,900. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km2 lands Good Fair Poor E.d." capacity capacity 

Snakewood 686 SALT 93 61 395 5,091 10.980 
ACMS 18 34 51 1,019 2,060 
ACSA 27 7 253 283 

Toolonga 500 ACMS 54 275 121 4,586 9,000 
ACSA 13 12 129 208 
ASGF 5 20 67 125 

Sandplain 335 ACSA 154 74 107 2,174 2,792 
Yaringa 224 ACSA 25 95 59 1,038 1,492 

ACMS 15 23 7 573 900 
Nanga 120 HEAT 108 360 360 

HASP 12 60 60 
Nerren 113 AEGF 52 25 36 654 807 
Foscal 38 SALT 8 10 3 304 420 

BLUE 5 6 2 188 260 
ACMS 2 2 60 80 

Coquina 8 CDSH 3 1 45 50 
Noveg 4 

McLeod 4 SAMP 2 8 8 
Noveg 1 
SALT 1 20 & 20 

Totals 2.028 584 624 820 16.629 29,905 

.. Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 16,650 
Capability sheep unit capacity 29,900 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-84 (no data for 1973-1974): 
average (mean) 12,462 
highest (1976) 18,100 
lowest (1981) 6,092 
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Hill Springs station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 1,232 km2 
Location 

Hill Springs station is located on the Kennedy 
Range and Winning Pool I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is about 90 km north-east of the North
West Coastal Highway via Mardathuna station and 
about 145 km north-east by road from Carnarvon. 
The station shares boundaries with Middalya, 
Mardathuna, Cooralya, Manberry and Wandagee 
stations. 

Description 
The largest land system on the station is Yalbalgo 

which consists of sandplain and linear dunes 
supporting moderately close tall shrublands of 
acacias, mainly wanyu, silver bark wattle and 
spreading gidgee. It occupies most of the southern 
half of the station and pastoral value is moderate. 

The Windalia land system (15% of the total station 
area) and the O'Brien system (16%) occur in the 
north of the station. The Windalia system lies above 
O'Brien and consists of gently sloping stony plains 
and narrow upper interfluves on radiolarite. It 
supports very scattered to moderately close tall 
shrublands dominated by spreading gidgee. Pastoral 
value is moderate. The O'Brien system consists of 
broad alluvial plains and slightly more elevated 
upper plains and interfluves. It supports tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee and snakewood which 

are frequently arranged in a groved pattern with 
dense vegetation in the groves and much sparser 
vegetation in the broader intergrove areas. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

The Mary system (II. 9%) occurs in the centre of 
the station. It consists of gently sloping plains with 
calcrete at shallow depth and low stony calcrete rises. 
It supports a tall shrubland of spreading gidgee and 
silver bark wattle frequently with relatively dense 
under-shrubs dominated by cassias. Pastoral value is 
high. 

Four other small land systems namely Gearle, 
Cahill, Lyons and Jimba also occur on the station. 
The Gearle system (4.9%) consists of very gently 
sloping alluvial plains supporting low shrublands of 
bluebush. When in good condition the pastoral value 
of the system is high. The Cahill system (2.4%) 
consists of sandy outwash plains and channelled flow 
zones. It supports tall shrublands with scattered 
eucalypts. In some parts buffel grass is well 
established in the ground layer. Pastoral value is 
high. 

The Lyons and J imba systems (0.2% and < 0.1 % 
respectively) are of negligible significance to the 
station. 

All land systems found on the station are 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Hill Springs station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~low 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20·30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sand plains with linear and 49.5 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) reticulate dunes. tall shrublands of wanyu , 

and spreading gidgee 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 16.0 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall acacia shrublands often 
groved 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; tall 

15.0 

shrublands of spreading gidgee 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 0.2 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
currant bush mixed shrublands and tall acacia 
shrublands 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with 
diffuse drainage, minor pebbly plains and low 

0.1 

ridges, scattered tall and low shrublands, 
acacias and some chenopods 

80.8 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Mary - gently sloping plains with calcrete 
at shallow depth and low calcrete rises; 

11.9 

tall shrublands of acacia and cassia 
Gearle - gently sloping alluvial plains, 
minor low rises with more sloping marginal 

4.9 

plains; low shrublands of saltbush and 
bluebush 
Cahill - sandy outwash plains and channelled 
flow zones; tall acacia shrubland or open 

2.4 

woodlands, some buffel grass 
19.2 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (171 recordings on 6 'land systems) 

Hill Springs 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Cahill 9 100 
GearJe 32 97 3 
Mary 22 100 
O'Brien 43 95 5 
Windalia 3 100 
Yalbalgo 62 98 2 

T ota! over all 
land systems 171 98 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 10 sites on 6 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Yalbalgo land system (49.5%) 

This system supports the Acacia Sand plain pasture 
type (ACSA) with scattered desirable low shrubs such 
as Wilcox bush, cotton bush and flannel bush below 
the tall shrub layer. The ground storey supports 
wandarrie grass and various herbs in season and, in 
some areas, soft and hard spinifex. Pasture condition 
as seen during survey was about evenly distributed 
between fair, good and very good with only minor 
areas assessed as poor. There was no erosion. 

Because of the relatively sparse occurrence of 
palatable shrubs and the rather short lived nature of 
the wandarrie grasses the system has only limited 
drought value. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this 
system, but its usc has not been researched. Evidence 
seen during the survey suggests that the effects of fire 
arc extremely long term. Where the over-storey of 
tall shrubs has been killed by fire the low shrub layer 
and the ground layer is increased in diversity of 
species and in density. This fire induced sub-climax 
vegetation appears to be considerably more useful for 
livestock production than the mature shrub stand. 

2. O'Brien land system (16%) 

Pastures on this system are predominantly Acacia 
Short Grass Forb (ASG F) with smaller inclusions of 
Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Creek-line 
(ACCR) types. The latter type occurs as dense stands 
of vegetation in groves and along drainage floors. 
Pasture condition is mostly fair, although there arc 
substantial parts in poor and good condition. There 
is no erosion on the system. 

The system supports a wide range of desirable low 
shrubs and grazing management needs to be aimed at 
ensuring the maintenance of these in the stand. 
Desirable species include Wilcox bush, flat leaf 
bluebush. and ruellia on the groved plains and 
Gascoyne mulla mulla. ruby saltbush and sago bush 
on more saline parts. 

3. Windalia land system (15%) 

This system supports the same pastures as the 
O'Brien system but with rather less of the more 
productive inclusions of Stony Chenopod (STCH) 
and Acacia Creek-line types. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

11 45 33 11 56 33 11 
25 44 31 25 75 

5 41 54 45 55 
2 30 40 26 2 33 39 28 

100 100 
35 26 29 10 61 29 10 

15 25 35 19 6 39 36 25 

The system was inadequately traversed but 
because of its distance from water and on the' 
evidence seen at one range evaluation site, is 
expected to be in good range condition. There is one 
localizedarea of about 0.5km' of severe pasture 
degradation In the VICIDIty of End tank. This is part 
of a much larger area of severe degradation occurring 
on the adjacent Gearle land system. 

4. Mary land system (11.9%) 

This system supports productive Acacia Mixed 
Shrub (ACMS) pastures. Pasture condition is about 
evenly distributed between fair and good. There is 
no erosion and the system is relatively stable under 
grazing. 

5. Gearle land system (4.9%) 
This system supports bluebush (BLUE) pastures 

which are mostly seriously degraded to poor or very 
poor condition. The pastures arc attractive to 
livestock, arc well-watered and havc been over grazed 
in the past. 

About I I km' of the system is severely degraded 
with gross loss of desirable shrubs accompanied in 
some instances by minor t~ severe water erosion. 
These degraded areas are centred on Whitby dam, 
McDonald dam and End tank. Watkins paddock 
which contains the largest areas of severe degradation 
should be closed to grazing until pastures recover. 

6. Cahill land system (2.4%) 
Pasture types on this system arc Acacia Sandplain 

(ACSA) and some bulTel grass (Tussock Grass 
TUGR). Pasture condition is mostly fair or good and 
there is no erosion. 

7. The northern most parts of the station (Windalia 
land system) arc very little used for grazing as they 
are in excess of 5 km from permanent stock water. 
Additional water points need to be developed to 
bring this country into usc and to allow destocking of 
severely degraded sections elsewhere (e.g. Watkins 
paddock, sec 5). 

8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 10,600. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 13,900. 



Individual station report 
Hill Springs station - 123,191 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 610 ACSA 335 159 55 4,005 4,575 
SOSP 37 18 6 791 1,017 

O'Brien 198 ASGF 29 42 28 355 495 
STCH 8 27 15 252 417 
ACCR 41 8 860 980 

Windalia 185 ASGF 118 15 14.5 0.5 676 740 
ACCR 15 4 340 380 
STCH 14 4 137 150 

Mary 146 ACMS 63 76 2,020 2,780 
BLUE 3 4 110 140 

Gearle 60 BLUE 14 29 11 356 1,080 
TUGR 2 4 56 300 

Cahill 29 ACSA 8 5 2 106 125 
TUGR 8 5 1 504 700 

lyons 3 ACSA 1 1 15 17 
CBMS 1 20 20 
ACCR 

Jimba STCH 8 8 

Totals 1,232 682 376 162.5 11.5 10,611 13,924 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 10,600 
Capability sheep unit capacity 13,900 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1971-1984 (no data for 1968-1970): 
average (mean) 12,542 
highest (1973) 18,000 
lowest (1981) 9,000 
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Lyndon station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 2,482 km' 
Location 

Lyndon station is located on the Winning Pool and 
Edmund I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
about 148 km east of the Minilya River bridge on the 
North-West Coastal Highway via Middalya and 
Williambury stations. Boundaries are shared with 
Towera, Maroonah, Williambury, Middalya and Mia 
Mia stations. 

Description 
Landforms on the station are many and varied 

with 21 land systems being represented. The two 
largest systems are Durlacher (21.5% of total station 
area) and Yinnietharra (16.3%). The Durlacher 
system which is scattered throughout the station, 
consists of gently sloping plains and low stony rises 
with a characteristic mantle of white quartz pebbles 
and rocks. It supports scattered tall and low shrubs 
and pastoral value is moderate. 

The Yinnietharra system is similar to Durlacher, 
but is more sandy with gently sloping sandy plains, 
broad drainage tracts, minor stony plains and low 
granite hills. It supports tall shrublands usually 
dominated by mulga and pastoral value is moderate. 

In the eastern half of the station there are a number 
of rugged hilly land systems based on granite, gneiss 
and schist. These are the Agamemnon and James 
systems (13.4 and 1.3%) with associated stony 

uplands and lower plains of the Phillips system 
(10.1 %). They support sparse tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias and pastoral value is low or 
moderate. 

In the far east rugged mountain ridges of the 
Augustus system (5.3%) dominate the landscape. 
The system IS based on quartzite, sandstone and 
dolomite and IS too rugged to be of much pastoral 
use. 

In the western half of the station a number of 
sandy low reI ief systems occur. These are the sandy 
plains of the Uaroo system (6.5%), sandplain and 
dunes of the Giralia system (5.8%) and sandy alluvial 
plains and broad drainage zones of the Wash system 
(8.7%) associated With the Lyndon River. The 
former two systems support hard and soft spinifex 
hummock grasses with variable tall shrubs. The 
Wash system is more productive with tall shrublands 
of spreading gidgee and other acacias with many 
useful low shrubs and perennial grasses. 

Numerous other small land systems occur on the 
station. Of these the River system (1.9%) along the 
Lyndon River, the Gneudna system (1.3%) in the 
south and south-west and the Winning system (0.9%) 
in the west of the station are the most valuable for 
pastoral use. 

All land systems found on the station are 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

/. 

Table 1. Land systems on Lyndon station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s_u.) 

Land systems 

Augustus - rugged mountains, hills and ridges 
of sedimentary rocks; tall shrublands of mulga 
and other acacias 

Agamemnon - rough hills and ridges of 
granite and gneiss; scattered tall 
shrublands 
Collier - low hills of sandstone and 
quartzite and stony undulating uplands; 
tall shrublands of mulga 
James -low granite hills and ridges, 
undulatingstony plains and lower plains; 
scattered tall acacia shrublands 
Billy - low plateaux, mesas and buttes with 
stony footslopes and narrow drainage floors; 
scattered tall acacia shrublands 
Two Hills - hills and stony footslopes of 
sedimentary rocks; scattered tall acacia 
shrublands 
Glenburgh - rugged granite hills, stony 
uplands and lower plains; scattered tall 
acacia shrublands 
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Area 
% 

5.2 

13.4 

3.1 

1.3 

1.0 

0.5 

0.2 

19.5 



Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Moderate Durlacher - gently sloping stony plains, 21.5 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) with broad drainage tracts, low stony rises 

and occasional ridges; scattered tall and low 
shrublands of Acacia and Eremophila species and 
chenopods 
Yinnietharra - gently sloping sandy plains 16.3 
and broad drainage tracts, minor stony plains 
and low granite hills; tall acacia shrublands 
Phillips -low undulating stony uplands and 
low hills of crystalline rocks; scattered 
tall acacia shrublands 

10.1 

Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor 6.5 
pebbly plains; spinifex hummock grasslands 
with scattered shrubs 
Giralia - sandy plains with large linear 5.8 
dunes; spinifex hummock grasslands and 
scattered shrubs 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; tall acacia 

2.1 

shrublands 
Mantle - gently undulating stony plains with 0.2 
sluggish drainage tracts, stony rises and 
low summits; scattered tall and low shrublands 
acacias and some chenopods 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with < 0.1 
diffuse drainage, minor pebbly plains and low 
ridges; scattered tall and low shrublands 
acacias and some chenopods 
Divide - gently undulating sand plain with < 0.1 
occasional dunes; spinifex hummock grasslands 
with scattered shrubs 
Duffy - gently undulating sandy and stony < 0.1 
plains, minor stony rises and low granite 
hills; spinifex hummock grasslands and 
scattered shrubs 

62.5 

High Wash - sandy alluvial plains and broad 8.7 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) drainage zones receiving more concentrated 

sheet flow; tall acacia shrublands and grassy 
woodlands 
River - narrow sandy flood plains and major 1.9 
channels; tall shrublands and grassy woodlands 
Gneudna - almost flat plains with calcareous 1.3 
soils and parallel bands of siltstone and 
limestone outcrop; tall acacia shrublands 
Winning - low rises, extensive lower plains 0.9 
and broad drainage tracts; scattered tall 
and low shrublands 

12.8 
p 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (300 recordings on 12 land systems) 

Lyndon 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Agamemnon 16 100 13 74 13 87 13 
Collier 4 100 75 25 75 25 
Durlacher 92 90 10 15 52 28 5 15 51 34 
Giralia 5 100 60 40 100 
Gneudna 2 100 50 50 50 50 
James 2 100 50 50 50 50 
Phillips 35 94 6 6 17 71 6 23 71 6 
River 11 100 18 27 46 9 46 45 9 
Thomas 1 100 100 100 
Uaroo 19 100 37 58 5 95 5 
Wash 38 78 11 11 5 26 46 18 5 32 44 24 
Yinnietharra 75 74 23 3 1 5 44 39 11 7 44 49 

Total over all 
land systems 300 87 11 2 6 22 45 22 5 29 44 27 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and rangc condition wcre 
made at 23 sites on 5 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I, Durlacher land system (21,5%) 
The broad stony plains of this system support 

Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Short Grass 
Forb (ASGF) pastures. When in good condition 
these pastures have a good range of desirable low 
shrubs such as tall cassia, warty leaf eremophila and 
cotton bush on the non saline sites and silver 
saltbush, tall saltbush, ruby saltbush and sago bush 
on more saline sites. 

The traverse data show that, in general, the 
pastures are degraded with the bulk being in fair or 
poor condition. Desirable species are depleted in 
many areas, but the system has the capacity to 
recover under strategic spelling. There is some minor 
water erosion in some parts, but this is not a 
significant problem. 

2, Yinnietharra land system (163%) 

The system supports Stony Chenopod (STCH) and 
Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) pastures on the 
broad plains with denser Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
pastures on drainage floors and flow zones. 
Desirable shrub species are similar to those listed for 
the Durlacher system. 

Pasture condition is predominantly fair, but 
substantial parts are degraded to poor or very poor 
condition. Minor and sometimes moderate water 
erosion in the form of shallow rilling and guttering is 
common on broad drainage floors and flow zones. 

About 8 km' of the system shows severe 
degradation with almostcomplete loss of perennial. 
vegetation and severe soil erosIon. These areas are In 
Beroi paddock near Beroi dam, in North Quaille 
paddock and in Ram paddock. A rehabilitation 
programme involving complete protection from 
grazing with additional fencing to effect thIs IS . 
required and possibly some cultIvatIon and seedIng 
work needs to be commenced. 

3, Agamemnon land system (13.4%) 
This rough hilly system which supports Stony 

Short Grass Forb (SSG F) pastures with minor areas 
of Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) pastures is nearly all in 
good range condition. Pasture condition is mostly 
good and there is no erosion. 

4. Phillips land system (10.1%) 
The stony plains of this system support Stony 

Short Grass Forb (SSG F) pastures with small 
inclusions of better quality Stony Chenopod (STCH) 
pastures and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) pastures 
along the water courses. Pasture condition is 
variable but mostly faIr or good wIth only mInor 
depletion of desirable shrubs. The stony nature of 
the system means that it is inherently resistant to 
erosion except for occasional minor rilling along 
narrow drainage floors. 

5. Wash land system (8.7%) 
Pastures found on this productive system are 

Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF), Acacia Creek-line 
(ACCR) and Tussock Grasses (TUGR). When in 
good condition many desirable shrubs and grasses 
occur especIally where the system is subject to flood 
out from the Lyndon River. Desirables include tall 
saltbush, currant bush, ruby saltbush and the tussoek 
grasses silky brown top and ribbon grass. 

Pasture condition varies from very good to very 
poor. Taken over all about 30% of the traverse 
recordings indicated good or very good condition, 
about 50% indicated fair condition and 20% 
indicated poor or very poor condition. 

About 6.5 km' of the system in Bumbarry paddock 
is severely degraded. Duplex soils have lost sandy 
surface horizons to form numerous scalds between 
residual sandy surfaces. Water erosion in the form of 
rills and scour lines is common and perennial 
vegetation is extremely sparse. In order to encourage 
recovery the paddock should be spelled for a number 
of consecutive growing seasons and grazed at 
conservative rates during other times of the year. 

6. Uaroo and Giralia land systems (6.5 & 5.8% 
respectively) 

These sandy systems support a mixture of Hard 
Spinifex and Soft Spinifex pastures (HASP, SOSP). 
Pasture condition is nearly all good or very good and 
there is no erosion. Occasional burning is a 
management requirement on these systems in order 
to maintain pastures in a useful condition for stock. 

The Giralia system in the south-west of the station 
is little used. To bring it into production additional 
boundary fencing and the upgrading of water 
supplies such as Tarn bore would be required. 

7. Condition ofpasture£'on the other five land 
systems traversed on the station (Collier, Gneudna, 
James, River and Two Hills) are nearly all in fair to 
very good condition and there is no erosion. Buffel 
grass is well established on parts of the River system. 

8. Although much ofthc station is well developed in 
terms of stock water points there are still some 
substantial areas that are> 5 km from permanent 
waters. The largest single area is in the north-west 
where parts of the Windalia, Billy and Giralia 
systems are under-used. Also, in southern parts of 
Beroi and Willaraddie paddocks the Durlacher and 
Phillips systems are distant from water supplies. 
Consideration needs to be given to piping water or 
providing other water supplies to these areas. 
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9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 14,950. 

10. The capability sheep unitcapacity ifall country 
was in good range condItIon IS estImated at 20,700. 
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Manberry station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 854 km2 

Location 
Manberry station is located on the Winning Pool 

and Kennedy Range I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is about 17 km east of the North-West 
Coastal Highway and 124 km north of Carnarvon. 
The station has common boundaries with Wandagee, 
Hill Springs, Cooralya and Minilya stations. 

Description 
Six land systems occur on the station and all of 

these are accessible to stock. The largest system is 
Yalbalgo (about 70% of the total station area) which 
is found in northern, western and southern parts. It 
consists oflong linear sand dunes oriented in a north
westerly direction and with up to 15 m relief and 
sandy inter-dunal corridors. It supports a moderately 
close tall shrubland dominated by wanyu and 
spreading gidgee with numerous low shrubs and 
occasionally hard spinifex in the ground layer. 
Pastoral value is moderate. 

The O'Brien land system (22.9%) is found in the 
north-west of the station. It consists of nearly flat or 
gently sloping alluvial plains and slightly more 
elevated upper plains and interfluves. It supports tall 

shrublands of spreading gidgee which is frequently 
arranged in a groved pattern with dense stands in the 
groves and sparser stands in the broader intergrove 
areas. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Mary system (3.8%) is found in the north-east 
and south-east. It consists of gently sloping sandy 
plams with calcrete at shallow depth or outcropping 
at the surface. It supports a tall shrubland of silver 
barked wattle and other acacias with a low shrub 
layer usually dominated by cassias. Pastoral value is 
high. 

The Cahill land system (2.6%) consists of sandy 
outwash plains associated with the Hutton Creek 
which flows through the centre of the station. The 
system supports a sparse to moderately close tall 
shrubland of sIlver barked wattle and spreading 
gldgee with occasIOnal coolibah trees. Buffel grass 
has establIshed In some areas and pastoral value is 
high. 

Two other minor systems, Brown and Sandal, 
occur on the station (collectively 1.0%) but arc of 
little significance. All the systems found on the 
station are summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Manberry station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~IOw 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20·30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Yalbalgo ~ sandplains with linear and 69.7 
(10·19 ha/s.u.) reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu 

and spreading gidgee 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall acacia shrublands often 

22.9 

arranged in groves 
Brown - gently undulating sandplains and 0.8 
occasional longitudinal dunes; tall 
shrublands of wanyu and silver bark wattle 

93.4 

High Mary - gently sloping plains and low rises 3.8 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) with calcrete at shallow depth at surface; 

tall shrublands of acacias and cassias 
Cahill- sandy outwash plains with channels; 2.6 
tall shrublands of silver bark wattle and 
other acacias 
Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous sandy 
banks and rises, duplex and sand soils; tall 

0.2 

acacia shrublands 
6.6 

ve'5 hit « ha s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (128 recordings on 4 land systems) 

Manberry 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Cahill 8 100 
Mary 2 100 
O'Brien 44 100 
Yalbalgo 74 99 

Total over all 
land systems 128 99 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1, Yalbalgo land system (69,7%) 
Thc systcm supports Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) 

pastures with scattered desirable low shrubs such as 
Wilcox bush, cotton bush and flat leaf bluebush 
below thc tall shrub layer. The ground layer supports 
wandarrie grass and numerous herbs in season and, 
in some areas, soft and hard spinifex. Pasture 
condition is predominantly fair. However some 
considerable areas such as in Meeraji paddock are in 
poor condition with depletion of desirable low 
shrubs. Elsewhere in areas which have not been used 
for some time or which are distant from water, such 
as South Bore paddock, pasture condition is good or 
very good. There is no erosion on the system. 

Because of the relatively sparse occurrence of 
palatable shrubs and thc apparently short lived 
nature of wandarrie grasses here, the system only has 
limited durability in drought times. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this 
system, but its use has not been researched. Evidence 
seen elsewhere during the survey suggests that the 
effects of fi re are extremely long term. Where the 
over-storey of tall shrubs has been killed by fire the 
low shrub layer and the ground layer is increased in 
diversity of species and in density. The fire-induced 
sub-climax vegetation appears to be considerably 
more useful for livestock production than the mature 
shrub stand. 

2. O'Brien land system (22.9%) 
Pastures arc predominantly Acacia Short Grass 

Forb (ASGF) with smaller inclusions of Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
types. The latter type occurs as dense stands of 
vegetation in groves and along drainage floors. 
Nearly all of these pastures show some degree ofloss 
of desirable shrubs. None of the traverse recordings 
indicated very good pasture condition and good, fair, 
poor and very poor condition were indicated by 9%, 
48%,32% and II % respectively of the recordings. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

25 75 25 75 
100 100 

9 48 32 11 9 48 43 
5 19 49 26 1 24 49 27 

3 16 50 26 5 19 51 30 

There is no erosion on the system. The O'Brien land 
system in Manarrah paddock in the north is in poor 
condition, but has the ability to recover ifit could be 
spelled for a number of consecutive growing seasons 
and grazed at very conservative levels during other 
times of the year. 

3. Mary land system (3.8%) 
The system was not intensively sampled but. where 

seen, its pastures were in fair condition and there was 
no erOSIOn. 

4. Cahill land system (2.6%) 
This system supports Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pastures with some areas of Tussock Grass (TUGR) 
pastures of introduced buffel grass. Pasture 
condition is fair or good and there is no erosion. 

5. The small areas of the Brown and Sandal systems 
were not sampled, but are likely to be in fair or good 
condition. 

6. Some areas of the station such as parts of Paddy's 
and South Bore paddocks and all of Co Ivins paddock 
are not used because of the lack of water supplies. At 
the time of survey, Jone's bore in Paddy's paddock 
and Colvin well in Colvin's paddock were not 
operational. There is a need to refurbish these water 
sources or develop alternate sources so that this 
country which is in good condition can be brought 
into use. This will enable the grazing pressure on 
other parts of the station, notably the O'Brien land 
system, to be reduced. 

7. The estimated recommended sheep unit capacity 
for present condition is 5.650. 

8. The estimated capability sheep unit capacity if all 
country was in good range condition is estimated at 
8,350. 
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Individual station report 
Manberry station - 85,408 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 595 ACSA 125 291 179 3,576 4,958 
O'Brien 196 ASGF 3 43 52 288 490 

STCH 49 245 408 
ACCR 14 35 630 980 

Mary 32 ACMS 12 15 3 409 600 
BLUE 2 25 40 

Cahill 23 TUGR 4 7 3 352 700 
ACSA 3 4 2 58 75 

Brown 7 ACSA 4 2 46 50 
SALT 1 13' 20 

Sandal CBMS 1 13 20 
ACSA 
BLUE 

Totals 854 165 450 239 5,655 8,341 

" Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 5,650 
Capability sheep unit capacity 8,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1983 (no data for 1972, 1984): 
average (mean) 10,287 
highest (1976) 13,550 
lowest (1982) 7,211 
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Mardathuna station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 2,433 km2 

Location 
Mardathuna station is located on the Kennedy 

Range I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 
132 km north east by road from Carnarvon via the 
North-West Coastal Highway and station access 
road. The station has common boundaries with 
Cooralya, Hill Springs, Middalya, Williambury, 
Mooka and Doorawarrah stations and with the 
Kennedy Range National Park. 

Description 
Eleven land systems are found on the station and 

most of these, with the exception of the rugged hill 
system Moogooloo, arc accessible to livestock. 

The largest system is Yalbalgo which occupies 
about 34% of the total station area and is found in 
south-western and south central parts. The system 
consists oflincar sand dunes, sandy inter-dunal 
corridors and sand plain. The dunes are generally 
orientated in a north-west to south-east direction and 
relief is up to about 12 m. It supports a moderately 
close tall shrubland dominated by wanyu and 
spreading gidgee with numerous low shrubs and 
occasionally spinifex in the ground layer. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

Plains of the Windalia system (12.4%) occur in the 
north and east of the station associated with the 
O'Brien system (8.3%) and low flat-topped hills of the 
Billy system (5.6%). The Windalia system consists of 
gently sloping stony plains on radiolarite and narrow 
stony upper interfluves with intensely dendritic 
drainage patterns. It supports very scattered to 
moderately close tall shrublands dominated by 
spreading gidgee. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The O'Brien system lies below the Windalia system 
and consists of broad, alluvial plains and slightly 
more elevated upper plains. It supports tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee and snakewood which 
are frequently arranged in a groved pattern with 
dense vegetation in the groves and much more sparse 
vegetation in the broader intergrove areas. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

The Billy system consists oflow plateaux, mesas 
and buttes of duricrust over radiolarite, with short 
stony foots lopes and narrow drainage floors. It 
supports very sparse short or tall shrublands of 
various acacias and pastoral value is low. 

The Moogooloo system (11.8%) occurs in the 
north-east of the station and consists of deeply 
dissected plateaux, mesas and hills of sedimentary 
rocks with steep footslopes and narrow valleys. The 
hills and plateaux crests rise up to 150 m or more 
above the plains of other systems to the west. A few 
valleys and footslopes are accessible to cattle but 
most of the system is too rugged and inaccessible to 
be of any use for pastoral purposes. The Kennedy 
system (3.0%) of large linear sand dunes lies on top of 
the Moogooloo plateaux surface. It supports 
hummock grasslands of spinifex with numerous 
shrubs and, because of its isolated position and 
difficulty of access, is of no pastoral value to the 
station. 

The Cahill land system (9.7%) occurs mainly in the 
centre of the station as broad sandy outwash plains 
flanking Watermelon Creek and Irybaroo Creek. It 
supports moderately close tall shrublands of silver 
bark wattle and spreading gidgee and numerous low 
shrubs. Pastoral value is high. 

Gently sloping plains and low rises with calcrete at 
shallow depth or at the surface of the Mary system 
(8.4%) occur in the south-central part of the station. 
It supports a moderately close tall shrubland of silver 
bark wattle and other acacias with a prominent low 
shrub layer dominated by cassias. Pastoral value is 
high. 

Three other systems namely Lyons (2.6%), Mantle 
(2.1 %) and Gearle (2.1 %) are found on the station. 
Although restricted in area they are of moderate or 
high pastoral value. 

All systems found on the station are summarized in 
table I. , 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Mardathuna station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Moogooloo - deeply dissected plateaux, mesas 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) and hills of sedimentary rocks with steep 

footslopes and narrow valleys; tall shrublands 
of mulga and other ~cacias 

Low Billy -low plateaux, mesas and buttes with 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) stony footslopes and narrow drainage floors. 

sparse mulga shrublands 
Kennedy - elevated sandy plains with large 
linear and reticulate dunes; hummock 
grasslands of hard spinifex with scattered 
shrubs 
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Area 
% 

11.8 

5.6 

3.0 

8.6 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

Hi h 
(5~ ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and 
reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu 
and spreading gidgee 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall acacia shrublands often 
arranged in groves 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 
cfaypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
tall mixed shrublands of acacias and numerous 
low shrubs 
Mantle - gently undulating stony plains with 
sluggish drainage tracts, stony rises and low 
summits; sparse tall and [ow shrublands of 
acacias and some chenopods 

Cahill- sandy outwash plains with channels; 
tall shrublands of silver bark wattle and 
other acacias 
Mary - gently sloping plains and low rises 
with calcrete at shallow depth or at surface; 
tall shrublands of acacias and cassias 
Gearle - gently sloping alluvial plains with 
duplex soils, minor low rises with more 
sloping marginal plains; low shrublands of 
bluebush 

Area 
% 

34.0 

12.4 

8.3 

2.6 

2.1 

59.4 

9.7 

8.4 

2.1 

20.2 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (334 recordings on 10 land systems) 

Mardathuna 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Billy 7 71 29 
Cahill 45 85 11 4 
Gearle 27 51 26 19 4 
Lyons 15 93 7 
Moogoolo 1 100 
Mantle 16 100 
Mary 36 100 
O'Brien 46 93 7 
Windalia 49 88 12 
Yalbalgo 92 97 2 

Total over all 
land systems 334 89 8 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 18 sites on 8 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
L Yalbalgo land system (34.0%) 

The system supports Acacia Sandplain pastures 
(ACSA) with scattered desirable low shrubs such as 
Wilcox bush, cotton bush and flat leaf bluebush 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor , 
14 72 14 14 72 14 
11 33 42 7 7 45 42 13 

4 7 48 41 4 7 89 
13 27 33 27 40 33 27 

100 100 
31 63 6 31 69 

3 44 42 11 47 42 11 
2 33 41 17 7 35 41 24 
2 37 43 14 4 39 43 18 

34 41 18 5 2 74 18 8 

13 32 32 16 7 44 33 23 

below the lall shrub layer. The ground layer supports 
wanderrie grass and numerous herbs in season and, 
in some areas, soft and hard spinifex. Pasture 
condition is mostly good or very good with minor 
localised areas showing loss of desirable shrubs to fair 
or poor condition. There is no significant erosion on 
the system. 

Because of the relatively sparse occurrence of 
palatable shrubs and the rather short lived nature of 
wanderrie grass the system only has limited 
durability in times of drought 
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Controlled burning may be a desirable . 
management practice on this system, but this has not 
been researched. Evidence seen elsewhere durmg the 
survey suggests that the effects of fire are extremely 
long term. Where the over-storey of tall shrubs has 
been killed by fire the low shrub layer and the ground 
layer is increased in both diversity of species and 
density. The fire-induced sub-climax vegetation 
appears to be considerably more useful for livestock 
production than the mature shrub stand. 

2. Windalia land system (12.4%) 
This system supports Acacia Short Grass Forb 

pastures (ASGF) with smaller inclusions of Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
types. When in good condition there is a wide range 
of desirable low shrubs below the upper storey of 
spreading gidgee and other acacias. Desirables 
include Wilcox bush, flat leafbluebush, Phyllanthus 
species, corky barked kallstroemia andruby saltbush. 

Pasture condition is mostly good or fair although 
some restricted areas have lost desirable shrubs and 
are in poor condition. There is some minor water 
erosion on some lower plains but generally the 
system is not susceptible to erosion. 

3. Moogooloo land system (11.8%) 
Little of this rugged and poorly accessible system 

was seen on this station. However, most of it is not 
suitable for grazing and condition of the vegetation is 
expected to be good. 

4. Cahill land system (9.7%) 

This system supports the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
pasture type with some buffel grass and Soft Spinifex 
(SOSP) pastures in parts. Pasture condition is rather 
variable but the bulk of traverse recordings indicated 
fair or good condition. There is one localized area of 
about 0.5 km' of severe degradation near Donovan 
dam but, over all, the system is in fair or good range 
condition and there is no erosion. 

5. Mary land system (8.4%) 
Pasture type is Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) which 

includes a good range of desirable low shrubs such as 
warty leaf eremophila, felty bluebush, ruby saltbush 
and tall saltbush beneath various cassias and acacias. 
Pasture condition is mostly fair or good and there is 
no erosion. 

6. O'Brien land system (8.3%) 
Pastures on this productive system are 

predominantly Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) with 
smaller inclusions of Stony Chenopod (STCH) and 
Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) types. When in good 
condition there is a wide range of desirable low 
shrubs including Wilcox bush, flat leaf bluebush and 
ruellia on the groved plains and Gascoyne mulla 
mulla, ruby saltbush and sago bush on the more 
saline parts. Traverse data indicated that most 
pastures were in fair or good condition although 
some areas close to water points such as Mansfield 
dam are degraded to poor or very poor condition. 
There is occasional minor water erosion in the form 
of shallow rills, but generally the system shows no 
erosion. 
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7. Mantle land system (2.1 %) 

The system supports sparse Stony Short Grass 
Forb (SSGF) and Stony Chenopod pastures (STCH) 
most of which are degraded to poor condition. 
Nearly all of the system is located in West Wandinuie 
paddock where it is associated with an area of 
severely degraded Gearle land system. A programme 
of spelling over a number of consecutive wet seasons 
and conservative use at other times of the year is 
required in the paddock in order to encourage 
pasture recovery. 

8. Gearle land system (2.1 %) 

This system supports valuable Gascoyne Bluebush 
(BLUE) pastures which are attractive to stock and 
appear to have received heavy preferential usc. In 
most cases pastures arc now profoundly altered with 
considerable loss of Gascoyne bluebush and other 
desirable halophytic shrubs. Some 48% of traverse 
recordings indicated poor pasture condition and 410/0 
indicated very poor condition. Active wind and 
water erosion in the form of rills, small gullies and 
surface hummocking of the duplex soils is common. 

About 3 km' near Bottom dam in west Wandinuie 
paddock is severely degraded and needs protection 
from grazing. A programme of rehabilitation as 
outlined in 7 is required and additional fencing to 
subdivide the paddock should be considered. 

Although the Gearle system is small it is important 
to the station as it still supplies good quality annual 
feed in season. However, the general loss of durable 
shrubs has greatly reduced its usefulness in drought 
times. The system has the potential to recover if a 
system of strategic spelling could be implemented on 
the paddocks in which the system occurs, namely 
Soak Creek, North Cahill, South Cahill and West 
Wandinuie. Buffel grass has already colonized in 
some parts and probably has the capacity to spread 
further. 

9. The remaining land systems, Billy, Kennedy and 
Lyons, were not intensively sampled but are likely to 
be in fair or good condition. 

10. The recommended sheep uni{capacity for 
present condition is 18,600. 

B. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 23,900. 
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T Individual station report 
Mardathuna station - 243,368 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· sheep unit sheep unit 

capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 828 ACSA 490 119 53 5,039 5,517 
SOSP 123 30 13 2,352 2,767 

Windalia 301 ASGF 99 101 41 934 1,205 
ACCR 24 6 540 600 
STCH 18 12 130 250 

Moogooloo 288 ASGF 288 1,440 1,440 
Cahill 236 ACSA 95 89 27.5 0.5 1,458 1,767 

TUGR 11 10 3 762 1,200 
Mary 204 ACMS 91 82 21 2,771 3,880 

BLUE 5 4 1 156 200 
O'Brien 203 ASGF 35 45 22 380 510 

STCH 17 23 11 293 425 
ACCR 25 13 12 690 1,000 

Billy 136 SSGF 12 59 11 267 328 
ASGF 8 39 7 188 270 

Kennedy 72 HASP 72 360 360 
Lyons 63 ACSA 13 8 11 202 267 

CBMS 4 10 113 280 
ACCR 5 50 100 
Noveg 12 

Mantle 52 STCH 5 29 122 283 
SSGF 7 11 45 72 

Gearle 50 BLUE 2 3 37 3 309 900 
TUGR 5 20 250 

Totals 2,433 1,422 670 337.5 3.5 18,621 23,871 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 18,600 
Capability sheep unit capacity 23,900 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 23,676 
highest (1969) 36,250 
lowest (1980) 14,500 
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Marron station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 8,057 km' 
Location 

Marron station in located on the Wooramel 
1:250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 37 km 
west of North-West Coastal Highway and is about 
115 km by road from Carnarvon. The station has 
common boundaries with Ella Valla, Yalbalgo, 
Wahroonga and Edaggee stations. 

Description 
The largest land system on the station is Sandal 

(44.9% of the station area) which predominates in 
central and south-western parts. It consists of 
alluvial plains with duplex soils and numerous low 
sandy rises and banks. Vegetation is a mixture of tall 
shrublands of various acacias and low shrublands of 
bluebush and Gascoyne mulla mulla. Pastoral value 
is high. 

The remainder of the station is made up of the 
sand dune systems Ella (35.2%) and Yalbalgo (9.9%). 

The Ella system occurs in northern and central 
parts and consists of short linear dunes with relief up 
to 15 m and narrow interdunal plains with more 
clayey soil and characteristic drainage foci. The 
vegetation on the sandy units is sand dune gidgee 
woodland or wanyu shrubland and elsewhere is 
mixed shrubland. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Yalbalgo land system occurs in the cast of the 
station. It consists oflarge linear dunes and sandy 
swales and lacks the drainage foci unit of the Ella 
system. Vegetation is mainly a tall shrubland of 
wanyu with some trees of sand dune gidgee. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

Table I summarizes the land systems found on the 
station. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) are shown 
in table 2. These statements were derived from 
traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Marron station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~low 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Ella - short linear dunes and sandy 35.2 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) banks with inter-dunal plains and 

drainage foci, sand dune gidgee 
woodlands and mixed acacia shrublands 
Yalbalgo - sand plain with linear 
and reticulate dunes, tall shrublands of 

19.9 

wanyu and sand dune gidgee woodlands 
55.1 

c 

High Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous 44.9 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) low sandy rises and banks, duplex and 

sand soils; tall mixed shrublands of acacias 
and numerous low shrubs 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (159 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Marron 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Ella 50 100 12 56 24 8 68 24 8 
Sandal 91 100 3 22 42 29 4 25 42 33 
Yalbalgo 18 100 11 61 28 72 28 

Total over all 
land systems 159 100 7 36 35 19 3 44 35 21 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 12 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
l. Sandal land system (44.9%) 

There is no erosion on this system, but some 
pastures are degraded. In particular the Currant 
Bush Mixed Shrublands (CBMS) on the duplex soil 
plains of the system are nearly all more or less 
degraded. Although this pasture type is still 
moderately productive there has been a loss of 
desirable shrubs and, in some of the south-west and 
western paddocks, a marked increase in undesirable 
species such as waxy leafed eremophila and needle 
bush. 

2. Ella land system (35.2%) 
Most of this system is in good range condition. 

The predominant Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pasture 
type is mostly in good condition and there is no 

Individual station report 
Marron station - 80,569 ha 

erosion. The minor Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
(CBMS) pasture type is rather more variable with 
condition about equally distributed between good 
fair and poor. ' 

3. Yalbalgo land system (19.9%) 
This system is nearly all in good range condition. 

Some parts of the system in the far east are probably 
not fully used because of the considerable distance 
from water. 

4. The station is not particularly well watered with at 
least a quarter of its country being> 5 km from 
water. The reduced condition of paddocks in the 
vicinity of the homestead and to the west suggests 
that they have carried excessive numbers of stock in 
the past. Piping of water to new distribution points 
should be considered as a means of ensuring more 
equitable use of pastures over the property. 

5. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 7,500. 

6. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 10,250. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· capacity capacity 

Sandal 362 CBMS 26 69 68 1,808 3,260 
ACSA 48 59 38 921 1,208 
BLUE 27 27 878 1,080 

Ella 283 ACSA 153 45 1,556 1,650 
CBMS 17 17 23 696 1,140 
ACCR 14 14 420 560 

YalbaJgo 160 ACSA 115 45 1,240 1,333 

Totals 805 400 276 129 7,519 , 10,231 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 7,500 
Capability sheep unit capacity 10,250 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1974): 
average (mean) 10,580 
highest (1976) 15,700 
lowest (1980) 1,200 
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Meadow station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 832 km2 

The Sandplain system (22.5%), which occurs 
mainly in the north-east and east, is very similar to 
the Nerren system, but lacks the eucalypt over-storey. 

Location 
Meadow station is located on the Yaringa 

The Nanga sandplain system (7.9%) is found in the 
south-west of the station. It is more undulating than 
the Nerren and Sandplain systems with occasional 
steep dunes and sandy ridges. The vegetation is very 
different from that found on the other two systems 
and consists of scrubby heath and tree heath with a 
wide variety of species typical of sand plains south of 
the survey area. Pastoral value is very low. 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is 5 km east of 
the North-West Coastal Highway and is about 240 
km south by road from Carnarvon. The station has 
common boundaries with Woodleigh, Hamelin, 
Coburn and Nerren Nerren stations and vacant 
crown land. 

Description 
About 75% of the station consists of gently 

undulating sandplain of the Nerren, Sandplain and 
Nanga land systems. 

The Tarcumba system (21.9%) occurs in the centre 
of the station. It consists of nearly flat plains with 
gradational soils overlying calcrete and supports 
acacia mixed shrublands. Pastoral value is high. 

The Nerren system (44.4% of the station area) 
occurs throughout the station except in central parts. 
It supports a tall shrubland dominated by wanyu 
with a patchy over-storey of various eucalypts. 
Pastoral value is moderate. 

Three other minor land systems, giving a total of 
seven systems, occur on the station. All systems are 
briefly described in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Meadow station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Nanga - undulating sand plain and 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) occasional dunes with tree heath 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Nerren - nearly flat to gently 
undulating red sand plain; tall shrublands 
of wanyu with scattered trees various 
eucalypts 
Sand plain - nearly flat to gently 
undulating red sandplain; tall shrublands 
of wanyu 
Yaringa - sandy plains with sandy 
banks, low dunes and limestone outcrop 
plains; tall shrublands of wanyu and 
other acacias 

Tarcumba - nearly flat plains with 
gradational soils overlying calcrete; 
tall shrublands numerous acacias 
Snakewood - nearly flat plains with 
duplex soils; tall shrublands of 
snakewood with saltbush understorey 
York - nearly flat low lying alluvial 
plains with weakly gilgaied clay 
soils; woodlands of 'fork gum and other 
eucalypts also tall acacia shrublands 

Area 
% 

7.9 

44.4 

22.5 

1.9 

68.8 

21.9 

1.3 

0.1 

23.3 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (168 recordings on 6 land systems) 

Meadow 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exe. good fair poor v.poor 

Nanga 17 100 65 29 6 
Nerren 52 100 6 44 42 8 
Sandplain 62 100 48 18 26 5 3 
Snakewood 4 75 25 25 25 50 
Tarcumba 29 100 7 62 31 
Yaringa 4 100 25 50 25 

Total over all 
land systems 168 99 26 25 36 11 2 
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Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

94 6 
50 42 8 
66 28 8 

25 75 
7 62 31 

25 50 25 

51 36 13 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at II sites on 6 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Nerren land system (44.4%) 

This system with Acacia and Eucalyptus Short 
Grass Forb (AEGF) pastures is nearly all in fair or 
good range condition. When in good condition a 
small range of desirable shrubs such as ruby saltbush, 
cotton bush and flat leafed blucbush occur clumped 
beneath the eucalypt trees and larger wattles. These 
species confer limited drought durability to the 
pastures while numerous annual forbs and grasses 
provide ephemeral feed in season. 

Much of the Nerren land system in the south-cast 
of the station is not used for grazing as there are no 
permanent stock waters. 

2. Sandplain land system (22.5%) 
About two-thirds of this system is in good range 

condition and most of the remainder is in fair 
condition. Pasture is the Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) 
type which is very similar to the Acacia and Eucalypt 
Short Grass Forb (AEGF) pastures of the Nerren 
land system. The pastures arc essentially ephemeral 
with numerous forbs and annual grasses in season 
but only small numbers of useful low shrubs for times 
of drought. 

3. Tareumba land system (21.9%) 
This system (with the minor Snakewood system) is 

the most valuable on the station and has been fully 
used in the past. More than half of the system is in 
fair range condition with the remainder being about 
equally distributed between good and poor 
condition. 

Individual station report 
Meadow station - 83,244 ha 

Pastures are productive Acacia Mixed Shrub 
(ACMS) with an over-storey of numerous wattles 
such as sIlver bark wattle, minnirichi, curara and 
Acac/G ga/eata and, when in good condition, a wide 
range of deSIrable low shrubs. Desirable species 
mclude green cassia, tall saltbush, flat leafed 
bluebush, woolly bluebush and ruby saltbush. In 
some parts these species have been depleted but the 
system has thc potentIal to recover well if spelled 
from grazmg ovcr a number of growing seasons. 

4. Nanga land system (7.9%) 
This system with its very low grazing value Heath 

(HEAT) pastures is largely unused due to the lack of 
stock waters. Range condition is good. 

5. Yaringa land system (1.9%) 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and 

AcaCIa MIxed Shrub (ACMS) pastures on this minor 
system varies from good to poor depending on 
distance from water. 

6. Snakewood land system (1.3%) 
Condition of the Saltbush (SALT) pastures beneath 

the snakewood shrubs on this system vary from good 
to very poor depending on the level of past use. 
Because of its small area the system is oflittle 
significance on the station. 
7. The station is inadequately watered especially in 
the south but also in other parts. Additional water 
points are required so that the country can be more 
fully used and stock better distributed. Dams have 
been successfully introduced on suitable sites with 
clay subsoils and may have the potential to bring 
stock to other areas where underground water 
supplies are lacking. 
8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming the station was adequately 
watered (whIch IS not the case, see 7 above) is 6,100. 
9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 8,500. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Nerren 369 AEGF 185 155 29 2,299 2,636 
Sand plain 187 ACSA 123 49 15 1,391 1,558 
Tarcumba 182 ACMS 33 100 49 1,966 3,640 
Nanga 66 HEAT 55 4 193 197 

HASP 6 1 33 35 
Yaringa 16 ACSA 9 4 72 133 

ACMS 3 60 60 
$nakewood 11 SALT 2 7 69 180 

ACMS 2 20 40 
ACSA 

York SALT 13 20 
ACMS 

Totals 832 405 323 104 6,116 8,499 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 6, I 00 
Capability shcep unit capacity 8,500 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or cquivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1971): 
average (mean) 5,840 
highest (1970) 8,976 
lowest (1984) 1,022 
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Meedo station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 1,465 km2 

Vegetation is mainly rather thin mixed shrublands on 
the alluvial plains and denser tall wanyu shrublands 
or sand dune gidgee woodlands on the dunes. 

Location 
Meedo station is located on the Wooramel 

The Sand plain land system (48.7%) is the largest 
on the station. It occurs in north central parts of the 
station and also on the south-west and south-east. It 
consists of gently undulating red sandplain with 
either wanyu shrublands or sand dune gidgee 
woodlands. 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is close to the 
Wooramel River and is about 39 km east by road 
from North-West Coastal Highway. Total distance to 
Carnarvon by road is about 160 km. The station has 
common boundaries with Wahroonga, Pimbee, 
Towrana, Gilroyd, Woodleigh, Yaringa and 
Wooramel stations. 

The Yalbalgo system (24%) occurs in the north
east, north-west and other parts of the station. It 
consists of well defined linear sand dunes with relief 
up to 20 m and sandy swales and supports the same 
vegetation as the Sandplain system. 

Description 
Nearly all of the station consists of red sandy 

country of the Sandplain, Lyons and Yalbalgo land 
systems. These systems are all accessible to livestock 
and are of moderate pastoral value. 

Four other land systems, Target, Foscal, Yaringa 
and Delta occur but collectively only occupy 1.4% of 
the station area and are oflittle significance. Some 
very large clay pans (up to 5 km in extent) are found 
on the station. The larger of these occupy about 1.4% 
of the total station area. They are un vegetated and 
are of no use for pastoral purposes. All land systems 
on the station are summarized in table I. 

The intermittent Wooramel River runs east-west 
through the centre of the station and is flanked on 
either side by the Lyons land system. The Lyons 
system (24.5% of the station area) consists of sandy 
alluvial plains with numerous distinctive clay pans 
surrounded by reticulate and linear sand dunes. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) have been 
prepared from data recorded whilst traversing on the 
station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Meedo station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Sandplain - nearly flat to gently 48.7 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) undulating red sandplain; tall shrub 

lands of wanyu and woodlands of 
sand dune gidgee. 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains witH 24.5 
numerous claypans and reticulate and ~ 

linear dunes; tall shrublands of 
acacias with numerous low shrubs and 
woodlands of sand dune gidgee. 
Yalbalgo - sandplain with linear 
and reticulate dunes; tall wanyu 

24.0 

shrublands and sand dune gidgee 
woodlands. 
Yaringa - sandy plains with sandy 
banks, low dunes and limestone outcrop 

0.3 

plains; tall shrublands of wanyu and 
other acacias. 

97.5 

High Target - plains with sandy banks, 0.5 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) more clayey inter-bank areas and 

numerous small draina~e foci; tall 
acacia species mixed s rubland. 
Foscal - gently sloping outwash 0.4 
plains, low limestone mesas, 
plateaux edges and footslopes; 
low shrublands of saltbush and 
bluebush 
Delta - almost flat, active 0.2 
alluvial floodplains with low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush. 

1.1 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Large bare claypans 1.4 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (216 recordings on 5 land systems) 

Meedo 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Foscal 1 100 
Lyons 89 68 25 6 
Sand plain 85 100 
Yalbalgo 40 100 
Yaringa 1 100 

Total over all 
land systems 216 88 10 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 9 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I, Sandplain land system (48.7%) 
This system supports the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pasture type. This pasture has a typical tall shrub 
layer ofwanyu or a scattered tree layer of sand dune 
gidgee. The lower layers consist of very scattered 
low shrubs including a fcw palatable species and a 
prominent grass layer dominated by wanderrie grass. 
Pasture condition as seen during survey was mostly 
fair or good. There is no erosion present and over all 
rangc condition is fair or good. 

Becausc of the general scarcity of palatable shrubs 
and the rathcr cphemeral nature of the wanderrie 
grass pasturcs the system has limited drought value. 
Opportunistic use on a flexible basis can be made on 
thc grass pastures in good scasons. 

Controlled burning may be a useful management 
tool on this land system, but its use has not been 
researched. Evidence seen on this system during 
survey suggests that the effects of fire are very long 
term. Where the over-storey of tall wanyu shrubs has 
been killed by fire the low shrub layer and the ground 
layer can be remarkably increased both in diversity 
of species and in density. This fire-induced sub
climax appears to be considerably more productive 
for livestock production than is the wanyu climax 
situation. 

2. Lyons land system (24.5%) 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures on 

the small interdunal plains of this land system are 
mostly degraded to poor or very poor condition. The 
system still produccs useful annual feed in good 
seasons, but its durability in drought times is 
considerably reduced due to the loss of many 
desirable perennial shrubs. In some parts there have 
been marked increases in the undesirable needle bush. 
The dunes and sandy banks of the system arc 
relatively resistant to erosion but the small inter
dunal plains with duplex soils are susceptible. More 
than one-third of the traverse recordings showed 
minor erosion and I I % indicated moderate erosion. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

100 100 
2 34 48 16 2 34 

40 44 16 40 44 
8 40 39 13 47 40 

100 100 

24 40 29 6 25 40 

Management programmes involving regular 
spelling ovcr growing seasons and conservative 
stocking at other times of the year are required in 
order to encourage pasture recovery. 

3. Yalbalgo land system (24%) 

64 
16 
13 

35 

This system supports the same Acacia Sandplain 
pasture as described for the Sandplain system. 
Pasture condition is fair to good and there is no 
erosion. As for the Sandplain system the wanderrie 
grass pastures have limited drought value and fire is a 
potential management tool. 

4. The remaining four land systems collectively 
occupy 1.4% of the station arca. They were not 
intensively sampled but, where seen, were in fair 
range condition. 

5. The station is well developed in terms of paddocks 
and is adequately watered except in the south-eastern 
corner. Pastures in this area are in good condition 
and should be brought into more use so that grazing 
pressure can be reduced in some other paddocks 
along the Wooramel River frontage. 

6. The recommended shcep unit capacity for present 
condition is 9,250. ' 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 12,850. 



Individnal station report 
Meedo station - 146,492 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Sandplain 713 ACSA 285 314 114 4,794 5,942 
Lyons 360 ACSA 9 106 65 998 1,500 

CBMS 9 70 550 1,580 
ACCR 29 290 580 
Noveg 72 

Yalbalgo 352 ACSA 162 144 46 2,434 2,933 
Target 7 CBMS 1 2 25 60 

ACSA 2 21 25 
ACCR 1 10 20 

Foscal 6 SALT 3 38 60 
BLUE 2 25 40 
ACMS 1 10 20 

Yaringa 4 ACSA 3 19 25 
ACMS 1 10 20 

Delta 3 BLUE 2 25 40 
SALT 1 13 20 
ACSA 

Large clay pans 20 Noveg 20 

Totals 1,465 549 619 297 9,262 12,865 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 9,250 
Capability sheep unit capacity 12,850 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1974 (no data for 1969): 
average (mean) 12,196 
highest (1970) 18,661 
lowest (1980) 2,684 
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Meeragoolia station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 260 km2 

Location 
Meeragoolia station is located on the Kennedy 

Range and Wooramel 1 :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is situated about 68 km due east by road 
from Carnarvon along the Carnarvon - Gascoyne 
Junction road and then south by station access road. 
The station has common boundaries with 
Brickhouse, Doorawarrah, Ella Valla and Callagiddy 
stations. 

Description 
Only four land systems occur on the station and 

three of these, Sandal, Target and Lyons, collectively 
occupy over 98% of the total station area. All 
systems are accessible to livestock and pastoral value 
is high. 

The largest system is Sandal (56.6%) which occurs 
throughout the southern parts of the station. It 
consists of almost flat or very gently sloping alluvial 
plains with numerous low sandy banks and rises. 
Soils are duplex types and sands. Vegetation consists 
of scattered to moderately close tall shrublands of 
various acacias and currant bush on the plains and 
tall shrublands of silver bark wattle and wanyu on the 
sandy banks. 

The Target system occupies about 36% of the 
station area in the north and as inclusions in the 
Sandal system. It consists of nearly flat plains with 
numerous sandy banks, more clayey interbank areas 
and small but prominent drainage foci with denser 
vegetatIOn than on the surrounding country. The 
system supports the same tall acacia shrublands as 
found on the Sandal system. 

The Lyons system (6.1 %) OCcurs along the northern 
boundary of the station. It consists of sandy plains 
with numerous large, distinctive claypans 
surrounded by linear and reticulate sand dunes. 
Vegetation is the same as found on the other two 
systems but with a higher proportion of the wanyu 
and SIlver bark wattle tall shrubland associated with 
the large sandy units of the system. 

The Ella system (1.6%) occurs in the far south and 
west of the station. It is similar to the Target system 
except that It has promment short hnear dunes as 
well as sandy banks, inter-dunal plains with more 
clayey soil and drainage foci with rather more dense 
vegetation. Vegetation structure and composition is 
the same as the other three systems. 

All systems on the station arc summarized in table 
1. 

Condition statements for each land system for the 
whole station (total over all land systems) have been 
prepared from data recorded whilst traversing on the 
station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Meeragoolia station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems Area 
% 

Moderate Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 6.1 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 

tall shrublands of acacias and numerous 
others 

High Sandal - alluvial plains with numerous low ,..56.6 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) sandy rises and banks, duplex and sand soils; 

tall shrublands of acacias with numerous 
low shrubs 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more clayey 35.7 
interbank areas and numerous small drainage 
foci; tall shrublands of acacias with 
numerous low shrubs 
Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks 1.6 
with more clay inter-dunal plains and 
drainage foci; tall shrublands of acacias 
and numerous others 

93.9 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2: Condition statements derived from traverse records (95 recordings on 4 land systems) 

Meeragoolia 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor 

Ella 3 100 67 33 
Lyons 9 100 11 11 45 22 11 
Sandal 46 96 4 20 47 33 
Target IR837 89 11 8 30 46 16 

Total over all 
land systems 95 94 6 14 41 37 7 
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Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

67 33 
22 45 33 
20 47 33 

8 30 62 

15 41 44 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 5 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendation 
1. Sandal land system (56.6%) 

This system supports valuable Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub (CBMS) and some Bluebush (BLUE) pastures 
on the duplex soils of the alluvial plains and Acacia 
Sandplain pastures (ACSA) on the sandy banks. 
Condition of the currant bush and bluebush pastures 
is mostly poor with considerable loss of desirable 
shrubs such as currant bush, Gascoyne bluebush and 
tall saltbush. The desirables have largely been 
rcplaced by serious increases or invasions of 
undesirable shrubs, mainly crinkled and grey cassias 
and waxy leaferemophila, which have formed close 
stands on some ofthc most productive areas. The 
Acacia Sandplain pastures arc in fair or good 
condition. There is no crosion on the system but, 
because of the dcpleted currant bush pastures, the 
over all assessment for thc system is about one-third 
in poor range condition, half in fair condition and 
the balance in good condition. 

Areas in poor or fair condition are still highly 
productive in terms of annual herbage in season, but 
have limited drought rescrves compared to areas in 
good condition. In order to enable recovery of 
desirable shrubs onc or two of the most degraded 
paddocks should be spelled over a number of 
consecutive growing seasons and stocked at very 
conservative levels during other timcs of the year. 

2. Target land system (35.7%) 
This system supports the same pasture types, 

except for bluebush, as the Sandal system. As is the 
case with the Sandal system the Currant Bush Mixed 

Individual station report 
Meeragoolia station - 26,040 ha 

Shrub (CBMS) pastures are considerably depleted to 
poor or very poor condition. Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures on the sandy units of the system are 
also depleted, but less so with the bulk being in fair or 
poor condition. There is some minor water erosion 
in the form of patchy thin sheeting on some duplex 
soil sites but this is not a significant problem. 

A programme of regular spelling of selected 
paddocks needs to be developed in order to promote 
pasture recovery. 

3. Lyons land system (6.1%) 
Condition of this system is very similar to the 

others in that pastures are generally degraded with 
Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures more so 
than the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures. There is 
no erosion on the system. 

4. Ella land system (1.6%) 
This system is of very limited extent on the station 

and is of little importance. Where seen its pastures 
were in fair or poor condition. 

5. This small station is very well developed in terms 
of paddocks and water supplies. A system of 
progressive spelling of the most degraded paddocks 
could be readily implemented. Invasion by inedible 
shrubs is a serious problem on parts of the Sandal 
and Target land systems. Although there is no 
economically viable means of shrub eradication that 
can be recommended as yet, undesirable shrub 
reduction should remain a long-term objective. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 2,050. 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 3,900. 

, 
Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 

Land system sheep unit sheep unit 
km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Sandal 147 CBMS 26 40 575 1,320 
ACSA 23 34 2 412 492 
BLUE 9 13 194 440 

Target 93 CBMS 8 34 313 840 
ACSA 6 17 14 212 308 
ACCR 7 7 210 280 

Lyons 16 ACSA 3 3 2 52 67 
CBMS 3 1 44 80 
ACCR 1 10 20 
Noveg 3 

Ella 4 ACSA 2 17 25 
CBMS 1 13 20 
ACCR 

Totals 260 42 111 107 2,052 3,892 

~ Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 2,050 
Capability sheep unit capacity 3,900 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
averagc (mean) 4,998 
highest (1969) 7,031 
lowest (1980) 570 
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Mia Mia station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 2,089 km2 

Location 
Mia Mia station is located on the Winning Pool 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is 10 km east 
of the North-West Coastal Highway and is about 216 
km north by road from Carnarvon. The station has 
common boundaries with Winning, Lyndon, 
Middalya, Wandagee, Minilya, Warroora, Cardabia 
and Marrilla stations. 

Description 
The North West Coastal Highway passes through 

the station separating it into a western third and an 
eastern two-thirds. The Lyndon River runs through 
the centre and western parts and, in the far west, 
Cardabia Creek runs north to south through thc 
property. 

Landforms on the station are many and varied 
with 21 land systems being rcpresented. The largcst 
system is Giralia (22.5% of total station area) which 
is found mostly in eastern and south-cast ern parts. 
The system consists of sand plains with large linear 
dunes up to 15 m in height and supports spinifex 
hummock grasslands with numerous shrubs. 
Pastoral value is high or moderate depending on the 
relative proportions of soft and hard spinifex. 

The Uaroo system (16.3%) occurs in the central 
west. It consists of broad, almost flat or gently 
sloping sandy plains with calcrete at shallow depth. 
Vegetation is a hummock grassland of hard and soft 
spinifex with numerous shrubs. Pastoral value is 
moderate. 

The Spot system (10.4%) is associated with the 
Uaroo system and consists of flat to gently sloping 
plains with numerous sandy banks and more clayey 
interbank areas and alluvial plains. Soils arc sands 
and duplex types. Vegetation consists of tall 
shrublands dominated by acacias and cassias and 
pastoral value is high. 

A large area of the Winning land system (9.5%) is 
found in thc centre of the station to the cast and 
north-east from the homestead. The system consists 
ofa few low rises and hills with extensive lower 
plains and broad drainage tracts. It supports 
scattered to moderately close tall and low shrublands 
often dominated by snakewood in the upper-storey. 
Pastoral value is high. 

The productive Gearle land system (7.5%) occurs 
in the north-west and west of the station. It consists 
of gently sloping plains with minor low limestone 
rises and restricted more sloping marginal plains. 
Vegetation is variable consisting of scattered low 
shrublands of Gascoyne bluebush or tall acacia 
shrublands frequently with denser patches arranged 
in groves or bands on the plains. 

The Wandagce land system (7.1%) is found in 
centre and cast of the station and is based on 
sedimentary rocks of Permian age. It consists of 
nearly flat stony and clayey plains with broad 
drainage zones and low, often parallel, rises with rock 
outcrop. Vegetation varies from a very scattered to 
moderately close tall shrubland of snakewood, bardie 
bush and other acacIas and numerous low shrubs. 
Pastoral value is high. 

Sandy alluvial plains and broad drainage zones of 
the Wash land system (5.6%) occur in the centre and 
far east of thc station. It supports tall shrublands of 
spreading gidgee and other acacias which are often 
arranged in a groved pattern with dense stands in the 
groves and sparser stands in the broader intergrove 
areas. Pastoral value is high. 

The hill system Fossil (5.1 %) occurs in the far 
south-east of the station where it represents the 
Gooch ranges which rise up to about 170 m above 
the surrounding sandplain country. The system is 
based on Permian age sedimentary rocks and consists 
of rounded summits and plateaux remnants with 
steep rocky, often benched footslopes. The system is 
poorly accessible to livestock and pastoral value is 
low. 

Other important land systems found on the station 
are Marloo (5.1 %), Donovan (4.3 per cent), River 
(2.9%) and O'Brien (1.4%). These systems are of high 
or moderate pastoral value. 

The Marloo system is found in the south-west of 
the station where it forms almost flat alluvial plains 
with very sluggish through drainage and meandering 
channels associated with Carbabia Creek. Soils are 
gilgaied clays and the vegetation is a tussock 
grassland with occasional shrubs. 
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The Donovan system in the west and north-west of 
the station consists of gently sloping outwash plains 
and minor limestone plains and rises. It supports 
scattered low shrublands.ofGascoyne bluebush and 
moderately close to close tall shrublands of silver 
bark wattle and other acacias. 

The River system flanks the Lyndon River in parts 
and consists of narrow active floodplains and major 
channels. Vegetation is a tall acacia shrubland or 
open woodland of coo Ii bah, often with a dense lower 
layer of smaller shrubs or buffcl grass. 

The O'Brien system is found in the south-cast of 
the station as tributary alluvial plains and slightly 
more elevated upper plains and interfluves. It 
supports scattered tall shrublands of spreading gidgee 
and snakewood which may be arranged in a grovcd 
pattern with densc vegetation in the groves and much 
sparser vegetation in the broader intcrgrove areas. 

Another nine systems occur on the station but 
these collectively only occupy 2.2% of the total area. 
All systems found on thc station are summanzed m 
table I. 

Condition statements for each land systcm and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversmg 
on the station and arc presented in table 2. 



Table 1. Land systems on Mia Mia station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low Fossil- rugged hills, ridges and plateaux 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) of sedimentary rocks, steep benched footslopes; 

scattered tall acacia shrublands 
Billy -low plateaux, mesas and buttes with 
stony footslopes and narrow drainage floors; 
scattered tall acacia shrublands 

Moderate Giralia - sandy plains with large linear 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) dunes;spinifex hummock grasslands and 

scattered shr-ubs 
Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor 
pebbly plains; spinifex hummock grasslands 
with scattered shrubs 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall acacia shrublands often 
arranged in groves 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee 
Jubilee -limestone hills and undulating stony 
plains; tall shrublands with soft and hard 
spinifex 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with 
diffuse drainage, minor pebbly plains and low 
ridges; scattered tall and low shrublands 

High Spot - alluvial plains and plains with sandy 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) banks and more clayey interbank areas; tall 

shrublands of acacias and currant bush, 
also bluebush and some spinifex grasslands 
Winning -low rises, extensive lower plains 
and broad drainage tracts; scattered tall and 
low shrublands of snakewood and bluebush 
Gearle - gently sloping alluvial plains, minor 
low rises with more sloping marginal plains; 
tall and low shrublands of acacias,saltbush 
and bluebush 
Wandagee - nearly flat stony and clayey plains 
with broad drainage zones and outcrop rises of 
sedimentary rocks; scattered tall acacia 
shrublands with numerous low shrubs including 
saltbush 
Wash - sandy alluvial plains and broad 
drainage zones receiving more concentrated 
sheet flow; tall acacia shrublands 
Marloo - gilgai alluvial plains with clay 
soils; tussock grasslands 
Donovan - gently sloping outwash plains and 
minor stony plains; tall shrublands of 
snakewood and other acacias, also bluebush 
and buffel grass 
River - narrow active flood plains and major 
channels, tall acacia shrublands or open 
coolibah woodlands with numerous low shrubs 
and buffel grass 
Yalkalya - saline alluvial plains and low 
calcrete rises; mixed tall and low shrublands 
of acacias, bluebush and saltbush, some hard 
spinifex 
Firecracker - undulating limestone uplands and 
stony plains, low shrublands of bluebush 
Treal1a - elevated limestone plains and 
plains with thin sand cover, minor steeper 
marginal slopes; tall acacia shrublands 
Sandal - alluvial plains with numerous low 
sandy banks and rises, duplex and sand soils; 
tall mixed shrublands with acacias and 
numerous low shrubs 

Very high Barrabiddy - active flood plains and broad 
« 5 ha/s.u.) drainage zones with numerous channels; moderately 

close tall shrublands of acacias, numerous low 
shrubs and buffel grass 
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Area 
% 

5.1 

< 0.1 

5.2 

22.5 

16.3 

1.4 

0.9 

0.1 

< 0.1 

41.2 

10.4 

9.5 

7.5 

7.1 

5.6 

5.1 

4.3 

2.9 

0.2 

0.2 

0.1 

< 0.1 

53.0 

0.6 

100.0 
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Table 2: Condition statements derived from traverse records (280 recordings on 141and systems) 

Mia Mia 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Barrabiddy 1 100 
Donovan 31 100 
Fossil 3 100 
Gearle 12 67 33 
Giralia 27 100 
Marloo 11 100 
O'Brien 7 100 
River 15 80 13 7 
Spot 49 80 20 
Trealla 2 100 
Uaroo 38 100 
Wandagee 40 94 3 3 
Winning 35 63 31 6 
Wash 9 .100 

Total over all 
land systems 280 89 10 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 13 sites on 6 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendation 

1. Giralia and Uaroo land systems (collectively 38.8%) 
Both these sandy systems support mixed Hard 

Spinifex (HASP) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) pastures 
which are nearly all in very good or good condition. 
No erosion was observed on either system. 

Old, mature spinifex stands are useless for grazing 
and management must be aimed at maintaining the 
pastures in as attractive condition to stock as 
possible. Spinifex should be burnt on a fairly regular 
basis about every four or five years. Burnt areas 
should not be grazed for about 8-10 weeks over the 
growing season following the fire in order to 
encourage establishment of durable grasses, shrubs 
and spinifex seedlings. 

The spinifex-based land systems are generally 
resistant to degradation, although some wind erosion 
may result if a prolonged dry spell occurs after 
burning. However, there is rapid re-establishment of 
vegetation and return to stability after rain. 

2. Spot land system (10.4%) 
The Currant Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) and 

Bluebush (BLUE) pastures of the alluvial plains and 
interbank plains of the system are all somewhat 
degraded to fair or poor condition. Soils are duplex 
types and minor wind and water erosion is common. 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and Hard Spinifex (HASP) 
pastures of the sandy banks of the system are largely 
in good condition. 

3. Winning land system (9.5%) 
The broad alluvial plains and drainage tracts of the 

system support Bluebush (BLUE) pastures 
characterised by desirable low shrubs such as 
Gascoyne bluebush, silver saltbush, ruby saltbush 
and Gaseoyne mulla mulla beneath scattered tall 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

100 100 
23 23 38 16 45 39 16 

100 100 
8 8 51 25 8 17 50 33 

89 7 4 96 4 
27 27 37 9 55 36 9 

29 43 14 14 29 42 29 
33 20 27 7 13 53 27 20 

6 22 41 31 49 40 31 
50 50 50 50 

86 11 3 97 3 
18 28 33 18 3 45 35 20 

9 48 17 26 9 48 43 
78 22 78 22 

30 21 29 15 5 50 30 20 

shrubs of snake wood. In some areas there has been 
considerable loss of desirable shrubs and pastures arc 
degraded to fair, poor or very poor condition. 
Pasture decline is often accompanied by minor and 
moderate erosion in the form of rilling, thin sheeting 
and wind hummocking. 

The worst affected area lies just to the cast of the 
homestead in 5 Mile paddock where about 9 km' is 
severely degraded. A scattering of desirable shrubs 
remain and thus the area has the potential to recover, 
but will require full protection from grazing for a 
number of years to enable new plants to become 
established. A minimal amount of soil works to trap 
water and provide a seedbed may hasten the recovery 
process. A rehabilitation programme needs to be 
planned and implemented as a matter of some 
priority. Elsewhere in other paddocks the system is 
mostly in fair condition and there is no erosion. 

4. Gearle land system (7.~%) 
The system supports highly productive Bluebush 

and Saltbush pastures (BLUE, SALT). Desirable low 
shrubs include bladder saltbush, silver saltbush, ruby 
saltbush and Gascoyne bluebush. Buffel grass is well 
established in restricted parts. Pasture condition is 
predominantly fair although all levels of condition 
from very good to very poor arc present. There is 
some patchy minor erosion. 

The system is one of the most useful and 
productive on the station. Generally the almost flat 
parts of the system are stable under grazing but more 
sloping parts with duplex soils are susceptible to 
erosion if the vegetation is depleted. Areas in fair or 
poor condition should be spelled from grazing for a 
number of consecutive growing seasons and stocked 
at conservative rates at other times of the year. 

5. Wandagee land system (7.1 %) 
This complex system supports Saltbush (SALT), 

Stony Chenopod (STCH), Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) 
and some Hard Spinifex (HASP) pastures. Pasture 
condition is mostly good or fair with some localized 
areas degraded to poor condition. There is 
occasional minor erosion on the softer dramage 
floors and plains but this is not a significant problem. 
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6. Wash land system (5.6%) 
Condition of the Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 

and Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) pastures of the system 
as seen in Pleiades paddock is mostly good. There is 
no erosion. Desirable low shrubs beneath the upper 
layer of spreading gidgee include flat leaf bluebush, 
Wilcox bush, currant bush and tall caSSi3. Parts of 
the system in Pleiades and Jillillia paddocks are not 
fully used because of the considerable distance from 
stock water. 

7. Marloo land system (5,1%) 
This alluvial plains system supports mixed 

Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures dominated by 
Roebourne plains grass but with others such as 
neverfail grass, silky browntop, barley mitchell grass 
and weeping mitchell grass. Pasture condition varies 
from fair to very good. With its clay soils and almost 
flat topography the system is inherently resistant to 
erosion. It is regularly flooded by Cardabia Creek 
and the Lyndon River and provides valuable grazing. 

8. Donovan land system (4.3%) 
Pastures are Bluebush (BLUE) and Acacia Mixed 

Shrub (ACMS). Condition is predominantly fair 
although there are also substantial parts in good or 

Individnal station report 
Mia Mia station - 208,963 ha 

very good condition with a wide range of desirable 
low shrubs beneath the taller snakewood or silver 
bark wattle. Buffel grass has successfully established 
on the system in Collie paddock and on adjacent 
more sandy systems such as Giralia in the vicinity of 
the shearing shed. 

9. River land system (2.9%) 
Much of the system receives regular flooding from 

the Lyndon River. It supports Acacia Creek-line 
(ACCR) pastures and dense buffel grass Tussock 
Grass (TUGR) pastures. Pasture condition is largely 
fair to very good although localised areas show loss of 
desirable shrubs to poor or very poor condition. 
However, the system generally has good vegetative 
cover and is stable under grazing. 

10. The remaining minor land systems on the station 
are all in fair or good range condition. 

I L The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition is 21,450. 

12. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 29,400. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit 

km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Giralia 470 HASP 271 11 1,392 1,410 
SOSP 180 8 3,067 3,133 

Uaroo 341 HASP 232 7 1,178 1,195 
SOSP 99 3 1,662 1,700 

Spot 217 CBMS 20 29 60 1,138 2,18~ 
BLUE 30 24 525 1,08 
ACSA 30 21 3 393 450 

Winning 199 BLUE 6 66 58 9 1,308 2,780 
SOSP 15 15 375 500 
STCH 3 20 7 148 250 

Gearle 156 BLUE 19 47 28 1,143 1,880 
SALT 9 24 14 568 940 
TUGR 15 300 750 

Wandagee 147 SALT 13 41 20 898 1,480 
STCH 4 16 10 147 250 
ACCR 13 9 350 440 
HASP 19 2 100 105 

Wash 117 ASGF 55 15 325 350 
ACCR 27 8 603 700 
TUGR 9 3 510 600 

Fossil 107 ASGF 107 535 535 
Marloo 106 TUGR 58 38 10 1,622 2,208 
Donovan 91 BLUE 22 17 11 721 1,000 

ACMS 11 14 2 373 540 
SOSP 14 233 233 

River 61 ACCR 15 9 7 425 620 
TUGR 11 6 4 686 1,050 
Noveg 9 

O'Brien 29 ASGF 4 7 4 53 75 
STCH 2 3 2 38 58 
ACCR 2 3 2 80 140 

Windalia 18 ASGF 6 5 3 54 70 
STCH 2 10 17 
ACCR 2 40 40 

Barrabiddy 13 SALT 3 6 75 180 
TUGR 2 2 140 200 

Yalkalya 5 BLUE 1 1 33 40 
SALT 1 1 33 40 
HASP 1 5 5 
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Mia Mia station continued 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km2 lands Good Fair Poor E.d." 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Firecracker 4 BLUE 2 2 65 80 
Trealla 3 ACMS 2 1 50 60 

BLUE 
Jubilee 3 HASP 2 10 10 

SOSP t 17 17 
ACCR 

Billy 2 SSGF 1 4 4 
ASGF 1 5 5 

Sandal 0.4 CBMS 0.4 8 8 
Jimba 0.2 STCH 0.2 2 2 

Totals 2,089 1,301 492 287 9 21,447 29,410 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommcnded sheep unit capacity 21,450 
Capability sheep unit capacity 29,400 
Declared stock numbers (shcep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1971) 
lowest (1981) 

26,840 
32,910 
22,036 
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Middalya station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 1,997 km2 

Location 
Middalya station is located on the Winning Pool 

and Kennedy Range I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is about 80 km east of the North-West 
Coastal Highway from the bridge on the Minilya 
River 216 km north-cast of Carnarvon. Mlddalya 
has common boundaries with Mia Mia, Lyndon, 
Williambury, Mardathuna, Hill Springs and 
Wandagee stations. 

Description 
The Minilya River runs through the centre of the 

property from the south-east to the north-west and 
many different landforms (20 land systems) occur. 

In the north of the station the most widespread 
landforms are sandplains with large linear dunes of 
the Giralia land system (27.7% of the total station 
area) and rough hills with steep benched slopes of the 
Gooch Range (Fossil land system, 7.0%). The Giralia 
system supports hummock grasslands of soft and 
hard spinifex with numerous shrubs. Pastoral value 
is either moderate or high depending on the relative 
proportions of soft and hard spinifex. The Fossil 
system supports sparse acacia shrublands and, 
because of its rugged nature, is of very little use for 
pastoral purposes. 

The second largest land system is Jimba (23.0%) 
which is scattered throughout central and southern 
parts of the station. It consists of gently sloping 
alluvial plains, minor pebbly plains and low ndges 
derived from Permian age sedimentary rocks and 
supports variable, very scattered to moderately close 
tall and low shrublands. The Mantle system (4.1 %) is 
associated with and has affinities with the Jimba 
system in that it is also derived from Permian 
sediments. It is a plain system, but is more 

undulating and stony than Jimba. It supports very 
scattered or scattered tall and low shrublands. 
Pastoral value of both systems is moderate. 

The Wash land system (9.0%) occurs in central 
eastern parts and consists of sandy alluvial plains and 
broad drainage zones. It supports tall shrublands of 
spreading gidgee and other acacias with many low 
shrubs and some perennial grasses. The vegetation is 
frequently arranged in dense clumps or groves 
alternating with less dense patches over the plains. 
Pastoral value is high. 

The rugged hill system Moogooloo (7.2%) occurs in 
the far south-east of the station as part of the 
Kennedy Range rising about 100 m above the 
adjacent plains. The system is of very little use for 
pastoral purposes. 

The Windalia land system (4.3%) is restricted to 
the south-west of the station. It consists of gently 
sloping stony plains on radiolarite and narrow, stony 
upper interfluves with intensely dendritic drainage 
patterns. It supports very scattered to moderately 
close tall shrublands dominated by spreading gidgee. 
Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Yalbalgo system (3.4%) in the south-west of 
the station is similar in landform to Giralia in that it 
consists of sand plain and linear dunes. However, it 
supports tall acacia shrublands ofwanyu and silver 
bark wattle instead of hummock grasslands of 
spinifex. Pastoral value is moderate. 

Another ten land systems are found on the station 
but many are restricted in extent. The most 
important are Target (2.6%), River (1.9%), Lyons 
(1.5%) and Bidgemia (1.4%) all of which arc of high 
pastoral value. 

All systems found on the station are summarized in 
table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Middalya station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Moogooloo - deeply dissected plateaux, 
mesas and hills of sedimentary rocks with 
steep footslopes and narrow valleys; tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias 

Fossil - rugged hills, ridges and plateaux of 
sedimentary rocks, steep benched foots lopes; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacias 
Billy -low plateaux, mesas and buttes with 
stony footslopes and narrow drainage floors; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacias 

Giralia - sandy plains with large linear 
dunes; spinifex hummock grasslands and 
scattered shrubs 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with 
diffuse drainage tracts, minor pebbly plains and 
low ridges; scattered tall and low shrublands 
of Acacia and Eremophifa species and chenopods 
Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor 
pebbly plains; spinifex hummock grasslands 
and scattered shrubs 
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Area 
% 

7.2 

7.0 

0.3 

7.3 

27.7 

23.0 

4.9 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; tall 

4.3 

shrublands of spreading gidgee 
Mantle - gently undulating stony plains with 4.1 
sluggish drainage tracts, stony rises and low 
summits; scattered tall and low shrublands 
of Acacia and Eremophila species and chenopods 
Yalbalgo - sand plains with linear and 
reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu 

3.4 

and other acacias 
Channel - major channels with narrow flood 
plains and dissected marginal slopes and 
plains; scattered tall acacia shrublands 

0.9 

Divide - gently undulating sand plains with 
occasional minor dunes; hummock grasslands of 

0.2 

spinifex and scattered shrubs 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall acacia shrublands often 

< 0.1 

arranged in groves 
68.5 

High Wash - sandy alluvial plains and broad 9.0 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) drainage zones receiving more concentrated 

sheet flow; tall shrublands of spreading 
gidgee and other acacias 
Target - plains-with sandy banks, more 2.6 
clayey interbank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci; mixed tall shrublands Acacia 
species with numerous low shrubs 
River - narrow active flood plains and major 
channels; fringing woodlands of river gum and 
tall acacia shrublands 

1.9 

Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; tall 

1.5 

shrublands of wanyu, also other acacias and 
numerous low shrubs 
Bidgemia - tributary alluvial plains with 
sandy banks and minor dunes; tall shrublands 

1.4 

of acacias and some chenopods 
Spot - alluvial plains and plains with sandy 
banks and more clayey interbank areas; tall 

0.6 

shrublands of acacias and currant bush, 
also bluebush and some spinifex grasslands 
Yalkalya - saline alluvia:l plains and low < 0.1 
calcrete rises; tall acacia shrublands and low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush 
Winning -law rises, lower plains and broad < 0.1 
drainage tracts; scattered tall and low 
shrublands of snakewood and bluebush 

)7.0 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2: Condition statements derived from traverse records (244 recordings on 13 land systems) 

Middalya 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Bidgemia 8 49 38 13 62 38 62 38 
Channel 4 50 50 50 25 25 50 25 25 
Fossil 3 67 33 67 33 67 33 
Giralia 36 97 3 55 42 3 97 3 
Jimba 90 71 26 3 1 16 46 29 8 17 45 38 
Lyons 1 100 100 100 
Mantle 15 87 13 66 27 7 67 33 
River 2 100 50 50 50 50 
Target 25 72 24 4 8 24 44 24 28 48 24 
Uaroo 23 96 4 48 48 4 96 4 
Windalia 2 50 50 50 50 100 
Wash 32 78 13 6 3 3 13 31 31 22 16 31 53 
Yalbalgo 3 100 33 67 100 

Total over all 
land systems 244 79 17 3 15 23 33 22 7 36 34 30 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurement of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condItIon were 
made at 17 sites on 7 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I. Giralia land system (27.7%) 
This sand plain and dune system supports mixed 

Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft Splotfex (SOSP) 
pastures which are In good or very good condItIon. 
There is no erosion. Much of the system In the far 
north-east and north-west of the station is not used 
for grazing due to the lack of stock water supplies. 

Old, mature spinifex stands are of liule use for 
grazing, but young stands supply useful grazInj\. 
Spinifex communities should be burnt on a faIrly 
regular basis about every four or five years. Burnt 
areas should not be grazed for 8-10 weeks over the 
growing season following the fire to encourage. . 
establishment of durable grasses, shrubs and splotfex 
seedlings. 

Spinifex based land systems are generally resistant 
to degradation although some minor wind erosion 
may result if a prolonged dry spell occurs after 
burning. However, there IS a rapId re-estabhshment 
of vegetation and return to stability after rain. 

2. Jimba land system (23.0%) 
The system supports Bluebush (BLUE), Stony 

Chenopod (STCH), Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
and Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures. Pasture 
condition varies from good to very poor. Areas 
distant from stock water such as in the west of 
Cooraling paddock are in good condition with 
numerous desirable shrubs such as Gascoyne 
bluebush, Gascoyne mulla mulla, currant bush and 
ruby saltbush. Elsewhere pasture condition ranges 
from fair to very poor. More than 25% of the 
traverse recordings indicated minor water erosion as 
isolated rilling and sheeting on lower plains. Other 
parts of the system such as gently undulating pebbly 
and stony plains are inherently resistant to erosive 
forces and arc not eroded. 

About 14 km' of the system in Aerodrome 
paddock and in the vicinity of Naniago dam and at 
Blair camp is severely degraded with severe depletion 
of desirable low shrubs and bare scalded surfaces. 
Aerodrome paddock should be closed to grazing until 
pasture recovery is effected. Some strip cultivation 
and seeding should be considered as a means of 
hastening the recovery process. 

3. Wash land system (9.0%) 
Pastures found on this productive system are the 

Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) and Acacia Creek
line (ACCR) types. The latter pasture frequently 
occurs as dense stands in small drainage foci or 
groves on the broad plains and along watercourses 
and drainage tracts. When in good condition, 
numerous desirable low shrubs such as tall saltbush, 
Wilcox bush, ruby saltbush, flat leaf bluebush and 
cotton bush arc found beneath the taller shrubs. 

Most pastures are degraded to fair, poor or very 
poor condition. An exception to this is in northern 
parts of Wind elba Ii a paddock where pasture 
condition is good or very good. Poor sections are in 
Mundarie ram paddock and between Karilla and 
Mundarie water points. 

A broad drainage plain of about 7 km' in Blair 
camp paddock is severely degraded. Vegetation is 
restricted to annuals in season and occasional shrubs 
of wait-a-while. Severe soil erosion as water 
scouring, rilling, sheeting and wind piling is 
widespread. The area should be protected from 
graZIng. 

4. Fossil and Moogooloo land systems (collectively 
14.2%) 

These rugged systems arc of negligible use for 
grazing and were little sampled. 

5. Uaroo land system (4.9%) 
This sandy plain system which supports Hard 

Spinifex(HASP) and some Soft Spinifex (SOSP) is all 
in good range condition. 

6. Windalia land system (4.3%) 
This system, which is mostly in West Paddy's Tank 

paddock was not intensively sampled. However, 
where it was inspected the pastures were in good 
condition and there was no erosion. 
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7. Mantle land system (4.1%) 
This system supports Stony Chenopod (STCH) and 

Stony Short Grass Forb (SSGF) pastures. Pastures 
are degraded, but there is no significant erosion on 
the system. 

8. Yalbalgo land system (3.4%) 
This minor system was not intensively sampled, 

but as seen elsewhere on the survey is expected to be 
in good or fair condition. 

9. Target land system (2.6%) 
This system supports Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) 

pastures on sandy banks and Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub (CBMS) and minor chenopod pastures on the 
small inter-bank plains. The acacia sand plain 
pastures are in fair or good condition, but the other 
pastures arc more or less depleted to fair or poor 
condition. Some minor erosion occurs on duplex 
soils of the inter-bank areas. , 
10. The remaining ten land systems collectively 
occupy 6.8% of the station area and are of little over 
all significance to the station. They were 
insufficiently sampled but are expected to be in fair 
condition. 

11. The station is not particularly well developed in 
terms of stock watering points. Some extensive areas 
of useable country are> 5km from water and have 
not been developed. 

The largest single area as yet undeveloped is part of 
the Giralia land system to the west of the Gooch 
Range. There are also large areas of unwatered 
Giralia system in the far north-west and north-east of 
the station. Other areas which arc in good condition 
and require additional waters for full use are in the 
west of Co ora ling paddock, the west of West Moogoo 
paddock and the north-west of West Paddy's Tank 
paddock. There is a need to bring these and other 
areas into production so that the grazing pressure on 
degraded parts of the station can be reduced. 

12. The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition and assuming full development 
(which is not the case, see II) is 15,200. 

13. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 19,350. 
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Individual station report 
Middalya station - 199,720 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d." 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Giralia 552 SOSP 321 10 5,433 5,517 
HASP 214 7 1,093 1,105 

Jimba 459 STCH 42 125 117 14 1,365 2,483 
ASGF 28 75 12 420 575 
ACSA 15 16 15 285 383 

Wash 180 ASGF 5 39 64 315 540 
ACCR 18 18 11 7 595 1,080 
TUGR 5 13 135 600 

Moo9.ooloo 143 ASGF 143 715 715 
Fossil 140 ASGF 140 700 700 
Uaroo 99 HASP 66 3 340 345 

SOSP 29 1 492 500 
Windalia 87 ASGF 33 23 14 277 350 

ACCR 7 2 160 180 
STCH 4 4 33 67 

Mantle 82 STCH 29 24 225 442 
SSGF 19 10 83 116 

Yalbalgo 68 ACSA 26 19 9 371 450 
SOSP 7 5 2 166 233 

Target 51 CBMS 4 8 11 249 460 
ACSA 7 13 140 167 
ACCR 8 80 160 

River 38 ACCR 10 9 290 380 . TUGR 7 6 470 650 '~ Noveg 6 
'; Lyons 30 ACSA 4 7 4 93 125 

"£ CBMS 2 5 56 140 
ACCR 2 20 40 

~ Noveg 6 

I Bidgemia 28 ACSA 18 113 150 
CBMS 4 3 69 140 
SALT 2 1 31 60 :i Channel 17 ACCR 7 6 200 260 

~ HASP 2 10 10 

1 
NOV8g 2 

Spot 11 CBMS 1 3 3 76 140 
HASP 3 15 15 

'§ ACSA 1 8 8 

1 Billy 7 SSGF 4 16 16 
ASGF 2 13 15 

Divide 3 HASP 3 15 15 
ACCR 

Yalkalya BLUE 
SALT 

13 20 

HASP 
Winning 0.8 BLUE 0.8 10 16 

SOSP , 
STCH 

O'Brien 0.6 ASGF 0.6 2 3 
STCH 
ACCR 

Totals 1,997 1,163 491 322 21 15,192 19,371 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity . 

• Recommended sheep unit capacity 15,200 
Capability sheep unit capacity 19,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 15,773 
highest (1970) 22,963 
lowest (1978-79) 11,500 
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Minilya station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 2,733 km2 

Location 
Minilya station is located on the Minilya, Winning 

Pool, Quobba and Kennedy Range I :250,000 map 
sheets. The homestead is 5 km west of the North
West Coastal Highway ncar the Minilya River and 
about 143 km north from Carnarvon. The station 
has common boundaries with Warroora, Mia Mia, 
Wandagee, Manberry, Cooralya, and Boologooro 
stations and Lake McLeod. 

Description 
A total of 23 land systems are found on the station. 

The most important of these are alluvial plain 
systems associated with the Minilya River and 
Barrabiddy Creek which run from cast to west 
through the centre of the station and then into Lake 
McLeod. 

Three of the most extensive alluvial plain systems 
are Sandal (23.4% of total station area), Delta (23 per 
cent) and Warroora (6.5%). These systems all consist 
of almost flat saline and non-saline alluvial plains 
with varying proportions of low sandy banks and 
rises. They support extensive low shrublands of 
saltbush and bluebush and patches of tall acacia 
shrubland on the sandy rises. The Delta system is 
marginally lower than the other systems and consists 
of active floodplains with numerous scalds and 
scoured areas associated with flooding from the 
Minilya River. Pastoral value of each system is high. 

Another alluvial plain system Barrabiddy (3.3%) 
flanks the Barrabiddy Creek in south-central parts of 
the station. It consists of active floodplains and 
broad drainage zones with numerous braided 
channels. It supports a tall shrubland of various 
acacias, notably snakewood and bardie bush, with 
numerous low shrubs and some perennial grasses. 
When in good condition pastoral value is very high. 

The second largest land system is Giralia (23.4%) 
which predominates in the north-east of the station. 
The system consists of sand plain and large linear 
dunes supporting a mixture of hard and soft spinifex 
hummock grasslands and numerous shrubs. Pastoral 

value is moderate or high depending on the relative 
proportions of soft and hard spinifex. The Giralia 
system is closely associated with the Uaroo system 
(2.1 %) which consists of almost flat sandy plains with 
calcrete at shallow depth supporting mostly hard 
spinifex. 

Another sand dune system Yalbalgo (5.0%) occurs 
in the centre and south of the station. It is very 
similar in landform to Giralia but supports tall acacia 
shrublands rather than spinifex hummock grasslands. 
Pastoral value is moderate. 

An important system found in the west of the 
station is Trealla (8.8%). It consists of elevated 
limestone plains and low rises and in the north-west 
forms the Gnargoo Range rising up to 70 m above 
the surrounding plains. It supports a moderately 
close tall shrubland of various acacias and pastoral 
value is high. 

The Chargoo system (3.9%) occurs in the north
west of the station as almost flat, saline alluvial 
plains with numerous drainage foci and swampy 
depressions. It is regularly flooded by overflow from 
the Lyndon River and supports low shrublands of 
various saltbush and bluebush types and patches of 
tussock grasses. Pastoral value is very high. 

In the north of the station the Target system (3.2%) 
lies between the alluvial plains of the Sandal system 
and the sand dunes of the Giralia system. Target 
consists of almost flat plains with numerous low 
sandy banks, inter-bank areas with more clayey soils 
and small prominent drainage foci. It supports tall 
acacia shrublands with numerous under-shrubs and 
pastoral value is high. 

Another 13 land systems occur on the station. 
Although individually restricted in extent they 
collectively occupy 9.1 % and are nearly all of high 
pastoral value. 

All systems found on the station are summarized in 
table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and arc presented in table 2. 

Table 1. land systems on Minilya station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems Area 
% 

Low Fossil - rugged hills, ridges and plateaux < 0.1 
(20-30 ha/s.u.)~ of sedimentary rocks, steep benched footslopes; 

scattered tall acacia shrublands 

Moderate Giralia - sandy plains with large linear 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) dunes; spinifex hummock grasslands and 

numerous shrubs 
Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and 
reticulate dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu 
and other acacias 
Brown - gently undulating sandplains and 
occasional dunes; tall shrublands of Wanyu 
and silver bark wattle; also buttel grass 
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23.0 

5.0 

2.1 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor 
pebbly plains; hummock grasslands of hard and 

2.1 

soft spinifex with numerous shrubs 
McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains with 2.0 
bare marginal mudflats; low shrublands of 
samphire and saltbush 

Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 0.2 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; 
tall shrublands of wanyu, other acacias 
and numerous low shrubs 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 0.1 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall acacia shrublands often 
arranged in groves 

34.5 

High Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous low 23.4 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) sandy rises and banks, duplex and sandy soils; 

tall shrublands of acacias, currant bush 
and some bluebush 
Delta - almost flat, active alluvial flood 11.7 
plains; low shrublands of saltbush and 
bluebush 

f.i 
Trealla - elevated limestone plains and 8.8 
plains with thin sand cover, minor steeper 

I 
marginal slopes; moderately close tall 
shrublands of silver bark wattle, 
snakewood and other acacias 
Warroora - nearly flat, saline alluvial 6.5 , plains, sluggish drainage tracts and 
prominent drainage foci, minor limestone 
outcrop plains and sandy banks; low 
shrublands of saltbush and bluebush, some 
tall acacia shrublands. 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more 3.2 
clayey interbank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci; tall shrublands of acacias 
with numerous low shrubs 
Spot - alluvial plains and plains with 1.8 
sandy banks and more clayey interbank areas; 
tall shrublands of acacias, also bluebush 
and some spinifex grasslands 
Yalkalya - saline alluvial plains and low 
calcrete rises; mixed tall and low 

0.9 

shrublands of acacias, bluebush and saltbush, 
some hard spinifex 
Gearle - gently sloping alluvial plains, 0.7 
minor low rises with more sloping marginal p 
plains, tall and low shrublands of acacias, 
saltbush and bluebush 
River - narrow, active flood plains and 0.5 
major channels; tall acacia shrublands or 
open coolibah woodland with numerous low 
shrubs and buffel grass 
Donovan - gently sloping outwash plains and 0.3 
minor stony plains; tall shrublands of 
snakewood and other acacias, also bluebush 
and buffel grass 
Wash - sandy alluvial plains and broad 
drainage zones receiving more concentrated 
sheet flow; tall acacia shrubJands 

0.3 

Marloo - gilgai alluvial plains with clay 0.1 
soils; tussock gasssiands 
Cardabia - undulating sandy plains with linear 
dunes and minor limestone ridges and outcrop 
plains; low shrublands and hummock grasslands 
of soft and hard spinifex 

0.1 

58.3 

ver;high Chargoo - nearly flat, saline alluvial 3.9 
« ha/s.u.) plains with numerous drainage foci and swampy 

depressions; low shrublands of saltbush and 
bluebush, also tussock grasses 
Barrabiddy - active flood plains and broad 3.3 
drainage zones with numerous channels; tall 
shrublands of numerous acacias with 
saltbush and buffel grass 

7.2 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (393 recordings on 17 land systems) 

Minilya 

land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Barrabiddy 10 60 20 20 
Brown 4 100 
Chargoo 22 81 14 5 
Delta 116 47 28 16 
Gearle 1 100 
Giralia 31 100 
lyons 5 100 
Macleod 1 100 
River 2 100 
Sandal 105 85 15 
Spot 1 100 
Target 21 100 
Trealla 24 92 4 
Uaroo 10 100 
Wandagee 3 100 
Warroora 27 100 
Yalbalgo 10 100 

Total over all 
land systems 393 78 14 5 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 26 sites on 7 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Sandal land system (23.4%) 
This productive system supports Currant Bush 

Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures and some Bluebush 
(BLUE) on the broad plains with duplex soils and 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures on the sandy 
rises. The currant bush mixed shrub pastures are 
somewhat degraded with the majority in fair 
condition and the balance in poor condition. The 
other pastures are mostly in fair condition although 
substantial parts are also in good or very good 
condition. Buffel grass is well established on the 
more sandy parts of the system especially near the 
Minilya River and Barrabiddy Creek in such 
paddocks as Geeberri and Minnaberri. 

9 

4 

3 

Thcrc is occasional minor crosion on duplcx soil 
sitcs, but this is not a significant problem and most 
parts of thc systcm can be grazed on a year long basis. 
Degraded section will respond well to spelling over a 
number of consecutive growing seasons and 
conservative stocking at other times. 

2. Giralia land system (23%) 
Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) 

pasturcs on this system are ncarly all in very good 
condition. There is no erosion. At the timc of survey 
much of the system was not being used for grazing as 
a numbcr of stock water points were not in use. 

Old, mature spinifcx stands are oflittle use for 
grazing but young stands provide useful grazing. 
Spinifcx communities should bc burnt on a fairly 
regular basis about every four or five years. In order 
to encourage establishmcnt of durable grasses, shrubs 
and spinifex seedlings the burnt areas should not be 
grazed for 8-10 weeks over the grazing season 
following the fire. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

20 30 50 20 30 50 
25 25 50 25 25 50 

5 41 40 14 45 41 14 
3 28 27 26 16 31 27 42 

100 100 
84 13 3 97 3 
20 20 20 40 40 20 40 

100 100 
100 100 

16 31 44 9 47 44 9 
100 100 

19 48 33 67 33 
8 55 29 4 4 63 29 8 

80 20 100 
100 100 
15 70 15 85 15 
50 30 20 80 20 

19 34 29 13 5 53 29 18 

Spinifex based land systems are generally rcsistant 
to degradation although some minor wind erosion 
may result if a prolonged dry spell occurs after 
burning. However, there is a rapid re-establishment 
of vegetation and return to stability after rain. 

There is a need to bring the Giralia system in the 
north-eastern part of the station into production so 
that grazing pressure on degraded parts of the station 
can be reduced. The unused north-eastern part of the 
station also includes some fairly extensive areas of 
the high pastoral value systems Yalkalya and Spot as 
well as Giralia. 

3. Delta land system 
This complex system supports Bluebush (BLUE) 

and Saltbush (SALT) pasturcs of various types on the 
broad flood plains and drainage tracts with minor 
areas of Acacia Sand plain (ACSA) on sandy rises. 

Although parts of the system are still highly 
productive in terms of perennial shrubs and annuals 
in season the general condition of the bluebush and 
saltbush pastures is degraded to fair, poor or very 
poor condition. The acacia sandplain pastures which 
often contain dense stands of introduced buffel grass 
are in good condition. 

Minor to severc erosion in the form of surface 
scalding, wind piling, rilling and scouring is 
widespread on thc flood plain. Ovcr the whole land 
system 42%, 27% and 31 % of the traverse recordings 
indicated bad, fair and good range condition 
respectively. 

Morc than 36 km' of the system (II %) is scvcrely 
degraded with almost complete loss of vegetative 
covcr and severe crosion. These areas arc mostly in 
Shed, Nalyatharra and Booladan paddocks. These 
paddocks or parts of them should be closed to grazing 
until recovcry is effected. Strip cultivation and 
sceding with buffel grass and native shrub species 
should be considcred as a means ofhastcning 
recovery. 
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4. Trealla land system (8.8%) 

This system supports moderately close Acacia 
Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures with numerous 
desirable low shrubs such as Wilcox bush, currant 
bush, ruby saltbush and flat leaf bluebush beneath 
the taller acacia shrubs. There are also smaller areas 
of Gascoync bluebush associated with snakewood. 

Condition of the pastures in predominantly good 
and generally there is no erosion on the system. An 
exception to this is north and west of Neemarabada 
bore where there are patches of severe active gully 
eroSIOn. 

Most of the system is stable and can be grazed year 
long provided stocking rates are conservative. 
However, a minor unit of the system, namely steeper 
slopes marginal to extensive more gently sloping 
plains and supporting Gascoyne bluebush, is more 
sensitive to degradation and erosion and needs to be 
carefully monitored. 

5, Warroora land system (6,5%) 
This saline plain system supports productive 

Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures with 
minor areas of Sam ph ire (SAMP). Pasture condition 
is nearly all good or very good and there is no 
erosion. The pastures cannot be fully used by 
livestock due to high dietary salt intake from the 
vegetation and poor quality (salty) water supplies or 
lack of water supplies. 

6, Yalbalgo land system (5%) 
The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures of this 

system are nearly all in good or very good condition 
and there is no erosion. The system is stable under 
grazing and provides useful feed in the form of . 
wandarrie grasses, forbs and some useful shrubs m 
season. Wanyu beans (seeds) also provide feed after 
favourable seasons but, in general, the durability of 
pastures for drought times is only moderate or low. 

7, Chargoo land system (3.9%) 
This system supports a complex mosaic of saline 

and none-saline pastures notably various types of 
saltbush and bluebush and Tussock Grasses (TUGR). 
Small depressions and larger drainage foci and 
swamps support dense stands of vegetation including 
perennial tussock grasses, low shrubs such as spiny 
bluebush and swamp bluebush and tall shrubs such as 
curara and mimosa bush. Slightly more elevated 
margins and alluvial plains support sparser growth. 

Pasturc condition is mostly fair or good although 
restrictcd arcas are dcgraded to poor condition and 
have minor wind and water erosion. 

8, Barrabiddy land system (3,3%) 
This alluvial systcm is subject to regular flooding 

as sheet flow and channelled flow from Barrabiddy 
Creek. It supports a mixture of pastures such as 
Acacia Creek-line (ACCR), Saltbush (SALT) and 
Tussock Grasses (TUGR). Pasture condition varies 
from good to poor, hut is predominantly poor. As a 
result offlooding there is frequent redistribution of 
soil material over the flood plains and, where 
vegetation is depleted, accelerated erosion as 
scouring, rilling. sheeting and hummoekmg IS 
common. Degraded parts of the system occur in 

Barrabiddy paddock and, to a lesser extent, in 
Minnaberri paddock both of which would benefit 
from occasional spelling. Buffel grass is well 
established on sandy parts of the system and its 
further spread should be encouraged. 

9, Target land system (3,2%) 

The system supports useful Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub (CBMS), Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) and 
Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures. The current bush 
mixed shrub pastures are preferentially grazed and 
are in fair or good condition; the other pastures arc in 
good or very good condition. There is no erosion and 
over all range condition is mostly good. 

10. An additional eight minor land systems were 
traversed on the station. Some were not sampled in 
detail but, in general, range condition was fair or 
good. There were no severe limitations to pastoral 
use or special management programmes required on 
these systems. 

11. The station is well developed in terms of 
paddocks. Much of it is well supplied with stock 
waters (often by long pipelines from reliable good 
quality supplies ncar the Minilya River). An 
exception is the north-eastern part of the station (see 
2) which is very poorly watered and mostly not in 
use. This area needs to be brought into production in 
order to relieve grazing pressure elsewhere. 

Because of the many paddocks a system of strategic 
pasture spelling and regeneration work could be 
readily implemented in those paddocks that are in 
poor range condition. Paddocks requiring priority 
treatment are Shed, Nalyatharra and Booladan (see 
3). 
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12. The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition assuming the whole station is 
adequately watered (which is not the case, sec II) is 
31,050. 

13, The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 40,700. 



r 
Individual station report 
Minilya station - 273,313 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Sandal 638 CBMS 212 75 3,119 5,740 
ACSA 166 77 12 1,913 2,125 
BLUE 22 74 1,365 1,920 

Giralia 629 HASP 366 11 1,867 1,885 
SOSP 244 8 4,133 4,200 

Delta 318 BLUE 19 44 62 18 1,318 2,860 
SALT 17 39 53 18 1,159 2,540 
ACSA 38 10 379 400 

Trealla 241 ACMS 127 75 25 2 3,446 4,580 
BLUE 9 3 218 240 

Warroora 178 BLUE 65 15 1,488 1,600 
SALT 58 13 1,323 1,420 
SAMP 27 108 108 

Yalbalgo 136 ACSA 109 27 1,077 1,133 
ChargoD 108 SALT 19 30 11 824 1,200 

TUGR 17 5 983 1,067 
BLUE 13 3 298 320 

Barrabiddy 89 SALT 24 38 538 1,240 
TUGR 27 900 900 

Target 86 CBMS 16 23 608 780 
ACSA 30 4 275 283 
ACCR 13 260 260 

Brown 59 ACSA 13 13 27 298 442 
SALT 2 1 3 71 120 

Uaroo 56 HASP 39 195 195 
SOSP 17 283 283 

McLeod 55 SAMP 28 112 112 
SALT 11 220 220 
Noveg 16 

Spot 49 CBMS 29 363 580 
HASP 15 75 75 
ACSA 5 31 42 

Yalkalya 25 BLUE 11 220 220 
SALT 11 220 220 
HASP 3 15 15 

Gearle 20 BLUE 12 240 240 
SALT 6 120 120 
TUGR 2 100 100 

River 15 ACCR 8 160 160 
TUGR 5 250 250 
Noveg 2 

Donovan 9 BLUE 5 100 100 
ACMS 3 60 60 
SOSP 1 17 17 

Wash 7 ASGF 4 20 20 
ACCR 2 40 40 
TUGR 1 33 33 

Lyons 6 ACSA 1 1 19 25 
CBMS 2 25 40 
Noveg 1 

Marloo 3 TUGR 3 100 100 
O'Brien 3 ASGF 1 5 5 

STCH 1 8 8 
ACCR 1 20 20 

Cardabia 2 SOSP 2 33 33 
Fossil 1 ASGF 1 5 5 

Totals 2733 1640 748 307 38 31,057 40,701 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 31,050 
Capability sheep unit capacity 40,700 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1974): 
average (mean) 35,836 
highest (1977) 48,000 
lowest (1980) 25,875 
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Mooka station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 458 km2 

occurs along the eastern boundary of the station at 
the foot of the Kennedy Ranges. Thc Billy systcm 
conSIsts of low plateaux, mesas and buttes with stony 
footslopes and narrow drainage floors. It Supports 
sparse tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias and 
pastoral value is low. 

Location 
Mooka station is located on thc Kennedy Rangc 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is situated 5 
km north of the Carnarvon-Gascoyne lunetion road 
and is about 144 km east of Carnarvon. The station 
has common boundaries with Mardathuna, 
Doorawarrah, limba limba, and Bidgemia stations 
and with the Kennedy Range National Park. 

Description 

The Windalia system lies below Billy and consists 
of stony plains and narrow, dissected upper 
interfluves on radiolarite. It supports sparse tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias on the plains 
with more dense and productive tall shrublands 
along narrow drainage floors and flow lines. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

Eleven land systems are found on thc station. By 
far the largest is Yalbalgo (60.2% of the total arca) 
which occurs in western central and southern parts of 
the station. It consists oflarge linear and reticulate 
sand dunes up to 12 m high and sandy swales. The 
system sUllPorts tall shrublands of various acacias 
with occasIOnal patches of eucalypts 10 both tree and 
malice forms. Numerous low shrubs and patchy 
spinifex make up the understorey. Pastoral value is 
low or moderate. 

The Cahill system consists of sandy outwash plains 
and sandy channels. It supports moderately close tall 
shrublands of silver bark wattle, wanyu and other 
acacias wIth numerous low shrubs and various 
grasses. Pastoral value is high. 

Seven other minor systems OCCur on the station. 
All systems are briefly described and their pastoral 

value for good range condition status indicated in 
table I. 

The northern part of the station comprises mainly 
of three land systems namely Billy (13.7%), Windalia 
(8.3%) and Cahill (10.1 %). The Cahill system also 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) arc 
presented 10 table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Mooka station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Moogooloo - deeply dissected plateaux, 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) mesas and hills of sedimentary rocks, steep 

footslopes and narrow valleys; scattered 
tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias 

Low Billy - low plateaux, mesas and buttes 
(20-30 hajs.u.) with stony foots lopes and narrow drainage 

floors; scattered tall and low shrublands 
of mulga and other acacias. 
Kennedy - elevated sandy plains with large 
linear and reticulate dunes; hummock 
grasslands of hard spinifex and numerous 
shrubs 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sand plains with linear and 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) reticulate dunes; tall shrublands 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

of wanyu and other acacias, occasional 
eucalypts and some spinifex 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias. 
Channel - major channels with dissected 
marginal slopes and narrow flood plains; tall 
acacia shrublands 

Cahill - sandy outwash plains with sandy 
channels; tall shrublands of silver bark 
wattle and other acacias 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and 
slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interfluves; tall shrublands of acacias 
Target - plains with sandy banks, more clayey 
interbank areas and numerous small drainage 
foci; tall shrublands of acacias with 
numerous low shrubs 
Ella - linear dunes and sandy banks, inter
dunal plains with more clayey soils and 
drainage foci; tall shrublands of acacias 
with numerous low shrubs 
Mary - gently sloping plains with calcrete at 
shallow depth; tall shrublands of acacias and 
cassias. 
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Area 
% 

3.6 

13.7 

0.4 

14.1 

60.2 

8.3 

2.0 

70.5 

10.1 

0.9 

0.5 

0.2 

0.1 

11.8 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (131 recordings on 10 land systems). 

Mooka 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Billy 12 100 
Cahill 29 97 3 
Ella 6 83 17 
Moogoolo 13 100 
Mary 1 100 
O'Brien 5 100 
River 2 50 50 
Target 1 100 
Windalia 15 100 
Yalbalgo 47 98 2 

Total over all 
land systems 131 97 3 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition wcre 
made at 8 sites on 5 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Yalbalgo land system (60.2%) 

The dunes and sandy swales of the system support 
Acacia Sandplain pastures and Hard Spinifex 
pastures (ACSA, HASP) which are mostly in good or 
very good condition. Restrieted areas close to 
watering points show depletion of palatable speeies 
to fair or poor condition. 

The system is stable under grazing and provides 
useful feed in the form ofwanderrie grasses and forbs 
in season and some palatable shrubs. However, 
many of the shrubs and the hard spinifex arc of little 
use for grazing and the pastures supply only low or 
moderate reserves for drought periods. 

Burning should be used on the spinifex 
communities as a management tool for keeping the 
pastures in as attractive condition as possible for 
livestock. Burning can probably be carried out every 
five or six years and, in order to encourage the 
establishment of palatable grasses, herbs and young 
shrubs, burnt areas should not be grazed for 8-1 0 
weeks over the growing season following the fire 

At least 50% of the systcm is not grazcd as there arc 
no permanent stock waters. 

2, Billy land system (13.7%) 
The sparse Stony Short Grass Forb and Acacia 

Short Grass Forb pastures (SSGF, ASGF) of this 
system arc mostly in good condition. Because of its 
stony nature the system is inherently resistant to 
erOSIOn. 

3, Cahill land system (10.1%) 
The Acacia Sandplain pastures (ACSA) of this 

flood out system support a reasonable range of 
desirable low shrubs and scattered perennial grasses. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition ('%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

67 33 67 33 
17 28 48 7 45 48 7 

100 100 
8 46 46 54 46 

100 100 
80 20 100 

50 50 50 50 
100 100 

13 60 7 20 73 7 20 
34 40 15 11 74 15 11 

22 39 26 13 61 26 13 

Pasture condition is predominantly fair although 
substantial numbers of the traverse records (45%) 
also indicated good or very good condition. Flooding 
causes re-distribution of sand within the system and 
surfaces are often uneven and moundy but no 
accelerated erosion was observed. 

4. Windalia land system (8,3%) 
The system supports Acacia Short Grass Forb 

pastures (ASGF) on stony interfluves and slopes wih 
somewhat denser Acacia Creek-line pastures (ACCR) 
along narrow creek-lines and in small patches or 
groves on the stony interfluves. Most of the pastures 
are in good condition except for those close to the old 
Binthalya shearing shed which are in poor condition. 
There is no erosion. 

5, All the remaining systems on the station, with the 
exception ofElia, arc in good range'condition. The 
Ella system is restricted to a small piece of country 
immediately north of the homestead. Between No. I 
and No.2 Bores the pastures arc degraded to poor 
condition. 

6. The southern and south-eastern parts of the station 
are reasonably well developed with paddocks and 
water points. However, all of the western part of the 
station (Yalbalgo land system, see I) is undeveloped 
and not used. The feasibility of development should 
be considered. 

In the north the station has recently acquired 
additional country from the old Binthalya station 
lease. A number of old watering points and paddocks 
in this area could be upgraded and brought into usc 
fairly readily and this should be undertaken. 

7, The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition assuming that the whole station is 
adequately watered (which is not the case, sec 6) is 
4,700. 

8, The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 5,450. 
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Individual station report 
Mooka station - 80,931 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 487 HASP 216 44 32 1,307 1,460 
ACSA 144 29 22 1,469 1,625 

Billy 111 SSGF 45 22 253 268 
ASGF 29 15 195 220 

Cahill 82 ACSA 33 36 5 520 617 
TUGR 4 4 200 267 

Windalia 67 ASGF 48 6 255 270 
ACCR 7 70 140 
STCH 4 2 40 50 

Moogooloo 29 ASGF 16 13 123 145 
Channel 16 STCH 2 3 2 38 58 

ACCR 7 70 140 
Noveg 2 

O'Brien 8 ASGF 4 20 20 
STCH 2 17 17 
ACCR 2 40 40 

Target 4 CBMS' 1 33 40 
ACSA 2 17 17 

Kennedy 3 HASP 3 15 15 
Ella 1 ACSA 1 8 8 
Mary 1 ACMS 1 20 20 

Totals 809 559 181 69 4,710 5,437 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 4,700 
Capability sheep unit capacity 5,450 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1980) 
lowest (1969) 

3,258 
4,666 

545 
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Nanga station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 1,750 km2 

Location 
Nanga station is located on the Yaringa and Edel 

I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is situated 
about 84 km west from North-West Coastal Highway 
along the access road between the highway and 
Denham township. The station has common 
boundaries with Hamelin, Coburn, Tamala and 
Peron stations and the Cooloomia Nature Reserve. 
The station also has an extensive shoreline boundary 
to Hamelin Pool and Freycinet Estuary. 

Description 
Nearly all of the station consists of gently 

undulating or hummocky red or yellow sandplains of 
the Nanga, Sandplain, Nerren and Peron land 
systems. The Nanga system is by far the largest 
occupying about 76% of the total station area and 
occurring throughout southern and central parts. It 
supports a complex vegetation of tree heath and 
scrub heath and pastoral value is very low. 

The other three sandplain systems Sand plain 
(14.9%), Nerren (3.5%) and Peron (0.8%) occur in the 
north of the station. The Sandplain system supports 
a close tall shrubland ofwanyu and other acacias, the 

Nerren system supports similar vegetation, but with 
scattered eucalypts and the Peron system supports 
mixed low and tall shrubland usually dominated by 
AcaCia ligula/a. Pastoral value of the Sandplain and 
Peron systems is high and the Nerren system is of 
moderate value. 

The Birrida system (1.9%) occurs mainly in the 
north of the station as a series of small inclusions 
within the Sandplain system. It consists of highly 
salme and gYPslferous pans and depressions 
supporting low shrubland of sam ph ire, saltbush and 
other halopytic plants. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Coquina system (1.3%) occupies the north
eastern edge of the station flanking Hamelin Pool. It 
consists of low shelly foredunes with scattered tall 
and low shrubs, occasional samphire flats and shell 
beaches and supra-tidal flats without vegetation. 
Pastoral value of the vegetated units of the system is 
moderate. 

Three other minor land systems occur on the 
station. All systems are briefly described and their 
pastoral value for good range condition status 
indicated in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Nanga station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low Nanga - undulating sand plains and occasional 7S.7 
(> 30hajs.u.) dunes; tree heath and scrub heath 

Zuytdorp - elevated undulating limestone plains 1.3 
with thin sand cover, sandy coastal slopes and 
sea cliffs; heath and scrub heath. 

77.0 ,. 
Low 
(20-30hajs.u.) 

Moderate Nerren -. nearly flat to gently undulating red 3.S 
(10-19hajs.u.) sandplams; tall wanyu shrublands with scattered 

trees, mainly eucalypts. 
Birrida - highly saline and gypsiferous pans and 1.9 
depressions; low shrublands of samphire and 
saltbush. 
Coquina ~ low shelly foredunes, shell beaches and 
supra~tidal flats; vegetated parts support tall and 

1.3 

low shrublands. 
McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains with 
bare marginal mudflats; low shrublands of 

0.2 

samphire and saltbush 
6.9 

High Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 14.9 
(S-9hajs.u.) sand plains; tall wanyu shrublands 

Peron - undulating plains of calcareous sands; tall 0.8 
and low shrublands of Acacia ligulata 
~del - undulating sandy plains with minor low dunes, 0.4 
hmestone rises and saline flats; mixed shrublands 
of acacias and saltbush, also heath 

16.1 

Very high 
«S hajs.u.) 

100.0 
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l r Table 2 Condition statements derived from traverse records (206 recordings on' gland systems) 

f Nanga 

t 
r 

r 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Birrida 14 100 
Coquina 4 100 
Edel 4 50 50 
MacLeod 1 100 
Nanga 100 100 
Nerren 22 100 
Peron 14 93 7 
Sand plain 38 100 
Zuytdorp 9 100 

Total over all 
land systems 206 99 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 14 sites on 7 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1, Nanga land system (75.7%) 

This extensive system of hummocky sand plain 
supports Heath pastures (HEAT) in the form of tree 
heath and scrub heath. Condition of the vegetation is 
good or very good, but the potential for pastoral use 
is very low and it is doubtful if the system can be 
developed economically. Most of the system is not 
being grazed as there arc no stock waters. 

2. Sandplain land system (14.9%) 
The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures of the 

system support scattered desirable low shrubs such as 
cotton bush, tall saltbush, currant bush and 
Chenopodium gaudichaudianum below the taller 
wanyu and silver bark wattle. There are also sparse 
wanderrie grasses and forbs in season. 

Pasture condition is mostly fair but varies from 
good to poor depending largely on the distance from 
water. There is no erosion and the system is stable 
under grazing. 

Controlled burning may be a useful management 
tool on this system, but its use has not been 
researched. Evidence seen elsewhere on this system 
suggests that the effects of fire arc very long term. 
Where the overstorey of tall shrubs has been killed by 
fire the low shrub layer and the ground layer is 
increased in diversity of species and in density. This 
fire-induced sub-climax appears to be more useful for 
livestock production than is the climax situation of 
dense tall shrubland ofwanyu. 

3. Nerren land system (3.5%) 
The system supports the Acacia and Eucalyptus 

Short Grass Forb (AEGF) pasture type which is 
similar to the Acacia Sandplain pasture of the 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

36 50 14 86 14 
50 50 50 50 

100 100 
100 100 
85 13 2 98 2 

59 41 59 41 
14 58 21 7 14 57 29 

5 32 42 21 37 42 21 
100 100 

50 24 19 7 73 19 8 

Sandplain system. Useful low shrubs arc scattered or 
clumped beneath the larger trees and there are sparse 
grasses and forbs 10 season. Pasture condition is 
good or fair and there is no erosion. 

4. Birrida land system (1,9%) 

The Samphire (SAMP) and Saltbush (SALT) 
pastures of the system arc mostly in good or very 
good condition. The samphire pastures arc probably 
too saline to be of much use for sheep. 

5. Zuytdorp land system (1,3%) 
The small section of this systcm in the far south

west of the station supports Heath pastures (HEAT) 
in very good condition. The system is of very low 
inherent productivity for grazing and is unsuitable 
for pastoral development. 

p 

6. Peron and Edelland systems (0.8% and 0.4% 
respectively) 

These systems occur ncar the homcstead and 
appear to have received heavy usc in the past. 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) and 
Heath (H EA T) pastures is variable but mostly poor 
with death of many low shrubs. There is some minor 
wind erosion as hummocking and piling around 
plants. The small paddock immediately to the north
west of the homestead up to thc boundary with Peron 
station needs to be spelled. 

7. The station is very poorly developed in terms of 
stock waters and paddocks. Development is 
confined to the north on about one-quarter of the 
total station area. Because of its inherently very poor 
pastures it is doubtful if the very large Nanga land 
system can be developed economically. Basically the 
system is not suitable for pastoral use. 

8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming the station is fully developed 
(which is not thc casc, see 7) is 7,700. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 8,850. 



Individual Station Report 
Nanga Station - 175,066 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capa.city capacity 

Nanga 1,326 HEAT 1,299 27 4,398 4,420 
SandpJain 261 ACSA 97 110 54 2,346 3,263 
Nerren 61 AEGF 36 25 396 436 
Birrida 33 SAMP 24 4 109 112 

SALT 4 1 93 100 
Coquina 23 CDSH 7 6 130 163 

Noveg 10 
Zuytdorp 22 HEAT 22 73 73 
Peron 14 ACSA 2 8 96 138 

HEAT 2 5 7 
HASP 1 3 5 

Edel 8 CDSH 4 16 50 
SALT 3 19 60 
HEAT 1 2 3 

McLeod 3 SAMP 2 8 8 
Noveg 
SALT 

1 

Totals 1,751 1,504 184 63 7,694 8,838 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 7,700 
Capability sheep unit capacity 8,850 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1969, 1979-80): 
average (mean) 4,443 
highest (1970) 6,370 
lowest (1983) 1,920 
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Nerren Nerren Station - Shark Bay 
and Northampton Shires 
Area 1,775 km2 

Location 
Nerren Nerren station is located on the Ajana and 

Yaringa I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is on 
the North-West Coastal Highway about 148 km 
north of Northampton. Thc station has common 
boundaries with Coburn, Meadow, and Murchison 
House stations, the Cooloomia Nature Reserve and 
vacant crown land. 

Description 
Only four land systems occur on the station and 

three of these are sandplain types. 
The Nanga system (38.4% of total station area) 

occurs in the west and central parts. It consists of 
gently undulating red to yellow sand plain with 
confused sand ridges and hummocks up to 6m high. 
It supports a scrubby heath vcgetation and pastoral 
value is very low. 

The Nerren system is found in the south-east and 
north-east of the station and consists of gently 
sloping red sand plains. It supports a moderately 

close tall shrubland dominated by wanyu with 
frequent patches of emergent trees of various 
eucalypts. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Cooloomia system (25.6%) occurs in the 
central west as a broad strip of country running from 
north to south for the full length of the station. It 
consists of undulating red sandplain and minor 
limestone plains. It supports tall shrublands with 
patchy eucalypts interspersed with more opcn areas 
and scrubby heath. Pastoral value is modcrate. 

The York systcm (3.4%) occurs in the centre and 
east of the station as nearly flat alluvial plains and 
unchannelled drainage zones sometimes with 
calcareous gradational or weakly gilgaied clay soils. 
It supports woodlands dominated by York gum and 
tall shrublands of curara, wanyu and other acacias. 
Pastoral value is high. 

All land systems on the station are further 
described and their pastoral value for good range 
condition status indicated in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. land systems on Nerren Nerren station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Nanga ~ undulating sand plains with confused 
(> 30ha/s.u.) sand ridges; scrub heath 

Low 
(21-30hajs.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-20hajs.u.) 

High 
(5-9hajs.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 hajs.u.) 

Nerren - nearly flat to gently undulating red 
sandplains; wanyu shrublands with scattered 
trees of various eucalypts 
Cooloomia - undulating sand plains and minor 
limestone outcrop plains; tall and low 
shrublands with mallee form eucalypts, 
also scrubby heath 

York - nearly flat low lying alluvial plains 
sometimes with weakly gilgaied clay soils; 
eucalypt woodl~nds and tall acacia shrublands 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (248 recordings on 5 land systems) 

Nerren Nerren 

Area 
% 

38.4 

32.6 

25.6 

58.2 

3.4 

100.0 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor 

Cooloomia 41 100 7 49 37 5 2 
Nanga 84 100 73 21 5 1 
Nerren 109 100 9 34 30 25 2 
Tarcumba 2 100 50 50 
York 12 100 17 58 25 

Total over all 
land systems 248 100 30 32 24 13 
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Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

56 37 7 
94 5 1 
43 30 27 
50 50 
17 58 25 

61 24 15 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 13 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
L Nanga land system (38.4%) 

The Heath (HEAT) pastures of this system are 
almost all in very good or good condition and there is 
no erosion present. Pastures arc of very low grazing 
value and it is unlikely that the system can be 
developed economically. 

2. Nerren land system (32.6%) 
Condition of the Acacia Eucalypt Short Grass Forb 

(AEGF) pastures is variable, but mostly fair or good 
although some restricted areas close to watering 
points have lost most desirable low shrubs and are 
degraded to poor condition. 

When unburnt for many years the system supports 
a moderatcly dense tall shrubland dominated by 
wanyu and needle myall with numerous tree 
eucalypts. When in good condition desirable low 
shrubs such as cotton bush, tall saltbush and ruby 
saltbush arc found scattered sparsely or clumped 
beneath the larger trees and tall shrubs. The system 
also supports sparse wanderrie grasses and forbs in 
season. It provides useful grazing, but pastures have 
only limited durability in dry times. 

Controlled burning may be a useful management 
tool on the system but its use has not been 
researched. The effects offire appear to be long 
term. Where the over-storey of tall shrubs has been 
killed by burning the low shrub layer and the ground 
layer is increased in diversity of species and in 
density. The fire-induced sub-climax vegetation 
appears to be more useful for livestock production 
than is the climax situation of dense tall shrubs and 
eucalypt trees. 

Individual station report 
Nerren Nerren station - 177,541 ha 

3. Cooloomia land system (25.6%) 
This system supports Acacia Eucalypt Short Grass 

Forb (AEGF) pastures and some Heath (HEAT) on 
the undulating sandy plains and useful Acacia Mixed 
Shrub (ACMS) pastures on restricted limestone 
plains or plains with thin sand cover over limestone. 
Pasture condition is predominantly good although 
some substantial areas are in fair condition. Much of 
the system, especially in the north-west of the station, 
is not fully used for grazing because of the lack of 
stock water supplies. 

4. York land system (3.4%) 
This system supports Saltbush (SALT) and Acacia 

Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures and is a preferred 
grazing area. Pastures arc still moderately 
productive, but loss of desirable saltbush has occurred 
in parts. Some 25%, 58% and 17% of traverse records 
indicated poor, fair and good pasture condition 
respectively. The system has the potential to 
improve in condition ifspelled over a number of 
consecutive growing seasons and conservatively 
stocked at other times. 

5. The eastern half of the station is well devloped in 
terms of paddocks, laneways and water points. The 
central western part is also developed with a number 
oflarge paddocks and water points. Other parts, 
notably in the far north-west and in the south-west, 
cannot be used for grazing because of the lack of 
permanent stock waters. The Cooloomia land system 
in the north-west of the stationin the vicinity of the 
old Cooloomia homestead is in good condition and 
the provision of additional watering points to bring 
this country into production should be considered. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the whole station was 
developed (which is not the case, see 5) is 9,650. 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at I 1,400. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Nanga 681 HEAT 576 31 6 2.0tO 2,043 
HASP 64 3 1 333 340 

Nerren 579 AEGF 249 174 156 3,369 4,136 
Cooloomia 454 AEGF 171 160 32 2,238 2,593 

ACMS 38 8 840 920 
HEAT 45 150 150 

York 61 SALT 8 29 12 598 980 
ACMS 2 7 3 129 240 

Totals 1,775 1,153 412 210 9,667 11,402 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 9,650 
Capability sheep unit capacity 11,400 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1972) 
lowest (1984) 

5,374 
8,093 
3,773 
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Ningaloo station - Carnarvon and 
Exmouth Shires 

Area 497 km2 

Location 

Ningaloo station is located on thc Ningaloo
Yanrey I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is 
situated about 32 km west of the Carnarvon
Exmouth road by access road which leaves the main 
road at a point about 95 km south of Exmouth. The 
station has common boundaries with Bullara and 
Cardabia stations and to Location 97 in the north. In 
the west it has a long coastline to the Indian Ocean. 

Description 
Five land systems occur on the station. The largest 

of these is Cardabia which occupies about 80% of the 
total station area. It consists of gently to strongly 
undulating sandy plains with linear dunes and 
occasional limestone rises and minor limestone 
plains. Vegetation is a hummock grassland of soft 
and hard spinifex with numerous patchy low shrubs 
including Banksia ashbvi. Buffel grass has colonized 
considerable areas and forms dense stands in some 
parts. Pastoral value is high where the vegetation is 
dominated by soft spinifex and buffel grass. 

The Coast system (11.4%) extends as a narrow strip 
along the western edge of the station flanking the 
Indian Ocean. It consists of large, long walled 

parabolic dunes and narrow swales, unstable blow
out areas and coastal fore-dunes and beaches. It 
supports moderately dense shrublands with coastal 
jam, minga bush, numerous low shrubs and grasses 
IncludIng Introduced buffel grass, Pastoral value is 
high. 

The Learmonth system (6.8%) oeeurs in the north
west as a strip between the Coast system to the west 
and the low limestone hills of the Range system to 
the east. It consists of sandy outwash plains with 
some stony limestone plains, Vegetation is a patchy 
shrubland of Acacia ligula/a, A.bil'~nosa and 
numerous other shrubs, hard and soft spinifex and 
some buffel grass. Pastoral value is generally high. 

The Range system (4.3%) of rough limestone 
ranges runs north to south as a narrow strip of 
country through the north-west of the station. Relief 
is generally 60-1 00 m but occasionally up to 150 m. 
VegetatIOn IS very sparse shrubs and hard spinifex 
and there IS much bare rock. Pastoral value is very 
low. 

A small area of the MeLeod land system (0.5%) 
occurs just north-west of the homestead. It consists 
of saline clay flats and marginal sandy plains. 
Vegetation is samphire, some saltbush, salt water 
couch and soft spinifex. Pastoral value is moderate. 

All systems on the station are further summarized 
in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Ningaloo Station. 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

ve~IOw Range ~ rough limestone ridges and 4.3 
(> 0 ha/s.u.) hills with steep stony foots lopes; 

scattered shrubs and hard spinifex , 
Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate McLeod - saline clay flats with 0.5 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) narrow marginal sandy plains; [ow 

shrublands of samphire and saltbush, 
also salt water couch 

High Cardabia - gently to strongly 76.9 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) undulating sandy plains with linear 

dunes and minor limestone rises and 
outcrop plains; hummock grasslands of 
soft and hard spinifex with numerous 
shrubs, also buffel grass 
Coast -large, long walled parabolic 11.5 
dunes and narrow swales, unstable 
blowout areas, coastal fore dunes 
and beach; shrublands with coastal 
jam, numerous low shrubs and grasses 
including buffel grass 
Learmonth - sandy outwash plains and 
limestone outcrop plains; shrublands of 

6.8 

acacias and numerous other shrubs with 
hard spinifex, and some 
buffel grass 

95.2 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (83 recordings on 5 land systeflls) 

Ningaloo 

land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Cardabia 51 100 
Coast 2 100 
learmonth 23 100 
Macleod 6 100 
Range 1 100 

Total over all 
land systems 83 100 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 5 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
I. Cardabia land system (76,9%) 

Pastures are Soft Spinifex and Hard Spinifex 
(SOSP, HASP) with some significant areas of 
introduced buffel grass. Pasture condition is 
predominantly good or very good and there is no 
erosion. Pasture condition in some heavily used 
paddocks near the homestead is reduced somewhat 
to fair condition this being indicated by an apparent 
increase in the proportion of hard spinifex to soft 
spinifex in the stand and an increase in the 
undesirable shrub coastal daisy bush. 

Old, mature stands of spinifex arc of little use for 
grazing and fairly regular controlled burning is 
required in order to maintain the pastures in an 
attractive condition for stock. To encourage 
establishment of grasses, shrubs and spinifex 
seedlings burnt areas should not be grazed for about 
8-10 weeks over the growing season following the 
fire. 

Much of the Cardabia system in the south is little 
grazed or not grazed as there are no permanent stock 
water supplies. Pastures are soft spinifex and buffel 
grass in very good condition. New attempts to 
provide good quality stock water points are required 
in order to bring the area into production. 

2. Coast land system (11.5%) 
The system is inherently highly susceptible to wind 

erosion if the vegetation is depleted or lost as a result 
of any disturbance. About 16 km' of the system 
(28%) consists of beach blowouts and large mobile 
dunes devoid of vegetation. Elsewhere, the system 
supports Coastal Dune Shrub pastures (COSH) 
which contain palatable low shrubs such as Rhagodia 
species and ragged leaf scaevola below taller shrubs 
such as coastal jam and minga. Grasses include 
buffel grass, Paspalidium tabu/alum and beach 
spinifex. 

Because of its fragility, the system (despite carrying 
some useful pastures) is not suitable for pastoral use. 
It is currently used and great care needs to be taken 
with control of stock numbers and the positioning of 
access tracks and water points. To be able to exercise 
proper stock management the system should be 
fenced off from adjacent systems. This applies for 
the northern half of the station. 

Fire should be avoided on the system. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

47 31 22 78 22 
50 50 100 

9 60 22 9 69 22 9 
17 83 100 

100 100 

34 44 20 2 78 20 2 

3. Learmonth land system (6,8%) 
Hard Spinifex and Soft Spinifex pastures of the 

system also contain some buffel grass and some 
useful low shrubs. Pasture condition is nearly all 
good with restricted areas in fair condition. There is 
no erosion. 

4, Condition of the two minor systems Range (4.3%) 
and McLeod (0.5%) is generally good. 

5, The station is not adequately watered as about 
50% of its pastures are 5 km or more from stock 
waters. Much pasture is under-used. Additional 
waters arc required especially in thc south (see I) and 
also in the north-east of the station. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which is not the case, sec 5) is 5,950. 

7, The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition and was fully watered is 
estimated at 6,800. 

, 



Individual station report 
Ningaloo station - 49,731 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Cardabia 382 SOSP 239 67 4,542 5,100 
HASP 59 17 352 380 

Coast 57 CDSH 41 16 513 713 
Learmonth 34 SOSP 13 5 2 266 333 

HASP 5 2 32 35 
ACMS 7 140 140 

Range 22 HASP 22 110 110 
McLeod 2 SAMP 1 4 4 

SALT 
Noveg 

Totals 497 388 91 2 16 5,959 6,815 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 5,950 
Capability sheep unit capacity 6,800 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 6,013 
highest (1970-1972) 7,000 
lowest (1979) 4,670 
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Peron station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 1,052 km2 

Location 
Peron station is located on the Shark Bay and Edcl 

I :250,000 map sheets. It occupies nearly all of the 
Peron Peninsular which protrudes into Shark Bay. In 
the south the station has a short boundary across the 
Taillefer Isthmus with Nanga station. The 
homestead is situated about 10 km north of the 
Denham township. 

Description 
About three-quarters of the station consists of 

gently undulating red sandplain and low sandhi lis of 
the Sandplain and Peron land systems. The 
Sandplain system (47.7% of total station area) 
extends from the north-east down to the central 
eastern part of the station. It supports a moderately 
close or close tall shrubland dominated by wanyu. 
The Peron system (27.7%) occurs in the north-west. 
It supports close shrublands and patchy thickets 
usually less than 2 m high and dominated by Acacia 
ligulala and Lamarchca hakei(olia. Pastoral value of 
both systems is high. 

Table 1. Land systems on Peron station 

The Taillefer system (17.8%) is the third largest on 
the sation and is found in the south. It consists of 
undulating sand plain with calcareous soils with some 
limestone ridges and outcrop and coastal dunes. It 
supports hummock grasslands of spin if ex Tradia 
plurinen'ala with numerous low shrubs especially 
Acacia ligulala. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The only other system of importance is the Birrida 
system (5.4%) which occurs as low lying salt pans and 
depressions (up to 7 km in extent, but usually much 
less) amongst the sandplains of the Peron and 
Sandplain systems. Soils are highly saline and 
gypsiferous and vegetation is a low shrubland of 
samphire and saltbush. Pastoral value is moderate. 

An additional four minor land systems occur on 
the station. All systems arc briefly described and 
their pastoral value for good range condition status 
indicated in table I. 

Condition statement for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(>30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(21-30 ha/s.u.) 

, 

Moderate Taillefer - undulating sandy plains over limestone, 17.8 
(10-20 ha/s.u.) minor limestone ridges and coastal dunes; hummock 

grasslands of Triodia plurinervata and patchy shrubs 
Birrida - highly saline and gypsiferous pans and 5.4 
depressions; low shrublands of samphire and 
saltbush 
Coquina -low shelly foredunes, shell beaches and 
supra-tidal flats; vegetated parts support tall and 

0.3 

low shrublands 
Littoral - low coastal foredunes, samphire flats and 0.2 
tidal flats with mangrove fringes; tall and low 
shrublands in parts 
McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains with bare 
marginal mudflats, low shrublands of samphire and 

0.2 

saltbush in parts. 
23.9 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Sand plain - gently undulating red sandplains and 47.7 
sand ridges; tall shrublands of wanyu 
Peron - undulating sandplains often with calcareous 27.7 

~soils, minor coastal dunes; low shrublands and 
thickets of acacia and Lamarchea hakeifolia 
Edel - undulating sandy plains with minor low dunes, 
limestone rises and saline flats, low shrublands of 

0.7 

acacia, saltbush, also some heath 
76.1 

ve~high 
« ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (176 recordings on 7 land systems) 

Peron 

land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Birrida 11 100 
Ede] 4 75 25 
Littoral 1 100 
Macleod 5 100 
Peron 59 100 
Sandplain 61 100 
Taillefer 35 68 23 6 3 

Total over all 
land systems 176 93 5 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 16 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
L Sandplain land system (47.7%) 

The Acacia Sand plain pastures (ACSA) of the 
system support scattered desirable low shrubs such as 
cotton bush, ruby saltbush, currant bush, Rhagodia 
species and Chenopodium gaudichaudianum below 
the taller wanyu and silver bark wattle. There are 
also numerous annual grasses and forbs in season. In 
terms of useful low shrubs the pasture is considerably 
more productive than the same type found further 
inland and has been assessed as having a higher 
potential carrying capacity. 

Pasture condition varies considerably with 28% of 
traverse recordings indicating poor or very poor 
condition, 39% indicating fair condition and 33% 
indicating good or very good condition. There is no 
erosion on the system. Areas of pasture degradation 
arc nearly always confined to within a few kilometres 
of major watering points or to small paddocks close 
to shearing facilities. 

2. Peron land system (27.7%) 
This system also supports thc Acacia Sandplain 

pasture type although the taller shrub species differ 
somewhat from those found on the Sandplain 
system. Close to the west coast the shrubs become 
shorter and more stunted as a result of the wind 
effect and the pasture type becomes Heath (HEAT). 

Pasture condition is mostly good or fair although 
some restricted areas around watering points are 
degraded to poor eonditon. There is no erosion on 
the system. 

3. Taillefer land system (17.8%) 
This system supports Hard Spinfex (HASP) 

pastures with minor areas of Coastal Dune Shrub 
(COSH) and Saltbush (SALT) pastures. When in 
good condition the hard spinifex pastures have a 
good number of desirable small shrubs and 
herbaceous species such as cotton bush, ragged leaf 
scaevola, ruby saltbush, Rhagodia /ati(iJ/ia and others 
between the spinifex. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

36 64 100 
75 25 75 25 

100 100 
40 60 100 
5 49 31 12 3 54 31 15 

18 15 39 25 3 33 39 28 
17 43 29 11 17 43 40 

11 31 34 19 5 43 34 23 

Pastures on the system are mostly more or less 
degraded to fair, poor or very poor condition. About 
15 km' of the system in the south of the station near 
the new shearing shed is severely degraded with 
depleted pastures and serious wind erosion. The area 
has been burnt and subjected to excessive grazing 
pressure. In these circumstances the system is highly 
susceptible to wind erosion. The area should be 
spelled from grazing for at least one full year by 
which time reasonable recovery could be expected. 
Buffel grass is becoming established in some areas 
and has potential as a stabilising coloniser. Its spread 
should be encouraged. 

Strategic burning may be a useful method of 
maintaining desirable palatable shrubs, herbs and 
grasses in the system but it must be accompanied by 
spelling until six or eight weeks after commencement 
of the growing season and conservative stocking for 
the remainder of the year. When in good conditon 
the recommended stocking ratc on a year long basis 
is about I sheep unit/II ha. This represents about 
1,700 total sheep units for the whole system. 

4. Birrida land system (5.4%) 
The Samphire (SAMP) and Saltbush pastures of 

this system arc all in good or very good condition, 
and there is no erosion. 

5. The minor systems Edel, Littoral and McLeod 
were not intensively sampled but, where seen, were 
mostly in good or fair condition. 

6. Central part of the station arc reasonably well 
developed with water points and paddocks but some 
extensive areas in the north, far south and cast 
cannot be fully used for grazing because of the lack of 
permanent water supplies. The provision of water 
supplies to these areas needs to be considered. 

7. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
conditon and assuming that the station is fully 
developed (which is not the case, sec 6) is 8,350. 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is cstimated at I 1,650. 



Individual station report 
Peron station - 105,200 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Sandplain 502 ACSA 166 196 140 4,268 6,275 
Peron 291 ACSA 126 72 35 2,315 2,913 

HEAT 24 14 6 127 147 
HASP 8 4 2 100 117 

Taillefer 187 HASP 32 66 55 15 900 1,400 
CDSH 5 5 56 125 
SALT 9 113 180 

Birrida 57 SAMP 48 192 192 
SALT 9 180 180 

Edel 7 CDSH 3 25 50 
SALT 2 25 40 
HEAT 1 3 3 

Coquina 3 CDSH 2 25 25 
Noveg 1 

Littoral 3 CDSH 1 13 13 
Noveg 1 
SAMP 1 4 4 

McLeod 2 SAMP 1 4 4 
Noveg 1 
SALT 

Totals 1,052 421 372 244 15 8,350 11,668 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 8,350 
Capability sheep unit capacity 11,650 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1972): 
average (mean) 11,525 
highest (1975) 20,000 
lowest (1981) 5,045 
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Pimbee station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 565 km2 

Gently undulating sandplain of the Sandplain 
system occupies about 7.5% ofthe station area and 
occurs in the south. Vegetation is similar to the 
Yalbalgo system. 

Location 
Pimbcc station is located on the Wooramel 

The Target land system (3.4%) occurs in the south
cast of the station. It consists of plains with low 
sandy banks, more clayey inter-bank areas and small 
but prominent drainage foci with denscr vegetation 
than that surrounding. It supports tall shrublands 
with wanyu, other acacias and currant bush. Pastoral 
value is high. 

I :250,000 map sheet. Acccss to the station is through 
Gascoync J unction to the north-east or via 
Wahroonga and Edaggee stations to the North-West 
Coastal Highway in the wcst. The station has 
common boundaries with Yalbalgo, Winderie, 
Towrana, Mcedo and Wahroonga stations. 

Description 
Nearly 90% of the station consists of sand dunes 

and sandy swales of the Yalbalgo land system. The 
system supports a woodland of sand dune gidgee or, 
less frequently, a tall shrubland ofwanyu with a 
ground layer ofwanderrie grasses. Pastoral value is 
moderate. 

A minor but very distinctive land system occurs in 
the east of the station. This is the Vagina system 
(1.3%) which consists of stony plains and low stony 
rises with stony c1aypans and minor sandy banks. 
Vegetation is a sparse shrubland of mulga, with other 
Acacia, Cassia and Eremophila species. 

All land systems on the station are summarized in 
table I. Condition statcments for land systems and 
for the whole station (total over all land systems) arc 
shown In table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Pimbee station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems Area 
% 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sand plain with linear and reticulate 87.0 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu and woodlands 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

of sand dune gidgee 
Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating 7.5 
red sandplain with wanyu shrublands and 
sand dune gidgee woodlands. 
Vagina -low stony plains, soil covered plains, 1.3 
stony claypans and minor sandy banks and dunes, 
sparse tall shrublands of mulga and wanyu 
Yaringa - sandy plains and limestone outcrop 0.4 
plains with occasional low dunes, tall 
acacia shrublands 

Target - plains with sandy banks, more 
clayey inter-bank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci; mixed shrublands and acacia 
shrublands 

Bare claypans 

p96.2 

3.4 

0.4 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (72 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Pimbee 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mad. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Sandplain 4 100 25 50 25 25 75 
Yalbalgo 65 100 25 50 22 3 25 50 25 
Vagina 3 100 33 67 33 67 

Total over all 
land systems 72 100 22 49 25 4 22 49 29 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 5 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
I. Yalbalgo land system (87%) 

This system supports the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
pasture type which has an upper layer of trees 
characterized by sand dune gidgee or, less frequently, 
a tall shrub layer of wanyu. The lower layers consist 
of very scattered low shrubs including a few palatable 
species and a prominent grass layer dominated by 
wanderrie grasses. About half of the pastures as seen 
on survey were in fair condition with thc remainder 
being evenly distributed between good and poor. 
Poor condition was indicated by an almost complete 
lack of desirable low shrubs such as Wilcox bush, flat 
leaf bluebush and corky bark kallstroemia. 

Because of the general sparsity of palatable shrubs, 
even when in good condition, and the rather short
lived nature of wander ric grasses, the system has 
limited drought value. Opportunitistie use can be 
made of the grass pastures in good seasons, but 
management needs to be flexible in times of drought. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this land 
system, but its usc has not been researched. 

2. Sand plain land system (7.5%) 

The Acacia Sandplain pastures On this system were 
in very poor to fair condition. However, the system 
was not adequately sampled and the few recordings 
made were close to a watering point. More distant 
from water and in line with the system as seen in 
other parts of the survey area, over all condition is 
likely to be fair to good. As with the Yalbalgo system 

Individual station report 
Pimbee station - 56.509 ha 

the wanderrie grass pastures have limited drought 
value and fire is a potential management tool. 
Evidence seen on this system during survey suggests 
that the effects of fire are very long term. Where the 
over-storey of trees and tall shrubs has been killed by 
fire the low shrub layer and the ground layer is 
remarkably increased both in diversity of species and 
in density. This fire induced sub-climax appears to 
be considerably more uscful for livestock production 
than is the mature sand dune gidgee or wanyu 
situation. 

3. Target land system (3.4%) 
This minor system was not sampled. However, its 

condition was expected to be similar to that seen on 
the system elsewhere in the survey area. Currant 
Bush Mixed Shrub pastures (CBMS) of the narrow 
plains between the sandy banks of the system are 
likely to show some degradation with loss of 
desirable shrubs. The other pastures of the system 
are expected to be in fair to good condition. 

4. Vagina land system (1.3%) 
Condition of the Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 

pasturcs on this stony rather unproductive system 
was fair to poor. The systcm produces useful forbs 
and annual grasses in season, but desirable low 
shrubs arc very sparse and consequently the system 
has little drought durability. 

5. The station is well watered except in northern 
parts of the north paddocks where some considerable 
areas arc> 5 km from water and are probably under
used. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 3,600. 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 4,850. 

, 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 490 ACSA 123 245 122 3.044 4.083 
Sandplain 43 ACSA 22 16 5 303 358 
Target 20 CBMS 1 4 4 95 180 

ACSA 3 4 1 54 67 
ACCR 1 2 40 60 

Vagina 8 ASGF 1 3 18 25 
ACSA 2 13 17 
ACMS 1 10 20 

Yaringa 2 ACSA 
ACMS 

2 13 17 

large clay pans 2 Noveg 2 

Totals 565 153 279 133 3.590 4.827 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 3,600 
Capability sheep unit capacity 4,850 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1970): 
average (mean) 5,951 
highest (1975) 8,400 
lowest (1980) 1,200 
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Quobba station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 750 km2 

Location 
Quobba station is located on the Quobba and 

Minilya I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
situated close to the coast about 82 km north by road 
from Carnarvon. The station has common 
boundaries with Boolathana and Gnaraloo stations 
and fronts onto Lake McLeod in the east and the 
coastline of the Indian Ocean in the west. 

Description 
Nearly two-thirds of the station consists of 

undulating sandy plains, linear dunes and minor 
limestone ridges of the Cardabia land system. This 
system occurs as a continuous belt of country 
running down the centre of the property from north 
to south. It supports patchy shrublands usually 
under 2 m high with soft and hard spinifex 
understorey. Pastoral value is high. 

The Warroora system (12.7% of total station area) 
occurs along the eastern edge of the station associated 
with the McLeod system (5.6%). It consists of almost 
flat or gently sloping saline alluvial plains, sluggish 
drainage tracts, limestone outcrop plains and minor 
sandy banks. The saline plains support low 
shublands of saltbush and bluebush and the more 
sandy areas scattered tall acacia shrublands. Pastoral 
value is high. The McLeod system consists of saline 

flats and sandy plains with bare marginal mudflats. 
The vegetated areas support low shrublands of 
samphlre and saltbush. Taken over all pastoral 
value IS moderate. ' 

The Coast land system (9.4%) Occurs as a narrow 
stnp along the western edge of the station. It consists 
ofiarge, long-walled parabolic coastal dunes and 
narrow swales, unstable blow-out areas, minor 
limestone plams, rocky wave-cut platforms and sea 
cliffs. Thesystem supports various low shrub 
communities which are sparse and wind pruned close 
to the coast and somewhat taller and more diverse on 
the more mland dunes. Pastoral value is high. 

Two other sandy systems, Malice (4.5%) and 
Brown (1.2%) are found on the station. The Malice 
system IS 10 the north-east and consists of undulating 
sandy plams With limestone at shallow depth and 
Imear dunes similar to those oftheCardabia system. 
It supports a tall shrubland of acaCias and mallee 
form eucalypts. The Brown system (which is in the 
south) consists of gently undulating sandy plains with 
moderately close tall shrublands of silver bark wattle 
and other acacias and numerous low shrubs. Pastoral 
value of both systems is moderate. 

One other minor land system, Trealla, Occurs on 
the station but is of little significance. All systems 
are summarized and their pastoral value for good 
range condition status indicated in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Quobba station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

McLeod - samphire flats and sandy plains with bare 
marginal mudflats; low shrublands of samphire and 
saltbush 
Mal1ee - undulating sandy plains with limestone at 
shallow depth, linear dunes and minor limestone 
outcrop plains; tall shrublands, acacias and mallee 
eucalypts, with spinifex 
Brown - gently undulating sandplains and occasional 
dunes; tall acacia shrublands . 

Cardabia - undulating sandy plains with linear dunes 
and minor limestone ridges and outcrop plains, low 
acacia shrublands with soft and hard spinifex 
Warroora - nearly flat, saline alluvial plains, 
sluggish drainage tracts and prominent drainage 
foci, limestone outcrop plains and sandy banks; 
low shrublands of bluebush and saltbush 
Coast - large, long-walled parabolic coastal dunes 
and narrow swales, unstable blow-out areas, minor 
limestone plains, rocky wave cut platforms and sea 
cliffs; low mixed shrublands and some spinifex 
Trealla - elevated limestone plains and plains with 
thin sand cover, minor steeper marginal slopes; tall 
acacia shrublands 

Bare surfaces of Lake McLeod 
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Area 
% 

/. 
5.6 

4.5 

1.2 

11.3 

65.7 

12.7 

9.4 

0.2 

88.0 

0.7 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (217 recordings on 6 land systems) 

Quobba 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Brown 18 100 
Cardabia 103 100 
Coast 26 73 11 8 8 
MacLeod 31 100 
Mallee 4 100 
Warroora 35 100 

Total over all 
land systems 217 97 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 14 sites on 6 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Cardabia land system (65.7%) 

This system supports Soft Spinifex and Hard 
Spinifex (SOSP, HASP) pastures with an admixture 
of numerous low shrubs, some ofwhieh are useful 
types such as ruby saltbush, cotton bush and 
Rhagodia species. Pasture eondition is. . 
predominantly good wIth the balance belDg ID very 
good or fair condition. There is generally no erOSIOn 
on the system although areas such as dune erests . 
whieh may occasionally be bared by fire or excessIve 
use near watering points are susceptible to wind 
erosion. However, the system revegetates rapidly 
after rain and stabilizes. 

Old mature stands of spin if ex arc unattractive to 
livestock and fire is likely to be a useful management 
tool on this system although its use has not been 
researched in this environment. Periodic, controlled 
burning removes old spinifex tussocks and stimulates 
the growth of shrubs, herbs and grasses some of 
which are desirable palatable types. Burning on a 
rotational system would decrease the risk of wild 
fires over large areas. Burnt areas should not be 
stocked for about eight weeks over the growing 
season following the fire in order that seedlings of 
desirable plants can become established. 

2. Warroora land system (12.7%) 
The Bluebush and Saltbush (BLUE, SALT) 

pastures on this productive system are nearly all in 
very good condition and there is no erosion. Much of 
the system in the north-cast is little used by livestock 
because of the excessive distance from stock water. 
Consideration needs to be given to supplying waters 
to bring this area into production. Ideally, water 
supplies need to be oflow salinity as the dietary salt 
intake of sheep on bluebush and saltbush pastures is 
already high and excessive salt intake resulting from 
a combination of salty feed and salty water will 
severely reduce animal productivity and restrict 
grazing radii. 

3. Coast land system (9.4%) 

Traverse observations indicate that about half of 
the Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) pastures of the 
system are in good condition. Some considerable 
parts show minor pasture degradation to fair 
condition and restricted areas, mostly in the vicinity 
of water points, arc degraded further to poor 
condition. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

17 44 39 61 39 
17 57 26 74 26 

46 39 15 46 39 15 
97 3 100 

25 50 25 25 50 25 
83 14 3 97 3 

36 40 22 2 76 22 2 

Some isolated parts of the system show moderate 
and severe wind erosion with deflation of the sandy 
surface to expose the underlying limestone 
pavement. About 5 km' of the system is severely 
degraded and consists of un vegetated sand blowouts 
and mobile dunes commencing at the coast and 
extending northwards. These areas are adjacent to 9 
Mile well and 17 Mile well. 

The Coast land system is inherently susceptible to 
wind erosion once the vegetative cover is depleted or 
removed by any ageney such as fire, roadbuilding or 
overstocking. Its use for any purpose needs to be 
carefully planned and managed to minimize the risk 
of erosion. Burning should be avoided and ideally 
the system needs to be separately fenced so that 
complete control of intensity of grazing and season of 
use is possible. 

4, McLeod land system (5.6%) 
The Samphire (SAMP) and Saltbush (SALT) 

pastures on this system are in very good condition 
and there is no erosion. The pastures are highly 
saline and this, coupled with long distances from 
water or brackish water supplies, means that they are 
in general, only lightly used. 

5, Mallee land system (4.5%) 
This system was not intensively sampled but the 

pastures, where seen, were mostly iii fair condition. 
As with the Cardabia system fire is a potential 
management tool. 

6, Brown land system (1.2%) 

This system supports Acacia Sand plain pastures 
(ACSA) and some saltbush (SALT) pastures. 
Condition varies from fair to very good, but is 
predominantly good. There is no erosion. 

When in good condition numerous desirable low 
shrubs such as silver saltbush, cotton bush, ruby 
saltbush and Rhagodia fJl'cissii occur beneath taller 
acacias. Management should aim at maintaining 
these desirables in the stand. 

7. The southern half of the station is well developed 
with paddocks and water supplies but elsewhere the 
station is not well watered. Considerable areas in the 
centre and north-east arc> 5 km from stock water 
supplies. Consideration needs to be given to 
supplying water to bring these areas into use. 

S. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which is not the case see 2,7) is 9,050. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 10,350. 



Individual station report 
Quobba station - 74,973 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.* 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Cardabia 492 SOSP 292 102 5,717 6,567 
HASP 73 25 448 490 

Warroora 96 B.LUE 43 860 860 
SALT 39 780 780 
SAMP 14 56 56 

Coast 70 CDSH 30 25 10 5 594 875 
McLeod 42 SAMP 21 84 84 

SALT 8 160 160 
Noveg 13 

Mallee 34 HASP 5 10 5 71 100 
SOSP 4 7 3 137 233 

Brown 9 ACSA 5 3 60 67 
SALT 1 20 20 

Trealla 2 ACMS 2 40 40 
BLUE 

Lake McLeod 5 Noveg 5 

Totals 750 555 172 18 5 9,027 10,332 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 9,050 
Capability sheep unit capacity 10,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1970): 
average (mean) 6,610 
highest (1971) 8,270 
lowest (1982) 4,737 
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Talisker station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 2,873 km2 

Location 
Talisker station is located on the Yaringa 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 90 km 
east by road from the North-West Coastal Highway 
through Woodleigh station. The station has common 
boundaries with Yalardy, Muggon, Meadow, 
Hamelin and Woodleigh stations and, in the south, to 
vacant crown land. 

Description 
About 95% of the station consists of almost flat to 

gently undulating red sandplain of the Sandplain 
land system. This system supports a moderately 
close tall shrubland dominated by wanyu but also 
with numerous other tall and low shrubs. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

Four other systems Nerren (2.7%), Snakewood 
(1.3%), Yalbalgo (0.5%) and Garry (0.3%) occur on 
the station. 

The Nerren system is found in the centre of the 
station close to the homestead and in the far south
west. It consists of red sandplain very similar to the 
Sandlliain system except that the vegetation includes 
promInent patches of eucalypt trees emergent from 
the tall shrubland of wanyu. Pastoral value is 
moderate. 

The Snakewood system occurs only in the south
west of the station. It consists of nearly flat plains 
with duplex soils and supports tall shrublands of 
snakewood with a saltbush understorey. Pastoral 
value is high. 

The Yalbalgo system, which consists of longitudinal 
sand dunes and sandy inter-dunal plains, occurs in the 
north-cast of the station. It suppons the same 
vegetation as the Sand plain system, that is a 
moderately close tall shrubland ofwanyu and other 
acacias. Pastoral value is moderate. 

In the centre of the station and in the north-east 
there are a number of small patches of the Garry land 
system. It consists of gently sloping stony plains, 
minor alluvial plains and drainage floors and low 
limestone rises. It supports scattered tall shrublands 
of mulga and other acacias with low shrubs of 
Erell10phiia and Cassia species and some low 
shrublands of sago bush. Pastoral value is moderate. 

All the systems on the station arc further 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) arc 
presented In table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Talisker station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 95.2 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) sand plains; moderately close to close tall 

shrublands of wanyu 
Nerren - nearly flat to gently undulating red 
sand plains; moderately close tall shrublands 

2.7 

of wanyu with patches of emergent eucalypt trees. 
Snakewood - nearly flat plains with duplex soils; 
tall shrublands of snakewood with saltbush 

1.3 

understorey 
YaJbalgo - sand plains with linear and reticular 0.5 
dunes; moderately close tall shrublands of wanyu 
Garry - gently sloping stony plains, minor alluvial 0.3 
plains and drainage floors and low limestone rises; 
scattered tall shrubJands of mulga and other acacias 
also low shrublands of sago bush 

100.0 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (185 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Talisker 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Garry 2 100 
Nerren 7 100 
Sandplain 176 100 

Total over all 
land systems 185 100 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 7 sites on 3 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
I, Sand plain land system (95,2%) 

The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures on this 
sytem are mostly in fair, good or very good conditon. 
Good condition is indicated by scattered desIrable 
shrubs such as warty Icaf eremophila, Wilcox bush, 
cotton bush, tall saltbush, Chenopodium 
gaudichaudianull1 and sparse wanderrie grasses 
beneath the taller wanyu shrubs. Some restricted 
areas in existing paddocks show loss of desirable 
shrubs and are degraded to poor condition but 
elsewhere within paddocks the pasture condition is 
fair or good. 

Desirable shrubs arc only sparsely scattered even 
when the pastures arc in good condition. For this 
reason, and also because of the relatively short-lived 
nature of wander ric grasses, the pastures have only 
limited value in times of drought. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this land 
system, but its usc has not been researched. Evidence 
seen elsewhere on this system suggests that the effects 
offire are very long term. Where the overstorey of 
wanyu is killed by fire the low shrub layer and ground 
layer is considerably increased in diversity of species 
and in density. This flre-lDduced sub-climax 
vegetation appears to be considerably more 
productive for livestock production than are stands 
of mature wanyu. 

At least 80% of this system is unused for grazing or 
is little used being >5 km from permanent stock 
water supplies. In the south and south-west the 
system is entirely unwatered being 30-60 km from 
the nearest supply. 

2. Nerren land system (2.7%) 
This system supports Acacia and Eucalypt Short 

Grass Forb (AEGF) pastures which are very similar 
to the Acacia Sandplain pastures of the Sandplain 
system. Condition of the pastures on the system ncar 
the homestead is all fair or good. The section of the 
system in the far south-west of the station was not 
inspected but, because it is unused for grazing, is 
expected to be in very good condition. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

100 100 
43 57 43 57 

24 27 39 9 51 40 

23 27 41 8 49 42 

3, Snakewood land system (1,3%) 

This small system in the far south-west was not 
inspected. The area is not grazed and Saltbush 
(SALT) pastures arc expected to be in very good 
condition. 

4. Yalbalgo and Garry land systems (0.5, 0.3% 
respectively) 

9 

9 

The Yalbalgo system was not inspected, but is 
likely to be in good condition. The Garry system 
supports Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASG F) pastures 
on stony plains and Bluebush (BLUE) pastures on 
small alluvial plains. The Acacia Short Grass Forb 
pastures arc in fair condition but the small inclusions 
of Bluebush pastures have been preferentially over
grazed and are in poor condition. Desirable low 
shrubs such as sago bush, silver saltbush and low 
bluebush are still present but at numbers well below 
potential. The pastures have the ability to recover if 
they can be spelled over a number of growing scasons 
and stocked conservatively at other times. 

5. The southern and south-wcstern parts of the 
station arc undeveloped with no permanent stock 
water supplies or fences. Less that 20% of the 
pastures on the station are within 5 km of permanent 
water supplies. 

6, The recommcnded sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that thc station is fully 
developed (which is not the case sec 1,5) is 20,800. 

7, The area commanded by thc eight watering points 
in use at the time of survey can safely carry about 
4,000 sheep units. 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 24,300. 



Individual station report 
Talisker station - 287,284 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.* 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Sandplain 2735 ACSA 1,3951,094 246 19,447 22,792 
Nerren 78 AEGF 34 44 487 557 
Snakewood 37 SALT 30 600 600 

ACMS 6 120 120 
ACSA 1 8 8 

Yalbalgo 13 ACSA 13 108 108 
Garry 10 ASGF 8 27 40 

BLUE 2 25 40 

Totals 2,873 1,4791,148 246 20,822 24,265 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 20,800 
Capability sheep unit capacity 24,300 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1977) 
lowest (1984) 

7,224 
12,677 
4,413 
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Tamala station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 1,298 km2 

Location 
Tamala station is located on the Edel, Yaringa and 

AJana I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
about 90 km west of the North-West Coastal 
Highway via the access road to Denham and Useless 
Loop. The station has common boundaries with 
Carra rang, Nanga and Murchison House stations and 
to the Cooloomia Nature Reserve. In the north the 
station has a boundary to the convoluted shoreline of 
Freycinet Estuary and in the west ends at the 
spectacular Zuytdorp cliffs overlooking the Indian 
Ocean. 

Description 
The largest land system on the station is Nanga 

(33.2%) whIch consIsts of undulatmg sandplains and 
occasional confused dunes. It occurs in the north
east and south-east of the station. It supports tree 
heath and scrub heath vegetation and pastoral value 
is very low. The south-eastern section is 
undeveloped and is not used for grazing. 

The Zuytdorp system (22.3%) is restricted to the 
southern half of the station. It consists of elevated, 
undulating limestone plains with thin sand cover, 
sandy coastal slopes and sea cliffs up to 100 m above 
sea level. It supports scrub heath vegetation with 
some low halophytic components on the coastal 
slopes and cliffs. Pastoral value is very low. Nearly 
all of the system is undeveloped and is not used for 
grazing. 

The Coast system (17.8%) is found in the north
west directly above the Zuytdorp cliffs. It consists of 
large, long-walled parabolic coastal dunes and narrow 
swales with minor limestone plains. There are a 
number of unstable blowout areas and unvegetated 

mobile dunes. The system supports moderately close 
or close shrublands usually < 2 m high and often with 
useful halophytIC low shrubs amongst the more heath 
Itke types. Pastoral value is high. 

The Tamala land system (10.5%) is an important 
system found m the centre of the station and near the 
homestead. It consIsts of undulatmg sandy plains 
and plams WIth thm sand cover over limestone and 
promInent Itmestone flses. It supports moderately 
close tall shrublands of various acacias and extensive 
areas of annual grasslands and herb-fields which have 
replaced much of the oflgmal perennial vcgetation. 
Much of the new vegetatIOn IS made up of introduced 
annual speCIes of grasses, forbs and medics. Its 
pastoral value, as an annual pasture at a site ofhigh 
expectancy for WInter ramfall, IS very high. 

The Edel system (8.6%) in the north of the station 
is similar to Coast but with less relief. It consists of 
undulatIng sandy plains with minor low dunes, 
limestone rises and saline flats. It supports 
moderately close low shrublands with many useful 
shrub species and annual grasses and forbs. Pastoral 
value is high. 

The Cullawarra system (6.6%) in the centre of the 
station consists of rough, undulating limestone plains 
and low hills and steep sea cliffs. It supports low 
shrublands of saltbush with patches of tall shrublands 
frequently with many exotic annual species in the 
ground layer. Pastoral value is very high. 

One other minor land system (Birrida 1.0%), 
occurs on the station. It consists of saline flats and 
pans with low shrublands of saltbush and samphire. 

All systems on the station are further summarized 
in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) arc 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from tra yerse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Tamala station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Nanga M undulating sand plains and occasional 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) dunes; tree heath and scrub heath 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Zuytdorp - elevated, undulating limestone 
plains with thin sand cover, sandy coastal 
slopes and sea cliffs; heath and scrub heath 

Area 
/,% 

33.2 

22.3 

55.5 

Moderate Birrida - highly saline and gypsiferous pans 1.0 
(10-19 hajs.u.) and depressions; low shrublands of samphire 

and saltbush 

High Coast - large, long-walled parabolic coastal 17.8 
(5-9 hajs.u.) dunes and narrow swales, minor limestone 

plains, unstable blowout areas and mobile 
dunes; close low shrublands of acaCias, 
saltbush, some scrub heath 
Edel- undulating sandy plains with minor 8.6 
low dunes, limestone rises and saline 
flats; low shrublands of acacias, 
saltbush, also some heath 

Very high Tamala - undulating sandy plains and plains 
« 5 hajs.u.) with thin sand cover over limestone, minor 

limestone ridges; annual grasslands and 
herb-fields and tall acacia shrublands 
CUllawarra - undulating limestone plains 
and low hills, steep sea cliffs, low 
shrublands of saltbush, patches tall 
acacia shrublands and annual herb-fields 
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26.4 

10.5 

6.6 

17.1 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (238 recordings on 7 land systems) 

Tamala 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Birrida 6 83 17 
Coast 61 79 8 3 10 
Cullawarra 9 100 
Edel 44 96 2 2 
Nanga 31 100 
Tamala 60 77 13 10 
Zuytdorp 27 100 

Total over all 
land systems 238 88 6 3 3 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 21 sites on 6 land systems, 

Range condition and recommendations 
I. Nanga land system (33.2%) 

Heath (HEAT) pastures on this system arc in good 
or very good condition. However, potential for 
pastoral usc is very low and it is doubtful if the 
system can be economically developed. Most of the 
system is not used for grazi ng. 

2. Zuytdorp land system (22.3%) 
The Heath pastures on this system arc 

predominantly in very sood condition. Sandy coastal 
slopes and the tops of coastal cliffs carry a few useful 
halophytic shrubs, but most of the heath vegetation is 
oflittle usc for grazing. Over all pastoral value is 
very low and the system docs not warrant 
devciopment for pastoral usc. It is currently unused. 

3. Coast land system (17.8%) 
Condition of the Coastal Dune Shrub (COSH) 

pastures of this system arc extremely variable. Large 
areas arc in good or very good condition but some 
considerable parts arc degraded to fair, poor or very 
poor condition. 

At least 9 km' of the system consists of wind 
eroded blowout areas with large unvegetated, mobile 
sand dunes. The largest single area of blowout and 
dunes is in West Beethan paddock and Whale 
paddock between Beethan outcamp and Whale well. 
The deflated areas of the blowouts where the sand 
has been removed to expose the undersurface of 
limestone rubble need to be fully protected from 
grazing. This will enable primary colonization to 
commence. Additional fencing will be required to 
enable the areas to be excluded from grazing. 

Much of the system is poorly watered being at least 
5 km or more from permanent stock water supplies. 
Consequently, much pasture is under used or not 
used at all. 

The system can provide good quality grazing, but it 
is inherently sensitive to wind erosion if the 
vegetative cover becomes depleted. It is essential 
that control of intensity of usc and season of usc by 
livestock is done and this automatically requires 
adequate paddocking and sufficient, well distributed 
watering points. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

17 32 17 17 17 50 17 33 
25 32 23 7 13 57 23 20 
11 45 11 11 22 56 11 33 
34 39 20 7 73 20 7 
45 52 3 97 3 

13 30 27 30 13 30 57 
81 4 15 85 15 

29 28 20 11 12 57 20 23 

4. Tamala land system (10.5%) 
The system supports Exotic Annual (EXAN) 

pastures and Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures. 
The introduced annual species consist of wild oats, 
barley grass, lupins, wild turnip, medics and others 
and have almost completely replaced the original 
shrub vegetation. It appears that the original 
vegetation was partly cleared from some areas many 
years ago. Additional pressures on the vegetation 
from rabbits, goats and fires have also contributed to 
shrub loss. The annuals are productive under a 
regular pattern of winter rainfall and bind the soil 
surface. However, if over-grazed there is a high 
susceptibility to wind erosion and/or invasion by 
undesirable shrubs such as tomato bush. 

The acacia mixed shrub pastures which occur 
elsewhere on the system vary in conditIon from good 
to very poor but arc predominantly poor to very poor 
with depletion of desirable low shrubs. There is no 
erosion. 

5. Edelland system (8.6%) 

The system supports productive,Coastal Dune 
Shrub (COSH) pastures and minor areas of Saltbush 
(SALT) pastures. The coastal dune shrub pastures 
arc almost all in good or very good condition with 
only very localized areas close to a few water points 
showing loss of desirable shrubs. The saltbush 
pastures arc in fair to good condition. 

Some of the system is little used because it is well 
in excess of 5 km from permanent stock water. For 
example, Taiga paddock in the north-west of the 
station is not watered. Pasture condition is very 
good and the area needs to be brought into 
production so that stock can be more equitably 
spread over the station. 

6. Cullawarra land system (6.6%) 

The system supports Saltbush and Exotic Annual 
pastures. Condition of the saltbush pastures varies 
from very poor to very good depending largely on the 
dIstance from stock water. In some places the native 
shrub pastures have been more or less replaced by 
introduced annual pastures which supply good 
quality feed in season. 

About half the system is little grazed as it is 5 km 
or morc from permanent stock water. 
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7. The station is not adequatcly watered in that 
sizeable areas of the productive Edel and Cullawarra 
land systems (see 5 and 6) are well over 5 km from 
permanent supplies. Pastures in these areas are in 

"good condition and consideration should be given to 
providing water supplies. 

8. Over 50% of the station (the Nanga and Zuytdorp 
systems) is of very low pastoral value and is currently 
little used or unused because of the lack of water 
supplies and, in all probability, cannot be 
economically developed. The systems are unsuitable 
for pastoral purposes. 

Individual station report 
Tamala station - 129,766 ha 

9. The recommended shccp unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which is not the case see 7, 8) is 11,500. 

10. Thc watered area of the station is capable of 
safely carrying about 7,500 sheep units. 

11. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition and was fully watered is 
estimated at 13,350. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit 

56037-29 

km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Nanga 43t HEAT 376 12 1,283 1,293 
HASP 42 1 213 215 

Zuytdorp 289 HEAT 246 43 928 963 
Coast 231 CDSH 131 53 37 9 2,165 2,875 

EXAN 1 45 45 
Tamala 136 EXAN 68 3,091 3,091 

ACMS 11 15 35 589 1,220 
SAMP 5 2 21 28 

Edel 111 CDSH 83 7 4 1,104 1,175 
HEAT 10 1 36 44 
SALT 3 2 1 91 120 

Cullawarra 86 SALT 38 7 22 985 1,340 
EXAN 19 864 864 

Birrida 13 SAMP 6 2 3 37 44 
SALT 1 1 33 40 

Totals 1,297 1,035 149 104 9 11,485 13,357 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 11,500 
Capability sheep unit capacity 13,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1969-1984 (no data for 1968, 1970-71): 
average (mean) 11,831 
highest (1974) 19,000 
lowest (1984) 5,031 
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Towera station - West Pilbara Shire 
Area 2,061 km' 
Location 

Towera station is located on the Winning Pool and 
Edmund I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
about 40 km south of the North-West Coastal 
Highway from the turn-off at Barradale Roadhouse. 
The station shares boundaries wIth Uaroo, 
Maroonah, Lyndon, Winning and Nyang stations. 

Description 
Eighteen different land systems occur on the 

station. Most of these are sandy or stony plain 
systems although a number of low granitic hill 
systems occur in the east of the station. The channel 
of the Yannarie River runs through the property in a 
south-east to north-west direction and the Lyndon 
River passes through the south-west corner. 

The largest land system is Durlacher (28% of total 
station area) which is common in the eastern half of 
the station. It consists of almost flat or gently 
undulating stony plains and interfluves usually with a 
mantle ofwhite quartz pebbles and rock fragments. 
There arc also almost flat drainage floors and a few 
low stony ridges. The system supports scattered tall 
shrublands of mulga, snakewood and other acacias 
with various low shrubs including useful chenopod 
types. Pastoral value is moderate. 

In the western half of the station a number of 
sandplain systems predominate. These are Uaroo 
(21.l %), Duffy (17.4%) and Giralia (5.1 %). 

The Uaroo system consists of nearly flat sand 
plains and minor pebbly plains often with calcrete at 
shallow depth. It supports hummock grasslands of 
hard and soft spinifex with numerous patchy shrubs. 
The Duffy system consists of gently undulating sandy 
plains, minor stony plains and rises and low granitic 
hills. It supports hummock grasslands of spinifex 
and scattered tall shrublands. The Giralia system 
consists of sand plains with large linear dunes. It 

supports hummock grasslands of hard and soft 
spinifex with numerous shrubs. Pastoral value of the 
three systems is generally moderate, but declines as 
the proportion of hard spininfex increases. 

The Yinnietharra system (7.9%) in the east consists 
of gently sloping sandy plains and broad drainage 
tracts receiving sheet and channelled flow, minor 
stony plains and low granitic hills. Vegetation is very 
scattered to moderately close tall shrublands of 
mulga and spreading gidgee. Pastoral value is 
moderate. 

In the south-west of the station, an important 
system, Wash, is associated with flood out from the 
Lyndon River which at this point has no well defined 
channel. The system consists of sandy alluvial plains 
and broad drainage zones receiving concentrated 
sheet flow. The sandy plains support tall shrublands 
of spreading gidgee and numerous other acacias 
frequently arranged in patches of groves. Drainage 
tracts and floodplains support low woodlands of 
coolibah or tall shrublands with many low shrubs and 
scattered perennial grasses in the understorey. 
Pastoral value is high. 

The Channel system (2.9%) occurs as a narrow 
strip flanking the Yannarie River in the centre and 
north-west of the station. It consists of the river 
channel, banks, narrow flood plains and steeper 
marginal slopes to the adjoining systems. Vegetation 
consists offringing woodlands of coolibah and river 
gum along the channels and banks and sparse tall 
acacia shrublands on the marginal slopes. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

Eleven additional land systems (totalling 10.2%) 
occur on the station. Of these James (2.3%), 
Agamemnon (0.6%), Capricorn (0.3%), Billy (0.2%), 
Prairie (0.1 %) and Augustus (0.1 %) are hill systems of 
low pastoral value. 

All systems on the station are further summarized 
in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole are presented in table 2. These 
statements were derived from traverse records. , 

Table 1. Land systems on Towera station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low Augustus - rugged mountains, hills and ridges 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) of sedimentary rocks; tall shrublands of mulga 

and other acacias 

Low James -low granite hills and ridges, undulating 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) stony plains and lower plains; scattered tall 

acacia shrublands 
Agamemnon - rough hills and ridges of granite and 
gneiss; scattered tall acacia shrublands 
Capricorn - rugged sandstone hills, ridges, stony 
footslopes and stony interfluves; scattered tall 
acacia shrublands, some spinifex 
Billy - low plateaux, mesas and buttes with stony 
footslopes and narrow drainage floors; scattered 
tali acacia shrublands 
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Area 
% 

0.1 

2.3 

0.6 

0.3 

0.2 

3.4 



Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Durlacher - gently sloping stony plains and drainage 
floors, minor stony ridges; scattered tall and low 
shrublands 
Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor pebbly 
plains with calcrete at shallow depth; hummock 
grasslands of hard and soft spinifex with numerous 
shrubs 
Duffy - gently undulating sandy and stony plains and 
drainage tracts, minor stony rises and low granitic 
hills; hummock grasslands of hard and soft spinifex, 
also tall shrublands 
Yinnietharra - gently sloping sandy plains and broad 
drainage tracts, minor stony plains and low granite 
hills; scattered tall shrublands of mulga and 
other acacias 
Giralia - sandy plains with large linear dunes; 
hummock grasslands of hard and soft spinifex with 
numerous shrubs 
Channel- major river channels, banks, narrow flood 
plains and dissected marginal slopes; fringing 
woodlands and scattered tall shrublands 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected upper 
interfluves on radiolarite; tall shrublands of 
spreading gidgee and other acacias sometimes 
groved 
Collier - low hills of sandstone and quartzite and 
stony undulating uplands; tall shrublands of mulga 
and other acacias 
Phillips - undulating stony uplands and low hills 
of crystalline rocks; scattered tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias 
Prairie - granite hills and undulating stony plains; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacias 

Wash - sandy alluvial plains and broad drainage 
tracts receiving concentrated sheet flow; tall, 
moderately close shrublands of spreading gidgee and 
other Acacia species sometimes groved, also 
scattered low woodland of coolibah and acacias with 
numerous other shrubs and perennial grasses 
River - Narrow active floodplains, channels and 
banks; fringing woodlands of river gum, coolibah 
and acacias 
Winning -low plains and broad drainage tracts, 
scattered tall shrublands of snakewood 

Area 
% 

28.0 

21.1 

17.4 

7.9 

5.1 

2.9 

2.8 

1.8 

0.3 

0.1 

87.4 

7.4 

0.9 

0.8 

9.1 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (314 recordings on 14 land systems) 

Towera 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor 

Agamemnon 4 100 100 
Billy 1 100 100 
Channel 5 100 20 40 40 
Collier 5 100 20 60 20 
Duffy 86 86 12 2 13 31 30 16 10 
Durlacher 85 94 4 2 7 19 50 22 2 
Glenburgh 1 100 100 
James 3 100 34 33 33 
Phillips 2 100 100 
River 2 100 100 
Uaroo 45 100 44 47 9 
Windalia 19 95 5 11 47 26 16 
Wash 22 100 18 68 14 
Yinnitharra 34 100 18 44 26 9 3 

Total over all 
land systems 314 95 4 15 32 36 13 4 
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Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

100 
100 

60 40 
80 20 
43 30 27 
26 49 25 

100 
67 33 

100 
100 

91 9 
58 26 26 
18 68 14 
62 26 12 

48 35 17 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condlton were 
made at 19 sites on 9 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Durlacher land system (28% 

The broad stony plains and upper parts of the 
system support Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures whereas the drainage tracts and lower plains 
support more productive Stony Chenopod (STCH) 
pastures. Pasture condition is predominantly fair, 
however, all levels of condition from very good to 
very poor were encountered. About one-quarter of 
the traverse records indicated pasture degradation to 
poor or very poor condition. There is occasional 
erosion as water stripping and rilling on drainage 
tracts, but the major parts of the system are 
inherently resistant to erosive processes due to their 
stony mantle. 

Degraded condition on the acacia short grass forb 
pastures is indicated by the general loss of desirable 
low shrubs such as ruby saltbush, cotton bush, flat 
leaf bluebush and green cassia from below the mulga. 
On drainage tracts which may be weakly gilgaicd the 
pastures become the stony chenopod type usually 
beneath snakewood. Desirable low shrubs include 
sago bush. ruby saltbush, currant bush, tall saltbush 
and Cassia hamerslevensis. Patchy stands of never 
fail grass and Roebourne plains grass occur in the 
stony gilgais. 

Degraded parts of the system have the potential to 
recover well if they are spelled for a number of 
consecutive growing seasons and stocked 
conservatively at other times. 

2. Uaroo land system (21.1 %) 

Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) 
pastures on this system are all in good or very good 
condition and there is no erosion. 

Old mature stands of spin if ex arc of little use for 
grazing and fire is a recommended management tool 
to maintain the pastures in attractive condition for 
livestock. Periodic controlled burning removes old 
spinifex tussocks and stimulates the growth of 
shrubs, herbs and grasses some of which are desirable 
palatable types. Burning on a rotational system 
decreases the risk of wild fires over large areas. Burnt 
areas should not be stocked for about eight weeks 
over the growing season following the fire in order 
that seedlings of desirable plants can become 
established. 

3. Duffy land system (17.4%) 
This system supports Hard Spinifex and Soft 

Spinifex pastures on sandy and stony plains and 
Acacia Short Grass Forb on drainage tracts and some 
stony plains. 

Condition of the spinifex pastures is mostly good 
or very good although local ized areas are somewhat 
degraded to fair or poor condition. The Acacia Short 
Grass Forb pastures are in much poorer condition. 
Condition is mostly fair, but substantial areas arc in 
poor or very poor condition with loss of desirable 
shrubs such as cotton bush, tall saltbush and currant 
bush. 
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About 10 km' of the system is severely degraded 
with much depleted pastures and some erosion. 
These areas are in the south-east ofWoolkarra 
paddock and south-west of Chearie paddock near 
Chearie mill and in Three Mile paddock. Woolkarra 
and Three Mile paddocks would benefit from spelling 
over a number of seasons to encourage pasture 
recovery. 

4. Yinnietharra land system (7.9%) 
Acacia Short Grass Forb and Stony Chenopod 

pastures arc generally in fair, good or very good 
condition. There is no erosion and over all range 
condition is predominantly good. 

5. Wash land system (7.4%) 
Productive Acacia Creek-line (ACCR), Tussock 

Grass (TUGR) and Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pastures on this system are largely in fair condition 
with much lesser areas in good and poor condition. 
There is no erosion. 

6. Giralia land system (5.1%) 
This system was not traversed but, as it is a 

spinifex based system, pasture condition is likely to 
be good and there would be no erosion. 

Periodic burning (as for the Uaroo system, see 2) is 
a recommended management procedure. 

7. Channel land system (2.9%) 
This system and the similar River system (0.9%) 

were not intensively sampled but, where seen, were 
in good or fair range condition. Buffel grass is well 
established along the banks and narrow flood out 
zones associated with the system. 

8. Windalia land system (2.8%) 
The Acacia Short Grass Forb, Acacia Creek-line 

and Stony Chenopod pastures of the system are 
mostly in fair, good or very good condition. 

9. The many other small land systems on the station 
were not intensively sampled but, where seen, were 
in fairorgood range condition without any erosion 
problems. 

10. Although a number of mills were not in use at the 
time of survey the station is reasonably well 
developed with waters and paddocks. However a 
number of additional watering points, either by 
upgrading existing supplies or providing new 
supplies, are required in order to make full use of 
available pastures. For example considerable areas 
in North Pindarra paddock and the north of Pongo 
paddock are> 5 km from permanent stock water 
supplies. 

II. The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition assuming that the station is fully 
watered is 13,950. 

12. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 17,550. 



Individual station report 
Towera station - 206,114 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: sheep unit sheep unit 

capacity capacity 

Durlacher 577 STCH 46 162 81 1,463 2,408 
ASGF 42 132 57 793 1,155 
ACCR 29 28 860 1,140 

Uaroo 436 HASP 278 27 1,480 1,525 
SOSP 119 12 2,083 2,183 

Duffy 358 HASP 82 56 41 699 895 
ASGF 47 50 10 282 535 
SOSP 40 19 13 877 1,200 

Yinnietharra 163 ASGF 43 21 9 308 365 
STCH 34 16 7 387 475 
ACCR 33 660 660 

Wash 152 ASGF 16 62 13 319 455 
ACCR 8 31 7 505 920 
TUGR 3 10 2 275 500 

Giralia 106 HASP 61 3 315 320 
SOSP 40 2 683 700 

Channel 59 HASP 45 2 232 235 
ACCR 5 1 110 120 
Noveg 6 

Windalia 57 ASGF 26 14 6 192 230 
ACCR 5 1 110 120 
STCH 3 2 22 42 

James 47 SSGF 27 13 151 160 
STCH 5 2 52 58 

Collier 38 ASGF 17 4 98 105 
SSGF 8 2 39 40 
STCH 6 1 55 58 

River 18 ACCR 9 180 180 
TUGR 6 300 300 
Noveg 3 

Winning 17 BLUE 10 2 225 240 
SOSP 3 50 50 
STCH 2 17 17 

Agamemnon 12 SSGF 11 44 44 
ACCR 10 20 

Phillips 6 SSGF 5 20 20 
STCH 1 8 8 
ACCR 

Capricorn 6 HASP 4 20 20 
SSGF 2 8 8 
ACCR 

Billy 5 SSGF 3 12 12 
ASGF 2 10 10 

Prairie 2 ASGF 2 10 10 
SSGF 
ACCR 

Augustus 2 ASGF 2 10 , 10 
ACCR 

Totals 2,061 1,089 674 288 10 13,974 17,553 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 13,950 
Capability sheep unit capacity 17,550 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1974-1984 (no data for 1968-73): 
average (mean) 8,786 
highest (1976) 22,656 
lowest (1980) 570 
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Towrana station - Upper Gascoyne 
Shire 
Area 1,627 km2 

Location 
Towrana station is locatcd wholly on the 

Wooramel I :250,000 map sheet. Thc homestead is 
about 50 km due south by road from Gascoync 
Junction. The station has common boundaries with 
Winderie, Dairy Creek, Carey Downs, Callytharra 
Springs, Gilroyd, Meedo and Pimbee stations. 

Description 
Nearly 60% of the station consists of sand plains 

with many linear and reticulate dunes up to about 12 
m in height. This is the Yalbalgo land system which 
supports a modcratcly closc or close tall shrubland 
dominated by wanyu or a woodland of sand dune 
gidgee. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The second largest system on the station is 
Sandplain (17.8%) which is found mainly in the 
central west and south of the station. It consists of 
almost flat or gently undulating red sandplain and 
supports a close tall shrubland of wanyu with some 
mmor areas of sand dune gidgee woodland. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

The Vagina land system (6.1 %) occurs as isolated 
patches in north central and north-western parts of 
the station .. It consists of stony plains and stony 
claypans wIth small areas of soil covered plains and 
sandy banks and dunes. It supports scattered tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias and pastoral 
value is moderate. 

The Wooramel system (5.7%) in the east consists of 
sandy plains and stony plains often with hardpan at 
shallow depth. It supports tall shrublands ofwanyu 
on the sandy sections and sparse tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias on the more stony plains. 
Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Target system (5.7%) occurs in the south-west 
of the station. It consists of plains with sandy banks, 
more clayey mter-bank areas and numerous small 
drainage foci. It supports tall shrublands ofwanyu, 
sIlver bark wattle, curara and prickly acacia with 
numerous low shrubs. Thc vegetation in the drainage 
focI IS much denser than on the surrounding plains. 
Pastoral value is high. 

Thc channel of the Wooramel River passes through 
the southern part of the station and is flanked by the 
Channel land system (3.6%). The system includes the 
nver channel and banks and adjacent dissected 
margmal slopes and low breakaways with hardpan 
exposure. The channels and banks support narrow 
fnngmg woodland communities and thc disscctcd 
slopes support very scattered tall acacia shrublands. 
Overall pastoral value is low. 

A minor system, Sandi man (1.7%) occurs in the 
north-east of the station. It consists of undulating 
stony uplands wIth low breakaways and ridges. It 
sUPIJorts scattercd tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacIas wl!h Cassia and Eremophila species in the 
low shrub layer. Pastoral value is moderate. 

All the land systems on the station are further 
summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented m table 2. These statements were derivcd 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Towrana station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low Channel - major channels and banks with dissected 3.6 
(20·30 ha/s.u.) marginal slopes and plains with low breakaways; very 

scattered tall shrublands 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sand plains with large linear and 59.4 
(10·19 ha/s.u.) reticulate dunes; close tall shrublands of 

wanyu o~ woodlands of sand dune gidgee. 
Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 17.8 
san~plains; close tall shrublands of wanyu 
Vagina -low stony plains, soil covered plains, 6.1 
stony claypans and minor sandy banks and dunes; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga, wanyu and 
other acacias 
Wooramel- sandy plains and stony plains with 5.7 
hardpan at shallow depth; scattered tall shrublands 
of wanyu and mulga 
Sandi man - undulating stony uplands with low 
breakaways and ridges; scattered tall shrublands 
of mulga and other acacias 

1.7 

90.7 

High !arget - plains with sandy banks, more clayey 5.7 
(5·9 ha/s.u.) Inter-bank areas and numerous small drainage foci; 

scattered to moderately close tall shrublands of 
wanyu, silver bark wattle and other acacias 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (234 recordings on 7 land systems) 

Towrana 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Channel 2 50 50 
Sandi man 7 100 
Sand plain 26 100 
Target 28 100 
Wooramel 32 97 3 
Yalbalgo 123 99 1 
Vagina 16 100 

Total over all 
land systems 234 99 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condllton were 
made at 15 sites on 6 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I. Yalbalgo land system (59.4%) 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pastures of this system is predominantly fair 
although substantial parts are also in good and poor 
condition. There is no erOSIOn on the system. 

Good condition is indicated by a sparse scattering 
of useful low shrubs such as tall saltbush, Wilcox 
bush, flat leaf bluebush and corky bark kallstroemia 
below the taller wanyu shrubs. In paddocks close to 
the homestead the pastures show varying degrees of 
loss of desirable shrubs to fair or poor condition. 
Wanderrie grasses provide valuable feed in season as 
do wanyu beans in good seasons .. Even when In good 
conditon the pastures have only limited value In 

times of drought. 

2, Sandplain land system (17.8%) 
The system supports the same Acacia Sandplain 

pasture type as the Yalbalgo system. Pasture . 
condition is about evenly distrIbuted between fair 
and good and there is no erosion. Fire may be a 
useful management tool on this system, but its use 
has not been researched. Evidenee seen elsewhere on 
this system suggests that the effects of fire are very 
long term. Where the over-storey ofwanyu is killed 
by fire the low shrub layer and ground layer IS 
considerably increased in diversity of species and in 
density. The fire induced sub-climax vegetation 
appears to be more productive for livestock 
production than old stands of mature wanyu. 

3. Vagina land system (6.1%) 
The system supports Acacia Short Grass Forb 

(ASGF) pastures on the stony plains and Acacia . 
Sandplain on the sandy Units. Pasture condllton IS 
mostly fair but varies from poor to good. There IS no 
eroSIOn. 

4. Wooramelland system (5.7%) 
Condition of the Acacia Sand plain and Acacia 

Short Grass Forb pastures on the system is mostly 
fair or poor. Durable low shrubs have been 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

100 100 
86 14 86 14 

46 54 46 54 
7 36 50 7 43 50 7 
3 16 43 38 19 43 38 

25 45 29 1 25 45 30 
19 62 13 6 19 62 19 

26 48 24 27 49 24 

moderately depleted in most areas where the system 
was assessed. The system should be occasionally 
spelled from grazing over a growing season to enable 
the recovery of desirable shrubs. 

5. Target land system (5.7%) 

The system supports Acacia Sand plain pastures on 
the sandy banks and Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
(CBMS) pastures on the more clayey inter-bank 
areas. The acacia sandplain pastures are in fair or 
good condition. Condition of the Currant Bush 
Mixed Shrub pastures is predominantly fair, but 
varies from good to poor. 

6. Channel land system (3.6%) 
The system was insufficiently sampled to be able to 

make any definite statements about condition. 

7. Sandiman land system (1.7%) 
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Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Stony Short Grass 
Forb (SSGF) pastures are in fair condition and there 
is no erosion on the system. 

8. Central, northern and eastern parts of the station 
are well developed in terms of paddocks and watering 
points. In the south and west the station is only 
partly developed and some areas are inadequately 
watered. At the time of survey these latter areas were 
being run by the adjoining stations Gilroyd and 
Pimbee by arrangement with the lessee ofTowrana. 

9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
developed ;s 10,200. 

10. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 13,700. 



Individual station report 
Towrana station - 162,735 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbal~O 966 ACSA 241 435 290 5,887 8,050 
Sandp ain 290 ACSA 133 157 2,090 2,417 
Vagina 99 ASGF 14 41 14 242 345 

ACSA 5 15 135 167 
ACMS 2 8 120 200 

Wooramel 93 ACSA 10 23 23 319 467 
ASGF 5 13 19 116 185 

Target 93 CBMS 12 18 12 540 840 
ACSA 19 18 271 308 
ACCR 14 140 280 

Channel 58 SSGF 25 24 180 196 
ACCR 2 1 50 60 
NoVeg 6 

Sandiman 28 STCH 15 3 85 150 
SSGF 9 1 32 40 

Totals 1,627 474 791 362 10,207 13,705 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 10,200 
Capability sheep unit capacity 13,700 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1972): 
average (mean) 8,198 
highest (1970) 14,991 
lowest (1980) none 
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Wahroonga station - Carnarvon Shire 

AreaS31 km2 

The Yalbalgo system occupies the whole of the 
eastern half of the station. It consists of linear sand 
dunes wIth up to 15 m relief above sandy swales and 
supports a moderately c\osetall shrubland ofwanyu 
or woodland or sand dune gldgee. Pastoral value is 
moderate. 

Location 
Wahroonga station is located on the Wooramel 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 120 
km south-east from Carnarvon via the North-West 
Coastal Highway and station access road. The 
station has common boundaries with Marron, 
Yalbalgo, Pimbee, Meedo, Wooramel and Edaggee 
stations. 

Description 

The Sandal system is found in the west and 
consists of nearly flat alluvial plains with numerous 
low sandy banks and rises. The plains support tall 
shrublands of various acacias and numerous low 
shrubs and the sandy banks support tall shrublands 
ofwanyu or silver bark wattle. Pastoral value is high. 

The minor systems Ella and Lyons occur in central 
parts of the station. All systems are further 
summarized in table I. 

Only four land systems namely Yalbalgo, Sandal, 
Ella and Lyons occur on the station and two of these 
(Yalbalgo and Sandal) collectively occupy about 96% 
of the total station area. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Wahroonga station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(21-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-20 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Yalbalgo - sand plains with linear and reticulate 
dunes and sandy swales; tall shrublancts of wanyu 
or woodlands of sand dune gidgee 

Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous low sandy 
banks and rises, duplex and sand soils; mixed tall 
shrublands of various acacias and numerous 
low shrubs 
Ella - short linear dunes and sandy banks, inter-dunal 
plains with more clayey soils and drainage foci; 
tall shrublands of wanyu and other acacias 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous large 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; tall 
shrublands of wanyu and other acacias 

Area 
% 

57.0 

38.7 

3.5 

i' 0.8 

43.0 

100.0 

Table 2 Condition statements derived from traverse records (157 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Wahroonga 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor 

Ella 1 100 100 
Sandal 73 100 8 39 37 16 
Yalbalgo 83 100 17 52 29 2 

Total over all 
land systems 157 100 9 32 33 18 8 
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Range condition (%) 

good ' fair poor 

100 
8 38 54 

69 29 2 

41 33 26 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at ten sites on two land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Yalbalgo land system (57%) 

The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures of the 
system are mostly in good or very good condition 
with only minor parts reduced to fair condition. 
There is no erosion. 

When in good condition the pasturc supports very 
seattercd desirable low shrubs such as Wilcox bush, 
corky bark kallstroemia, warty leaf eremophila and 
cotton bush and wanderrie grasses beneath the taller 
wanyu shrubs. Because of the general scarcity of 
palatable shrubs and thc rather short lived nature of 
wanderrie grasses the pastures have limited 
durability in times of drought. However, they 
provide good feed in reasonable seasons and should 
be used on a flexible basis. In general more usc could 
be made of these pastures. 

Controlled burning may be a useful management 
tool on these pastures but its use has not been 
researched. 

2, Sandal land system (38.7%) 
The system supports Currant Bush Mixcd Shrub 

(CBMS) pastures on the interbanks and plains with 
duplex soils and Acacia Sandplain pastures on the 
sandy banks and rises. 

The Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures are 
considerably degraded with marked loss of desirable 
low shrubs and. in many cases, marked increases in 

Individual station report 
Wahroonga station - 83,074 ha 

undesirable types such as needle bush, waxy leaf 
poverty bush and bardie bush. There is no erosion. 
The pasture is still quite productive in terms of 
annuals and some useful perennial shrubs, but it is 
producing at well below potential and its usefulness 
for drought times is considerably reduced. As on the 
same system in other parts of the survey arca the 
invasion by undesirable shrubs is a matter of 
concern. Practical methods of reducing undesirable 
species and rcplacing with better species are not 
known. The Acacia Sandplain pastures of the system 
arc not as badly degraded as the Currant Bush M ixcd 
Shrub pasturcs being predominantly in fair 
condition. 

3, Ella (3.5%) and Lyons (0.8%) land systems 
Thcse small systems were not intensely sampled. 

They both support Currant Bush Mixed Shrub and 
Acacia Sand plain pastures as for the Sandal system. 
The former pastures arc likely to be degraded to poor 
condition and the latter are most likely in fair 
condition. 

4. The station is well developed in tcrms of paddocks, 
but IS ,"adequatcly watcred. About half thc pastures 
on the station arc> 5 km from permanent stock 
water supplies. The provision of additional water 
supplies needs to be considered so that stock can be 
more equitably distributed and grazing prcssure 
reduced on parts of the Sandal land system. 

5, The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 6, 150. 

6, The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 9,300. 

p 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.' capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 474 ACSA 327 138 9 3,624 3,950 
Sandal 321 CBMS 32 113 1,106 2,900 

ACSA 21 69 38 758 1,067 
BLUE 11 37 369 960 

Ella 29 ACSA 9 9 2 139 167 
CBMS 1 2 3 64 120 
ACCR 2 1 50 60 

Lyons 6 ACSA 1 2 21 25 
CBMS 1 19 40 
ACCR 
Noveg 

Totals 830 362 265 203 6,150 9,289 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity_ 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 6,150 
Capability sheep unit capacity 9,300 

Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mcan) 
highest (1969) 
lowest (1980) 

7,639 
10,987 
2,637 
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Wandagee station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 1,924 km2 

Location 
Wandagee station is located on the Winning Pool 

and Kcnnedy Range I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is close to the Minilya River, 60 km east 
of the Minilya bridge which is about 135 km north of 
Carnarvon on thc North-West Coastal Highway. The 
station has common boundaries with Minilya, Mia 
Mia, Middalya, Hill Springs and Manberry stations. 

Description 
The Minilya River passes from east to west 

through the centre of the station. Barrabiddy Creek, 
a large tributary of the Minilya River, passes through 
the southern part. 

Eighteen land systems occur on the station and ten 
of these (about 44% of the total station area) arc of 
high pastoral value. One system, Barrabiddy (7.2%), 
is of very high pastoral value when in good range 
condition. 

The largest system on the station is limba (26.3%). 
It occurs in the eastern half and consists of gently 
sloping alluvial plains with diffuse drainage zones, 
minor pebbly plains and low ridges. It supports tall 
and low shrublands with snakewood and other 
acacias and numerous low shrubs including various 
bluebush types and cassias. 

The Giralia system (13%) is the second largest. It 
occurs mostly in the north-west and north-east and is 
little grazed. It supports spinifex hummock 
grasslands on sand plain with large linear dunes. 

A number of important alluvial plain systems 
associated with the Minilya River and Barrabiddy 
Creek occur in the centre and south of the station. 
These include Target (9.5%), Barrabiddy (7.2%), 
Sandal (6.7%) and River (2.3%). All these systems 
support scattered to moderately close tall shrublands 
dominatcd by acacias such as snakewood, curara, 
silver bark wattlc and wanyu, with numerous low 
shrubs. 

Spot (5;8%) is a productive system lying to the 
north of the Minilya River between the low plains of 
the limba and Target systcms and the spinifex 
sandplain of the Giralia system. It consists of 
alluvial plains with numerous low sandy banks and 
rises supporting tall acacia shrublands and some 
spinifex. 

The Wandagee system (5.4%) in the centre of the 
station, is a distinctive nearly flat stony and clayey 
plain systcm based on sedimentary rocks ofPcrmian 
age. It supports scattered tall shrublands of acacias 
with variable low shrubs including useful bluebush 
and saltbush. 

In thc south-west the predominant systems arc 
O'Bnen (4.5%) and Mary (4.3%). O'Brien consists of 
tributary alluvial plains and slightly more elevated 
upper plains and interfluves. It supports tall 
shrublands dominated by spreading gidgee and thc 
vegetation is frcquently arranged in dense grovcs 
interspersed with less dense inter-grove areas across 
the plains. The Mary system consists of gently 
sloping plains with calcrcte at the surface or at 
shallow depth. It supports scattered to moderately 
close tall shrublands with silver bark wattle and 
spreading gidgee and a prominent and characteristic 
low shrub layer of cassias. 

Saline plains and low calcrete rises of the Yalkalya 
(5.1 %) occur in the far north. The system supports 
scattered tall and low shrublands with snakewood, 
bluebush and saltbush. 

Seven other small systems occur on the station. All 
systcms are further summarized and their pastoral 
value for good range condition status indicated in 
table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total ovcr all land systems) arc 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Wandagee station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems Area 
% 

Low Fossil - rugged hills and ridges of sedimentary 0.3 
(21-30 ha/s.u.) rocks; sparse tall acacia shrublands 

Moderate Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with diffuse 26.3 
(10-20 haJs.u.) drainage zones, minor pebbly plains and low ridges; 

scattered tall and low shrublands of Acacia and 
Eremophila species and chenopods 
Giralia - sandy plains with large linear dunes; 13.0 
hummock grasslands of hard and soft spinifex with 
numerous shrubs 
O'Brien - tributary alluvial plains and slightly 4.5 
more elevated upper plains and interfluves; tall 
acacia shrublands often with vegetation banded in 
groves 
Yalbalgo - sandpJains with linear and reticulate 3.5 
dunes and sandy swales; tall shrublands of wanyu 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected upper 1.3 
interfluves on radiolarite; very scattered tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee 
Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor pebbly 0.3 
plains; hummock grasslands of hard spinifex with 
numerous shrubs 

48.9 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

High Target ~ plains with sandy banks and more clayey 9.5 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) inter-bank areas with numerous small drainage foci; 

scattered tall acacia shrublands with numerous low 
shrubs 
Sandal ~ alluvial plains with numerous low sandy 
banks and rises, duplex and sand soils; mixed tall 

6.7 

shrublands various acacias and numerous low 
shrubs 
Spot - alluvial plains and plains with reticulate 
sandy banks and more clayey inter-bank areas; mixed 
tall shrublands of snakewood and other acacias 

5.8 

some hard spinifex 
Wandagee ~ nearly flat stony plains and clayey plains 
with broad drainage zones and outcrop rises on 

5.4 

sedimentary rocks; scattered tall shrublands of 
snakewood and other acacias with bluebush and 
saltbush 
Yalkalya - saline alluvial plains and low calcrete 5.1 
rises, scattered tall and low shrublands with 
snakewood, bluebush and saltbush 
Mary - gently sloping plains with calcrete at surface 4.3 
or at shallow depth, minor calcrete rises; tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee and silver bark wattle 
with numerous cassias low shrubs 
Channel ~ major channels with narrow floodplains 
and dissected marginal slopes; fringing woodlands 
along channels, scattered shrublands of snakewood 

2.9 

and bluebush 
River - narrow, active floodplains and major 
channels, fringing woodlands and tall acacia 
shrublands 

2.3 

Gearle - gently sloping alluvial plains, minor low 0.9 
rises with more sloping marginal plains; scattered 
tall acacia shrublands and low shrublands of bluebush 
Winning -low rises, extensive lower plains and 
broad drainage tracts; scattered tall shrublands of 
snakewood with bluebush and saltbush 

0.7 

43.6 

ve? high Barrabiddy - active flood plains and broad draina~e 7.2 
« ha/s.u.) zones with numerous channels; tall shrublands 0 

snakewood and other acacias with bluebush and 
saltbush 

100.0 

Table 2 Condition statements derived from traverse records (300 recordings on 16 land systems) 

Wandagee 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Barrabiddy 39 43 36 13 8 3 5 33 36 23 8 33 59 
Channel 6 50 33 17 17 66 17 17 50 33 
Fossil 1 100 100 100 
Gearle 10 90 10 20 20 30 30 40 20 40 
Giralia 5 100 20 80 100 
Jimba 83 68 24 7 12 37 35 16 12 37 51 
Mary 13 100 8 38 54 46 54 
O'Brien 10 100 30 40 30 30 40 30 
River 6 67 33 17 33 33 17 50 33 17 
Sandal 8 100 87 13 87 13 
Spot 12 100 8 51 33 8 59 33 8 
Target 38 97 3 13 24 47 16 37 47 16 
Wandagee 49 69 31 18 41 41 18 82 
Windalia 5 80 20 60 40 60 40 
Yalbalgo 3 100 100 100 
Yalkalya 12 50 25 8 17 17 41 17 8 17 58 17 25 

Total over all 
land systems 300 74 19 5 2 5 19 34 27 15 24 33 43 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 28 sites on II land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Jimba land system (26.3%) 

The system supports Acacia Short Grass Forb 
(ASGF) and Stony Chenopod (STCH) pastures. In 
general both types have lost desirable shrub species 
and arc degraded to fair, poor or very poor condition. 
Minor and moderate erosion in the form of rilling, 
hummocking and thin sheeting is common on 
drainage plains and other parts not protected by a 
stony surfacc mantle. Some 50% of traverse records 
indicated poor range condition. In particular parts of 
Nalbia paddock are severely degraded. The paddock 
requires spelling over a number of consecutive 
growing seasons and conservative stocking at other 
times. Regeneration treatments involving soil 
cultivation and seeding should be considered. 

2. Giralia land system (13%) 
Hard Spinifex (HASP) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) 

pastures are in good condition. Much of the system 
in the north of the station is not grazed because of the 
lack of stock waters. The provision of additional 
water supplies needs to be considered to enable use of 
this system and other systems in the north. 

3. Target land system (9.5%) 
The system supports productive Currant Bush 

Mixed Shrub (CBMS) pastures on inter-bank alluvial 
plain parts and less productive Acacia Sandplain 
(ACSA) pastures on sandy banks and rises. The 
former pastures arc moderately degraded to fair 
range condition and the latter pastures are mostly in 
fair or good condition. There is no significant 
erOSion. 

4. Barrabiddy land system (7.2%) 

This floodplain system supports Saltbush (SALT) 
and Tussock Grass (TUGR) pastures beneath 
snakewood and bardie bush and numerous other tall 
and low shrubs. Although the system is still 
moderately productive the pastures arc often 
seriously degraded with extensive areas in very poor 
condition. Erosion in the form of rilling, guttering, 
sheeting and hummocking is common. 

About 24 km' (18%) of the system is severely 
degraded with gross loss of desirable shrubs and 
active erosion. The worst affected areas arc in parts 
ofMokine, Mungadan, Nalbia and Koolkilya 
paddocks and in the small paddocks near the 
shearing shed. A long term regeneration programme, 
involving complete destocking and soil cultivation 
and seeding where applicable, needs to be 
commenced in one or other of these paddocks and 
progressively carried through to the other paddocks. 

5. Sandal land system (6.7%) 
This system was not intensively sampled but where 

seen the Acacia Sandplain pastures were in good 
condition. Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures arc 
likely to be somewhat degraded. 
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6. Spot land system (5.8%) 

The most important pasture on the system is the 
Currant Bush MIXed Shrub type which is somewhat 
degraded to fair condition. It is likely that parts 
more distant from water are In better condition. 
There is no erosion on the system. 

7. Wandagee land system (5.4%) 
Saltbush and Stony Chenopod pastures arc nearly 

all degraded to poor or very poor condition with large 
areas supporting only a very scattered cover of low 
shrubs. There is little erosion on the system, but 
productivity and drought durability are well below 
potential and over all range condition is poor. 

The pastures have the potential to recover, but will 
require protection from usc for a number of years 
and conservative grazing at other times. Strip 
cultivation and seeding works in the past have 
promoted the establishment of desirable saltbush 
shrubs but unless grazing pressurc is carefully 
controlled the beneficial results of such treatments 
can be quickly nullified. 

Most of the system falls within Mungadan, Nalbia 
and Koolkilya paddocks all of which have been 
previously mentioned (sec 4) as requiring 
regeneration. One or other of these paddocks should 
be closed to grazing for a number of years and 
remedial works commenced. Such a programme 
should then be progressively extended to the other 
paddocks in the future. 

8. Yalkalya land system (5.1%) 
The system supports a mixture of Saltbush and 

Bluebush pastures and also some Hard Spinifex. 
Pasture condition varies from good to very poor 
largely depending on distance from water. Some 
parts of the system probably receive very little usc 
because of the excessive distance from permanent 
water. Pastures ncar Quailing dam are over used and 
show minor to severe water erosion. 

9. Condition of the remaining land systems on the 
station are summarized in table 2. Generally there is 
little erosion although parts of the Gearlc system arc 
inherently susceptible. Pasture condition is variable 
ranging from good to poor. 

10. In some outlying parts, for example North 
Coolanberry and South Coolanberry paddocks in the 
north-west, the station is inadequately watered. 
Watered areas in central paddocks have carried 
excessive stock numbers in the past and as a 
consequence many pastures are significantly 
degraded. Additional water points are required so 
that a spelling programme can be commenced on 
degraded saltbush and bluebush pastures. Because of 
the general absence of good ground water these 
additional points may need to be provided by 
pipeline from existing supplies or as new dams. 

11. The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition and assuming the station is fully 
watered is 16,500. 

12. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 24,800. 



Individual station report 
Wandagee station - 192,376 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Jimba 507 STCH 43 112 175 1,502 2,750 
ASGF 60 67 368 635 
ACSA 50 313 417 

Giralia 250 HASP 150 750 750 
SOSP 100 1,667 1,667 

Target 184 CBMS 12 52 19 1,009 1,660 
ACSA 39 31 4 535 617 
ACCR 27 270 540 

Barrabiddy 139 SALT 38 35 24 694 1,940 
TUGR 8 8 26 504 1,400 

Sandal 128 CBMS 50 8 1,100 1,160 
ACSA 44 7 410 425 
BLUE 17 2 365 380 

Spot 112 CBMS 54 13 756 1,340 
HASP 34 170 170 
ACSA 11 92 92 

Wandagee 104 SALT 9 39 4 357 1,040 
STCH 4 17 77 175 
ACCR 16 160 320 
HASP 15 75 75 

Yalkalya 99 SALT 23 6 16 635 900 
BLUE 22 6 16 615 880 
HASP 8 2 47 50 

O'Brien 87 ASGF 13 18 13 158 220 
STCH 7 8 7 122 183 
ACCR 7 8 6 250 420 

Mary 83 ACMS 36 43 1,150 1,580 
BLUE 2 2 65 80 

Yalbalgo 66 ACSA 33 275 275 
HASP 33 165 165 

Channel 56 BLUE 5 14 9 331 560 
ACCR 3 9 5 175 340 
Noveg 11 

River 45 ACCR 11 8 4 320 460 
TUGR 8 5 3 512 800 
Noveg 6 

Windalia 25 ASGF 12 8 60 100 
ACCR 2 1 25 60 
STCH 1 1 8 17 

Gearle 16 BLUE 4 2 4 130 200 
SALT 2 1 2 65 100 
TUGR 1 20 50 

Winning 12 BLUE 4 4 130 160 
SOSP 2 33 33 
STCH 2 17 17 

Uaroo 6 HASP 4 20 20 
SOSP 2 33 33 

Fossil 5 ASGF 5 25 25 

Totals 1,924 776 630 490 28 16,560 24,781 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 16,550 
Capability sheep unit capacity 24,800 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 20,408 
highest (1976) 27,465 
lowest (1979) 14,430 
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Warroora station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area 1,077 km2 

Location 
Warroora station is located on the Minilya and 

Winning Pool I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead 
is about 163 km north from Carnarvon via the 
North-West Coastal Highway and the Minilya
Exmouth road. The station has common boundaries 
with Cardabia, Mia Mia and Minilya stations and a 
coastline along the Indian Ocean in the west. 

Description 
Ten land systems occur on the station. All are 

accessible to livestock and most are of high pastoral 
value. 

The largest system is Cardabia (30.5% of the total 
station area) which occurs as a large single area in the 
west and north-west. It consists of undulating sandy 
plains with linear dunes and minor limestone ridges 
and supports hummock grasslands of soft and hard 
spinifex with numerous shrubs. Near the homestcad 
the spinifex has been replaccd by introduced buffel 
grass. 

The Coast land system (2.4%) occurs as a narrow 
strip along the coastline to the immediate west of the 
Cardabia system. It is comprized of large, long 
walled parabolic coastal dunes and narrow swales 
with beaches and minor areas of limestone exposure. 
It supports a wide range oftall and low shrubs with 
some soft spinifex and buffel grass. 

Gently sloping outwash plains and more elevated 
stony limestone plains of the Donovan system 
(28.7%) occur as a strip running the full length of the 
eastern side of the station. The outwash plains 
support low shrublands of Gascoyne bluebush with 
scattered tall shrubs of snakewood. Slightly more 
elevated plains support moderately close tall 
shrublands dominated by silver bark wattle with 
numerous low shrubs. 

The Warroora system (13.5%) occurs in the centre 
of the station and consists of nearly flat, saline 
alluvial plains with sluggish drainage tracts and 
prominent drainage foci and minor sandy banks. It 
supports low shrublands of sam ph ire, bluebush and 
saltbush on the plains and tall shrublands mainly of 
silver bark wattle on the sandy banks. 

Elevated limestone plains ofthe Trealla land 
system (13.1 %) Occur in the south-west of the station 
and also as smaller outliers in the Warroora system in 
central parts. The system supports moderately close 
to close tall shrublands dominated by silver bark 
wattle, curara and snakewood with numerous useful 
low shrubs. 

The Chargoo system (5.9%) is a productive system 
found in the south central part of the station 
immediately at the head of Lake McLeod. It consists 
of nearly flat, highly saline alluvial plains with 
numerous large drainage foci and swampy 
depressions supporting low shrublands of various 
saltbush types, frankenia and samphire. 

The Jubilee (3.4%) and Firecracker (2.3%) systems 
occur in the north-cast of the station as low hills and 
elevated limestone uplands. The Jubilee system 
supports hummock grasslands of hard and soft 
spinifex with scattered shrubs and the Firecracker 
system supports low shrublands of Gaseoyne 
bluebush with very scattered tall shrubs, mainly 
snakewood. 

Two other very small systems Marloo and Gearle 
occur on the station but are of little significance. All 
systems are further summarized and their pastoral 
value for good condition status indicated in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Warroora station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 
, 
Area 

% 

Jubilee -limestone hills and undulating stony 3.4 
plains, hUmmock grasslands of hard and soft 
spinifex with numerous shrubs 

Cardabia - undulating sandy plains with linear 30.5 
dunes, minor limestone ridges and outcrop plains, 
hummock grasslands of soft and hard spinifex with 
numerous shrubs 
Donovan - gently sloping outwash plains and minor 28.7 
limestone plains; low shrublancts of Gascoyne 
bluebush and snakewood, also moderately close tall 
shrublands of silver bark wattle and other acacias 
Warroora - nearly flat saline alluvial plains, 13.5 
sluggish drainage tracts and prominent drainage fOCi, 
minor limestone outcrop plains and sandy banks; low 
shrublands of samphire, Gascoyne bluebush and 
saltbush, also tall shrublands of silver bark wattle 
Trealla - elevated limestone plains and plains with 13.1 
thin sand cover, minor steeper marginal slopes; 
moderately close tall shrublands of silver bark wattle 
and snakewood, also some low shrublands of 
Gascoyne bluebush 
Chargoo - nearly flat, saline alluvial plains with 5.9 
numerous large drainage foci and swampy 
depressions; low shrublands of saltbush, frankenia and 
samphire 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Coast - large parabolic coastal dunes and narrow 2.4 
swales, unstable blow-out areas, minor limestone 
plains and beaches; low shrublands of acacias 
and numerous other shrubs, some soft spinifex 
Firecracker - undulating limestone uplands and 2.3 
plains; low shrublands of Gascoyne bluebush with 
scattered snakewood 
Marloo - gilgai alluvial plains with clay soils; 0.1 
tussock grasslands of Roebourne plains grass and 
other perennial grasses 
Gearle - gently sloping alluvial plains, minor low 0.1 
rises with more sloping marginal plains; scattered 
tall shrublands with snakewood and wait-a-while with 
saltbush and bluebush 

96.6 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (132 recordings on 6 land systems) 

Warroora 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Cardabia 57 100 
Chargoo 18 94 6 
Coast 2 100 
Donovan 18 100 
Trealla 7 100 
Warroora 30 100 

Total over all 
land systems 132 99 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 13 sites on 5 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Cardabia land system (30.5%) 
Soft Spinifex (SOSP) and Hard Spinifex (HASP) 

pastures are in good or very good condition and there 
is no erosion. Near the homestead and elsewhere 
introduced buffel grass has replaced the spinifex. 

The system is generally stable under grazing except 
for occasional localized dunes and dune crests which 
may become unstable due to the effects of fire or 
excessive grazing pressure. Fire is a natural feature 
of the environment and regular, controlled burning is 
a managment tool to maintain pastures in an 
attractive condition for livestock. Some sand drift 
can occur after fire, but the system revegetates 
rapidly after rain and stabilizes. 

2. Donovan land system (28.7%) 
The system supports productive Bluebush (BLUE) 

and Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) pastures. Pasture 
condition is predominantly good or very good and 
there is no erosion. 

Much of this system in the north-east and east of 
the station is little grazed as it is well in excess of 5 
km from stock water supplies. The pastures are 
durable and productive and additional waters are 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

70 23 7 93 7 
6 39 44 11 44 45 11 

100 100 
33 45 22 78 22 
14 43 43 57 43 
23 60 17 83 17 

43 37 18 2 80 18 2 

required to bring the system into full use. The usc of 
dams needs to be considered as underground supplies 
are known to be difficult to obtain. 

3. Warroora land system (13.5%)' 
Pastures are Saltbush (SALT) and Bluebush with 

some areas of Sam ph ire (SAMP). Pasture condition 
is predominantly good but ranges from fair to very 
good. A wide range of desirable low shrubs such as 
Gascoyne bluebush, low bluebush, sage, bladder 
saltbush and silver saltbush are present. These 
provide nutritious and durable feed, but have a high 
salt content. Salt intake by sheep grazing these 
pastures may be excessive especially if water supplies 
are also salty as is frequently the case. High salt 
intake restricts the grazing radii of sheep and limits 
the use that can be made of the available pastures. 

Some extensive areas of the Warroora system (e.g. 
in Home Tank paddock and East Bore paddock) are 
little used due to the excessive distance from stock 
waters. Additional good quality supplies arc 
required so that pastures can be fully used. 

4. Trealla land system (13.1%) 
Acacia Mixed Shrub pastures and Bluebush 

pastures are in fair or good condition. Areas in fair 
condition such as Bulbarli paddock would benefit 
from spelling over a number of growing seasons. 



5. Chargoo land system (5.9%) 
Saltbush, Bluebush and Samphire pastures are 

nearly all in fair or good condition. Good quality 
waters arc needed in order to make maximum use of 
the saline pastures. 

6. Coast land system (2.4%) 
This system was not intensively sampled. Where 

seen south of the homestead it supported buffel grass 
pastures which were in good condition. Pasture 
condition elsewhere is expected to be good as much 
to the system is distant from water supplies. 
However, the system is inherently susceptible to 
wind erosion if the vegetation is depleted and thus, if 
it is to be brought into full lise, very careful control of 
stocking intensity would be essential. About I sq km 
of bare sandy blowout occurs on the coast close to 
Upper Bulbarli well and, ideally, this area should be 
fenced out. 

Individual station report 
Warroora station - 107,653 ha 

7. Jubilee (3.4%), Firecracker (2.3%), Marloo (0.1%) 
and Gearle (0.1%) systems 

These isolated systems were not examined. They 
are all distant from water and very little used and arc 
expected to be in good range condition. 

8. The station is inadequately watered and many of 
the existing waters are fairly saline which restricts the 
use that can be made of the available pastures in 
particular the saline pasture types. As mentioned 
under 2, 3 and 5 additional good quality waters 
(probably from dams) are required. 

9. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condion and assuming the station is fully watered 
(which is not the case, sec 8) is 16,350. 

10. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 18,500. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Cardabia 329 SOSP 245 18 4,233 4,383 
HASP 61 5 322 330 

Donovan 309 BLUE 105 65 2,913 3,400 
ACMS 84 9 1,770 1,860 
SOSP 40 6 717 767 

Warroora 145 BLUE 54 11 1,218 1,300 
SALT 48 10 1,085 1,160 
SAMP 18 4 85 88 

Trealla 140 ACMS 44 89 1,770 2,660 
BLUE 5 2 125 140 

Chargoe 64 SALT 15 16 4 525 700 
SAMP 10 9 70 76 
BLUE 4 5 149 200 

Jubilee 37 HASP 17 3 95 100 
SOSP 13 2 233 250 
ACCR 2 40 40 

Coast 26 CDSH 15 5 223 263 
TUGR 5 250 

, 
250 

Firecracker 25 BLUE 25 500 500 
Marloo 1 TUGR 1 18 18 
Gearle 1 BLUE 1 20 20 

Totals 1,077 812 259 5 16,361 18,505 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 16,350 

Capability sheep unit capacity 18,500 

Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 13,329 
highest (1974) 17,853 
lowest (1981,83) 8,669 
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William bury station - Carnarvon and 
Upper Gascoyne Shires 

The Two Hills (4.0%), Pells (3.7%) and Fossil 
(2.8%) systems occur as lines of hills, mesas and 
ridges running from the north to the south-east 
through the station. They are based on sedimentary 
rocks of Permian age. Parts of these systems are 
poorly accessible and pastoral value is generally low. 

Area 2,728 km 2 

Location 
Williambury station is located on the Winning 

Pool and Kennedy Range I :250,000 map sheets. The 
homestead is about 135 km east of the Minilya River 
bridge which is on the North-West Coastal Highway 
about 135 km north of Carnarvon. The station 
shares common boundaries with Lyndon, 
Mangaroon, Minnie Creek, Mardathuna and 
Middalya stations and the Kennedy Range National 
Park. 

Two important plain systems derived from 
Permian age sediments, namely Jimba (19.9%) and 
Mantle (5.8%) occur in the western half of the 
station. The Jimba system consists of gently sloping 
alluvial plains with broad drainage tracts and minor 
pebbly plains. \( supports scattered shrublands with 
numerous palatable low shrubs. Pastoral value is 
moderate to high, but the system is prone to 
degradation and erosion. The Mantle system is more 
stable in that most of its undulating plains are 
protected by a surface mantle of stones and pebbles. 

Description 
Twenty-five different land systems occur on the 

station and landforms are complex and variable. The 
Minilya River and the Minilya River south branch 
run through northern and central parts. 

A number of sand plain and sand dune systems are 
found in the north-west and south-west. These are 
the systems Divide (4.5%), Yalbalgo (1.2%), Giralia 
(1.0%) and Kennedy (4.9%). Kennedy occurs as a 
remarkable elevated red sand dune system perched 
on the high plateaux surface of the Kennedy Range. 
\( supports spinifex hummock grasslands with 
numerous shrubs and is of very little use for grazing. The eastern part of the station is comprised of 

rugged hills and ridges of the Agamemnon (9.8%) and 
James (3.5%) systems and stony uplands and plains 
of the Phillips (7.9%) and Durlacher (9.9%) systems. 
These systems are all based on or derived from 
Proterozoic age granitic and gneissic rocks and 
frequently have a surface mantle of white quartz 
fragments. They support scattered tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias. Pastoral value varies from 
very low to moderate depending on the accessibility 
to stock. 

Numerous other small systems occur and of these 
River (2.7%), Wash (2.3%), Gneudna (1.8%) and 
Bidgemia (I.I %) are of high pastoral value. 

All systems on the station are further summarized 
in table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from data recorded whilst traversing 
on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Williambury station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low Moogooloo - deeply dissected plateaux, 8.0 p 

(> 30 ha/s.u.) mesas and hills of sedimentary rocks, 
steep footslopes and narrow valleys; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacias 

Low Agamemnon - rough hills and ridges of 9.8 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) crystalline rocks; scattered tall shrublands 

of mulga and other acacias 
Kennedy - elevated sandy plains with large linear 4.9 
and reticulate dunes; hard spinifex hummock 
grasslands with numerous shrubs 
Two Hills - Hills and stony footslopes of 4.0 
sedimentary rocks; scattered tall shrublands 
of mul~a and other acacias 
Pells ~ ow hills, ridges and mesas of 
sedimentary rocks, stony slopes and lower 
plains; 'scattered tall shrublands of mulga 

3.7 

and other acacias 
James ~ low granite hills and ridges, 3.5 
undulating stony plains and lower plains; 
scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 
acacias 
Fossil- rugged hills, ridges and plateaux 2.8 
of sedimentary rocks; scattered tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias 
Glenburgh - rugged granite hills, stony 
uplands and lower plains; scattered tall 

1.1 

shrublands of mulga and other acacias 
Billy ~ low plateaux, mesas and buttes 
with stony footslopes and narrow drainage 
floors; very scattered tall shrublands 
of mulga and other acacias 

< 0.1 

29.8 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value 

Moderate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with 
diffuse drainage tracts, minor pebbly plains and 
low ridges; scattered tall and low shrublands of 
Acacia and Eremophila species and chenopods 
Durlacher - gently sloping stony plains 
with broad drainage tracts and low stony rises; 
scattered tall and low shrublands of 
Acacia and Eremophila species and chenopods 
Phillips - undulating stony uplands and 
low hills of crystalline rocks; scattered 
tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias 
Mantle - gently undulating stony plains 
with sluggish drainage tracts, stony rises and 
low summits, scattered tall and low shrublands 
of Acacia and Eremophila species and chenopods 
Divide - gently undulating sandplains 
with occasional low dunes; hard spinifex 
tussock grassland with numerous shrubs 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous 
large claypans and reticulate and linear 
dunes; tall shrublands of numerous acacias 
Yinnietharra - gently sloping sandy plains 
and broad drainage tracts, minor stony plains 
and low granite hills; scattered tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias 
Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and 
reticulate dunes; moderately close tall 
shrublands of wanyu 
Giralia - sandy plains with large linear 
dunes; hummock grasslands of soft and hard 
spinifex with numerous shrubs 
Wooramel - sandy plains and stony plains often 
with hardpan at shallow depth; tall 
shrublands of mulga and other acacias 

River - narrow active floodplains and 
major channels; fringing woodlands of river gum 
and tall shrublands 
Wash - sandy alluvial plains and broad 
drainage zones receiving more concentrated 
sheet flow; moderately close tall shrublands of 
spreading gidgee and other acacias 
Gneudna - almost flat plains with calcareous 
soils and parallel bands of siltstone and 
limestone outcrop, tall shrublands of acacias 
and chenopods 
Bidgemia - tributary alluvial plains with 
sandy banks and minor dunes; tall shrublands 
of acacias and some chenopods 
Cahill - sandy outwash plains with channels; 
moderately close tall shrublands of acacias 
Wandagee - nearly flat stony and clayey 
plains with broad drainage zones and outcrop rises 
of sedimentary rocks; scattered tall 
shrublands of snakewood and other acacias 
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Area 
% 

19.9 

9.9 

7.9 

5.8 

4.5 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2 

1.0 

0.5 

53.7 

2.7 

2.3 

1.8 

1.1 

0.4 

0.2 

8.5 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (334 recordings on 18 land systems) 

William bury 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Agamemnon 6 100 
Divide 21 95 5 
Durlacher 56 87 13 
Fossil 4 75 25 
Gneudna 20 80 10 10 
Jimba 107 55 23 15 7 
James 1 100 
Kennedy 11 100 
Lyons 7 100 
Moogooloo 5 80 20 
Mantle 34 88 9 3 
Pells 7 57 29 14 
Phillips 26 92 8 
River 9 89 11 
Thomas 2 100 
Two Hills 8 74 13 13 
Wash 6 67 33 
Yalbalgo 4 100 

Total over all 
land systems 334 77 14 7 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 21 sites on 10 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Jimba land system (19.9%) 

The Jimba system is derived from soft sedimcnts 
of Permian age with much less stony surface mantle 
than some other Permian systems such as Mantle. It 
is inherently highly susceptible to erosion if the 
vegetative cover is depleted. 

Stony Chenopod (STCH) and Acacia Short Grass 
Forb (ASGF) pastures vary in condition from good to 
very poor. In many instances desirable low shrubs 
such as sago bush, ruby saltbush and Gaseoyne mulla 
mulla are seriously depleted. (Some 37% of traverse 
records indicated poor or very poor pasture 
condition). 

Water erosion in the form of rills, shallow gullies 
and surface sheeting and ranging in severity from 
minor to severe is common on unprotected plains. 

At least 24 km' of the system is extremely degraded 
with severe erosion and pasture depletion and should 
not be used for grazing. The areas of concern are 
concentrated in West Gneudna paddock (southern 
end), Shearing paddock and South Branch paddock. 
A programme of regeneration involving protection 
from grazing and possibly soil cultivation and 
seeding needs to be undertaken. 

Other parts of the Jimba system su.ch as in 
Norton's paddock and Kimber's paddock have not 
received as heavy use and are in better condition. 
However, even here the inherent fragility of the 
system is evidenced by active erosion near Kimber 
well. The Jimba system in these two paddocks is not 
well watered and additional supplies are required so 
that more lise can be made of the available pastures. 
However, very careful control of grazing intensity 
and season of use will be needed in order to ensure 
that soil stability is maintained. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

50 50 50 50 
62 24 14 86 14 

5 30 51 14 5 30 65 
100 100 
35 30 30 35 65 

25 37 25 12 26 36 38 
100 100 

100 100 
86 14 100 
60 20 20 80 20 

9 41 38 12 9 38 53 
14 72 14 14 72 14 
27 57 4 12 27 58 15 

34 33 22 11 67 22 11 
100 100 

13 25 49 13 38 49 13 
83 17 83 17 

50 50 50 50 

11 16 37 26 10 28 35 37 

2. Durlaeher land system (9.9%) 

Stony Chenopod and Acacia Short Grass Forb 
pastures are all more or less degraded. Almost two
thirds of the traverse records indicated poor or very 
poor pasturc condition. There is very little erosion as 
most of the system has a stony surface mantic which 
protects the soil. 

3. Agamemnon land system (9.8%) 

This rough hill system was not intensively 
sampled, but where seen the Stony Short Grass Forb 
(SSG F) pastures were in fair or poor condition. 
Much of the system is little uscd because oflack of 
permanent water supplics and some difficulty of 
access. Over all pasture condition is likely to be 
good. The pastures provide little inthe way of 
durable shrubs for drought times, but opportunistic 
use of annuals can be made after good seasons. 

4. Moogooloo land system (8%) 

This rugged system is difficult of acccss and 
provides only very limited rough grazing. Pasture 
condition is mostly good. 

S. Phillips land system (7.9%) 

This stony system supports Stony Short Grass Forb 
pastures with minor areas of better quality Acacia 
Creek-line (ACCR) and Stony Chenopod pastures. 
Pasture condition is mostly fair and there is 
negligible erosion. 

6. Mantle land system (S.8%) 

This accessible system supports useful Stony 
Chenopod pastures with some areas of less 
productive Stony Short Grass Forb pastures. Much 
of the system occurs in paddocks close to the old 
Moogooree homestead and pastures are degraded to 
poor or very poor condition, but there is little 
erosion. Further afield the system is mostly in fair 
condition. 



7. Kennedy land system (4.9%) 
This sand dune system lies on top of the Kennedy 

Range. Vegetation is predominantly Hard Spinifex 
(HASP) and the area is not used for grazing. 

8. Divide land system (4.5%) 
This system supports predominantly Hard Spinifex 

pastures with some areas of more useful shrubs. 
Pasture condition is good or very good and there is 
no erosion. 

9. Two Hills (4%), PeUs (3.7%), James (3.5%), and 
Fossil (2.8%) land systems 

Parts of these hill systems are almost inaccessible 
to stock. Elsewhere they provide only limited rough 
grazing. They were not intensively sampled but 
where seen the pastures were in fair or good 
condition. 

10. River land system (2.7%) 
The banks and narrow floodplains of this system 

flank the Minilya River and support Acacia Creek
line pastures and buffel grass Tussock Grass pastures 
(TUGR). Pasture condition is mostly good or very 
good. 

II. Gneudna land system (1.8%) 
This small, but potentially productive system 

supports Bluebush (BLUE) pastures and Stony 
Chenopod pastures. The system is attractive to stock 
and appears to have been preferentially grazed in the 
past. Pasture condition is about evenly distributed 
between fair, poor and very poor and there arc 
localized areas of erosion. Degraded areas occur near 
Gneudna bore and Mymabalya tank and these areas 
require spelling for a number of growing seasons. 

]2, The remaining II land systems collectively 
occupy less than II % of the total station area. They 
were not intensively sampled, but where seen were 
generally in reasonable condition. 

13. Williambury is a very large station with many 
diverse landforms and pasture types making 
management difficult. Many land systems are rugged 
and stony and provide only poor to fair grazing. 
However, these systems arc resistant to erosion and 
are in better condition than the softer plain systems. 
Ifpossible, more usc should be made of the stony 
systems in the cast and south-east so that grazing 
pressure on degraded systems elsewhere can be 
reduced. 

14. Some of the most productive systems on the 
station are those plain systems derived from Permian 
and Devonian age sediments (Jimba, Mantle and 
Gneudna) and also the Durlachcr system and the 
flood plain River system. Unfortunately some of 
these (especially Jimba) are highly susceptible to 
erosion, arc degraded and are currently producing at 
well below their potential. Special treatments 
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including complete protection from g . 
t I" t t '. razmg, pro ec Ion a s rateglc tImes during growing seasons 

and conservatIve use at other times add 'n 
d · . . re nee e I 

or er to. Im))rove condItIon. Some areas may require 
sOli cultIvatIOn and seedmg to hasten recovery. 

15. In general the station is well developed in terms 
of paddocks and water supplIes. 

16. The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condItIOn IS 14,050. 

17. The capability shee)) unit capacity if all country 
was m good range condllIon is estimated at 20,150. 



Individual station report 
Williambury station - 272,756 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E,d.' sheep unit sheep unit 

capacity capacity 

Jimba 543 STCH 95 113 121 24 1,760 2,942 
ASGF 30 76 30 478 680 
ACSA 12 24 18 322 450 

Durlacher 269 STCH 8 30 96 537 1,117 
ASGF 3 37 68 308 540 
ACCR 14 13 205 540 

Agamemnon 268 SSGF 164 63 14 894 964 
ACCR 18 7 2 440 540 

Moogooloo 218 ASGF 126 81 11 928 1,090 
Phillips 214 SSGF 50 106 15 587 688 

STCH 16 16 133 267 
ACCR 6 5 85 220 

Mantle 159 STCH 4 37 62 425 858 
SSGF 3 23 30 149 224 

Kennedy 132 HASP 132 665 665 
Divide 123 HASP 95 16 515 555 

ACCR 10 2 210 240 
Two Hills 111 SSGF 42 55 14 379 444 
Pells 103 ASGF 7 33 6 160 230 

SSGF 6 30 5 134 164 
ACCR 2 12 2 170 320 

James 95 SSGF 41 27 13 280 324 
STCH 7 5 2 90 117 

Fossil 76 ASGF 24 43 9 286 380 
River 73 ACCR 25 8 4 600 740 

TUGR 17 6 3 982 1,300 
Noveg 10 

Wash 62 ASGF 37 123 185 
ACCR 19 190 380 
TUGR 3 3 62 200 

Gneudna 49 BLUE 9 16 213 500 
STCH 8 16 93 200 

Lyons 43 ACSA 22 183 183 
CBMS 5 4 150 180 
ACCR 3 60 60 
Noveg 9 

Yinnietharra 37 ASGF 4 6 7 58 85 
STCH 2 6 5 63 108 
ACCR 3 3 1 95 140 

Yalbalgo 32 ACSA 8 8 117 133 
HASP 8 8 67 80 

Bidgemia 30 ACSA 5 15 100 167 
CBMS 2 5 90 140 
SALT 1 2 30 60 

Glenburgh 29 SSGF 29 116 116 
Giralia 28 HASP 16 85 85 

SOSP 10 1 183 183, 
Wooramel 14 ACSA 3 2 3 40 67 

ASGF 2 2 2 20 30 
Cahill 12 ACSA 5 5 50 83 

TUGR 1 1 75 100 
Wandagee 6 SALT 1 1 40 60 

STCH 1 5 8 
ACCR 1 10 20 
HASP 5 5 

Billy 2 SSGF 4 4 
ASGF 5 5 

Totals 2728 1125 1028 551 24 14,054 20,166 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 14,050 
Capability sheep unit capacity 20,150 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 11,651 
highest (1975) 16,125 
lowest (1980) 4,412 
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Winderie station - Upper Gascoyne 
Shire 

palatable low shrubs. Pastoral value is high or 
moderate, but the systems are highly susceptible to 
erosIOn If the pastures are degraded. 

Area 692 km2 

Location 
Winderie station is located on the Wooramcl 

The Sandiman land system (9.0%) OCCurs scattered 
through the central and eastern parts of the station. 
It consists of undulatmg stony uplands with low 
breakaways and ridges. It supports tall shrublands 
with mulga and other acacias and scattered palatable 
low shrubs. Pastoral value is moderate. 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 36 km 
south of Gascoyne Junction and the station has 
common boundaries with Jimba Jimba, Bidgemia, 
Dairy Creek, Towrana, Pimbee and Yalbalgo 
stations. 

The Wooramel system (6.7%) Occurs in the east as 
sandy plains and stony plains often with hardpan at 
shallow depth. It supports moderately close tall 
shrublands ofwanyu on the sandy parts with sparser 
tall shrublands of mulga and other acacias on the 
stony plains. Pastoral value is moderate. 

Description 
Nearly 60% of the station consists of sand plain and 

linear dunes of the Yalbalgo land system. The system 
supports a moderately close tall shrubland ofwanyu 
or woodland of sand dune gidgee with a ground layer 
ofwanderrie grasses. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Fossil system (4.5%) occurs as low hills and 
ridges in the centre of the station and also as isolated 
hills and mesas such as Round Hill. It supports tall 
acacia shrublands and pastoral value is low. 

The Bidgemia system (11.4%) occurs, closely 
associated with the Jimba system (7.6%), in the 
north-east of the station. Bidgemia consists of 
tributary alluvial plains with sandy banks and minor 
dunes; J imba consists of gently sloping plains with 
diffuse drainage tracts, minor pebbly plains and low 
rises on Permian sediments. Both systems support 
scattered tall acacia shrublands with numerous 

Two other minor systems Sandplain (2.4%) and 
Vagina (0.2%) occur but arc of little significance. All 
systems on the station are further summarized in 
table I. 

Condition statements for each land system and for 
the whole station (total over all land systems) have 
been prepared from information recorded whilst 
traversing on the station and are presented in table 2. 

Table 1. Land systems on Winderie station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems Area 
% 

Low Fossil- hills, ridges and mesas of sedimentary 4.5 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) rocks; scattered tall shrublands of mulga and other 

acacias ~ 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and reticulate 58.2 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) dunes; moderately close tall shrublands of wanyu 

or woodlands of sand dune gidgee 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Sandiman - undulating stony uplands with low 9.0 
breakaways and ridges, scattered tall shrublands of 
mulga and other acacias 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with diffuse 7.6 
drainage tracts, minor pebbly plains; scattered tall 
and low shrublands of Acacia and EremophiJa species 
and chenopods 
Wooramel- sandy plains and stony plains often with 6.7 
hardpan at shallow depth; tall shrublands of wanyu or 
mulga and other acacias 
Sandplain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 2.4 
sandplains; moderately close tall shrublands of wanyu 
or woodlands of sand dune gidgee 
Vagina -low stony plains, soil covered plains, 0.2 
stony claypans and minor sandy banks and dunes; 
tall acacia shrublands 

Bidgemia - tributary alluvial plains with sandy 
banks and minor dunes; scattered tall and low 
shrublands of wanyu and other acacias, also 
chenopods 
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84.1 

11.4 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (128 recordings on 7 land systems) 

Winderie 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Bidgemia 14 44 21 21 14 
Fossil 5 100 
Jimba 19 47 21 32 
Sandi man 15 100 
Sand plain 4 100 
Wooramel 10 100 
Yalbalgo 61 98 2 

Total over all 
land systems 128 85 5 8 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at II sites on 5 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I, Yalbalgo land system (58.2%) 

2 

This system supports the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
pasture type which has an upper layer of trees 
characterized by sand dune gidgee or of tall shrubs of 
wanyu. The lower layers consist of very scattered low 
shrubs including a few palatable species and a 
prominent grass layer of various wanderrie grasses. 
Pasture condition was predominantly fair although 
some considerable areas were also in good condition. 
Restricted areas usually in the vicinity of water 
points, show los~ of desirable low shrubs and were in 
poor condition. There is no erosIOn. 

Because of the general sparsity of palatable shrubs, 
even when in good condition, and the rather short 
lived nature ofwanderrie grass, the system has 
limited drought value. Opportunistic use can be 
made of the grass pastures and wanyu beans provide 
useful feed in favourable seasons, but management 
needs to be flexible in times of drought. 

Fire may be a useful management tool on this 
system, but its use has not been researched. 

2. Bidgemia land system (11,4%) 
Pastures are Acacia Sandplain on the sandy units 

of the system and Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
(CBMS) and some Saltbush (SALT) on the more 
clayey alluvial plains and inter-bank areas. In 
general the pastures (particularly the Currant Bush 
Mixed Shrub and Saltbush types) are degraded to 
poor or very poor condition. Wind and water 
erosion in the form of hummocking, surface 
stripping, rilling and guttering is widespread on the 
duplex soils of the interbank areas. About 13km' 
(16%) of the system is severely degraded. In order to 
encourage the recovcry of desirable shrubs these 
areas, which are mostly in Secret paddock, should be 
fully protected from grazing for a number of years. 
Special remedial treatments including soil cultivation 
works and seeding need to be considered as a means 
of hastening rehabilitation. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

7 57 36 7 93 
80 20 80 20 
32 42 26 32 68 
80 20 80 20 

50 50 50 50 
60 40 60 40 

3 28 52 15 2 31 53 16 

2 20 46 23 9 21 48 31 

3. Sandi man land system (9.0%) 
Pastures arc useful Stony Chenopod (STCH) on 

the lower units of the system and Stony Short Grass 
Forb (SSG F) on the ridges and breakaways. Pasture 
condition is nearly all fair although minor areas are 
poor. There is no erosion. 

4. Jimba land system (7.6%) 
The system is derived from soft Permian 

sediments and, except for minor stony and cobbly 
plains, is inherently highly susceptible to erosion if 
the vegetative cover is depleted. 

Stony chenopod and Acacia Short Grass Forb 
(ASGF) pastures vary in condition from fair to very 
poor. In many instances desirable low shrubs such as 
sago bush, ruby saltbush, Gascoyne bluebush and 
Gascoyne mulla mulla are seriously depleted and the 
pastures are producing at well below· their potential. 
Elsewhere pasture degradation takes effect as changes 
in botanical composition and dramatic increases in 
undesirable woody shrubs. This is the case in parts 
of Ram paddock where there has peen a remarkable 
increase in grey cassia and crinkled cassia at the 
expense of more desirable shrubs. Water erosion in 
the form of thin sheeting, rilling and guttering is 
common. 

At least 14 km' (26%) of the system in Secret 
paddock is very severely degraded and should not be 
grazed. A programme of regeneration involving 
protection from grazing and possibly cultivation 
works and seeding needs to be undertaken. Such a 
programme would include areas of the Bidgemia 
system (see 2). Subdivisional fencing of Secret 
paddock needs to be considered so that the affected 
areas can be protected from grazing while other parts 
can still be grazed. 

5. Wooramelland system (6.7%) 
The system supports Acacia Sand plain and Acacia 

Short Grass Forb pastures which are in good or fair 
condition. There is no erosion and the system is 
relatively stable under grazing. 

6. Fossil (4.5%) and Sandplain (2.4%) land systems 
These systems were not intensively sampled but, 

where seen, were generally in fair or good range 
condition. They arc not prone to erosion. 



7. Although the station is quite well developed in 
terms of paddocks and water points there are a 
number of areas that are not in use or are not fully 
used in that they are> 5 km from permanent stock 
water supplies. Areas in this category include parts 
of Bibra and West Bore paddocks. Consideration 
needs to be given to bringing these areas into use so 

Individual station report 
Winderie station - 69,230 ha 

that grazing pressure on degraded parts of the station 
can be reduced. 

8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition is 3,900. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 5,800. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 403 ACSA 125 214 64 2,635 3,358 
Bidgemia 79 ACSA 26 25 263 425 

CBMS 7 13 44 400 
SALT 8 50 160 

Sandiman 62 STCH 28 12 180 333 
SSGF 22 73 88 

Jimba 53 STCH 11 10 14 88 292 
ASGF 4 9 36 65 
ACSA 5 31 42 

Wooramel 46 ACSA 19 9 215 233 
ASGF 18 60 90 

Fossil 31 ASGF 25 6 98 155 
Sand plain 16 ACSA 8 8 117 133 
Vagina 2 ASGF 2 7 10 

Totals 692 152 372 141 27 3,897 5,784 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 3,900 
Capability sheep unit capacity 5,800 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1971): 
average (mean) 8,480 
highest (1969) 13,237 
lowest (1980) 2,145 
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Winning station - West Pilbara and 
Carnarvon Shires 

depth and they support hummock grasslands of hard 
spinifex and some soft spinifex with numerous 
shrubs. Pastoral value is moderate. 

Area 1,585 km2 

Location 
Winning station is located on the Winning Pool 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 240 
km north of Carnarvon on the North-West Coastal 
Highway and the station has common boundaries. 
with Marrilla, Giralia, Nyang, Towera, Lyndon, Mia 
Mia and Cardabia stations. 

The O'Brien system (8.9%) which occurs in the 
centre of the station consists oftributary alluvial 
plains and slightly more elevated upper plains and 
interl1uves. It supports patchy tall and low 
shrublands with spreading gidgee, snakewood, Cassia 
and Er{,lnophila species and some chenopods. The 
vegetation is often arranged in dense clumps or 
groves with sparser cover between and the soil 
frequently has a mantle of pebbles and radiolarite 
rock fragments. Pastoral value is moderate. 

Description 
Many varicd landforms occur on the station with a 

total of 17 land systems being represented. 

An important system in the west is Gearle (7.6%) 
which consists of gently sloping alluvial plains, minor 
low rises and more sloping plains marginal to the 
slightly more elevated Carleeda (5.9%) system. The 
Gearle system supports patchy tall shrublands with 
wait-a-while and snakewood above Gascoyne 
bluebush and other chenopods. Pastoral valuc is 
high. The Carleeda system consists of undulating 
limestone plains and platforms with short marginal 
slopes to narrow lower plains and drainage 1100rs. It 
supports soft spinifex hummock grasslands with 
numerous shrubs and pastoral is high. 

The largest system is Winning (29.3% of total 
station arca) which occurs throughout the station 
except in the far west. It consists of extensive low 
plains and broad drainage tracts with occasional low 
hills and ridges. It supports scattered tall shrublands 
usually dominated by snakewood and pastoral value 
is high. 

The Spot system (15.1 %) covers extensive areas in 
the centre of the station. It consists of alluvial plains 
and plains with low reticulate sandy banks 
interspersed with circular and elongated inter-bank 
areas with more clayey soils. It supports scattered 
tall shrublands of acacias such as bardie bush, silver 
bark wattle and snakewood with numerous low 
shrubs and some spinifex. Pastoral value is high. 

Other smaller high pastoral value systems oflocal 
importance are Wash (4.0%), Wandagee (2.4%) and 
Donovan (0.7%). Other useful systems of moderate 
pastoral value include Giralia (3.6%), Windalia 
(2.4%) and Jimba (2%). All systems on the station 
are further summarized in table I. 

Broad, almost l1at sandy plains of the Uaroo 
system (10.4%) occur in the north and south-east. 
These plains frequently have calcrete at shallow 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Winning station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Lake -large, mostly bare pans and lake beds 
with narrow marginal sandy banks supporting 
spinifex 

Billy - low plateaux, mesas and buttes with stony 
footslopes and narrow drainage floors; scattered 
tall acacia shrublands 
Fossil - rough hills, ridges and plateaux of 
sedimentary rocks; scattered tall acacia shrublands 

Moderate Uaroo - nearly flat sandy plains and minor pebbly 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) plains with calcrete at shallow depth; hummock 

grasslands of hard and soft spinifex with numerous 
shrubs 
O'Brien - Tributary alluvial plains and slightly 
more elevated upper plains and interfluves; patchy 
tall and low shrublands of spreading gi,dgee, 
snakewood, Cassia and Eremophila species and 
some chenopods often arranged in groves 

Area 
% 

3.9 

2.0 

0.3 

2.3 

10.4 

8.9 

Giralia - sandy plains with large linear dunes; 3.6 
hummock grasslands of hard and soft spinifex with 
numerous shrubs 
Windalia - stony plains and narrow dissected 2.4 
upper interfluves on radiolarite; scattered tall 
shrublands of spreading gidgee and other acacias 
often arranged in groves 
Jimba - gently sloping alluvial plains with diffuse 2.0 
drainage tracts, minor pebbly plains and low ridges; 
scattered tall and low shrublands of Acacia and 
Eremophila species and chenopods 
Channel- major channels with narrow flood plains 1.1 
and dissected marginal slopes; scattered tall acacia 
shrublands 
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Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value 
% 

Land systems Area 

High Winning - extensive low plains and broad drainage 29.3 
(5-9 hats.u.) tracts with low ridges and narrow footstopes; 

scattered tall shrublands of snakewood 

Very High 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Spot - alluvial plains with sandy banks and more 15.1 
clayey inter-bank areas; tall shrublands of acacia 
and cassia also bluebush and some spinifex 
~earle - gently sloping alluvial plains, minor low 7.6 
nses with more sloping marginal plains; scattered 
tall and low shrublands of wait-a-while, snakewood 
and chenopods 
Carleeda - undulating limestone plains and platforms 5.9 
with short marginal slopes to narrow lower plains 
and drainage floors; soft spinifex hummock 
grasslands with numerous shrubs 
Was~ .- sandy alluvial plains and broad drainage zones 4.0 
receiving more concentrated sheet flow; scattered to 
moderately clo~e tall shrublands of spreading gidgee 
and other acacias 
Wandagee - nearly flat stony and Clayey plains with 2.5 
broad drainage zones and outcrop rises of 
sedimentary rocks; scattered tall acacia shrublands with 
numerous low shrubs including chenopods 
Donovan - gently sloping outwash plains and minor 0.8 
limestone plains; tall shrublands of snakewood and 
other acacias 
River - narrc?w,. active flood plains and major 0.2 
channels; fnnglng woodlands of river red gum and 
tall acacia shrublands 

65.4 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (227 recordings on 12 land systems) 

Winning 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor 

Carleeda 10 100 50 40 10 
Gearle 22 90 5 5 9 36 27 23 5 
Giralia 4 100 25 50 25 
Jimba 9 89 11 33 45 22 
Lake 9 67 33 33 45 11 11 , 
O'Brien 27 89 7 4 11 22 41 26 
River 1 100 100 
Spot 29 93 7 17 21 14 31 17 
Uaroo 14 100 100 
Wandagee 11 100 9 73 18 
Winning 71 67 27 6 14 20 41 25 
Wash 20 100 15 40 40 5 

Total over all 
land systems 227 85 12 3 15 22 23 26 14 

Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

90 10 
45 23 32 
75 25 
33 45 22 
78 11 11 
11 26 67 

100 
38 14 48 

100 
9 73 18 

14 20 66 
55 40 5 

37 22 41 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 13 sites on 8 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Winning land system (29,3%) 

About 19 km' of the system in Post Office - MRD 
paddock and Kiligidri paddock near 4 mile bore 
shows severe degradation with almost total loss of 
desirable perennial shrubs and some erosion. To 
encourage recovery this area needs to be fully 
protected from grazing for a number of years and 
cultivation and seeding treatments considered. 

This system supports Bluebush (BLUE) pastures 
beneath snakewood with some minor areas of Stony 
Chenopod (STCH) and Soft Spinifex (SOSP) 
pastures. In general the pastures are considerably 
degraded to poor or very poor condition with only 
minor areas being in fair or good condition. Soil 
erosion, mostly minor, but some of moderate 
severity, was recorded at more than 30% of the 
traverse points. 
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Elsewhere the system, although degraded, is still 
productive in terms of annual forage and remaining 
desirable shrubs. However, it is producing at well 
below potential and its durability in drought times is 
considerably reduced. The system has the capability 
to recover well if a programme of strategic spclling 
over a number of growing seasons and conservative 
use at other times can be commenced in paddocks 
such as Querie No.5, Tripod and Silent. 



2. Spot land system (15.1 %) 
This system supports useful Currant Bush Mixed 

Shrub (CBMS) pasturcs with some Bluebush and 
Hard Spinifex (HASP). Pasture condItIon vanes 
from good to very poor but is predominantly iJoor. 
There is no erosion. About 3 km' m the vlcmlty of 4 
Mile bore is severely degraded. 

3. Uaroo (10.4%) and Giralia (3.6%) land systems 
These spinifex based systems are all in good range 

condition. Pastures are Hard Spinifex and Soft 
Spinifex which arc relatively stable under grazing. 

Hard spinifex is rarely grazed, but soft spinifex has 
moderate value with good drought durability. Old 
spinifex stands are useless for grazing and 
management must be aimed at being able to present 
some areas in an attractive condition to stock at all 
times. Spinifcx should be burnt on a fairly regular 
basis every 4-5 years and burning should be late in 
the year. Burnt areas should not be grazed for about 
8-10 weeks over the growing season following the fire 
to encourage establishment of durable grasses, shrubs 
and spinifex seedlings. 

The spinifex land systems are generally resistant to 
degradation, although some wind erosion results if a 
prolonged dry spell occurs after burning. However, 
there is a rapid re-establishment of vegetation and 
return to stability after rain. 

4. O'Brien land system (8.9%) 
The system supports mixed Stony Chenopod 

(STCH) and Acacia Short Grass Forb (ASGF) 
pasture and. on the groves and creek-lines, denser 
Acacia Creek-line (ACCR) pastures. When in good 
condition the Stony Chenopod pastures carry a range 
of desirable low shrubs such as sago bush, Gascoyne 
bluebush, ruby saltbush and Gascoyne mulla mulla 
beneath the taller snakewood. Elsewhere the pastures 
consist of non-saline types such as Wilcox bush and 
cotton bush beneath spreading gidgee. In many areas 
desirable shrubs are considerably depleted and 
pasture condition is largely poor or very poor. There 
is some minor soil erosion on the system but this is 
not a significant problem. A programme of spelling 
from grazing over a number of growing seasons is 
required to encourage recovery of desirable shrubs. 

5. Gearle land system (7.6%) 
This system supports productive Bluebush and 

Saltbush (SALT) pastures which arc predominantly 
in good or fair condition with restricted parts 
showing shrub depletion to poor condition. Buffel 
grass has successfully colonized disturbed sites 
adjacent to watering points and elsewhere. 

6. Carleeda land system (5.9%) 
This limestone based system supports Soft Spinifex 

and Hard Spinifex pastures with some Tussock Grass 
pastures (TUGR) on narrow drainage floors and 
alluvial plains. Pasture condition is almost all good 
or very good and the system is not prone to erosion. 
Nearly all of the system in Carleeda paddock is well 
in excess of 5 km from permanent stock waters. 
Additional water supplies are required so that 
pastures can be fully used and stock numbers reduced 
on degraded parts of the station. 
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7. Wash land system (4.0%) 
The system supports Acacia Short Grass Forb 

pastures on the broad plains with denser Acacia 
Creek-line pastures in drainage tracts and groves. 
Pasture condition is mostly good, but varies from fair 
to very good. There is no erosion. In the far south of 
the station in Kiolowibri West paddock the system is 
in very good condition with numerous desirable low 
shrubs such as flat leaf bluebush, Wilcox bush, 
currant bush, tall cassia and cotton bush beneath 
spreading gidgee. 

8. Wandagee (2.5%) and Jimba (2.0%) land systems 
These complex plain systems derived from 

Permian age sediments in the south-east of the 
station support a mosaic of useful pasture types 
induding Stony Chenopod, Saltbush, Acacia Short 
Grass Forb and Acacia Creek-line. Pasture condition 
is predominantly fair with lesser areas in good or 
poor condition. There is no erosion on the 
Wandagee system, but occasional minor erosion 
occurs on the limba system which is inherently 
susceptible to erosion ifthe vegetation is depleted. 

9. The remaining minor land systems on the station 
were not extensively sampled but, where seen, were 
in fair range condition. They are not expected to 
show any problems of severe degradation. 

10. The recommended sheep unit capacity for 
present condition is 13,450. 

11. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 22,300. 



Individual station report 
Winning station - 158,507 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Winning 465 BLUE 39 52 216 19 2,780 6,520 
SOSP 47 23 975 1,167 
STCH 5 26 38 298 575 

Spot 240 CBMS 7 30 104 3 1,165 2,880 
BLUE 2 10 36 390 960 
HASP 48 240 240 

Uaroo 165 HASP 116 580 580 
SOSP 49 817 817 

O'Brien 142 ASGF 28 43 248 355 
STCH 8 28 133 300 
ACCR 35 350 700 

Gearle 120 BLUE 18 22 32 835 1,440 
SALT 11 14 11 464 720 
TUGR 12 400 400 

Carleeda 93 SOSP 59 6 1,007 1,083 
HASP 17 2 90 95 
TUGR 8 1 271 300 

Wash 64 ASGF 22 14 2 162 190 
ACCR 11 7 1 295 380 
TUGR 4 2 1 37 200 

Lake 62 SOSP 6 100 100 
Noveg 56 

Giralia 58 HASP 26 9 160 175 
SOSP 17 6 333 383 

Wandagee 39 SALT 2 15 3 246 400 
STCH 1 6 1 42 67 
ACCR 1 4 1 65 120 
HASP 5 25 25 

Windalia 38 ASGF 14 10 6 203 150 
ACCR 3 1 70 80 
STCH 2 2 17 33 

Jimba 32 STCH 7 9 5 120 175 
ASGF 3 4 1 31 40 
ACSA 1 1 1 19 25 

Billy 31 SSGF 10 9 70 76 
ASGF 6 6 50 60 

Channel 17 STCH 3 4 2 52 75 
ACCR 2 2 1 65 100 
Noveg 3 

Donovan 12 BLUE 5 2 125 140 
ACMS 2 2 60 80 
SOSP 1 17 17 

Fossil 5 ASGF 5 25 25 
River 2 ACCR 2 20 40 

Totals 1,585 682 337 544 22 13,452 22,288 
,. 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 13,450 
Capability sheep unit capacity 22,300 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984 (no data for 1972): 
average (mean) 19,912 
highest (1971) 40,795 
lowest (1973) 6,575 
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Woodleigh station - Shark Bay Shire 

Area 2,331 km2 

Location 

The station is located on the Yaringa and 
Wooramel I :250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
about 44 km east of the North-West Coastal Highway 
with the turn-offfrom the highway at about 177 km 
south from Carnarvon. The station has common 
boundaries with Meedo, Gilroyd, Yalardy, Talisker, 
Hamelin, Carbla and Yaringa stations. 

Description 

The Yaringa system (0.8%) in the far west of the 
station consists of sandy plains overlying calcrete at 
shallow depth and minor calcrete outcrop plains. 
Vegetation is a tall shrubland ofwanyu and other 
acacias. Pastoral value is high. 

The Yalbalgo system (0.7%) is restricted to one 
isolated area in the north-west of the station. It 
consists of sand plains with well developed linear 
dunes. Vegetation is sand dune gidgee woodland 
with wanyu shrubland and pastoral value is 
moderate. 

The Snakewood (0.7%) system is found as a small 
area in the south-west of the station. It consists of 
almost flat plains with duplex soils supporting a 
distinctive tall shrubland of snakewood with a 
saltbush understorey. Pastoral value is high. All 
systems on the station are further summarized in 
table I. 

Only four land systems, Sandplain, Yaringa, 
Yalbalgo and Snakewood occur on the station. By far 
the largest of these is Sandplain (97.8% of the total 
station area) which consists of almost flat to gently 
undulating red sand plain supporting moderately 
close tall shrublands usually dominated by wanyu. 
Pastoral value is moderate. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land system) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Woodleigh station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Sandplain - nearly flat to gently undulating 97.8 
10-19 ha/s.u.) red sandplains; moderately close to close tall 

shrublands of wanyu 
0.8 Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and reticulate 

dunes; gidgee woodlands and moderately close 
tall shrublands of wanyu 

98.6 

High Yaringa - sandy plains and limestone plains with 0.7 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) occasional low dunes; tall shrubJands of wanyu and 

, 
other acacias 
Snakewood - nearly flat plains with duplex soils, 
tall shrublands of snakewQod with saltbush 

0.7 

understorey 
1.4 

ve5'high 
« ha/s.u.) 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (316 recordings on 3 land systems) 

Woodleigh 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) Range condition (':>fa) 
recordings 

nil minor mad. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

Sandplain 307 100 16 41 34 8 57 34 9 
Yalbalgo 2 100 100 100 
Yaringa 7 100 29 42 29 29 42 29 

T atal over all 
land systems 316 100 16 40 34 9 57 34 9 
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Range evaluation sites 
Detailed description and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 10 sites on 1 land system. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Sandplain land system (97.8%) 
The Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures of the 

system are mostly in fair, good or very good 
condition. Good condition is indicated by the 
presence of desirable low shrubs such as warty leaf 
eremophila, Wilcox bush, cotton bush, flat leaf 
bluebush, tall saltbush a!ld wanderrie grasses beneath 
the taller acacia shrubs. 

Desirables are very scattered below dense stands of 
tall shrubs but increase markedly in density and 
species diversity if the tall shrub layer thins or is lost. 
In this respect past fires on parts of the Sandplain 
system on Woodleigh have improved the pastures for 
livestock production. Strategic burning is likely to be 
a useful management tool on the system but its use 
has not been researched. Evidence seen during the 
survey suggests that the effects of fire are extremely 
long-term in that wanyu may take more than 50 years 
to reach its pre-fire density. 

2, Yaringa land system (0.8%) 
The system supports Acacia Sandplain pastures on 

the sandplain unit and Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) 
pastures on the stony limestone plain unit. Pasture 
condition is predominantly fair with restricted parts 
in good and poor condition. There is no erosion on 
the system. 

Individual station report 
Woodleigh station - 233, 136 ha 

3. Yalbalgo land system (0.7%) 

This minor system was not intensively sampled 
but, where seen, the Acacia Sandplain pastures were 
m good condItIon. The system as a whole is expected 
to be in good condition. 

4. Snakewood land system (0.7%) 

This small system was not inspected. It supports 
Saltbush (SALT). pastures whIch frequently receive 
preferentIal grazmg. However, because the system is 
some dIstance from permanent water supplies, 
pasture condItIOn IS expected to be fair to good. 

5. Parts of the station are well developed in terms of 
paddocks and water supplies. However, about 40% 
of the total station area is poorly used or not used as 
it is > 5 km from permanent waters. These under 
used areas are largely in the north-east, east and 
south. Consideration needs to be given to the 
provision of additional water supplies. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which is not the case, see 5) is 17,050. 

7. The area currently commanded by water is capable 
of carrying about 10,250 sheep units. 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition (and fully watered) is 
estimated at 19,650. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capi-biJity 
land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.* capacity capacity 

Sand plain 2,280 ACSA 1,300 775 205 16,497 19,000 
Yaringa 19 ACSA 9 6 80 125 

ACMS 4 80 80 
Yalbalgo 17 ACSA 17 142 142 
Snakewood 15 SALT 6 6 195 240 

ACMS 2 40 40 
ACSA 1 8 8 

Totals 2,331 1,330 790 211 17,042 19,635 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 17,050 
Capability sheep unit capacity 19,650 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1974) 
lowest(1981) 

17,641 
22,575 
9,200 
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W ooramel station - Carnarvon Shire 

Area 1,414 km2 

Location 
Wooramel station is located on the Wooramel 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 120 
km south of Carnarvon via the North-West Coastal 
Highway. The station has common boundaries with 
Edaggee, Wahroonga, Meedo and Yaringa stations 
and with the coast line of Shark Bay in the west. 

Description 
The unpredictable and highly intermittent 

Wooramel River runs through the station from the 
east to the south-west where it discharges into Shark 
Bay just north of Gladstone. Much of the station 
consists of broad, more or less saline alluvial plains 
of the Sable (28.2% of total station area), Sandal 
(22.8%) and Delta (18.7%) land systems. 

The Sable system occurs as a wide strip along the 
north-western edge of the station. It consists of 
almost flat, saline plains with duplex soils and minor 
sandy banks. It supports a characteristic moderately 
close low shrubland of bluebush and saltbush 
interspersed with tall acacia shrublands on the sandy 
rises. Pastoral value is high. 

The Sandal system occurs in the north-west 
adjacent to and inland from the Sable system. It 
consists of alluvial plains with numerous low sandy 
banks and rises. It supports tall acacia shrublands 
with numerous useful low shrubs and pastoral value 
is high. 

The Delta system occurs in the centre of the station 
as almost flat, active alluvial flood plains associated 
with the Wooramel River. It supports degraded tall 

and low shrublands with various acacias and 
remnant chenopod shrubs. Pastoral value is variable 
depending on the degree of degradation. Potential 
pastoral value when in good condition is high. 

An important system in the south and centre of the 
station is Foscal (9.3%) which consists of gently 
sloping outwash plains below low limestone plateaux 
and mesas. It supports mixed tall and low 
shrublands of saltbush, bluebush, other useful low 
shrubs and acacias. Pastoral value is high. The 
Yaringa land system (8.7 per cent) occurs as sandy 
plains and limestone plains in central, northern and 
south eastern parts. It supports moderately close tall 
shrublands of wanyu and other acacias. Pastoral 
value is high. 

Two sandplain and dune systems, Lyons (7.0%) 
and Yalbalgo (3.9%) occur in the east. The Lyons 
system is characterized by numerous large claypans 
on sandy alluvial plains with numerous reticulate and 
linear dunes. The Yalbalgo system consists of sand 
plains with linear dunes and sandy swales. Both 
systems support scattered to moderately close tall 
shrublands ofwanyu and other acacias. 

The Salune system (0.9%) occurs as an isolated 
area in the east. It consists of distinctive highly 
saline plains and pans with scattered low dunes. 
Vegetation consists of low shrub lands of bluebush, 
saltbush and samphire and some tall acacia 
shrublands. Pastoral value is moderate. 

Two other minor systems, Littoral (0.5%) and 
Sandplain « 0.1 %) are found on the station. All 
systems are further summarised in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Wooramel station 

Pastoral value 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20·30 ha/s. u.) 

Moderate 
(10·19 ha/s.u.) 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems 

Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous large 
claypans and reticulate and linear dunes; scattered 
to moderately close tall shrublands of acacias 
Yalbalgo - sand plains with linear and reticulate 
dunes; moderately close tall shrublands of wanyu 
Salune - saline plains and pans with scattered 
low dunes; low shrublands of bluebush, saltbush 
and samphire and tall acacia shrublands 
Uttoral·-Iow coastal foredunes, samphire flats 
and tidal flats and mangrove fringes; low shrublands 
of samphire and tall shrublands of acacias 
Sandplain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 
sandplains; moderately close tall shrublands of 
wanyu 

Sable - nearly flat, saline alluvial plains with 
minor sandy banks; low shrublands of bluebush and 
saltbush. also tall acacia shrublands 
Sandal- alluvial plains with numerous low sandy 
banks and rises. duplex and sand soils; tall 
shrubland of acaCias and currant bush 
Delta - almost flat, active alluvial floodplains; 
degraded tall and low shrublands of acacias, 
saltbush and bluebush 
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Area 
% 

7.0 

3.9 

0.9 

0.5 

< 0.1 

12.3 

28.2 

22.8 

18.7 



Table 1 continued ... 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

~oscal- gently sloping outwash plains beneath low 9.3 
limestone plateaux and mesas; tall acacia shrublands 
and low shrublands of saltbush and bluebush 
Yaringa - sandy plains and limestone plains with 8.7 
occasional low dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu and 

Very high 
< 5 ha/s.u. 

other acacias 
87.7 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (310 recordings on 10 land systems) 

Wooramel 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mOd. severe 

Delta 88 11 20 43 26 
Foscal 32 78 13 9 
Littoral 6 83 17 
Lyons 14 65 21 14 
Sable 70 77 17 6 
Sandal 68 97 3 
Sandplain 1 100 
Salune 4 100 
Yalbalgo 15 93 7 
Yaringa 12 83 17 

Total over all 
land systems 310 64 14 15 7 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 23 sites on 7 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Sable land system (28.2%) 
This system supports productive Bluebush and 

Saltbush (BLUE, SALT) pastures on the broad plains 
and Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) pastures on the 
restricted sandy rises. Pasture condition is mostly 
good or very good with localized areas in the vicinity 
of watering points showing loss of desirable shrubs to 
poor or very poor condition. There is some minor 
erosion in the form of wind piling around shrubs and 
breaking of the surface crust on parts of the system, 
but generally erosion is not a problem. An exception 
to this is in 5 Mile paddock and the southern end of 
Coolbara paddock where about 5 km' of the system is 
severely degraded with almost complete loss of 
desirable shrubs and active erosion. 

Much of the system is considerably> 5 km from 
permanent water supplies and is little used by stock. 
Additional good quality water supplies need to be 
provided so that the pastures can be brought into full 
production and the stocking pressure reduced on 
other degraded parts of the station. 

2. Sandal land system (22.8%) 
The system supports Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 

(CBMS) and Acacia Sand plain pastures with some 
minor areas of Bluebush. The pastures are still quite 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exc. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

3 18 33 46 3 15 82 
28 19 37 16 28 19 53 

50 50 100 
14 43 29 14 14 43 43 

24 35 27 11 3 59 27 14 
9 38 47 6 9 38 53 

100 100 
25 75 27 75 

27 40 20 13 67 20 13 
8 50 25 17 28 25 17 

8 20 26 29 17 28 25 47 

productive but the Currant Bush Mixed Shrub 
pastures in particular are largely degraded to fair Or 
poor condition. There is no significant erosion on 
the system. Over all, about 10%, 40% and 50% of the 
traverse observations indicated good, fair and poor 
range condition respectively. The poorer parts of the 
system could be readily improved by spelling from 
grazing over a number of growing seasons. 

3. Delta land system (18.7%) 
When in good condition the floodplains of this 

system support mixed Saltbush and Bluebush 
pastures. Pasture condition is predominantly very 
poor or poor with. marked loss of desirable low 
shrubs and, in some areas dramatic increases in 
undesirables such as needle bush. Moderate to 
severe soil erosion is commOn. 

The system has lost much of its drought durability 
although it still supplies useful annual feed in season. 
Buffel grass is well established along the levees and 
banks of the Wooramel River, but has not spread 
significantly to adjacent degraded areas. 

About 155 km' (58%) of the system shows extreme 
pasture degradation with moderate to severe erosion. 
These areas should not be used for grazing and 
require special remedial treatments including 
cultivation works and seeding to facilitate 
rehabilitation. Less severely degraded areas could be 
improved by regular spelling from grazing over a 
number of growing seasons. The major areas of 
concern are located in Home, Mongers, Coondoo, 5 
Mile and Yaldbiddy paddocks. 



4. Foscalland system (9.3%) 
Pastures are Saltbush, Bluebush and Acacia Mixed 

Shrub (ACMS). Pasture condition is predominantly 
poor, but is extrememly variable ranging from good 
in Wooly paddock to very poor in southern parts of 
Big Woora paddock. Erosion in the form of . 
windpiling, sheeting and gutterIng IS common m the 
latter area, but elsewhere the system IS relatIvely 
stable. 

5. Yaringa land system (8.7%) 
The system supports Acacia Sandplain pastures 

dominated by wanyu on t/le sandy. UnIts and AcacIa 
Mixed Shrub pastures on plams wIth hmestone at 
shallow depth. Pasture condition is predominantly 
good or fair and there is no significant erosion. 

6. The remaining three minor systems, Salune, 
Littoral and Sand plain, were not intensively sampled 
but, where seen, were in fair or good range condition. 

Individual station report 
Wooramel station - 141,395 ha 

7, The lease is inadequately watered. Large areas of 
Bluebush and Saltbush pastures on the Sable land 
system (see I) are poorly watered and under used. 
Elsewhere pastures on land systems flanking the 
Wooramel River have been heavily over used and are 
severely degraded. 

8, A programme of rehabilitation involving 
additional fencing, destocking in some paddocks, 
cultivation and seeding works and the provision of 
extra water points is urgently required on the severely 
degraded sections. 

9, The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming the station is fully watered 
(which is not the case, see 7) is 13,000. 

to, The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was in good range condition is estimated at 22,550. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km2 lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· capacity capacity 

Sable 398 SALT 115 38 21 5 2,906 3,580 
BLUE 102 33 24 2,603 3,180 
ACSA 29 26 5 424 500 

Sandal 322 CBMS 4 41 100 1,218 2,900 
ACSA 16 59 54 718 1,075 
BLUE 8 24 16 560 960 

Delta 265 BLUE 2 16 23 78 384 2,380 
SALT 2 14 13 77 296 2,120 
ACSA 14 13 13 250 333' 

Foscal 131 SALT 36 6 28 2 970 1,440 
BLUE 5 4 37 381 920 
ACMS 2 4 7 124 260 

Yaringa 123 ACSA 81 17 781 817 
ACMS 8 9 8 300 500 

Lyons 99 ACSA 7 37 6 314 417 
CBMS 6 10 6 183 44~ 
ACCR 2 6 70 160 
Noveg 19 

Yalbalgo 55 ACSA 37 11 7 405 458 
Salune 13 ACSA 6 38 50 

SAMP 5 20 20 
BLUE 2 25 40 

Littoral 7 Noveg 6 
SAMP 1 4 4 
CDSH 

Sandplain ACSA 8 8 

Totals 1,414 508 360 378 168 12,982 22,562 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 13,000 
Capability sheep unit capacity 22,550 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 17,103 
highest (1968) 27,675 
lowest (1980) 2,023 
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Yalardy station - Shark Bay Shire 
Area 1,012 km2 

Location 
Yalardy station is located on the Yaringa 

I :250,000 map sheet. The access road to the station 
joins the North-West Coastal Highway at a point 
about 25 km north of the Overlander Roadhouse and 
the homestead is about 92 km east by road from the 
highway. The station has common boundaries with 
Gilroyd, Byro, Talisker and Woodleigh stations. 

Description 
More than 82% of the station consists of almost flat 

to gently undulating red sandplain of the Sandplain 
land system supporting a moderately close to close 
tall shrubland ofwanyu. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Yalbalgo land system (9.6%) occurs in the 
north and north-east of the station. It consists of 
longitudinal dunes of red sand with sandy swales and 

inter-dunal plains. It supports tall shrublands of 
wanyu and some sugarbrother and pastoral value is 
moderate. 

The Wooramel system (7.6%) runs from the 
eastern boundary of the station westward to the 
centre of the station near the homestead. It consists 
of sandy plains and hardpan plains with a broad 
diffuse drainage zone running from east to west 
through the system. Vegetation is moderately close 
tall shrublands with wanyu, minnie ritchi and 
scattered mulga and gidgee. Pastoral value is 
moderate. 

Only one other land system (Lyons 0.6%) Occurs on 
the station and this is oflittle significance. All 
systems are summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Yalardy station 

Pastoral value 

Very low
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Land systems Area 
% 

Moderate Sandplain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 82.1 
(10-19 hajs.u.) sandplains; moderately close tall shrubtands of 

wanyu 
Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and reticulate 9.6 
dunes; moderately close tall shrublands of wanyu 
Wooramel - sandy plains and plains with hardpan at 7.6 
shallow depth, moderately close tall shrublands of 
wanyu. mulga and other acacias 
Lyons - sandy alluvial plains with numerous claypans 0.6 
and reticulate and linear dunes; scattered to 
moderately close tall shrublands of acacias p--

99.9 

High 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Bare claypans 0.1 

100.0 

Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (189 recordings on 4 land systems) 

Yalardy 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) Pasture condition (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe exc. good fair poor v.poor 

Lyons 3 100 67 33 
Sand plain 154 100 22 51 21 6 
Wooramel 20 85 15 5 35 5 35 20 
Yalbalgo 12 100 17 58 25 

Total over all 
land systems 189 98 2 20 48 20 10 2 
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Range condition (%) 

good fair poor 

67 33 
73 21 6 
40 5 55 
75 25 

68 20 12 



Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 2 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

1. Sandplain land system (82.1%) 
This system supports the Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pasture type which has a characteristic, moderately 
dense, tall shrub layer ofwanyu. The lower layer 
consists of very scattered low shrubs including some 
palatable species and a prominent grass layer 
dominated by wanderrie grasses. 

About half of the pastures seen were in good 
condition with the remainder being about evenly 
distributed between fair and very good condition. 
There is no erosion. Good condition is indicated by 
the presence of some desirable low shrubs such as 
warty leaf poverty bush, Wilcox bush, cotton bush 
and flat leaf bluebush and wanderrie grasses. 
Because of the general sparsity of desirable shrubs, 
even when in good condition, and the rather short
lived nature ofwanderrie grasses, the system has only 
limited drought value. 

Desirable low shrubs and grasses increase 
markedly if the tall shrub layer thins or is lost. In this 
respect past fires on parts of the Sand plain system 
have improved the pastures for livestock production. 
Strategic burning is likely to be a useful management 
tool on the system, but its use has not been 
researched. Evidence seen during survey suggests 
that the effects of fire are extremely long term in that 
wanyu may take 50 years or more to reach its pre-fire 
density. 

Much of the Sandplain system in the east and also 
in the south-west is little used for grazing as it is well 
in excess of 5 km from stock water supplies. 

Individual station report 
Yalardystation-101,171 ha 

2. Yalbalgo land system (9.6%) 
The system supports the same Acacia Sandplain 

pastures as found on the Sand plain system. 
Condition is predominantly good but varies from fair 
to very good. Considerable parts of the system in the 
east are little grazed due to their excessive distance 
from water supplies. 

3. Wooramelland system (7.6%) 
This system supports Acacia Sandplain pastures on 

the more sandy parts and Acacia Short Grass Forb 
(ASGF) pastures on the areas with shallow soils over 
hardpan. Pasture condition varies from very poor to 
very good, largely dependent on distance from water 
and history of past use. Areas in the vicinity ofthe 
homestead show loss of desirable shrub species and 
are degraded to poor condition. There is occasional 
minor erosion on parts ofthe system but this is not a 
significant problem. 

4. Lyons land system (0.6%) 
This very small system was not intensively 

sampled but where seen its pastures were in fair or 
poor condition. 
5. The station has been developed only relatively 
recently and, as yet, is inadequately watered. 
Because of this some parts, especially in the east, are 
little or not used for grazing. At the time of survey 
about 45% of the pastures on the station were> 5 km 
from permanent stock waters. Additional water 
supplies are required so that pastures can be better 
used and stock distributed more equitably. 

6. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which IS not the case, see 5) is 7,550. 

7. The capability sheep unit capacity if all country 
was In good range condition and was fully watered is 
estimated at 8,350. 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system sheep unit sheep unit km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: capacity capacity 

Sandplain 831 ACSA 607 175 49 6,348 6,925 
Yalbalgo 97 ACSA 73 24 758 808 
Wooramel 77 ACSA 17 29 258 383 

ASGF 16 5 10 122 155 
Lyons 6 ACSA 3 25 25 

CBMS 13 20 
ACCR 20 20 

Large clay pans 
Noveg 
Noveg 

Totals 1,012 719 205 88 7,544 8,336 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 7,550 
Capability sheep unit capacity 8,350 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 4,963 
highest (1976) 7,062 
lowest (1981) 2,800 
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1 
Yalbalgo station - Carnarvon Shire 
Area865km2 

Location 
Yalbalgo station is located on the Wooramel 

I :250,000 map sheet. The homestead is about 125 
km east south-east from Carnarvon via the North
West Coastal Highway and access road through 
Callagiddy and Ella Valla stations. The station has 
common boundaries with Jimba Jimba, Winderie, 
Pimbee, Wahroonga, Marron, Ella Valla and 
Doorawarrah stations. 

Description 
Nearly 90% of the station consists of red sandy 

plains and dunes of the Yalbalgo (49.5%) and Ella 
(40%) land systems. 

The Yalbalgo system occurs throughout thc south
east and consists oflongitudinal and reticulate sand 
dunes with relief up to 15 m and sandy swales. The 
system supports a moderately close tall shrubland of 
wanyu and pastoral value is moderate. 

The Ella system is found in the north and wcst of 
the station. It consists of short, linear sand dunes 
and narrow inter-dunal plains. The inter-dunal 
plains frequently have central run-on areas or 
drainage foci which support denser vegetation that 
the surrounding plains. Vegetation on the sandy 
units of the system is a moderately close tall 
shrubland of wanyu and some woodlands of sand 

dune gidgee. On the lower parts of the system the 
vegetation is more patchy tall shrubland with 
spreading gidgee and other acacias and scattered 
gidgee trees. Pastoral value is high. 

The Target system (4.5%) occurs in the centre of 
the station and consists of plains with sandy banks, 
more clayey inter-bank areas and prominent small 
drainage foci. Vegetation is a tall shrubland of 
wanyu on sandy parts amd a tall mixed shrubland 
elsewhere becoming moderately close or close in the 
drainage foci. Pastoral value is high. 

A number of patches of the Mary land system 
(3.7%) occur on the centre of the station. The system 
consists of gently sloping plains with calcrete at 
shallow depth and a few low calcrete rises. It 
supports moderately close tall shrublands with silver 
bark wattle, spreading gidgee and snakewood with a 
prominent low shrub layer of cassias. Pastoral value 
is high. 

Wooramelland system is a minor system found in 
the centre of the station (2.3%). It consists of sandy 
plains and plains with some stony surface strew and 
hardpan at shallow depth. It supports patchy tall 
shrublands with mUlga, wanyu and gidgee. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

All land systems are further summarized in table I. 
Condition statements for land systems and for the 

station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Valbalgo station 

Pastoral value Land systems 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/s.u.) 

Low 
(20-30 ha/s.u.) 

Moderate Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and reticulate 
(10-19 ha/s.u.) dunes; moderately close tall shrublands of wanyu 

and some woodlands of sand dune gidgee 
Wooramel - sandy plains and plains with hardpan at 
shallow depth; scattered tall shrublands of wanyu, 
mulga and gidgee 

High Ella - plains with short linear dunes and sandy 
(5-9 ha/s.u.) banks, inter-dunal plains with more clayey soils and 

drainage foci; tall shrublands of wanyu and some 
woodlands of sand dune gidgee, other shrublands of 
acacias 

Very high 
« 5 ha/s.u.) 

Target - plains with sandy banks, more clayey 
inter-bank areas and numerous small prominent 
drainage foci; tall shrublands of wanyu and other 
acacias 
Mary - gently sloping plains with calcrete at 
shallow depth, occasional low rises of calcrete; 
tall shrublands silver bark wattle, spreading 
gidgee and cassias 
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Area 
% 

,. -

49.5 

2.3 

51.8 

40.0 

4.5 

3.7 

48.2 

100.0 



Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (137 recordings on Siand systems) 

Yalbalgo 

Land system 
No. of Total erosion (%) 

recordings 
nil minor mod. severe 

Ella 62 97 3 
Mary 13 85 15 
Target 10 80 20 
Wooramel 6 66 17 17 
Yalbalgo 46 100 

Total over all 
land systems 137 94 5 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 9 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 
1. Yalbalgo land system (49.5%) 

The system supports Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 
pastures which consist of very scattered palatable low 
shrubs and wanderrie grasses beneath a moderately 
close tall shrub layer ofwanyu. Because of the 
general sparsity of useful low shrubs, even when in 
good condition, and the rather short lived nature of 
wanderrie grasses the system has only limited value 
in times of drought. 

Pasture condition is predominantly fair with other 
areas, particularly those distant from water supplies, 
being in good or very good condition. Restricted 
parts show loss of desirable shrubs and are partly 
degraded to poor condition. There is no erosion and 
the system is stable under grazing. 

Controlled burning may be a useful management 
tool on this land system, but its use has not been 
researched. 

2. Ella land system (40%) 
Pastures on this system are Acacia Sand plain 

(ACSA) on the sandy banks and dunes and Currant 
Bush Mixed Shrub (CBMS) on the more clayey inter
dunal plains. 

Condition of the Acacia Sandplain pastures is 
mostly fair or good but the Currant Bush Mixed 
Shrub pastures have been preferentially overgrazed. 
Condition is now partly degraded to fair or poor. 
Desirable shrubs such as climbing saltbush, currant 
bush, Wilcox bush and flat leaf bluebush have been 
reduced in density and, in some cases, replaced by 
undersirable cassias and waxy leaf eremophila. 
Although the Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures are 
still moderately productive in terms of annuals and 
remaining perennials they have lost considerable 
drought durability. Strategic spelling over a number 
of consecutive growing seasons and conservative 
stocking at other times will improve pasture 
condition. 

The condition of pastures on the Ella system in the 
far north of the station is better than elsewhere. The 
paddock to the north of East Jimalgo paddock was 
unwatered at the time of survey. It should be 
brought into use in order to relieve grazing pressure 
elsewhere. 
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Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

2 23 49 24 2 24 50 26 
46 46 8 46 54 
30 50 20 30 70 

17 33 17 33 17 33 50 
9 22 56 13 30 57 13 

4 18 50 24 4 22 50 28 

3. Target land system (4.5%) 
This productive system is concentrated in Moogly 

and West Bald Hill paddocks to the north of the 
homestead. It supports Acacia Sandplain pastures on 
the sandy banks, Currant Bush Mixed Shrub pastures 
on the inter-bank plains and denser Acacia Creek
line (ACCR) pastures on the drainage foci. 
Condition of the Acacia Sandplain and Acacia Creek
line pastures is fair or good but the Currant Bush 
Mixed Shrub pastures are mostly degraded to poor 
condition. There is some minor water erosion in the 
form of patchy sheeting, rilling and wind 
hummocking. The two paddocks require strategic 
spelling to encourage pasture recovery. 

4. Mary land system (3.7%) 
The system supports Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) 

pastures and minor areas of Bluebush (BLUE) 
pastures. When in good condition Acacia Mixed 
Shrub pastures have many useful low shrubs such as 
ruby saltbush, climbing saltbush, warty leaf 
eremophila and felty bluebush beneath the taller 
cassias and acacias. Bluebush pastures carry 
Gascoyne bluebush and other bluebush types below 
snakewood. Pasture condition on this system is 
about evenly distributed between fair and poor 
meaning that many of the desirable species have been 
depleted. ,. 

5. Wooramelland system (2.3%) 
Although this small system was not intensively 

sampled the indications are that pastures are 
generally degraded and there is some patchy erosion. 

6. The station is not fully watered. About 35% of the 
station's pastures are >5 km from permanent stock 
water supplies. This applies especially to the Ella 
land system in the west and north and to parts of the 
Yalbalgo system in the north-east and south of the 
station. Consideration needs to be gi ven to 
providing additional water supplies to some of these 
areas at least (e.g. northern parts as mentioned in 3) 
so that pastures can be better utilized and stock 
distributed more equitably. 

7. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which is not the case, see 6) is 6,300. 

8. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country 
was in good range condition and was fully watered is 
estimated at 9,050. 
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Individual station report 
Yalbalgo station - 86,517 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d.· 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Yalbalgo 428 ACSA 128 244 56 2,816 3,567 
Ella 346 ACSA 75 150 17 1,631 2,017 

CBMS 22 47 569 1,380 
ACCR 26 9 610 700 

Target 39 CBMS 2 16 125 360 
ACSA 6 10 113 133 
ACCR 4 1 90 100 

Mary 32 ACMS 14 16 240 600 
BLUE 1 1 19 40 

Wooramel 20 ACSA 2 4 6 66 100 
ASGF 1 3 4 25 40 

Totals 865 242 460 163 6,304 9,037 

• Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 
Capability sheep unit capacity 

6,300 
9,050 

Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1968) 
lowest (1980) 

8,325 
12,200 

815 
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Yaringa station - Carnarvon and 
Shark Bay Shire 
Area 1,228 km' 

Location 
Yaringa station is located on the Wooramcl and 

Yaringa 1:250,000 map sheets. The homestead is 
about 150 km south of Carnarvon on the North-West 
Coastal Highway. The station has common 
boundaries with Wooramcl, Mcedo, Woodleigh and 
Carbla station and has a coastline to Shark Bay in the 
west. 

Description 
The largest land system is Sandplain (47.6%) which 

occupies the whole of the eastern part of the station. 
It consists of almost /latto gently undulating red 
sandplain supporting a moderately close tall 
shrubland ofwanyu. Pastoral value is moderate. 

The Yaringa system (24.8%) occurs in the north
west and central parts of the station. It consists of 
residual sandplain overlying limestone, occasional 
low sand dunes and minor areas of limestone plains. 
The sandy parts support the same tall shrublands of 
wanyu as for the Sandplain system and the limestone 
plains support tall shrublands ofHamciin wattle and 
other acacias. Pastoral value is high. 

The Foscal system (15.4%) consisting of low 
limestone mesas and plateaux and broad, gently 
sloping outwash plains occurs in the north and west 
of the station. It supports tall shrublands of various 
Acacia species and low shrublands of bladder 
saltbush, silver saltbush and Gascoyne saltbush. 
Pastoral value is high. 

The Salune system (4.3%) in the north of the 
station consists oflow lying saline plains and pans 
with scattered low dunes. Vegetation consists of low 
shrublands of bladder saltbush, Gascoyne bluebush 
and samphire and tall shrublands of wanyu. Pastoral 
value is moderate. 

Other land systems on the station are Yalbalgo 
(3.4%), Tooloonga (3.3%), Littoral (1.0%) and Sable 
(0.2%). Yalbalgo consists of longitudinal and 
reticulate sand dune" and swales supporting 
moderately close tall shrublands ofwanyu. Pastoral 
value is moderate. Tooloonga consists of stony 
limestone plains supporting tall shrublands of 
Hamelin wattle, silver bark wattle and other acacias. 
Pastoral value is high. 

All land systems are further summarized in table I. 

Condition statements for land systems and for the 
station as a whole (total over all land systems) are 
presented in table 2. These statements were derived 
from traverse records. 

Table 1. Land systems on Yaringa station 

Pastoral value Land systems Area 
% 

Very low 
(> 30 ha/su) 

Low 
20·30 ha/su ,. 

Moderate Sand plain - nearly flat to gently undulating red 47.6 
(10-19 ha/su) sand plain; moderately close to close tall 

shrublands of wanyu 
Salune - saline plains with scattered low dunes; 4.3 
low shrublands of saltbush, bluebush and samphire 
and tall shrublands of wanyu 
Yalbalgo - sandplains with linear and reticulate 3.4 
dunes; tall shrublands of wanyu 
littoral-low coastal fore-dunes with acacia 1.0 
shrublands, samphire and tidal flats and mangrove 
fringes 

56.3 

High Yaringa - sandy plains and limestone plains with 24.8 
(5·9 ha/su) occa~ionallow dunes, tall shrublands of wanyu, 

Hamelin wattle and other acacias 
Foscal - low limestone mesas and plateaux and broad, 
gently sloping outwash plains; tall acacia 
shrublands and low shrublands of saltbush and 

15.4 

bluebush 
Tooloonga - stony limestone plains; tall shrublands 
of Hamelin wattle, silver bark wattle and other 

3.3 

acacias 
Sable - nearly flat, saline alluvial plains and 
minor sandy banks; low shrublands of saltbush and 

0.2 

bluebush, some tall acacia shrublands 
43.7 

Very high 
« 5 ha/su) 

100.0 
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Table 2. Condition statements derived from traverse records (169 recordings on 7 land systems) 

Yaringa 

Land system No. of Total erosion (%) 
recordings 

nil minor mod. severe 

Foscal 55 96 4 
Sable 1 100 
Sandplain 62 100 
Salune 7 86 14 
Toolonga 10 100 
Yalbalgo 4 100 
Yaringa 30 97 3 

Total over all 
land systems 169 98 2 

Range evaluation sites 
Detailed descriptions and measurements of 

landform, vegetation, soils and range condition were 
made at 8 sites on 4 land systems. 

Range condition and recommendations 

I, Sandplain land system (47.6%) 
The system supports Acacia Sandplain (ACSA) 

pastures which consist of very scattered palatable low 
shrubs and wanderrie grasses beneath a moderately 
close tall shrub layer ofwanyu. Because of the 
general sparsity of useful low shrubs, even when in 
good condition, and the rather short lived nature of 
wanderrie grasses the system has only limited value 
in drought times. 

Pasture condition is mostly fair although some 
extensive areas arc in good condition and lesser 
parts, particularly near water supplies, are partly 
degraded to poor condition. There is no erosion and 
the system is stable under grazing. 

Controlled burning may be a useful management 
tool on this pasture type, but its use has not been 
researched. Evidence seen during survey suggests 
that the effects of fire may be extremely long term in 
that wanyu stands may take 50 years or more to 
reach their pre-fire height and density. Where the 
wanyu over-storey has been killed by fire the low 
shrub layer and the ground layer increases 
considerably in diversity of species and in density. 
This fire-induced sub-climax appears to be 
considerably more productive for livestock 
production than is the mature wanyu situation. 

Much of this system in the far east is little used or 
not used for grazing as it is considerably> 5 km from 
stock water supplies. 

2. Yaringa land system (24.8%) 

The system supports Acacia Sandplain pastures on 
the sandy units and Acacia Mixed Shrub (ACMS) 
pastures on the small limestone plains. Pasture 
condition is largely fair or good; some localized areas 
near waters show loss of desirable shrubs and are in 
poor condition. There is no significant erosion on 
the system. 

3. Foscalland system (15.4%) 
Pastures are Acacia Mixed Shrub and Saltbush 

(SALT) and Bluebush (BLUE). When in good 
condition a wide range of desirable low shrubs such 

Pasture condition (%) Range condition (%) 

exe. good fair poor v.poor good fair poor 

18 31 36 11 4 49 36 15 
100 100 

2 31 38 23 6 32 39 29 
43 14 43 43 14 43 
20 50 20 10 20 50 30 
25 25 50 25 25 50 
33 43 17 7 33 44 23 

7 31 38 19 5 38 38 24 

as Wilcox bush and ragged leaf scaevola occur on the 
non saline sites and bladder saltbush, silver saltbush, 
Gascoyne bluebush, tall saltbush and ruby saltbush 
are found on the saline sites. Management should be 
aimed at maintaining these species in the stand. 

Pasture condition varies widely from very poor to 
very good, but is predominantly fair or good. In 
particular pasture condition in No 3 and No 4 
paddocks in the south-west of the station is nearly all 
good or very good. Pastures here are highly saline 
and high salt intakes by livestock may be restricting 
pasture use and grazing radius. It is essential that 
stock water supplies are well-distributed throughout 
these pastures. 

4. Salone land system (4.3%) 

Condition of the Saltbush and Bluebush pastures 
on the system ranges from good to partly degraded to 
poor condition. The Acacia Sand plain pastures of 
the sandy rises and low dunes on the system were not 
intensively sampled but where seen were in fair 
condition. 

5. Yalbalgo land system (3.4%) 
This sand dune system supporting Acacia 

Sandplain pastures was not intensively sampled. 
However it is stable under grazing and is mostly in 
fair condition. 

6. Tooloonga land system (3.3%) 
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The system supports Acacia Mixed Shrub pastures 
which, when in good condition, have numerous 
desirable low shrubs such as ragged leaf scaevola, 
ruby saltbush, green cassia and cotton bush beneath 
the taller shrubs of Hamelin wattle, minni ritchi and 
silver bark wattle. Pasture condition is 
predominantly fair and there is no erosion. 

7. The station is not fully watered, particularly in the 
east (see I) and also in the north, north-east, and far 
north-west of No 3 paddock. About 50% of pastures 
on the station are> 5 km from permanent stock 
water supplies. 

8. The recommended sheep unit capacity for present 
condition and assuming that the station is fully 
watered (which is not the case, see 7) is 10,000. 

9. The capability sheep unit capacity ifall country. 
was in good range condition and was fully watered IS 

estimated at 13,550. 



Individual station report 
Yaringa station - 122,757 ha 

Area Pasture Range condition (km2) Recommended Capability 
Land system km' lands Good Fair Poor E.d: 

sheep unit sheep unit 
capacity capacity 

Sandplain 585 ACSA 187 228 170 3,663 4,875 
Yaringa 305 ACSA 71 122 51 1,558 2,033 

ACMS 31 10 20 845 1,220 
Foscal 190 SALT 68 28 8 1,760 2,080 

BLUE 25 21 21 894 1,340 
ACMS 5 11 3 229 380 

Salune 53 ACSA 24 150 200 
SAMP 18 72 72 
BLUE 5 2 4 150 220 

Yalbalgo 42 ACSA 11 11 20 240 350 
Toolonga 40 ACMS 7 18 11 389 720 

ACSA 2 13 17 
ASGF 2 7 10 

Littoral 12 Noveg 10 
SAMP 1 4 4 
CDSH 1 13 13 

Totals 1,227 440 479 308 9,987 13,534 

* Area of extreme degradation; severe erosion and/or pasture degradation, zero carrying capacity. 

Recommended sheep unit capacity 10,000 
Capability sheep unit capacity 13,550 
Declared stock numbers (sheep units or equivalent) 
1968-1984: 
average (mean) 
highest (1976) 
lowest (1980) 

9,434 
15,385 

159 
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APPENDIX 2 
List of Common Perennial 
Plant Species 
Abuti/on geranioides 
Abuti/on otocarpum 
Abuti/on species 
Acacia acuminata 
Acacia aff.coolgardiensis 
Acacia amblyophylla 
Acacia anastema 
Acacia ancistrocarpa 
Acacia andrewsii 
Acacia aneura 
Acacia aphylla 
Acacia arida 
Acacia bivenosa 
Acacia blakely; 
Acacia brachystachya 
Acacia citrinoviridis 
Acacia colletoides 
Acacia coolgardiensis 
Acacia coriacea 
Acacia craspedocarpa 
Acacia cuspidifolia 
Acacia cuthbertsonii 
Acacia drepanophylla 
Acacia eremaea 
Acacia farnesiana 
Acacia galeata 
Acacia grasbyi 
Acacia greg or;; 
Acacia idiomorpha 
Acacia inaequifatera 
Acacia kempeana 

Acacia leptospermoides 
Acacia ligufata 
Acacia linophylla 
Acacia microcafyx 
Acacia murrayana 
Acacia oswafdii 
Acacia pruinocarpa 
Acacia pyrifoJia 
Acacia ramulosa 
Acacia rhodophloia 
Acacia rostellifera 
Acacia roycei 
Acacia sclerosperma 
Acacia sibilans 
Acacia spathulifolia 
Acacia subtessarogona 
Acacia tetragonophylla 
Acacia trans/ucens 
Acacia victoriae 
Acacia wiseana 
Acacia xanthina 
Acacia xiphophylla 
Acanthocarpus preissii 
Adenanthos acanthophyllus 
Adriana tomentosa 
Allocasuarina campestris 
Alyogyne cuneiformis 
Alyogyne huegefii 
Alyogyne pinoniana 
Alyxia buxifoJia 
Angianthus cunninghamii 
Angianthus microcephalus 
Anigozanthos species 
Anthobolus foveolatus 
Anthocercis littorea 
Aristlda browniana 
Astrebla elymoides 
Astrebla pectinata 
Astrebla squarrosa 
Atriplex amnicola 
Atripfex bunburyana 
Atriplex nummularia 
Atriplex paludosa 
Atriplex vesicaria 
Atylosia species 
A vicennia marina 
Baeckia species 
Banksia ashbyi 
Banksia lindleyana 
Banksia sceptrum 
Beaufortia dampieri 

oval leaf 
lantern bush 
jam 
sugar brother 

sand dune gidgee 
Fitzroy wattle 

mulga 

marpoo 

turpentine mulga 
golden wattle or black mulga 

sugar brother 
weeping acacia 
hop mulga 
wait-a-while 

Hamelin wattle 
snakewood 
false mesquite 

minni ritchi 

kanji 
sand plain wattle or witchetty 
bush 

umbrella wattle 
bowgada 

fire wattle 
nelia or miljee 
gidgee or yalardy 
kanji 
wanyu 
flat leafed minni ritchi 

needle myall 
silver bark wattle 
Gascoyne or flannel myall 

spreading gidgee 
curara 
poverty wattle 
prickly acacia or bardie bush 
kerosine bush 

snakewood 

bitter bush 
dwarf sheok 
native hibiscus 

sand plain hibiscus 
dysentery bush 
coast angianthus 

kangaroo paw 

erect kerosene grass 
weeping Mitchell grass 
barley Mitchell grass 
bull Mitt:hell grass 
swamp or river saltbush 
silver salt bush 
old man saltbush 
marsh saltbush 
bladder saltbush 

mangrove 

Ashby's banksia 
Lindley's banksia 
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Boerhavia diffusa 
Bonamia species 
Bossiaea rufa 
Brachychiton gregorii 
Brachycome latisquamea 
Bursaria occidentiafis 
Bursaria spinosa 
Callitris columeffaris 
Ca/othamnus chrysantherus 
Calothamnus formosus 
Ca/othamnus glaber 
Calothamnus kalbarriensis 
Calytrix longiflora 
Calytrix muricata 
Canthium latifolium 
Canthium lineare 
Capparis spinosa 
Carpobrotus species 
Cassia artemisioides 
Cassia charlesiana 
Cassia chatelainiana 
Cassia desolata 
Cassia hamersleyensis 
Cassia helmsii 
Cassia luerssenii 
Cassia nemophila 
Cassia notabilis 
Cassia oligophylla 
Cassia phyllodinea 
Cassia pruinosa 
Cassia sturtii 
Cassia venusta 
Cassytha aurea 
Cenchrus ciliaris 
Cenchrus setigerus 
Chamelaucium species 
Chenopodium auricomum 
Chenopodium 

gaudichaudianum 
Chorizema ericifolium 
Chrysopogon fal/ax 
Chthonocephalus 

tomentel/us 
Clematis microphyl/a 
Cleome viscosa 
Codonocarpus cotinifolius 
Commicarpus australis 
Conospermum species 
Conosty/is species 
Corchorus sidoides 
Corchorus walcottii 
Corynotheca lateriflora 
Cratystylis subspinescens 
Crota/aria cunninghamii 
Cymbopogon ambiguus 
Cynanchum floribundum 
Cyperus bifax 
Dampiera incana 
Dampiera spicigera 
Danthonia caespitosa 
Daviesia benthamii 
Daviesia species 
Dianel/a revoluta 
Dichrostachys spicata 
Dicrastylis costelloi 
Dicrastylis /inearifolia 
Digitaria aff brownii 
Diplolaena dampieri 
Diplolaena grandiflora 
Diplopeltis eriocarpa 
Dissocarpus paradoxus 
Dodonaea inaequifolia 
Dodonaea pachyneura 
Dodonaea viscosa 
Duboisia hopwoodii 
Ecdeiocolea monostachya 
Enchylaena tomentosa 
Enneapogon polyphyllus 
Enneapogon species 
Enteropogon acicularis 
Eragrostis australasica 
Eragrostis dielsii 
Eragrostis eriopoda 
Eragrostis japonica 
Eragrostis lanipes 
Eragrostis oldfieldii 
Eragrostis setifolia 
Eragrostis xerophila 
Eremaea ebractea 
Eremaea species 

tar vine 

kurrajong 

Australian blackthorn 
native pine 
one sided bottle brush 
one sided bottle brush 

Kalbarri bottlebrush 
star flower 
star flower 
native orange 
native currant 
coastal caper 
pig face 
silver cassia 

tall cassia 
grey cassia 

crinkled cassia 

desert cassia 
cockroach bush 
blood bush 
silver cassia 
silver cassia 
green or straight leaf cassia 

dodder laurel 
buffel grass 
Birdwood grass 

swamp bluebush 
earlobe saltbush 

ribbon or weeping grass 

small leaf clematis 
tick weed 
fire bush or native poplar 
tar vine 
smoke bush 
cats paw 
flannel weed 
wooly corchorus 

sage 
green bird flower 
lemon scented grass 

t9 native pear 
downs nut grass 
hoary dampiera 
spiked dampiera 
ringed wallaby grass 

bacon and eggs 
native lily 
pied piper bush 

cabbage bush 
cotton panic grass 

caper bush 
cannonball 
hop bush 
hop bush 
sticky hop bush 
pituri 

ruby saltbush 
limestone grass 
nigger heads 
curly windmill grass 
swamp or cane grass 
Murchison or red grass 
woolly butt 
fairy grass 
creeping wanderrie 

never fail grass 
Roebourne plains grass 



Eremophea aggregata 
Eremophila aft. gibsonii 
Eremophila clarke; 
Eremophila cordata 
Eremophila crenulata 
Eremophila cuneifolia 
Eremophila exififolia 
Eremophila foliosissima 
Eremophila fraser; 
Eremophila freefingii 
Eremophila gibsonii 
Eremophila gifesii 
Eremophila g/abra 
Eremophila g/utinosa 
Eremophila latrobei 
Eremophila /eucophy/Ja 
Eremophila longifoJia 
EremophiJa mackinlayi 
Eremophila maculata 
Eremophila maitfandii 
Eremophila oldfieldii 
Eremophila oppositifo/ia 
Eremophila pantonii 
Eremophila pfatyca/yx 
Eremophila pterocarpa 
Eremophila spathulata 
Eremophila spectabilis 
EremophiJa youngii 
Eriachne aft. obtusa 
Eriachne aft. su/cata 
Eriachne aristidea 
Eriachne benthamii 
Eriachne f/accida 
Eriachne helmsii 
Eriachne mucronata 
Eriochloa pseudoacrotricha 
Eriostemon sericeus 
Eucalyptus camaldulensis 
Eucalyptus coolabah 
Eucalyptus decipiens 
Eucalyptus dichromophloia 
Eucalyptus erythrocorys 
Eucalyptus eudesmioides 
Eucalyptus foecunda 
Eucalyptus fruiticosa 
Eucalyptus jucunda 
Eucalyptus jutsonii 
Eucalyptus loxophleba 
Eucalyptus mannensis 
Eucalyptus microtheca 
Eucalyptus obtusiflora 
Eucalyptus oldfieldii 
Eucalyptus oraria 
Eucalyptus prominens 
Eucalyptus roycei 
Eucalyptus socialis 
Eu/alia fulva 
Euphorbia boophthona 
Euphorbia drummondii 
Exocarpus aphy/Jus 
Exocarpus sparteus 
Ficus platypoda 
Frankenia pauciflora 
Geleznowia verrucosa 
Glycine canescens 
Grevillea annufifera 
Greviflea eriostachya 
Grevilfea gordoniana 
Grevillea rogersoniana 
Grevil/ea stenobotrya 
Grevillea variifolia 
Hakea arida 
Hakea lorea 
Hakea preissii 
Hakea stenophylla 
Hakea suberea 
Ha/gania fittorafis 
Ha/osarcia halocnemoides 
Halosarcia indica 
Halosarcia pergranuJata 
Hafosarcia pruinosa 
Halosarcia pterygosperma 
Hannafordia quadriva/vis 
Hemiandra species 
Heterodendrum oleaefolium 
Hibiscus species 
Hybanthus enneaspermus 
Indigofera brevidens 
Indigofera monophylla 
Ipomoea muelleri 

turpentine bush 

waxy leafed eremophila 
royal poverty bush 
poverty bush 
poverty bush 
turpentine bush 
limestone fuchsia 
poverty bush 
turkeybush 

poverty bush 
warty leaf poverty bush 
Wilcox bush 
poverty bush 
poverty bush 
native fuchsia or travel bush 
sand plain poverty bush 
poverty bush 
twin leaf eremophila 
limestone poverty bush 
granite poverty bush 
silver poverty bush 
spoon leaf eremophila 
showy eremophila 
poverty bush 
northern wanderrie grass 

false broad leaf wanderrie grass 
swamp wanderrie grass 
crab hole grass 
buck wanderrie grass 
stony wanderrie grass 
soring or cup grass 

river red gum 
coolibah 

variable barked blood wood 
iIIyarrie 
mallalie 
narrow leaved red mallee 

York gum 

coolibah 

Oldfields mallee 

Royce's mallee 

silky brown top 
Gascoyne spurge 
balsam or caustic weed 
broom bush 

native fig 

native soya bean 

orange grevillea 

Rogersons grevillea 
rattle bush 
Cape Range grevillea 

cork wood 
needle bush 

cork bark tree 

samphire 
samphire 
samphire 
samphire 
samphire 

minga or rosewood 

poison morning glory' 
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Ipomoea yardiensis 
Isotropis atropurpurea 
Jacksonia vefutina 
Jasminum lineare 
Keraudrenia hermanniifolia 
Labichea cassioides 
Labichea lanceo/afa 
Lachnostachys eriobotria 
Lamarchea hakeifofia 
Lawrencia chrysoderma 
Lawrencia densiflora 
Lechenaultia linarioides 
Lechenaultia subsymosa 
Leichardtia australis 
Lepidium platypetalum 
(formerly L. leptopetalum) 

Lepidium linifo!ium 
Limonium salicorniaceum 
Lycium australe 
Macarthia intrica 
Maireana amoena 
Maireana aphylla 
Maireana atkinsiana 
Maireana convexa 
Maireana georgei 
Maireana g/omerifolia 
Maireana lanosa 
Maireana melanocoma 
Maireana oppositifolia 
Maireana p/anifolia 
Maireana p/atycarpa 
Maireana polypterygia 
Maireana pyramidata 
Maireana stipitata 
Maireana suaedifolia 
Maireana tomentosa 
Maireana triptera 
Maireana vil/osa 
Melaleuca cardiophylla 
Me/a/euca eleuterostachya 
Mela/euca leiocarpa 
Mela/euca oldfieldii 
Melaleuca psammophila 
Melaleuca uncinata 
Minuria cunninghamii 
Mirbelia microphylla 
Mirbe/ia ramulosa 
Mirbelia spinosa 
Mirbefia viminalis 
Monachather paradoxa 
Muehlenbeckia cunninghamii 
Murchisonia fragrans 
Myoporum insu/are 
Newcastelia chrysophylla 
Nitraria bil/ardierei 
Olax species 
O/earia axillaris 
Osteocarpum acropterum 
Paraneurachne muelleri 
Paspalidium aff clementii 
Paspalidium gracile 
Paspalidium tabu/atum 
Petalostylis labicheoides 
Petrophile conifera 
Phyllanthus fuernrohrii 
Phyllanthus species (RJC. 

1948) 
Phymatocarpus 

porphyrocephalus 
Pileanthus limacis 
Pileanthus peduncu/aris 
Pime/ea microcephala 
Pittosporum phylfiraeoides 
Pityrodia cuneata 
Pityrodia o/dfieldii 
Pityrodia paniculata 
Pityrodia species 
P/ectrachne danthonioides 
P/ectrachne pungens 
P/ectrachne schinzii 
Podo/epis microcepha/a 
Parana sericea 
Prostanthera wiJkieana 
Psorafea species 
Pterigeron species 
Ptilotus aft drummond;; 
Ptilotus divaricatus 
Ptilotus obovatus 
Ptilotus polakii 
Ptilotus schwartzii 

Yardie Creek morning glory 

stinkwood 
native jasmine 
crinkle leaf fire bush 

false paperbark 

yellow lechenaultia 

cogla 
peppercress 

water bush or boxthorn 

spiny bluebush 
bronze bluebush 
mulga bluebush 
golden or George's bluebush 
ball-leaf bluebush 
bluebush 
pussy bluebush 

flat leafed bluebush 
low or shy bluebush 
Gascoyne bluebush 
sago bush 
bluebush 
lax bluebush 
felty leafed bluebush 
black or three winged bluebush 
bluebush 
paper bark 

paper bark 

broom honey myrtle 

broad leafed wanderrie 
swamp bush or lignum 

coast daisy bush 

coppercups 
mallee rice flower 
desert willow 

gummy spinifex 
feathertop or oat eared spinifex 

scurtped 
smelly bush 
narrow leaf mulla mulla 
climbing mulla mulla 
cotton bush 
Gascoyne mulla mulla 
horse mulla mulla 



Rhagodia drummondii Sporobofus mitcheffii rats tail couch 
Rhagodia eremaea tall or climbing saltbush Spyridium complicatum 
Rhagodia fatifolia Spyridium divaricatum 
Rhagodia preissii Stipa crinita 
Rueflia primu/acea Stipa elegantissima feather spear-grass 
Rulingia /oxophylla Stylobasium spathulatum pebble bush 
Sa/sola kali roly poly Swainsona ecallosa 
Santa/um acuminatum quondong Swainsona pterostyfis 
Santalum lanceolatum bitter quondong Tecticomia verrocosa claypan samphire 
Santalum spicatum sandalwood Templetonia retusa cockies tongues 
Sarcostemma australe caustic bush Tephrosia bidwillii 
Scaevola crassifolia Tephrosia flammea 
Scaevo/a spinescens currant bush Themeda australis kangaroo grass 
Scaevola tomentosa ragged leaf scaevola Threlkeldia diffusa 
Schoftzia leptanthia Thryptomene baeckeacea 
Sclerolaena diacantha bindii Thryptomene decussata 
Sclerolaena divaricata bindii Thryptomene strong/ophylla 
Sc/erolaena species bindii Tribu/us platypterus corky bark kalfstroemia 
Sc/erofaena tridens Trichodesma zey/anicum native blue belt 
Sclero/aena uniflora Tricoryne species 
Sclerostegia disarticulata samphire Triodia angusta spinifex 
Setaria diels;; chinterbii Triodia basedowii buck or hard spinifex 
Sida aft virgata Triodia lanigera spinifex 
Sida calyxhymenia tall sida Triodia plurinervata spinifex 
Sida echinocarpa Triodia pungens soft spinifex 
Sida kingii Triodia wiseana limestone or hard spinifex 
Sida physocalyx Triumfetta chaetocarpa 
Sida rohlenae Verticordia forrestii feather flower 
Sida virgata Waitzia podofepis 
Solanum esuriale quena or devils apple Westringia species 
Solanum lasiophyllum flannel bush Wurmbea odorata 
Solanum orbicu/atum tomato bush Zygophyllum aurantiacum shrubby twin leaf 
Spartothamnella teucriiflora Zygophyllum fruticulosum shrubby twin leaf 
Spinifex longifolius beach spinifex Zygophyllum species shrubby twin leaf 
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APPENDIX 3 
List of endemic and near-endemic plants found in the Carnarvon 
Basin survey area 

This list is based on specimens lodged at the 
Western Australian Herbarium as of February 1983 
and in a few cases complemented by literature 
records. 

For unnamed species a voucher specimen is cited 
in parentheses following the generic name. Species 
not entirely confined to the area are indicated with 
an asterisk (*). 

Forty"two true endemics and·g near-endemics are 
listed below. However, as more material becomes 
available this number may vary. 
Abutilon geranoides (DC.) Benth. 

Acacia anastema Maslin 
Acacia drepanophylla Maslin 

Acacia galeata Maslin 
Acacia roycei Maslin 
.. Acacia subtessarogona Tindale & Maslin 

Acanthocarpus sp. (Wittwer W1772) 

Adenanthos acanthophyl/us George 

Angianfhus microcephalus (F. Muell.) Benth. 

Atriplex paludosa subsp. graciflora 

.. Banksia ashbyi E.G. Baker 

Beaufortia dampierii A. Gunn. 

Brachycome latisquamea F. Muell. 

Brachysema macrocarpum Benth. 

Calothamnus sp. (S.D. Hopper 1341) 

.. Chamelaucium sp. (R.J. Cranfield 2578) 

Chthonocephalu5 tomentel/us (F. Muell.) Benth. 

Dampiera incana R.Br. var. incana 

Eragrostis oldfieldii Domin 

cremaea sp. (A.S. George 04102) 

Eremophea aggregata P .G. Wilson 

56037/S/S7-2M.-l/4JJ9 

Eriachne gardner; Hartley 

Eucalyptus beardiana Brooker & Blaxell 

Eucalyptus fruticosa Brooker 

Eucalyptus prominens Brooker 
Eucalyptus roycei S.G.M. Carr 

Grevillea rogersoniana C.A. Gardner 

Ipomoea yardiensis George 

* Labichea cassioides Gaud. 

Lamarchea hakeifolia Gaud. var. hakeifolia 

Leschenaultia subsymosa C.A. Gardner & George 
Lepidium linifolium (Desvaux) Steud. 

Macarthuria intrica G.J. Keighery 
Maireana stipitata P.G. Wilson 

Murchisonia fragrans N.H. Brittan 

Newcastelia chrysophylla C.A. Gardner 

Pileanthus sp. (A.S. George 10365) 

Pityrodia cuneata (Gaud.) Benth. 

* Pityrodia paniculata (F. Muell.) Benth. 

Psammagrostis wiseana C.A. Gardner & C.E. Hubbard 

* Sclero/aena tridens (F. Muell.) Domin 

Spyridium divaricatum Benth. 

Stipa crinata Gaud. 

Swainsona ecallosa Sprague 

Tricoryne sp. (G.J. Keighery 814) 

• Triodia plurinervata N.T. Burbidge 

Tetragonia diptera F. Muell. 

Waitzia podolepsis (Gaud.) Steetz 

• Wurmbea odorata T.D. Macfarlane 

Verticordia sp. (A. Payne 424) 
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